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Foreword

Dear Authors, Participants, Contributors, and Esteemed Readers,

The Conference on Asian Linguistic Anthropology 2019, in Siem Reap, Cambodia, January 
25-29, 2019, hosted by the Paññāsāstra Unviersty of Cambodia, with major publishing 
affiliate Taylor and Francis Publishing, and with major institutional affiliate SOAS, University 
of London, was an immense success.

The  CALA has now developed and sustains a strong tradition of localized Linguistic 
Anthroplogy for Asia. This effort has found support in its extensive global affiliate institutions, 
publishing companies, and its global siblings (The COMELA, The MEALA, The AFALA, 
The COOLA, The SCAALA). As such, The CALA 2019, and The CALA in general, brought 
together researchers, academics, and professionals from all over the world, who are experts in 
Asian Lingistic Anthropology, Language and Society, Sociolinguistics, Cultual Anthropology, 
Critical Studies, Musical Anthropology, Gender Studies, Literary Sudies, and related fields. 
The papers provided scientific knowledge within these pertinent fields, which this book is now 
publishing.

Themed Revitalization and Representation, The CALA 2019 saw the gathering of a global group 
of scholars who sought to engage in progressive discussion on a range of issues significant to the 
field of Asian Linguistic Anthroplogy. The scholarship from these interactions was no less than 
academically groundbreakng, and these contributions structured The CALA 2019 Conference 
to become the outstanding event that it was. The CALA 2019 Conference Central Committee 
are

Conference Chair:   Professor Sam Ang Sam, Paññāsāstra Unvierity of Cambodia

Program Committee:  Dr. Susan Hagadorn, Paññāsāstra Unvierity of Cambodia
    Dr. Vong Meng, Paññāsāstra  Unvierity of Cambodia
    Ratha Tieng, Paññāsāstra Unvierity of Cambodia
    Nhan Huynh, The CALA, SOAS, University of London

In addition to the contributed papers, the two invited keynote speakers were Professor Peter 
Austin of The School of Oriental and African Studies at The University of London, and 
Professor Mie Hiramoto of The National University of Singapore.

We thank all authors and participants for their significant contributions.

The Conference on Asian Linguistic Anthropology 2019
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATION 1

Linguistic Norms in Expressive Traditions
Ramon Pagayon Santosa 

aUniversity of the Philippines, The Philippines

Abstract 

The importance of communication as a basic tool for human interaction is an indisputable fact 
of everyday life. In somewhat scientific terms, its immediate purpose is to convey messages, which, 
through a specific medium, must be able to elicit response or alter response probabilities from the 
receiver of the message. 

Even as language transcends disciplinal boundaries, non-verbal communication exists and is 
embodied and represented in the artistic practices of societies. Although their fomal structures, 
modes of rendition, and conceptual and philosophical bases are likewise culture-specific, they are 
able to transcend the natural barriers of language by providing codes and symbols, which may be 
distinctive, but at the same time universal in nature.

In his essay on music and language, Theodor Adorno asserted that ‘the language of music is quite 
different from the language of intentionality, it would cease to be music and would effect a false 
transformation into language.’ 

In many musical traditions in pre-Hispanic Philippines and elsewhere, language is imbedded in 
the musical discourse, with specific meanings that can be understood by the listener in a process of 
intentional communication. With language as the apparent source and foundation of their aesthetic 
and communicative value, these forms of expession could be exempted from being identified with 
the dialectics of music, for the reason that the practitioners themselves do not think ‘musically’ but 
rather linguistically and even rhetorically.

This presentation will discuss two such practices, the Maguindanao kutyapi and the Yakan 
tagunggo performances in Southern Philippines, in order to show how language is ingrained in 
these sound-related traditions, against the concept of composition and performance that have been 
appropriated from the European art music tradition.
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATION 2

Colonialism in Language Documentation and Revitalization 
- The Times They are a Changin’?

Peter Austina 
aDepartment of Linguistics, School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, U.K.

Abstract 

Over the past ten years, scholars working in language documentation and revitalization have 
argued for collaborative and empowering approaches to research that locate speakers as central actors 
in projects (Czaykowska-Higgins 2009, Glenn 2009, Leonard and Haynes 2010, Grenoble 2010; 
but see also Wilkins 1992). This has been reflected in training of Indigenous research collaborators, 
monolingual publication of grammars, dictionaries and learning materials in both smaller state 
and non-state languages (Austin 2018), presentations by Indigenous researchers at conferences and 
workshops in their own languages (Olko 2018), and the development of metalanguage in minority 
and endangered languages. A discourse of ‘decolonialisation’ (or ‘denorthernising’) of linguistics has 
emerged recently (Luepke 2015, Davis 2017, De Korne and Leonard 2017), arguing for ‘empowering 
and ... capacity-building ... as well as attempts to create space for the development of Indigenous 
research methodology’ (Olko 2018).

In this paper we critically discuss these developments and ask how much has changed since 
Wilkins (1992) in terms of addressing the histories and ideologies of linguistic research, especially 
the study of endangered and lesser known languages, and its long association with colonial and 
missionary activities (Errington 2001, Irvine 2008, Dobrin 2018).
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATION 3

Enregisterment of Masculinity and Sexuality of Hollywood 
Ninja Characters

Mie Hiramotoa 
aDepartment of English Language and Literature, National University of Singapore, Singapore

Abstract 

This presentation is based on my work thus far on ideologies of East Asian masculinity from a 
viewpoint of mediation and mediatization. For the past decade or so, I have been investigating East 
Asian-specific typecasting practices of language, gender, and sexuality within a larger understanding 
of dominant and cross-cultural ideas about these concepts. My data are taken from popular media 
such as novels, anime, film, and Online photo blogs. The properties of femininity and masculinity 
across different cultures have to some degree characterized by unique elements. Likewise, depending 
on regional origin and target audience, these cross-culturally gendered representations vary in 
mediation and mediatization practices. Hence, in East Asian media, depictions of East Asian women 
and men differ considerably from those found in Western media. For example, in the latter, while 
East Asian women are often fetishized and hypersexualized, East Asian men are typically desexualized. 

Concentrating on Anglophone cinematic descriptions of East Asian masculinity, this talk centers 
around data taken from popular action films featuring the ninja, a specialized subtype of Japanese 
martial arts practitioners that has captured Western eyes since its introduction in the 1964 James 
Bond novel (and subsequent 1967 film) You Only Live Twice. My discussion tracks the Anglophone 
portrayal of the ninja from this original point, through the subsequent Hollywood ‘ninja craze’ of 
the 1980s, and into contemporary films such as The Wolverine (2013), paying particular attention 
to cinematic constructions of masculinity and sexuality from viewpoints of linguistic anthropology 
as well as film semiotics. Based on notions of linguistic and visual enregisterment, this research 
employs concepts of mediation and simulation to illustrate two points - (1) a widely accepted martial 
arts typecasting of the ninja is a ‘copy without an original’ in Hollywood productions, and (2) 
characteristics of heroic and villainous ninja characters are conventionalized via dominant ideologies 
of hegemonic masculinity based on their race, namely, Japanese or white.

Lastly, in contrast to research traditions that prioritize the analysis of ‘naturalistic data’ collected 
from field research, in this presentation, I highlight the utility of media-based data as a tool with 
which we may explore ideologies regarding language, gender, and sexuality. Much like natualistic 
data, mediated images and scripted discourses have the ability to convey embedded social meanings 
to its audience.

 



Language, Gender, and 
Sexuality
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“Indeed, the King has a Cunt! What a Wonder!”: Sex, 
Eroticism and Language in One Thousand and One Nights

Md Abu Shahid Abdullaha 
aDepartment of English, University of Asia Pacific, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Abstract 

One Thousand and One Nights, which can be traced back to as early as the 9th century, is 
probably the greatest introduction to Arabic culture through literature. This colossal and diverse 
book has drawn the attention of scholars, researchers and students to classic Arabic literature as 
well as influenced many prominent authors and filmmakers. It is not just a book of careless and 
unconnected stories but rather a piece of esteemed literature which has been read and analysed 
in many countries all over the world. However, it is also true that this book has been criticised 
for its sexual promiscuity and degraded portrayal of women.

The aim of the presentation is to prove that underneath the clumsy and seemingly funny 
structures of One Thousand and One Nights, there is a description of overflowing sexuality. 
Through the sexualised or erotic description of female bodies, the book gives agency to women 
but at the same time depicts them derogatively, and thus fulfils the naked desire of the then 
patriarchal society. The presentation will highlight how sexual promiscuity or fathomless female 
sexual craving is portrayed through figurative and grammatical language, which objectifies the 
female characters but at the same time enables them to be playful with the male characters, 
and thus motivates them to become more powerful than the males. Finally. the presentation 
will focus on language or narrative as an act of survival from the perspectives of the female 
characters, which is most evident in the case of Scheherazade who saved not only her life but 
also lives of countless maidens by her mesmerizing storytelling talent.

Keywords: overflowing sexuality, promiscuity, language game, story-telling 

Introduction 

One Thousand and One Nights, also known as Arabian Nights, which can be traced back 
to as early as the 9th century, and which contains traces of Arabic, Persian and Indian cultures, 
is probably the greatest introduction to Arabic culture through literature. This colossal and 
diverse book has drawn the attention of scholars, researchers, and students, to classic Arabic 
literature, and has influenced many prominent authors and filmmakers. This is not just a book 
of careless and unconnected stories, but rather, a piece of esteemed literature which is read and 
analysed in many countries all over the world. However, it is also true that this book has often 
been criticised for its overflowing sexuality or sexual promiscuity. The use of indirect language 
provides sexually explicit scenes with a mysterious flavour. In one way, the book provides the 
female characters with agency, yet also depicts women in an obscene and degraded manner. 
While the book provides women with sexual freedom and agency, it simultaneously portrays 
them as obscene and sex-hungry.
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The aim of this research is to evidence that underneath the clumsy and seemingly funny 
structure of Arabian Nights, there is a description of overflowing sexuality. Through the sexualised 
or erotic description of female bodies, the book assigns agency to women, but at the same time, 
depicts them derogatively, and thus fulfils the naked desire of the then patriarchal society. The 
work also highlights the employment of indirect language or the language game to denote 
the sexual promiscuity and aberration practiced between men and women, while positioning 
storytelling as an act of survival.

Obscene and Degraded Portrayal of  Women

One Thousand and One Nights presents a distinctive viewpoint on the role(s) of women in 
patriarchal Muslim society. The book provides a dualistic or contrasting portrayal of women as 
active and passive, disobedient and subservient, assertive and meek, beautiful and ugly, pious 
and lustful, and so forth. One should not ignore the fact that the frame story is narrated by 
a woman Scheherazade, who considers it her responsibility to save other young women from 
death at the hands of the King Shahryar. From this perspective, she can be considered a voice 
for oppressed women. However, although Scheherazade provides the king with the narrative 
pleasure of her stories, she also places her body at his service, which results in her giving birth 
to three sons. Her desire to save the lives of many other young innocent women through the 
narrative positions her as agent; however, in order to attain this agency, she must sacrifice her 
body. It is important to note that she uses her storytelling to counter male pretentions to define 
all women as the same. As both a sexual object and an intelligent narrator, Scheherazade uses 
her feminine gift in a way that challenges misogynous discourse on women. 

The story of Wardan the Butcher, the Woman, and the Bear is significant for many reasons. 
The most provocative or controversial aspect of the story in terms of content is perhaps the 
graphic description of the sexual encounter between the woman and the bear, as well as the 
prefatory meal and intoxication. Although sex between beast and human is not completely 
exotic in pre-modern Arabic literature, it is as shocking for the pre-modern audience or reader 
as it is for the modern one.

The bear mounted her and copulated with her. After the first time he ravished 
her a second time, and yet another time until he had done a full ten times in 
one go. All the while both of them had been moaning and groaning until they 
finally reached fulfillment. The bear fell to her side as if dead, and so did she. 

 (Marzolph 2015, 190)

The bear’s sexual appetite might have attracted an audience that most probably was 
exclusively male. According to Ulrich Marzolph, “sex usually makes a good story. The effect 
of this ambiguous attraction is even more striking when the sexual encounter is illicit, in other 
words when sex is considered a crime” (190). 

Again, in another story, a king’s daughter becomes a nymphomaniac after being deflowered 
by a black man. To satisfy her fathomless sexual desire, she obtains a monkey and hides it in her 
room where it copulates with her day and night. After being threatened by her father, she leaves 
the kingdom. At one point, she is followed by a butcher who is astonished to see her female 
beauty: “At that point, she bought some wine, drank from it, and served it to the monkey. It, 
then, had sexual intercourse with her about ten times until she fainted” (Burton IV 2008, 297-
298). 
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In both stories, the narrator employs simple language to describe the intensive sex between 
women and their pet animals. The female sexual intercourse with animals also brings them to 
the level of perverts and again shows the desire of patriarchal society to humiliate women. Apart 
from positioning women as possessing high sexual drive (libido), there are numerous examples 
where they are portrayed as evil and infidel. This portrayal of women as infidel again fulfils the 
desire of a society which is very much patriarchal and conservative in relation to women and 
their activities. 

Scheherazade’s stories do not merely give her an opportunity to pass the night and live for 
another day, but function rather therapeutically to heal the king and to move him out of a 
patriarchal society where women are marginalised or executed. However, her way of narrating 
stories is also significant. Stories about adultery force the king to confront his own psychological 
trauma, and serve as a process of healing. Since Scheherazade tells her stories to a person for 
whom sexuality is a big part of life, her stories are also characterised by sensuality and sexuality. 
She endeavours to teach the blood-thirsty king that although fate has given him three adulterous 
women in various stages of his life, there are still more virtuous wives to counteract the existence 
of the infidel. She herself sets an example of a virtuous woman one thousand and one nights 
after their marriage. According to Naithani, by showing that both adultery and fidelity coexist 
in a community, her stories create “a counter hypnosis to the one afflicting Shahrayar and his 
state of mind” (279-280). 

In The Porter and the Three Ladies, three sisters invite a porter, whom they have hired for the 
day, to their home. After having finished with their food and drink, they undress themselves one 
by one, plunge into the swimming pool and then sit on the porter’s lap. Pointing at her sexual 
organ, each sister asks the porter what this is: “Then she washed herself under the belly, around 
the breasts, and between the thighs. Then she rushed out, threw herself in the porter’s lap, and 
asked, ‘My little lord, what is this’” (Burton I 2008, 92)? They chide, slap, hit and play with 
him, since each of his answers is considered incorrect. The removing of their clothes, their sexual 
attractions, and their playing games with the porter, empowers and provides them with agency 
over males. However, it also objectifies them. Addressing the porter as “Lord” is humiliating for 
them. By showing their beautiful bodies and behaving playfully with the porter, they assert their 
power over males, which concurrently fulfils the evil desires of a patriarchal society. 

Oblique Language (Language Game) in Depicting Sex

Oblique language or, more specifically, language game, is employed in One Thousand and 
One Nights to depict sexuality and sexual intercourse. In some cases, we are presented with the 
graphic description of sex, while in some other cases indirect or metaphorical language is used 
to depict sex. Even so, there are cases where sexual intercourse is depicted in grammatical terms. 
The narrator describes the sexual intercourse between Qamar al-Zaman and the jeweler’s wife 
through the following grammatical rules:

Then, he passed the rest of the night with her, hugging, embracing, engaging 
in the acts of the preposition in harmony, and being united like the relative 
clause and the relative pronoun. All that time, her husband was as the removed 
nunation of the construct state. Qamar al-Zamān and the jeweler’s wife 
remained in this situation until the morning. 

 (Burton IX 2008, 272)
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As Naaman states, “According to the medieval Arabic grammarians, (preposition) are 
connective particles whose task in the sentence is to connect a given noun with another noun, 
or a given verb with a given noun” (2013, 345). “Engaging in the acts of the preposition in 
harmony” stands for couple engaged in sexual activities, and the cheated husband’s situation 
is compared to “the removed nunation of the construct state”. Thus, this type of metaphorical 
language is evidently associated with grammatical theory and terminology, which might have 
been difficult to understand by uneducated people. 

There are other examples of the use of figurative language in portraying sexual performance. 
In the story of Nur al-Din Ali and His Son Badr al-Din Hasan, sexual intercourse between Badr 
al-Din and Sitt al-Husn provides such an example. When the intercourse between them actually 
starts, the narrative shifts to figurative language:

He then set up the cannon, aimed it at the fortress, fired, and blasted it, 
finding her a pearl not pierced and a mount not ridden by another. He took 
her virginity, enjoyed her youth, and kept setting up the cannon and returning 
[to attack] until reaching the limit of fifteen times. She, then, became pregnant 
by him. 

 (Burton I 2008, 223)

Here, the instance of the sexual intercourse is metaphorically depicted as a siege in which 
a cannon, standing for the penis, attacks a fortress, standing for the vagina, and blasts it or 
deflowers Sitt al-Husn. The fact that she is compared with a pearl that is not pierced and 
a mountain that is not climbed by anybody symbolises the fact that she has not had sexual 
relations with anybody before. 

There are also instances where sexuality and sexual intercourse are depicted in direct 
language. In a story, Abu Hasan, the Merchant of Oman, tells Caliph Harun al-Rashid how he 
was fascinated by the beauty of the daughter of a brothel-owner, and describes their feelings in 
a series of poems. The merchant expresses a flirting expression towards her through a strange 
combination of erotic and poetic verse:

O Night! Is there in your gloom a companion for me, Or, is there a master 
lfucker for this cunt?” She beat it with her palm and sighed Like one who 
grieves, sad and weeping “The beauty of the teeth appears through the use of a 
tooth-pick And the cock is like a tooth-pick for cunts O Muslims, don’t your 
cocks stand erect, Is there no one among you to help the moaner? 

 (Burton IX 2008, 197)

The author of this story did not express hindrance in using erotic words to depict the sex-
scene in the most graphic manner. The first part of the poem, which shows the female character 
craving for sex, again fulfils the desire of the patriarchal society to abuse women by depicting 
them as sex-thirsty.

While using metaphorical and figurative language, we can imagine a triangle so as to talk 
about the function of three idiomatic expressions — euphemism (sweet talking), dysphemism 
(offensive talking) and orthophemism (direct talking). As we have seen prior, ‘cannon’ and 
‘fortress’ are euphemistic expression for penis and vulva respectively. In the poem by the Merchant 
of Oman, words like ‘cunt’, ‘fucker’ and ‘cock’ are dysphemisms, while ‘taking virginity’, ‘penis’ 
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and ‘pregnant’ are orthophemisms. Naaman, however, talks about a union set of euphemisms, 
dysphemisms and orthophemisms — “cross-varietal synonyms denoting the same thing but 
having different connotations”(351). 

The story of The Porter and the Three Ladies also employs metaphorical language. When 
the first sister exits from water after bathing, she sits naked on the porter’s lap and, pointing 
at her genital, asks him to name it. By using euphemistic expressions, he replies “womb,” and 
is then struck by the woman. He then uses dysphemisms like ‘cunt’ and orthophemisms like 
‘vulva,’ but is repeatedly slapped and hit by all the sisters. After many attempts, he finally cries, 
“its name is the bridges’ basil” (Burton I, 93). All three burst into laughter and fall on their 
backs. In answering the second sister’s question, he tries differently and is punished. Finally, he 
tries “the bridges’ basil” — the term he heard from the first sister — but is told that it is the 
“husked sesame” (93). When the third sister points to her sex organ and asks what it is, he tries 
both “the bridges’ basil” and “husked sesame”. The third sister, who is the most beautiful of the 
three, names her genitals “the hostel of Abū Masrūr” (93). The porter decides to play his part 
in the game. When he asks the same question to the three ladies, they try various euphemisms, 
dysphemisms, and orthophemisms, while he rejects them all. He continues to caress and kiss the 
women until he says, “This is the shattering mule” (Burton I 2008, 94). 

Seeing the confused faces of the ladies, the porter explains, “It is the one grazing in 
the bridges’ basil, munching husked sesame, and galloping freely in the hostel of Abū Masrūr” 
(I, 94). The three sisters are extremely amused by his reply and continue to play and drink. 

The smashing quality of the mule suggests sheer force. Erotic Manuals of a Middle Age Arab 
World narrate episodes of women having sexual intercourse with animals, such as donkies or 
mules, since this is the only way they could satisfy their insatiable sexual appetites. The porter’s 
comment can be considered a joke, which indicates the reassertion of masculine dominance 
over a female community that is considered abnormal in its lack of men. In One Thousand 
and One Nights, there are instances where a single euphemistic motif is used for more than 
one expression (oppositions). In the story of Dalia the Crafty, the narrator describes al-Hajj 
Muhammad as being “like the knife of the colocasia seller cutting male and female, and loving 
to eat figs and pomegranates” (Burton VII 2008, 151). 

These two euphemistic expressions depict Muhammad as bisexual, as figs stand for anus and 
thus men, and as pomegranates symbolise the vagina and thus women. 

Storytelling as a Survival Tactic

It is a quite common perception of the reader of the One Thousand and One 
Nights that Scheherazade’s labyrinthine tales and fascinating storytelling ability 
is a survival tactic through which she manages to save not only her life but also 
the lives of countless unmarried girls. The collective nature of her project is 
made clear in her statement to her father, the king’s vizier: “I would like you to 
marry me to king Shahryar, so that I may either succeed in saving the people 
or perish and die like the rest” 

 (Burton I 2008, 11)

In attempting to do so, she serves as the connection of three interweaving 
threads regarding the representation of women in the medieval Arab world: 
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rhetoric, sexuality and sharpness. According to Marzolph, the cycles of 
stories, “links them to the frame tale, since the characters in the tales have to 
tell stories in order to save their own lives or rescue another character, just as 
[Scheherazade] does in the frame tale. The ability to tell a story thus becomes 
tantamount to survival or life”

 (Marzolph 2015, 194-195)

In the very first story of the manuscript The Merchant and the Jinni, the jinni threatens to 
kill the merchant as he accidentally kills the jinni’s son by discarding a date stone. However, his 
life is spared in exchange for the wondrous tales told by three old men. 

In Story of the Porter and the Three Ladies, the three sisters threaten to cut off the head 
of one of the visitors as punishment for the violation of his oath of not asking any question 
irrespective of what he witnesses. However, the sisters agree to spare his life, provided that each 
man tells a story: A strategy that echoes Scheherazade’s own life-saving narrative. At first, the 
sisters tell their stories describing their victimisation at the hands of greedy men. The half-sister 
and the two full sisters of the mistress of the house have all been ill-treated by men, and for this 
reason they all are living together without men. Their world which is devoid of men is clearly a 
slap to the porter’s claim that it is not possible for women to stay without men. All the men save 
their lives by telling stories: Each dervish explains their motives for having one eye only; Jafar, 
the vizier, explains the story of how he, Masrur (the eunuch), and the caliph, have spent a night 
at the house of a local merchant where they enjoyed wine and the company of singing girls. The 
porter’s tale is not a tale, but rather, a repetition of all the tasks he completed in the morning to 
help the shopper. He, however, distinguishes himself from other male guests by learning to joke 
according to the rules set by the female of the household, and thus becomes one of the members 
of the family. 

Conclusion

One Thousand and One Nights is replete with sexuality, where the sexualised depiction of 
women is provocative and derogatory, thus fulfiling the desire of a patriarchal society — a society 
which likes to see women as infidels, lecherous, and subservient. However, the society fails to 
realise that the sexualised portrayal of women is also empowering, assigning women motivation 
and agency, and thus equipping women with all the opportunities with which to defy social 
norms and order. Scheherazade’s storytelling ability, through which she enchants the king and 
saves the lives of many virgins, places her in the position of an agent and saviour. However, in 
order to achieve this agency, she must sacrifice her freedom and virginity. The sexual promiscuity 
or the fathomless female sexual craving is portrayed through diverse figurative and grammatical 
language, which enables the female characters to be playful with the male characters, and thus 
renders them more powerful than the male. The teasing attitudes of the three sisters towards 
a porter, where the sisters are depicted in a sexually explicit manner, and later their attempt to 
kill one of the visitors, invert traditional gender hierarchy. I have also shown how telling stories 
serves as a survival tactic from the perspectives of the characters, which is most evident in the 
case of Scheherazade, who saves not only her life but also the lives of countless maidens. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the results of initial fieldwork on Online dating (netto-jô konkatsu, 
koikatsu) and other types of internet-based partner matching options in Japan, focusing on the 
possibilities for textual and interactional self-representation on different sites and apps available 
to single Japanese. This includes widespread international apps like Tinder and Grindr, along 
with local apps like 9 Monsters, a popular gay app that also incorporates light gaming functions, 
or Zexy En-Musubi, a revolutionarily egalitarian site aimed at heterosexual singles specifically 
seeking marriage.

I approach this question by looking at the different technological affordances for profile 
creation using these services, and the ways users engage with those affordances to create profiles 
and to search for partners, based on examinations of websites, apps, and public profiles; 
interviews with website producers; and ethnographic interviews with past and current users 
of Online dating services. I primarily argue that self-presentation in Japanese Online dating 
hinges on the use of polite speech forms towards unknown readers, which have the power to 
flatten out gendered speech differences that are characteristic of language ideologies in Japan 
(Nakamura 2007). However, dominant cultural ideas about gender, sexuality, and marriage—
such as patriarchal marriage structures—may still be “baked into” the structure of apps (Dalton 
and Dales 2016).

Studying Online dating in Japan is critical because of its growing social acceptance. While 
in 2008 the only “respectable” site was a Japanese version of Match.com, in 2018 there are 
numerous sites and apps created by local companies for local sensibilities. Where Online 
dating was already established, in the West, there was little sociological study of it while it was 
becoming popular, in part because research on the internet also lacked respectability. By looking 
at Japan, where acceptance is growing but Online dating has not yet been normalized, we can 
gain a deeper understanding of its gender, sexuality, romance, and marriage practices. Japan’s 
experiences can also potentially provide a model for understanding how Online dating practices 
might develop elsewhere. In the US, Online dating faced many of the stigmas that it continues 
to face in Japan—such as that it was “sleazy,” “sketchy,” or desperate. In spite of these stigmas, 
however, Online dating grew slowly until it suddenly exploded (Orr 2004). Will it explode in 
Japan? By looking at how people use these sites, this paper also hopes to shed light on the uptake 
of Online partner matching practices.

Keywords:  Japan, Love, Online modes, Polite speech 
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In this paper, I discuss self presentation in Online dating, specifically, Online dating in 
Japan. I give particular attention to the question of how the design affordances of particular 
Online dating apps, along with documentation such as rules, FAQs, and example profiles, 
help to partially structure how users construct their own profiles. What I argue is that profile 
construction in Online dating depends on three factors: The first factor is emerging local and 
global norms of what constitutes a good profile. So, for example, American Tinder users may 
have noticed men holding up fish on their Tinder profiles, a phenomenon to which multiple 
Tumblr blogs have been dedicated. Another aspect is the design of the app. Profile construction 
depends in part on what sort of fields have been provided for the user to fill in, as well as 
on which are mandatory, and which are optional. Finally, it also depends on what kinds of 
guidance are given to users when they create their profiles, upload pictures, or write profile text. 
Guidelines for acceptable pictures or measures of profile completion have an effect on the extent 
to which users fill out profiles, and what they put in them when they do.

Online dating in Japan is particularly interesting for a few reasons. One is that Online dating 
is something that is growing in popularity in Japan as opposed to being already established, as 
it is in the West, or not really existing at all. In Japan, we can see a culture of Online dating 
developing along with locally produced apps and cultures of profile creation and interpretation. 
Japan is also interesting because Western notions of dating and courtship often do not apply 
very well. Historically, we know that dating was introduced by interactions between American 
servicemen and Japanese women during the occupation following the Second World War 
(McLelland 2010). In addition to dating being a relatively recent introduction, Online dating 
has been particularly slow to take hold, perhaps because Japanese Online forums and social 
media have strong norms of anonymity or pseudonymity. Barker and Ota (2011), for example, 
highlight this in the use of pseudonyms and diaries in the Japanese social networking site Mixi, 
as compared to the popularity of photographs and real names on Facebook. However, things 
are changing. Around 2012, Facebook started to become genuinely popular in Japan for the 
first time. Also into 2012, the Facebook app Omiai launched and was immediately a huge hit. 
Omiai is the Japanese word for a formal introduction between two single people that is arranged 
by parents or matchmakers, but here it just refers to the app introducing and matching people. 
However, this app could only become a huge success because people had already started using 
Facebook under their real names in a way that they had not previously engaged with others 
Online (Miyamoto and Seo 2012; Gilhooly 2012). Other changes include industry driven 
changes in terminology that make Online dating websites seem more acceptable and less sleazy 
to the casual user. Here Omiai is also a good example—the name of the app purposefully 
invokes older Japanese matchmaking practices to establish its own acceptability.

In the remainder of this paper, I present three websites or apps: Tinder, Nine Monsters, 
and Zexy En-Musubi. Each website is designed according to a different model, and as a result, 
we can see clear patterns—or the lack thereof—in profiles from each of these three sites. The 
data presented here is based on a qualitative analysis of about 30 profiles from each gender 
from each site, where pictures were described and coded, along with features of the profile text. 
Tinder is an obvious juggernaut that has been the subject of much research, but it is actually 
rather popular in Japan, used by Japanese citizens, resident migrants, and travellers. Tinder 
has minimal guidance for users and minimally structured profile architecture. Consequently, I 
found very little patterning in the profiles that I examined, to the point that even attempts to 
code pictures and text proved largely futile. The second app, Nine Monsters, is a domestically 
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1 Tinder can also be used on the web, and it is worth noting that its web interface provides easier access to help 
documentation. Nine Monsters can only be used as an app.

produced app aimed at gay men, and used by Japanese gay men along with resident migrants. 
This app presents a somwhat happy medium in terms of design. There is some guidance on 
the app, there is some structure built into the profiles, and there is also some kind of emergent 
structure in terms of users creating their own patterns of profile construction, within the clearly 
defined but fairly minimal framework presented by the app. The third app is Zexy En-Musubi, 
which is a Japanese produced site and app for people who are looking to get married. Unlike the 
previous two, it is exclusively heterosexual. One thing that distinguishes Zexy En-Musubi from 
similar sites is that there is extensive guidance and structure in profile creation and consequently, 
a certain homogeneity to users’ profiles.

Starting with Tinder, I look at some of the details of how profiles are put together. Tinder 
has no search function: It only shows you nearby users in an algorithmically determined order. 
What the user sees when browsing is basically a big picture of a person. At the bottom is their 
name and age, and on the first picture, we can also see if the user has filled in the fields for their 
job and/or their school. There is no text, but rather, a button-based interface that is somewhat, 
but not entirely, self-explanatory. If users want more information about the person currently 
being displayed, they can click the information button (a little letter “i” in a circle). What Tinder 
does is present pictures, primarily, and makes users work to view written aspects of the profile. 
When editing a Tinder profile, the very first thing the user sees is multiple slots for uploading 
pictures, and then next is a general ‘About Me’ section, followed by the option to connect 
various social media accounts. Note that there is no guidance here for the user provided on the 
profile creation page itself—just blank, minimally labelled, fields, none of which are mandatory.  
It is possible for users to, in fact, have an almost entirely blank profile on Tinder. There is some 
guidance provided, buried at the end of the ‘settings’ tab in the app, but it pertains mostly to 
dating safely or behaviors that will result in account suspension, moreso than help. There is also 
a link to help documentation, but this answers primarily mechanical questions about the app. 
(So, users confused about the buttons can, with some work, find out.)

Moving on to Nine Monsters, we find a simple profile featuring this lovely gentleman and 
his abdomen. Nine Monsters has a variety of different fields that can be filled in, in addition to 
the general ‘about me’ section. Some have to do with a game component in the app, but most are 
supplied by users: name, age, height, weight, place of residence, ethnicity, languages, hobbies, 
etc. As with Tinder, users can connect their social media accounts to their Nine Monsters 
profiles, but the social media that users can connect is much more text-based than anything on 
Tinder (Instagram vs. Twitter). Finally, when it comes to the images, the upload screen contains 
very specific guidance as to what pictures should show (the user’s face and body), along with 
guidelines for things that may not be be shown (mostly genitalia). There is also a big helpful 
button that takes users to a page with more detailed image posting guidelines. Within the app, 
there is also a frequently asked questions section and a beginners’ guide for new users. This is 
in stark contrast to Tinder, where it is much easier to come across ways to subscribe to Tinder’s 
paid service in the event where users want perks such as being able to hide their age or change 
location, than it is to come across information about how to construct a profile.

Finally, there is the case of Zexy En-Musubi. This is a site that is aimed at people specifically 
looking to get married, and is generally used only by people who have a strong connection 
to Japan (Japanese citizens, a small number of foreign residents of Japan, and some Japanese 
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overseas who hope to establish a romance when they return home). Tinder and Nine Monsters 
come in multiple languages; Zexy En-Musubi can only be used in Japanese, which says a great 
deal about its target audience. The app version for iOS is only available in the Japanese app 
store so I was not able to download it for research. Thus, I deal only with the web version in 
my discussion here1. First of all, on the front page of the website (https://zexy-enmusubi.net/), 
in the top corner, there is an information menu. So any user, registered or not, can find out 
quickly what Zexy En-Musubi is. It gives users information about meeting people, using the 
website safely, and tips for increasing the number of matches they make. There are also help and 
frequently asked questions pages that are easily findable and readily available.

Next, there is the design of the profiles. Zexy En-Musubi profiles have many detailed fields 
for users to fill out (or not—most of them are not mandatory). In addition to providing basic 
information about oneself such as name, age, sex, etc., it is possible to populate fields describing 
the user’s current lifestyle, what they are seeking in a marriage partner, what kind of life they 
imagine after marriage (for example, who works?), and so on. On the left is a profile picture 
(with the option to upload additional pictures). On the right, if you are looking at your own 
profile, it will tell you how complete your profile is. There are also little tips all over the page, 
encouraging users to employ site features in particular ways. For example, it reminds the user 
that if they log in every day, they get five ‘likes.’ The site wants users to know that these tools for 
interacting with other users are available, and that they can and should be used.

Most of the options on these multifaceted profiles are constrained by drop-down menus, 
although they are very thorough drop-down menus with a wide number of choices. But finally, 
I consider what happens when a user goes to edit the one free text field on the site—the self- 
introduction. The web interface encourages the user to write an introduction while explaining  
its purpose. The site also provides one of twelve sample profile texts, which are by and large 
gender-neutral, and are useable by anyone. This text is fairly simple: Hello, nice to meet you, 
thank you for looking at my profile. But importantly, it offers a place to start. Users who are still 
confused after looking at the example text can click on a helpful button to get a different sample, 
or they can click on another helpful button and it will give them hints for profile writing. What 
is notable when looking at Zexy En-Musubi is the extent to which it is very tightly structured, 
but users are also supported at every step along the way. Profiles reflect this, with a consistency 
but also a thoroughness that I did not find on Tinder or Nine Monsters. Just very briefly, we can 
see how this works by looking at how these users describe their ideal relationships. Across both 
men’s and women’s profiles, and of course most profiles that I looked at, you can clearly see that 
users are using the similar language to talk about who they are, what they like to do, and what 
they want in life. For example, take these two representative statements from a woman’s profile 
and a man’s profile, about the kinds of relationships that they desire.

Female user: ⼤好きな⼈とたくさんの感情や経験を共有して、⾊んなことを⼀
緒に
乗りて、いつも笑顔で過ごせれば良いなと思います。

I want to share many experiences and emotions with the person I love, I want to overcome 
challenges with them, and I think it’s good if we can go through life always smiling.

Male user: お互いの存在が⽇々の⼒になれるような関係が理想です！
My ideal relationship is one where our life together becomes a source of our everyday strength!
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In conclusion, I aim to summarize some of the practical effects on profiles that we can see, 
related to the structure of site and app design. In general, it seems that the more structure and 
support for the user that is built into the app or website, the more structure that you see in 
profile creation. This suggests that users are confused, uncertain, or nervous, for the most part, 
and therefore happy to follow directions and suggestions. Given that Online dating is new in 
Japan and conventions for producing these kinds of self-presentation text objects may not be 
well established, it is unsurprising that users would find this kind of guidance welcome. When 
users have less support and guidance within the app, we see substantially more divergent usage. 
This can most clearly be illustrated by what we find by looking at Nine Monsters. In a Nine 
Monsters profile, pictures are front and center, right at the top, but they are much smaller than 
Tinder pictures, which take up the whole screen. The picture is not everything. In addition to 
the fact that the pictures are smaller, they are also all in one tab—no extra tapping or clicking is 
required to get to the text data. However, unlike Zexy En-Musubi, the text fields are also limited 
and much less overwhelming.

Generally, this leads to more personal information in profiles, especially as compared with 
Tinder. If we compare just the male users of Tinder that I sampled with the (all-male) users of 
Nine Monsters, in general, we can see that there are fewer empty profiles (4/30), compared to 
Tinder (9/30).

Nine Monsters profiles also tend to generally be longer. I measured this in the screens’ worth 
of information; How much scrolling you have to do to read the whole profile. With Tinder, users 
barely need to scroll, if they even look at the text at all. With Nine Monsters, due to the smaller 
pictures and different text fields, scrolling through multiple screens is the norm—and users 
did also tend to write more. Finally, in Nine Monsters, we see some emergent forms of profile 
writing, where users are creatively repurposing features of the site, and developing some of their 
own frameworks for interaction. I initially noticed this when I saw users using the English word 
‘unlock,’ and putting in their profile that they ‘have unlocks.’ Reading through Online dating 
profiles is a crash course in Japanese erotic slang, but this required me a friend’s assistance to 
parse. His explanation was that ‘unlock’ refers to the ability of users to send additional pictures 
in messages through the chat functions of the app. So, pictures that were too risqué to be put 
directly on the profile could be ‘unlocked’ by users through direct interaction. Finally, I want to 
point out that Nine Monsters has a unique kind of feed, where users make short, Twitter-like, 
posts called ‘howls.’ Howls can be seen by anybody, and are used to express a current mood, 
or immediate desire, such as for tea or sex. This creates a culture of writing and broadcasting 
users’ statuses within the app, and a low-stakes form of interaction beyond ‘liking’ a profile or 
sending a message. With an intermediate level of structure built into it, the structure and even 
the restrictions of the Nine Monsters app design serve to create a culture of avid interaction 
among users, and new terminology for describing those desired interactions.

Ultimately, there are two theoretical points that we can take away from this concrete 
example. One is that self-presentation, self-construction, and gender performance all happen 
within a framework that structures our communicative possibilities. We can not understand 
why users present themselves as they do without looking at the technological context of the 
choices that they are making. The Japanese case is a particularly instructive one here, because 
there is not as much of a fixed sense of what a profile is even supposed to look like—we can see 
a diversity of choices and also a diversity of app designs from local and international users and 
local and international app creators. But also, as we can see clearly from the example of Nine 
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Monsters, technology is not destiny. Whilst app designers can try to program one experience 
for users, they cannot guarantee that users will stay entirely within the bounds that have been 
set for them.
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Eastern Girls and Boys: Mapping Lesbian and Gay 
Languages in Kuala Lumpur

Michael Hadzantonisa 
aIndependant Scholar 

Abstract

Lesbian and gay communities in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, evidence unique and highly 
localized language practices, influenced by the specific organization and appropriation of a variety 
of social and cultural factors and networks. A hybridity and restylizing of Islamic, Confucianist, 
neoliberal, and transnational discourses significantly shape these communities, thus providing a 
lens through which to effect description of these speech communities.

This paper discusses language styles in lesbian and gay communities in Kuala Lumpur, 
and evidences that their language practices, language ideologies, and identities, are fostered 
and legitimized in culturally complex ways. These complexities become predicated on a specific 
reapropriation of transnational factors, sociocultural histories, and patriarchal standpoints, 
mediated by society at large. As such, the study explores and finds a significant bias across these 
two communities, in that the language practices specific to gay communities far exceed those of 
lesbian communities. These language practices are mediated by gendered practices and gendered 
differentials pervasive of larger Malaysian society.

Keywords: gay, lesbian, sexuality, transnationalism, Kuala Lumpur, Linguistic Anthropology

Context

In Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Lesbian and gay (LG) communities draw from larger networks 
to negotiate and subvert the marginalizations imposed on these communities. To effect this 
negotiation of self and community, LG groups appropriate sociocultural resources and semiotic 
devices, predominantly in the form of linguistic affordances, and in the process, develop their 
specifically designed sociolects. This study has sought to determine the factors that shape langiage 
practices in these communities, and that subsequently either reflect practices n LG communities 
in other East Asian cities and localities, or that position these communities in Kuala Lumpur as 
anomalies within a larger East Asian context.
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Data collection and corpus

The data collection for the study on LGBT communities throughout East Asia spanned 20 
years (1998–2017), aiming to document the linguistic practices of LG communities in 10 cities 
throughout East Asia (Hadzantonis forthcoming), that is, Kuala Lumpur, Manila, Ho Chi Minh, 
Shanghai, Jakarta, Seoul, Tokyo, Singapore, Bangkok, and Taipei. This paper however provides 
data on and discusses one of these contexts, that is, Kuala Lumpur. To aid data collection, the 
study documented interactions within LG communities during the period 2012–2017. The ages 
of all participants in both gay and lesbian communities ranged between 19 and 55.

Discussion

The diachronic shaping of language practices within LG communities in Kuala Lumpur 
correlates with the sociocultural histories of tlarger society, to inform factrors that work together 
to construct dentity within these communities. As such, LG identities emerge from sociolinguistic 
constructions grounded in specific language and cultural practice.s that have evolved with 
cultural heritag. These constructed practices appropriatie the semiotic devices of speakers who 
collaboratively act to accomplish gender dominance and subordination, to either subvert or (re)
construct and reinforce the already dominant gender differentials of larger society. Here, the 
sociolinguistic flows grounding these communities contest yet reconstruct institutionalized gender 
orders (Connell 1987; Holmes 2007), as speakers in these communities employ mechanisms 
which leverage discourses such as Conficuaism, Islam, Buddhism and Transnationalism.

The study presents that Kuala Lumpur, and much of Malaysia, exhibits a pronounced 
patriarchal element, assigning male populations significant liberty to both develop social networks 
and to seek to suppress women’s networks and social structures. Here, a socially emancipative 
male population influences the development of inclusive, unique languages and identities in gay 
male communities that reflexively further segregate male-female poulations. A predominance 
of gay languages vis-à-vis an absence of lesbian languages attests to this skew in social practice. 
Languages in lesbian communities in Kuala Lumpur are almost negligible, suggesting a correlation 
between patriarchal forces and language practice. However, countering the apparent masculinity 
of a patriarchal Malaysia are Islamic notions of humility and traditional concepts of Malay 
matriarchy. The humility construct of Islam may well encourage renouncement of masculinity 
where male individuals advocate egalitarianism between the sexes, as would traditional cultural 
practices in the Malay world, confirmed by the fluid use of macro- and micro-positioning 
strategies in language. Linguistic markers support this notion, through which speakers seek to 
increase or decrease social distance, a fluidity which evidences itself in significant infantization 
amongst gay men.

Boellstorff (2007, 2010) notes that ethnographies of gay and lesbian experiences require 
consideration of spatial frames such as transnational. Observations of Malay gay communities 
substantiate this as these communities shift across sexualities and sexual identities that are 
predicated on the conceptions by these speakers of their situatedness in transnational flows. 
Similarly, an attempt to sustain tradition through filial relationships amidst an increasing need 
for transnational positioning also seems to influence the enactment of LG identities, becoming 
a 'hyperchronic' jump across time frames, in which these speakers juxtapose social models of 
different, and not necessarily adjacent, eras.
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Following Boellstorff (2007), the analysis of ethnographies of gay and lesbian experiences 
in Kuala Lumpur illuminate ways in which modern ways of being persist at intersections and 
global flows, such as of post-colonialism and globalization. In any focus of lesbian and gay speech 
communities, we should consider the local/ethnolocal, the national(ist), frequently becoming a 
third space of global queering analysis, and the global, reflecting contemporary transnationalism.
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Language and Spatial and 
Temporal Frames
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Interpreting ‘Front’: Perception of Space in                 
Bengali and Kannada

Anirban Sarkara

aDepartment of Linguistics, School of Humanities and Languages, Central University of Karnataka, Gulbarga, 
India

Abstract 

This paper is concerned with the nature of ‘front’ along the front/back axis. The languages 
taken up for the study are Bengali, a language belonging to Indo-Aryan language family, and 
Kannada, a language belonging to Dravidian language family. The terms for denoting ‘front’ 
for Bengali are ‘samne’ and ‘aage’ and for Kannada are ‘yeduru’ and ‘munde’. Experience and 
embodiment of spatial arrangements play an important role in the spatial cognition, and 
language use takes into account the different points of view.

Many factors such as proximity, vantage point, specificity, etc. play an important role in 
describing a given situation. It is worth mentioning that the choice of the usages of the words 
for denoting ‘front’ as location or direction has been seen as different in some situations and 
overlapping in others. The data were collected using a questionnaire which aimed to elicit the 
expressions for ‘front’ for the entities, whose relationship is described in terms of Figure and 
Ground (Talmy, 1983; 2000), from the speakers of both the above mentioned languages, and 
then analysed for the factors involved.

Keywords:  Space, Cognition, Embodiment, Perception, Figure and Ground

Introduction

Space and spatial perception involve a reckoning of where one is, navigating and route 
finding, tracking locations and travels in narratives, spatial reasoning, and mapping. Humans, 
in orienting themselves in space, use their bodies’ inherent orientational properties, that is, 
along the up/down, left/right and front/back axes. Languages capture these basic distinctions 
by providing terms that reflect asymmetrical elements. In the spatial domain, languages have 
fundamentally different linguistic systems for representing spatial relations, reflecting different 
construals of the same bit of reality (Brown 2006). In other words, differences in perception 
have implications on the expressions construed for any particular situation.

Bengali belongs to the Indo-Aryan family of languages, while Kannada belongs to the South 
Dravidian group of the Dravidian language family. Typologically, both languages are free word-
order languages with a default SOV (subject-object-verb) word order type. Both languages are 
post-positional in nature, where the location and direction are marked by postpositions or case 
markers. 
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Methodology and Data Collection

Participants in this study were shown a constituency of objects and were asked to put 
forward a description. The task can be fixed, in that productions were drawn from a limited set, 
or were open-ended, with no restrictions on their production. The data was elicited by using a 
questionnaire consisting of 22 pictures. Some of the pictures were obtained from the Internet, 
while others were self-drawn. The pictures were accompanied with sentences above each picture, 
and all of the sentences had blanks to fill. To prepare the questionnaire, a Google Form was 
used, and the data were recorded in a Google Sheet linked to the form. The contents of the 
questionnaire (other than the images) included detailed instruction, and the sentences were 
translated into both Bengali and Kannada. Three options were provided (two showing FRONT 
and one as none of the above) as ‘samne’, ‘aage’ and ‘opor-er kono ta noe (None of the above)’ 
for Bengali and ‘munde’, ‘yeduru’ and ‘melina yavuvu alla (None of the above)’ in Kannada. 
These pictures were framed to depict simple situations, where all the pictures had either two 
objects and two humans, or one human and one object.

The spatial relations between the items (the object whose location is to be determined is 
the Figure and in reference to which the Figure’s location needs to be described as the Ground) 
form the core part of this paper. A total of 38 informants, that is, 19 informants from each 
language community, voluntarily participated for this study, most of whom were students. To 
analyse a linguistic representation, the sentences of Bengali and Kannada were written using the 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) in this paper, but using the Roman script for informants.

Literature Review

The literature here discusses work on interpreting the ‘front’ axial part of the ‘front-back’ 
axis. Scholars such as Talmy (1983; 2000), Langacker (1986), Landau and Jackendoff (1993), 
and Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) have spoken on the spatial elements and the encoding 
of space along the axial parts and frames of reference. Levinson et. al. (1992, 1996), Bennardo 
(2000), and Danziger (2010) have performed experiments to present the encoding of space in 
terms of frames of reference, in several languages, finding influence from cultural and social 
experiences. Tyler and Evans (2003), Lindstromberg (2010), Coventry (1999), and Feist and 
Gentner (2003) have emphasized geometrical and functional aspects of the ground and figure. 

Analysis

The analysis presented here takes two frames of reference (out of three prescribed by 
Levinson) into consideration, i.e., Relative and Intrinsic. Encoding space is not symmetrical in 
nature, a form which can be ascribed to a difference in perception leading to how the expressions 
for these situations are construed, as “an expression’s meaning is not just the conceptual content 
it evokes—equally important is how that content is construed” (Langacker, 2008). Construal 
is our ability to conceive and portray the same situation in alternative ways. Every lexical and 
grammatical element incorporates a certain way of construing the conceptual content evoked. 
In viewing a scene, what we see depends on how closely we examine it, what we choose to look 
at, which elements we pay most attention to, and where we view it from. One of the main 
components of this Construality is the vantage point, i.e. the viewing arrangement. The analysis 
in this paper is thus divided into three groups: Human and Human or Animate and Animate; 
Human/Animate and Object/ Inanimate; and Object/Inanimate and Object/Inanimate.
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Human and Human or Animate and Animate
1.

(Bengali) cʰele ʈa me᷈j ʈar 
_______ atʃʰe

(Kannada) huɖuganu 
huɖugija ______ 
idda:ne

(English) The boy is at/in 
______ of the girl.

2.

(Bengali) lal lok ʈa nil lok gulor 
______ da᷈rie acʰe

(Kannada) kempu bənnada 
vʲakti ni:li bənnada 
vʲaktigaɭa _______ 
nintidda:ne

(English) The red man is at/in 
________ of blue men

3.

(Bengali) lal lok ʈa baki lok gulor 
______ da᷈rie acʰe

(Kannada) kempu bənnada vʲakti 
bere vʲaktigaɭa ________ 
iddane

(English) The red man is at/in 
______  of the rest

4.

(Bengali) ‘B’ lok ʈa ‘A’ lok ʈar 
_______ da᷈rie acʰe

(Kannada) ‘B’ vʲaktiju ‘A’ 
vʲaktija ______ 
iddane

(English) ‘B’ person is at/in 
______ of ‘A’ person.

5.

(Bengali) mohila ʈi lok ʈar ___ 
acʰe

(Kannada) məhileju puruʃana 
___ iddaɭe

(English) The woman is at/in 
______ of the man

6.

(Bengali) lal manuʃ ʈa nil manuʃ 
gulor ___ da᷈rie acʰe

(Kannada) kempu bənnada vʲaktiju 
ni:li bənnada vʲaktigəɭa 
____ nintiddane

(English) The red man is standing 
at/in ________ of the blue 
men

7.

(Bengali) lok ʈi mohila ʈir 
______ acʰe

(Kannada) məhileju puruʃəna 
______ iddaɭe

(English) 18. The man is at/
in _______ of the 
woman.
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The Bengali responses showed that the scenes in pictures 1, 4, 6 and 7 have been majorly 
reported as the instances of ‘samne’ (IPA: ʃamne). This can be ascribed to a mirror-image 
alignment in pictures 1, 6 and 7, as both the figure and ground (i.e. the humans) are facing 
each other. The mirror image alignment, according to Tyler and Evans (2003), becomes a 
realisation in the case of animate/human figures (here onwards F) to animate/human ground 
(here onwards G). In the case of picture 4, it takes into account the intrinsic presence of front 
denoted by the facial part of the body. In both the cases above, the intrinsic front of the human 
body plays a major role. In pictures 2 and 5, however, ‘aage’ (IPA: age) is reported as the leading 
response, though very bleak, and in picture 3, the responses for both ‘samne’ and ‘aage’ were 
equal, as ‘aage’ portrays the tandem alignment. The tandem alignment, according to Tyler and 
Evans (2003), shows the alignment of F in the further forward space of the movement or the 
visual field, showing a sequence. Hence the construction invokes a movement (even though it is 
fictive) towards the observer, involving a spatial aspect of being temporally ‘at the front.’

In Kannada, the response for pictures 1, 6 and 7 was the word ‘yeduru’ (IPA: jeduru), which  
depicts the same mirror-image alignment (discussed above) as what is shown by ‘samne’ in 
Bengali. For thet remainder of the pictures, i.e. 2, 3, 4 and 5, the word ‘munde’ (IPA: munde) is 
depicting tandem alignment objects (as discussed above) such as ‘aage’ in Bengali. Here also in 
both the cases, the intrinsic front of the body plays a role in construing the scene.

Human/Animate and Object/ Inanimate
8.

(Bengali) lal bɔl ʈa manuʃ ʈar 
_______ acʰe

(Kannada) kempu cenɖu vʲaktija 
____ ide

(English) The red ball is at/in 
_______ of the man

9.

(Bengali) lal golok ʈa lok ʈir 
_____ rakʰa acʰe

(Kannada) kempu cenɖu 
vʲaktija ____ ide

(English) The red ball is at/in 
_______ of the man

10.

(Bengali) puliʃ ʈa garir ________ 
da᷈rie acʰe

(Kannada) pulis karina _______ 
nintiddane

(English) The policeman is 
standing at/in _________ 
of the car
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11.

(Bengali) lal golok ʈa lok ʈir ____ 
acʰe

(Kannada) kempu cenɖu vʲaktija 
____ ide

(English) The ball is at/in 
__________ of the man

12.

(Bengali) lal golok ʈa lok ʈir 
_____ acʰe

(Kannada) kempu cenɖu 
vʲaktija ____ ide

(English) The ball is at/in 
______ of the man

13.

(Bengali) bæŋk ʈa lok ʈar 
__________ acʰe

(Kannada) bæŋk vʲaktija 
___________  ide

(English) The bank is at/in 
_________ of the man

14.

(Bengali) cʰele ʈa garir ____ da᷈rie 
acʰe

(Kannada) huɖuganu vahanəda 
_____ nintiddane

(English) The boy is standing at/
in _______ of the vehicle.

15.

(Bengali) lokʈi gacʰ ʈar ____ 
da᷈rie acʰe

(Kannada) vʲaktiju mərəda 
_________ iddane

(English) The man is standing 
at/in _________ of 
the tree

16.

(Bengali) lok ʈa garir _________ 
da᷈rie acʰe

(Kannada) vʲaktiju ka:r na _____ 
nintiddane

(English) The man is at/in 
_________ of the car

17.

(Bengali) m᷈e ti gacʰer 
_____________ da᷈rie 
acʰe

(Kannada) huɖugiju mərəda 
________ iddaɭe

(English) The girl is standing at/
in __________ of the tree 

18.

(Bengali) lokʈi gacʰer 
_______ da᷈rie acʰe

(Kannada) vʲaktiju mərəda 
_________ iddane

(English) The man is 
standing at/in 
______________ of 
the tree
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In this category, in Bengali, the major response for picture 8 was ‘aage,’ as F is conceptualised 
as being an attempt to reach G, which is perceived as the goal of the scene and hence the image 
of further frontward movement. In pictures 9 to 17, the reply was mainly ‘samne’ and there are 
several reasons for that reply in these various cases. In pictures 9, 11, 12, 15, 17 in the human 
–object interaction in these pictures, it is worth noticing that the objects (either in the role of F 
or G) do not have any intrinsic segmented and dedicated axial part showing any front-back or 
left-right. Hence the property of the human body, which unlike the objects present here, have 
dedicated front-back or left-right aspects, which is being assigned on the object and also the 
nearness or proximity to the human. However, in the case of picture 11, some responses have 
also identified it as upward rather than front, giving a frame of vertical axis (up-down) rather 
than the horizontal one (front-back, left-right). In pictures 10, it is the functional aspect of 
the car (i.e. the side that moves forward) which is designated as the ‘front’ of the car, and the 
driver faces that way in which it moves. Hence the front of the car coincides with the front of 
the driver, thus giving out the intrinsic frame of reference in describing the picture. For picture 
13, it shows that the functionally ‘front’ door (i.e. the door used as the entrance or exit for the 
bank) and the direction of human movement are towards each other and hence can be said to be 
in mirror image alignment, where both the intrinsic fronts (i.e. the functionally intrinsic front 
of the bank and the inherited intrinsic front of the human) are towards each other. In picture 
14, the ‘samne’ or front is due to the relative frame of reference, since the front of the vehicle is 
towards the other side and the person’s front is actually reflective (i.e. the front of the figure is 
at the front of the viewer who is outside the scene. It can also be said that the F has a dedicated 
front). In picture 18, however, the prevalence of ‘opor er kono tai noe’ (none of the above) can 
be seen as a depiction of other spatial arrangements (e.g. (?)left-right axis). Here, the view does 
not conform to the front part of front-back axis.

In Kannada, for pictures 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, the response was ‘munde’ as it 
encompassed various scenes. For pictures 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, it is either the intrinsic 
property of the human body being assigned to the object as in pictures 9, 12, 15, 17 or the 
functionally determined intrinsic property of the object as in picture 10, or the further frontward 
movement which actually invokes not only spatial but temporal ‘frontness’ as in pictures 8 and 
13. In picture 18, ‘munde’ invokes a relative frame of reference with a translative property 
whereby the front region of the tree where the human figure can be located is away from the 
viewer and the back of the tree facing the viewer who is viewing from the outside (i.e. vantage 
point does not coincide with the position of either F or G). Figures in picture 11 and 14 were 
both marked as ‘melina yavuvu alla’ (none of these above), possibly due to the perception of the 
F being ‘upward’ rather than ‘front’ and of F being in the left-right axis rather than the front-
back axis. In pictures16, ‘yedru’ is given, possibly due to that both F and G are facing each other 
and hence forming a mirror-image alignment. 
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Object/Inanimate and Object/Inanimate

19.

(Bengali) lal bɔl ʈa bakʃer 
_________ rakʰa acʰe

(Kannada) cenɖu bɔksina 
_________ ide

(English) The ball is at/in 
________ of the box.

20.

(Bengali) gari ʈa barir _____ 
da᷈rie acʰe

(Kannada) ka:r maneja 
_________ ide

(English) The car is at/in 
__________ of the 
house

21.

(Bengali) lal bɔl ʈa nil bakʃer 
______ rakʰa acʰe

(kannada) kempu cenɖu ni:li 
bɔksina ________ ide

(English) The red ball is at/in 
______ of blue the box

22.

(Bengali) lal bɔl ʈa nil bakʃer ___ 
rakʰa acʰe

(kannada) kempu cenɖu ni:li 
bɔksina _____ ide

(English) The red ball is at/in 
______ of blue the box

In Bengali, in pictures 19 and 22, ‘samne’ shows the reflective aspect of a relative frame 
of reference and also the nearness or proximity to G. In picture 20, the functional intrinsic 
front of the house (i.e. the ‘front’ door) gives the usage of ‘samne,’ while in picture 21, the 
conceptualization that the ball has moved away from the box gives ‘aage’ as the response. It 
is interesting to note that in case of Kannada, only ‘munde’ is used to denote meaning as it 
encompasses the conceptual entities for denoting the spatial arrangement.

Observations

• The frame of reference is present in all situations since it is needed to present the spatial 
encoding of F and G incorporating the vantage point.

• Different frames of reference occur for one single image, and selecting one does not entail 
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the rejection of another or that the other does not exist. The most responded item is taken 
as the prevalent frame.

• While ‘samne’ and ‘yeduru’ incorporate a mirror image alignment, ‘aage’ and ‘munde’ 
incorporate tandem alignment.

• In the ‘Object/Inanimate and Object/Inanimate’ segment, ‘samne’ denotes the relative 
reflective and intrinsic frames of reference, and ‘aage’ is used to denote the tandem alignment 
which in turn also shows that the tandem alignment can happen in both animate as well 
as inanimate situations. While in Kannada, ‘munde’ does both the work of referring the 
frames of reference as well as tandem alignment. Here again, ‘yeduru’ is not used, as the 
mirror image alignment is not used in the case of two inanimate objects, though ‘samne’ is 
used yet not for denoting the mirror image alignment.

• The differences in responses for pictures in viewing F in relation to G provides a gateway to 
understanding a language-specific spatial worldview, and shows that embodied cognition is 
a socio-culturally situated phenomenon.

• The mirror image alignment does seem to include an intrinsic point of view, which seems to 
be clear in the cases of both F and G as animate entities and also where F, being inanimate, 
is being accessed in a particular way.

• The tandem alignment incorporates a sequence which gives it more of a temporal aspect 
even though it may have an origin set in a spatial aspect.

Language Terms Frame of Reference Alignment

Relative Intrinsic Mirror-image Tandem

Bengali
samne + + +

aage + +

Kannada
yeduru + +

munde + + +
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Communication: A Micro-Meso-Macro Link of 

Temporal Digital Change
Maria Fausta

aInstitute for Communication and Media Studies, University of Leipzig, Germany

Abstract 

This paper explains in a de-westernized sense (Gunaratne, 2010) how internet-mediated 
communication changes the way we deal with and plan time both individually and culturally in 
Germany and China. Therefore, it blends Western and Eastern culture and media theories. The 
paper focuses on two distinct phenomena: temporal change due to social media, and Online 
journalism, as the core of Internet-mediated communication (for Germany 39% communication, 
media use 24% Projektgruppe ARD/ZDF-Multimedia, 2016; for China 90.7% instant 
messaging, 82% Internet news China Internet Network Information Center, 2017), with other 
temporal change via smart devices touched upon (Ash, 2018). General research on time in post 
modern societies, recently more focused on media’s temporal change phenomena (e.g. Barker, 
2012; Barker, 2018; Castells, 2010; Eriksen, 2001; Hartmann, 2016; Hassan, 2003; Innis, 
2004; Neverla, 2010a, 2010b; Nowotny, 1995; Rantanen, 2005; Wajcman, 2010; Wajcman 
and Dodd) has not yet linked the different societal and cultural levels of temporal change. Thus, 
we suggest the following to fill this research gap: For a micro perspective the notions of network 
theories (e.g. Granovetter, 1973; Schönhuth, 2013), media synchronicity (Dennis, Fuller, and 
Valacich, 2008) and the idea of permanent connectivity (Sonnentag, Reinecke, Mata, and 
Vorderer, 2018; van Dijck, 2013; Vorderer, Krömer, and Schneider, 2016) are linked. On a 
meso level, institutional change in Online journalism with a focus on acceleration is modeled 
(Ananny, 2016; Bødker and Sonnevend, 2017; Dimmick, Feaster, and Hoplamazian, 2011; 
Krüger, 2014; Neuberger, 2010). On a macro level, mediatization theory (Couldry and Hepp, 
2017; Krotz, 2001, 2012) and recent acceleration theory (Rosa, 2005, 2012, 2017) is discussed. 
The levels are systematically linked suggesting a micro-meso-macro-link (Quandt, 2010) to then 
ask if and how many of the dimensions of the construct temporal understanding (Faust, 2016) 
can be changed through Internet-mediated communication. Temporal understanding consists 
of nine dimensions: General past, general future, instrumental experience (monochronicity), 
fatalism, interacting experience (polychronicity), pace of life, future as planned expectation 
and result of proximal goals as well as future as trust based interacting expectation and result 
of present positive behavior. Temporal understanding integrates the anthropological construct 
of polychronicity (Bluedorn, Kalliath, Strube, and Martin, 1999; Hall, 1984; Lindquist and 
Kaufman-Scarborough, 2007), pace of life (Levine, 1998) and temporal horizon (Klapproth, 
2011) into a broader framework which goes beyond Western biased constructs through the theory 
driven incorporation of Confucian notions (Chinese Culture Connection, 1987).  Finally, meta 
trends are laid out.

Keywords:  Time, Communication, Media, China, Germany 
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Introduction

In the era just prior to the 2020s, digital media has become ubiquitous in life, with numbers 
as high as 90.2% Internet usage in Germany in 2018 (Frees and Koch, Wolfgang 2018). Whereas 
the West increasingly shifts towards full Internet saturation, countries of the Global South 
such as China are steadily catching up with 55.9% Online users, mainly located in urbanized 
areas (China Internet Network Information Center 2018). Due to the enormous normalization 
process of digital media use in everyday life, both scholars and the general public have become 
increasingly aware of shifting notions of temporality. So far, the field is dominated by mainly 
Western approaches, to outline and grasp the process of temporal change. De-westernized 
conceptions and cross-cultural, indigenous, emic and non-simplifying approaches are missing. 
Finally, the usually laid out trends on one societal level e.g. the macro level, typically look at 
sociological temporal studies. Here, we seek to fill this research gap:

This paper explains in a de-westernized sense how Online communication changes the 
way we deal with and plan time both individually and culturally in Germany and China as 
a different-system design (Anckar 2008). Therefore, it blends Western and Eastern culture 
and media theories, and models a link between the micro, meso and macro levels in order 
to quantitatively research the issue suggesting cross-cultural survey designs. The paper focuses 
on two distinct phenomena: Temporal change due to social media (e.g. WeChat, Weibo and 
Douyin in China, Whatsapp, Instagram etc. in Germany) and Online journalism, as they are at 
the core of Internet-mediated communication (for Germany 87% communication, media use 
82% (Frees and Koch, Wolfgang 2018), for China 93,3% instant messaging, 83,8% Internet 
news (China Internet Network Information Center 2018)). Moreover, algorithmic temporalities 
and temporal change via smart devices are touched upon and systematically included (Ash, 
2018; Lei and He, 2010). So far, general research on time in post modern societies that have 
focused on temporalities of (digital) media has not yet linked the different societal and cultural 
levels of temporal change, which this paper seeks to address. Therefore, the following research 
question arises: Which communication, media and cultural theories may help to systematically 
model temporal change through digital media in Germany and China?

The relevance to the investigation of temporal change is multi-fold. First, temporal change 
is highly related to stress and individual well-being (Reinecke et al. 2018; Bradley 2017). 
Thus, slow media movements are no coincidence (Rauch 2018). Moreover, time politics 
must increasingly recognize the effects of digital labor (Gregg 2011, 2018) and the effects of 
industry 4.0 in organizational settings. This research here can be beneficial in looking at this 
phenomenon. Finally, researching the condition of late or post modernism needs more thorough 
and explanatory approaches, which includes empirical perspectives on temporal change, with 
particular emphasis on countries of the Global South. 

The structure of the paper proceeds as follows: First, the construct of temporal understanding, 
which is a specific form of cultural temporality, is briefly specified for German and Chinese 
cultural contexts. Eventually, sorted by level of theoretical abstraction (micro, meso and macro), 
we briefly introduce temporal change theories, and eventually link their core arguments per 
level of abstraction. Such theories will be taken both from a Western (German) background in 
particular and a Chinese background. This will support both de-westernization and indigenous 
theory building. In the final step, the levels are systematically linked, suggesting a micro-
meso-macro-link, to then ask if and how many of the dimensions of the construct temporal 
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understanding can be changed through Internet-mediated communication. The conclusion will 
briefly summarize and reflect the findings and will critically examine how this paper will benefit 
quantitative cross-cultural research.

Model of Temporal Understanding

Much has been said about social time resp. temporalities, with a multitude of works on 
cross-cultural dimensions of social time (Hofstede 2001; Hofstede and Bond 1988; Chinese 
Culture Connection 1987). The most distinguished cross-cultural temporal notion was 
developed by Helfrich-Hölter (2011), differentiating between four layers: Image of time, time 
horizon, dealing with time, and time perception. In the context of this article, we focus on her 
model, yet restrict it to a temporal horizon dealing with time, as these are the notions where 
societal shifts are measurable empirically within shorter time frames, and moreover, do not refer 
to perceptional issues of seconds-intervals. Faust (2016) drew on the work of Helfrich-Hölter 
(2011), and developed a model of temporal understanding, explicitly referring to the Chinese 
and German cultural contexts. Faust thus defines temporal understanding based on Elias (2005) 
and Helfrich-Hölter (2011) as

a human category of time which is individually undertaken but socially 
constituted. It encompasses the act of standardising two or more events of 
which at least one must be progressing and is used as reference system in order 
to relate the other event(s) to it. This relation constitutes the interdependent 
levels of time horizon and dealing with time 

 (2016, 9)

Moreover, she explicates that both the Germans and the Chinese differentiate between past, 
present and future (Faust 2016). The latter two factors fall into six sub-dimensions incorporating 
emic and etic notions theory wise. A temporal understanding consists of eight dimensions: 
General past, general future, instrumental experience (monochronicity), fatalism, interacting 
experience (polychronicity), pace of life, future as planned expectation and result of proximal 
goals, as well as future as trust based interacting expectation and a result of present positive 
behaviour. Temporal understanding integrates the anthropological construct of polychronicity 
(Bluedorn et al. 1999; Hall 1984; Lindquist and Kaufman-Scarborough 2007), pace of life 
(Levine 1998), and temporal horizon (Klapproth 2011) into a broader framework which goes 
beyond Western biased constructs through a theory driven incorporation of Chinese notions 
(Chinese Culture Connection 1987). The whole model is visualized in figure one. 
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Figure 1. Model of Temporal Understanding (Faust 2016, 9)

The dimensions and sub-dimensions were defined in the following way (Faust 2016, 9):
1. Past defines as classifying personal and social events as former and relation towards these 

events.
2. Present defines as classifying personal and social events as ongoing and dealing with these 

ongoing experiences to help to give order, coherence and meaning to those events.
3. Future defines as classifying personal and social events as prospective and relating these 

to the current situation through different means to help to give order, coherence and 
meaning to these events.

4. Instrumental Experience (Monochronicity) is based on classification acts and implies 
the extent to which people in a culture prefer to do one task at time and believe their 
preference is the best way to do things

5. Interacting Experience (Polychronicity) is based on classification acts and implies the 
extent to which people in a culture prefer to be engaged in two or more tasks or events 
simultaneously; and believe their preference is the best way to do things

6. Fatalism is based on the classification act but lacks active engagement in tasks or events 
as future is predestined and not influenced by individual action and has thus be accepted

7. Pace of Life is based on classification acts and implies the extent to which people prefer 
tasks or events to be close together i.e. immediate follow-up events

8. Future as Planned Expectation and Result of Proximal Goals is based on classification 
acts and implies an either transactional relationship between present ideas and envisioned 
long-term tasks and events or a focus on proximal goals in the believe they add up to 
long-term goals

9. Future as Trust-Based Interacting Expectation and Result of Present Positive Behavior 
is based on classification acts and implies positive outcomes of tasks and events due to 
balanced interaction in the present.

The model presented in figure one will eventually lay the foundation on which to elaborate, 
and on whose dimensions or sub-dimensions temporal change occurs. The novelty in this 
approach lies in the fact that the general assumption of changing temporalities or change in 
social time rarely specifies which dimensions of time are altered. Here, we overcome this lack 
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of specification in order to lay the foundation for empirical, quantitative-oriented research. In 
a next step, we will explicitly focus on theories of temporal change – regardless of whether they 
incorporate one, two or even three micro, meso, and macro levels that help to systematically 
link these theories to a micro-meso-macro-model. 

The Micro Level

With the works of Granovetter as early as 1973, the empirical investigation of networks 
in social sciences started (1973). Later, Castells’ works on network society (2010, 2005) was 
the first to contextualize temporal change on the backdrop of networks during the emergence 
of the Internet and with it digital media. While Castells remains highly unspecific, and does 
not introduce ego-centered networks with strong and weak ties as Granovetter (1973) did, his 
argument stems from the network structure of the Internet and the relationships that unfold 
with it. Castells argues:

…the definition, if you wish, in concrete terms of a network society is a 
society where the key social structures and activities are organized around 
electronically processed information networks. So it’s not just about networks 
or social networks, because social networks have been very old forms of social 
organization. It’s about social networks which process and manage information 
and are using micro-electronic based technologies 

 (University of California 2001)

In this setting, Castells elaborates, that in modernity, time was context specific, local and 
linear, irreversible, measurable and calculable (2010, 460–63), a construction which has now 
vanished. Here, it is plausible to assume that instrumental experience (monochronicity) vanishes. 
This new “timeless time” however is induced as a dominant form of social time and triggered 
by communication technologies (Castells 2010: 460, 465). Castells’ main argument refers to 
“timeless time”, i.e. compressing that falls in line with interacting experiences (polychronicity), 
and blurring which constitutes a mix of past, present and future (2010). On the contrary, he 
argues that time horizon in communism is long-term through idolization and in capitalism 
short-term through monetary time, i.e. the sped up transactions of financial markets to other 
life domains (Castells 2010). Thus, it remains vague if we can apply the notion of blurring 
tenses and temporal horizon changes to our model elaborated in figure one. What is more 
plausible is that Granovetter’s (1973) approach of ego-centered networks applied to the Internet 
may prove fruitful for investigating temporal change in the sense of compression, i.e. interacting 
experience. This is underlined by the fact that similar efforts have been made by Dennis et. 
al. (2008) when they looked team synchronicity: According to them, pace of feedback and 
level of parallelism in virtual teams are central when opinion building is mandatory. Pure 
information processes do not require a high level of parallelism. Finally, Hassan who explicitly 
devoted his works to temporality in the network society, makes the general claim of acceleration 
in a network society against a backdrop of neoliberal capitalist market forces. Clock time is 
smashed, whereas network time is a connected asynchronicity (Hassan 2007: 51). Not real-time 
responses dominate an information and network society, and networked time undermines and 
displaces the time of the clock. He also speaks of ‘potentiality’ (Hassan 2007: 15). Such digitally 
compressed network time oriented towards pure speed colonizes all other realms of life.
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Unexpectedly, the arguments on the Chinese side are fairly similar: Chinese scholars also 
explicitly adopt Castells’ approach of a network society and introduce them to Chinese social 
sciences with little to no differentiating between China and the West. Mostly, the scholars 
frame the argument within Western discourses and even draw on Western literature or Chinese 
research arguing along Western scholarly discourse. This is particularly interesting as Qiu’s joint 
work with Castells (Castells et al. 2006) on mobile communication introduced this notion to 
the Chinese context. Two years later, Jin (2008) argued in a similar direction: First he identifies 
reasons for the emergence of new social time patterns due to electronic i.e. digital media; 
diversification of timing tools and with it the influence of electronic media on people’s perception 
of time. According to Jin, the characteristics of this new social time are; time-conscious disorder, 
fragmentation of time utilization, immediacy of time conduction, personalization tendency of 
time concept. He also sees risks such as communication barriers and alienation of time (2008). 
This implies an increase in pace of life and short-term thinking, i.e. decrease in future as planned 
expectation and result of proximal goals. Lei and He (2010) eventually characterize temporal 
change through mobile media with increasing flexibility, instantaneity and synchronicity, i.e. 
similar to interacting experience (polychronicity). They add the compression and superposition 
of time, the latter implying a similar more multi-tasking oriented behavior. They eventually 
turn to the three levels of society; individual, group and society. Here, we will look at the 
micro level. Personal time is dependent on mobile media and characterized by instantaneity and 
flexibility with unpredictable time and “anything goes” (Lei and He 2010). They conclude with 
four kinds of temporal change; the reuse of time that has been realized in the past, compression 
of time, superposition and extension of time (Lei and He 2010). Here, we can conclude that 
particularly the pace of life accelerates and that there is an increase in polychronicity.  The later 
works of He (2014) support this argument.

The Meso Level: Journalism and News Platform Induced Temporal Change

On the meso level, acceleration phenomena are a relatively recent phenomenon of discussion. 
Temporal change is here most apparent in journalism and news platforms. 

In 2005, Neuberger states that the Internet enables both acceleration and deceleration 
(2010, 204) just from a technical level. Whilst his further argument is based on Rosa’s threefold 
acceleration (2013) he eventually concludes with a framework of both tendencies (see figure 
two below, translated to English):

Phase Acceleration Deceleration

Transfer to newsroom local production, faster transfer 
from each space -

Production/Offer permanent actualization Archiving, Additivity

Transfer to Audience faster online-transmission -

Reception permanent access of up-to-date 
information on demand

Further communication 
of audience

synchronous communication 
(Chat)

Asynchronous communication 
over longer periods of time 
(Forum, Blog, etc.)

Figure 2. Acceleration and Deceleration in Journalism (Neuberger 2010, 220)
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Neuberger eventually concludes that acceleration prevails. His arguments therefore bring 
particularly an increase in two dimensions to the fore; increase in interacting experience 
(polychronicity) and pace of life. What is really important in his argument though, is that 
archiving and additivity may lead to deceleration, which should enhance the past and falls in 
line with memory, nostalgia and archiving studies both in Western and East Asian contexts 
(Niemeyer 2014; Keightley and Schlesinger 2014; Mizukoshi 19.05.2018, 19.05.2018). 
However, here with the omnipresence of smart phones such archiving processes may lead to 
a ubiquitous computing, i.e. such information can be accesses anywhere and anytime, which 
was shown earlier in the statistics for mobile news consumption and falls in line with Dimmick 
et al.’s (2011) argument of news in the interstices and for interpersonal communication with 
Görland’s idea of media-in-situ use (2018). All three authors' arguments certainly underline the 
idea of acceleration, and therefore, we argue that there is a decrease in past tendency. 

A few years later, the German researcher Krüger based his arguments also on Rosa with 
the threefold mechanism of acceleration (Krüger 2014, 2009). Krüger argues that there are 
firstly, technical acceleration defined as an increase in actuality, secondly, social rates of change 
as rotation in journalism staff, and thirdly, shortening, i.e. increasing of social action episodes 
with the compression of working days and products and shortened issue cycles (Krüger 2009, 
4–5). He elaborates on his arguments through literature and through qualitative, explorative 
interviews of 17 journalists, and highlights the risks that go along with these three trends. He 
sees the underlying factors clearly in the Internet but also in competition (Krüger 2009, 17). 
Similar to the Neuberger (2010), according to Krüger (2009) there is an increase in interacting 
experience (polychronicity) and pace of life. This argument was later undermined by a thesis 
Krüger supervised, which found that the journalism profession is accelerating with “an increase 
of multitasking, time pressure and distractions at work” and “a slightly lowered level of job 
satisfaction to an increased level of psychological stress” (Gröbel 26.07.2016). 

Finally, the notion of critical time studies has entered journalism research as well. Annany 
proposes the concept of temporal assemblage in order to investigate slow journalism with a 
critical notion (2016). He sees temporal change in journalism routed in labor routines, platform 
rhythms, computational algorithms, and legal regulations. The third one is of particular interest 
as the first two causes have been extensively discussed before and the last one is only discussed 
in the US-American context. The author states: “No single algorithm governs news time. 
Algorithms both inside and outside of newsrooms are sustained by a largely invisible set of real-
time computational relationships: code talking to code nearly instantaneously and often without 
close human oversight (Annany 2016, 10).” This process is driven by bot journalism and “entails 
negotiating with non-journalists and their code (Annany 2016, 10).” So whilst Annany does not 
conclude on temporal change more specifically, recent research shows an association between 
media exposure and fatalism with no direct explanation for causal direction. The authors assume 
though, that social media use including news reading on social media may cultivate fatalism 
(Ramondt and Ramírez 2017). It remains speculative, if the rising debate of fake news may 
further this process. Finally, research in the field of temporal change in journalism is on the 
rise in the Western world as the special issue of Bodker et al. (2018) on speed, acceleration, 
immediacy, contradictory temporalities, intermediates becomes salient.

It can only be speculated if this issue of journalistic acceleration will also be worthwhile to 
discuss in China in the future. So far, only Lei and He (2010) look at the meso level. According to 
them, family time and working time are embedded in each other. The emergence of wireless and 
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mobile media, with people using their digital media to work implies that the synchronization of 
personal and other working hours is greatly reduced (Lei and He 2010). However, journalistic 
acceleration remains not looked at presently.

The Macro Level: Between Tyranny of the Moment, Mediatization and Acceleration

In this part, we focus on societal and cultural change. The works of different authors on 
macro level temporal change (Eriksen 2001; Krotz 2001; Couldry and Hepp 2017; Rosa 2005) 
are therefore particularly relevant. Even though all three research strains encompass elements of 
micro and meso levels, they exceed this notion through thoughtful incorporation of macro level 
change. Therefore, we explicitly focus on such tendencies in their works.

Eriksen argued as early as 2001 in the rise of the 21st century that society faces a “tyranny 
of the moment” (2001). Information is framed as the scarcest resource of society and “slow, 
continuous time” (Eriksen 2001, 3) in particular. Whilst his argument applies to both 
interpersonally mediated communication and Online news consumption (Eriksen 2001, 59, 
66) he specifically identifies three macro level trends: exponential growth, stacking and the 
tyranny of the moment triggered by information technology. The first trend is referred to as 
tasking multiple things at the same time with an ultimate threshold value. The author explicates:

One may do three things at the same time and do three things well. One 
may do six things at the same time and do six things well. Some may even 
do twelve things at the same time and do twelve things well. Then they get a 
thirteenth task, and suddenly they perform thirteenth tasks badly. This is the 
essence of the transformation of quantity into quality. Even growth takes place 
for a long while without dramatic consequences, but suddenly a threshold 
value is reached, and as a result the entire system flips into something different, 
changing character completely 

 (Eriksen 2001, 86)

His argument underlies the shift towards interacting experience i.e. polychronicity, where 
the density of time increases and the gaps are being filled (Eriksen 2001, 21). Second, we 
turn towards the phenomenon of vertical stacking. Eriksen explains that “more of everything is 
stacked on top of each other rather than being placed in linear sequences (2001, 6).” So rather 
than tidy rows he speaks of de-contextualized signs which are randomly connected to each other 
(Eriksen 2001, 109). Here, we can clearly identify a loss of the present as categorized in figure 
one as he moreover speaks of a lack of internal integration (Eriksen 2001, 111). Finally, the 
tyranny of the moment comes into play:

Indeed, even the ‘here and now’ is threatened since the next moment comes 
so quickly that it becomes difficult to live in the present. We live with our gaze 
firmly fixed on a point two seconds into the future. The consequences of this 
extreme hurriedness are overwhelming; both the past and the future as mental 
categories are threatened by the tyranny of the moment 

 (Eriksen 2001, 3)
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According to Eriksen in the information revolution “the fast version wins” with a loss of 
context, understanding and credibility” (2001, 70) and “acceleration in the media (and) news 
coverage” then lead towards a dominance of media initiatives and a lack of “long-term thinking” 
(2001, 65). He concludes that there “are limits as to how many pieces one can partition time 
into before it ceases to exist as duration, and the only time in existence is a single, manic, 
hysterical moment which is continuously changed, but which does not point any further into 
the future than the next moment (Eriksen 2001, 47).”  So, according to Eriksen, and transferred 
to figure one, we see an acceleration in pace of life due to a new “restlessness” (2001, 66) and a 
lack in future as planned expectation and result of proximal goals. 

 In a next step we turn towards the German discourse of mediatization. In the early works 
of Krotz, the author defines mediatization as a current, long‐term (meta) change process of 
culture and society on different levels that roots in the changing media (Krotz 2012a, 26). 
This processual change takes place on different levels. People and their everyday life media 
communication (micro level), organizations and institutions (meso level), and culture and 
society as a whole (macro level) are included (Krotz 2012b, 37). Here, it is important to note 
that he sees this alteration process on all three societal and cultural levels. This process brings 
temporal, spatial and social change with it (Krotz 2001, 22), and in the realm of society, 
culture, economy and democracy on a macro level. As Krotz regards media as agents of cultural 
homogenization, it may be assumed that convergence tendencies occur (Krotz 2001 260: 
204). First, media as used means a change in time quantitatively and qualitatively. Temporally, 
media offering content evince an increasing availability at all times and are used more often. 
Furthermore, each individual medium is available more often for a longer period of time. And 
finally, the Internet as an integration medium allows simultaneous communication vertically. 
Vertical integration means the simultaneous usage of standardized communication (i.e. mass 
communication), interpersonal communication and interactive communication (Krotz 2007, 
91–114). What is more, Krotz speaks of cultural homogenization effects (2001, 204). During 
his first publication this was mainly concerned with audiovisual means (2001) whilst these 
days Hepp and Couldry speak of deep mediatization with the Internet at the fore (2017). Now 
this may lead to the inquiry if we can find such homogenization process between Chinese and 
German cultural contexts in terms of temporal change. Besides the increase in duration of use, 
much of his argument falls in line with an increase in interacting experience (polychronicity) 
through a temporal ongoing network of also interactive relations and an active, mediated, non-
planned get-together (Krotz 2007, 2012c, 33). 

Hepp and Couldry go into more detail in their 2016 book. Drawing on structuration theory 
and figurational sociology, they examine the alteration of time through deep mediatization. 
Whilst they argue that the time of digital media depends on clock time (Couldry and Hepp 
2017, 102) they place more emphasis on the communicative enactment of time and the time 
pressure that goes along with it (Couldry and Hepp 2017, 103). So whilst they draw on Rosa 
(2005) and Wajcman (2015) and foster the argument of acceleration, such “intensified flows 
of communication” also lead to a breakdown of figurations and “new forms of inertia and or 
slowed-down reaction” (Couldry and Hepp 2017, 107).  These figurational orders on the meta 
level are moreover connected with constraint connectivity and 24/7 living, but more than mere 
acceleration they refer to meaningful interdependence through the embedding of norms from 
social media platforms (Couldry and Hepp 2017, 108–9). The authors then highlight temporal 
change as following time deficits i.e. through multi-tasking. They also highlight an increase 
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in fatalism of temporal understanding: When “the volume of ‘signals’ increases, perhaps to 
an arbitrary high level, social actors may have a problem, and may lose the capacity to react 
to communications” (Couldry and Hepp 2017, 111). With regards to the past, they refer to 
digital media archiving. An increase in storage is required but also a critical reflection that digital 
media do not ‘forget’. Hepp and Couldry state: “The wider implications are complex: greater 
institutional capacities of memory require improved means for interpreting and sorting the 
now vast piles of information that accumulate (2017, 112–13).” The authors refer to it as time-
deepening that implies to react adequately and on time. So whilst the past becomes enhanced, 
it also turns into the future implying that it reacts on time to “keep all channels open” (Couldry 
and Hepp 2017, 113). This in turn affects work, leisure, political activism, news journalism and 
even sleep patterns to “respond whenever a message comes in” (Couldry and Hepp 2017, 119) 
and leads to an increase in tempo, i.e. pace of life.

Finally, Rosa, the most prominent time scholar in Germany these days argues that late 
modernity is characterized by acceleration. According to him (2005, 113–14), acceleration 
phenomena are threefold: They become visible through technical acceleration of processes, 
through increasing social rates of change and through shortening/increasing of social action 
episodes. Technical acceleration as the first driver is defined as “intentional, technical, and above 
all technological (i.e. machine based) acceleration of goal-directed processes” (Rosa and Trejo-
Mathys 2013, 77–78). Transportation, production of goods and communication are the core 
drivers here with the Internet as a core driver (Rosa and Trejo-Mathys 2013, 72). This logic 
of “time is money” (Rosa and Trejo-Mathys 2013, 161) is inherent to the capitalist economic 
system. Increasing social rates of change can be defined as “increase of the rate of decay of action-
oriented experiences and expectations and as a consequence of the time periods that determine 
the present of respective functional, value and actions spheres” (Rosa and Trejo-Mathys 2013, 
76). He speaks of a contingency of practices and inter-generational alterations in contrast to a 
previous more stable lifestyle setting of former generations. Lastly, shortening and increasing 
of social action episodes is explicated as “the increase in episodes of action per unit of time” 
(Rosa and Trejo-Mathys 2013, 78). This last tendency of an accelerated pace of life is driven 
by a cultural motor, i.e. an ethos that dictates that wasting time is a sin whereas acceleration is 
a promise of eternity (Rosa and Trejo-Mathys 2013, 202). So far, Rosa’s arguments refer to a 
capitalist society and in his earlier works, it remains open if in China as a communist culture 
the same tendencies occur. His works have been translated to Chinese, and the sociologist Rosa 
expands from his 2018 travels in China: Whilst the cities are characterized by an enormous 
speed and on the verge to modernity and with it acceleration, the rural areas are characterized 
by an “in-between-time” and waiting for the migrant workers from the cities and the arrival of 
modernity (Rosa 2018). Rosa states that the Chinese state and with it the communist regime 
are a core driver to such critical acceleration processes (Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung 2018). Overall, 
in response to Rosa, a Beijing-based professor sees the advantages of modernity and acceleration 
for China in growth and development (Rosa 2018).

Conclusively, the argument of Rosa falls in line with the research on the time of migrant 
works of Qiu (20.05.2018). Even though media activism time is not dominant in society, Qiu 
(20.05.2018) highlights one very important aspect about the different modes here: "'times of 
revolution’ are disruptive, collective, anti capitalist, forward-looking, heroic and hyper-historical” 
whereas ‘times of production’ are “continuous, individualistic, neoliberal, presentist, profane 
and ahistorical” (Qiu 20.05.2018, 1). Thereby the Chinese author gives a clear indication: 
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whilst Chinese time is seen as Marxist and therefore revolutionary in the literature. Everyday 
life in China has many tendencies of the West and therefore ‘times of consumption’ dominate 
(Qiu 20.05.2018, 2). The state, however, and this falls in line with Rosa’s experience, proclaims 
a modernist notion of time with linear and forward-looking features which according to Qiu is 
not dominant though (Qiu 20.05.2018, 2). Other than other Western and Chinese thinkers, he 
(Qiu 20.05.2018, 3) does not see temporal change firstly initiated through digital media but as 
a story of continuity of temporal transformation through industrialization. He concludes, that 
the rise of ‘times of consumption’ i.e. flat time is a global phenomenon (Qiu 20.05.2018, 5) 
enacted not through the state but businesses like CCTV and Tencent (Qiu 20.05.2018, 6). This 
is undermined by the fact that China can be described by the phrase “socialism with Chinese 
characteristics” (中国特色社会主义), which refers to the increasing turn towards marked 
economy under Deng Xiaoping. This may point towards an acceleration of society as a whole in 
China as long as the ideal Marxist state is not yet reached. Wajcman states: “Such discussions of 
acceleration typically invoke Karl Marx’s analysis of capitalism and the constant need to speed 
up the circulation of capital (2015, 17).”

On the Chinese side, Wang’s (2000) arguments are also largely based on the relation 
between work and leisure and the hegemonic production mode of the society. According 
to him (Wang 2000), information society not only has a new social structure, but also has 
new temporal morphological characteristics compared with industrial society. These features 
include: Fuzzification of time boundaries, flexibility of time structure, and instantization of time 
systems. These time characteristics will dramatically change the social behavioral norms and 
people’s entire lifestyle. Lei and He (2010) undermine this when they analyze the social level: 
Cyclical time becomes irregular through digital media. Mobile media has not only changed a 
lot of personal and group time, but it also affects the periodicity of time at the social level with 
increasing irregularities in natural work-life-generational cycles (Lei and He 2010). Wu (2010) 
also bases her dialectical analysis of time and space on the structure of labor and historic times. 
Influenced by the writings of Marx and Lefevbre, there is one particular point sticking out: The 
creation of a time and space for human free development with positive interaction practices 
with communication as an important form of this practice. Moreover, he writes that the value of 
the relationship of communication contains the factors that determine the present in the future 
(Wu 2010). He argues, that transnational working class must eliminate the opposition of space 
with positive interactions (Wu 2010). This shift towards this indigenous Chinese dimension 
reminds one of the notion of Qiu’s (20.05.2018) ‘spiky’time – the ultimate annihilation of 
classes with interactions based on mutual trust and an ideal Chinese state.

The Micro-Meso-Macro-Link with Meta Trends of Temporal Change

Derived from the aforementioned model in figure one and the theoretical discussion, the 
following Meta trends are laid out for both Germany and China according to Krotz’ idea of 
homogenisation (2001): 

If not explicitly stated otherwise:
1. There is a decrease in the sub-dimension past (contrary to Couldry and Hepp (2017), 

Niemeyer (2014),  Hsiao (19.05.2018), but the argument is undermined by Neuberger 
(2010), Görland (2018), Dimmick, Feaster, and Hoplamazian (2011)

2. There is an increase in the sub-dimension present (Couldry and Hepp 2017; Castells 
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2010).
3. There is a decrease in the sub-dimension future (Castells 2010; Rosa and Trejo-Mathys 

2013; Jin 2008).
4. There is a decrease in instrumental experience (monochronicity) (Castells 2010). 
5. There is an increase in interacting experience (polychronicity) (Castells 2010; Lei and 

He 2010; Dennis, Fuller, and Valacich 2008; Couldry and Hepp 2017; Rosa and Trejo-
Mathys 2013; Krüger 2009; Granovetter 1973).

6. There is an increase in fatalism (Couldry and Hepp 2017; Ramondt and Ramírez 2017).
7. There is an increase in pace of life (Neuberger 2010; Krüger 2009; Annany 2016; Eriksen 

2001; Rosa and Trejo-Mathys 2013; Couldry and Hepp 2017; Jin 2008; Lei and He 
2010). 

8. There is a decrease in future as planned expectation and result of proximal goals (Castells 
2010; Rosa and Trejo-Mathys 2013; Jin 2008).

9. There is an increase in future as trust based interaction and as a result of present positive 
behaviour in revolutionary times (Wu 2010; Qiu 20.05.2018). 

But how can we conceptualize this micro-meso-macro-link of the temporal change theories 
we explicated earlier on? The following processes are essential: Habit formation according to 
Koch (2010) on the micro level, Institutionalization on the mesa level (Berger and Luckmann 
2010) and objectification and legitimating on the macro level (Berger and Luckmann 2010; 
Faust 2016). This process of cultural change therefore starts with a communicative encounter, 
i.e. a communication situation, shifts towards rules and pattern interpretation and then changes 
the symbolic order of the society as a whole (Averbeck-Lietz 2010). A similar change argument 
has been made by Hepp and Couldry (Couldry and Hepp 2017), explicated earlier in their 
works on deep mediatisation which underline the link between the levels here. Moreover, this 
argument here is well-situated within a cultural stream of theories (Esser 2010) which we have 
also discussed before (for e.g. crossing of levels through figurational sociology or for e.g. van 
Dijck’s (2013) arguments).

Discussion and Conclusion

The laid out Meta trends may support quantitative empirical research as a hypothesis 
driven-endeavour. Whilst these trends are not concise in clear causal attribution in the sense 
of independent and dependent constructs, they may serve as a framework to start, e.g. data 
analysis of cross-cultural research from. As to our knowledge, time use research has started to 
incorporate the use of such temporal change theories (e.g. the works of Georgios Papastefanou, 
Jorge Rosales or other scholars affiliated with International Time Use Research Association), 
with communication and media studies lagging behind. If Krotz’ (2001) and Qiu’s (20.05.2018) 
assumption of homogenisation and globalization is correct, only cross-cultural empirical research 
can approve this. Of course, future research must show if such trends apply for all regions alike, 
e.g. rural China in contrast to capital cities. Thus, we deliberately called these Meta trends, and 
not hypothesis, in order to open up to other influential factors. In addition, future empirical 
studies should not stop at description and explanation. Critical questioning, e.g. in the lines 
of temporal techno-critic scholar Armen Avanessian (2018), the power-chronographer Sarah 
Sharma (2014) or Neverla’s polychronic future (2010) must follow and undermine the thus far 
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theory driven arguments.
Second, whilst algorithm studies are still uprising (Ash 2018), we see the potential of 

artificial intelligence and machine learning ever more indulged on (in) all three societal levels. 
Social media platforms such as Facebook or WeChat drastically rely on such filtering algorithms, 
journalism is on the verge of algorithm-driven clickbaiting, investigative stories set to go viral, 
and generally a mediated society that becomes engulfed in industry 4.0 can all no longer be seen 
as mere artifacts beyond everyday life and cultural change. Human-computer-interaction as is on 
the rise in Japan and its sense of temporal change (Katsuno 19.05.2018) may eventually spread 
out to the Western and more rapidly to the Chinese world, highlighting the importance of such 
research endeavours. With these interwoven algorithms, a fabric of temporalities is produced, 
where we have highlighted nine more concise meta trends. Future social time research must ask 
how such intermediaries affect these meta trends in more detail. 

We would like to give some critical remarks on the research in this paper and to provide an 
outlook: Whilst the strength of the paper clearly lies in an interdisciplinary and systematising 
approach of digital temporal change theories, the theories elaborated on are not complete for 
both German and Chinese cultural contexts. As of 2018, temporal change through digital 
media has been underway and has spawned a research field in flux with ever more emerging 
publications (e.g. recent works on audiovisual communication (Barker 2018)). The future will 
show if more theories of the Global South on temporal change will emerge. Finally, it remains 
open as to what prospects society faces if such meta trends prove to be empirically correct. 
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Foreigners, Brahmins, Poets, or What? The 
Sociolinguistics of the Sanskrit “Renaissance”

Hans Henrich Hocka

 aUniversity of Illinois, U.S.A.

Abstract 

A puzzle in the sociolinguistic history of Sanskrit is that texts with authenticated dates first 
appear in the 2nd century CE, after five centuries of exclusively Prakrit inscriptions. Various 
hypotheses have tried to account for this fact. Senart (1886) proposed that Sanskrit gained 
wider currency through Buddhists and Jains. Franke (1902) claimed that Sanskrit died out in 
India and was artificially reintroduced. Lévi (1902) argued for usurpation of Sanskrit by the 
Kshatrapas, foreign rulers who employed brahmins in administrative positions. Pisani (1955) 
instead viewed the “Sanskrit Renaissance” as the brahmins’ attempt to combat these foreign 
invaders. Ostler (2005) attributed the victory of Sanskrit to its ‘cultivated, self-conscious charm’; 
his acknowledgment of prior Sanskrit use by brahmins and kshatriyas suggests that he did not 
consider the victory a sudden event.

The hypothesis that the early-CE public appearance of Sanskrit was a sudden event is 
revived by Pollock (1996, 2006). He argues that Sanskrit was originally confined to ‘sacerdotal’ 
contexts; that it never was a natural spoken language, as shown by its inability to communicate 
childhood experiences; and that ‘the epigraphic record (thin though admittedly it is) suggests 
… that [tribal chiefs] help[ed] create’ a new political civilization, the “Sanskrit Cosmopolis”, 
‘by employing Sanskrit in a hitherto unprecedented way’. Crucial in his argument is the claim 
that kāvya literature was a foundational characteristic of this new civilization and that kāvya has 
no significant antecedents.

I show that Pollock’s arguments are problematic. He ignores evidence for a continuous 
non-sacerdotal use of Sanskrit, as in the epics and fables. The employment of nursery words 
like tāta ‘daddy’/tata ‘sonny’ (also used as general terms of endearment), or ambā/ambikā 
‘mommy; mother’ attest to Sanskrit’s ability to communicate childhood experiences. Kāvya, the 
foundation of Pollock’s “Sanskrit Cosmopolis”, has antecedents in earlier Sanskrit (and Pali). 
Most important, Pollock fails to show how his powerful political-poetic kāvya tradition could 
have arisen ex nihilo. To produce their poetry, the poets would have had to draw on a living, 
spoken language with all its different uses, and that language must have been current in a larger 
linguistic community beyond the poets, whether that community was restricted to brahmins 
(as commonly assumed) or also included kshatriyas (as suggested by Ostler). I conclude by 
considering implications for the “Sanskritization” of Southeast Asia and the possible parallel of 
modern “Indian English” literature.

Keywords: Sociolinguistics, Sanskrit, Pollock, Kāvya tradition 
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Introduction

A puzzle in the history of Sanskrit is that Classical-language texts, written on datable 
materials, first appear in early AD, after some five centuries of Prakrit inscriptions. The first 
authenticated Classical Sanskrit attestation is commonly believed to be the 2nd c. AD inscription 
of Rudradāman, ruler of the Kṣatrapas, a dynasty originating outside India. Various hypotheses 
have been advanced to account for these facts, generally considering the blossoming of Classical 
Sanskrit literature in early AD as a sudden revival. Senart (1886) proposed that Sanskrit gained 
wider, secular currency through Buddhists and Jains. Franke (1902) claimed that Sanskrit 
died out and was artificially reintroduced. Lévi (1902) argued for a usurpation of Sanskrit by 
the foreign Kṣatrapa rulers, who employed brahmins as administrators. Pisani (1955) instead 
attributed the “Sanskrit Renaissance” to the brahmins’ attempt to combat these foreign invaders. 

In a 1976 paper, Hock and Pandharipande surveyed these and other arguments and 
concluded that the “Sanskrit Renaissance” was not a ‘sudden [new] use of Sanskrit for secular or 
literary purposes’, but rather an increase in its use, especially among ‘heterodox religions’, and 
they accepted Filliozat’s (1972) proposal that Sanskrit was adopted as link language ‘at a time 
when … the overall linguistic situation [in South Asia] had become extremely complicated’ 
(1976: 123-124).

Several recent publications reopen the debate. Ostler (2005) attributes the victory of Sanskrit 
to its ‘cultivated, self-conscious charm’ and elaborated grammar. Pollock (1996, 2006) revives 
the hypothesis that the early-AD public appearance of Sanskrit was a sudden event, an invention 
of the literary genre of praśasti (royal eulogy) and kāvya that created a new political civilization, 
the “Sanskrit Cosmopolis”. Bronkhorst (2010 and 2011) argues that “brahmanism” spread the 
use of Sanskrit, as brahmins and their social order spread through India (and beyond).

Of these proposals, Ostler’s is easiest to dispense with. The claim that its “charm” helped 
Sanskrit to victory is excessively esoteric; and while Sanskrit did have an elaborate grammatical 
tradition, the claim that this was responsible for the victory requires justification. 

The major focus of this paper is on Pollock’s proposal that the “Sanskrit Cosmopolis” was a 
radical innovation and to propose an alternative account. In this context, Bronkhorst’s proposal 
provides an important alternative.

Pollock’s claims and arguments

Claiming that traditional scholarship failed to explain the expanded use of Sanskrit (2006: 
11), Pollock proposes that ‘[t]o some degree the Sanskrit “cosmopolis” … consists precisely in 
this common aesthetics of political culture, a kind of poetry of politics’ (1996: 199-200) that, 
crucially, was driven by ‘[t]wo key inventions, the second a subspecies of the first … : kāvya, or 
written literature, and praśasti, or inscriptional royal panegyric’ (2006: 13; see also 257-258). 
This “aesthetic practice” was an invention, rather than a simple resurgence (e.g. 1996: 206-207), 
first attested in the 2nd-century AD inscription of Rudradāman (1996: 203-204; similarly 
2006: 73).

To support his claim that kāvya literature was a novel phenomenon, Pollock claims that 
prior to Rudradāman’s “this-worldly” literature, Sanskrit was only a “sacerdotal” language (2006: 
14), and that ‘a stray reference in Pāṇini, a few citations in Patañjali … prove precious little’ to 
establish an earlier use of kāvya (1996: 205, 2006: 80). 
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Finally, regarding the question of who initiated this “invention”, Pollock is remarkably 
reticent. The only references I have been able to find are to ‘traditional intellectuals and religious 
professionals, often following in the train of scattered groups of traders and adventurers’ (1996: 
199) and to ‘peripatetic literati’ (2006: 16).

Evaluation of Pollock’s account

Pollock’s account is interesting and provocative, but it also suffers from numerous weaknesses.

First, the idea that a whole new genre (or set of genres) could have been created ex nihilo 
strains credulity. There would have to have been a tradition of “this-worldly” language use and 
poetic sophistication that the composers of the “new” poetry could draw on, and the intended 
audience would need a sufficient command of “this-wordly” Sanskrit language and poetics to 
appreciate that poetry. Otherwise the products of Pollock’s inventors would have been perceived 
as mere sound and fury, signifying nothing. 

A second problem is Pollock’s claim that traditional scholarship failed to deal with the issue 
of the “Sanskrit Renaissance” and that ‘A stray reference in Pāṇini, a few citations in Patañjali 
(who never uses the term [kāvya] itself ) prove precious little …’. The extensive survey of earlier 
literature in Hock and Pandharipande 19761 demonstrates a lively discussion in traditional 
Sanskrit studies, and this literature establishes a long tradition of secular literary use before 
Pollock’s “Sanskrit Cosmopolis”. The following expands on that survey.

Let us begin with the claim that Rudradāman’s 2nd-century AD inscription is the “first 
public political text in Sanskrit”, without precedent in earlier inscriptions. Solomon’s account 
(1998: 72-90) paints a different picture – not a sudden break, but a slow transition from the 
original Prakrit inscriptions (continuing Aśoka’s precedent) to increasing Sanskritization, via 
Sanskritized Prakrit, Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit (EHS), texts with EHS in prose but [epic] 
Classical Sanskrit in poetry, and finally Rudradāman. Even the latter text, ‘like early literary 
Sanskrit generally, … shows the influence of the less formal epic-vernacular style in which some 
of the grammatical niceties of Pāṇinian/classical Sanskrit were not observed’ (90). 

Similarly, the use of kāvya and praśasti, and of ornate, “this-worldly” Sanskrit poetry in 
general has long-standing antecedents. Aśvaghoṣa refers to a poet Vararuci who composed six 
verses extolling King Nanda in the 4th century BC (Winternitz 1922: 391-392). References in 

Pāṇini (ca. 400 BC) suggest that the epic tradition, likewise secular (in its beginnings), 
started even earlier (van Buitenen 1973: xxv). Patañjali (2nd c. BC) refers to secular literature 
(Kielhorn 1885, Gaurinath Shastri 1960: 52-53). There is also the lighter-narrative fable 
tradition which may go back to about 200 BC (Hertel 1908: xiii). Finally, the Arthaśastra, going 
back to the 4th to 3rd c. BC (extant version: 4th c. AD), is a secular work in Classical Sanskrit 
(Jacobi 1911; Olivelle 2013: 25-31). Jacobi concludes that Sanskrit probably was even used at 
the court of Aśoka (3rd c. BC), for internal administrative or diplomatic communications, with 
Prakrit employed for proclamations to the general public.

1  The paper and some of its findings were referred to in five contributions to Houben (ed.) 1996, the volume in which 
Pollock’s 1996 article appeared. At least for his 2006 publication, Pollock should have had access to the article and its rich 
bibliographical information.
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Further, Patañjali cites poetic fragments in poetic metres that are not part of the Vedic 
tradition but of later secular literature; and the apparently contemporary Piṅgala Sūtras 
(Kielhorn 1885, Winternitz 1922: 33, Gaurinath Shastri 1960: 52-53) also deal with post-
Vedic metres. Even the Mahābhārata, not generally recognized as ornate literature, has been 
argued to use poetic devices that characterize later poetic compositions (Sharma 1966). In fact, 
passages such as MhBh. 3.108.8-11 exhibit a great degree of phonetic play, such as the gaṅgā 
‘Ganges’ falling gaganād ‘from the heaven’, alliteration in mālāṁ muktāmayīm ‘a garland of 
pearls’, or the passage toyaninadair nadantī nādam ‘roaring a roar with the down-roars of water’ 
containing different forms of the root nad- ‘resound’, with nadair perhaps suggesting the word 
nadī ‘river’.

Numerous publications furnish evidence for the existence of kāvya before early AD. Patañjali 
(2nd c. BC) refers to a vāraruca kāvya (Kielhorn 1885, Gaurinath Shastri 1960: 52-53); and 
a long scholarly tradition locates kāvya literature in Middle Indo-Aryan, including Pāli, in the 
late centuries BC (e.g. Winternitz 1922, Lienhard 1984, Warder 1990, Jamison 2007). Jamison 
further cites Pali/Buddhist passages that – disapprovingly – associate kāvya with brahmanism. 

This fact, combined with Patañjali’s reference to a Sanskrit vāraruca kāvya and the fact 
that, excepting the Rāmāyaṇa, it was the brahmin-Buddhist author Aśvaghoṣa who composed 
the first extant Sanskrit kāvyas might suggest that even at the time of the Pali texts, there 
was a tradition of Sanskrit kāvya, composed by brahmins – perhaps members of the Buddhist 
saṅgha, but that the ornate character of their compositions was disdained by more “orthodox” 
Buddhists.

To sum up the findings so far: Rudradāman’s inscription and its kāvya-style praśasti in 
Classical Sanskrit has a long prehistory. There is, thus, no reason to assume that Rudradāman’s 
inscription and the flourishing of Sanskrit in the “Cosmopolis” constitutes a sudden invention 
ex nihilo. Rather, it seems advisable to look for an alternative explanation that better conforms 
with the evidence.

An alternative account

Let us return to Solomon’s observation that not only the poetic portions of earlier inscriptions 
but also Rudradāman employ Sanskrit in the ‘preclassical literary style current among the literati 
of the day’, ‘the less formal epic-vernacular style in which some of the grammatical niceties of 
Pāṇinian/classical Sanskrit were not observed’ (90, emphases added). This variety of Sanskrit is 
characteristic of the epics, especially the Mahābhārata. 

As is well known (and acknowledged in Pollock 2006: Chapter 6), the epics are foundational 
for Sanskrit culture in general and literature specifically, especially the Mahābhārata which, 
in addition to telling the great tale of the Bhāratas plus many other stories, also serves as a 
compendium of traditional wisdom. Moreover, its stories serve as source material for much of 
later literature (e.g. Lienhard 1984: 31). Given this centrality of the epics in post-Vedic culture 
and literature, it is not surprising that features of Epic Sanskrit were employed by the poets of 
the early inscriptional praśastis and dedications, as well as by Aśvaghoṣa (2nd c. AD), the first 
known composer of a literary kāvya.

The testimony of the Mahābhārata shows that different versions were recited at royal courts 
(MBh 1.1.1-19). To appreciate the epics, the royal courts had to be proficient in Sanskrit 
language and poetic traditions. In fact, without such informed royal patronage, it is unlikely 
that the epics could have been successfully transmitted. 
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While this provides a possible pathway through which a form of post-Vedic Sanskrit could 
have become a foundation for the expanded use of Sanskrit in early AD, it does not explain how 
and why Sanskrit spread through India (and beyond). It is here that Bronkhorst’s publications 
provide helpful insights.

Bronkhorst’s thesis is that the spread of Sanskrit results from the spread of brahmins and 
their language – Sanskrit. Bronkhorst argues that this spread is attributable to the fact that the 
brahmins offered skills and practices that rulers found to be useful and that, importantly, were 
not provided by the Buddhist tradition. These included secret knowledge, especially of magic 
spells, astrology, advice in matters of governance, and – relevant for Buddhists – ritual practices 
that met laypeople’s needs. Further, they offered the extensive Sanskrit literature of the epics, 
śāstras, and fables as guidance to social order. In the process, their language became the language 
of royal courts. Buddhists who wanted to defend their doctrines against brahmins at the royal 
courts, therefore, had to – willy-nilly – become proficient in Sanskrit (2011: 39-40, 127-129, 
and elsewhere).

Bronkhorst’s arguments go a long way toward explaining how Sanskrit spread. One 
element, however, is under-represented, namely the importance of brahmins – and Sanskrit – 
in education.

The characteristics of traditional Vedic education are well known (see e.g. Scharfe 2018). 
Based on Scharfe, supplemented by Keay 1918, Altekar 1934, and Mookerji 1947, it is possible 
to gain a glimpse of the less well documented nature of “secular” education. 

Even traditional Vedic education could include secular elements. Thus, the brahmin 
Janatkumāra states that in addition to the Vedas he has studied such subjects as grammar, 
arithmetic, the “science of omens”, and the science of weapons (Chāndogya Upaniṣad 7.1.2). 
Unfortunately, however, passages like this do not provide details on the method instruction. To 
my knowledge, the only passage that provides such information is Arthaśāstra 1.7-13, which 
portrays “secular” education as an extension of Vedic education. The latter starts with the 
ceremony of Initiation, has the study of the Vedas as its goal, requires brahmacarya ‘celibacy’, 
and ends with marriage. Secular education is added by introducing writing and arithmetic as 
prerequisites and by merging philosophy, economics, and politics/justice into the traditional 
course of study. Finally, something like “Continuing Education” includes mastery of topics not 
so far enumerated, including warfare, history, and the study of dharmaśāstra and arthaśāstra 
Now, Vedic education was imparted in Sanskrit, and by brahmins. Since the secular part of 
education is integrated into the Vedic curriculum, the most likely conclusion is that the entire 
instructional system was imparted in Sanskrit, and by brahmins. Support for this conclusion 
comes from the existence of Pāli texts, especially the Bhīmasenajātaka, in which future 
Bodhisattvas, both brahmin and kṣatriya, go to Takkasila (Takṣaśila) to study with brahmins.2 

Brahmins, thus, played a significant role in education, and this role was not confined to 
“sacerdotal” topics but included (virtually) all areas of formal education. In fact, without the 
brahminical educational system, the spread of Sanskrit to non-brahmins, whether invaders (like 
the Kṣatrapas) or Buddhists and adherents of other “heterodox” religions, would have been 
extremely difficult, if not impossible.

2  Scharfe, therefore, is probably right in comparing similar systems of traditional education in (early) 
modern India.
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Further, since education was conducted in Sanskrit, it required at least a working knowledge 
of the language by the students. The epic features of Sanskrit inscriptions up to Rudradāman 
may suggest that initially some of the Sanskrit employed was relatively informal, but the 
brahmins were guardians of the grammatical tradition and would provide instruction in “proper” 
grammar. As the impact of the educational system grew, adherence to grammatically “correct” 
Sanskrit, therefore, would grow too. This, then, can account for the fact that by the time of 
the Guptas, some centuries after Rudradāman, the Sanskrit of praśastis, kāvyas and all other 
literature generally conforms to the norms of formal grammar. 

Conclusions

Given the evidence for a long “this-worldly” tradition of literary Sanskrit there is no need 
for postulating the creation of kāvya and praśasti and of the “Sanskrit Cosmopolis” ex nihilo. 
Rather, there was a slow expansion from earlier stages of Sanskrit linguistic and literary uses, 
at the expense of Prakrit (as shown in the inscriptions), with the eventual result that Sanskrit 
became dominant at royal courts, and thus could serve as what Filliozat called a “link language”. 

In this development, the influence of the epics played an important role, as shown by the 
“epic-vernacular” style of the earliest inscriptional and literary attestations. Another important 
factor was the role of brahmins, who provided services not covered by Buddhism, especially 
to royal patrons. Most important, their educational system required and thus facilitated the 
use of Sanskrit, and their expertise in traditional grammar stimulated an increasing use of 
grammatically “correct” Sanskrit.

Rudradāman and Aśvaghoṣa, with their epic-style Sanskrit, thus may be viewed, not as 
a radical new beginning, but as milestones in a continuing process of “Sanskritization” that 
culminated under the Guptas.
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The Habitual Pastin Amele, Papua New Guinea
Masahiko Nosea

aShiga University, Japan

Abstract 

This study attempts to clarify the tense systems in Madang Province, Papua New Guinea; 
particularly, the past tense and habitual past forms in the sample three languages in the area: 
Amele, Waskia, and Kobon. This study thus investigates past tense and habitual features, and 
discusses how the people in the area interpret past events. The study then discusses how these 
people map their temporal frames in their grammars (“anthropology of time”, Gell 1996).

To aid analysis, I collected data through observing descriptive grammars and fieldwork, 
finding that Amele exhibits three types of past tense and habitual tense forms, as in (1). Kobon 
has two distinct simple and remote past tenses, as in (2). Kobon has habitual aspect with the help 
of the verb “to be.” Waskia, in contrast, has a distinction between realis and irrealis meanings, 
and the realis forms can indicate past and habitual meanings (two habitual forms: one is include 
in realis, another is with the help of the verb “stay”), as shown in (3).

(1) Amele: Today’s past: Ija hu-ga. “I came (today).” Yesterday’s past: Ija hu-gan. “I came 
(yesterday).” Remote past: Ija ho-om. “I came (before yesterday).” Habitual past (by adding 
the habitual form “l”): Ija ho-lig. “I used to come.” (2) Kobon (Davies 1989): Simple past: 
Yad au-ɨn. “I have come.” Remote past: Nöŋ-be. “You saw” Habitual aspect (by using the verb 
“mid” to be): Yad nel nipe pu-mid-in. “I used to break his firewood.” (3) Waskia (Ross and Paol 
1978): Realis: Ane ikelako yu naem. “I drank some water yesterday.” (simple past) Realis: Ane 
girako yu no-kisam “In the past I used to drink water” (habitual past) Habitual (by using the 
verb “bager“ (stay)): Ane girako yu nala bager-em. “In the past I used to drink water.“

Finally, this study claims that Amele and Kobon have remoteness distinctions; near and 
remote past distinctions, but there is no such a distinction in Waskia. The observed habitual 
usages are different to each other. Nevertheless, the three languages have a grammatical viewpoint 
of habitual past mapping.
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Introduction

Past tense is a basic grammatical category. The habitual past tense form expresses habitual 
past activities, for example, “used to,” in English. This study focuses on the habitual past usages 
in Amele, Papua New Guinea. Amele, a Trans-New Guinea language, has a complex tense system 
(Roberts, Nose). For example, it has several kinds of past tenses with remoteness distinctions; 
today’s past, yesterday’s past, and the remote past. Moreover, Amele has a habitual tense as well. 
Thus, this study tries to clarify the mechanism of habitual usage. Roberts (1987) presents a 
descriptive grammar of Amele and its habitual usages, but offers a few examples. Furthermore, 
this study has more examples of the habitual and will attempt a better description.

Section 2 provides an introduction to previous studies on habitual past and language 
descriptions in Papua New Guinea, and then sets out the aims of this study. Section 3 provides 
the data on the habitual past tense or related phenomena in Amele. Section 4 contains a 
discussion of habitual features, and section 5 concludes the study

General remarks in the habitual past

This section introduces the general remarks of the habitual aspect and gives basic information 
of the Amele grammar. There are several previous studies on the habitual aspect, Comrie (1976) 
and Bybee et al. (1994), and more recently, Carlson (2012) and Bertinetto and Lenci (2012). 
Overall, we review previous studies of the habitual aspect and we observe cross-linguistic 
perspectives, and we then claim that the basic meanings of the habitual aspect are describing 
past customs, but, more recently, verbal pluractionality and gnomic imperfectivity, as Bertinetto 
and Lenci (2012: 852) have argued.

Datain Amele

This section shows the habitual data and tries to describe the forms and the meanings of 
the habitual usages. First, we start with a small introduction of Amele and consider the habitual 
morphology and usages; constructions, other tenses and related adverbs.

Amele is one of the Trans-New Guinea languages, spoken in Madang Province, Papua New 
Guinea. Amele has been described by Roberts (1987). Amele has 5000 speakers, bilinguals with 
Tok Pisin, many grammatical characteristics of Highland languages, SOV word order and a 
complicated verb morphology.

Amele has the following markers (direct/indirect object marking, and tense and subject 
markings) on the verb, and markers sometimes construct portmanteau forms, which can be 
analyzed clearly. Amele has four dialects; Amele, Haia, Huar and Jagahala. While works by 
Roberts (1987) is based on the Haia dialect, my data emanates from the Huar dialect. The verb 
morphology of the two dialects are quite different from each other, as shown in the following 
table.

Table 1; Amele habitual tense; Hona “come” (Roberts 1989: 225; Haia dialect)  and my data (Huar dialect)

1s ho-l-om Holig

1s ho-l-om Holog

3s ho-l holoi/holion
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1d ho-lo-h Holob

2/3d ho-lo-sin Holoig

1p ho-lo-m

2/3p ho-lo-in Holoig

The element -l- inside the verb is common in Roberts’ and my data and this -l- can be the 
habitual morpheme. It is remarkable that there are morphological differences of the habitual 
conjugation the verb “hona” (to come). Roberts (1989) pointed out that the habitual marker is 
-lo-, and my field data also shows the -l- element in the habitual conjugations. However, other 
verbs such as “sianiga” (to read) and “jiga” (to eat) emerge, as in Table 2.  We will discuss these 
morphological differences in the discussion section.

Table 2 sianiga (to read) and jiga (to eat) habitual inflections

1s sianiginaon jiaginaon

2s sianiginaon jaganaon

3s sianenaon jenaon

1p sianobonaon jobonaon

2/3p sianeginaon jeginaon

In Table 2, there is no -lo- element in the habitual forms (There is no data of the verb 
(sianiga) in Roberts (1987).  The element -on- is necessary for the habitual. These forms can be 
analyzed in [verb-person/number-present tense]+on. This is a combination of the present form 
and the element “on”. In this case, the form “on” indicates “used to” meaning.

(3) More usages of the habitual past:
a. Habitual Past: Ija ina book ihi-gina on. “I used to give a book to you.”
b. Habitual Present: Ija ina book gaid (always) ihi-gina on. “I always give a book to you.”
c. Negative habitual past: Ija ina book qee (not) ihi-rein. “I did not used to give a book to 

you.”
This study found that the habitual past (3a) has another form “V-gina on” and this habitual 

verb form can be used in the habitual present (3b), too. This habitual form “V-gina on” is 
canceled in the negative habitual past in (3c), and instead, the negative past form “V-rein” is 
used. These facts indicate that the habitual forms can be used in the past and the present tense, 
and therefore, their forms can be regarded as the habitual aspect semantically.
(4) “Have” constructions:

a. Ija jo ac. ”I have a house / I had a house / I used have a house.”
b. Ija asac jo ac. ”I used to have a house.”
c. *Ija asac ina book ihi-gina on (habitual past). “I used to give a book to you”

However, the construction with the verb “have (“ac” in Amele)” cannot take the habitual 
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form. For example, the sentence (4a) is the “have” construction, and the verb “ac” does not have 
a tense marker. The sentence (4a) can mean the present, past and habitual past without using 
tense markers. However, the habitual nuance can be added with the adverb “asac (long time 
ago).” as in (4b). The adverb “asac” cannot co-occur with the habitual verb form, as in (4c).

Conclusion

This study argues that Amele has a special habitual tense, and the habitual usage is 
incorporated in the verbal morphology. However, this study found two kinds of habitual 
constructions: One is the morphology using the “-l-” element and another is the periphrastic 
using the “on” element. The periphrastic habitual is more frequently used in my data, and this 
construction is not incorporated in the verbal morphology. Additionally, Amele has a means 
of lexical habitualization by using the adverb “gaid” (always). This adverb easily describes the 
habitual situations in past, present, and future tenses.

These findings indicate that the habitual element “-l-” is limited to several verbs, and it is not 
possible to inflect all verbs, and instead, the periphrastic construction and with the help of the 
adverb are used frequently, and their usage can include the habitual present as well. Therefore, 
the habitual forms cannot be considered to be a tense category. The newly grammaticalized 
habitual can be considered in terms of irrealis.
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Prolung Khmer (ពរ្ល ងឹខម្ែរ) in Sociohistorical 
Perspective
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aCalifornia State University Dominguez Hills, U.S.A.
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Abstract 

In this article we selectively review Cambodia’s history through the lens of Prolung 
Khmer (ព្រលឹងខ្មែរ, meaning “Khmer Spirit” or “Khmer Soul”), a complex, multivalent 
ideological discourse that links symbols and social practices, such as Angkor, Buddhism, Khmer 
language (written and spoken), and classical dance, in an essentialized Khmer identity. When 
Cambodians began arriving in the United States in 1975, they immediately and self-consciously 
deployed Prolung Khmer as a means for asserting a unique cultural identity within the larger 
society. Through diachronic and ethnographic analyses of Prolung Khmer, we gain a holistic 
understanding of how it serves as an ideological metaphor for Khmer culture.

Keywords: Prolung Khmer, Khmer Identity, Cambodia

Synopsis

To ignore the Khmer customary social life is to ignore and misunderstand the Khmer 
people. To be unappreciative of the Khmers’ longing to preserve what has been held 
dear for many centuries is to be insensitive to the wellspring of the Khmer heart. 
The modern may be necessary and national, but for many Khmer people, the old is 
necessary and sacred.

Venerable Reverend Chhean Kong (Kong, 1989, p. 22)

This article presents a diachronic study of Prolung Khmer (ព្រលឹងខ្មែរ, meaning “Khmer 
Soul” or “Khmer Spirit”), a highly salient ideological discourse drawing on certain symbols 
and practices from Cambodia’s 2000-year history. Ideological discourses are an individual’s 
rationalization or justification of social structures and behaviors which can serve as mediating 
links to represent to themselves and to others their understanding of what it means to be a 
member of a group (Silverstein, 1979; Woolard, 1998) – in this case what it means to be Khmer.  
Prolung Khmer links stories, events, and people, with ways of seeing and being in the world. It 
uses symbols from Cambodia’s cultural heritage, including Angkor Wat, Buddhism, language 
(written and spoken), dance and music, and familial and ritual practices, and is prominent in 
the national/political discourse representing Khmer uniqueness to Cambodians and the world. 
As in any culture, not everyone is equally aware of or dedicated to, all aspects of Prolung Khmer. 
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However, most Cambodians participate in its key symbols, embracing some portion, however 
small. 

The impetus for this historical review is ethnographic. In the thirty years that we have been 
researching Cambodians in the diaspora, we have been struck by the prevalence and consistency 
in the presentation and performance of this group of key symbols. We have also noticed the 
assemblage of symbols forms a meaningful pattern of thought and action. Much like the concept 
of “culture” as used in anthropology, Cambodians use Prolung Khmer to invoke practically 
every aspect of what anthropologists would recognize as Khmer cultural beliefs, values, and 
behaviors (but from an emic rather than etic perspective). Prolung Khmer includes aspects 
of history and legend; ritual and religious practices; social, economic, and political relations; 
written and spoken forms of language and its social variations; food, forms of dress, music, 
dance, and architecture. Through its use Prolung Khmer delineates, historicizes, and naturalizes 
what it means to be Khmer. Among its other attributes, Prolung Khmer also reflects Khmer 
time orientation making use of interdiscursive and non-linguistic symbols and practices that 
invoke the past in the present. Because these practices are based on a “unifying, underlying set 
of ideological assumptions” they create indexical relationships between symbols and customs, 
that produce “felt continuities” across time and space (Agha, 2005, p. 2). Through this means, 
specific historic and legendary events, people, and objects are made real in the lived present and 
may be called upon for protection, guidance, expertise, authority, and power. Cambodians in 
the diaspora have used all of the aforementioned to establish new communities and rebuild lives 
in alien surroundings. They have drawn on Prolung Khmer (both consciously and unconsciously) 
to demonstrate their uniqueness and value as a people, to themselves and the larger society. 

Based on the history presented in this article and ethnographic research among Cambodians 
in the diaspora, we argue that Prolung Khmer is a cultural metaphor reminding Khmer of the 
ideal way of being in the world. It also provides the means for regaining that ideal if lost through 
hierarchical and patterned arrangements which are always present and always available through 
established social practices and ritual actions. Prolung Khmer reminds Khmer of who they are 
and points to the many ways Khmer have to regain order.
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Language, Culture and History: Towards Building a 
Khmer Narrative

Raj Nath Bhata

aBanaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India

Abstract 

Genetic and geological studies reveal that following the melting of snows 22,000 years ago, 
the post Ice-age Sundaland peoples’ migrations as well as other peoples’ migrations spread the 
ancestors of the two distinct ethnic groups Austronesian and Austroasiatic to various East and 
South–East Asian countries. Some of the Austroasiatic groups must have migrated to Northeast 
India at a later date, and whose descendants are today’s Munda-speaking people of Northeast, 
East and Southcentral India.

Language is the store-house of one’s ancestral knowledge, the community’s history, its 
skills, customs, rituals and rites, attire and cuisine, sports and games, pleasantries and sorrows, 
terrain and geography, climate and seasons, family and neighbourhoods, greetings and address-
forms and so on. Language loss leads to loss of social identity and cultural knowledge, loss 
of ecological knowledge, and much more. Linguistic hegemony marginalizes and subdues 
the mother-tongues of the peripheral groups of a society, thereby the community’s narratives, 
histories, skills etc. are erased from their memories, and fabricated narratives are created to 
replace them. Each social-group has its own norms of extending respect to a hearer, and a 
stranger. Similarly there are social rules of expressing grief, condoling, consoling, mourning and 
so on. The emergence of nation-states after the 2nd World War has made it imperative for every 
social group to build an authentic, indigenous narrative with intellectual rigour to sustain itself 
politically and ideologically and progress forward peacefully. The present essay will attempt 
to introduce variants of linguistic-anthropology practiced in the West, and their genesis and 
importance for the Asian speech communities. An attempt shall be made to outline a Khymer 
narrative with inputs from Khymer History, Art and Architecture, Agriculture and Language, 
for the scholars to take into account, for putting Cambodia on the path to peace, progress and 
development.

Keywords:: Austroasiatic, Sundaland, Cambodia

Preface

The Dalai Lama’s statement of April 23, 2018 is noteworthy and timely. He said: “Serious 
discussions on how to include the ancient Indian traditions in educational system should begin. 
India has the capability to combine modern education with its ancient traditions to help solve 
problems in the world”. The British, after taking control of India, imported their own system 
into the sub-continent with the intent to create sepoys and coolies for the empire: The class of 
people, which as desired by McCauley ‘would be Indian in blood and colour, but English in 
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taste, opinions, and intellect.’ 
The curricula documented by Dharamapala, a Buddhist scholar of the past, included 

grammar (vyakarana), rhetoric and logic (tarka), mathematics/astronomy (ganita), aesthetics 
(rasa), ethics (darshana), political science (arthashastra), and epistemology (pramana). These 
subjects will produce well-informed, creative individuals, who can learn new things. The Dalai 
Lama was right, after all. A fresh look at the education-system will enable us to make use of the 
best of both the traditional and the new systems -- to adopt the positives from tradition and to 
ignore or disown the negatives from both. 

Today Artificial Intelligence (AI) is acting much like the guru in a ‘gurukula’ of old India. 
In the gurukula-s, the guru could and did understand exactly what the pupils' capabilities were 
because they lived with him, and could instruct them to bring out the best in their talents. 
The May 9, 2018 account from The Southern Indian state of Kerala is indeed heart-warming: 
Sreenath, a coolie at the railway station in Ernakulam, Kerala, qualified for the Kerala Public 
Service Commission [State Administrative Service]. He used the free Railway Wi-Fi at the 
station, downloaded question papers and examination forms, and so forth. Using his smart-
phone, he managed to study to clear the written examination. If a hard-up Sreenath could do 
this, an affluent middle-class adult can do still better by diligently learning new materials from 
the Online open courses [MOOC] available today. In effect, life-long learning is now available, 
and the key for us is to learn about how to learn and not to learn facts that will soon become 
obsolete. There are several more instances of such determined persons who have exhibited their 
talent.

Language Society and Culture

Language is not simply a vehicle of communication. It marks one’s identity; it is the store-
house of community’s history, ancestral knowledge, skills, customs, rituals and rites, attire and 
cuisine, vegetables and crops, sports and games, joys and sorrows, terrain and geography, climate 
and seasons, family and neighbourhood, greetings and address-forms, art and literature and so 
on. 

Language loss leads to loss of social identity and cultural knowledge, loss of ecological 
knowledge, and much more. Causes of language loss include natural disasters, war and violence, 
cultural repressions, and socio-cultural marginalization. Sociolinguists study dialects across a 
given region, and examine words that are unique to a region. They take into consideration 
factors such as socio-economic status, social class affiliation, gender etc. that play a role in 
language use. Such investigations reveal the close linkage between language and social-class. 
Sociolinguists study the processes that monitor language use. 

Linguistic anthropologists believe that the human language faculty is a cognitive and a social 
achievement that provides the intellectual tools for thinking and acting in the world. Therefore, 
documentation of what speakers say in their daily social activities takes a central place in such 
studies. Linguistic anthropology seeks answers to the issues like: why do individuals (or groups) 
switch over to a foreign language in place of their own? Why are there gender differences, if any, 
in speech? Speakers’ attitudes and differences need to be identified and their causes unearthed. 

A linguistic anthropologist is expected to unravel the subtleties of life as the community 
members live it from birth to death. Some of the major issues that specialists record and 
analyse are as follows: The domains of the use of a language in family/social gatherings, in 
group conversations, in discourses on belief systems, political discourses, scientific discussions/
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descriptions, discourses on art and literature.
Language contact, an essential life situation in a globalised world, provides a concrete 

setting to the members of a social group to immerse themselves in the code of the ‘other’ 
language. Does such an immersion reflect one’s social status? The contact between faiths might 
impress upon one the desire to embrace a foreign faith. Will such a shift bring about any 
lingui-cultural change in the ‘individual’s’ speech etc.? Such issues also constitute a part of the 
linguistic anthropologist’s concerns. Linguistic anthropologists place language-speakers in the 
class of that of cultural-beings who possess a unique cultural identity. 

Linguistic hegemony marginalizes and subdues the mother-tongues of the peripheral 
groups of a society, and thereby the community’s narratives, histories, skills etc. are erased from 
their memories and fabricated narratives are created to replace them. Colonial Histories present 
several such instances!

Franz Boas (1858–1942) and Bronislaw Malinowski (1884–1942) were pioneers who 
described the importance of linguistic research for an anthropological understanding of human 
societies. Boas studied the grammatical structures of the indigenous languages of the American 
northwest coast—he was against any correlation between language and ‘race’. He believed 
that language was an important tool for the study of culture. Significant damage had been 
done to the indigenous cultures of the Americas by European colonizers--Boas and later Sapir 
documented the languages and cultural traditions that were on the verge of disappearing. Boas’s 
studies produced valuable information on Native American traditions. He brought scientific 
rigour to linguistic descriptions, and demolished a number of unfounded stereotypes about the 
languages that were then called ‘primitive.’ Boas argued that the opinion that the speakers of 
American Indian languages were less accurate in their pronunciation was false. Boas believed 
that each language should be studied on its own terms rather than according to some preset 
categories based on the study of other languages. To an Asian linguist, this observation of Boas 
may effectively form the starting point of investigation.

Edward Sapir’s students who did courses in linguistics called themselves ‘Anthropological 
linguists.’ Benjamin Lee Whorf (1897– 1941), a chemical engineer, taught himself linguistics, 
and after 1931 joined E. Sapir and his students at Yale. Whorf believed that ways of thinking 
may develop by analogy with ‘fashions of speaking.’ 

Dell Hymes stressed the need to see linguistics as part of anthropology. Hymes revised the 
Whorfian concept ‘fashions of speaking’ and termed it as the ‘ways of speaking.’ John Gumperz 
and Dell Hymes considered ‘language as a social activity’. They chose to study language-use in 
concrete situations. Such studies of ‘Linguistic performance’--contrary to Chomsky’s focus on 
‘Linguistic Competence’-- became an enabling cause for the field-workers to identify the creative 
dimensions of an act of speaking, the role of individuals and groups in the reproduction and 
transformation of linguistic codes, etc. The study of ‘linguistic performance’ enabled them to 
put forward the concept of ‘Communicative Competence’—in place of Chomsky’s ‘Linguistic 
Competence’. 

Hymes (1967) proposed the ‘SPEAKING Model’---Situation, Participants, Ends, Act 
Sequences, Key, Instrumentalities, Norms, and Genre---for specialists in Communication studies 
[Ethnography of Speech] to investigate. Gumperz (1982) preferred the analysis of face-to-face 
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interaction. He included within the concept of ‘linguistic repertoire’ the range of resources that 
speaker-hearers use to make inferences about the ongoing context. This resulted in the emergence 
of the notion of ‘contextualization cues’ (intonation, paralinguistic features, choice of code, use 
of key words, and formulaic expressions), the linguistic features through which ‘speakers signal 
and listeners interpret what the activity is, how semantic content is to be understood and how 
each sentence relates to what precedes or follows. The study of  ‘contextualization cues’ provide 
the key to both successful and unsuccessful [cross-talk] communication. 

Charles Peirce’s notion of indexicality influenced Michael Silverstein (1976) and Hanks 
(1990), and this offered a space to explore the role of the human body in the establishment of 
the referential grounding of most communicative acts. Therefore, the importance of the study 
of pronominals and place and time adverbials gained greater significance. Elinor Ochs’s (1996) 
model for the construction of social identities based on situational dimensions is established 
through language use. 

The theorists from other disciplines (viz., Pierre Bourdieu, Anthony Giddens, Mikhail 
Bakhtin, Michel Foucault, Clifford Geertz, Paul Ricoeur, Valentin Voloshinov) and the use of 
ideologies and technology has influenced understanding speakers’ processes of conceptualizing 
appropriate and interpretable language. 

The studies of the languages of ethnic and marginalized communities emboldened scholars 
to disagree with Western narratives. Elinor Ochs and Bambi B. Schieffelin (1984) disagree with 
Western scholars with regard to language acquisition theory. Language acquisition, they opine, 
is a culturally specific activity which cannot be theorized uniformly with Western middle-class 
families as the model. Their experiences in Papua New Guinea and in Samoa demonstrate that 
the western concepts such as ‘baby talk’ or ‘motherese’ have no place in these societies. Ochs and 
Schieffelin demonstrate that language socialization is a never ending process because speakers 
never stop learning new ways of using language. Their studies examine the cultural implications 
of what is being done with language.

The studies of literacy practices reveal that multiple voices and coexisting language varieties 
present instances of grammar-mixing. However ‘politics of language’ pursued by the state 
administration determines community’s choice of language and its [community’s] alternative 
ways of speaking. Slogans like linguistic purism, national identity, and the political creation 
of ethnic boundaries between or within communities play an important role in the types of 
language varieties that are supported or oppressed (Shirley Brice Heath, 1983). 

Language plays a critical role in determining differences in power between speakers. This 
has been amply demonstrated by the studies conducted by Goffman [face work], and Penelope 
Brown and Stephen Levinson [Theory of politeness]. 

Language and gender studies isolate linguistic codes that define female speakers as weak, 
unassertive, and submissive. Contrary to such observations, Marjorie H. Goodwin (1990) in 
her study found that girls were as assertive and confrontational as boys.

Cambodia Today

By the mid-1800s, the Cambodian King signed a Protectorate Treaty with France. In 
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1945, the Japanese briefly ousted the French. King Sihanouk, in 1953, succeeded in winning 
independence for Cambodia and took the reins of government himself as head of state.

Since 1993 C.E., Cambodia has been a constitutional monarchy. It is a member of the 
Southeast Asian community since 1999 C.E. Today the textile industry in Cambodia is booming, 
as is tourism. With a population of 16 million, the peace-loving Khmer shall grow quickly 
in all spheres of development--linguistic, scientific, technological, spiritual and intellectual. A 
constitution was adopted in 1993, when King Norodom Sihanouk returned to the throne. In 
2004, his son, Norodom Sihamoni, became King in his place.

Building a Khmer Narrative

Archaeological data reveal that Cambodia was inhabited by human beings at least 40,000 
years ago. Indian and Chinese traders used to pass through the Cambodian ‘cities’. By the 5th 
and 6th centuries several Indianized kingdoms were established in southern Cambodia. There 
are a few remains of small religious monuments of that period in brick and massive stone 
sculptures, and inscriptions in Sanskrit and Khmer. The earliest dated inscription comes from 
the 4th century CE. Cambodia’s culture has its roots in Funan, known as the oldest Indianised 
state in Southeast Asia. Cambodia’s language, Khmer, with elements of Sanskrit and Pali, India’s 
faith-systems--Hinduism and Buddhism--can be traced from this period.

Recent genetic studies reveal that 4000 or more years ago, an adventurous band of Indians 
seems to have voyaged and turned up in Australia and contributed their DNA to the aborigines. 
The Indian ‘stray dog’ pet Dingo in Australia today, seems to have reached Australia along with 
that band of adventurers. 

Following the melting of snows 22000 years ago, the post Ice-age Sundaland peoples’ 
migrations as well as other peoples’ migrations spread the ancestors of two distinct ethnic groups, 
the Austronesian [Malays, Indonesians, Filipinos, Brunenians, Tomorese, Taiwanese aborigines, 
Polynesians] and Austroasiatic [Vietnamese, Khmer, Mon in Thailand and Myanmar] to various 
East and Southeast Asian countries. Some of the latter [Austroasiatic] groups must have migrated 
to Northeast India at a later date, and whose descendants are today’s Munda-speaking people 
of Northeast, East and Southcentral India (Sarkar, 60-61). Today these people speak languages 
related to Vietnamese as well as Khmer. The Post ice-age deluge is part of the folklore of the 
peoples across the Indian-Ocean Rim. The Laotian folk-story is different from the ‘Katha’ of 
Manu or Noah, so is the oral tradition of the Australian aborigines (ibid). The Austroasiatic 
communities such as ‘Khasi-s’ in Meghalaya, ‘Santhal’-s in Jharkhand, and Khmer in Cambodia 
continue to be matrilineal for socio-cultural as well as genetic reasons (ibid). 

 The Mekong Delta (the Mekong river flows from China into Laos, Cambodia and 
southern Vietnam) was been the first major course of trade and commerce in antiquity. The 
first Indianized kingdom in South-East Asia was established in the Mekong delta; the Chinese 
called it the kingdom of Funan. The history of its establishment is interesting: An Indian 
merchant-ship, headed by young Kaundinya, was attacked by pirates who were led by Soma, 
the daughter of the Chief of Naga Clan. The Indians fended off the attack. Soma was impressed 
with Kaundinya’s bravery. She proposed to him and he accepted the offer of marriage. Their 
lineage ruled Funan for several generations. The inscriptions of the Chams of Vietnam and the 
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Khmers of Cambodia both claim descent from this union. The Matrilineal genealogies continue 
to be given importance among these communities. Angkor is a living testimony to the fact that 
‘Naga’ [Serpent] occupies a pride of place in Khmer iconography.    

Oc Eo in Vietnam’s Mekong delta was a major centre of trade and through which, ships 
would sail to China. History reveals that Indian sea-farers from the coastal Odisha-Bengal had 
been settling in Sri Lanka from the 6th century BCE. They traded with South-East Asia through 
the Isthmus of Kra, now part of Thailand. This enabled them to be closer to the coast as the 
benefits of following the Monsoon winds had not been understood then. They would ship 
goods to the ports in Cambodia and southern Vietnam (Sarkar, 2016).

The Angkor Empire rose to power with the return of King Jayavarman II in 802 C.E. 
Jayavarman II, a Khmer prince who returned to Cambodia from Java. He was crowned as 
the Monarch in a ceremony near Angkor, at the Tonle Sap, the Great Lake. The following 
600 years saw powerful Khmer kings dominate much of present-day Southeast Asia, from the 
borders of Myanmar east to the South China Sea and north to Laos. It was during this period 
that the Khmer kings built the most extensive concentration of religious temples in the world 
- the Angkor temple complex. Yashodharapura, the Angkor capital, was perhaps one of the 
most populous cities at that time in history. The Angkor temples, dedicated to either Buddha 
or to Hindu gods, are among the artistic wonders of the world. The most famous of these, 
Angkor Wat, has been declared as a World Heritage Site. Angkor complex covers an area of 400 
square kilometers in the province of Siem Reap, Cambodia, with 100 temples, and thus more 
than 1080 temples across the country. The most successful of Angkor’s kings, Jayavarman II, 
Suryavarman II and Jayavarman VII, built monumental man-made lakes and canals-- as master-
pieces of ancient engineering. This refined system of irrigation enabled the Cambodian to grow 
as many as three rice crops per year.

Linguistic acts like greeting, condoling, inquiring etc. have a direct bearing upon one’s 
culture. Similarly, there are social norms that guide us in dressing ourselves for different 
occasions such as in the party, wedding, the market place, the funeral, and so forth. Food-habits 
are usually dependent upon the availability of grains and vegetables in the region. The patterns 
of cooking differ from one society to another. Kinship and address-terms mirror a society’s 
culture. Colour-names echo the ranges, shades and hues that the members of a society prefer to 
wear.  In Japan, for instance, respect for elders is expressed by bowing to them when saying hello 
or goodbye. The Philippines place their hand on their forehead as a sign of respect for an elderly 
person. In the USA and the UK, it is frequently considered rude to ask personal questions 
(marital status, income, etc.) unless one is familiar with the person. In South Africa one should 
not refer to Afrikaners as Dutch. South Africa is a very diverse place with many different belief 
systems. People in the Philippines refer to people by their honorific titles until they tell you not 
to do so. In America, it is frequently considered homosexual when two persons of the same 
sex hold hands in public. In South America it is frequently risky to hold hands with the same 
gender because homosexuality is extremely looked down upon. In Asia, it is acceptable for two 
persons of the same sex to hold hands in public without people coming to the conclusion that 
they are homosexual. 

Cambodia is generally matrilineal, such as with the Khasis of Northeast India. The Khmer 
kinship-system and address-terms are distinct and culture specific. Cambodia is primarily a 
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rice-eating society where cultivation of the paddy is the major profession; fishing does not fall 
under the category of a ‘major profession’ in Cambodia. The irrigation-system has been a major 
concern of the Khmer people; for centuries ‘water-consuming’ rice has been cultivated in the 
region. Cambodia grows three crops of rice in a Calendar year due to the watchful use of waters 
of the Mekong River and the Great Lake Tonle Sap. Cambodian headgear is different from the 
headgear of Vietnamese.

It is imperative, therefore, to investigate Khmer social norms of extending respect, greeting, 
congratulating, condoling, consoling, cooking, feasting, and celebrating and so on. Such 
investigations will unfold the subtle dimensions of the socially acceptable norms of social 
communication in Khmer society. An anthropological narrative must be built by scholars who 
are deeply immersed in the Khmer socio-cultural ethos. 

Khmer language has a rich lexicon. Khmer has the word-order SVO, akin to Khasi in 
Northeast India; English has an identical word-order. Khmer aspirates voiceless stops, so does 
Khasi; English does not. The consonant sounds in Khmer are: stops--bilabial, alveolar, palatal, 
velar, and glottal--[p, ph, b, m; k, kh, g, ng etc.]; sibilants: Voiceless alveolar and glottal; and 
voiced liquids--y, r, l. v. The functional consonant and vowel sounds in Khmer are as follows:

Consonants: 

ka, kha,ga,ŋga, ca, cha, ja, ŋa, ta, tha, da, na, pa, pha, ba, ma, ?, 
s, h, 
ya, ra, la, va. 

Vowels and diphthongs:

e, e:, o:, u:, i, 
ei, ai, ao, au, oe. 

 The Khmer script has its genesis in the Ashokan ‘brahmi’ script, as in all the extant Southand 
Southeast Asian scripts. Each ‘letter’ in these scripts is a ‘syllable’. 

An African saying is fitting in the context: The Story of the ‘hunted’ has to be said by 
the ‘victim’ [hunted] not by the hunter [victor]. Large parts of Asia have suffered ‘Colonial’ 
suppression; free Asia has to shun the ‘colonial hang-over’ and build narratives based upon 
the achievements, victories, failures, folk-wisdom, knowledge-systems, literature, art and 
architecture. Such acts will embolden and energize the young who will thus be proud Asians. 

After-word

A researcher has to be careful and aware of the delicate relationship between the researcher 
and the subject(s). Fieldworkers must prepare field notes and must transcribe recordings of 
social encounters, activities, and events. The one interested in grammatical analysis must 
provide word-by-word glosses; for the one interested in the relation between speech and the 
spatial organization of the event, visual representations of the settings become crucial. Of late, 
the new tools have brought considerable improvement in the documentation processes and 
procedures. The description of verbal activities such as greetings, proverbs, insults, and speech-
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making is recorded with audio-visual gadgets to notice speech, intonation as well as bodily 
gestures and facial expressions of the participants in a discourse. Michel Foucault’s analysis of 
the development of the institutions that dealt with health in France marks the beginning of the 
investigations with regard to the power of new technologies in the definition of persons and 
their rights. 

The following Western scholars deserve to be emulated to investigate socio-cultural and 
linguistic realities of Asian communities.

M. A. K. Halliday’s functional approach to language encourages comparative studies of 
communication and discourse without an in-depth study of grammatical theories. 

Philip Parker (1997) in his statistical analysis involving 460 languages in 243 countries 
considered economic resources, transportation, population-density, and means of communication 
to demonstrate the relationship between language, social mobility and culture.

In his search for ‘Linguistic Universals’, Greenberg, a linguistic anthropologist in the Boas-
ian tradition, has provided a thorough classification of the African languages.

Dell Hymes, the father of the ethnography of communication, believed that linguistic tools 
and anthropological methodologies must go hand in hand with eachother to bring to the surface 
a fuller picture of the processes of speech.  

The study of mixed languages [pidgins and Creoles] provides valuable information about the 
historical events of the past two-three centuries under the Colonial regimes. This understanding 
is of vital importance to historians, demographers, geographers, anthropologists and sociologists 
[even colonial apologists] alike. Similarly, the issues of language death, language loss and 
endangered languages have caught the attention of the linguistic anthropologist worldwide. 
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Research on Tay Ethnic Minority Literature in Vietnam 
Under Cultural View 
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Abstract 

The Tay people are an ethnic minority of Vietnam. Tay literature has many unique facets 
with relevance to cultural identity. It plays an important part in the diversity and richness of 
Vietnamese literature.

In this study, Tay literature in Vietnam is analyzed through a cultural perspective, by placing 
Tay literature in its development from its birth to the present, together with the formation of 
the ethnic group, and historical and cultural conditions, focusing on the typical customs of the 
Tay people in Vietnam.

The researcher examines Tay literature through poems of Nôm Tày, through the works of 
some prominent authors, such as Vi Hong, Cao Duy Son, in the Cao Bang province of Vietnam. 
Cao Bang is home to many Tay ethnic people and many typical Tay authors. The research also 
locates individual contributions of those authors and their works in terms of artistic language 
use and cultural symbolic features of the Tay people. In terms of art language, the article isolates 
the unique use of Nôm Tay characters to compose stories which affect the traditional Tay luon, 
sli, and so forth, and hence the use of language that influences poetry and proverbs of Tay 
people in the story of Vi Hong, Cao Duy Son. Assuming a symbolic framework, the article 
examines the symbols of birds and flowers in Nôm Tay poetry and the composition of Vi Hong, 
Cao Duy Son, so to point out the uniqueness of the Tay identity.

The above research issue is necessary to help us better appreciate the cultural values preserved 
in Tay literature, thereby, affirming the unique cultural identity of the Tay people and planning 
to preserve and develop these unique cultural features from which emerges the risk of falling 
into oblivion in modern social life in Vietnam. In addition, this is also a research direction that 
can be extended to Thai, Mong, Dao, etc, ethnic minorities in Vietnam.
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Introduction to the study of Tay literature from a cultural perspective

During the community formation, Tay ethnic minority in Vietnam was formed very early in 
the cultural environment of Bach Viet and Choang ethnic in China. Tay people are considered  
as one of the first inhabitant groups of Dong Son culture. They are people of power and courage, 
and they have their own cultural identity. Tay’s literature has developed and exhibited its own 
cultural identity, and has contributed to the diversity of Vietnamese cultural paintings. Studying 
Tay literature from a cultural perspective, we will consider how historical, religious, geographic, 
anthropological factors etc. affect the concept and habits of the Tay ethnic minority.

Locality and history of Tay ethnic minority in Vietnam

The Tay ethnic minority live mainly in some northern mountainous provinces of Vietnam, 
such as Lang Son, Bac Kan and Cao Bang. In Cao Bang, apart from the Kinh, we can refer 
to typical ethnic groups such as Tay, Nung, Dao, Hoa, San Chay, Hmong, etc., of which Tay 
accounts for 41%, Nung: 31.1% , Dao: 10.1%, H’mong: 10.1%, San Chay: 1.4%, and so 
on. However, the Tay ethnic minority is more numerous than others among ethnic minorities 
in Cao Bang, so there are many festivals characterized by Tay culture, such as the Long Tong 
festival in the lunar first month, the Thanh Minh festival in the lunar third month, and the 
festival of Nang Hai in the middle of the lunar eighth month. Many traditional folk songs of 
the Tay ethnic group have been handed down and developed such as then, sli, luon, sluong 
dancing and chau dancing with typical musical instruments such as dan tinh, dan nhi, xoc dong 
luc lac. Tay literature has developed well in Cao Bang. According to Tay folklore, in the 3rd 
century BC, Cao Bang was the territory of Nam Cuong, associated with the formation of the 
ancient Tay tribes of Western Europe, and its capital was in Hoa An. In the story of Cau chua 
cheng vua (Nine lords - One king) - a legend of Tay, after defeating the opponents, Thuc Phan 
established Au Lac, named his throne An Duong Vuong and moved the capital to Co Loa. In 
the eleventh century, this land became the center of the autonomous nation of Dai Nam with 
the leaders Nung Ton Phuc and Nung Tri Cao. By the end of the sixteenth century, the Mac 
dynasty fled to the mountainous region, establishing a monarchy against the Le dynasty for 
nearly 100 years in Cao Bang. The king of the Mac dynasty built Cao Bang into a political, 
military, cultural and economic center for a period of time. Schools were opened, writing in 
Nom Tay was encouraged, markets were built, and agricultural production was promoted to 
improve peoples’ lives.

Tay literature in Cao Bang

Tay folk literature - Nom Tay poetry

Cao Bang is a special land of history and culture; it is also referred to as “literary land” 
because of the early and rich emergence and development of writing literature. The Nom Tay (a 
type of Tay language created by the Tay people) is said to have existed “since the fifth century, 
with the design of Le The Khanh, a Tay intellectual”1. Together with Nom Tay, Nom Tay poetry 

1  Trieu An: Nom Tay and poetry stories, Ha Noi: Literature Publishing House, 2003, 30.
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was formed and flourished in this rich cultural tradition. These are folk compositions of the Tay 
expressing the soul of the Tay community. A characteristic of Nom Tay poetry is to express the 
cultural identity of the Tay ethnic group. Nhan Lang, Bjooc La, Chieu Duc, Nho Huong, Nam 
Kim - Thi Dan are works that express Tay cultural identity through the concept of the world, 
the way of building characters and customs, and habits of human life.

* The concept of the world of Tay
In the Tay people’s view, human beings have flesh and soul ('khoan'). 'Khoan' can leave the 

body to travel around the world. The world is conceived of having three realms: Heaven, earth, 
and hell (muong troi, the dong, and muong am). These three realms are considered as versions 
of each other. Heaven has a King, fairies, Buddha, Mother Flowers and gods who are in charge 
of different fields. There are also king, generals, demons, and prison with a penalty. The three 
realms are connected to each other. The heaven manages, arranges and controls everything 
in the world. Having difficulties, people living on earth go to the realm of heaven to find a 
solution; Hell is the place where sinners are punished. The soul of man (khoan) can escape the 
body to go to heaven or hell. The Nom Tay always express the world as these three realms.

Nhan Lang (in the story of Nhan Lang) represnets a poor man who must beg for a living. 
He goes to heaven to know the reason of his suffering. As he has no money, he has to work for 
Quy Coc for three years. However, he misses his mother so much that he asks for early leave. 
On the way home, he is curious to know his mistakes, so he goes back to the master’s house in 
the middle of the night. Consequently, he overhears the secret he was about to ask a question 
regarding, so he avoids the pain of his life. In Luong Nhan, Thi Xuan dreams of being wrecked 
by the big river in the sky, awakening on earth, and of becoming sick and dying. The Buddha 
in  heaven considers Luong Nhan a good gentleman, so he turns into an old man sitting under 
the pine to save Luong Nhan. The Buddha is the man who helps Han Chan, the daughter of 
the poor in the temple, pass the exam. Nho Huong (Nho Huong poetry) changes his life and 
becomes the King. Luu Huong (the story of Luu Huong) not only goes up to heaven but also 
down to the hell to get married. Dinh Chi (the story of Dinh Chi), due to his father’s greed, 
taking bronze statues for sale, is punished instead of his father. Ngoc Long is arrested first. 
Thanks to the miracle, Dinh Chi can visit his wife in the ocean and finds a way to save himself. 
Obviously, the concept of three world realms is deeply embedded in the poetry of Nom Tay, 
expressing the indigenous cultural beliefs of Tay community. They believe in the world of the 
three realms, which influences their way of life. Living with love and fondness will ensure a life 
in the heaven whereas whoever lives deceitfully will have misfortune and be exiled to hell.

* The method of making characters
In terms of characters, Nom Tay poetry has its own manifestations. Characters in poetry are 

fairy characters, but they have the personalities and characteristics of mountainous people: Poor, 
industrious and hard working. In normal life, they are gentle, hard working and warm-hearted. 
When their country is invaded, they become warriors to fight against the enemy.

Thi Trinh in the story of Ly The Khanh is a faithful woman who wholeheartedly serves her 
mother-in-law. When her husband is away from home to fight in the war, Thi Trinh has taken 
care of all the household chores, nurturing her mother-in-law and raising her children. While 
she is away from her husband and her mother-in-law is sick, Thi Trinh vows and is willing 
to die for her mother. Her vow is heard by a Buddha in heaven, so he decides to save her old 
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mother-in-law. When she is taunted and exiled to the forest, she still cares for and raises her two 
children. The image of Thi Trinh represents Tay women who are always loyal and wholeheartedly 
contribute to the family. Luong Nhan, a poor orphan, loves his wife so much that when his wife 
dies, he decides to carry her home, as Tay’s custom is that when one dies, he must be buried 
in his home. It takes him three years to carry his wife home, and during that period, he has to 
beg for a living. When the owner of the river Tang snatches his wife away, and pays him two 
bags of silver and gold, he does not accept but demands: “I only marry my wife”. This proves 
that he is a faithful and honest man. In general, straightforwardness, the nature of mountainous 
people, was embedded in the poetry of Nom Tay. It is the poor and the honest who are the ones 
to overcome the difficulties to become skilled and successful. When the country is in jeopardy, 
they become the heroes of the nation, saving the king. Nhan Lang, Chieu Duc, Ly The Khanh, 
Nho Huong, Luu Tuong are such characters.

* The habits and customs of the Tay
In the poems, the picture of the stilt is quite clear. Luong Nhan (in the poem of Luong 

Nhan)2 carries his wife and beggs for food, “standing under the stairs” when he comes to a 
widow’s house in Phai village and  begged for food. The house is described as as small as a tent, 
at the edge of the village, but it does have stairs. This is the characteristic of Tay people’s house, 
which is high and connected to the land by a ladder. When Luong Nhan is away, a dealer asks 
the old woman who lives next door to Han Chan - Luong Nhan’s wife, to convey his love to her, 
this old woman just stands below the stairs talking to the landlord: Hearing that, the old lady 
goes to meet Han Chan below the stairs of the front door (Luong Nhan). When Nam Kim says 
goodbye to Thi Dan before leaving, the image of stairs also appears: Waking up, realizing that 
she is on her own, Nam Kim steps down the ladder with a broken heart (Nam Kim - Thi Dan). 
In daily activities, the Tay often carries a bun of rice when shopping or hunting. Nam Kim - Thi 
Dan3 also reminiscent of this lifestyle through the action of Thi Dan “making a bun of rice for 
him before going to the market” and Nam Kim: Looking at the bun of rice, he remembers his 
wife’s hands. He feels sad and does not want to have lunch (Nam Kim - Thi Dan).

Hospitality, willingness to share, and helping those who are in trouble is one of the traditional 
beauties of the Tay. We often encounter mutual affection between people in the works of poetry 
in Nom. In Luu Tuong4, when the King of So escapes and becomes lost in the forest, he has to 
ask for help: The king stands at the foot of the stairs, crossing his hands, begging for help. The 
host says sincerely, whoever has to leave his house is miserable. Despite being poor, no one can 
refuse a beggar. Please come in and sit down. The host asks his wife and children, "The meal is 
available, isn’t it? If not, then prepare another one" (Luu Tuong). The words and gestures of the 
landlord to the King of So (a beggar at that time) show the affection and deeds of people living 
in the forest who are always willing to help people in need. These are also the heart and gestures 
commonly seen in the interactions between people and people in the Tay ethnic currently.

We also encounter the same scene in Luong Nhan. When Luong Nhan comes to Phai 
village, begging a widow for food, she is ready to bring him, a meal even though “she is poorer 
than anyone else”: The woman tells him to wash his feet and go up the stairs, and then asks her 
daughter to bring him a meal (Luong Nhan). The rituals are described in accordance with the 

2 Luong Bien (Collecting and translating): Luong Nhan, Thai Nguyen University Publishing House, 2009.
3  Vu Anh Tuan, Nam Kim - Thi Dan, printed in “Tay Tales and their origins, developmental process and genre”, Hanoi: 
Hanoi National University Press, 2004.
4 Nong Phuc Tuoc, Be Si Uong (Collecting), Luu Tuong, Ethnic Culture Publishing House, Hanoi, 2013.
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custom of Tay people. Luong Nhan comes to the widow’s house and asks for food. He is not 
only invited to eat, but also offered a job and a wife - Han Chan, the daughter of the landlady. 
That he works there for three years demonstrates the custom of the bridegroom staying at his 
wife’s house and working there. During this time, Luong Nhan works diligently: Working for 
three years, he doesn not wonder about his marriage. He spends day and night on the farm, 
harvesting, plowing and planting (Luong Nhan).Three years later, his wedding is organized 
and its stages follow the customs of the Tay. Inviting, setting tables and conducting ceremonies 
expresses the custom of the Tay. The funeral in this story is described as a real one. When the 
mother of Han Chan is sick, Luong Nhan and Han Chan bring a master home to worship 
and pray for her mother health. When the mother dies, the young couple sell all the fields 
and buffaloes to hold a funeral according to Tay tradition: Han Chan thinks thoroughly, and 
regretfully agrees to sell the garden and field. They invite a master to hold the worshiping 
ceremony. They slaughter their cattle for the worshiping ceremony. The son-in-law kneels for 
mourning. They build a funeral house and a hearse, prepare the worshiping feast, and wish that 
the mother rest in peace (Luong Nhan). Thus, customs and activities in weddings and funerals 
express the lifestyle of the Tay.

Tay’s modern literature Tay - Short stories by Cao Duy Son

Cao Duy Son, whose works show the cultural identity of Tay by depicting traditional 
customs and symbols, is a modern writer of the Tay ethnic group, 

a. Traditional customs of funerals and holidays
Short stories by Cao Duy Son do not recreate authentic or close-ups of the funeral, wedding 

or feast of the Tay. Instead, he knows how to choose the outstanding details to retain the soul of 
the customs associated with the lifestyle of the Tay. The funerals are evoked from the sound of 
thanh la (a traditional musical instrument of the Tay), the New Year’s Day starts with a custom 
called khai vai xuan, spiritual lifestyle is reproduced through the sweet sound of nhi. All of those 
details help readers recognize that the source of Tay culture is like a smoldering underground 
water which influences Cao Duy Son’s works.

In the short story 'A resounding soul'5, the writer describes the morality of the Tay’s funeral 
through the hollow sound of the bar - an indispensable tool in the Tay’s funeral to farewell a soul 
to the other side of the world. “Co ong ... co ong ... co ong... the soul led by the sound moves 
to the new place. Living and dead people say the last words by the bar (thanh la). The sound 
of thanh la is the word of the living to the dead, as it “connects the living with the dead with 
the sound co ong ... co ong ... co ong” and directs the souls to their eternity. Especially, in the 
funeral of Mrs. Ban, whom the old man Khue loves but he does not dare to confess because of 
his cowardice - the sound of the bar thanh la expresses the mood of the old man. It is “whimper”, 
“bitterly” and “endless torment”. It is a tribulation to the dead, for his tragic love and his own 
boring life. When he os young, Khue loves Ban; however, he is frightened by Lu and Ki, so he 
does not dare to express his love for her. As a result, he has a whole life of regret. What Cao Duy 
Son wants to convey to readers is not simply the practice of knocking the bar thanh la in Tay’s 
funeral but the sentiment of the living for the dead and the empathy of the living about the 

5  Cao Duy Son: The human-shaped clouds, Hanoi: Ethnic Culture Publishing House, 2002
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third realm - the world of the dead. This is what creates human values for a custom.
When describing the customs of New Year, Cao Duy Son also pays attention to important 

details that highlight the spiritual values of the Tay. In the story of Suc Hy6, the writer describes 
the tradition of welcoming spring of the Tay. Tay people believe that there must be someone to 
visit their house on the first day of the year. That one must “wear old faded clothes and look like 
a beggar. He carries a bag filled with red paper and a pen-and-ink bottle is hung on his chest.” 
At New Year’s Eve, he will go to each house “standing at the door, versing poems as soft as the 
stream singing”: “Bươn chiêng pi mấư khai vài xuân a… ngần sèn khảu tu nả à, mò mả khảu 
tu lăng ơ…cần ké lục đếch khảu pi mấư à a… phù sần au khen slửa lòng dà… khảu, nặm, 
ngần sèn tim rườn la… cung hỷ phát sòi”. This custom not only expresses the desire for good 
things but also reminds people of tough times. Also, it gives the poor hope for better days. This 
reinforces the lifestyles of gratitude, compassion and optimism of the Tay.

Cao Duy Son always emphasizes the spiritual value of customs rather than its material 
values. The sound of nhi in his short story 'The white marble' expresses this value. The sound 
coming from Do’s nhi is regarded as a museum where people can learn the characteristics of 
Tay’s culture. Every time Do plays his nhi, he “touches the heart of Co Sau’s people. It can be 
the beginning of play “Pham Tai-Ngoc Hoa”in Da Hai melody, which is as earnest as the way 
underground water coming from Phja Bjooc runs. It can be the bitter and suffering love story 
of “Nam Kim-Thi Dan in then melody”. These are folklores in Nom Tay (Pham Tai - Ngoc 
Hoa, Nam Kim - Thi Dan) and lyrical folk songs which make up the identity of the Tay (da 
hai, luon, then). This shows that the Tay’s folk culture is embedded in the sound of nhi, which 
can be compared with the desire of Tay’s people to preserve their traditional culture. Through 
the sound of nhi, we not only know the diversity of Tay’s folk culture but also recognize its 
integrated characteristic. “But the most exciting melody is the bustle of Moc Tau Hi, illustrated 
by the wooden puppet show that is unique in Vietnam. At that time, the audience was fascinated 
with the sound of the sword in the hands of the orphan cutting off seven heads of demons to 
save all people. In addition, the story Cau chua cheng vua tells us about the war between nine 
lords to become the King on the land of Muc Ma ... “. These are not originated from the Tay 
culture but have been integrated by Tay culture from Vietnamese and Chinese culture. It shows 
the spirit of martial arts with the strong willpower of mountainous people in the struggle for 
survival and development.

b. Typical icons
* The flower symbol
In the traditional view of the Tay, Mother Flower (Mẻ Bjoóc) is always illustrated as a 

benevolent mother who creates the beauty for the human realm and protects human beings. 
In the Tay festival, in the Hoa procession ritual it is believed that human beings are born and 
brought up by Mother Flower - Me Hoa. They claim that flowers are human. Men are the 
children of Mother Flower - Me Hoa. Every human being is a flower which “Mother Flower 
gives, Mother Flower organizes to reincarnate into the earth. Therefore, the flower is a way 
of expressing love and a substance to cleanse the soul. They bathe their soul in the incense of 
flowers so that the delicacy and noble quality of flowers constantly motivates them to have a 
clean and noble life. The flower is the faith and the bravery of man: This four-colored flower 

6 Cao Duy Son: The human-shaped clouds, Hanoi: Ethnic Culture Publishing House, 2002
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does not wither; This flower falling to the ground remains fresh; this flower cannot be burnt 
with fire, it will not drift in the stream (Tay folk song). Flowers symbolize the joy of life and 
well-being; a symbol for beauty and love. The Tay have a comparison stipulating "as beautiful 
as flowers, as bright as flowers, as young as flowers, as white as flowers”. In short, the flower has 
become the basis of emotion, the foundation of moral conception, even the basis and criterion 
of love. Consequently, “the flower is regarded as the basis of the Tay’s soul, the criterion of Tay’s 
love, and the foundation of morality”7.

In the stories of Cao Duy Son (The old house by the stream)8, the flower symbol no longer 
conveys the original meaning, as it mainly expresses the meaning of humanity. The flower is not 
only a sacred and beautiful symbol for people to aspire and reach but also a place to return when 
they are full of tolerance. At the end of life, a simple but insightful thought comes to one’s mind: 
“This sound goes up high in to heaven, then is whispered back in the sister’s voice, parents’ voice 
and Moc Vuong’s voice. It is a slow-blooming, long-lasting flower, preferring to live in the cold 
land”. Therefore, when the soul is perplexed, the flower becomes a place to return after the storms 
of life. The image of the Moc Vuong flower is compared with fatherhood and brotherhood. The 
flower also symbolizes nobility and it can purify the soul. Lo’s love (Human-shaped clouds) 
is only for one person but her life was misled and her body was “covered with sweat of many 
men”. When she meets Ky again, she is immersed in water sprinkled with fragrances of flowers 
to cleanse all the “dirt” she has: “She drops into the pot of boiling water in the kitchen a handful 
of dried yellow chrysanthemums, then a bunch of peach blossoms which are as red as bubbling 
blood. At the end, her hands let go of white pommels, which look like doves plunging into the 
water bubbles. All three colors of yellow, white, red quickly blossom on the surface, giving off 
a smell of charm”. Bathing in the fragrance of nature has purified her body. It “becomes pure 
white” and “as clean as the water of Bo Slao” as her soul and the love she has for Ky. Accepting 
the love of Lo, Ky also feels ecstatic, passionate and “feel like floating on a flower stream”. 
Flowers have manifested as a sublimation of love. 

Apparently, through this image, the writer has shown that the power of the flower is magical. 
It symbolizes the purity and is able to purify all the blemishes of life so that people can return 
to their innocent status one more time. The fragrance is also the memory of love in the soul of 
man. In his description of the human, Cao Duy Son often uses the flower symbol as a cultural 
imprint to identify the female main characters. Most of the beautiful girls in his short stories 
are depicted in comparison with flowers: Em is as beautiful as flowers ... every time she smiles, 
the sky is brighter, and hence spring flowers are happy to give her beauty; Lan Di is like a 
brilliant gold Papaver Nudicaule; her face is as beautiful as a peach flower in the sun; Dinh’s 
cheeks suddenly get redder like a peach flower; the girl has eyes as beautiful as fire birds’ eyes, 
a neck as white as a banana tree, lips as red as the petals of the bombax flower … Through 
this comparison, compared with the image of flowers, the beauty and spirit of the character 
appear lively. Readers not only imagine the freshness of characters' appearances but also realize 
the hidden personalities. For example, the character Lan Di (Hoan the guy) is compared to a 
brilliant gold Papaver Nudicaule that implicitly introduces this girl's sharpness. That the beauty 
of Dinh (Flowers flying to the end of the sky), Em (Love Market) is compared to peach flowers 
shows that their souls are pure and that they have the beauty of young girls. Cao Duy Son was 

7  Vi Hong, Sli luon - folk songs of Tay Nung, Hanoi: Ethnic Culture Publishing House, 1979.
8  Cao Duy Son, The old house by the stream, (A collection of short stories), Hanoi: Ethnic Culture Publishing House, 
2008.
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very delicate when describing the girls using the flower symbol in a unique way. It is the beauty 
of flowers in the midst of the forest which is innocent (a peach flower in the sun, a peach flower 
sleeping in late autumn). This represents a unique way of sensing flowers, helping to portray the 
character as authentic, soulful and personalized.

* The bird symbol
In addition to the flower symbol, the image of the bird, though not appearing much, also 

carries a distinct message of Tay culture in Cao Duy Son short stories. The bird symbol in Tay 
culture expresses the dream of freedom when being imprisoned by the reality. Therefore, birds 
are also symbolic of sadness, especially the fate of the miserable. Birds symbolize sadness and 
loneliness. For example, sad birds have feet to move, sad people have no shoulder to cry on 
(Tay’s folk song). In Cao Duy Son short stories, the image of the bird depicts the sadness of 
the character. In the short story 'The white marble,' when Do returns home from prison, the 
first thing he sees is a hawk. “Oh, angels of freedom, never bothered me. Thank you for waiting 
patiently. You stimulate me to struggle for free sky and dispel the intention of committing 
suicide.” It symbolizes the desire to have freedom and to travel to new horizons of Do. He also 
wishes “it would be as big as a flying ship which could take him to the sky seeing the ground”. 
This scene shows that his dream of freedom has come true; he is released after months in prison 
for burning his house and beating his rival. On the other hand, it shows the sadness and the 
loneliness of this character when his wife and children do not wait for him to return.

In Tay folklore, the image of the bird also expresses the sadness of the infidelity and betrayal. 
In the short story 'Swallow season,' the character of Thung wishes to become a bird to fly and 
find his love, “even if I had to cross thousands of forests over the mountains, I would fly to 
find Dem whenever I heard her voice”. Living in loneliness and regret, Thung understands 
his cruelty to his wife. Dem once mistakenly betrays her husband, causing his heart to bleed 
painfully. The more he loves her, the more hateful he becomes. The action of walking away of 
Dem and her son wakes Thung up to live a life of sorrow. Cao Duy Son uses the image of a flock 
of swallows flying South to avoid the cold as a symbol of joy and warmth, which is opposite to 
the sadness and loneliness of Thung, who is “a bird without her flock”. The image of the swallow 
flying away reminds him of his wife’s infidelity and also shows the sadness and loneliness he has 
because he is not generous enough to forgive his wife. The loneliness of the character shows the 
meaning of life which is not from hatred but from sharing and sympathy.

As he is a Tay writer, Cao Duy Son’s works are full of Tay culture’s marks. Although there 
are not many works about funeral customs, holidays or Tay cultural symbols, the writer knows 
how to choose the details that highlight the identity of the Tay. Readers not only see the image 
of Tay culture but also the soul and symbol of Tay culture.

Conclusion

Literature is a vital part of culture and expresses cultural identity. Tay literature, from folk 
poetry (Nom Tay poetry stories) to modern works (Cao Duy Son’s short stories), expresses the 
cultural identity of the Tay ethnic group. Through literature, the view about the world, customs, 
lifestyle, soul and behavior of the Tay community are expressed as a message of compassion, 
tolerance, love, sharing, sympathy, the love of beauty and living in peace with nature. The 
above research issue is necessary to help us better appreciate the cultural values preserved in 
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Tay literature, thereby, affirming the unique cultural identity of the Tay people and preserving 
and developing these unique cultural features for which there is a risk of falling into oblivion 
in modern social life in Vietnam. In addition, this research direction can be extended to Thai, 
Mong, Dao and so forth ethnic minorities in Vietnam.
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Representations of the Self and the Others in a 
Multilingual City: Hindi Speakers in Kolkata

Aditi Ghosha

aDepartment of Linguistics Calcutta University, India

Abstract

This study examines the attitudes and representations of a select group of Hindi mother 
tongue speakers residing in Kolkata. Hindi is one of the two official languages of India and 
Hindi mother tongue speakers are the numerically dominant language community in India, as 
per census. Further, due to historical, political and socio-cultural reasons, enormous importance 
is attached to the language, to the extent that there is a wide spread misrepresentation of the 
language as the national language of India.

In this way, speakers of Hindi by no means form a minority in Indian contexts. However, 
as India is an extremely multilingual and diverse country, in many areas of the country other 
language speakers outnumber Hindi speakers, and in different states other languages have 
prestige, greater functional value and locally official status as well. Kolkata is one of such places, 
as the capital of West Bengal, a state where Bengali is the official language, and where Bengali 
is the most widely spoken mother tongue. Hindi mother tongue speakers, therefore, are not the 
dominant majority here, however, their language still carries the symbolic load of a representative 
language of India. In this context, this study examines the opinions and attitudes of a section of 
long term residents of Kolkata whose mother tongue is Hindi.

The data used in this paper is derived from a large scale survey conducted in Kolkata which 
included 153 Hindi speakers. The objective of the study is to elicit, through a structured 
interview, their attitudes towards their own language and community, and towards the other 
languages and communities in Kolkata, and to examine how they represent and construct 
the various communities in their responses. The study adopts qualitative methods of analysis. 
The analysis shows that though there is largely an overt representation of harmony, there are 
indications of how the socio-cultural symbolic values attached to different languages are also 
extended to its speakers creating subtle social distances among language communities.

Keywords: Kolkata, Hindi, West Bengal, Language Communities, Bengali

Introduction

This study examines the attitudes and representations by a select group of Hindi mother 
tongue speakers residing in Kolkata. Hindi is one of the two official languages of India – a 
country where according to a census 122 languages are spoken. Hindi mother tongue speakers 
are the most numerically dominant language community in India, as per an Indian census. 
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Due to historical, political and socio-cultural reasons, enormous importance is attached to the 
language, to the extent that there is a wide spread misrepresentation of the language as the 
national language of India. 

Therefore, speakers of Hindi are by no means a minority in Indian contexts. However, 
as India is an extremely multilingual and diverse country, in many areas of the country other 
language speakers outnumber Hindi speakers, and in different states of India other languages 
have prestige, greater functional value as well as official status. The city of Kolkata (erstwhile 
Calcutta), is one such place, where Bengali is the most widely spoken mother tongue. It is also 
the capital of West Bengal – a state where Bengali is the official language. Hindi mother tongue 
speakers, therefore, are not the dominant majority here. However, their language still carries 
the symbolic load of a representative language of India. In this context, this study examines the 
opinions and attitudes of a section of long-term residents of Kolkata whose mother tongue is 
Hindi.

Aims and objectives

The data used in this paper is derived from a large-scale survey conducted in Kolkata which 
included 153 Hindi speakers and a total of 495 speakers of different linguistic backgrounds. 
The objective of the study is to elicit their attitudes towards their own language and community, 
towards the other languages and communities in Kolkata, and to examine how they represent 
and construct the various linguistic communities including their own in their responses. 

Methodology

The responses analysed in this paper were collected from interviews taken during a larger 
project which interviewed non-Bengali Kolkata residents between 2009 to 2013. The total 
number of Hindi speakers in the survey were 153 with age ranging from 16 to 80 years old with 
a mean of 28.37 and a standard deviation of 14.280. The total sample consisted of 30 (19.6%) 
male and 123 female (80.4%) respondents. Their average length of stay in Kolkata is 26.20 
(mean) and 139 of the respondents (90.8%) were born in Kolkata. 

By and large, the respondents displayed an overwhelming amount of attachment to the 
city. 62.7% and 74.8% stated that they would prefer Kolkata as their workplace and place of 
future settlement respectively. It was also found that Hindi speakers in this sample prefer a 
monolingual India in larger number than overall average (Ghosh 2018). 

The aim of the paper is to see how the different linguistic communities are represented in 
the interviews. Therefore, instead of providing a general trend of language attitude as found in 
the community I would concentrate on responses of a few selected respondents, and analyse 
their responses regarding different language and linguistic communities, so as to determine –

• what are the common stereotypical representations of these languages and communities?
• how such representations are constructed in the responses and 
• what are the unique individual responses for each respondent regarding those questions 

and their representations? 

The respondents selected for this paper are
• a 56-year-old male office goer (Respondent no. 127)
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• a 35-year-old housewife (Respondent no. 59)
• a 23-year-old male student (Respondent no. 143) and
• a 41-year-old lady professor (Respondent no. 105)

It may be relevant here to mention that the formation of a Hindi speaking community 
is not beyond controversy (for a detailed discussion on the topic see Ghosh 2012). Various 
“mother tongue” speakers from diverse language families have been grouped under Hindi in 
the Indian census.  Three of the respondents selected for this study are Marwaris, a linguistic-
ethnic group that originates from western part of India, mainly the state of Rajasthan, and 
traditionally the speakers of the Marwari language, which belongs to the Western Branch or 
Rajasthani group and which is grouped under Hindi in an Indian census. Marwaris are also one 
of the most prominent communities who settle outside their place of origin, all over India, and 
especially in Kolkata.

Literature survey 

Tendencies of categorisation and generalised representation of such categories based on 
various social cues as a common human tendency have been studied by scholars throughout the 
ages (Allport 1979; Hall 1997; Bhaba 1994). Though in some cases, there may be a scientific or 
logical basis behind such categorisation, the tendency of stereotyping goes far beyond that. Small 
cues are sometimes marked and enhanced to apply to the entire community and large trends 
are ignored (Fishman 1956). Among the social cues that are most prevalent in a multilingual 
country like India, the races are named after languages and states and are primarily organised 
based on language.

Results

Almost all the respondents readily constructed stereotypical social identities of themselves 
and others in terms of their linguistic identity. There were no hesitations or attempts of being 
cautious or being vague especially in assigning languages with attributes. Some of the themes' 
stereotypical categorisation emerging from the conversations from the selected interviews are 
given below.

Bengali is a sweet language; Bengalis are erudite, lazy and conceited 

The most recurrent positive representation for the Bengali language is that it is “sweet” 
– a very common rubric in India. Along with that another very common association about 
the language is its literary heritage, often associated with a mention of Nobel laureate poet 
Rabindranath Tagore. The most common positive representation for the community is that it 
is an “educated community”.

The following excerpts show how the respondents are conforming to the established stereotypes.

1. It’s very easy. It’s very sweet. Very easy, very sweet and I admire this language. (R59, F,35)

2. … It is a very sweet language, to speak and to listen ... I like it since my subject is 
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literature … I think in Bengali literature there is a lot of influence of kaviguru1Tagore, 
it can be called international literature, special literature….2 (R105, F, 41)

3. Bengalis are very nice, very cultured, of helping nature, educated, most importantly 
they respect the elders … there is a lot of respect in their language as well ... they talk 
respectfully and of helping nature, very good. (R 59, F, 35)

In excerpt 4, Respondent no 127 also tried to establish that he has some proficiency in 
reading the Bengali script and interest in reading the literature 

4. Listen to their poems ... read the stories … like those ... sometimes I think I should write 
it down, only today I saw something by Rabindranath Tagore on the Metro (rail) … I 
can read it slowly … I can understand it as well … I don’t have anything against any 
language (R127, M,56)

As mentioned earlier, since the interviewers in all these interviews were Bengali, it is 
expected this may cause the respondents to hold back negative generalisations. As expected, the 
respondents overwhelmingly represented the Bengali community in positive light as educated, 
professionally qualified and respectful.

However, there were also a consistent categorisation of the Bengali community as lazy, 
conceited, projecting a sense of superiority and being self-absorbed. 

5. Sometimes they are so ROUGH that even within themselves they talk in such a way … 
you can talk anyway you want with people of your own status, but should one do so with 
people of lower status? (R 127, M, 56)

6. Among the Bengali community there is one thing that flows like a current that they 
think they are always superior … they need to introspect … the bangaliwana need to 
change a little …. They may not be self-centred, but they are centred. They do not care 
who stays next to them, they do not think they just carry on by themselves, with their 
books etc, they want to listen to the world news but they prefer not to open the windows 
to see who is there …(R105 , F, 41)

7. About Bengali people my biggest opinion is that they want to become everyone’s head 
(wants to rule people)- first thing. And secondly, the Bengalis are full of intelligence, they 
have so much talent, there is no one in the world that has that much, according to me. 
But they are VERY lazy (R143, M 23)

Hindi is the language for India, because India is poor

It is often seen that though India does not have a national language, Hindi is often mistakenly 
understood or misrepresented as the national language (Ghosh 2018; Chand 2011). During 
these interviews, Hindi was often represented as the emblem for India. The most common 
among arguments in support of this statement are based on national ideology. The second most 
common argument is that it is a link language for multilingual India, especially for the poorer 
uneducated mass of Indians, who cannot access formal training to learn English.
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8. Whether it is Delhi or Bombay, even if I cannot speak in English to them, I can express 
my thoughts … in this India, if I go outside Kolkata, I will need Hindi language. If I go 
to another country, be it America, be it London, then Australia, I could use English, but 
if I want to travel in India if I know English, it is a different thing but Hindi is a necessity. 
(R143, M, 23)

9. Because in the entire country … all people cannot be educated … if today some people 
are not qualified, not educated, they will prioritise Hindi, okay? ... if you check the rate 
of educated people in India, it is quite backward, okay?.... (R143, M, 23)

10. .… since in India, I think, I mean (even) non-Hindi speaking leader, most of them for 
quite some time keep saying that Hindi is one language that can tie up all the people of 
India. (R105, F, 41)

English is necessary, but it is the necessary evil

There was almost a unanimous representation of dislike for English language in the 
interviews. Though almost everyone accepted its functional relevance, they disapprove the 
language on the grounds that it is non-Indian, and gets more importance than it should in an 
independent country.

11. Look I feel for Bengali, I also feel for Hindi, but for English I don’t feel anything (R127, 
M, 56)

12. It is, it is just [a] necessary into today’s world … and it is just a (necessity), but it is not 
our life. + There is a difference between necessity and like we have to live, we have to 
eat, but food is ok (we) require (it) for the life, but for the life food is only not required. 
Eating is not the only requirement for living, food, it’s just a part … same thing, English 
is just a part of a language which is spoken only as a necessity. That it is required for the 
children … Hindi or Bengali these are the languages which automatically come … from 
the heart … (R 59, F,35)

13. It is very important to learn and to read English. And I mean … in Indian society the 
way by knowing the language English you can become a member of the elite class, that 
cannot happen if you do not know English … if somebody speaks only their mother 
tongue, Bengali or English, if they do not have English in their style ... they are looked 
upon as illiterates. I do not like this at all (R105, F 41)

Discussion

In the excerpts above the following trends are visible 

• Firstly, generalisations based on language background comes easily for the respondents. 
• Secondly, there are overt displays of harmony in the opinion about different language 

communities.
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• Thirdly, though there is a tendency to conform to the positive stereotypes, the respondents 
also talked candidly of negative generalisation for linguistic groups.

• The readiness of the respondents in constructing as well as conforming to existing 
stereotypes show a deep-rooted tendency in society in treating linguistic communities 
as social categories. These are indications of how, in a multilingual society, language 
becomes an important marker in attaching different socio-cultural values to its speakers 
and constructs social distances among language communities.
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Abstract 

Sanskrit is considered by many devout Hindus and global consumers of yoga alike to be an 
inspirational, divine, ‘language of the gods’. For 2000 years, at least, this middle Indo-Aryan 
language has endured in a post-vernacular state, due, principally, to its symbolic capital as 
a liturgical language. This presentation focuses on my almost decade-long research into the 
theo-political implications of reviving Sanskrit, and includes an explication of data derived 
from fieldwork in ‘Sanskrit-speaking’ communities in India, as well as analyses of the language 
sections of the 2011 census; these were only released in July 2018. While the census data is 
unreliable, for many reasons, but due mainly to the fact that the results are self reported, the 
towns, villages, and districts most enamored by Sanskrit will be shown.

The hegemony of the Brahminical orthodoxy quite often obfuscates the structural 
inequalities inherent in the hierarchical varṇa-jātī system of Hinduism. While the Indian 
constitution provides the opportunity for groups to speak, read/write, and to teach the language 
of their choice, even though Sanskrit is afforded status as a scheduled (i.e. recognised language 
that is offered various state-sponsored benefits) language, the imposition of Sanskrit learning on 
groups historically excluded from access to the Sanskrit episteme urges us to consider how the 
issue of linguistic human rights and glottophagy impact on less prestigious and unscheduled 
languages within India’s complex linguistic ecological area where the state imposes Sanskrit 
learning.

The politics of representation are complicated by the intimate relationship between 
consumers of global yoga and Hindu supremacy. Global yogis become ensconced in a quite 
often ahistorical, Sanskrit-inspired thought-world. Through appeals to purity, tradition, affect, 
and authority, the unique way in which the Indian state reconfigures the logic of neoliberalism 
is to promote cultural ideals, like Sanskrit and yoga, as two pillars that can possibly create a 
better world via a moral and cultural renaissance. However, at the core of this political theology 
is the necessity to speak a ‘pure’ form of Sanskrit. Yet, the Sanskrit spoken today, even with its 
high and low registers, is, ultimately, various forms of hybrids influenced by the substratum 
first languages of the speakers. This leads us to appreciate that the socio-political components of 
reviving Sanskrit are certainly much more complicated than simply getting people to speak, for 
instance, a Sanskritised register of Hindi. 

Keywords: Sanskrit, Spoken Sanskrit, Political Theology, Hindu Supremacism, Global Yoga
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Since the 2011 Census data related to ‘mother tongues’ was released late in 2018, it has 
been a long wait to dive into the publicly–available raw data (Government of India, 2019a, b; 
Census India, 2019; India Votes, 2019). Viparyāsa refers to the act of imagining something to 
be real or true when it is quite likely to be untrue. Saṃskṛta-aviparyāsa refers to the general aim 
of this Imagining Sanskrit Land project, which is to put the phenomenon of ‘Sanskrit villages’ 
into proper perspective and uncover the realities of spoken Sanskrit, and, in so doing, gain 
further clarity regarding the complex sociolinguistic context of ethno–nationalist imaginaries 
and global yoga consumption–scapes, within which, Sanskrit, lives. To this end, we explore the 
intersection of tradition and modernity, in relation to trans-cultural dialogues; as well as literal 
spoken dialogue in, and about, the so-called, devabhāṣā (‘divine’ language).

For many people, Sanskrit is considered ‘the oldest language in the world’ (Caron, 2019).  
This is because it apparently has many ‘divine features’ (Hindu Janajagruti Samiti, 2018). As the 
‘only language of the entire universe,’ which was supposedly polluted after the Mahābhārata war 
that ‘shattered’ the ‘Global Vedic Culture,’ or, rather, the ‘Vaidik i.e. universal empire of Hindus’ 
(Sanskriti, 2018); Sanskrit’s biography is fascinating. A very popular conception of Sanskrit 
within the global yoga consumption-scape is, as the ‘original language of yoga’ (Feuerstein, 
2017) that contains ‘must-learn lingo for yogis’ (Yoga Journal Editors, 2017). Knowledge 
claims, such as these, fuse together to create a web of belief constructed by popular opinions 
and uncritical, essentialised assumptions. 

To balance these ahistorical claims, there are several popular pseudoscientific assertions 
(Giuffrida, 2013), like: ‘The phonetics of Sanskrit, which is the only language that uses all the 
nerves of the tongue, trigger various energy points in the body, which causes blood circulation to 
improve and raises the chakras (energy levels)’. The perception is that Sanskrit is ‘sacred’ (Lowitz 
and Datta, 2004) and, as a result, it can help ‘heal yourself, heal the world’ (King, 2017). This is 
because it is believed that the ‘Sanskrit Effect’ (Hartzell, 2018) can increase cognitive function, 
as well as purify the subconscious, as it is supposedly central to the ‘science of enlightenment’ 
(Young, 2016). We are informed that this will lead to the ‘evolution of consciousness’ (Osborn 
and O’Hara, 2010) as, apparently, it is the ‘next step in social spiritual development’ (Knapp, 
2007).

The majority of people who identify as first, second or third–language Sanskrit speakers live 
in urban, as opposed to rural, parts of, predominately, north India. The reality of the ‘Sanskrit-
speaking village’ is not supported by the census data. Also, key development indicators expose 
a below average ability for Sanskrit to transform lives in the tehsils which reportedly have 
higher levels of people speaking Sanskrit. Here are some of the key findings. Table 1 shows the 
movement of L1–Sanskrit speakers between each census. 

Table 1. 1971-2011 Census Results for L1–Sanskrit

Year 1971 1981 1991 2001 2011

L1-Sanskrit 2,212 6,106 49,736 14,135 24,821

% change 176 715 -72 76 N/A

Table 2 provides data related to total numbers of ‘Sanskrit speakers’ between the 2001 and 2011 
censuses. Self-reported L1 speakers increased from 14, 135 to 24, 821. The L2 figure has stayed 
almost the same, while the L3 figure has dropped by 48 percent.
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Table  2. Sanskrit L1–L3 Matrix comparing 2001 and 2011 Census.

L1 L2 L3

2001 14,135 1,234,931 3,742,223

2011 24,821 1,134,362 1,963,640

More men identify as Sanskrit speakers than women. 92 percent of people who speak 
Sanskrit as a second language (L2) have Hindi as their mother tongue (L1). The majority of 
people who speak L1-L3–Sanskrit also cluster around L1-L3–Hindi/English. Even though the 
total number of L1 has risen, the total L3 has almost halved. The total number of L1–L3 has 
decreased by 37 percent, even though the L1 has increased by 76 percent. The biggest growth 
is seen in the Female L1— 88 percent increase. The Male equivalent is a 67 percent increase. 
Female L2 increased by 17 percent and the Male decreased by 18 percent. In the L3 category, 
both Female and Male categories decreased by 30 percent and 54 percent, respectively. 

Table 3. L1–L3 Sanskrit speakers: 2001 and 2011.

2001 2011

TOTAL MALE FEMALE TOTAL MALE FEMALE

L1 14,135 8,189 5,946 24,821 13,636 11,185

L2 1,234,931 875,107 359,824 1,134,362 713,772 420,590

L3 3,742,223 2,751,121 991,102 1,963,640 1,266,098 697,542

L1–L3 4,991,289 3,634,417 1,356,872 3,122,823 1,993,506 1,129,317

95 percent of L2–Sanskrit speakers are L1–Hindi speakers—1,174,019/1,234,931. This 
places the L2–Sanskrit phenomenon within an exceptionally Hindi-centric context. This is only 
0.3 percent of the total number of L1–Hindi speakers. 

Uttar Pradesh experienced a 57 percent decrease. The total nationwide increase for L1–
Sanskrit is 76 percent. Respectively, Maharashtra and Bihar increased 832 and 349 percent. The 
top 5 ‘Hindi heartland’ states represent 58 percent of the L1–Sanskrit total. 

Table 4. State comparisons: 2001 and 2011.

2011 2001

TOTAL MALE FEMALE STATE FEMALE MALE TOTAL

3802 1984 1818 MAHARASHTRA 167 241 408

3388 1845 1543 BIHAR 341 413 754

3062 1697 1365 UTTAR PRADESH 3192 3856 7048

2375 1239 1136 RAHASTHAN 402 587 989

1871 988 883
MADHYA 

PRADESH
162 219 381

1218 698 520 KARNTAKA 354 476 830
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The 2011 Top 3 tehsils for Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh are:
In Maharashtra, the total is 3801 (247 Rural/3554 Urban).
1. Pune Tehsil, Pune District 1091
2. Mumbai-Suburban, Thane District 536
3. Nashik Tehsil, Nashik District 396
In Madhya Pradesh, the total is 1818 (851 Rural/1020 Urban).
1. Pipariya Tehsil, Hoshangabad District 490
2. Huzur Tehsil, Bhopal District 249
3. Indore Tehsil, Indore District  201
In Uttar Pradesh, the total is 3,062 (743 Rural/1,668 Urban).
1. Kanpur Tehsil, Kanpur Nagar District 931
2. Mahmudabad Tehsil, Sitapur District 482
3. Lambhua Tehsil, Sultanpur District 310

Figure 1. Sitapur District within Uttar Pradesh.
The 2011 best performing districts in Uttar Pradesh are: Sitapur District (Figure 1) and 

Kanpur Nagar District. In Table 5, the 2001 and 2011 results are compared. 

Table 5. Percentage increase / decrease and difference, 2001 and 2011.

Area Name 2001 2011 % +/– Total %

Uttar Pradesh 7048 3062 –57 2001 2011

Sitapur 4222 722 –83 43 24

Kanpur Nagar 14 932 6550 0.2 30

In 2011, Kanpur Nagar District returned 932. The 2001 results were 14. This is a 6,550 
percent increase. Sitapur receded by 83 percent and Uttar Pradesh shrunk by 57 percent. When 
comparing the differences in percentage share of Uttar Pradesh’s totals, Sitapur District decreased 
from 43 percent to 24 percent, while the Kanpur Nagar district increased from 0.2 percent to 
30 percent. This is a 14,900 percent increase.  
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Figure 2. L1–Sanskrit, Sitapur District Tehsils, 2001 and 2011.

Table 6 shows the top-ranked tehsils from Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. 
It indicates the overwhelming urbanity of people who identify as L1–Sanskrit speakers, as well 
as their location. It also indicates that correlated with an affinity for identifying as a speaker of 
Sanskrit are areas where people prefer to vote for the BJP or Shiv Sena, regardless of the size of 
the Hindu majority. 

Table 6. 2011 Religious-Political affiliations and Literacy-Sex ratio comparisons.

No. of 

Speakers
State

District 

Name

Tehsil 

Name
Population Literacy

Sex 

Ratio
Political

Hindu 

%

931 UP
Kanpur 

Nagar
Kanpur 3,470,334 73 860 BJP 83

839 MH Pune Pune City 3,274,923 90 948 BJP 79

556 MH
Mumbai

–Suburban
Mumbai 8,640,419 90 860

BJP/

SHS
68

490 MP
Hoshangab-

ad
Pipariya 181, 261 64 896 BJP 95

482 UP Sitapur
Mahmu

dabad
596,252 47 884 Samajawada 74

396 MH Nashik Nashik 1,486,053 90 900 SHS 85

350 MH Kalyan Kalyan 1,247,327 91 920 SHS 81

249 MP Bhopal Huzur 2,107,523 72 920 BJP 72

201 MP Indore Indore 2,389,511 74 925 BJP 74

189 MH Thane Thane 2,111,413 89 888 SHS 74

181 MH Nagpur
Nagpur 

Urban
2,405,665 91 963 BJP 69

171 MH Pune Haveli 1,727,692 89 833 BJP 84

61 MP Rajgarh Sarangpur 186,082 56 950 BJP 84
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Some of the highest L1–Sanskrit tehsils in these three states return literacy and sex ratios 
well below national and state averages. This is regardless of whether the tehsil is Rural or Urban. 
If Sanskrit is really being spoken in these tehsils, then, according to the political theology 
underwriting this rhetoric, there should be a purifying and developmental effect occurring 
(McCartney, 2014). If we trust the data to be accurate, then there are many tehsils in India that 
are supposedly ensconced in India’s ‘core values’ (Press Trust India, 2018a). Yet, based on these 
development figures, what, then, does this tell us about the ability of Sanskrit to ‘transform lives’? 
Not only in a handful of tehsils in India, but, also, the possibility of it being used to achieve the 
United Nations’ Agenda 2030 goals, which, yoga and Sanskrit form integral components of in 
helping to increase development through tourism (SDG#12) (Press Trust India, 2018b), but, 
also, its role as an instrument of soft–power, and neoliberal coercion (McCartney, 2018).
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Abstract 

Proverbs are important data depicting the traditional culture of each nation. Vietnamese 
proverbs, dated thousands of years ago, are an immense valuable treasure of experience which 
the Vietnamese people desire to pass to the younger generations. This paper aims to explore 
the unique and diversified world of intelligence and spirits of the Vietnamese through a 
condensed and special literary genre, as well as a traditional value of the nation (Nguyen Xuan 
Kinh 2013, Tran Ngoc Them 1996, Le Chi Que and Ngo Thi Thanh Quy 2014). Through an 
interdisciplinary approach, from an anthropological point of view, approaching  proverbs we will 
open up a vast treasure of knowledge and culture of all Vietnamese generations. The study has 
examined over 16,000 Vietnamese proverbs and analysed three groups expressing Vietnamese 
people’s behaviors toward nature, society and their selves, and compared them with English and 
Japanese proverbs. The research has attempted to explore the beauty of Vietnamese language, 
cultural values and the souls and personalities of Vietnam. Approaching Vietnamese proverbs 
under the interdisciplinary perspective of language, culture and literature is a new research 
direction in the field of Social Sciences and Humanity in Vietnam. From these viewpoints, it is 
seen that proverbs have remarkably contributed to the language and culture of Vietnam as well as 
and constructed to the practice of language use in everyday life which is imaginary, meaningful 
and effective in communication. Furthermore, the study seeks to inspire the Vietnamese youth’s 
pride in national identity and to encourage their preservation and promotion for traditional 
values of the nation in the context of integration and globalisation. In the meantime, it would 
be favourable to introduce and market the beauty of Vietnamese language, culture and people 
to the world, encouraging the speakers of other languages to study, explore and understand 
Vietnam.

Keywords: Vietnamese proverbs, cultural values, national identity, interdisciplinary approach, 
cultural perspective

Introduction

When mentioning Vietnamese culture, people often highlight such characteristics as water 
rice agriculture, nature-human unity, emotion-biased culture, etc. How are these ideas evidenced? 
The answer may evolve from literature, ethnography, and history in which proverbs are a vital 
base from which to explore cultural traditions. Proverbs can be considered to be one kind of 
culture since language can reflect vividly and entirely the social life of Vietnamese people. It has 
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become the encyclopedia, the handbook of life for all generations. It simultaneously reflects a 
typical water rice civilization, gathering comprehensively plenty of cultural-traditional values.

The core of culture lies in behaviour. This notion is mentioned in studies by Chu Xuân 
Dien (2006), Nguyen Xuan Kinh (2013), Le Chi Quy and Ngo Thi Thanh Quy (2014). These 
authors have discussed the cultural behaviours of the Vietnamese people reflected through 
proverbs. Proverb sentences show how to treat other people well, the concept of life of all classes 
in society. Proverbs can be seen as a dictionary for Vietnam’s cultural personality in which 
one can find suitable behaviors of the Vietnamese in their relationships in family, community 
and society. Proverbs contribute to Vietnamese culture, viewed with the hope that this unique 
folkloric genre will become increasingly decoded. 

Proverbs convey messages of culture

The proverbs is a form of cultural language, which is subtly and artistically employed, 
reflecting the colours of one country’s culture (Tran Ngoc Them, 1996; Tran Quoc Vuong, 
2005). This kind of language is expressed differently from one country to another. Through 
proverbs, we can decode cultural signals of countries around in the world. The British often use 
idioms and proverbs in every day language. For instance, to refer to someone who drinks a lot, 
the British employ “drinks like a fish." Similarly, “beggars can’t be choosers” means that if you 
are asking for a favour from someone else, you have to take whatever they give you. The Japanese 
cultural treasure has many proverbs: “In any parents’ thoughts, their son is only a child in spite 
of his age”; “Giving a child a basket full of gold is less precious than a book”; “One who can 
understand our feelings is better than hundreds of relatives”.

Vietnamese proverbs also reflect the cultural behaviors of the Vietnamese tradition. In 
terms of language, proverbs are special utterances, and frequently used in communication. 
Proverbs have efficiently contributed in the exchange of human ideas through vividly emotional 
expressions. On a literary level, proverbs are utilized by writers to illustrate their emotional 
thoughts. However, a notable point is that proverbs have become the cultural characteristics 
of each nation. Proverbs are signals to convey cultural messages. They, therefore, have become 
research objects so that the cultural characteristics, and behavioral practices of a group or a 
community of people are highlighted. When researching proverbs, people will understand the 
lifestyles, psychological structures, cultural traditions and identity of a country as well as the 
feelings of all people in a society. Proverbs become the national voice consolidated in short 
forms with concise contents. Proverbs tend to express people’s intellect in the perception of the 
world, society, and human beings. They express people’s attitudes, and how they treat towards 
each other in their life.

Proverbs reflect the relationship between man and natural environment 

The cultural behavior is reflected in the relationships between man and the natural 
environment. The interactive experiences among common people resulted from their working 
life, struggles and routine activities have a practical value, for it has generalized human behaviors 
in life. This philosophy of life is universal and suitable for the context of Vietnamese society. 
It equips Vietnamese generations with practical experience to behave in the relationships with 
nature, family and society.
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Through proverbs, we can partly visualize how our predecessors behaved with nature 
in antiquity. Proverbs about weather were born and developed from practical observations, 
learning, utilizing and responding to nature. Human beings always desire to understand and 
improve nature, climate, and weather. The discovery of the nature of the Vietnamese has occured 
by either making use of existing natural resources for agricultural production, or promoting 
human intervention on nature to increase productivity. 

For people in agricultural society, nature is always subject to study. Nature has always been 
harsh for thet human. Wild jungles, seas, marshes, erratic rain and the sun, etc, always raise 
concerns in farmers’ minds. Vietnamese farmers can, for example, forecast the weather by 
looking at the sky: “If there is lightning in the west, there will be rain early morning” (Chớp 
đông nhay nháy, gà gáy thì mưa). For those people whose lives are closely attached to fields and 
crops, they regard nature as a decisive factor in their work achievements. Therefore, in their 
conception, “Harvesting within one day is worth more than growing trees within three months” 
(Ba tháng trông cây không bằng một ngày trông quả), or “The buffalo is due on the day of rice 
seedling transplant; my wife is due on the harvest” (Trâu đẻ bữa cấy, vợ đẻ bữa mùa). These 
proverbs show that in antiquity Vietnamese people were dependent on nature; nature is the 
deity that guides their efforts in farming and they thus whole heartily respect nature. 

Living in such conditions where the nature has great influence on farming and the life of the 
farmers, farmers try to learn and understand nature, and gradually attempt to live in harmony 
with it. Based on their experiences, they conclude: “January is the right time for planting sweet 
potatoes; February is good for growing beans and March is the time for eggplants” (Tháng giêng 
là tháng trồng khoai, tháng hai trồng đậu, tháng ba trồng cà.” They do not “live upon the sky, 
live upon the land, live upon the cloud and live upon the rain” etc., but they know how to take 
advantage of nature to apply this in their farming and to turn difficulties of harsh weather into 
advantages in farming cultivation.

Facing nature – the supernatural power – the farmer comforts himself in that if he 
understands the laws of nature, it is easier for him to succeed: “He who sees nature’s laws will 
gain most success” (Biết sự trời mười đời chẳng khó). When humans have a better awareness 
of nature and technologies become more developed, they try to conquer and win nature, and 
make it work for them. This exposes a new step in the development in production and in the 
life of the farmer.

In proverbs, the natural world has its own life, which people clearly comprehend. In such 
circumstances, proverbs convey knowledge. When people utilize proverbs to treat nature, 
knowledge becomes a cultural expression. How proverbs express knowledge and culture is 
artistic. Such knowledge is both a proverb, and scientific, both as art and culture. Proverbs, 
therefore, not only convey knowledge and science but also culture and art. 

Proverbs depicts the communication among humans 

Human behaviour in agricultural society in old days was not only described in communication 
between people and nature, but also from human to human -- to the community of cultivation. 
Farmers had to struggle with the hardships of nature, so they were always aware of a “cohesive” 
community. In the fight with nature, people had to “break the jungle, and master the sea” 
(Nhất phá sơn lâm, nhì đâm hà bá). They could not live alone, whereas they had the sense to 
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rely on each other: “One holding hoe, the other with brush hook, both rely on each other to 
live” (Người cầm cuốc, kẻ cầm rựa, tựa lưng vào nhau). That is the reason why the number of 
sayings about the relationship between people and community occupies a significant position 
in proverbs.

In Vietnamese people’s culture, the harmony in the family is especially respected; first and 
foremost is the concord between the husband and the wife. Vietnamese people highly appreciate 
that relationship and believe that “behind every great man, there is a great woman" (Thuận vợ 
thuận chồng tát bể Đông cũng cạn). Moreover, they conclude with a lesson about how to 
maintain peace in the family: “When the husband is angry, the wife should speak less,” and “a 
soft answer turns away wrath” (Chồng giận thì vợ bớt lời). Vietnamese proverbs well depict this 
important relationship and convey the messages of how to keep the family in harmony. Along 
with the husband-wife relationship, the tie between parents and children is acknowledged. In 
the Vietnamese’s viewpoint, parents who give birth, feed and nurture children are the shoulders 
for them to lean on and thus they say: “He whose parents are alive is living in a house with a 
roof” (Con có cha như nhà có nóc). In Vietnamese life, the family is not restricted to the nuclear 
family; it includes all relatives. This is the reason why this kind of relationship is also placed in 
a special position; Vietnamese people consider these relations to be a tie connecting those who 
have the same ancestors. Hence, Vietnamese proverbs concretely reflect this conception of the 
Viet people. The sayings “Blood is thicker than water” (Một giọt máu đào hơn ao nước lã) 
and “My children are on the first place; my grandchildren are the second; next come strangers” 
(Nhất con, nhì cháu, thứ sáu mới đến người dưng) can somehow illustrate this sentiment of 
the Viet people. However, they decide to follow the practice of clearness and fairness in order 
to maintain this kind of relation: “Good fences make good neighbours” (Rào giậu cao láng 
giềng tốt). The British share the same notion regarding such clearness and fairness: “Despite 
brotherhood, cheese should be bought.”

A proverb is not just about the expression of the people’s intellect in understanding the 
natural world but also people’s behaviors and feelings towards common problems of the 
community. People always have a sense of harmony with the surroundings. Especially with 
water rice farmers, their community life has become the number one concern. They consciously 
set up multiple relationships at different levels so that they could both create material wealth 
and spiritual values. The relationship between Vietnamese people and the community has 
transformed deeply into their minds, which manifests in neighbourhood relation, in religion, 
and in festivals.

In antiquity, there was plenty of suffering in human life. Even though they lived with 
arduousness and challenges, they always kept a sense of responsibility, sheltering each other in 
hardships. They felt the pain, the misfortune, and the sorrow of miserable people, “When a horse 
is sick, the whole stable refuses grass” (Một con ngựa đau, cả tàu bỏ cỏ). Natural disaster threats, 
oppressive violence and corrupt vices of feudal society always attacked their daily livelihoods. 
Thanks to their own experience, people, however, learned how to encourage each other in hard 
times, “Be together all day and night,” “The good leaves protect the worn-out leaves” (Lá lành 
đùm lá rách). Our predecessors always kept that tradition. They presented great things in idyllic 
ways, sometimes softly like sincere advice. Leaves with two contrasting images: Good – Worn 
out sheltering together convey a convincing meaning. They suggest an intimate relationship 
between humans, binding people together in an act of full kindness. It is the act of love, helping 
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each other in misfortune. It is this kind of human cultural value that bears countless generous 
hearts in the Vietnamese community. Specifically, great meanings in life have been inspired and 
gently conveyed through images to every soul, which awakens human compassion so as to live 
together in more effective ways. Man cannot live separately, cut off relationships with others, 
or create his own island. This conception is also reflected in an English proverb “No man is 
an island.” The existence of individuals plays an important role in the mutual assistance of the 
whole community. The relationship between man and his community has helped people live 
faithfully together, “A stranger nearby is better than a far-away relative" (Bán anh em xa mua 
láng giềng gần).

Proverbs mirror individual self-talks

The Vietnamese with their communal culture not only promote the relationship between 
family members and other people in the community and society but also attach great importance 
to self-improvement. Therefore, Vietnamese proverbs are a mirror to well reflect these moral 
lessons towards oneself.

Proverbs are the consolidated words from experiences of our ancestors, the lessons withdrawn 
from ancient times, and the way to deal with life. “He, who keeps company with the wolf, will 
learn to howl” (Đi với Bụt mặc áo cà sa; đi với ma mặc áo giấy). That is how people behave 
not only towards particular circumstances but towards themselves also. People adapt themselves 
to any environment they are living in. To adapt to a specific circumstance, each individual 
will need a new and appropriate way of living and dealing with others. When moving from 
one environment to another, we should also learn how to change our lifestyles to suit the new 
circumstances. This is also consistent with reality in Vietnam, for the fact that “every country 
has its customs.” In each local area, families have their own customary routines and habits. In 
new circumstances, it is, therefore, necessary for people to recognize new objective conditions 
so that they can adjust behaviours accordingly. The more that adjustments are made, the more 
proactive people become to promote their lives. Those who do not adjust to new circumstances 
will become like a fish out of water. 

According to modern theories, how to deal with new circumstances, and with oneself is a 
life skill. Since antiquity, our ancestors have left their descendant generations useful lessons of 
behavior. In popular behavior, there is a mixture between nobleness and triviality, good things 
and bad things, passion and apathy, etc. Vietnamese people behave flexibly. It is from interactive 
relationships that we find the intelligence, dexterity, and sensitivity of the Vietnamese people. 
In response to each circumstance, behavior may vary to suit objective contexts as “he who lives 
with cripples learns to limp” (Ở bầu thì tròn, ở ống thì dài). This has become the philosophy 
of life that helps people keep away from loneliness and uncertainty. This also assists people to 
naturally and actively integrate into a new environment. 

Moreover, Vietnamese proverbs reflect how people self-remind of the way to live in life. 
In their conception, the cleanliness of mind, and honesty and goodness despite that poverty 
and difficulties are more valued than the wealth earned through dirty money. Hence, they tell 
themselves“A clean fast is better than a dirty breakfast” (Giấy rách phải giữ lấy lề), and “honesty 
is the best policy” (Thật thà là cha quỷ quái), which suggests the importance of keeping one’s 
self away from sins and crimes for the sake of puremindedness. 

Folk knowledge has given man moral lessons, reasons for living, and ways in which to  
to treat others. It directs people to the noble sentiments - love and hate in people’s point of 
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view. Man is the total sum of all social relations. Social constituents must include different 
relationships. Each member of such relationships has their own roles, responsibilities and rights. 
Those individuals are the cells that contribute to the common entity – society. Life is not simple 
due to complex relationships; proverbs, therefore, have become educational lessons for many 
Vietnamese generations. 

Conclusion

Proverbs under a cultural perspective include the culture of language and culture of 
behaviour. The culture of behavior consists of behaviour towards nature and society. This 
content is dramatically expressed in the Vietnamese proverb treasure. A proverb is a cultural 
language in which we can find great words, and words of wisdom from idyllic artists. Cultural 
beauty expressed in proverbs has penetrated deeply into the heart of every Vietnamese person 
across generations.

In the cultural behavior towards nature, just like in other countries, Vietnamese people 
manage multiple relationships. On one side, nature is a Friend. On the other side, it is God. 
Mainstream behavior is trying to harmonize with nature, and to adapt nature to survive. 

The characteristics of family and society behavior present the natural instinct of love among 
members as these relationships stem from either coherence or blood relations. Goodness-
oriented elements are the key characteristics of the Vietnamese family and community behavior. 
Vietnamese people always highly appreciate compassion, charity, love, and gratitude. 

The culture of behaviour presented in proverbs helps us understand folk people’s perspectives. 
Antiquity appreciated spiritual values, the beauty of soul, the intellect, and lifestyles; they 

offered positive behavioural principles and conceptions. All of these things have become the 
aesthetic in community life, a reference for moral standards in Vietnamese society. Today, we 
still recognize the imprint of traditional culture deep inside the personality of the Vietnamese 
people, in Vietnamese life. Vietnamese culture transmitted through proverbs is always able to 
blend into the beauty of human culture to create values for human life.
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Abstract 

I propose that the Change Laboratory is an underutilized intervention research methodology 
that can be used to foreground the voices, needs and rights of East Asian students taking English 
Medium Instruction classes predicated on the Western Socratic learning habitus. In particular, 
I relate the Change Laboratory methodology to a specific type of EMI pedagogy known as 
CLIL, Content Language Integrated Learning. What separates CLIL courses  from content-
based language learning and other forms of EMI, is the planned integration of the ‘4Cs’ of 
content, cognition, communication and culture into teaching and learning practice (Coyle et al., 
2010). CLIL pedagogy aims to motivate and empower students in learner-centered classrooms. 
However, student voices have not often been foregrounded in research. The Change laboratory 
(Virkkunen and Newnham, 2013) is an intervention research methodology that can empower 
students with regard to course design. It applies a “Vygotskyan developmental approach in 
real-world, collective, organizational settings” (Bligh and Flood, 2015) and is therefore in 
accordance with CLIL pedagogy underpinned by the constructivist ideas of Bruner, Vygotsky 
and Piaget. There is much potential for the Change Laboratory to be used in course design as it 
focuses on how “institutional forms actually unfold locally” (Bligh and Flood, 2015) and has the 
ability to “develop the transformative agency of marginalized voices in higher education” (Bligh 
and Flood, 2015). Thus, I argue that Change Laboratory interventions can reduce linguistic 
imperialism, or perceptions thereof, in English Medium Instruction or CLIL settings in East 
Asia. They can help investigate the perception of cultural habitus – Confucian and Socratic –  
that may affect learning dispositions and in doing so redesign courses that better fit the needs 
of learners.
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Introduction

In this article I will argue that the Change Laboratory is an underutilized intervention 
research methodology that can be used to foreground the voices, needs and rights of East Asian 
students taking English Medium Instruction classes predicated on the Western Socratic learning 
habitus. In particular, I relate the Change Laboratory methodology to a specific type of EMI 
pedagogy known as CLIL which stands for Content Language Integrated Learning. First, I will 
review some of the pertinent literature on Socratic and Confucian learning. I will then describe 
CLIL from its inception in the European Union to its uptake in East Asia. Finally, I will describe 
the Change Laboratory methodology and show how it can be used to enhance East Asian rights 
in the classroom.

Confucian and Socratic Learning

In his famous book on cultural psychology, The geography of thought: How Asians and 
Westerners think differently -- and why, Nisbett (2004) provides empirical evidence that 
human behavior and perception can differ markedly depending on the cultural software one 
downloads. The different philosophies, structures and educational systems of ancient Greece 
and China have led, he argues, to East Asians having a more holistic world view, characterized 
by interrelationships, and represented by the calligraphic circle on the front cover of his 
book. Conversely, Westerners are represented by a straight line which denotes their focus on 
objects (nouns) and people, and the use of formal logic. Similarly, Tweed and Lehman (2002) 
highlight the cultural differences that differentiate learning in East and West. They use the 
terms “culturally Western” (Socratic) and “culturally Chinese” (Confucian) to reiterate that it 
is not race or ethnicity that determines these differing conceptions. Their Confucian-Socratic 
framework attempts to categorize the ideals exemplified by each philosopher and educate the 
reader on why there may be differences in learning behavior seen in the classroom.  Essentially, 
the Socratic framework derives from individualistic culture, while the Confucian framework 
stems from collectivist culture. 

Socrates advocated for private and public questioning of perceived wisdom, evaluation of 
others beliefs, and self-generated ideas. Culturally Western students and educators report a 
preference for self-directed learning. These dispositions assert the independence of the individual 
in terms of society and cognition.  Questioning of authority and evaluation of other’s ideas and 
beliefs is perceived positively early in the learning process even though such doubt can harm 
social harmony (as Socrates’ death attests). Believing that knowledge resides in the individual 
self rather than the collective, supports an entity theory wherein the self is seen as relatively 
unchangeable. Evidence shows that culturally Western students tend to prioritize inherent traits 
or good teaching, over effort or strategies, as being responsible for success or failure, meaning 
failure can lead to more anxiety.  Many Western instructors, inspired by Dewey (1916), believe 
education should be its own goal. Consequently, culturally Western students pursuing high 
grades report less intrinsic motivation toward learning and mastery. Finally, the individualistic 
preference of culturally Western people means that it is one’s attitudes rather than authority that 
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dictates morality. 

Criticisms of the Socratic framework point to the potential disruption of learning that 
can occur when overt doubt or skepticism is not reinforced with sufficient evidence. Socrates 
was himself widely read, and those who follow his method should be likewise. Nonetheless, 
when expertly facilitated, Socratic questioning allows students to enter a zone of proximal 
development by which they can deepen their understanding and develop higher thinking.    

In contrast, Confucius encouraged respectful, diligent and practical attainment of knowledge 
and virtue through emulation of individuals identified by the collective as virtuous characters. 
Culturally Chinese students and educators do not value early questioning of others’ beliefs 
or assertion of one’s own. This would go against the Confucius statement that he transmits 
rather than innovates and that learning and thinking are different. It would also violate the 
conception of the ideal scholar as one who is humble and devoted to learning from respected 
authority. Tied to this notion is the preference culturally Chinese students have for appointed 
tasks and more structure in learning. For example, one study showed that peak motivation 
occurred in Asian American children when activities were chosen for them by trusted peers 
or authority figures (Tweed and Lehman, 2002). Effort rather than innate ability is prized. 
Confucius believed that people are essentially the same, meaning that effort can lead to success. 
This supports an incremental theory in which ability is seen as changeable through diligence, 
meaning that poor results are seen as a consequence of lack of effort or poor strategies. However, 
once essential knowledge has been dutifully attained culturally Chinese students are expected 
to question authorities and posit their own hypotheses. The steps in the learning process have 
been identified as (1) memorizing (2) understanding (3) applying (4) questioning or modifying. 
Thus, criticism comes at the end of the learning process and not during it. Finally, pragmatic 
goals are traditionally valued. Education is a means to an end -- attaining the civil service job 
while at the same time becoming a virtuous person. It is not one’s attitudes that dictate virtue, 
but the norms embodied in the collective culture.  

Criticism of the Confucian framework often results from misapprehension. Western 
educators mistake the reticence to question and speak out in class for passivity, rather than 
the respectful mode students are used to. The greater acceptance of Hofstede’s (1983) power 
distance in East Asia also means students are less confident about questioning their teacher.  
Furthermore, pragmatism does not exclude intrinsic motivation as many Western educators 
believe. A combination of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation is reported in the literature. Finally, 
the stereotype that Asian students are primarily concerned with surface rather than deep learning 
is not borne out in research (Samuelowicz, 1987). Against his expectations, Bigg’s (1987) Study 
Process Questionnaire when applied to high level Cantonese students found them high on the 
deep subscale and low on the surface scale. Memorization of material is not the same as rote-
learning. As one student put it: “Every time I repeat the words, I gain more understanding.” If 
we understand the importance of emulation of exemplars and Confucius’s command to acquire 
essential knowledge, memorization is seen as a path to this attainment.

It is important to note that the above is found only in group means. There is much individual 
variation and people would expect to find themselves along a spectrum from the Confucian to 
the Socratic in their learning dispositions. Nonetheless, with the globalization of the academy 
there is a need for bicultural fluency. In some contexts, a more Confucian approach would be 
desirable; in others a more Socratic approach. I propose that the pedagogical principles found 
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in Content Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) can help East Asian students acquire the 
Socratic approach many will be expected to adopt in English Medium Instruction institutions.

Content Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)

CLIL stands for Content Language Integrated Learning. It has been succinctly defined as “a 
dual-focused educational approach in which an additional language is used for the learning and 
teaching of both content and language” (Coyle et al. 2010, p.1). The additional language is the 
target language that the student is trying to learn. Generally, English predominates in this role 
(Dalton-Puffer, 2011). David Marsh coined the term CLIL in 1994 and defined it as a general 
“umbrella” approach similar to content-based instruction (CBI) and language immersion (Marsh 
et al., 2001). To date, CLIL has mainly been employed in primary and secondary education in the 
European Union, with content teachers rather than language teachers delivering the lessons, and 
ideally with language teachers working with content teachers to create lesson plans and materials. 
Such lesson plans and materials find their genesis in communicative methodologies (Graddol, 
2006, Lorenzo, 2007). Indeed, CLIL has been described as “the most recent developmental 
stage of the communicative language teaching (CLT) approach” (Georgiou 2012, 495). The EU 
states that CLIL “can provide effective opportunities for pupils to use their new language skills 
now, rather than learn them now for use later” (Commission of the European Communities, 
2003, 8). In other words, CLIL is said to meet the need of a globalizing knowledge economy 
in which the educational paradigm has changed. While the traditional language classrooms 
teach the nuts and bolts of language for ‘use later’, CLIL classrooms teach learners how to build 
things using these nuts and bolts ‘now.’ In less idiomatic language, the shift is toward “learning 
of content, cognitive engagement, problem-solving and higher-order thinking” (Coyle et al, 
2010, 101).

We see in the literature a pragmatic economic rationale for the introduction of CLIL. The 
European commission advocates using trained teachers who are competent if not native users 
of the target language and highlights that this approach “provides exposure to the language 
without requiring extra time in the curriculum” (p.8), meaning that stand-alone language 
classes may not be required. CLIL also fulfills the need to have students be exposed to target 
languages for longer per week since traditional language classes were not felt to be meeting often 
enough (Coyle et al., 2010, 38). The uptake of CLIL in tertiary education has been growing in 
Europe as bilingual secondary schools feed students into the university setting. And it has also 
found growing popularity in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Japan as university English teachers and 
specialist content teachers collaborate to deliver CLIL courses.

CLIL can help East Asian students feel comfortable in exhibiting the learning behaviors 
valued by Western institutions if this is necessary for them. CLIL builds on the CLT 
(Communicative Language Teaching) approach using authentic materials and tasks to facilitate 
‘real’ communication in the classroom. It provides greater motivation because of its use of real 
communication driven by the needs of a content syllabus leading to a progression in knowledge 
and skills.

What separates some, but certainly not all courses that claim the CLIL title, from content-
based language learning, or forms of bilingual education, is the planned integration of content, 
cognition, communication and culture into teaching and learning practice (Coyle, 2002, 45).
1. Content references the progression in knowledge, skills and understanding related to 
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specific elements of a defined curriculum
2. Communication involves using language to learn whilst learning to use language
3. Cognition refers to developing thinking skills which link concept formation (abstract and 

concrete), understanding and language
4. Culture exposes students to alternative perspectives and shared understandings, which 

deepen awareness of otherness and self.
In terms of language, there is language of learning which refers to the content, cognition 

and culture being addressed. For instance, this could include genre specific conventions or the 
Academic Word List. Then there is language for learning which develops students’ discussion 
skills, research skills and effective group work skills e.g. debating and asking questions. Finally, 
there is the language through learning, which refers to the incidental new language that is 
developed through the learning process. In Japan, Watanabe (2011) points out that this results 
in genuine communication, as English is seen as a tool of communication, rather than a subject 
in itself to be learned through the traditional grammar-translation method. Furthermore, the 
pedagogy of CLIL helps learners “create new knowledge and develop new skills through reflection 
and engagement in higher-order as well as lower-order thinking (Coyle et al 2010, 54). In an 
ideal CLIL learning cycle then, there would be a progression from lower order thinking skills 
of remembering, understanding and applying lexis and concepts, to the higher order thinking 
skills of evaluating and analyzing texts and concepts, and students creating materials. We see 
here an opportunity for East Asian students to engage in Socratic learning once they have 
remembered and understood the content and language involved. 

Learners’ voices and institutional Change in an EAP Setting 

The theoretical lens of Critical English for Academic Purposes (CEAP) (Benesch, 1996, 
1999, 2001a) has been employed to conduct needs, or rights, analyses of EAP learners in a 
small number of studies. However, in most institutional settings Pragmatic EAP (Harwood 
and Hadley, 2004) is employed to teach dominant discourses and conventions, and has been 
criticised as marginalizing student voices (Dudely-Evans and St John, 1998). The criticism is 
that Pragmatic EAP involves teaching to students’ perceived developmental level (their needs 
or deficiencies) and not their strengths, potentialities and possibilities (Belcher, 2006; Vygotsky, 
1980). This focus on needs diverts attention from structural causes of poor performance, maintains 
hierarchical and unequal power distribution (Benesch, 2001a; Pennycook, 1997), and leads to 
accommodation to imposed demands and institutional structures (Chun, 2009; Pennycook, 
1997). Thus, pragmatic EAP contravenes Freire’s (2004) conception of situatedness, the 
dependence of meaning on sociohistorical, cultural and geographical determinants. If education 
only focuses on transferring knowledge, the students are necessarily dehumanized. Critical 
linguists believe there should be questioning, negotiation and ultimately the implementation 
of more democratic learning environments (Belcher, 2006). Building on Freirean notions of 
critical pedagogy, Benesch (2001a) argues for a dialogic approach based on consultation with 
teachers and students. The Change Laboratory is an underutilised intervention methodology 
that can accommodate these concerns
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The Change Laboratory Intervention

The Change Laboratory is a method and set of instruments for a work community to 
carry out expansive learning that is needed for concept-level change of their joint activity 
(Virkkunen and Newnham, 2013). I propose its use with East Asian student participants in 
order to foreground their voices in interrogating Western teaching practices in English Medium 
Instruction tertiary education. In particular, my research focuses on Japanese students’ views 
on the CLIL pedagogy employed in their Academic English classes, and their induction into 
Socratic teaching environments. 

The Change laboratory applies a Vygotskyan developmental approach in real-world, 
collective, organizational settings and accords with CLIL pedagogy underpinned by the 
constructivist ideas of Bruner, Vygotsky and Piaget. There is much potential for the Change 
Laboratory to be used in course design as it focuses on how “institutional forms actually unfold 
locally” and has the ability to “develop the transformative agency of marginalized voices in 
higher education” (Bligh and Flood, 2015). The method was developed by Prof. Engeström in 
the early 1990s on the basis of the Developmental Work Research methodology. It is based on 
two fundamental principles:
(1) double stimulation (Vygotsky, 1987)
(2) ascending from the abstract to the concrete; related to the idea of development through 

remediation of contradictions (Ilyenkov,1982; Davydov, 1990)
Double Stimulation is Vygotsky’s principle of how people can intentionally break out of a 

contradictory situation, change their circumstances, or solve difficult problems. For example, 
the first stimulus is a challenging problem such as “I don’t want to get up. I have to get up” 
or “As a student I am very quiet in class”. The second stimulus is an external artifact which 
the subject turns into a psychological tool, by filling it with a meaning that is related to the 
situation: “I will get up on the count of three” or “As a student I will speak when I want the 
teacher to clarify a point …”. With the help of the second stimulus the subject gains control of 
their action and a new understanding of the situation. Usually the first Double stimulation is 
an Activity triangle representing six nodes where we might find contradictions (see Figure 1). 
The subject could be teachers or students; the instrument could be the tools or signs used to 
teach; the object could be something like get an A-grade or develop intercultural competence; 
the division of labor might be salient to student group work or the role of the teacher with the 
students and administration; the community includes students but also other stakeholders; and 
the rules are those of the university and also the culture. Out of this we plan new procedures or 
mediations to achieve the object.

Figure 1: Model of Activity System, (Engeström, 1987, p.78)
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In group sessions with a number of student participants, we evaluate teaching methods, 
tasks, assessments and rubrics by using such Activity systems for each. Figure 2 shows how the 
Change Laboratory is set up for a group session.

 

Figure 2: The Change Laboratory (Virkkunen and Newnham, 2013)

The First-Stimulus will focus on the tasks, assignments and rubrics of the course and how 
these affect learning dispositions. The Second-Stimulus will take the form of Activity System 
representations on flipcharts with documents outlining the meaning of terms. The social 
organization will be semi-circular so that everyone can interact and see the flip charts.

Mirror data will take the form of an understanding of Socratic and Confucian learning 
frameworks, transcripts of teacher interviews, summaries of course evaluations from previous 
courses, summaries of focus group sessions, transcripts of observations, video recordings of 
student work and ‘live mirrors’ – students from previous cohorts who will attend some of the 
CL sessions. Documentation will take the form of “lab books” that follow the planned flow of 
the CL sessions. Discussion and recordings will take the form of note-taking in “lab books” 
and writing on flipcharts. Whole group discussions will be audio-recorded and small group 
discussions will be asked to feed back to the group with their summaries being audio-recorded. 
In a fifteen-week semester, we would expect four to six two-hour sessions.

Ascending from the abstract to the concrete involves identifying a contradiction in a system, 
finding a mediator that resolves it, and generalizing the use of the new form. It occurs through 
expansive learning actions as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Cycle of Expansive Development (Virkkunen and Newnham, 2013)
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Conclusion

The potential of the Change Laboratory for students and teachers to work together to 
assess curricula, propose new mediators, and to engage in shaping their learning practices 
has been under-utilized in Higher Education. CLIL pedagogy was designed as a European 
Communicative approach to learn both content and language at the same time. Transplanted 
into East Asia, some of its aspects may require more scaffolding. This is probably related to 
the contradictions between Confucian heritage culture of East Asian students and the Socratic 
heritage culture of Western educational systems. Using the Change Laboratory with students 
as researcher interventionists to interrogate CLIL pedagogy and their own liminal position 
between Confucian and Socratic frameworks may not only engage and motivate learning, but 
also deepen an understanding of the importance of developing bicultural fluency and place 
student rights at the centre of the process. 
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Towards Understanding Identity, Culture and Language
T. Sai Chandra Moulia

aOsmania University, India

Abstract 

Knowledge of self is at the core of all human endeavours. In the quest identity assumes 
significance. It acquired greater relevance and respect on account of Postcolonial concerns. 
‘Class’ emerged as the basis of a person’s identity. Subsequent to liberation of colonies from 
alien rule, postcolonial concerns gained ground. Focus on indigenous ways of life adds new 
dimension. Social, cultural, psychological and economic structures became the basis of one’s 
own view of identity. These dynamics are applicable to languages that flourished, perished 
or are on the verge of extinction. In India, regional, linguistic, religious diversity add to the 
complexity of the issue in addition to several subcultures that exist. Culture is not an independent 
variable. Historical factors, political developments, geographical and climatic conditions along 
with economic policies followed do contribute to a larger extent in fixing the contours of a 
country’s culture. Institutional modifications also sway the stability of national culture. Cultural 
transmission takes place in diverse ways. It is not unidirectional and unilateral. In many countries 
culture models are passed on from one generation to another through recitation. The learners 
memorize the cultural expressions without understanding meaning or social significance of 
what is communicated to them. Naturally, this practice results in hierarchical patterns and 
hegemony of vested elements. This is how norms of ‘high’ and ‘low’ are formed and extended 
to written works and oral/folk literatures respectively. This presentation focuses on the identity, 
culture and language of indigenous people in Telugu speaking states of Telangana and Andhra 
Pradesh in South India.  
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Introduction

This paper attempts to focus on the identity, language and culture of Rajgonds of Adilabad 
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district in the state of Telangana in India. Tribal communities are known as Adivasis or Moolvasis 
[original dwellers]. The term ‘Gond’ is derived from Telugu ‘Konda’ which refers to a hill.  Tribal 
communities living in hills of central India are called Gonds. They may be found in Madhya 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh, Telangana, and Odisha. They are one of the largest tribal 
communities in India with a population of over three million as per 2011 census records.

Gonds may be termed as a primitive tribal community. Hunting, collection of forest 
produce, pastoral life, agriculture, knowledge of herbal medicines among others maybe 
mentioned as their major concerns. Their presence is widely divided across central India. They 
were classified as Raj-gonds, Khatola gonds, Madia gonds, Dhurgonds, Dadve gonds, Mokasi 
gonds, Gaita gonds, Koyas, etc. Raj Gonds belong to the ruling class among them. There were 
four major Gond kingdoms that ruled central India for four centuries. They were Garha Mandla, 
Deogarh, Chanda and Kherla. The Chanda based kingdom spread across the Adilabad district 
of Telangana, Chandrapur and BhandarA districts in Maharashtra state. The rulers were known 
to have developed systematic irrigation channels and a refined revenue system. 

Gonds always consider themselves as Gonds essentially, except on occasions where they 
function as non-tribal people. All those who speak Gondi call themselves ‘Koyator’. In all 
variants of the Gondi language, ‘Koyator’ is an equivalent term for the language. Chattisghadi 
is spoken in parts of Chattishghar, while those in Madhya Pradesh speak Hindi and those in 
Adilabad in Telangana speak Gondi influenced by the Telugu language. Their experience is 
deeply impacted by the language of the people with who they interact regularly and who live 
in those areas. So, one may understand that ‘Gondi’ today refers to those who speak the Gondi 
language. 

In Telangana, the Raj Gonds are mostly confined to the Adilabad district, though a few 
groups can be seen in the adjoining Karimnagar district. They have spread to borders of 
Maharashtra state. 

Social Structure

Patil/Patla, the head of a village, is considered the first citizen, while his wife feels that she 
is the first lady. He generally undertakes to extend hospitality to others and visiting officials. A 
lady is extended highest respect in the community. A widow is not looked down upon, as in 
other communities. 

Village council / Panch decides dates for festivals, marriages and funerals. Last rites when 
one dies involve all the villagers. In small, medium sized villages all share meal during such 
occasions. The rich in major villages play the host while the Panch decides how many need to 
dine in marriages of not so rich people. Others attend, bless and show generous approach. Same 
norms are followed during last rites of the dead. 

The rules of an area ‘Raja’ used to get share in the fines imposed, taxes collected in villages. 
He is responsible for purification of excommunicated individuals and allow them to join the 
mainstream. They also perform rituals to ward off evils and attacks of tigers that turned man-
eaters. Dwindling number attacks by tigers prove the integrity and power of the ruler. He 
resolves all disputes and local issues referred by the village councils. He also functions as leader 
of the army at his disposal. 

Hierarchy and hegemony arrive with the birth of a person. Ideological or sectorial impact is 
conspicuous by its absence. ‘Honour’ or ‘respect’ are accorded greater value and are not related 
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financial position of an individual in the community.

Pardhans

Pardhans are bards / balladeers of Gond tribals. They are patrionised by Gonds. Their inferior 
status is revealed in their greetings. Gonds greet each other saying “Ram, Ram!” Pardhans while 
greeting a Gond say “Deewanji!” They bow and salute. A Gond never greets a Pardhan with 
the expression “Ram, Ram!” He just waves his hand or says “Chokat marthi patadhi,” [are you 
fine?].

Pardhans are honorary advisors or assistants, and are protectors of Gond traditions and 
culture. Gond historical, mythological accounts survive even today, owing to the presence 
of and service rendered by Pardhans. If these bards / balladeers stop singing, Gond culture 
collapses. Only through their oral transmission do Pardhans sustain the socio-mythological-
cultural system among the members of the community. Otherwise, Gonds cannot recollect nor 
know anything related to their clan or heritage.

Changing socio-cultural-financial contexts resulted in dwindling relationship between 
the bard and patron. Not many Pardhans today are totally dependent on their patrons. In 
agriculture, education and cattle rearing they compete with their earlier patrons. Some of them 
have become quite wealthy. 

Pardhans narrate not only the lineage of one family but also those of several Gonds. They 
resemble folk tales narrated as in any other place / country. V. Elwin collected these narrations 
and compiled them in the book titled The Oral Literature of Middle India. An interesting 
aspect is that Gonds enjoy the songs of Pardhans, and value or respect the performance of 
wandering bards or singers of other communities. They support Pardhans due to traditional 
constraints or practices only. 

‘Pal-dhan’ [money for milk] is given at the time of a child’s birth in the Pardhan’s family. 
‘Sade-dhan’ is paid at the time of marriage of a girl. ‘Marming-dhan’ is paid to a bridegroom’s 
father. ‘Pot-dhan’ is paid to a divorced lady or widow in a Pardhan’s family. Thus, for every Gond 
family, a Pardhan and his family members are connected. ‘Dhan’ signifies money or wealth.

Despite apparent differences related to language and culture, the relationship between 
Pardhans and Gonds is historically validated and irrefutably strong, more so among the Raj 
Gonds of Adilabad. One may mention the impact on and relationship of bards of different castes 
with the families which depend entirely on agricultural operations in India. Their influence on 
socio-cultural aspects is palpable and undeniable. 

A major contribution of Pardshans is the fusion of Hindu and Gond mythologies and folk 
tales. Their music, narration, language and lifestyle distinguish Pardhans from Gonds, resulting 
in amalgamation of these two cultures. Total absorption seems to be a distant dream. 

Ghotuls

‘Ghotul’ is specific to Gond and Muria tribes. Gonds trained their young men and women 
of marriageable age in the institution of Ghotul. This is a circular thatched hut located outside 
the main dwelling area of the community. The walls are supported by strong wooden logs. as 
a dormitory for youth to stay together and spend the night. They start with slow clapping and 
dancing together, sprinkled with lively banter, boisterous laughter and continue till very late 
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hours in the night. This gives an opportunity for them to know each other more intimately. It 
was not meant to be a place for satiating carnal desires. In those days, when formal educational 
institutions were not located in those remote and at times inaccessible places, Ghotuls served 
as the training centres for Gondi youth in acquiring refinement in their behavior. A sense of 
propriety, discipline, mutual trust as well as respect for one another, love and affection for the 
beloved were inculcated there. Some historians projected this special way of training the youth 
by Gonds adversely, stating that babies were born out of wedlock and were accepted by men 
who married the girls post-procreationally. Use of contraception was unknown in those days. 
The British rulers too suspected that conspiracies were hatched there and did their best to 
wreck Ghotul institution among Gonds. What remains today is only the pale shadow of a once 
brilliant and noble manner of preparing youth to get married and live in harmony with their 
life partner. V. Elwin pays a glowing tribute to Gonds and the Ghotul institution in his works. 
Some opine that the Ghotul institution was contemplated initially to ward off tigers and other 
animals with the loud noise of songs and music, and the wakeful youth would keep watch and 
drive away any animal that tried to attack their community.

Language

Gondi language is known as ‘Koyator’ among Gonds. Southern Gondi, Adilabad Gondi, 
Northern Gondi, and Aheri Gondi are variants of the language. Though a majority of the 
people can understand the language, not many can read nor write in the language. Efforts 
have been made earlier to find a script for it. It is written either in Devnagari or Telugu scripts. 
Munshi Mangal Singh Masram devised a Brahmi lipi based script in 1911. But it did not receive 
much acceptance not patronage.

In 2014 a research team of the University of Hyderabad guided by Prof Jayadheer Tirumala 
Rao located around a dozen manuscripts written in the Gunjala Gondi script. As it was found 
in the village Gunjala in the Adilabad District of Telangana, it acquired the name.

The manuscripts have been dated to approximately 1750, based on knowledge from Gondi 
pundits and researchers at the Center of Dalit and Adivasi Studies and Translation (CDAST).
The information contained in the manuscripts includes that of the names of the months and 
days, a horoscope chart, grammar, and numbers. Additionally, manuscripts were found on 
knowledge of the seasons, history, and the Gondi code of ethics and literature.

The characters themselves, while bearing resemblance to similar phonemes found in other 
Indian scripts, are in a different, “native” order, as the script starts with the letter “ya” instead of 
the traditional “ka” for other Indian scripts. The script includes 12 vowels and 25 consonants.

The script has seen a very welcoming response by the various government agencies in Andhra 
Pradesh, at the national level, and local agencies in the region. The existence of the manuscripts 
has allegedly been known for 5–9 years, but were not prioritized until 2013, when Prof. Jayadheer 
Tirumala Rao discovered that only four elders in the village were still able to read the script. At 
present approximately eighty students are able to read the script, with students devising stories 
and elder Kotnak Jangu writing an autobiography. Plans are in place for the expansion of the 
script to fifteen other government schools in villages with a high Gond population. 
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A reader for the script in Telugu was released for Standard I students. Efforts are being 
undertaken to get the script into the Unicode standard. In 2015, a Unicode proposal was written 
by Anshuman Pandey from the Department of Linguistics at the University of California, 
Berkley. The proposal was approved by the Unicode Technical Committee in November 2015.
This information was collected from Wikipedia.

Lexis

Gondi                                                              Telugu                                                 English

Vadka
Marla vahe                                                 
Jok jok vadka                                           
Veyne vahe                                              
Id batal                                                     
Ad batal                                                    
Id kiinja                                                    
Ad kiinjma                                               

Matladu
Malli cheppu                                           
Melliga matladu                                       
Modata cheppu                                         
Idi emiti                                                     
Adi emiti                                                     
Idi vinandi                                                  
Idi  vina vaddu                                            

Speak
Say again
Speak slowly
Say it first
What is this
What is that
Listen to this
Don’t listen

Kinship Words    

Gondi                                                              Telugu                                                 English

Vadka
Marla vahe                                                 
Jok jok vadka                                           
Veyne vahe                                              
Id batal                                                     
Ad batal                                                    
Id kiinja                                                    
Ad kiinjma                                               

Matladu
Malli cheppu                                           
Melliga matladu                                       
Modata cheppu                                         
Idi emiti                                                     
Adi emiti                                                     
Idi vinandi                                                  
Idi  vina vaddu                                            

Speak
Say again
Speak slowly
Say it first
What is this
What is that
Listen to this
Don’t listen

Gond Art

Gond paintings resemble the art work of Aboriginals in Australia where they use dots which 
they connect to create a work of art. This is similar to drawing ‘Rangoli’ in many parts of India 
where dots are connected forming floral designs and powder in different colours, used to fill the 
empty blocks.

Jangarh Singh Shyam was the first Gond to use paper and canvas to paint. Gonds till then 
were painting on walls with soil, natural colours, leaves and bark of trees, charcoal, and dung.
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By smearing dung and soil, a smooth surface was readied. On it they drew pictures and painted 
their works. A few of the paintings are presented here.
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Wayang Properties in The Use of Indonesian and 
Javanese

I Dewa Putu Wijanaa

a
Faculty of Cultural Sciences Gadjah Mada University, Indonesia

Abstract 

“Wayang” (puppet) is one of the most popular traditional performances in Indonesia. 
The story, originally from India, has undergone transformations, and the Indonesian people have 
regarded it as their own, instead of foreign to the community. More over, for many Indonesian 
people, wayang stories differ to other stories  in that they present ethics and moral teachings 
as an important provisions for way of life. The central role played by wayang renders wayang 
properties easily accessible in many aspects of social life, and the use of language is no exception. 
This paper will accordingly discuss the properties of wayang reflected in the use of Indonesian 
and Javanese. The data are collected through observing the use of Indonesian and  Javanese 
for talking and discussing wayang matters and referring, naming, or comparing  everything 
surrounding their lives. The data are further classified on the basis of their speech type modalities. 
As far as the wayang properties are concerned, there are at least three types of language use, i.e. 
literal, metaphorical, and symbolic. These types of languages are used by society for referring, 
symbolizing, and comparing various social aspects, states, and activities of a community’s daily 
life. All of these matters have not so far been revealed by scholars who use wayang as the object of 
their study (Nurhayati, 2005 and Hazim, 1991). More specifically, the use of wayang properties 
as the source domains of metaphorical expressions has not been discussed by linguists who have 
conducted significant studies on metaphors (Wahab (1990, 5) and Wijana (2016, 56-67)
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Introduction

Balinese and  Javanese younger generations, owing to global era impacts, rarely watch 
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wayang performance. They  enjoy more modern art performances, such as popular music 
bands and dangdut, rather than their traditional heritage performances. More strkingly, most 
youth no more understand the stories and several of the language styles used in the wayang 
narratives. Therefore, it is not surprising ifthat many can not correctly identify or name most 
of the  wayang characters. They are more familiar with fantastic superheroes, such as Batman, 
Superman, Spiderman, and the Hulk.

Older generations, however, who are fond of watching wayang performances, consider that 
wayang stories are different from other stories. Wayang stories contain truth and invaluable moral 
teachings whose quality is not significantly different from other teachings found in religious 
holly books. The long tradition of the wayang story, either delivered orally or in forms of written 
texts, render all matters related to its properties easily accessible in every aspect of Indonesian 
community life. Despite this, the hints of wayang narrative extinction are undeniable.   

Literature Preview

Expressions of everything related to wayang performance, in this paper will be called 
“wayang properties”, and has not so far been revealed by scholars who pay attention to issues 
of  wayang performance. Most scholars study other aspects of wayang. Amir (1991) discusses at 
length moral and ethic values contained in wayang. Kaelola (2010) and Sudjarwo et al. (2010) 
describe physical and moral wayang caharcters together with the etimological meaning of their 
names. Van Groenendael (1985) carried out a deep study on the life road map of a puppeteer 
(dalang), including his training, genealogy, style and stylistic variants, court circles, performance 
arrangements, performance occasions, and social status in the community. Sumintarsih et al. 
(2012) study the role of wayang topeng (mask dance) as a means of inhertiting traditional 
values. They only pay very little attention to language use. One profound study concerning 
language use in wayang performance is Nurhayati’s doctorate thesis (2005), who employs a 
sociolinguistic framework. Her discussions focus on sociolinguistic patterns of repertoires 
used in Javanese leather puppet shows performed by the late Timbul Hadiprayitno, one of 
Yogyakarta’s famous puppeteers.  Kadarisman (1999) studies the use of wayang properties by 
the master of ceremonies in Javanese traditional wedding narratives. The master of ceremonies  
commonly compares the weddings with “Arjuna Wiwaha” (Arjuna’s royal wedding). 

Theoretical Framework

Language serves many functions in human life. However, language experts can only 
mention several of these. Brown and Yule (1989, 1-2,), in their account of language function, 
differentiate two language functions, i.e. transactional and interactional. The first is related 
to the use of language for expressing ‘content’, and the second to the use of language for 
expressing social relation and personal attitudes. These functions are in line with the functional 
dichotomies: ‘representative and expressive’ used by Buhler (1934), ‘referential and emotive’ 
by Jakobson (1960), ‘Ideational and interpersonal’ by Halliday (1970) and ‘descriptive and 
social expressive’ by  Lyons (1977). In the later development these dichotomies have changed 
considerably. Jakobson (1960) extends these with four other functions, such as conative, phatic, 
metalingual and poetic (see also, Siregar (2011, 4). In relation to first language acquisition, 
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Halliday as quoted by Siregar (2011, 4) mentions seven functions of language, i.e. instrumental 
for exploiting the state of making something happen; regulatory for controlling the situation, 
representational for making statements and explaining reality; interactional for sustaining social 
relations; personal for expressing feelings; heuristic for studying sciences; and imaginative for 
creating imaginative ideas. All of these indicate that the kinds of function the language exhibits 
may differ considerably depending on the use of language.   

Research method

The research is carried out  by observing the exploitation of  wayang characters and their 
environment, in Indonesian and Javanese languages, either in formal or informal speech 
situations, and in both oral or written forms. With regards to wayang properties, my findings 
show that the use of language in which wayang properties are exploited, can be distinguished 
into  three main categories; language used to serve representative, metaphorical, and symbolic 
functions. These matters will be described in the research findings below.  

Research Findings

The Representative Function
The representative function is more or less the same as the transactional, ideational, or 

instrumental function. In this matter, language is used for  interpreting human experiences. By 
this function, human beings can understand realities. Halliday describes this as “language content 
function.” As far as wayang properties are concerned, the characters of wayang and other things 
related to them are only used to refer to their literal meanings. For a clearer explanation, see 
the following Indonesian sentences (1) (2), and (3), extracted from Amir (1991), and  Javanese 
sentences (4), (5), and (6) are my own creationss.

(1) Secara garis besar dalang adalah seorang seniman komplit karena menguasai “kawruh”, 
yakni ilmu yang bertalian dengan pedalangan (p. 81).

 ‘Principally, a puppeteer is a complete artist because s/he masters “kawruh”, i.e. all 
knowledge related to shadow puppetry’

(2) Wayang juga memberikan santapan intelektual bagi mereka yang mau berpikir lebih 
serius (p. 78).

 ‘Wayang also gives intellectual enlightment for whoever wants to think more seiously’ 
(3) Juga dilambangkan oleh keteraturan alam semesta seperti dilihat Bima dalam perut Dewi 

Ruci (p. 150).
 ‘...are also symbolized by the order of the universe as seen by Bima in Dewi Ruci’s womb’ 
(4) Aku dhek wingi nonton wayang.
 ‘Yesterday I saw a wayang performance’
(5) Aku kenal karo dhalange. 
 ‘I am acquainted with the puppeteer’
(6) Semar, Petruk, Gareng, lan Bagong iku kabeh jeneng punokawan.
 ‘Semar, Petruk, Gareng, and Bagong are all clown’s names’
The metaphorical function

In many speech situations, the use of wayang properties is intended to compare these 
with other realities in human life. As result, the use of community languages in which wayang 
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traditions are massively involved will be crowded with metaphorical expressions using wayang 
properties as source domains. The source domains can relate either to the most generic term, 
such as wayang ’puppet’, and everything associated to wayang, such as the dalang ‘puppeteer’ 
to figuratively refer to people and God, or the creator who disposes people’s destiny, as shown 
in (7).
(7) Manusia itu hanya wayang, Tuhan adalah dalangnya.
 ‘People are just puppets, and God is the puppeteer’ 

In (8), (9) and (10), we see more specific terms, i.e. wayang characters, Bima sakti ‘powerful 
Bima’, Bagong ‘big eyed clown’, and a story event,  Barata Yuda ‘Kurawa and Pandawa big fight’   
are respectively used to refer to galaxy, milky way, big, and family quarrels, all containing certain  
similarities.
(8) Galaxy kita disebut Bima sakti.
 ‘Our galaxy is called Bima sakti’
(9) Aku aqua yang ukuran Bagong aja.
 ‘I would like the mineral water of big size’
(10) Wah tadi ayah dan ibu Barata Yudha. 
 ‘Oh, there has just been a serious quarrel between father and mother’ 

Below are examples of metaphorical and idiomatic expressions using wayang characters and 
their body parts as the source domains and their intended target domains. The source domains 
are presented on the left and the target domains on the right side. 
(11) Anak semata wayang ‘wayang single eye’ >> ‘the only child’
(12) Tangan Gareng ‘Gareng’s hand’ >> ‘tie rod’ (car spare part)
(13) Mata Bagong ‘Bagong’s eyes’ >> ‘one and one of a domino card figure’.
14) Irung Petruk ‘Petruk’s nose >> ‘long pointed road bend in Gunung Kidul’
(15) Bokong Semar ‘ Semar’s buttock’ > ‘big road bend in Gunung Kidul’
(16) Kuku Bima ‘Bima’s nail’ >>  ‘energy drink brand’
(17) Durian Petruk ‘Petruk durian’ >> ‘long and tasty variety of durian fruit’
(18) Helm Cakil ‘Cakil  helmet’ >> ‘helmet with long lower part like Cakil’s portruding     

 lower jaw’
(19) Srikandi Indonesia  ‘Srikandi from Indonesia’ >> ‘three Indonesian olymphic woman 

archers’
(20) Sasrabahu ‘name of strong wayang character’ >> ‘strong construction of fly over pillars’
(21) Bala kurawa ‘Kurawa’s group’ >> ‘indecent, impolite group of people’
(22) Wayang kepadaman damar ‘like puppet performance  out of lamp’ >> ‘disorderly 

situation’

The symbolic function 

Different from the metaphorical function, in serving the symbolic function, wayang 
properties are used as proper names to label many things, such as villages, roads, personal 
names, etc. As proper names, there is no similarity between the linguistic signs and the entities  
(village, building, road, or person) they signify. However, there are such kinds of putative 
relations that hold between the signifier and the signified. By this relation, the name creators 
have expectations that the entities and everything related to them will be effected in the same 
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way as wayang characteristics assigned to them. Accordingly, only the wayang properties with 
good connotations are used to label these. These phenomena are easily found in Indonesian 
and Javanese communities. For example, in eastern Yogyakarta, several village names end with 
Martani. This word has undergone phonological changes from its Sanskrit origin amartani 
meaning ‘life’. In wayang performance Amarta is a kingdom of good knight characters, 
Pandawa. Meanwhile, Astina, the kingdom of Kurawa, the bad side counterpart is never used 
for these purposes. Some of those village names which can still be found until the present day are 
Selomartani ‘stone of life’, Sindumartani ‘river of life’, Tirtomartani ‘water of life’, Bimomartani 
‘strength of life’, Purwomartani ‘the beginning of life’, etc. Other village names  using wayang 
properties in Yogyakarta are Pandawaharjo ‘the great Pandawa’, Pringgodani ‘Gatotkaca’s 
kingdom’,  Sokoliman ‘Drona’s village’, etc. In the last example, Drona is perceived by the 
Javanese as Pandawa’s teacher who masters warfare. Previously, wayang characters were used to 
name Hindhu temples. Several temple names in the Dieng temple complex, in central Java, use 
wayang characters, i.e. Candi Arjuna ‘Arjuna Temple’, and Candi Semar ‘Semar temple’. 

Closing Remarks

Wayang as an invaluable element of cultural heritage which is still performed in some 
Indonesian communities,  has an important role in building social identity. It is  an inseparable 
part of the national culture. The linguistic expressions which mainly refer to wayang characters, 
body parts, places, weapons and everything related to the wayang world are expressed literally, 
metaphorically, and symbolically. These expressions are used to name or persons as well as to 
label places, public buildings, merchandise, streets, organizations, and associations. The  use of 
these is essentially a reflection of local or national wisdom for fulfilling various communicative 
purposes.
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                                             Semar                           Gareng                     Petruk              Bagong

                            Yudistira              Arjuna           Nakula       Sadewa,  and Bima (the tallest behind)     



Poetics
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Poetics through Body and Soul: A Plurimodal 
Approach

Kuniyoshi Kataokaa

aAichi University, Japan

Abstract 

In this presentation, I will show that various multimodal resources—such as utterance, 
prosody, rhythm, schematic images, and bodily reactions—may integratively contribute to 
the holistic achievement of poeticity. By incorporating the ideas from “ethnopoetics” (Hymes 
1981, 1996) and “gesture studies” (McNeill 1992, 2005), I will present a plurimodal analysis of 
naturally occurring interactions by highlighting the interplay among the verbal, nonverbal, and 
corporeal representations. With those observations, I confirm that poeticity is not a distinctive 
quality restricted to constructed poetry or “high” culture, but rather an endowment to any kind 
of natural discourse that is co-constructed by various semiotic resources.

My claim specifically concerns a renewed interest in an ethnopoetic kata ‘form/ shape/ style/ 
model’ embraced as performative “habitus” among Japanese speakers (Kataoka 2012). Kata, in 
its broader sense, is stable as well as versatile, often serving as an organizational “template” for 
performance, which at opportune moments may change its shape and trajectory according to 
ongoing developments. In other words, preferred structures are not confined to an emergent 
management of performance, but should also incorporate culturally embedded practices with 
immediate (re)actions.

In order to promote this claim, I explore a case in which mutually coordinated performance 
is extensively pursued for sharing sympathy and camaraderie. Such a kata-driven construction 
was typically observed in a highly involved, interactional interview about the Great East Japan 
Earthquake, in which both interviewer and interviewee were recursively oriented and attuned to 
the same rhythmic and organizational pattern consisting of an odd-number of kata.

Based on these observations, I argue that indigenous principles of organizing discourse are as 
crucial as the mechanisms of conversational organization, with the higher-order, macro cultural 
preferences inevitably infiltrating into the micro management of spontaneous talk.
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Introduction

In this paper, I will tentatively show that various semiotic resources—such as utterance, 
prosody, rhythm, schematic images, and bodily reactions—may integratively contribute to the 
holistic achievement of poeticity. By incorporating ideas from “ethnopoetics” (Hymes 1981, 
1996) and “conditional relevance” (Schegloff 1968), I will present a “plurimodal” analysis of 
naturally occurring interaction by highlighting the interplay among the verbal, nonverbal, and 
corporeal representations. 

What I mean by “plurimodality” is characterized by a renewed interest in various forms of 
signs, cultural schemes and shared assumptions. These issues are often ignored by multimodal 
analysts, who aim to reveal micro-level, universally shared methods of interaction. My claim 
also concerns an indigenous but widely applicable notion, kata ‘form/ shape/ style/ model’ 
(Minamoto 1992, Yoshimoto 2001), which is embraced as performative “habitus” (Bourdieu 
1990) among Japanese speakers. Kata, in its broader sense, is stable as well as versatile, often 
serving as an organizational template for performance, which at opportune moments may 
change its shape and trajectory according to ongoing developments. 

Following these assumptions, the purpose of my analysis is three-fold. First, I will examine 
indigenously customized preferences in organizing talk and discourse, which are typically 
realized through (ethno)poetic constructions (Jakobson 1960; Hymes 1981, 1996). Secondly, I 
will try to classify those preferred constructions in terms of (at least) three levels of “relevance” 
(cf. Schegloff 1968). And finally, by paying closer attention to both embedded and emerging 
poetic practices of the community (cf. Silverstein 1985; McNeill 2003; Kroskrity and Webster 
2015), I will show that poeticity is not a distinctive quality restricted to constructed poetry or 
“high” culture, but rather an endowment to any kind of natural discourse (however, attention 
to plurimodal elements is highly limited here: see Kataoka (in preparation) for a full treatment).

Frameworks for Analysis

Ethnopoetics, the term coined by Jerome Rothenberg, goes back to the 1960s, when many 
folklorists, anthropologists, linguists, poets, and translators tried to capture the power and 
beauty of the indigenous poetic performances that fail to be fully appreciated in the Western 
poetic traditions. Anthropologists such as Hymes (1981) and Tedlock (1983) have individually 
developed frameworks for analysing such indigenous oral lore and performance, depending 
heavily on Jakobson’s (1960, 1966) theory of the poetic function of language. This paper relies 
on their approaches for analyzing the systematic structure of verbal/non-verbal exchanges 
especially because the poetic nature of interaction has long been recognized in many fields of 
language studies (for recent developments, see Kroskrity and Webster, 2015).

Another property that harnesses ongoing, emerging developments of talk is “conditional 
relevance” (Schegloff 1968), which stipulates that the production of a first pair-part makes 
a corresponding response both relevant and anticipated. This condition will typically be 
fulfilled through “adjacency pairs” (e.g., Question-Answer) in the sequential organization. Such 
practice-based interaction, or what is called kata ‘form/ shape/ style/ model’ (Minamoto 1992; 
Yoshimoto 2001), however, should not be confined to “micro” management of interaction—it 
may also incorporate “meso” and “macro” practices of community beyond local contingencies 
(cf. Levinson 2005).
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Thus I claim the need for a broader concept which integrates “micro-to-macro” levels 
of relevance in discourse—or kata as an organizational motherboard, and point out that (at 
least) three levels of “relevance” are crucially expected (cf. Lakoff 1987; Hymes 1981, 1996). 
Specifically, the following levels of relevance (emergence of kata) were confirmed (1). 

(1) (a) Micro, sequential, and highly universal level: “conditional relevance” (originally  
 from conversation analysis) 

  (b) Meso, schematically shared, partially universal and partially particularized level:  
 “schematic relevance.”

  (c) Macro, rhetorical/poetic, and culturally particularized, performatively   
 habitualized level: “ethnopoetic relevance”  

Generally speaking, a course of development in talk may be unpredictable, but still, the 
kata-based relevance may work to individually and/or collaboratively weave talk, body, and 
environment together into a larger textile. In the following analysis, attention to these types of 
relevance is shown to be essential to make certain discursive practice coherent and preferred. 

Data and Participants 

Here I explore a case in which mutually coordinated performance is extensively pursued 
for establishing and sharing sympathy and camaraderie. Such a kata-driven construction was 
typically observed in a highly involved, semi-structured interview about the Great East Japan 
Earthquake, which was collected in May, 2012, in Tochigi Prefecture (Tohoku District in 
Japan).1 

A selected segment from the interview concerns “changes in consciousness of childbirth 
and rearing,” a question asked at the end of the interview session. There, both interviewer 
and interviewees were recursively oriented and attuned to the equivalent patterns organized at 
different levels of kata. 

The participants consist of the researcher/interviewer and two interviewees recruited 
through the researcher’s personal relationship. The abbreviations of the participant codes are as 
follows (2):

(1) A: Atsuko (Interviewer) 
 B: Bunta (Interviewee 1: C’s husband) 
 C: Chiho (Interviewee 2: A’s friend and mother of two children)

Analysis

In what follows, I argue that higher-order macro principles of organizing discourse are 
as crucial as the mechanisms of micro-level conversational organization, with the former 
preferences unavoidably seeping into the micro management of spontaneous talk. Based on the 
assumption, the three levels of relevance are separately examined, and shown to collaborate to 
achieve hybrid poeticity in interaction.

In the following transcripts, only the English translation of the line-by-line Japanese 
utterance is presented to save space and secure the ease of visibility (see Kataoka (in preparation) 
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for a full rendition of the text).  

Conditional relevance: “Adjacency pairs” and beyond

At the beginning of this segment, the interviewer A sets the upcoming topic by asking 
“Are there any changes in your sensitivity (i.e., “what you care about”) before and after the 
earthquake?” To this question B answers that it is “food and drinks” (Ex. 1, Line 9: consequence 
of radioactive contamination), followed by A’s confirmation “Ah huh” (Line 10). Obviously, 
this is an ordinary adjacency pair consisting of Question-Answer expressions, serving as a major 
building block of the interview. Similar sorts of pairs based on conditional relevance can be 
abundantly found throughout the interview session. 

Example 1

What is intriguing about the data is that this particular question seemed to have induced 
and evoked in the minds of the participants a certain image based on what I call “schematic 
relevance,” to which we now turn.

Schematic relevance: “Leave/come-home” schema

Because Interviewer A inquires Interviewee B of his psychological changes “before and after 
the earthquake,” B’s concern about food safety is an explicit reaction to ominous consequences 
of the disaster to the family. Preceded by this exchange, the same question was asked of C. 
Thus it seems quite natural for C, as a mother, to envision her children’s safety in terms of the 
“before/after” dichotomy—specifically through the “leave/come-home” schema—because the 
earthquake hit the area when her young son was at school (2:46 pm), he left home “before” the 
earthquake, and (fortunately) came home safe and sound “after” it. 

Given this, both B’s concerns for food and C’s concerns for child safety share a common 
schema of “irreversibility” of consequence—“irreversible” in the sense that C’s son could not 
have made it back home if something worse had happened. Accordingly, C’s concern was most 
likely based on the experiential schema shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The “leave/come-home” schema

In the ritual greetings of “leaving/coming home,” itte-rasshai ‘please go’ is to be addressed 
to those leaving home, and they are supposed to return a phrase itte-kimasu ‘I will go and come 
back.’ When they come back home, they would say tadaima ‘I’m home,’ and someone at home 
will say okaeri ‘Welcome back.’ The order of itte-rasshai and itte-kimasu is reversible, as is that 
for tadaima and okaeri-nasai, but these sets of ritual expressions are not reversible in the larger 
construct of the “leave/come-home” schema. In other words, once one leaves home, s/he must 
come back there to fulfill the schema. This schema anticipates another practical relevance, or 
kata, in the larger unit of interaction above the level of adjacency pairs. 

In Ex. 2, it is not yet clear whether the phrase “when they are leaving” (Line 95) is the trigger 
for the “leave/come-home” schema (cf. Lakoff 1987), but we recognize retrospectively that it is 
the case. The initiation of C’s “leave/come-home” schema was induced by A’s question, “what 
do YOU think?” (Ex. 2, Line 94), which was to be interpreted as the same inquiry toward B 
(Ex. 1, Lines 5-8). 

Example 2

That “leave/come home” schema actually came to be merged with the “before/after” 
dichotomy in the following exchange. The first pair part in the schematic relevance (“when they 
are leaving”: Line 95) was initially not paired with the second pair part (the “coming home” 
part), but was re-introduced with more refinement (Ex. 3: Line 108), and was completed with 
the “come-home” pair part (Lines 114). 
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Example 3

For C, her son’s failing to come back home safely was something she would never have 
imagined before the earthquake, so she regarded the fact that he did as shinsen “refreshing” 
(Line 116), or perhaps a “feat/miracle,” which is worth telling for the merit of the schema. 

Later in the interview, this “leave/come-home” schema is employed two more times. The 
one in Ex. 4 is the last (or third) round of the schema, where Speaker C resumed and completed 
the pair by commenting on her worries about “not coming home safely” (Line 236) even after 
the 13-line digression induced by Speaker B (Lines 221-233). It is notable that C could have 
moved out of her floor when B made the digression (Line 221-233), but volunteered to resume 
it and completed the schema. We now see that, just like an adjacency pair in conversation, this 
ad hoc “leave/come-home” schema seems to induce strong relevance to the fulfillment of the 
pair. 

Example 4

Next, I examine if there exits another higher-order level of relevance that binds the discourse 
together beyond the micro and meso levels. The tripartite set of “leave/come home” schemas 
that we observed above could be a good example, but I will instead refer to another achievement 
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of a similar set of odd-number constructions. There, another tripartite construct was discursively 
realized in terms of “action vs. thought” (external vs. internal) pairs, which were in fact repeated 
three times.

Ethnopoetic relevance: A “tripartite” construction

I will focus on a macro level construction termed here “(ethno)poetic relevance.” I have 
elsewhere shown that tripartite constructions are prevalent in Japanese discourse (Kataoka 
2009, 2012; see also Yoshimoto 2001), and in that sense, they should inherently show strong 
relevance to such an ethnopoetic organization. That being the case, if the third element is 
not complemented in the tripartite construction, participants would naturally perceive that 
“something is missing.” Despite this acute awareness, however, discourse analysts have rarely 
dealt with plurimodal achievements in terms of such higher-order organizations. 

In Ex. 5, C’s imaginary (but highly plausible) utterances addressed to Ryota (C’s son) were 
first quoted in her own voice (Lines 192, 194), followed by the quote of her inner voice (“Self-
thought”: Line 197). The same formation was recycled in an expanded style: Quotes of her “self-
utterance” in Line199, 201, and 203, and “self-thought” in Line 205 and 207. Here, a preferred 
sequence is repeated, starting from the “outer” and ending with the “inner” depiction. As we 
have already seen for “conditional” and “schematic” relevance, use of a certain element would 
induce (an)other element(s) to appear, motivating the fulfillment of an expected formation in 
situ.

Example 5

Both A’s and C’s utterances and reactions are characterized by systematic repetitions, where 
the formation of quotes consists of 3 lines (2+1) and 5 lines (3+2). What is more notable is 
that, for these eight lines, Interviewer A’s reactions consist of repeated sets of different aizuchi’s 
‘backchannels,’ which come in four pairs of the same two aizuchi’s repeated rhythmically (Lines 
194/196, 202/204, 206/208), with laughter inserted as an evaluative response (Lines 198/200). 

The third installment of the “outer-to-inner” shift (Ex. 6) appeared following Ex. 5, where 
we find an equivalent (but not identical) set of the “action-thought” pair.
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Example 6

In Ex. 6, C first makes a reference to her “self-action” when her son Ryota is leaving home 
(Lines 210-216), complemented by her reference to “self-thought” (Line 234 and 236). It is 
intriguing that even after the 13-line digression by Speaker B, Speaker C resumed the story by 
commenting on her self-thought, completing the third “action-thought” pair. (This portion, as 
is evident now, overlaps with the third installment of the “leave/come-home” schema mentioned 
above). The overall organization is a unit of three’s, each of which shows a centripetal epistemic 
shift from outside to inside. Besides, not only the textual representations but also gestural/
somatic representations exhibit a highly equivalent and repetitive formations on other levels, 
concerting to create higher-level organizations together.

Specifically, while Interviewer A’s initial response (Line 211) is to just nod (“N”), at Line 213 
her nods turn into the backchannel “uhuh.” Then, at Line 215, she continues uttering “uhuh,” 
nodding simultaneously. Finally, in Line 217, she also overlaps an evaluative gesture, namely 
a smile/laugh, on the last beat of her backchannel. Additionally, as seen before, a sequence 
of overlapping utterances begins to emerge at Line 215. Notably, each of A’s four responses 
consist of three beats, and they comprise repeated iterations of equivalent elements (albeit 
not completely homogeneous). As the participants project these cumulative and equivalent 
responses, an accommodative structure begins to form.

One more thing to note is the insertion point of the evaluative “cognitive” verbs omou 
“think” and wakaru “know/understand.” These verbs, used by all the participants, only appeared 
at the thematic boundaries, marking the termination of the theme or give a conclusive tone to 
the preceding utterances. It is not accidental that these verbs were employed at these points 
because showing understanding and agreement, whether verbally or nonverbally (such as 
systematic patterns of nodding and eye gaze), clearly serve as a boundary marker of interaction 
(see Kataoka (in preparation) for more details on plurimodal achievements). 

The rationale for recognizing these utterances as “ethno-poetic” would be evident—it is 
“ethno” because this tripartite formation is culturally habitualized, and “poetic” because it is 
based on systematic patterns of repetition and parallelism—the attainment called “recurrent 
returns” by Jakobson (1966). However, ethnopoetic relevance would be just one type of 
realization of the macro-level relevance, so it would not be surprising if there are other types of 
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macro-level kata’s as well.
Given all these observations, we can now make a general argument that other kata-based 

levels of relevance should be acknowledged in addition to a micro-level conditional relevance, 
with the meso and macro-levels infiltrating into each other to make coherent and holistic the 
interactional practice (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. (At least) 3 levels of discursive relevance

There, the constraints on the structure, or kata, gradually diminish and tend to become less 
visible (and conscious) as we move toward the periphery. But these types of relevance should still 
work in combination to organize the preferred discourse. 

Conclusion

“Micro” is not everything, as Levinson (2005) warned against what he called “Manny’s 
dangerous idea” that assumes that micro-level managements can fully explain the intricacies 
of interaction. I emphasize that schematic and poetic principles of organizing talk are, though 
less visible, as crucial as conditional relevance, because they inevitably infiltrate into the micro 
management of talk (and vice versa). We need not only to deal with ad-hoc, emergent, agentive 
interactions but also to re-capture the covertly habituated, cultural practices by attending to 
various semiotic resources. For that purpose, the notion kata is a useful tool that encompasses a 
textual, performative, and conceptual template for multi-level, plurimodal achievement. 
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Modern Folk poetry (Ca Dao): A Form of Folklore        
Linguistic Composition on the Internet

Dang Thi Dieu Tranga

aInstitute of Cultural Studies, Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences, Vietnam

Abstract 

The context of globalization along with the development of electronic media has opened 
a new era for folklore in general as well as forms of linguistic composition of folk literature 
in particular. In addition to the form of composing and keeping media documents in the 
traditional way, the Internet explosion has dominated the main spaces of communal life and 
has gradually changed the mode of human interaction. Cyber space is considered as a tool to 
convey traditional values, to create many new cultural activities, and to be a place to circulate 
folk cultural works in contemporary society, in which folk poetry (Ca dao) is one.

Modern folk poetry studies are still a controversial issue in academic circles in Vietnam, but 
with the dominance of today's Internet communication technology, the emergence of lyrics 
rhymes circulated on the Internet is a remarkable and inevitable phenomenon in the context 
of development of various forms of "reformed", "processing", "parody" lyrics, songs, poems 
according to the direction of humor and entertainment rather than focusing on aesthetics and 
art. From a linguistic cultural approach, this article aims to discuss modern folk poetry on such 
issues as: Why did such folk poetry come about? How would we circulate or share this poetry 
on the Internet and to approach folk culture in an era of dominance of visual culture (TV, 
video, film, photography) and Online culture; how does socio-economic change on modern 
folk poetry impact on the Internet in terms of thinking innovatively, and how does it tend to 
break traditional cognitive structures due to the diverse forms of reflection and reality in modern 
society?

Keywords:  Cyber space, Ca dao, Online culture, Traditional values, Visual culture

Traditional and modern folk poetry

Traditional folk poetry is closely associated with the daily life of people. Folk poetry has the 
function of expressing directly the emotional souls of the working class. A folk poem sung with 
accompanying music becomes a folk song (dân ca) (Đinh Gia Khánh 2003; Nguyễn Xuân Kính 
2004). People often think of a fold poetry as having basic characteristics of the folk lyrical genre. 
These are works that reflect folklore's consciousness within people's aspirations, created by the 
community as a collective (multi-authoring), handed down from person to person through 
generations (Word of mouth) and exists as many different versions. Traditional folk songs are 
composed in folk performances during summer festivals, spring festivals, labor activities, and 
social events of working class families. The majority of folk poetry lyrics are short, with the 
predominant number having two-line words; Due to its limited capacity, each verse reflects only 
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one aspect of life's reality. For example, the verse of the six-syllable style having a back verse 
demonstrates the concept of learning:

No field or pond involvement
Take part in the pen of the scholar.

(Chẳng tham ruộng cả ao liền
Tham vì cái bút cái nghiên anh đồ)

Modern folk poetry has been identified by Vietnamese researchers as composed between 
1945 and the present day. Composition occured during the French and American wars in 
Vietnam  and these were largely collected after 1975. According to Nguyen Xuan Kinh 
(2013), the traditional phase inlcudes work only emerging and disseminated before the August 
Revolution (1945), modernity refers to what was circulated after the August Revolution (1945). 
The identification of modern folk poetry has been associated with the "open criteria" of modern 
times and with attenion to current affairs. If traditional folk poetry consists of folk poems which 
reveal lyrical emotion, then these are associated with village space and agricultural production 
activities, typical of social relations of feudal eras. Modern folk poetry signifies the typical reality 
of modern Vietnamese life, in which the reflecting space is more open, not only in relation to 
the countryside but also with strong urban impressions. The purpose and function of modern 
poetry in each development period markedly differ. In the period between 1945 and 1975, folk 
poetry was more concerend with the propaganda of mass production, the struggle of revolution, 
wherre lyrics of this period were composed of the imprint of national war. Modern folk poetry 
from 1975 until the present day mainly tends to criticize, mock, and entertain, through 
reflectinf on social issues. In particular, in recent years, in addition to the classic forms of folk 
composition, the criticism of social issues in modern folk poetry has been strongly expressed 
along with the development of the Internet. Modern folk poetry with its characteristic genre 
and folklore has had more opportunities to adapt to new forms of transmission and circulation. 
Folklore compositions, including folk poetry, collected and stored on the Internet, is seen as a 
remarkable part of modern folklore.

Modern folk literature on the Internet constitutes one of three main branches of Vietnamese 
Online literature, along with the literary Online branches originating from personal blogs and 
literary Online branches regularly originating from the Vietnamese language literary journals 
(Tran Ngoc Hieu 2012). With a predominant tendency to mock, and to look at social issues 
through humorous, critical perspectives, folklore literature is expressed through its own 
characteristics and is considered to be a new folklore genre. Folklore literature is composed of 
traditional methods, as well as having technical characteristics, in which works posted Online 
are not a completed process, where readers can participate in creative work with the authors. 
The content in modern folklore and folk literature is reflected in urban contexts, in the life of 
citizens, rather than in 'mundane' village spaces, such as in traditional folk literature. These 
elements include inflation, natural disassters, social evils, and conceptions of modern living. 
These are also the reflections of modern folk poetry collected and posted on the current websites 
in Categories Cười, Giải trí, Thư giãn from VNexpress, xaluan.com, chinhphucvumon.vn, gomtin.
com, kenhtin.net, cadaotucngu.com.

Perhaps it is difficult to affirm that modern folk poetry on the Internet is the work that 
represents present folk poetry in general, but with work circulated throughout the Internet, 
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modern folk poetry on the Internet is confirmed to be a new form of composition with 
characteristics of folklore literature.

Cyber space and modern song compositions

Common points between Online folklore and traditional folklore incldue the following: 
they exist in an unorthodox space, they voice the masses, the authors can be anonymous, 
authors frequently do not own copyright (Tran Ngoc Hieu 2012). Non-orthodoxism is one 
of the characteristics of folklore, but the concept of the unorthodox space of Online folklore 
is relativistic, seen in the context of the boundary between democracy and open expression of 
composing in the cyber world. Censorship occurs by power elements according to the criteria 
of the social values of orthodox space, requiring permission and censorship prior to publishing. 
While control of the standard value system has set a range of social and cultural topics in 
information-oriented spaces, the freedom of cyberspace contributes to the diversification of 
information, and has oreitend towards the multi-dimensional approach by recognizing the 
differences between what is suitable for printing on mainstream newspapers and what folk work 
circulates on websites (Russell Frank 2011). 

Alternatively, to attract the attention of readers, many individuals have made an impression 
using shocking speeches as "Online game" language, to increase sensationalism. Modern poetry 
also has many words written in such a way. A majority of professionals are inclined toward the 
notion that many Online poetry compositions are variations of lyrics, becoming a "parody" of 
folk poetry. For example:

Where you go I will follow
But I will stay if you have food and leave if without food

Variations from traditional folk verses with the faithful husband and wife:

Where you go I will follow
I will stay forever with food or without food

Clearly, the meaning of the content of these lyrics is still a matter of discussion in academic 
circles and public opinion; Perhaps it is almost exclusively conveyed in cyberspace as a marginal 
"speaking" channel, standing at the periphery compared to the center under strict control of 
official standard values. However, it is undeniable that these lyrics are still being published and 
circulated in a lively way on popular websites: Modern folk poetry exists in which these lyrics 
are composed by many anonymous people, collecting and utilizing the free interactivity of cyber 
space to publish and circulate itself.

While in the era of print, radio and television, readers only have the right to silently read, 
listen and watch. The Internet has broken all silence, empowering active readers to participate 
in the network "social space" with comments, selection, production and composition ability, 
dissemination of the message content whcih modern folk poetry well exeplpifies. Therefore, 
cyberspace becomes a multi-dimensional interactive space, where democratization is promoted, 
opening up access opportunities for multi-dimensional information, and breaking the monopoly 
of official public space.
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Composing and circulating modern folk songs in the Internet era

Folklore's method of dissemination and popularity is generally word of mouth, but in the 
present. Folklore circulation is somewhat diverse and broad depending on the characteristics 
of each genre. A click of Google can locate the keyword "Modern folk poetry," where we can 
find many websites posting modern proverbs and folk poetry with variations from traditional 
genres. However, if proverbs have short features and 'mouth sentences' of the people working, 
then transmitting experiences and knowledge of daily life should have a wide living and 
communication environment, not only on the Internet but also in many aspects of modern life 
such as in the series of words, specific communication circumstances, and in newspapers with 
the headline "headline." As such, modern folk poetry seemingly circulates more popularly on 
the Internet with a tendency to entertain, laugh, and to relieve stress. 

For modern folklore on the Internet, factors easily accepted and handed down by the Online 
community are the content of stories and humorous compositions; Exploiting from a humorous 
perspective issues that are perceived as socially sensitive is one of the most effective methods that 
authors choose to compose on the Internet. Modern folk poetry with its characteristic genre 
constitutes a traditional folk poem that has been circulated on the Internet and is considered a 
news network bearing the characteristics of folk poetry to reflect the problems of modern social 
life from different angles: For example, lyrics reflect gambling evils such as:

If want to across overseas then make the bridge
If you want to be a widow, love the drug addictor

Some suggest that by simply emplying moral lyrics, the poems will not be memorable. 
However, memory should increase through use of disruptive humor, as "upside down" as it 
meets entertainment criteria, necessary for modern life's pressure. And so, it can be seen, the 
use of content words in modern folk poetry on the Internet integrating main trends requires 
mocking, laughing, and criticizing so as to convey social messages, and assisting its lyrics to 
become circulated Online. 

Modern folk poetry on the Internet in the context of social and traditional thinking 
and innovation

Globalization with economic changes leads to changes in the fields of culture, politics 
and society. The ideology of society changes, impacting significantly on individuals, changes 
mindsets focusing on speaking and on diversifying forms of composition.

The tendency of divine relief with a jagged, wry-looking, mocking, skeptical view of 
orthodoxy constitutes a main ideology of peripheral literature in contemporary cultural space. 
But the sacred prize with an unorthodox view seems to develop more strongly in dynamic and 
self-centered space. Contemporary folklore genres contain jokes, institutional forms, parodies, 
anecdotes, proverb idioms, and modern folk songs, with lyrics such as the following: "The bone-
casting cakes of life - Some civil servant's life has enough salaries? ”(xaluan.com); "To cross the river 
to Kieu bridge - To have a high mark then lets bribe to teacher" (xaluan.com). Here it can be seen 
that the expression of words does not contain a delicacy like in traditional folk poetry that tends 
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to mock, yet entertain by directly reflecting the problems of current society. At some point, this 
can partly be considered as a need to be liberated, to overcome the pressure of social prejudice, 
within cultural moral institutions which supplement the gaps that express standard language. 
However, contemporary folklore writings on the web stand in peripheral positions, becoming 
difficult to be accepted in academia.

The attitude of "soft as water" is regarded as one of the basic characteristics of the Vietnamese 
culture of behavior. This behavior is of standard value in the context of Vietnamese society and 
culture and is chosen to be used in all situations. McElwee (2007), when observing the reaction 
of weak people in Vietnamese society to economic injustices, found that instead of direct 
reaction or protest, they often express force through language. Jokes, folk songs, or rhymes 
become the most ingenious way to express vulgar, obscene, and aggressive attitudes, as they 
do through puns and word manipulation (lead by Neil Jamieson 2010). This shows that even 
in social reaction, Vietnamese people always use vague speech with aesthetic words to express 
their purpose. The vague way is said to be a deliberate form of expressing a critical intention 
with which to ensure the application of harmony in social relations in Vietnam. And so, even 
though the content of modern lyrics is a realistic description of negative issues in current society, 
face-to-face speech style is "pat on the face" like "Civil servants' lives have enough money to use”,“ 
If you want to have good study, then come to bribe the teacher ” Such a modern society is said to 
be somewhat crude and lacks the aesthetic elements necessary in poetry where language art is 
always highly appreciated.

Conclusion

The Internet is a new and innovative tool for delivering social messages. The pressures of 
life and social conflict have led modern people towards the need to use language in the form of 
entertainment and mockery, rather than using normative descriptions of denotative language. 
Although the legitimacy of modern folk poetry on the Internet still contains many points of 
contention, it can be said that modern folk poetry on the Internet is part of modern folk 
literature. This is worth noting, based on aspects of the method of composing, as well as on the 
content of each poems in the context of the open space of the Internet and the developmental 
trend of society in an age of modernization.

I have aimed to portray the overall picture of modern folklore compositions published 
and circulated on the web so as to point out specific characteristics of Online compositions 
as they address society, yet in the free space of Online networks. The problems discussed in 
this study assist to explain the problems of conflicting public opinion on modern proverbs in 
particular and modern folklore compositions in general, as well as Online linguistic issues, and 
the effects of globalization on thinking about the diversity of social aspects of network creation, 
the thinking of which remains limited in orthodox public spaces.
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The Malaysian Wayang Kulit, the Malay Language, 
and their Anthropological shifts 

Michael Hadzantonisa 
aIndependant Scholar 

Abstract

This paper seeks to discuss and expose the correlations between a shifting Wayang Kulit puppet 
performance in Malaysia and the shifting Malay language over the past half century, that is, from the 
late 1960s until the present time. The Wayang exhibited a patent shift in its poetics, in its use and type 
of symbolisms, in its social, cultural and spiritual purpose, and in its representation of community. 
The paper determines ways in which the Malay language experienced change by observing government 
mandate to 'rehabilitate' the Malay people, and to employ discourses of rehabilitation so to alter 
the cultural industry in Malaysia, yet to the detriment of language, social cohesion, and cultural 
performance in Malaysia. For this the data consists of a multi year ethnography of the Wayang both 
inside and outside of Kuala Lumpur, cases studies of Wayang Kulit dalangs (puppeteers), observing 
and conducting Wayang Kulit performances, and documenting language diachronic change. 

Ultimately, the paper finds that owing to language planning and policy in Malaysia, both 
cultural performance and language, that is, the written, the standardized, and vernacular have seen 
significant shift over the past half century, and that these shifts have correlated with altered ideologies 
in Malaysia that align with intentions to commercialize the country and to increase the mercantile 
efficiency of the Malay and the Malaysian people. 

Keywords:  Wayang Kulit, Malaysia, Puppet performance, Symbolism, Ethnography

Introduction

The Wayang Kulit, the Southeast Asian shadow puppet performance play, has been 
reappropriated in various parts of Southeast Asia, and in other places, such as India, Asia Minor 
and the Middle East, and in various other localities globally. As such, the intersections of Wayang 
Kulit performance, with language, spiritually ascetic intentions, symbolism, politics, and various 
forms of representation, are pervasive. This has become very much the case in Malaysia, where 
government mandate, intertwined with the Islamization of the country, has significantly influenced 
changes to Wayang performance and culture, a process which has reflexively influenced change in 
Malay culture and language.

This paper discusses language and performance shifts common to Wayang Kulit shadow 
puppetry and society, in Malay communities in Malaysia. In this way, the paper summarizes 
ways in which sociolinguistic and performative parallels between these two facets of Malaysian 
society have emerged over the past half century, to significantly alter Malaysian social, cultural, 
and linguistic landscapes. Adopting an ethnomethodological approach, the study draws from 
documented narratives and language ideologies of fifty puppeteers whose tenure spanned the 
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period of a shifting Malaysia over the past half century. Consequently, the abductive methodology 
(Blaikie 2010) of thsi research allows for the construction of hypotheses grounded in observation 
of both Wayang Kulit communities and larger Malay society. To unravel patterns in language 
and society, within a framework of a poetics (Blaikie 2010), the study notes that poetic exchanges 
in Wayang Kulit and in larger Malay society become embodied in the constructions of society, 
as processes ideologically entangled themselves with language (Caton 1987). Strong intersections 
exist between Wayang Kulit performance and daily vernacular in Malay communities in Malaysia, 
thus suggesting that the Wayang Kulit does mediate change in Malay language ideologies 
(Sweeney 1969, 1972, 1994).

A Shifting Malaysia

In the 1970s-1990s, adherence to Islam intensified in Malaysia. This process, coupled 
with neoliberal fears of encroachment, intensified Malay-Islamic nationalism, as new identities 
emerged, and as the UMNO and PAS government parties created and enforced mandates so as 
to increasingly intensify Malaysia's position as an Islamic state. These policies materialized as 
strict dress codes, restricted relations between men and women, and heavily monitored media 
and restricted performance. These factors all strongly affected Malaysian cultural spaces, not 
least of which was the Wayang Kulit shadow puppetry performance. The rituals pervasive of the 
Wayang Kulit were forbidden by these emergent political and religious discourses and mandates 
in Malaysia. As such, the Malaysian government in the 1970-1990s found the Wayang Kulit as 
built on non-Islamic precepts and practices, and targeted the Wayang Kulit as a tool with which 
to locate and attack those communities with weak linkages and affiliation to Islam. The Wayang 
Kulit become a tool with which to escalate national identity and government agency over society 
as a whole. To aid this, the Malaysian government attempted to standardize the previously highly 
localized cultural practice of Wayang Kulit, through government cultural and language policies. 

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, restricted by government policy, the Wayang Kulit 
puppet performers, the dalangs, accelerated and truncated previously long performances, to 
capitalize on the neoliberal requirements of a changing Malaysia, and to which audiences, both 
local and international, increasingly agreed, as the Wayang Kulit shadow puppet performance 
emerged as a commodity for the commercialization of localized culture and of Malaysia. These 
socialization processes shifted during the transition from the old to new Malaysia, as the Malay 
language saw a significant drop in its poetic structure and in its parallelisms, which aligned with 
the drop in the poeticity of the Wayang Kulit. At the lexical level, this language change became 
evident in its descriptive characteristics and in its level of connotation. The highly formulaic and 
stylized poetic parallelism which prevailed in both old Wayang, that is, Wayang Lama, and in 
old Malay language, was quickly disappearing, to make room for a new Malay language and a 
new Wayang performance, that is Wayang Baru. The now pervasive linear styles of discourse in 
both language and performance excluded satire, sarcasm, lampooning, and political subversion, 
thus strengthening compliance toward governmentality. Government discourse, then, much of 
which was oppressive, became largely un-subversible, assigning full agency to the government for 
implementing policy, at will.

Shifting styles
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Socialization processes were dramatically transformed in the transition between traditional and 
modern Malaysia, and were enforced through religious ‘guidelines’ and government policy. These 
transformations were evident in the poetic forms of vernacular and Wayang Kulit. Throughout 
the latter part of the twentieth century, ‘Malay language’ largely disappeared on official levels, 
but survived, though to a minimal degree, at ground level. New Malay language jettisoned old 
Malay language, where much language became Arabic, so as to align with the Islamic intentions 
of the Malay government. In their efforts to accommodate to the changing requirements of 
audiences, and also with government mandate to impose heavy restrictions on what was now 
a very new Wayang Kulit 'baru,' the Wayang Kulit dalang puppeteers also accommodated to 
this language and performance change, fully altering all aspects of their Wayang scripts, props, 
ideologies, and narrative designs. This change integrated a reversion away from improvisation, a 
removal of parallelism and poetics, a replacement of references to non Islamic figures with those 
Islamic, and most significantly, a complete change, if not a removal of Wayang symbolisms and 
thus its semiotic potentiality. For example, in Wayang Baru comic scenes, rather than finding a 
multitude of ways to express intention, which would render the speaker clever and subversive, 
characters employ simple and short blatant remarks. As an example:

Traditional Wayang: Aahh, tuan hamba duduk la, sebab kami ni nak tidur beradu di  
    atas katil tilam permaidani

    Aahh, make yourself comfortable, because I am going to sleep  
    on the bed.

Modern Wayang:  Aku nak tidur ni, mu jange caro ko aku.
    I want to sleep, don’t bother about me.

Traditional:  Caaamm ooohhh, batenang kun kun caaamm ooohhh
    (Extended pharse expressing sorrow)
Modern:   Eeeeeeee eee eee
    (Crying sound)

Shifts in the Malay pantun, a poetic verse used extensively for a variety of rhetoric purposes 
throughout Malaysia and Indonesia, including in government speeches, also evidences this 
change. For example, comparing the A. H. Hill Collection of Malay pantun with pantun recited 
during current UMNO general assemblies evidences a significant removal of connotation in 
rhetoric, where the traditional circumlocutory poetics have given way to direct subservience to 
political apparatuses, displaying a blatant ornamentalism of leadership.

Conclusion

This paper has, in summary, discussed that language, culture and Wayang Kulit performance 
in Malaysia have traversed collinear pathways, to conform to the political discourse of an 
increasingly commercialized mercantile Malaysia, and to mediate a renouncement of traditional 
cultural practices in Malaysia. Malaysian shadow puppet theatre positioned itself well to effect 
this change, and to become representational of a performance that can mediate such social, 
cultural, and linguistic change. As such, the Wayang Kulit provides a fruitful ethnographic site 
with which to observe the struggles of a society emerging from a period of cultural and linguistic 
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oppression, and hence one moving on to an increasingly subverts political discourse.
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Language Contact and Its Linguistic Consequences 
due to Migration at the Chittagong Hill Tracts in 

Bangladesh   
ABM Razaul Karim Faquirea

aUniversity of Dhaka, Bangladesh

Abstract 

This study explores the effects of the language contact situation which has been recently 
created in the Chittagong Hill-Tracts (CHT) by means of immigration of Bangla speaking 
people from other parts of Bangladesh.

The CHT, which borders India and Myanmar, has been the abode of approximately 
1.5 million people, about 50% of whom are minority speech communities, including the 
speakers of Tibeto-Burman (TB) languages such as Marma, Tripura (Kokborok), Kyang and 
Khumi (Faquire, 2010). The remaining 50% are the speakers of Bangla, the national and official 
language of Bangladesh. The new distribution of various speech communities comprising an 
overwhelming majority of Bangla speakers has been created by the Government of Bangladesh 
through a migration policy during the 1980s.

The Policy of the Bangladesh Government which led to the creation of the language contact 
(the term carried over from Winford, 2003) situation in the Chittagong Hill-Tracts can be listed 
as follows.

i) That the implementation of a common education policy for which the children of the TB 
speech communities are to receive education through the medium of Bangla, 

ii) That the people of TB speech communities require using Bangla for the official, legal and 
business dealings under the government’s policy, 

iii) That the TB languages regularly come into contact with the dominant language, Bangla.
In this new situation of language contact, the spoken languages of TB speech communities 

have been found not to be mutually intelligible, though these speech varieties have common 
ancestry. Again, the speakers of Bangla cannot speak any of the languages of minority speech 
communities. Therefore, both the speakers of minority languages as well as the Bangla speech 
community  inhabiting the Chittagong Hill-Tracts communicate with each other in Bangla, 
the lingua franca for all communities, for their daily needs. Accordingly, people of these TB 
speech communities are growing to be bilingual with different degrees of control in their second 
language, Bangla. In this way, the languages of the minority speech communities have grown 
to be recipient languages and consequently encounter the continuing effect of language contact 
from the dominant language Bangla in the new contact situation. Consequently, some of these 
recipient tribal languages, e.g. Marma, Murong and Tripura, etc. are now showing changes 
at different levels of their linguistic structures by borrowing and calquing from the Bangla 
language due to the effect of this contact.

Keywords: Language Contact, Bangla, Migration, Assimilation, Chittagong Hill Tracts
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Introduction

The aim of this study is to shed light on the trend of language contact (LC) and its outcomes 
that manifested in the LC situation of the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) due to migration, by 
employing a framework of contact linguistics. 

The CHT is a Sprachbund situated in southeastern Bangladesh bordering India and 
Myanmar (Burma) covering 13, 295 square kilometers. Topographically, the CHT being a 
hilly area historically remained as a scarcely and sparsely populated region. It was originally 
inhabited by different independent hill-tribes belonging to the Kuki-Chin group of Tibeto-
Burman languages, who were later joined by post-tribal ethnic groups such as Chakma and 
Marma from the neighboring Arakan in the first phase and also Bangalee people from the plain 
of Bangladesh. In a census conducted in the 1991 during the Bangladesh period, the population 
was found to be 974,447, of which 501,114 were tribal peoples and the rest were from the 
Bangalee (Muslim and Hindu) community.

The CHT having been surrounded by the Tripura Kingdom in the north, the Arakan 
Kingdom in the South, the Lushai Chiefdom in the East and Bengal Sultanate (and later Mughal 
Bengal) in the Northwest has been the focus of rivalry for centuries. Therefore, it always existed 
as a hinterland for all of the four centers of political powers and would received influences from 
all of them. It, however, came under the control of the political authority of Bengal, as from 
the time of the Mughal domination over this region following the loss of Arakanese power 
to Mughal military power in 1666 (The East India Gazetteer by Hamilton, 1815, 358). The 
Mughal authority initiated political maneuvers in order to integrate the people of the CHT 
in their political and economic domain. After the fall of Nawab of Bengal, the power was 
transferred to the British authority who had continued to apply political maneuvers in a similar 
manner. A subsequent transfer of political power beginning from the time of Muslim Bengal up 
to the Bangladesh regime similar political maneuver was exercised on the CHT. These political 
maneuvers were exercized to integrate the Tibeto-Burman (TB) people into an economic system 
and taxation system. These political measures consequently created conditions for the LC, 
which, in effect, brought forth various LC-induced outcomes. 

Given the above backdrop of LC, this study will reveal the outcomes of LC in consideration 
of the migration and demographic changes in the CHT in the framework of contact linguistics.  

Foregrounding the Framework of Study

The situation of LC (LC) created in the CHT due to the immigration of people from the  
neighboring Rakhine state (formerly the Arakan kingdom) and Tripura in the past and Bengal/
Bangladesh in recent decades in different phases, has been the foci of interest among linguistics 
scholars. The recent development of contact linguistics has provided the basis for the study of 
LC and LC-induced changes. However, an LC study involves the analyses of data, information, 
narrative, and statistics of the past, which were not available until they were made available 
Online by academic institutions, for which a study on the LC in the language situation of CHT 
was impracticable until recently. With the recent development of LC theory and availability of 
the data, information, narrative, and, statistics published in gazettes, books and administrative 
manuals by the British Colonial Authority, have made the present study possible. Hence, the 
issues of LC theory and the approach of the study will be presented below in order to channel 
the course of the intended study.  
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Articulation of the Theory of Language Contact   

A theory of LC, under our consideration, accounts for LC and its related phenomena 
by incorporating all the social, political and linguistic issues in an interactive manner. Uriel 
Weinreich (author of Languages in Contact, 1953) and Einar Haugen (author of The Norwegian 
Language in America, 1953) are commonly regarded as the pioneers of language-contact studies. 
LC is a social and linguistic phenomenon in which languages (or different dialects of the same 
language) of one or more speech communities are set to interact with each other which bring 
forth different kinds of linguistic, social, and political outcomes. LC occurs in a number of 
phenomena: Language maintenance, creation of a new contact language, i.e. pidgin and creole, 
and language shift involving certain kinds of processes in each phenomenon instigated by a 
certain political, economic and social movement. It, in the end, brings forth different kinds of 
economic, social and political outcomes. 

 

Fig.1: Theory of Language Contact at a Glanc                                                                                         

The CHT has been a Sprachbund where LC occurred for centuries under political maneuvers 
showing different kinds of language changes in several phases. LC occurred throughout the 
phases of political and economic development in different patterns predicated on the pattern of 
social interaction among the different speech communities in the CHT. The speed and pattern 
kept changing due to the political maneuver initiated for economic and political integration by 
each political authority. The theory of LC posits that LC involves three different LC phenomena. 
They are as follows. 
i) LC involves the phenomenon of language maintenance when borrowing, calquing 

and structural convergence occur and varying degrees of bilingualism exist. In the 
phenomenon of language maintenance, the minority speech communities of recipient 
languages bear high expectation to retain the purity of their speech variety, though, in 
practice, all the recipient languages tend to receive the effects of LC with relexification, 
calquing and structural convergence.   

ii) LC leads to the creation of new contact languages, i.e. pidgin and creole involving the 
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processes of pidginization and creolization. Hence, the LC processes involved in the 
phenomenon of creation of contact language are pidginization and creolization.  

iii)  The dominant language in an LC operates as superstrate which the speakers of recipient 
language learn as a second language for some generations, and this practice of learning 
the superstrate as the second language leads to a shift from their first language to the 
second language. 

Given  the  above backdrop of the LC situation, this study will attempt to shed light on the outcomes 
of LC i) in consideration with the issues of migration and settlement pattern, ii) which occured  
due to the political maneuvers, iii) within a framework of theory of LC in the LC situation of CHT. 

Methodological Issues

This study concerns the outcomes of LC that occurred due to migration following the 
maneuver of political integration by different political powers in the CHT. The study is qualitative, 
involving the analyses of data, information, narrative, and statistics of the present and past. We 
located the data, information, narratives, and statistics of the different historical periods ranging 
from the Mughal period to the Bangladesh period from different sources. Three different sources 
were found to be useful for the accumulation of data, information, narrative, and statistics. 
They are i) the gazettes, books and administrative manuals compiled by the British Colonial 
Authority, ii) the census/survey and administrative manual of the Government of Bangladesh 
(GOB) and the World Bank (WB), and iii) the research of individuals conducted  over the 
past few decades. In addition to these aforementioned sources of data, information, narrative, 
and statistics, I have collected data and information on LC from the dwellers such as Chakma, 
Marma and Tanchangya of the CHT, by interviewing. I interviewed the dwellers of the CHT at 
Dhaka city and the CHT by visiting the location in order to map the prevalent situation of LC. 
In these interviews, we discussed their families' extent of control over their mother tongue and 
other languages they use in day to day interaction. I also asked what language they use with the 
family members and peer groups as well as the speakers of other languages. I also observed their 
speech to record the extent of use of Bangla and English linguistic elements in their speech. In 
addition, I asked the respondents to read legends/stories [given in the appendix of the Chakma 
(2000)] written in their language and to report on to what extent they understand the legend/
story written in their language.   

In order to know the LC-induced outcomes of the present time, we require reconstructing 
the LC situation of the past. The gazettes, books and administrative manuals compiled by the 
colonial authority have been the only source of information of the LC situation of the past. The 
British imperial authority has conducted surveys at various times and compiled Gazetteers and 
administrative manuals to consolidate their power over the CHT. These documents as a whole 
give a complete picture of characteristics of different language speech communities and their 
customs, religion, lives, education and settlement patterns. They also shed light on the pattern 
of interaction among the inhabitants as well as with the outsider people of different speech 
communities. The aforementioned other sources of censuses/surveys and administrative manuals 
of the GOB and WB provide the present demography of the CHT, while the research outcomes 
of individuals conducted in the past few decades provide language situation information and a 
linguistic analysis of the CHT. 

The pieces of literature of different sources and data and information from my own 
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interviewing and observation as a whole provide a picture of the prevalent LC situation created 
out of the new demographic composition as well as the outcomes of this LC situation, including 
bilingualism, the creation of a new contact language, and language shifts. 

Characteristics of the Population at Present and in the Past

The CHT had always been an abode for the Tibeto-Burman (TB) people, up until the latest 
large-scale immigration of the Bangalee people under a migration plan of GOB in 1984. There 
are now four types of inhabitants in the CHT, including 
i) the Kuki-chin language speaking nomadic hill-tribes including the indigenous Chak, 

Pankho, Mro, Murang, Bom, Lushei, Kheyang, and Khumi,

ii) the tribes who have undergone political integration under the Tripura kingdom, e.g. 
Tippera and Riang, 

iii) the people who have undergone political integration under the former kingdom of 
Arakan, e.g. Chakma, Marma and, Tanchangya, and 

iv) the newly settled Bangla speaking Bangalee people. 

According to the census of 1991, the population of CHT was 974,447, of which 501,114 
were tribal peoples and the rest were from the Bengali (Muslim and Hindu) community. The 
population totaled 1,587,000 in the provisional returns of the census of 2011, which made 
population density roughly 120 per square km. About 34% of the population are tribal peoples, 
who are mainly the followers of Theravada Buddhism; 65% of the inhabitants are Bengalis 
(Muslims and Hindus); and 1% Christians or animists.

The tribes other than the Bangalee people were previously distinguished into two major 
groups including the Toungtha [Hill-tribe (Toung means a hill, and tha or tsa means a son)] 
and the Khyoungtha [River Basin-tribe (Khyoung means a river and tha or tsa means a son)] in 
the Arakanese language in the British period. Lewin’s (1869) record shows that the Bangalee 
people used to distinguish them into two classes: i) the hill-tribes, who were unable to speak 
the vernacular of Bangla as Kookies (Kuki), and ii) the friendly tribes, who could understand 
the vernacular of Bangla, living close along the Chittagong District border as Joomahs (jhumia). 
Though the last one is the known as Jhumia, both of the hill-tribes and river basin-tribes used 
to practice and still practice jhum cultivation, i.e. shifting cultivation on the slope of hills. The 
tribes inhabited CHT can be distinguished in different groups as follows. 

The hill tribes 

The hill tribes are named so, due to their tradition of dwelling on the top of the remote 
hills. They were previously nomadic Mongoloid folks from antiquity and live in small groups 
not exceeding 2000. The tribes belonging to this group are a few thousands in number. They 
are independent and savage in nature and are mostly speakers of the languages belonging to the 
Kuki-chin groups (Eastern Bengal and Assam District Gazetteers by Hutchinson 1909, 8). The 
SIL International placed their five language varieties including Bawm, Khumi, Khyang, Lushai, 
and Pangkhua into the Kuki-Chin language group. Rengmitcha, a newly identified language, is 
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also included in this group. The British authority found them to be a stout muscular people, but 
not tall, and have the peculiar features of all the natives of the eastern quarter of Asia, namely, 
the flat nose, small eye, and broad round face. 

The Jhumia tribes  

The Jhumia tribes over the past few centuries underwent some kind of political integration, 
are more or less civilized, and practiced sedentary living. They comprise most of the TB population 
including the Chakmas, who numbered 44,000; the Maghs, 35,000; and the Tipperas, 23,000 
according to the census of 1901 (Imperial Gazetteer of India vol. 10, 1908). They include i) 
the tribes who have undergone political integration under the Tripura kingdom, e.g. Tippera, 
and Reang, and ii) the people from the present Rakhine state who have undergone a process of 
political integration under the former kingdom of Arakan, e.g. Chakma, Marma, and Tanchangya.  

The Tippera

The Tipperas are found chiefly in the erstwhile Mong circle, and consider the Mong circle 
as their home. They are mainly Hindus and number 79,772 (census report of 1991). They were 
Hill-tribes in antiquity, which underwent political integration under the Tripura Kingdom, 
and immigrated from Hill Tipperah into the Chittagong Hills [Lewin, 1869]. Their languages 
belong to the Bodo branch of Tibeto-Burman group, which received influence from the Indo-
Aryan variety. The Tippera tribe was previously distinguished into four clans: the Pooran, the 
Nowuttea, the Osuie, and the Riang. Among these, the Reang has lineage to the Kuki tribe 
(Hutchinson, 1909). 

The Arkanized Tribes

The TB tribes from erstwhile Arakan are mostly Buddhist who practice Jhum cultivation 
but lead sedentary lives along the river basin. These tribes having origin in Arakan came into the 
CHT a few generations ago in several phases. The first group being the Chakma arrived in CHT 
at around the 16th century and later. Other tribes, e.g. Magh (i.e. Marma and Rakhine) arrived 
at the CHT after the fall of Arakan in the year 1783. Some others came later in the aftermath 
of the Burmese War in 1824 (Lewin, 1869, 28). They include Marma (or Rkhaine), Chakma 
and Tanchangya. 

The Marna

The Marma until recently bore the tribal name Magh. The Maghs are found chiefly in 
the southern circle, under the sway of the Bohmong chief. They are, for the most part, the 
descendants of Arakanese who fled there when their own country was overrun by the Burmese 
in 1784. They are Buddhist in faith and still speak one of the vernaculars of the Arakanese 
dialect belonging to the TB language group. They underwent a process of social assimilation 
and intermarriage under the political maneuver of the Arakan kingdom. The British authority 
found them to be in three groups: i) the Jhumia, or cultivators of jhums who regard themselves 
as the aborigines of the Hill Tracts, in contrast with ii) the Roang or Arakan Maghs, while the 
iii) Barua or Rajbansi Maghs have intermarried with Bengalis (Imperial Gazetteer, 1908). Lewin 
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(1869, pp. 37) described that the Magh belonging to the last group had come out of the forced 
intermarriage occuring during Portuguese hegemony in southeastern Bengal under the political 
domination of Arakan. They became famous as good cooks in Kolkatta during the British 
period. This group of Barua or Rajbansi Magh has existed as a community over the past two 
centuries as a legacy of Portuguese hegemony on Southeastern Bengal assisted by the Arakan 
kingdom until they integrated to either the Bangalee or the Marma. 

 
The Chakma and Tanchangya 

The Chakma along with the Doingnak and Tanchangya form a large tribe. They are mostly 
Buddhist in faith and speak an Indo-Aryan dialect, close to the Chittagong vernacular of Bangla, 
who previously used to speak a dialect of Arakan. They are a Mongoloid race of Arakanese 
origin, which at first intermarried with different tribes of Arakan including Marma and later 
largely with the Bangalees (Hutchinton, 1909, 21-22). They emigrated from Myanmar due 
to repression by the Burmese king and settled in the CHT with the consent of thesubedar of 
Bengal who was the representative of the Mughal emperor. Among them, the Chakma was the 
first immigrate from Arakan at the decline of the Mughal domination in Arakan. The origin of 
this tribe can be traced from the myth ‘to unions between the soldiers of Nawab Shaista Khan, 
the Governor of Lower Bengal, under the Emperor Aurungzeb at about 1070, and Arakanese 
immigrants; and subsequently with the hill women. Buddhism appears to have always been their 
religion, and there are no traces of Muhammadanism in spite of the fact that all their Chiefs 
have Muhammadan names (Hutchinson 1909, 25). They have now been a very important tribe 
because of their number and political organization in Bangladesh. The Tanchangya immigrated 
from Arakan, who joined the Chakma as late as 1818 and could speak Arakanese until the 
British period. The Doingnaks broke away from the main tribe long ago and remained in the 
Rakhine state. 

The hill-tribes and river basin-tribes, which we will come to through the discussion, differ 
at least in terms of the following aspects.

i) Origin of the People

The hill-tribes and river basin-tribes vary in their origin. The hill-tribes are the earliest 
inhabitants of the CHT; the river basin-tribes entered into the CHT from the Arakan kingdom 
in three successive waves of immigration in the phases beginning from the 16th century, where 
the wave of immigration from the Arakan continued until the fall of Arkan kingdom in 1824. 
Therefore, the origin of the river basin-tribes can be attributed to the present day Rakhine state 
of Myanmar.  

ii) Size of population

The hill-tribe and river basin-tribe respectively vary in size of population. A consensus 
report shows that there was a time when one-tenth of the population was hill-tribes, while the 
rest were the river basin-tribes in the 19th century. This demographic composition still exists in 
the CHT. While the size of population of each hill-tribe is a few thousand, ranging from 3,000 
to 10,000, where one of the hill-tribes called Rengmitcha has a population of only 25 people. 
However, most of the TB population belongs to each river basin-tribe and numbers several 
hundred thousand, ranging from 79,772 to 252,986 (1991).  Until the 16th century, there were 
no river basin-tribes in the CHT.   
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iii) Settlement pattern

The settlement pattern of hill-tribes and river basin-tribes was found to be different until a 
few decades ago. The hill-tribes were found to live on the top of a high hill by a greater distance 
of the inhabitants of the plain, while the river basin-tribes were found to dwell along the river 
basin such as the Matamuhuri and Karnafuli river basins.   

The British documents describe the settlement pattern of the hill-tribes. A British Gazetteer 
recorded that, the hill-tribes build their home ‘at a greater distance from the inhabitants of the 
plain, to whom they are consccpiently but little known to Europeans, and are seldom seen, except when 
they visit the markets on the borders of the jungles, in the Runganeah and Aurangabad divisions, 
to purchase salt, dried fish and tobacco (Hamilton, East India Gazetteer 1815).’ Another British 
administrative documented that ‘A Lhoosai village is always situated on the top of a high hill, and 
in time of war is fortified by a stockade of heavy timber logs. The time that a village stays in one place 
is determined by the facilities afforded for cultivation in the neighborhood. When all the land within 
easy reach is exhausted, the village is moved to a fresh site. The ordinary time of remaining in one 
place is four to five years. The houses are built, not of bamboos, as is usual in the hills, but of logs, 
and thatched with the palmated leaf commonly used throughout the hills for that purpose [Lewin 
1869]. Another British Gazetteer evidenced that ‘Choomeas (Khumi) who is a savage people, who 
inhabit the first range of hills to the north and east of the province of Chittagong, in Bengal and are 
tributary to the British government. Their villages are called Chooms, but they seldom remain longer 
than two years on one spot. Beyond them are the Kookies, with whom the Choomeas traffic; but the 
Kookies do not allow the latter ever to enter their villages (The East India Gazetteer by Hamilton, 
1815, pp. 282)’. 

However, the river basin-tribes have long experienced sedentary lives in the Arakan and 
continued these practices of living and moved into the CHT. By the time of colonization of the 
British, the hill-tribes accepted the city lives at the urbanization of CHT. The river basin-tribes 
experienced urbanization, and now prefer city life to hill life. After many decades of political 
maneuver, the hill-tribes now have become accustomed to making shelters near the locality. 
Nonetheless, many are shifting to towns. 

iv) Richness of language 

The languages of the hill-tribes and the river basin-tribes clearly differ in amount of 
vocabulary and grammatical complexity. While the language of the former bears a few hundred 
items of vocabulary and a simple grammatical structure, the later bears abundant vocabulary 
borrowed from Pali, as it does complex grammar. Among them, the languages of hill-tribes have 
no scripts, therefore no record about their origin exists; they depend on the oral tradition to 
understand their origin. The river basin-tribes employ written language.  

The languages of hill-tribes maintain a primitive structure with a few hundred itemsof 
vocabularies. The British authority recorded the characteristics of hill-tribe languages that their 
languages ‘possess no written character, and the languages spoken by them are simple to a degree, 
expressing merely the wants and sensations of uncivilized life. The information obtainable as to their 
origin and past history is therefore naturally meager and unreliable [Lewin, 1869, pp. 33]. Another 
document shows that their speech was (and is still now) comprised of several hundred items 
of vocabulary and no words can be called perfect verbs. Another survey of British authority 
([The Imperial Gazetteer of India the Indian Empire, Vol I, 1909, pp. 388]) has described the 
impoverishment of their language that ‘the Kuki-Chin are the most typical of all the Tibeto-
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Burman languages. They do not possess a real verb, the conception being expressed with the aid of a 
verbal noun. When a speaker of Lushei, for instance, wishes to say ‘I go,’ he says ‘my going’; and for 
‘I went’, ‘my doing completion’. Similarly, Barbe (1845) found that language spoken by Bonzoos 
(probably Bwam) has very few words, and their language did not have days of the week and 
borrow many words from Kookie and Burmese.

However, the languages of the river basin-tribes received their richness from the Indo-Aryan 
variety for the first time when they underwent Arakanization and later at the CHT by receiving 
the effects of contact from the vernacular Bangla. Their language had undergone the process of 
LC during their inhabitancy in Arakan where their language received heavy effects from the Pali, 
as a vehicle of Buddhism, and subsequently received the effect of the LC from the vernacular 
of Bangla in the last few centuries. The Tippera was also influenced heavily by the vernacular 
Bangla in the LC situation of the Tripura Kingdom. Hence, two groups of languages spoken by 
the two groups of people differ in their richness of vocabulary and grammatical complexity, the 
former being the least complex and the later being the most complex. 

v) Custom of inter-marriage 

The hill-tribes and river basin-tribes differ in the extent of intermarriage they experienced 
in the past. Both tribes experienced intermarriage. The later group had experienced more 
than the former. The genetic study shows that the river basin-tribes have experienced frequent 
inter-tribal intermarriage and intermarriage with the people of Indian origin including 
Bangalee people. A genetic study done by Gazi et al (2013) shows that the Arkanese tribes 
of Bangladesh carry substantially higher mainland Indian ancestry components than the 
Northeast Indian Tibeto-Burmans and that there exists haplotype diversity among them, as 
the highest level among Marma, followed by Tripura and Chakma. The Marma populations 
share a high frequency of Indian influence and low frequency of East Asian infleunce as 
specific maternal haplogroups, and have the highest haplotype diversity when compared 
with Tripura and Chakma populations. Thus, the genetic study attests to the fact that there 
occurred intermarriage among the river basin-tribes, other tribes, and Bangalee people.  

Migration and Demographic Change

LC requires social interaction to occur, for which it is necessary to know about the people, 
demographic change, and their settlement patterns, to understand the LC-induced changes and 
its outcomes. From the earliest known records compiled in the British imperial period to the 
latest census in 1991, there occurred various patterns of settlement and demographic changes 
in phases due to migration in the CHT.  

In antiquity, the CHT was a scarcely and sparsely populated region and was inhabited by 
Kuki-Chin hill tribes. The Kuki-Chin hill tribes were driven to the northeast by the invasion of 
the Chakmas, who had gained settlement in the southern portion of the District of Chittagong, 
but who, in the time of the Burmese wars, was ousted by the Maghs from Arakan and forced to 
enter into CHT. They finally settled in the central and northeastern portions, while their former 
possessions were absorbed by the Maghs (cf. Eastern Bengal and Assam District Gazetteers by 
Hutchinson, 1909; 8). Since then, the District has been inhabited by a variety of tribes, each 
speaking its own distinct dialect. 
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We can observe changes in population and demography by comparing the census data 
left by the British authority and that of the present time compiled by the GOB. The Imperial 
Gazetteer of India is one such source compiled by the British authority that shows a population 
of 69,607 in 1872 and an increase from 69,607 in 1872 to 101,597 in 1881, to 107,286 
in 1891, and to 124,762 in 1901 (Imperial Gazetteer of India, vol.10, pp. 319). The latest 
census conducted in the Bangladesh period in 1991 shows that the population of the CHT 
was 974,447, of which 501,114 were tribal peoples and the rest were from the Bengali (Muslim 
and Hindu) community. The WB reported an increase in population with an estimation in the 
year 2001. According to the Chittagong hill tracts commission (2000), the tribal inhabitants 
were Tibeto-Burman folk include the Chakma, Marma, Kokborok (Tripura), Tanchangya, Mro 
(Mrung), Lushai, Khumi, Chak, Khiyang, Bawm, Pankhua. The following Table shows the name 
of different speech communities and their populations from the censuses of 1901 and 1991.  

Table-1: Table showing the name of different speech communities and their population in different years  

Name of Language 
Number of Speakers 

according to Census 

conducted in 1901

Number of 

Speakers according to 

Census conducted in 1991

Number of Speakers 

as estimated by the 

WB in 2001

Bangalee people 473,333

Chakma 44, 329 252,986 4,44,748

Bawm (6,978)  696 6,978  10,327

Chak (2,000)  2,000  2,960

Kheyang (2,345) Hyow  416 2,345  3,471

Khumi (1,241)  1,469 1,241  1,873

Lushei (Mizo) (662)  1,615 (Kuki) 662  978

Marma [157,301]  31, 906 157,301 2,28,240

Mro (Mru)/Murang 10,540 22,178  32,823

Pankhua (3,227)  144 3,227  4,776

Rengmitcha* None 25  -

Tanchangya 2,500 [in 1909] 21,057 31,146

Tippera 23, 341 79,772 1,18,063

 *Rengmitcha has long been considered to be Murang, but a survey shows that their speech 
variety can be named as Rengmitcha. 

The following is a discussion on the chronology of migration and settlement of the people 
that shows a change in the demography that occured throughout the last century. 

Until the 17th century, the demography of the CHT remained unchanged and inhabited by 
a number of savage hill-tribes of Kuki-Chin speech communities who have an ethnic affinity 
with hill-tribes of Lushai hills. 

An increase in population occurred with a number of immigration waves of the Arakinzed 
tribes from the erstwhile Arakan Kingdom. In this immigration wave, who first poured into the 
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CHT are the Chakma (along with Tanchangya) and then the Marma (Rakhine) people. Lewin 
(1869, 28) has described their exodus from the Arakan Kingdom and their habitancy in the 
CHT in the following way. The Chakma left Arakan due to escaping the repression and hostility 
by the Rakhaine people and entered the southern part of CHT in the 16th century. They dwelt 
there until the influx of the Maghs in the second wave of immigration from the Arakan. The 
Maghas (Rakhine) people came into the CHT after the fall of the Arakan kingdom. They entered 
the CHT to escape persecution by the occupational army of the Burmese king Bodawpaya in 
1784. The influx of the Marma people continued even after the annexation of the Arakan 
kingdom in the British Indian Empire in 1824. The immigration of the two groups of people 
caused a change in the demography. By the time of British imperialism, the demography of 
the CHT was comprised of the Chakma and  Marma  as major groups and 10 other minor 
groups belonging to the Kuki-Chin hill-tribes. A census conducted in 1901 during the British 
regime shows that there were 124,762 tribal people and about 9,000 Bangla speaking people 
(cf. Eastern Bengal and Assam District Gazetteers by Hutchinson, 1909). 

From the beginning of the 20th century, the Bangla speaking Bangalee people sporadically 
entered the CHT for administrative and commercial purposes, without making a major change 
in the demography of the CHT. In 1962, the third phase of demographic change occurred when 
the displacement of TB tribes occurred due to the rise of water level for the construction of a 
dam for producing hydroelectricity. Here, many people lost their shelter, some of whom escaped 
to neighboring countries, Myanmar and India. This out-migration again caused a decrease in 
the population and a change in the settlement pattern.   

The fourth phase of dramatic demographic  change occurred in recent decades when a 
hundred thousand Bangalee people immigrated and settled in the CHT under a settlement 
plan undertaken by the GOB. The GOB made this plan to counter the militancy of the Shanti 
Bahini by making changes in the ratio of TB people and Bengalee people. This GOB policy 
ushered 400,000 people, who mostly were river erosion stricken landless people. This move of 
the GOB caused a change in the demographic mosaic, making the Bangalee a major share of 
the population. With the new demographic composition, a new kind of LC started to occur. 

Political Maneuver, Settlement Pattern and Changing Situation of Language 
Contact throughout the Ages 

LC theory posits that LC occurs when different speech communities come together for 
social, economic, and religious purposes. The immigration occurred in the CHT in phases due 
to the political maneuvers which created a condition for social interaction among the different 
speech communities. Each event of immigration of new speech communities led to change in 
the LC situation, which, in effect, yielded different kinds of LC-induced outcomes. The major 
demographic changes occurred in at least four phases, once during the Mughal period, and 
then twice in the British period, and last in the Bangladesh period. LC took a new form in 
each event of immigration. LC occured in the past as it occurs in the present. The speed and 
pattern of LC were not the same throughout its development; rather it changed depending on 
the demographic and settlement pattern. In this respect, I present the situation of LC that was 
likely to have existed in each phase of historical development, including the present. 
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The situation of LC before Immigration of Tribes from Arakan

The LC situation of this period is unknown. This is the period when the Arkainezed tribes, 
who makeup of the lion`s share of the population of the CHT did not yet get in. Then there 
would have inhabited only the hill-tribes who used to make their dwelling on the summit of a 
hill. Therefore, the LC would have not been occurred, due to their practice of making shelter 
isolatedly. Hence, this period can be characterized as the antecedent of occurrence of the LC. This 
is the earliest pattern of LC, about which we are almost ignorant. However, we can reconstruct 
the LC situation from the documents retained by the British colonial authority. The British 
government records show the practice of making shelter, settlement pattern and their practice 
of perpetual intertribal and intratribal warfare. This practice of the Kookies, hill-tribes, can be 
found in the East India Gazetteer (East India Gazetteer 1815, pp. 173), which evidenced that 
‘Kookies is a wild race of people, who live among the mountains to the northeast of the Chittagong 
district, at a greater distance from the inhabitants of the plain----. Like other savages, the Kookies 
are engaged in perpetual warfare and prefer ambuscades and surprises to regular open fighting. This 
miserable race are of a most vindictive disposition, and blood must always be shed for blood on the 
principle of retaliation. ------ Every five years they migrate from one situation to another, but seldom 
to a greater distance than 12 hours journey.’ In this warfare, the dominant hill-tribes often used 
to conquer the opponent tribes and integrate them into their society. There is even an instance 
(Lewin, 1869) that once a hill-tribe attacked a Bangalee village and taken away the whole people 
of a Bangalee village in a surprise raid. From the aforementioned practice of warfare, the haunt 
of other people and settlement pattern, we can assume that there would have occurred either a 
full-fledged LC in the case of absorption by the powerful tribe by raid or no LC at all. However, 
it is too difficult to reconstruct the LC then occurred for want of enough literature on this issue.  

The situation of LC in the PreBritish Period 

This period started with the immigration of Arakanized tribes in the 16th century. This 
is the period when the LC started among the hill-tribes and the Arakanese tribes when the 
immigration of the Arakanaized tribes started in the 16th century. The migration en masse of 
the Arakanized tribes made a significant change in the demography of the CHT making the 
nine-tenths of the total population of CHT leaving the hill-tribes as minority communities. It 
actually marks the onset of the LC in the history of CHT. 

The Arakanese tribes including Chakma, Marma, and Tanchangya were originally the 
speakers of one of the vernaculars of the Arakan. The Arkanized tribes have been formed out of 
the amalgamation of the people of different ethnicities including Bangalee involving the social 
process of Arakanization. Here the term Arkanization requires qualification. Arkanization is a 
cultural shift whereby people of diverse ethnicity adopted an Arakanese culture characterized 
with the religion of Buddhism and its vehicle of Pali. As the Arakan kingdom developed and grew, 
diverse peoples including hill tribes of TB ethnicity including Mon, Shan, Kuki and Chin as 
well as Bangalee underwent the process of Arkanization. An early form of Arkanization occurred 
during the Arakan Kingdom among the local population of Arakan, involving intermarriages, 
religious conversion, linguistic shift, and interethnic relationships, which today is reflected in 
the genetic makeup of the Doingnak (cognate to Chakma) and Magh people. Hence, all the 
Arakanised tribes once had undergone the process of LC before the arrival in CHT, when their 
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speech variety received heavy effects of Indo-Aryan variety for which the Arakanised languages, 
Marma, Doingnak and the language formerly spoken by the Chakma are seen to bear abundant 
elements from the Indo-Aryan variety, i.e. Pali and the vernacular of Bangla.

The LC situation had created a new in the CHT when the Arkanised tribes, Chakma, 
Marma, and Tanchagya got into the CHT en masse. This period witnessed the increase in the 
population with the immigration in the CHT. When the Mughal domination extended to the 
CHT in the 17th century, the Chakma cheiftaindom was established under the vassalage of the 
Mughal authority. A study (Faqurie, 2017) shows that the political maneuver exercised by the 
Chakma chieftaindom (raj) cause to bring the people of CHT under overaching economic and 
taxation system. The Chakma raj then used to encourage the intermarriage when the intertribal 
marriage between the Chakma people and, the Magh and Bengalee people had occurred. This 
practice of intermarriage had caused to the assimilation of the people of other tribes into the 
overarching post-tribal society of Chakma and increase in the population of Chakma. This, in 
effect, would have created LC situation, where the speakers of different speech communities 
adopted the vernacular of Bangla as lingua franca. Then the use of vernacular Bangla as a lingua 
franca led towards the creation of a new Indo-Aryan pidgin, which has now been revitalized 
to a full-fledged language under the name of Chakma language being itself a variety of Bangla.  

The situation of LC in the British Period  

With British domination in the CHT in 1760, the situation of LC began to change in a 
new direction. The British East India Company took control over the CHT region and made it 
a tributary after battling tribal leaders up to 1787. It brought the CHT under direct control in 
the year 1860, when it administratively divided the CHT into three circles, namely the Chakma 
Circle, the Bohmong Circle and the Mong Circle, each put under a hereditary chief of the 
Chakma and Marma ethnicity.  

Two major events occurred, which mapped the later course of LC. Between the two major 
events, one was migration and another a political maneuver, which together made headway 
towards the making of new LC phenomena. The event of migration caused a change in the 
demographic mosaic and settlement pattern. However, a political maneuver exercised by the 
British authority caused it to consolidate the people of CHT so that they can be exploited with 
ease within a new socioeconomic and taxation system.  

The major event, which occurred in this period, was the immigration en mass from 
Arakan. The event of immigration of the Arakanese tribes caused change in the size, makeup, 
and ratio of the demography of the CHT. The immigration of Magh (Marma and Rakhine) 
people occurred in phases that continued after the acquisition of Arakan from the Burmese 
force by the British authority in 1824. In this event of immigration, the founding chieftain of 
the Mong circle named Mrachai entered the CHT as an immigrant in the year 1782 (Eastern 
Bengal and Assam District Gazetteers by Hutchinson, 1909, 17). The wave of immigration of 
Maghs caused several changes: i) increase in the population; ii) pushing of the earlier Arakanese 
inhabitants, i.e. Chakma, towards the Northeast of the CHT, i.e. Khagrachari, iii) change in the 
ratio of population, iv) creation of two new administrative circles, i.e. the Mong circle and the 
Bohomang circle under hereditary chieftainship. In this immigration, some Bangalee from the 
plain also joined, contributing to demographic change. The assimilation of indigenous people 
and new immigrants made headway, supplemented by the political maneuver.
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In the event of a political maneuver, the British authority built educational, administrative 
and communication infrastructures by the 19th century. This maneuver created an 
administrative district by placing its headquarter at Rangamati, with the business centers at 
Bandarban, Chandraghona, Rankhiang, Rangamati, Subalong, Barkal, Mahalchari, and 
Ajodhya. As part of this maneuver, it created three circles, namely the Chakma Circle, and the 
Bohmong Circle and the Mong Circle, each putting under a hereditary chief of the Chakma, 
and Marma ethnicity. The then British authority found that Bangla is mostly intelligible among 
the hill people for which it introduced Bangla as a court language. It built the educational 
infrastructure to assimilate the hill people by giving modern education in English and Bangla. 
The school then built to impart education in October 1862 was divided into a Burmese class 
and a Chakma class. In the former, Burmese, English and Bengali were taught, and in the 
latter only English and Bengali (Eastern Bengal and Assam District Gazetteers by Hutchinson, 
1909). It attempted to build a communication system so that administrative control could be 
enhanced with ease. It also launched a military expedition to bring control over the savage hill-
tribes. All of these political maneuvers brought changes in socioeconomic interaction, which, 
in effect, contributed to the creation of a new LC situation with new intensity and direction.    
The LC situation can be assumed from a census report by the authority (Imperial Gazetteer, 
vol.10, and pp.319) that 'there were no towns, and 211 of the villages had populations of less than 
500 apiece; only one exceeded 2,000. The population density, excluding the area of uninhabited 
forest (1,385 square miles), was 33 persons per square mile. There was a little immigration from 
Chittagong, and a few persons had emigrated to Tripura. The proportion of females to every 100 
males was only 90 in the district-born, and 83 in the total population. Buddhists numbered 83,000, 
Hindus 36,000, and Muslims 5,000.' 

The aforementioned events of immigration and political maneuver contributed in intensity, 
speed and pattern of LC, in which Bangla operated as a superstrate over all other speech varieties 
being the substrate. The new phenomena of LC created in this period had manifested as various 
outcomes.   

The situation of LC from the Pakistan Period Extended to Bangladesh Period 

The LC situation created during the British period further continued even after the transfer 
of regime respectively to the Pakistan government and the Bangladesh government in the year 
1947 and further in 1971. Hence, the LC situation made further headway with the accentuation 
of political maneuver at the hand of Pakistan and Bangladesh Governments. The LC situation 
created in the British period involving different kinds of phenomena continued to occur with 
the political maneuver towards the consolidation of power as well as with the new immigration 
of Bangla speech communities towards the change in demographic makeup. 

After the withdrawal of British colonial authority, the postcolonial authority continued to 
exercise political maneuvers in order to consolidate power over the hill people of CHT. The 
postcolonial regime, especially GOB, encouraged the immigration of Bangalee, which caused 
change in the demographic mosaic and settlement pattern. 

The authority, especially the GOB, placed efforts in building more and more educational, 
administrative and communication infrastructure. As part of this effort, the Pakistan Government 
created three subdivisions (later elevated to Districts by GOB) namely Rangamati, Bandarban 
and Khagrachari, under the administrative district of CHT. The postcolonial authority including 
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both Pakistan and Bangladesh government started to use Bangla as an official language. As with 
the British government, GOB built the educational infrastructure in order to impart education 
to the growing number of Bangalee people in which hill people were to receive education in 
Bangla. The GOB had furthermore constructed roadways, and established telecommunication 
systems and mass communication systems under a megaplan with a view to enhancing an 
overarching communication system, so that the CHT came within reach of administration. It 
also launched military administration to place control over the hill-tribes. All of these political 
maneuvers brought changes in socioeconomic interaction, which, in effect, contributed to the 
creation of a new LC situation with a new intensity and direction.

As part of the political maneuver, the authority encouraged the immigration of the Bangalee 
of the plain under an immigration plan augmented by the establishment of administration, 
communication and transportation systems that ushered a huge number of Bangla speakers 
from the interior districts of Bangladesh. The immigration of the Bangla speech communities 
caused change in the makeup of demography. The immigration of the Bangla speech 
community caused several changes: i) an increase in population; ii) dominance in the business 
and commerce of the Bangla speech communities over the tribal people, iii) rapid urbanisation 
creating favourable conditions conducive to LC between the Bangla speech communities and 
tribal speech communities. Hence, LC involved various kinds of LC phenomena towards the 
assimilation of the tribal communities in the political superstructure of Bangladesh.

After the subsequent immigration of Arakanese tribes and Bangalee people, the CHT now 
accommodated a population of approximately 1.5 million, less than half of whom were minority 
speech communities, including the speakers of Indo-Aryan speaking Chakma and Tanchangya 
and that of the Tibeto-Burman (TB) languages like Marma, Tripura (Kokborok), Chak, Pankho, 
Mru, Murung, Bawm, Lushei, Kyang, and Khumi. The remaining were the speakers of Bangla. 
The new distribution of various speech communities with an overwhelming majority of Bangla 
speakers created a condition for intensive LC. 

The new distribution of different speech communities in the well-designed socioeconomic 
setup created a new LC situation where Bangla operated as a superstrate over all other languages 
of minority speech communities in the following ways:   
i) The common education policy of Bangladesh required all children of minority speech 

communities to receive education through the medium of Bangla. 

ii) The official, legal and business dealings under the government’s policy required the people 
of minority speech communities to use Bangla in communication. 

iii) The Tibeto-Burman people did not understand the language of each other but had a 
certain control on Bangla for which they used Bangla as a lingua franca for day-to-day 
communication.  

In the LC situation of CHT, LC now involved different kinds of phenomena that were 
manifested as various outcomes. 

Language Contact Phenomena and Manifestations of Their Outcomes

LC now manifested itself as an outcome illustrated in the two consecutive sections. LC 
occurred due to LC in the CHT involving various phenomena: i) a LC phenomenon involving 
language maintenance, ii) a LC phenomenon involving the creation of a new contact language, 
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and iii) LC phenomenon involving the acquisition of dominant as a second language leading to 
language shift. The LC phenomena have now been manifesting themselves as different kinds of 
outcomes that can be distinguished political outcome, sociolinguistic outcomes, and linguistic 
outcomes as follows.     

Language Contact Involving Different Kinds of Phenomena

LC between Indo-Aryan and Bangla and the languages of other tribal speech communities 
had been found to occur through various phenomena. They are as follows.

LC Phenomenon involving the Language Maintenance  

Language contact phenomena are found to occur involving language maintenance with 
varying degrees of bilingualism among the TB speakers. As minority speech communities of the 
CHT, the TB tribes expect to defend their ethnic boundary by conserving the purity of their 
speech variety. However, in practice, all the TB languages are being received the effects of LC 
involging the processes of relexification, calquing and structural convergence. Chakma being a 
speech variety of Bangla the revitalization is going on and still receiving the elements of Bangla. 
However, they still tries to maintain its structure, while it is affected by all forms by LC. 

LC Phenomenon involving the Creation of New contact language 

Language contact lead to the creation of new contact languages. The creation of contact 
languages, i.e. pidgin and creole, occurred throughout the phases involving the process of 
pidginization and creolization. There are several instances of creation of contact languages in 
the CHT as follows:  
i) The important two Indo-Aryan creoles, i.e. Chakma and Tanchangya spoken by the people 

of the TB ethnicity were created out of contact between the vernacular of the Arakan and 
the vernacular of the Chittagong dialect. The speakers of the Chakma and Tanchangya were 
originally the people of the TB ethnicity who were the speakers of one of the vernaculars 
of the Arakan, but their speech underwent a process of LC while the Chittagong dialect 
of Bangla operated as its superstrate. Thus, LC between the vernacular of the Arakan and 
the vernacular of the Chittagong dialect occured for decades, leading to the creation of 
Indo-Aryan varieties of Chakma and Tanchangya. 

ii) Another instance of the creation of TB (Marma) pidgin was the contact language based on 
the Marma now spoken by the speakers of Chak, Khumi, and Kheyang. The Chak, Khumi, 
and Kheyang living in Bandarban spoke a different variety of TB languages mutually 
unintelligible to each other, for which they created a pidgin out of the local variety of 
Marma through contact in order to ease their day-to-day verbal communication.

LC Phenomenon Involving the Acquisition of Second Language En Masse and Language 
Shift 

Language contact was found to occur involving Second Language Acquisition (SLA) by 
the TB speakers through their language shift. There were many instances when the TB speakers 
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learned the Indo-Aryan variety including standard Bangla as a second language and after some 
generations, they shifted to Bangla, and some of whom, especially the young generation, received 
education in Bangla, more so by living in the city. 

Outcomes of Language Contact 

Language contact involved various different kinds of phenomena throughout the last 
few centuries, and brought forth various outcomes which were distinguished into a linguistic 
outcome, a sociolinguistic outcome, and political outcomes, as follows. 

Linguistic Outcomes of Language Contact

The linguistic outcomes manifested from LC were of different types including lexical 
borrowing, calquing and structural convergence, which are given below. 

i) Evidence of lexical borrowing from Marma and Bangla in Kheyang
 a)  Significant levels of lexical borrowing in Kheyang from Marma occurred, e.g. names 

of days and names of months; b) The percentage of lexical borrowing in Kheyang from 
Bangla was smaller, e.g. taka→táa  [Zakaria, 2018]

ii) Relexification of personal names and rituals in Bangla
 a)  Nomenclature: Personal names were mostly borrowed in almost all the TB languages 

from the Indo-Aryann languages, i.e. Sanskrit, Pali, and Bangla. For example, Amit 
Chakma, Raja Devasish Roy, Manabendra Narayan Larma, Jyotirindra Bodhipriya Larma; 
Names of the kings during 17th to 18th century: Jan Baksh Khan, Tabbar Khan, Jabbar 
Khan and Dharam Baksh Khan; b) The names of religious rites/rituals and the things, e.g. 
Sangrai (Year ending festival) had mostly been borrowed from the TB languages from the 
ancestral languages of Bangla, i.e. Sanskrit or Pali.    

iii) Evidence of structural convergence 
 Owing to receive heavy effects of superstrate Indo-Aryan varieties, i.e. Pali and Bangla, 

many grammatical structures of the TB languages converged with their superstrates. The 
examples are as follows.  

 
 a) Evidence of structural convergence in Marma [Chakma, S., 2000] 
 Pre   tɔbremaŋ-sa   ɔmaittɔ-sa         arakaittɔ-sathuŋ-ya 
 Country one son of king son of minister and son of Kotwal 3 person 
 ataitpɔŋyasaŋpoɔtoak pre baŋtouklakhare 
 education  learning purpose of country other for went off. 
 The sons of a king, a minister and a Kotwal of a country went to another country for the 

purpose of receiving education. 
  
 b) Evidence of structural convergence in Tripura [Chakma, S., 2000] 
 a. Tripura has received the relative clause pattern of Bangla as follows: 
 Odaini          za   munbo   bono   salaiyo. 
 from there       Rel-M (which) can bring Corl-M (that)  Eat  
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 They eat those things that they can bring from there.
(They eat whatever they can bring from there.) 

c) Tripura has received the phrasal verb pattern of Bangla as follows: 
Arai      khayoi konorokom    sal        ktaiyo. 
That      way    somehow      days      pass. 
They somehow pass there days.  

In addition to the above, Zakaria (2018) has given evidence that Khyang bears Relative-
correlative construction, which is carried out from Pali via Marma. 

Sociolinguistic outcomes of language contact 

The LC that occurred in the past and is still occurring brings forth sociolinguistic outcomes. 
Among the sociolinguistic outcomes, the important are i) Bilingualism,  ii) Multilingualism, iii) 
Code-switching and code-mixing, and iv) Language-shift, which are as follows. 

i) Bilingualism: Almost all members of TB speech communities were bilingual by this time 
as were within LC for the longterm, for which they were bound to their ancestral language, 
e.g. Riang, Marma and Chakma along with the superstrate Bangla. 

ii) Multilingualism: Many people of a young age belonged to the TB speech communities 
and some people of Bangalee communities received education in both Bangla and English, 
who again encountered LC for the longterm, for which they were now found to have 
control over more than two languages along with their mother tongue, e.g. Bwam, Marma 
and Bangla. 

iii) Code-switching/code-mixing: Code-switching and code-mixing between Bangla, as a 
superstrate, and tribal language, as a substrate, had been very common in the speech of the 
hill people. 

vi) Language-shift: Throughout the history of LC in the CHT, there were many instance of 
language-shift. The Chakma people who used to be the speakers of Arakanese vernacular 
created an Indo-Aryan variety to which they all shifted. The total population of Chakma 
was around half million, all of whom shifted to Chakma by leaving their original language, 
so this can be signified as mass shifting in the LC history of CHT. Since their language is 
cognate to Bangla, they comprehend and speak Bangla. Therefore, the Chakma have now 
been natural bilingual, being the speakers of Chakma with different degrees of control over 
Bangla. Likewise, the speakers of Tippera experienced longterm effects of Bangla being 
the Kingdom Tripura where the court and literary language was Bangla. For this many 
Tippera people were found to have more control ovder Bangla than Tippera.The result of 
my survey and interviews shows that almost all of the TB population is now on the verge 
of language-shift because many bilingual people belonging to the TB speech communities 
can comprehend their language but cannot speak it thoroughly.    

Political outcomes of language contact 

In antiquity, the inhabitants of CHT were the speakers of different languages for which they 
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long remained disintegrated. However, the political maneuver supplement by the administrative, 
economic planning exercised by the different political authorities led to creating different kinds 
of LC phenomenon, which, in the end, made shifted almost all the TB speaking tribes to 
become a bilingual population.  

Thus, LC consequently brought forth different sociolinguistic outcomes, which consequently 
led to assimilation of the different speech communities in a political superstructure. The 
Arakanese of different ethnicities first assimilated into greater society in the language situation 
of Arakan and further integrated in the political superstructure of Bangladesh. They, along with 
other indigenous hill-tribes, underwent further political maneuver in the subsequent period, 
leading to the assimilation and integration of TB speech communities, who are now making 
headway in favour of the political and economic superstructure of Bangladesh.

Conclusion

The CHT, as a region of linguistic richness, once accommodated various speech communities 
speaking different speech varieties unintelligible to each other. However, the language situation 
of the CHT has changed much by receiving the effects of LC in last two centuries and more so 
over the past few decades. The LC has now mirrored itself in the political and socioeconomic 
makeup of the CHT society. It brought forth outcomes can be distinguished into linguistic, 
sociolinguistic and political. Thus, the present socioeconomic makeup of CHT reflects 
the various outcomes of LC, which occurred involving various phenomena in the few past 
centuries. The LC is still occurring and involved various LC phenomena due to large-scale 
immigration making the Bangla speakers a majority in demographic composition as well as in 
the development of physical, economic and administrative infrastructures due to the application 
of political maneuvers. In the present LC situation, Bangla operates as a superstrate over other 
tribal languages, reflecting a change inclined to the Bangla language, for which almost all of the 
tribal people have been bilingual and many of whom tend towards learning Bangla as a second 
language. Accordingly, the people who have been learning Bangla as a second language tend 
to shift to their second language Bangla by leaving their ancestral language of TB origin. This 
movement of tribal people in favour of the current of LC is contributing to their assimilation in 
the political superstructure of Bangladesh. Consequently, it has now become easy for the GOB 
to exercise administrative control over the socioeconomic and taxation systems of the CHT.    
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A Polysynthetic Language in Contact: The Case of Ket
Andrey Nefedova

aHamburg University , Germany

Abstract 

Ket is one of the most enigmatic polysynthetic languages in North Asia. The majority of 
structural features complicating a clear-cut typological analysis of Ket are due to the long-term 
contact with the languages of a radically different type that resulted in a peculiar process of 
structural mimicry (or ‘typological accommodation’ in Vajda’s (2017) terms).

The mimicry is most evident in the verbal morphology, which is traditionally regarded 
as almost exclusively prefixing. While this is true for the oldest layer of verbs with the main 
lexical root in the final position, Ket’s most productive patterns of verb formation clearly imitate 
suffixal agglutination typical of the surrounding languages by placing the main lexical root in 
the initial position with the rest of morphemes following it.

This presentation aims to demonstrate that this phenomenon is also attested at the syntactic 
level. Prototypical polysynthetic languages are largely devoid of overt subordination (cf. Baker 
1996). Ket, however, signals adverbial subordination by using postposed relational morphemes 
attached to fully finite verbs. This pattern is common to adverbial clauses in the neighboring 
languages, the difference being that they attach relational morphemes to non-finite forms only.

This functional-structural parallel is likewise attested in relative clauses. The surrounding 
languages share a common relativization pattern involving preposed participial relative clauses 
with a ‘gapped’ relativized noun phrase (Pakendorf 2012). This resembles the major relativization 
pattern in Ket, in which, however, preposed relative clauses are fully finite.

Formation of adverbial and relative clauses in Ket clearly mimics that of the surrounding 
languages and does not conform to the expected ‘polysynthetic’ pattern. At the same time, Ket 
resists accommodating a participle-like morphology, which can be connected with the general 
tendency among polysynthetic languages not to have truly non-finite forms (cf. Nichols 1992).
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Introduction

Ket, the last surviving member of the Yeniseian family, is one of the most enigmatic 
polysynthetic languages spoken in the central part of North Asia. It is known for being quite 
complex and hard to fit within a single typological account (cf. Anderson 2004; Kotorova and 
Nefedov 2006). The majority of complications in the case of Ket seem to be connected with a 
peculiar process of structural mimicry, or ‘typological accommodation’. 

The process of typological accommodation in Ket has been described in Vajda (2017; in 
press) for the phonological and morphological levels. The present paper claims that in addition 
to these levels, the phenomenon of structural mimicry is likewise attested at the syntactic level, 
namely in formation of adverbial and relative clauses. 

Core typological features of the Yeniseian family

The territory of North Asia is home to a large and highly diverse group of peoples. The 
central part of this area hosts the following distinct genetic language units: Yeniseian, Samoyedic, 
Ob-Ugric, Tungusic, and Turkic. 

Apart from Yeniseian, all major linguistic families in the area, i.e. Turkic, Tungusic, 
Samoyedic and Ob-Ugric, conform to a common typological profile: these languages are 
non-tonal, suffixing and agglutinating. By contrast, the typical grammatical and phonological 
characteristics of the Yeniseian languages demonstrate a completely different picture: they are 
tonal, prefixing and polysynthetic. All these features are genuinely Yeniseian, which means 
they can be traced back to the Proto-Yeniseian stage. A closer inspection, though, reveals that 
over the centuries they have undergone, at least in Modern Ket, some peculiar modifications 
mimicking the dominant language type in the surrounding languages. Let us consider these 
Yeniseian features in order.

First of all, there are four phonemic tones registered in Ket and Yugh. Example (1) provides 
an illustration of the tones in Ket with their Yugh counterparts respectively.

(1) Ket Yugh

 qām χām ‘arrow’ (high)

 dɛˀ dɛˀ ‘lake’ (laryngealized)

 hɨɨ́l̀ fɨɨ́l̀ ‘gut’ (rising/falling)

 qɔ̀j χɔ̀hːj ‘bear’ (falling)

It seems impossible to prove the existence of such tonemic distinctions for the 
other Yeniseian languages, because there are no actual audio recordings. But systematic 
peculiarities in the transcription of these languages from the 18th and 19th centuries 
show rather convincingly that they had at least high and laryngealized tones, too (cf. Verner 
1990).

Another core feature of the Yeniseian family not found in the neighboring languages is 
possessive prefixes. These prefixes are capable of reflecting person, number and gender class. 
Examples (2) and (3) illustrate these prefixes in Ket and Kott.  
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(2) Ket

 naquˀsʲ

 na-quˀs

 3an.pl.poss-tent

 ‘Their birch-bark tent’

(3) Kott

 ŋoːp

 ŋ-oːp

 1sg.poss-father

 ‘my father’

The most prominent typological feature of Yeniseian is prefixing polysynthetic verbal 
morphology. Figure 1 illustrates a tentative position model of the Proto-Yeniseian verb 
reconstructed by Vajda (2008). It is important to stress that the Proto-Yeniseian verbal root was 
always in final position preceded by a string of morphemes conveying personal cross-reference, 
TAM properties, animacy, and so on.

morphemes outside the 
phonological verb

P4 P3 P2 P1

verb base
(bare root or verb 
deriving prefix d, 
l + root)

Subject NP

verbal  
complement 
(adverb, 
object NP)

shape classifier 
(d, n, hw, etc.)

animacy 
classifier: 
d (an),  
b (n)

tense, mood, 
aspect (originally 
auxiliary verb s, 
ɣa, a, o + suffix l, n)

undergoer 
subject 
agreement 
(1 or 2 p)

Figure 1. Proto-Yeniseian finite verb
Regarding polysynthetic properties, verbs in the Yeniseian languages perfectly fit the 

generally accepted definition of polysynthetic verbs with obligatory pronominal marking of 
the arguments and incorporation, so that they can serve alone as ‘a free-standing utterance 
without reliance on context’ (Evans and Sasse 2002: 3). Example (4) contains a Ket verb form 
that cross-references two arguments, while in example (5) you can see a Yugh verb form with 
an incorporated object.

(4) dbilbɛt1 

 d{i}8-b3-l2-bed0

 1sg8-3n3-pst2-make0

 ‘I made it.’

(5) daχusiˑrgɛtʲ

 da14-qus13-d3-ked0

 3f14-tent13-pst3-make0

 ‘She made a birch-bark tent.’
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Similar features in the verbal system can be found in the rest of the Yeniseian languages as well, 
cf. the Kott finite verb form in (6).

(6) bapajaŋ 

 b5-a4-paj0-aŋ-3

 3n5-npst4-make0-1sg-3

 ‘I make it.’ (Werner 1998: 132)’

As we mentioned above, over the course of the century-long contact with the surrounding 
languages, these core Yeniseian features have adapted themselves in a peculiar way. The 
uniqueness of Modern Ket grammar seems to be largely a result of this adaptation.

Typological accommodation

Typological accommodation is distinct from more traditional terms such as ‘metatypy’ or 
‘grammatical calquing’, since accommodation does not represent a replacement of an original 
feature but rather its adaptation to a different morphological type creating a rather unique 
hybrid structure (Vajda, in press). 

Due to the lack of space, I will limit the introduction of typological accommodation to 
describing only one case of its manifestation at the morphological level in Ket. For a more 
detailed description of this process at the morphological and phonological levels, consider Vajda 
(2017; in press), Nefedov (2015: 256-258). 

Typological accommodation at the morphological level

A rather straightforward case of typological accommodation can be found in the verbal 
morphology of Modern Ket. Figure 2 illustrates a position model of the Modern Ket verb, as 
presented in Nefedov and Vajda (2015: 36). 

P8 P7 P6 P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 P0 P-1

AGR

or

thematic 
valence 
reducing 
affix

1) left 
semantic 
head

or

2) noun, 
adj,

or adverb 
root

AGR

thematic

consonant 
(most are 
seman-
tically

opaque)

tense/

mood

or

AGR

AGR

or

thematic 
non-
agreement 
affix

past tense/ 
imperative

AGR

or

thematic

valence

reducing

affix

1) right 
semantic

head

or 2)

aspect/voice

auxiliary)

AGR

(in verbs 
that use 
P8 for 
subject)

Figure 2. Position model of the Modern Ket verb

Modern Ket verbs can be conventionally divided into right-headed and left-headed, 
depending on the position of the semantic root (head). In right-headed verbs the semantic head 
always occupies the rightmost position (slot P0), with a string of affixes preceding it, similar to 
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the Proto-Yeniseian verb described above. Verbs of this type constitute the oldest layer of verbs 
in the language and belong to currently unproductive patterns. An example of a right-headed 
verb is provided in (7).

(7) dáŋɢɛ̀j 

 d{i}8-aŋ6-q2-ej0 

 18-3an.pl6-pst2-kill0 

 ‘I killed them’

All the productive verb patterns in Modern Ket, however, are exclusively left-headed, i.e. with the 
sematic head being placed at the leftmost margin (slot P7), so that the positions that follow it 
might be regarded as a string of suffixes. The original root position (slot P0) in the left-headed 
verbs contains a marker of transitivity or aspect, originating from a semantically eroded verb 
root, as in example (8).

(8) dɛ́jaŋgɔ̀lbɛt

 d{u}8-ej7-aŋ6-k5-o4-l2-bed0

 38-kill.anom7-3an.pl6-th5-pst4-pst2-iter0

 ‘ He was killing them.

Verbs of this type clearly tend to imitate the suffixing structures dominant in the surrounding 
languages. Nonetheless, as Vajda (in press) notes, despite this rearrangement of the semantic 
head from final to initial position, the presence of the original root position is obligatorily 
required in every left-headed verb. Such behavior is not usually associated with prototypical 
suffixes, and therefore it is not really appropriate to analyze these verbs as suffixing.

Typological accommodation at the syntactic level

In addition to phonology and morphology, typological accommodation in Modern Ket can 
be observed at the syntactic level, with regard to formation of subordinate constructions. There 
is a very well known cross-linguistic generalization about polysynthetic languages claiming that 
they are largely devoid of overtly marked subordination (Mithun 1984). Baker (1996: 491) 
in his study of polysynthetic languages makes an even stronger claim that polysynthesis is not 
compatible with the existence of nonfinite clauses at all. Typological studies also show that there 
is a tendency among polysynthetic languages not to have truly non-finite forms (cf. Nichols 
1992). 

In general, in the majority of polysynthetic languages, subordinate constructions represent 
two juxtaposed independent clauses with fully finite syntax. Therefore, it seems fair to say that 
the tendency to avoid non-finite forms and to use fully finite verbs in complex constructions 
is a core feature of a polysynthetic language. So, from the point of view of a prototypical 
polysynthetic language one would expect Ket to have subordinated structures in the form 
of formally independent strings of clauses. and indeed there are such constructions in the 
language. For example, they are frequent with various types of complement taking predicates 
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(Nefedov 2015: 123-124). At the same time, in addition to such paratactical constructions, 
Ket exhibits a rather wide range of formally distinct subordinating structures, especially in 
the realm of adverbial clauses. Not surprisingly, these structures clearly resemble subordinate 
constructions in the other languages of North Asia. However, the important difference is that 
in these constructions Ket tends to use fully finite verbs, while the surrounding languages favor 
non-finite constructions (Čeremisina et al. 1986; Anderson 2004). 

Adverbial clauses

One of the distinctive features of the languages in North Asia is the use of case morphology 
to mark various functional types of adverbial relations. Such case-marked subordinate 
constructions are reported in almost all languages surrounding Ket, but to varying degrees 
(Anderson 2004: 65). In these constructions, cases usually attach to various kinds of non-finite 
verb forms. In Tungusic and Turkic languages, for example, these are participles, as can be seen 
in examples (9)-(10) below. 

(9) Evenki, Tungusic

 minduk pektɯreːvunme ganadukin bega ittenen

 min-duk pektɯreːvun-me ga-na-duk-in bega itten-e-n

 I-abl gun-acc take-ptcp-abl-3 month pass-nfut-3

 ‘A month had passed since he took my gun from me.’ (Nedjalkov 1997: 51)

(10) Tuvan, Turkic

 men kelgenimde ažɨldaarmen 

 men kel-gen-im-de ažɨldaarmen 

 1sg come-pst.ptcp-1-loc work-pres/fut1 

‘When I come (here), I work’ (Anderson and Harrison 1999: 73) In the Selkup subordinate 
structures, case marking appears on various verbal nouns as in (11). 

(11) Selkup, Southern Samoyedic

 qumɨtɨt kɨt qantɨ tüptääqɨn čʲasɨq ɛsɨkka

 qum-ɨtɨt kɨt qan-tɨ tü-ptää-qɨn čʲasɨq ɛs-ɨkka

 person-pl river bank-ill come-vn-loc cold become-hab.3.past

‘When the people were approaching the river, it was getting cold.’ (Anderson 2004: 67)

Finally, in Eastern Khanty, there are examples, although they seem to be quite rare, in which 
the locative case marker attaches to a converb to form a subordinate construction as in (12).

(12) Eastern Khanty, Ob-Ugric

 tʃɨmlali amɨsminnə, ni mənäɣən juɣatə 

 tʃɨml-ali amɨs-min-nə ni mənä-ɣən juɣa-tə
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 a.little-dim sit-cvb-loc woman go-pst0.3sg gather.woods-pst0.3sg

‘After sitting awhile, the woman went off to gather firewood’ (Filchenko 2010: 470)
Adverbial clauses in Ket make use of postposed relational morphemes in much the same 

fashion as in the above examples. However, while these languages attach relational morphemes 
to non-finite forms, in Ket these morphemes are attached to fully finite verbs, as is illustrated 
in the following example.

(13) ām dɔtɔʁɔt-ka ʌtn bə̄nʲ dasqansʲan

 ām da8-t5-a5-qut0-ka ə̄tn bə̄n  d{i}8-asqan7-s2-a0-n-1

 mother 3f8-th5-npst4-lie0-loc 1pl not 18-stories7-npst2-speak0-an.pl-1

 ‘When mother sleeps, we don’t speak.’ (Nefedov 2015: 171)

Relative clauses

Such functional-structural correspondence between non-finite forms in the surrounding 
languages and finite verbs in Ket is likewise attested in relative clauses. As shown in a study 
by Pakendorf (2012), Turkic, Tungusic and Uralic2 languages share a common relativization 
pattern. It involves preposed participial relative clauses with a ‘gapped’ relativized noun phrase. 
The examples below illustrate this strategy in some of the languages surrounding Ket.

(14) Evenki, Tungusic

bi Turudu alaguvʤarildu asatkardu meŋurve buːm

bi Turu-du alaguv-ʤari-l-du asatka-r-du meŋur-ve buː-m

1sg T.-dat study-sim.ptcp-pl-dat girl-pl-dat money-acc give.nfut-1sg

‘I gave money to the girls who study in Tura.’ (Pakendorf 2012: 258)

(15) Tuvan, Turkic

bistiŋ düːn čoraːn čerivis čaraš boldu

bistiŋ düːn čor-aːn čer-ivis čaraš bol-du

1pl.gen yesterday go-ppt place-poss.1pl beautiful be-pstII.3sg

‘The place we went yesterday was beautiful.’ (Anderson and Harrison 1999: 20)

(16) Selkup, Samoyedic

qorqɨt qətpɨʌ́ ɔːtæ

qorqɨ-t qət-pɨʌ́  ɔːtæ
bear-gen kill-pst.ptcp reindeer-nom

‘a reindeer killed by a bear’ (Spencer 2013: 389)

(17) Eastern Khanty, Ob-Ugric
2  Both the Samoyedic and Ob-Ugric languages are traditionally considered a part of the Uralic language family (cf. Sinor 
1988).
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 mä wermäl rɨt

 mä wer-m-äl rɨt

 1sg do-pp-3sg canoe

 ‘The canoe that I’ve made.’ (Filchenko 2010: 466)

This closely resembles the major relativization pattern in Modern Ket (cf. Nefedov 2015: 220), 
the only difference being that Ket usually makes use of finite verbs in the same way as the 
languages above use participles, see for example (18).

(18) āt āp dutaʁɔt bisɛp tsitɛjqajit 

 ād āb  du8-t5-a4-qut0 biseb  d{i}8-sitej7-q5-a4-it0 

 1sg 1sg.poss 3m8-th5-npst4-be.in.position0 sibling 18-wake7-th5-3m4-mom0

 ‘I wake up my sleeping brother.’ (Nefedov 2015: 262)

As can be seen from these examples, formation of adverbial and relative clauses in Ket clearly 
imitates that of the surrounding languages and does not conform to the expected ‘polysynthetic’ 
pattern. At the same time, Ket adverbial and relative clauses resist accommodating a participle-
like morphology and remain fully finite, which reflects the general tendency among polysynthetic 
languages not to have truly non-finite forms (cf. Nichols 1992; Baker 1996). 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we considered Ket, a polysynthetic language belonging to the Yeniseian language 
family, in the areal environment of North Asia. Surrounded by languages of a radically different 
typological profile, Ket has undergone a number of very interesting changes. This centuries-
long contact has made significant influence on the core typological traits of the Ket grammar 
that have no analog in the area, creating a rather unique structural hybrid.3 As we have shown, 
in addition to the phonological and morphological levels, the result of structural mimicry can 
be observed at the syntactic level, namely, in the domain of subordinate constructions. This 
tendency to retain a fully finite verb in subordinate constructions structurally similar to those 
with non-finite verbs in the other languages of the area is a further evidence supporting the 
idea about the hybrid nature of Ket grammatical structure where alongside an overlay of areal 
features the core features have remained intact.
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The Phenomenon of Writing new Lyrics for Folk Songs 
to Broadcast on Mass Media in Vietnam

Kieu Trung Sona 
aInstitute of Cultural Studies, Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences, Vietnam

Abstract 

The phenomenon of creating new lyrics for folk songs provides an interesting 
combination between the two fields of linguistics and ethnomusicology (or performing arts) 
and is highly applicable for life in Vietnam.

This research aims at the meaning of choosing folk melodies to express language and 
to express an ideological content. Based on the thesis of linguistic anthropology, considering 
language to be a reflection of  the human being, this study considers the choice of the way 
language is transmitted as part of that reflection. To conduct this study, we will look at the Voice 
of Vietnam Radio. From the material found, the number, content, purpose, context analysis 
and frequency of creating new lyrics for folk songs were broadcast during the history of anti-
American war to teh preent date.

The results of the study indicate that language has a number of ways of expressing each of 
its strengths and cultural and social meanings. This research refers to an innovation in the use 
of familiar folk melodies to express and promote language content in Vietnam that has been 
applied effectively in the mass media.

Keywords:  Creation of new lyrics for folk songs; Linguistic anthropology and performing arts; 
Mass media

Introduction

The phenomenon of writing new lyrics for a traditional music genre has long existed in 
Vietnam, far prior to the time mass media appeared in the country. Based on the historical data 
that have still been retained, the author known the earliest was  Nguyen Cong Tru (1778-1858), 
a famous historical figure in the Nguyen Dynasty. He wrote me uch for “Ca trù” genre, which 
until now has been used for many showcases by young songstresses (“ca nương”).

The first mass media means of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, the Radio Voice of 
Vietnam, began broadcasting at 11h30 on 07 September 1945 (five days after the event of 
reading the Declaration of Independence)1. However, not until the 1960s did personal radio 
in Vietnam gradually become popular. Perhaps from then on, the large population frequently 
heard the folk songs broadcast on the Radio Voice of Vietnam. These folk songs were the result

1 According to The Voice of Vietnam – the link between the Party and people.National Political Publishing House, Hanoi,  
2000, page 29.
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of musical collection and notation of the musicians2 from the Music Research Board, 
Department of Arts, Ministry of Culture, who were assigned the task of  collecting folk songs, 
including tunes of Chèo (a Vietnamese traditional art type), Quan họ, Xoan singing, and folk 
songs of Northen ethnic minorities from 1957 to 19673.

In the context of the fierce and long-lasting American War, the Communist Party and 
the State of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam implemented all possible measures to win 
the war and to unify the country. Propaganda via media was one of the most important 
and effective means of keeping Vietnam's people’s spirits up during the war. At that time, 
information through radio stations was the main medium to propagandize, encourage and 
call for the whole nation’s united strength. Information and communication instruments were 
particularly taken into consideration. The radio system was developed and expanded to each 
hamlet in all northern provinces. New lyrics for “Chèo,” “Quanhọ,” “Bàichòi” tunes began to 
be broadcast  on the Radio Voice of Vietnam. The main contents of the new lyrics were calling 
for patriotism, praising the heroes fighting against Americans, propagating “Three Readiness” 
and “Three responsibilities” movements. Vietnamese people who used to live on the days of 
heavy bombing cannot have forgotten “Suot Mother,” a poem by To Huu, presented with 
“Bàichòi” tune,  broadcast continuously on the Radio Voice of Vietnam. Based on a great poem, 
performed with  the Bàichòi-featured tune of Central Vietnam, the native land of Suot Mother, 
the song had strong influence on emotions and determined the fighting spirit of Vietnamese 
people. Below are some excerpts from the verse of the poem: 

“My mother told me about the old days, 
The noon sunshine and the scorching sand dunes in Quang Binh”
“Single-handedly we sail the ferry boat
To bring the troops across Nhat Le river day and night 
We are fearless of stormy waves or fighter aircrafts
Having won the war with the French, 
we are determined not to lose the war with the American!”…

The phenomenon of writing new lyrics for folk songs to broadcast on mass media in Vietnam 
may have started like this.

At present, although the wars already ended and the content of propaganda and calling 
for the spirit of fighting is no longer important, the phenomenon of folk songs with new 
lyrics broadcast on the Radio Voice of Vietnam does not diminish, but on the contrary, it 
has strengthened. There are more than ten programs with the topic of folk songs frequently 
broadcast on the Radio Voice of Vietnam, in which folk songs with new lyrics take up relatively 
considerable time. In addition, folk songs with new lyrics are also broadcast on central and local 
television channels.

2  According to the narration of Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Oanh, one of the very few participants in the folk collection from 1957 
to 1967, who is still alive. Collection team, apart from the narrator, has many famous people, now passed away as: LuuHuu 
Phuoc, Do Nhuan, Vu Tuan Duc, Le Yen, Tu Ngoc, Nguyen Dang Hoe, Hong Thao, To Vu, etc. 
3 “Institute of Music - 65 years of construction and development”(2016), page 13.
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What can we see from the movement of writing new lyrics for folk songs on the 
Radio Voice of Vietnam?

According to Mr. Mai Van Lang (Head of Folk songs Division, Music Department of the 
Radio Voice of Vietnam), in  recent years, there have been tens, even hundreds of works with 
new lyrics for folk songs sent to the Radio monthly. Why is there this phenomenon? Writing 
new lyrics for folk songs, is it a need of Vietnamese people? To answer our questions, Mr. Mai 
Van Lang explains as follows:  

Firstly, the original lyrics in folk songs sung by the older artists (recorded on tape and 
notated with text) have a great number of Sino-Vietnamese words, which are not used today; 
therefore, few people can understand. When people do not understand the words, neither do 
they understand the content of the song, so it is too difficult to remember, easy to forget and 
easy to become boring.

Secondly, the old lyrics associated with old situations and contexts, deriving from these 
contexts are no longer suitable in modern life and contexts. For example, folk songs associated 
with working on the field,  handicrafts, weddings, or ceremony communication will have words 
and lyrics that describe these events. Such lyrics of working in the field in the past as “the 
husband ploughs, the wife transplants rice seeding, the buffalo rakes” are no longer true with 
today’s situation. Also, there are many changes in handicrafts, some no longer exist, but folk 
songs for them are still there. In communication related to marriage, lyrics of exacting wedding 
presents from the bride’s  family) as “a basket of glutinous rice cooked with split peas, a fat pig” 
are no longer relevant. Therefore, it is necessary to have new lyrics suitable with new contexts, 
sung with the traditional tunes. 

Thirdly, the music in folk songs constitutes tunes which have been polished up for 
generations and shaped into a familiar pattern in human emotions, so it is not easy to change. 
These beautiful and emotional music tunes never seem to age, which makes Vietnamese people 
always want to preserve these. The desire to retain traditional tunes but not use the old lyrics in 
the modern context is also an important reason for Vietnamese people to create new lyrics for 
folk songs.

According to the above explanation, it seems that the phenomenon of writing new lyrics for 
folk songs takes root from the real needs of people’s spiritual lives. Vietnamese people now want 
to sing and listen to folk songs with state-of-the-art lyrics, in the language of modern times, 
with thoughts, opinions and emotions of modern times.

Annually, a huge number of  works with new lyrics for Vietnamese folk songs have been sent 
to the radio, but very few of them have been selected for recording and broadcasting. In order 
to be broadcast on the Radio Voice of Viet Nam, new folk songs must pass a careful censorship 
and selection process from an appraisal board established by the Radio.

Mr. Mai Van Lang claims that writing new lyrics for folk songs is neither difficult nor easy. 
It is challenging to have a good work of new lyrics that corresponds to the literary value of 
old lyrics. The lyrics must involve the art of using words, must create literary images meeting 
the standard of “nice ideas, nice rhymes.” Not only that, the lyrics must match the model of 
traditional tunes in terms of rhythm and tone, to avoid the case where lyrics and tunes are not 
compatible. If the tunes do not go well with the lyrics, the singer will find it hard to sing, or even 
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worse, they cannot sing properly.
Compared to composing a brand new song, writing new lyrics has another difficulty, 

that  the composer is not allowed to use his/ her preferred lyrics, but these lyrics must have 
rhythm and tone which are suitable with a provided musical pattern. In addition to being 
bound by a musical pattern, the composer must take great pain in choosing the best and finest 
words as would a poet. For example, when writing about the heroes and martyrs to broadcast 
on Remembrance Day (July 27, a tribute to martyrs and wounded soldiers). Mai Van Lang 
composed a song called “Lullaby on finding comrades” for the Chèo tune. This poetry is as 
follows (excerpts of some lines):

A… oi… (the accompanied tune in lull song)….
Wars and bombs no longer exist
Lull songs on finding comrades
Time has also passed for so long
But it’s still as green as our folk songs…
Lull songs are like smoke and fog
Finding a way to our mother soon...

The lyrics deeply touch the audience and this song has always been chosen to be performed 
at the annual War Invalids’ and Martyrs’ Day.

In the review process, the Appraisal Board of new works for folk songs of the Musical Board, 
under the Radio Voice of Vietnam, uses the following basic criteria: Firstly, the new lyrics 
must be suitable with the model of traditional tunes (this principle is to keep traditional tunes 
from distorting); secondly, the work must have ideological value and literary value equivalent 
to the traditional lyrics, reflecting people’s emotions and minds in contemporary life; thirdly, 
the singing style must also match the right folk song singing style and technique. If there were 
no principles, it will be difficult to control, and the loss of control will denigrate Vietnam folk 
heritage. In conclusion, writing new lyrics must follow the principle of respecting the traditional 
elements of folk songs.

The Appraisal Board of new works for folk songs works diligently and with caution. Mai 
Van Lang says that among the works sent to the Radio, some works have interesting ideas but 
the rhymes are not good, while some works have harmonious rhymes but hollow and valueless 
in terms of ideas. The Board must classify these folk songs into three categories: Works that can 
be used immediately, works that must be edited, and works that cannot be used.

There are some songs that must be given priority, despite that they have not met the 
requirements of the art of writing lyrics: Songs with the content of propagandizing the policies 
and political responsibilities of the Party and the State. It is necessary to quickly edit and record 
these songs to broadcast in time, since after all, the Radio Voice of Vietnam was established to 
serve the political regime. Right after the Revolution on 19 August, 1945, Ho Chi Minh issued 
a directive: “At this time, the establishment of radio stations is the most urgent, because the 
radio plays an important role in the propaganda of internal and external affairs. For domestic 
affairs, the radio stations are the fastest and most widespread means of propagating the Party’s 
and the Government’s policies and a timely reflecting of the development and situation in the 
country and around the world: It is the link between the central and the local government, 
between the Government and the people. For foreign affairs, the radio wave can go across 
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the national border without passports to break through the covering curtain of Imperialism 
on the revolutionary situation in Vietnam” (According to “The Voice of Vietnam – the link 
between the Party and people, National Political Publishing House, 2000, 11-12). Note that 
this direction is given in the context of “the enemies lie inside, the invaders lie outside”, “hung 
by a thread” of the young Vietnamese State. Since its establishment (7 September, 1945) up to 
now, the Radio Voice of Vietnam has always been considered as the most important political 
tool of the Communist Party and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Most of the Party and State 
leaders, during their tenure, have visited and affirmed the important role of the Radio Station 
in national development4.

In the context of war, it might not be appropriate if the folk and traditional music program 
retains old lyrics with the content of couple love or daily life. Therefore, the phenomenon of 
writing new lyrics for folk songs appears as an indispensable demand. Vietnamese people call 
this phenomenon “new wine in old bottles.”

When peace is established again, a multi-ethnic country like Vietnam requires folk songs 
and traditional music programs to play folk tunes of all ethnic groups as a contribution to 
consolidate the strong solidarity of the whole nation. On 6 November, 1998, during the visit 
to the Radio Voice of Vietnam, President Tran DucLuong said: “The wave of the Radio Voice 
of Vietnam and the national broadcasting system is a reliable platform, a place to keep, preserve 
and promote the national and cultural identity, a forum for cultural exchange among ethnic 
groups in the community of ethnic groups in Vietnam” (According to the Voice of Vietnam –
the link between the Party and people, National Political Publishing House, Hanoi, 2000, 74). 
Ethnic groups whose folk songs are broadcast on the Radio Voice of Vietnam are all proud since 
their culture is known on a national scale, and they consider it an act of respect from the State.

Therefore, besides being the representation of a movement, a need for artistic aesthetics 
of the people, writing new lyrics for folk songs to broadcast on the Radio Voice of Vietnam 
also serves propagating functions, and delivers political direction of the State of the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam.

The argument for writing new lyrics for folk songs

Today, new Vietnamese folk songs (new lyrics sung with traditional tunes) are broadcast not 
only on the Radio Voice of Vietnam (VOV), but can also be found easily on YouTube, Facebook 
and so on. It is perhaps the popularity of this phenomenon that leads to the opposition of those 
who wish to preserve a legacy of Vietnamese folk songs as they were before the revolution. In 
this view, writing new lyrics for folk songs is similar to legacy sabotage.

There is a belief that copyright needs to be respected, thus folk songs should also be protected 
by copyright despite that the author is a community instead of a specific person. This point of 
view probably comes from the notion that folk music is a song that has its own author. Therefore, 
intrducing new lyrics into folk songs can be considered an act of copyright infringement, or 
tradition sabotage. A representative of this viewpoint, which supports the intact preservation of 
entities of traditional performing arts, including folk songs, is Prof. To Ngoc Thanh (currently 
President of the Vietnamese Folklore Association). He clearly expresses his view: “We have no 

4  See The Voice of Vietnam – the link between the Party and people (2000), National Political Publishing House, Hanoi. 
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right and cannot “revise history.”5

On the page anlacminh.blogspot.com on 23 July 2013, there is an article of Nguyen 
Quang Dai6 entitled “Writing lyrics for folk songs. How long has this nonsense act been?” 
This author reaffirms that writing new lyrics for folk songs is the violation of copyright, and an 
uncultured action. He writes: “Several decades ago, composer Le Loi wrote articles complaining 
and vehemently protesting the act of writing new lyrics for folk songs. According to him, folk 
music is also a creative subject and a folk song can be composed by one or a group of people. 
Therefore, writing new lyrics is the same as copyright infringement.” The author guessed that 
“maybe writing new lyrics for folk songs first appeared in years of the American war. I have yet 
to find and know  any folk song with the new lyrics in the South (controlled by the puppet 
regime). Writing new lyrics for folk songs  probably exist  in the North only. (...). About this 
problem, I do not have documents to confirm yet, so I hope someone will provide proof to 
refute this”. Finally, the author said: “It is ludicrous and disrespectful to the author who is 
also our predecessor. And ... when we replace old lyrics with the new ones, it is in general an 
uncultured action...”.

In our opinion,  opposition views about writing new lyrics for folk songs takes root from 
the act of collecting folk music documentation for publication and distribution in the same way 
as song publication.

When notating lyrics, collectors must selectively edit and title each text they collect (things 
that participants of the folk song singing challenge never care about). The song title is usually 
named after the first verse. For example, the song: “The beautiful small bamboo” (Quanhọfolk 
songs) has its name because the first words are “the beautiful small bamboo, tang tinh (a repeated 
tune) is a bamboo plant; the small bamboo grows by the pond...”

When a folk song was documented, the late comers always relied on that text and just sang 
that text, a text refined in both lyrics and music. Good tunes and nice lyrics combine together 
to make an unified entity, a masterpiece repeated many times that was gradually ingrained into 
minds of listeners. It is difficult to accept new lyrics or sing different lyrics for that tune; if the 
lyrics are changed, the original name of the songs collected is no longer meaningful. It is perhaps 
a reason to object to writing new lyrics for folk songs.

In order to have the ground for discussing the phenomenon of writing new lyrics for folk 
songs, it is necessary to understand basic characteristics of Vietnamese folk songs.

One of the most important characteristics of Vietnamese folklore performance is its use as 
a musical model for a variety of poems, depending on singers, context and emotions. Lyrics 
in folk songs can be taken from old folk-songs, and can also be improvised by the performer. 
Thus, Vietnamese folk songs exist in the form of tunes, a form of music structured in a flexible 
pattern, which can be altered to adapt to the use of Vietnamese words and tones.

Regarding folk songs addressing couple love or communication, the use of one tune to sing 
a variety of lyrics is a minimal skill that participants need to know and practice regularly. People 
who do not know how to apply different lyrics into a tune will not be able to participate in the 
contest. It is simply because the same lyrics cannot be repeated again and again respond to the 
other person who is communicating. If there is no suitable response to each request from the 

5 Refer to “On intellectual property rights to folklore literature and arts” printed in the book Records of culture and musicof 
Prof. Dr. To Ngoc Thanh (2007),Social Sciences Publishing House, Hanoi. Page 49-61.
6 anlacminh.blogspot.com/2013/07, accessed on 02/7/2018.
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other player, the singing contest is over. Therefore, those capable of participating in the singing 
contest (repartee singing) are usually intelligent people who have a poetry background, talent in 
repartee and art, and are very respected and loved by the community. They are often represented 
for the village to participate in the singing contest with other villages.

There is a reason for the fact that participants in repartee singing must know how to use 
a shared tune. Firstly, the share tune holds the meaning that they are playing the same game; 
secondly, the tune creates a common sound space for all participants, which immerses itself in 
their sense of music naturally and acts as a fulcrum for them to sing naturally with the musical 
model of this tune. It is difficult for participants to switch from a tune to another when singing, 
since whenever the tune is changed, it takes time for singers to prepare to change the musical 
model in their minds before singing.

Thus, using a folk tune to sing different verses as well as newly-composed verses has been 
normal in Vietnamese villages from antiquity until the present. It is not worthwhile to argue 
about writing new lyrics for folk songs. However, after the documentation of folk poetry made 
in the early nineteenth century7 and the notation of tunes in five-line music staves beginning 
to be implemented in the middle of the twentieth century8, many people only have found folk 
songs from texts but not from actual life. They are interested in folk songs, learning to sing folk 
songs and researching folk songs based mainly on texts. Hence, it is natural to regard texts as an 
“origin” with wich to compare and evaluate other documents that have not been documented 
or are documented later. Such ways of thinking become a prejudice, which makes use of new 
lyrics or the creation of new scripts, and is misunderstood as loss of identity or destruction of 
traditional folk tunes.

Herein, questions of the author Nguyen Quang Dai can be answered: Firstly, it seems that 
the author has no idea about folk music life before it is documented, so he may not know 
that the old lyrics he mentions, at sometime in the past, are also considered new ones; the 
authors of these old lyrics of folk songs, at some point in the past, also changed the lyrics of 
their predecessors. Secondly, before the years of the anti-American war in Vietnam, there are 
authors famous for composing folk songs whose lyrics are used by folk singers. For example, at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century (more than a century before the war against America), 
Nguyen Cong Tru wrote poems for singers singing “catrù”; in the early twentieth century, artists 
sang “xẩm”for their living by singing “TruyệnKiều” (a poem) written by Nguyen Du, love 
poems by Nguyen Binh, satiric poems by Nguyen Khuyen, TuXuong, and so forth. It should be 
noted that the tunes in “ả đào” and “xẩm” singing definitely existed before the age of Nguyen 
Du, Nguyen Cong Tru.

Language change over time is the common rule of all languages. Vietnamese language is not 
an exception. Vietnamese folk songs are a special “channel” that transmits language through 
musical means. Thus, despite the fact that it raises controversy among researchers, it is not 
devoid of the language changing rule, it is reflecting that change, and at the same time, reflecting 
a change of life.

7 Refer to Nguyen XuanKinh, 2007, Folk-songs metrics, Vietnam National University Press, page 75.
8 Documentation by the author of this article interviewed Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Oanh, cited above.
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Composing new lyrics for folk songs becomes a “profession”

There is a likelihood that people treasuring folk music as an ancient artistic work are not 
satisfied with the creation of new lyrics for folk songs. However, the act of writing new lyrics 
for folk songs also originates from the authors’ feelings for folk songs, which are stronger than 
those who hold an opposing view. It is when they want to live with folk songs, and participate 
in creating folk songs, that they use folk songs to express their secret wishes.

Through the waves of the Radio Voice of Vietnam over many years, there are some familiar 
authors writing new lyrics for folk songs such as Ho Tang An, Cong Sau, Dan Huyen, Pham 
Cong Tuong, DucMieng, Van Thuan, Tran Nam Dan, Mai Van Lang. A new generation of 
creators writing new lyrics for the folk songs has appeared. These authors write new lyrics for 
folk songs not only following orders of radio broadcasting stations (in cosmopolitan and local 
areas), or following their own inspiration, but also at the request of local cultural agencies and 
many folk music clubs nationwide. Folk music clubs, owing to the encouragement of local 
governments, are spontaneously established in many places. These clubs gather folk lovers who 
regularly have folk performances together as a life's interest. They have a desire to sing about 
their homeland and daily life in the countryside. Local authorities are also very supportive of 
organizing folk club activities. Owing to good performances in the folk clubs, local authorities 
also receive benefits. They arewell appreciated by higher authorities for cultural and artistic 
activities. Good appraisal is based on the achievement of gold or silver medals through public 
art festivals.

To receive the medals, they must create new or unique folk lyrics, with content related 
to local life, scenery and people. However, singing folk songs and creating new lyrics for folk 
songs are two different things. There are very few people who are able to write good lyrics to 
meet their own needs in such clubs. That is why they need to hire lyricists. Those who have 
many new lyrics for folk songs that are broadcast on mass media will receive orders from many 
organizations. Writing new lyrics for folk songs has become a “hot” profession and has a good 
foothold today9.The Hue folk clubs wanting new lyrics for folk songs often ask the author Van 
Thuan, “vọngcổ” (a Vietnamese traditional music genre) clubs ask the author Tran Nam Dan, 
“chèo”or “trầuvăn” clubs ask authors Dan Huyen, and Mai Van Lang. These authors can live  
comfortably just by writing new lyrics for folk songs or writing scripts for folk operas, which is 
much easier than the cultural study profession of this article’s author.

Conclusion

Today, the lyrics in folk tunes played on mass media in Vietnam are mainly new lyrics 
written by Vietnamese people living in the present time. The development of diverse mass 
media platforms assists the movement of writing new lyrics for folk songs to expand. It seems 
that in addition to aesthetic needs, it also expresses a personal psychological issue, the desire to 

9 According to our own sources, it is  known that the market price for authors of new lyrics for folk song is about 2 mil-
lionVND, authors of Chèo, Cảilương or Quanhọ, BàichòiorNgheTinh folk songs is from tens of millions to hundreds of 
millions VND, depending on the size and content requirement. The price indicates that people highly appreciate new folk 
songs and folk operas of Vietnam at  present time. That also shows that a large group of people need to participate in writing 
new folk songs.
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express their feelings and thoughts to the community, the desire to contribute values of creative 
culture and art for society, and the wish to be acknowledged by society.

People living in different eras all have the need to express themselves, in the language of the 
age they are living in. It is difficult to imagine that there is any Vietnamese person today who 
only uses the language (the way of speaking, the use of words) in the past in present-day life. 
Even when singing folk songs (especially folk songs in daily life, not associated with the sacred), 
Vietnamese people do not fancy using the language of ancient times, even if that language 
has sometimes been associated with the tune as a cultural symbol. Vietnamese people want to 
sing traditional folk songs in their own language in the age they are living in. Isn’t this a way 
of maintaining and preserving living folk songs? The beautiful traditional folk tunes will live 
forever if they are always refreshed in a language that matches the world people are living in. 
If they are only sung in the ancient language of people in the past, each performance is like 
presenting a relic of ancient people that is preserved in a glass cabinet. The function of folk 
songs is to convey, to express the language and the cultural meanings of the community that 
people can understand and have interest in. If  folk songs are sung when very few people can 
understand the meaning of lyrics, the function of folk songs will gradually disappear, and so 
does its cultural purpose. Thus, in our opinion, the creation of new lyrics of people who are 
living for folk tunes is appropriate and it is a way to preserve folk songs so that they can live in 
modern social and cultural life. We should not, and cannot preserve folk songs like preserving 
tangible cultural heritage like Cham Tower or One Pillar Pagoda. Fortunately, the phenomenon 
of writing new lyrics for folk songs in Vietnam exists not only in ancient times but also exists 
until today. It has even flourished recently to become a movement, an inevitable trend. This 
is clearly shown through folk song broadcasts on the Radio Voice of Vietnam and other mass 
media.
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Chinese Language and Literature Reform in                   
The Beginning of The 20th Century

Nguyen Thi Mai Chanha

aHanoi National University of Education, Hanoi, Vietnam

Abstract 

It is difficult not to mention language reform when referring to Chinese literature 
modernization between the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. 
Language played a critical role in facilitating the escape of Chinese literature from Chinese 
medieval literary works in order to integrate into world literature. The language reform not only 
laid a foundation for modern literature but also contributed considerably to the grand social 
transformation of China in the early days of the 20th century. Chinese new-born literature 
was a literature created by spoken language; in Chinese terms, it was considered as a literature 
focusing on “dialectal speech” instead of “classical Chinese” used in the past. In international 
terms, it can be named as living language literature which was used to replace classic literary 
language in ancient books – a kind of dead language. This article will analyze how language 
reform impacted Chinese modern literature at the beginning of the 20th century.

             

Keywords:  language, modern literature, China, literature reform, language reform

Introduction

Literary history can, from a certain point of view, be considered as the history of linguistic 
variables. Therefore, the relationship between linguistic reform and literary development has 
become an outstanding research topic. Chinese literature, out of all other nations’ literature, 
has been phenomenal evidence for the important interaction between linguistic reform and 
literary advancement while shifting from pre-modernism to modernism in general and from 
the early to late period of the May Fourth movement in particular. According to Chinese 
researchers, this reform can be called the movement of “baihua” (vernacular literary language) 
for building the foundation for modern literature, using standard Chinese language. It is the 
reason why Chinese literary history researchers easily reach a common conclusion that modern 
Chinese literature was initiated by the movement of “Against classical Chinese, for vernacular 
literary language.” The implication of this slogan was conveyed from the very beginning of the 
movement: “Modern literature is the field of vernacular literary language” (Fu Ssu-nien, “How 
to write vernacular literature”, New Wave Journal, no.2 Volume 1, February 1919). 

Research results 
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The nights before “Language Revolution” – The historical context of the vernacular literature 
movement

A shadow falling on the failure of the Xinhai Revolution was the darkness dawning on 
Chinese literature. The reform of classical Chinese literature gradually fell into silence while 
the number of writings which criticized society-related issues also declined. Fantasy novels on 
romance, martial arts and thrillers written by literary school Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies (鸳
鸯蝴蝶) mushroomed; “modern drama” (“文明戏”) attracted its common spectators through 
vulgar stories; whereas poems kept their same old rules. Chinese readers at that time were only 
offered a colossal legacy of Tang poems along with episodic novels and were isolated from great 
literary advancements in the West. Intellectuals from both classical and modern schools of 
thought might have had different perspectives on national issues, but all agreed upon the dead-
end of literature. The underlying emergence of a one-of-a-kind literary movement which could 
transform the whole legacy of Chinese literature was clearly in the air. 

It is certain that the aforementioned conclusion should be attributed to historical research. 
At that time, people within a movement that strived to share and intervene quickly in the 
happenings mostly took advantage of media and newspaper columns. Thus, studying the past 
newspapers is a way to explore the nights before the “language revolution,” or to immerse in 
the historical climate of the vernacular literary language movement. Within only half of the 
decade of the 20th century, China had witnessed the birth of multiple influential newspapers, 
especially in coastal areas of the Eastern South – the very first point of Western interaction. 
Those newspapers included the HangZhou vernacular newspaper, the New vernacular 
newspaper (1903). the Wujun vernacular newspaper, the Anhui vernacular newspaper, the 
Huzhou vernacular newspaper, the Fujian vernacular newspaper, and the Zhejiang vernacular 
newspaper (1904). These names were all rooted in the districts’ names. Little time passed before 
talk emerged about that the most influential magazine was New Youth (founded in Shang 
Hai and then moving to Beijing), founded by Chen Duxiu. Also in Shanghai, in 1906, Hu 
Shi released Zhoukan Zazhi. By skimming these newspapers’ names, we see that almost all 
emphasized “vernacular” (in fact, even newspapers that did not add “vernacular” in their names 
still wrote in vernacular language). Vernacular language had become one of the pioneering 
elements in reforming literature in particular and in the Chinese cultural revolution in general 
during the beginning of the 20th century.

Pioneers of the vernacular literary language movement

From the manifesto of Huang Zunxia to the appeal of Chen Duxiu
The roots of the Chinese literary language revolution had sprouted from the May Fourth 

period. The interaction between the East and the West during the late Qing dynasty gave birth 
to the very first class of intellectuals who were “fluent in Western languages.” Representatives of 
the classical school of thought who were famous for their contradictions expressed great surprise 
over the new literature – literature which used materials from spoken language and The Bible 
“typical” in numerous contemporary Western languages. In a poem collection written in the 
classical five-character rule and having a one hundred-year-old title - A mixture of feelings by 
Huang Zunxia (a poet and a Qing diplomats), readers could stumble upon lines that signified 
the literary language revolution: “My hand records my mouth / The ancients shall not impede” 
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(我手写我口，古岂能拘牵).
In 1917, “Essay on Literary Revolution” written by Chen Duxiu was released for the first 

time in February’s New Youth Magazine. The essay can be regarded as the appeal for movement 
on vernacular literary language. The basic doctrine of the appeal was summarized by the writer 
into three main points: “Against the exaggeration of royal literature, for the simplicity of 
common literature; against the obsoleteness of classical literature, for the sincereness of realistic 
writing; against the mystery of bucolic literature, for the universality of social literature.” 
These three points revealed the core of the literary revolution which constitutes the linguistic 
revolution. Modern literature required a new kind of language which was both a tool and a 
type of material. Distinct features such as “simplice; sincere; realistic; universal; impartial” were 
also elements of the new language which was in stark contrast to the language characterized by 
“exaggerate; obsolete; mysterious” in classic documents, steles, bamboo and wooden slips or silk 
- a thousand-year-old kind of language used to write, not to speak.  

In summary, the basic condition of a literary revolution is to conduct a linguistic revolution 
by using a new language first. That language was spoken language with its great variables used 
in daily life, called “vernacular language.” The pioneer of this movement was Hu Shi – one of 
the leaders in the May Fourth movement, a great Chinese cultural revolution.

The revolution’s pioneer – Hu Shi

“Initial suggestions on literary revolution” (Discussion of Creating a Revolution in Literature, 
1/1917) written by Hu Shi was considered as the first appeal for the literary revolution. The 
requirement for conducting the literary revolution was to hold a linguistic movement: Rejecting 
classical language, and proposing vernacular language. Classic literary language was difficult 
to grasp and spread as did ambiguity in expression. Hu Shi requested its replacement with 
vernacular language as vernacular language was “able to express clear points and facilitate 
understanding.” This entailed that two key slogans of linguistic revolution were “clear” and 
“precise.” It is known that until the nights before the May Fourth movement, classical schools 
of thought that used classical language were still active. Intellectuals who held a neutral position 
also appeared. For example, Guangdi Mei said: “There are differences in each genre of literature. 
Novels and songs can be written in vernacular language, but it is not the same for literature and 
poems” (cited from “Critics over a vernacular poem” in Diary of Hu Shi in Studying Abroad 
written by Hu Shi, published in Changsha, Te Luo Publishing House, 2000, 686).

Hu Shi pointed out eight “No” that modern literature was in contradiction with “classical 
literature,” among them was the second point “Not imitate classical figures.” According to him, 
each period produced its own kind of literature with distinct achievements. This was obviously a 
modern and advanced literary perspective. In Hu Shi’s opinion, the drive-away from top-notch 
literary works of previous generations was the reflection of the “literary evolution” which was 
embedded in the general evolution of the whole of mankind. 

From a linguistic perspective, the stagnation of literature over centuries and dynasties, at its 
core, was due to the fact that contemporary generations wanted to imitate classic works as well 
as classical linguistic usage. Hence, modern poetry, theatre, novels, short stories and newspapers 
were in fact the new age’s literature. This motivated Hu Shi's proposal that modern literature 
“should not avoid using common language.” His implication was that by using “dead language” 
(classical) only lead to “dead literature”. Writing works that used classic language (can be only be 
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written in paper) was no difference from copying museum heritages. The role of language to the 
literature was in fact uncontroversial; thus, the variable of language was the immortal reservoir 
for any literature. 

The cultural meaning of vernacular literary language movement and its achievements in 
reforming the literature

Democracy and universality

Modernity was characterized by democracy and science. From a literary perspective, 
democracy translated into building a universal literature for the commoner. Literature and arts 
can not be confined to the privileges of the upper class. Therefore, the first groups of Chinese 
intellectuals coming back from Japan who wanted to popularize journalism and publication 
for Chinese people understood well that in order to popularize journalism and to increase 
the number of publications, it was significant to eliminate illiteracy and to learn modern 
language that common people, at that time, were using. On that point, it could be said that the 
vernacular literary movement bore an important historical meaning. That meaning was closely 
attached to modernizing literature by spreading literary works to the commoner and creating 
readers as well as the publication market. In the middle of second decade of the 20th century, 
when Chen Duxiu -- a culturalist and a political activist -- founded New Youth magazine in 
1915 and publicly supported the direction of “democracy” and “science” while rejecting classic 
literature and encouraging modern literature, China’s literary modernization had become a 
voluntary act. Especially after the Modern Literature movement initiated by Hu Shi (1917) 
and the May Fourth movement (1919), Chinese literature had gained its very first rewards of 
the vernacular literary language movement. In these movements, modern literature with a wide 
range of continent- and world-scale writers started to emerge. In general, the “modernization” 
(现代化) of the literature was just the process shifting the regional path to the wider path of 
the world’s literature. In comparison with classical literature, which was exclusive for a limited 
number of literate people, modern literature’s distinct features could be narrowed down to one 
word – democracy. 

Writers were growingly concerned with the role of the public, an act which certainly implied 
“democracy” of the modern literature. Many modern writers were also translators and worked 
as the bridge between readers of different cultures. This was clearly in stark contrast to a kind of 
“arrogant” literature where readers had to learn by heart the so-called noble “national” language. 
It was also certainly different from the limited legacy of translated literature from previous 
generations. In theatre, democracy was such that theatres and permanent stages were built to 
replace makeshift troupes. In major cities, professional theatre groups began to form while 
newspapers also delivered poems to most young people and were no longer confined to small 
groups of elder readers in districts.

Vernacular literary language movements built the foundation for the artistic and literary 
revolution as well as the cultural reform. For the first time in China, Western-modelled cities 
appeared with high schools, universities, publishing houses, newspaper offices, libraries, and so 
forth being integrated. In short, “infrastructure” for the whole of modern literature had been 
formed.
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Changing literary notions

The literary revolution and the vernacular literary language movement were, upon regarding 
social impact, the beginning of literary popularization. From an inner perspective (literary 
perspective) the core of those revolutions was “self-movement” of the literature. The vernacular 
literary language movement had led to changes in writing beliefs of many writers. Writers at 
that time had formed a class in society and turned their works into jobs (noble but mostly to 
earn a living). By using classic language, intellectuals had the impression that they were using 
God’s words and speaking the norms of classic figures. Now, by using vernacular language, 
writers were of the impression that they were using the common language of the whole nation. 
Instead of thinking that “literature is for philosophy,” vernacular writers claimed that they were 
writing to serve the public. Instead of the noble “language of spirit,” new poets claimed that 
they were just being “sentimental.” Instead of defying “folk songs,” and regarding theatre as 
“mixed songs,” vernacular writers considered them as a type of art which can directly impact 
the majority. Instead of considering novels which tell stories by “street language” inferior, novel 
writers could even seek the power of elevating national spirit and changing attitudes. Never 
in Chinese novelistic history had previously condemned novels gained such high status in 
the literature. The scenario of thousands of publications reaching each and every reader gave 
vernacular literature unprecedented hope. Speaking and writing in vernacular language – the 
kind of language used by every one in daily life – naturally fostered concern in writers about 
modern literary philosophies. After the May Fourth movement, positive literary notions such 
as “humanity literature” and “the main purpose of literature is to serve humans” gradually 
flourished. Vernacular language helped to express thoughts “clearly” and “precisely,” to liberate 
the mind from “rusty chains” of classic literature which was characterized by ambiguous and 
rigid expression “models.” 

The vernacular literary language movement and its achievements in reforming the literature

Vernacular language had moved previously marginalized novels to the center of literature. 
Hu Shi wrote: “Vernacular literature is a sharp weapon of novels, which has been proven by real-
life evidence such as Shi Naian, Cao Xueqin - that is clearly undebatable.” The truth was close 
to this writer’s conclusion, after the May Fourth movement, where vernacular novels and short 
stories reached an unprecedented level of publications.

However, it is certain that quality should be attended to closely, and more than quantity, in 
considering literature-related issues. In order to understand the impact of vernacular language 
on reforming Chinese literature, little is more effective than observing the case of Lu Xun. When 
the May Fourth movement raised its flag to first signify the modern wave in Chinese literature, 
this writer had just released his first writing named A Madman’s diary (5/1918). This writing 
was the first vernacular short story in modern Chinese literature. The bold experiment had 
instantly brought Lu Xun to the rank of top-notch writers globally. A Madman’s diary and The 
True Story of Ah Q immediately created landslide impacts on China, and were translated into 
multiple languages. Lu Xun can also be regarded as the father of mixed prose, and developed 
this to reach its heyday at that time. In his opinion, the May Fourth’s mixed prose had achieved 
much more than novels, short stories and drama. This was the outcome of active literary forums 
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in contemporary major cities. Chinese writers who pursued mixed prose learned first from 
English essays and persuaded their readers through a hu-mua style and a huge variety of topics. 

The vernacular language revolution brought a new facet to Chinese literature at the beginning 
of 20th century, which generated an immediate impact on modern literature. Thus, immediately 
following this was a theatrical reform. the linguistic revolution had formed a new kind of 
theatre-play. Compared with other genres, the play as well as novels were the two dialetic genres 
of “vernacular language,” which formed a black line between modern and classical literature. 
Over a thousand years, the Chinese theatre revolved around traditional Chinese opera which 
was basically musical theatre with a small percentage of natural dialogue using spoken language. 
The formation of the play under the tensioned influence of Western - Eastern interaction and 
the vernacular literary reform offereed the perfect evidence for Chinese literary modernization 
in the first decades of the 20th century. 

Language is material and a tool for writing and studying literature. The stark contrast 
between the play and other types of traditional works was in fact the contrast between using 
spoken language and using music and dance to express. Language in plays was language and 
action in daily life, not exaggerated actions or dances. This justified that spectating a play is not 
similar to reading a story made up solely of dialogue or monologue (novels that imitate trains 
of thought or letters).

The appearance of Modern Chinese poetry (新詩) in China was the consequence of the 
vernacular linguistic movement. Many scholars particularly emphasized the influence of direct 
exposure to Western poetry by intellectuals abroad. This hypothesis is true to some extent; it 
was only a superficial view. The root of Modern Chinese poetry can be traced back to linguistic 
issues. The exposure to European languages as well modern Chinese poets’ ability to understand 
bilingual languages gave them opportunities to gain insights into the power of a direct and 
spontaneous voice in literature. Modern poetry and narratives required usage of contemporary 
languages to express the raw feelings of contemporary souls. That assisted to explain why other 
names of modern poetry were usually attached to “vernacular language” such as “New vernacular 
new poems” and “Vernacular new poems.” Of course, exposure to the Western poetry of Chinese 
modern poets should also be noticed. Never in Chinese history did such a large number of poets 
appear. This period gave birth to a colossal amount of well-known Chinese modern poets such 
as Guo Moruo (1892-1978), Dai Wangshu, Wen Yiduo, Liu Bannong, Xu Chimo, and so 
forth. They were all translators under the heavy influence of Western poetry. Hu Shi was the 
first to use vernacular language to translate and write poems. He deserved to be considered as 
the pioneer of Chinese modern poetry. This “revolutionary poet” had publicly admitted that 
he was influenced substantially by foreign poetry. Therefore, Chinese historical literature in 
the 20th century recorded that Modern Chinese poetry was initiated by translating foreign 
poetry in vernacular language and then continued by writing vernacular modern poems. This 
revolution had paved the way for poems by erasing “rules” and the rigidity of poetry in terms 
of character numbers, lines, and verses.  The modernization of Chinese literature till the May 
Fourth movement had turned into an active phenomenon, even becoming voluntary. The most 
outstanding sign was the establishment of a literary system (poetry essay/study) which held 
certain values with a number of breakthrough writings. The efforts in reforming literature had 
been started by poets in the post-Qing dynasty. However, the literary reform in the late Qing 
dynasty was half-hearted reformed songs. Classical poets in this period did not understand nor 
could not accept changes in “poetry rules.” Frankly, they could not imagine a type of poem 
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using “spoken language” as main material while the core of the literary revolution was to write 
by vernacular language. In the late Qing dynasty, from Liang Qichao to Huang Zuxian all 
proposed to only reform topics and keep classic poetic forms. It was not until the May Fourth 
movement with Hu Shi’s slogan “Grand revolution on poetic forms” that the issue of literary 
forms had been dealt with.

Hu Shi was also well-known with the direction to “make poems like writing literature.” 
In 1916, he initiated wring narrative poems. One year later, he published a poem sequence 
named Eight vernacular poems in New Youth magazine, Volume 2, 1917. This sequence, 
though retaining traces of Tang poetry, had bared itself from historical references, dual lines, 
and balanced tones. The title emphasized vernacular language in writing. The history of modern 
Chinese poetry noted Eight vernacular poems as one of the first writings in the Modern Chinese 
Poetry period. In March 1920, the Eexperimental poem collection written by Hu Shi was 
published by the Shanghai Eastern Library Publishing house. Until now, the Experimental 
poem collection is noted as being the first set of poems of Modern Chinese poetry. Nearly five 
years after the publication of Eight vernacular poems by Hu Shi, modern Chinese poetry had 
substantially transformed. The first days of modern poetry certainly had failed experiments; In 
general, modern poetry had occupied the whole genre. Chinese poetry finally merged with the 
modernist period of the world’s literature. 

After 1920, vernacular poems nearly replaced Chinese “classic poetry”. Basic features of 
vernacular poems had been formed. Weaknesses during the first periods had been alleviated 
rationally, helping vernacular poems to keep their own aesthetic characteristics. One particular 
case was Free verse which was characterized by its alluring styles, such as Guo Moruo’s romantic 
style, Bing Xin’s super short poems; Feng Zhi’s and Song Baihua’s style, and so forth. Among 
them, the most renowned poem was the poem collection called Goddess by Guo Moruo 
published in August 1921 (Yuan Dong Publishing House, Shanghai). This collection was once 
a reform’s phenomenon, that is, in the early days of modern Chinese poetry, as it was imbued 
with anti-feudalism and romantic style. With its reformative efforts, Goddess was the hallmark 
of Chinese modern poetry reform. Goddess, with 56 poems in total, was first written in 1918. 
Most of these were from the time when poets were studying in Japan. Some writings were made 
in 1921 when the poet first returned to China. The whole collection was heavily influenced 
by world famous poets such as R. Tagore, J. Goethe, H. Heine, P. Shelley, and C. Baudelaire. 
Guo Moruo was among rare Chinese poets who expressed special admiration for W. Whitman’s 
poetry (America). Almost all of his well-known poems carried the signature of Whitman’s 
romantic style.

Upon the decline of the May Fourth movement was a longing in each poet. If Lu Xun 
named this feeling “stunned” in narratives, poets begun to write vignettes (micro poems, 
flourished during 1921-1923). Bing Xin and Song Baihua were regarded as the most outstanding 
representatives. The vignette was the form suitable for expressing longing and sadness. The theme 
as well as the key feeling in these poems was displayed in various layers, but it was the human 
experience, it was philosophical thought and nostalgia. In terms of form, the vignette mostly 
used a minimaliss style by eliminating verses and rules. This type of poem was influenced by 
the classical novelette. As for writers impacted by Japanese and English literature, their vignettes 
resembled Japanese haiku and R. Tagore’s vignettes. 

Another hallmark of Chinese modern literature during the May Fourth movement that 
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presented the significant influence of vernacular language was children’s literature. Before May 
Fourth, children’s literature had not been a part of literature. This was directly associated with 
linguistic education for children. As seen, traditional education (Confucian) had taught children 
Four Books and Five Classics, leading them to a thousand-year-old museum which was isolated 
from daily life. Because classical education had not been concerned with children’s literature, it 
had almost “stolen” the childhood of many generations while linguistic education for children in 
any country should begin with spoken and vernacular language. Writing literature for children, 
more than for anyone else, strictly required the use of their own language – spoken language 
from daily life. The kind of language had evolved with children, had echoed in their songs, fairy 
tales and folk stories, and was very different from classical works that required that we look up 
almost every word in dictionary. 

Finally, one thing that should not be missed in discussing  the impact of the vernacular 
language revolution is the achievement of translated and bilingual literature. China once 
employed classical language to translate foreign works, most of which were not particular 
representatives of large-scale cultural exchange. Not until May Fourth with vernacular language 
as its tool did translation develop to an unprecedented scale. A myriad of the world’s classic 
works were able to “find themslves” in their interaction with China. In addition to translated 
literature (with numerous modulations and adaptations) that employed 100% vernacular 
language, was the phenomenon that Chinese writers wrote in foreign languages. This become 
an approach to learning foreign languages by using vernacular languages, as more suitable than 
approaching these through classical language in old language books. 

Conclusion 

“Classical” and “vernacular” language should not be seen as completely contradictory. Th 
vernacular language revolution flourishing in the May Fourth movement did fulfill its mission 
in transforming tools and materials for one of the most ancient literature genres in the world, 
integrating this literary form into the path of the worldwide literature – a historical act that 
was called “modernization” and “globalization” in retrospect. However, believing that the May 
Fourth movement’s leaders had “destroyed all classical legacy to build the new foundation” was 
too radical. May Fourth reformers in language and literature did not “destroy classical legacy” 
but focused on transforming and merging tradition into modernism. These writers would have 
found it difficult to completely eradicate “classical language” or “classic poetry rules” without  
eradicated their own styles. Moreover, in each nation’s language, there had never been an 
absolute difference between speaking and writing, between pure “classical language” and spoken 
language. This truth is universal. For example, the “Latino extinct language” is a necessary 
label when comparing the genre to living common languages. Ancient Latino is still “alive” in 
European dcontexts, as is the case for Chinese classical language in China. Although it is no 
longer used as the official tool for writing, the Chinese classical form was not killed by May 
Fourth. Classical language is alive in modern Chinese, but does not now occupy a “top place” 
in realms such as in feudal periods. Only with such an open-minded approach can researchers 
evaluate the scale of vernacular language revolution in the May Fourth movement exactly and 
learn lessons that are valuable for cultural and literary reform, at both the present and future. 
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Abstract 

The paper alludes to the study of how humans relocate themselves with cultural practice 
and its particular axiom, which embrace the meaning and value of how material and intellectual 
resource are embedded in culture. The study stimulates the cultural anthropology of the Bengali 
(Indo-Aryan, Eastern India) diaspora in Kerala (South India) that is dynamic and which keeps 
changing with the environment, keeping in mind a constant examination of group rituals, 
traditions, eating habits and communication. Languages are always in a state of flux, as are 
societies, and society contains customs and practices, beliefs, attitudes, way of life and the way 
people organize themselves as a group.

The study scrutinizes the relationship between language and culture of Bengali people 
while fraternizing with Malayalee which encapsulates cultural knowledge and locates this in the 
interactions among members of varied cultural groups across time and space. This is influenced 
by that Bengali diasporic people change across generations owing to cultural gaps and remodeling 
of language and culture. The study investigates how a social group, having different cultural 
habits, manages time and space of a new and diverse sociopolitical situation. Moreover, it also 
investigates the language behaviour of the Bengali diaspora in Kerala by analyzing the linguistic 
features of Malayalam (Dravidian) spoken, such as how they express their cultural codes in 
different spatiotemporal conditions and their lexical choice in those situations.

Keywords: Culture, Bengali, Diaspora, Kerala, Malayalam

Introduction

Any living language or culture changes with time, as language constitutes culture and 
through it,we can express beliefs and values. Language and culture are closely related to each 
other as language can be viewed as a verbal expression of culture. Culture is considered a central 
concept in anthropology, encompassing a range of phenomena that are transmitted through 
social learning in human societies. There are some cultural universals in every human society 
such as cooking, shelter, and clothing which are described as human behaviour and social 
practices.

In this paper, I determine ways in which the different magnitudes of culture are maintained 
in respective geographical regions. Society, culture and language all flourish in certain defined 
contexts. Mass departure or migration is common, and the spreading of cultural practice and 
language behavior is the result of all these phenomenon, as it is a universal element of language. 
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It is normal behaviour for humans to preserve their language and culture in new socio-cultural 
environments. I thus aim to evaluate the measures taken by Bengali communities in Kerala to 
maintain their language and culture.

Methodology

This paper investigates the culture and language maintained by Bengali speakers residing in 
Kerala. The number of informants in the study was ninety-two. Each of these informants have 
resided in Kerala for over four years. This study comprises two parts: First, it enquires as to the 
cultural maintenance by the Bengali people residing in Kerala, and secondly, it observes language 
change. The study is mainly based on primary data obtained through casual talk style, interview 
style with a structured questionnaire and observations. The audio data is recorded with a 44000 
Hz samplic frequency at a 16 bit rate for the acoustic analysis of speech samples collected, so as 
to find the difference in pronunciation by Bengali individuals speaking Malayalam.

Brief Description of Bengali and Malayalam Language

The Bengali language or Bangla is an Indo-Aryan family spoken mostly in the East Indian 
subcontinent. It has evolved from the Magadhi Prakrit and Sanskrit language and is the second 
most spoken language in India. The Malayalam language is a Dravidian family spoken mostly in 
the south Indian subcontinent and has its roots in the 10th century. Considered as an offshoot 
of old Tamil, it is believed that after the 9th century, the common stock of Tamil and Malayalam 
diverged, which resulted in the emergence of Malayalam, as a language distinct from Proto-
Tamil.

Maintenance of Bengali Cultural Habits in Kerala

Factors influencing the diaspora of Bengali folk in Kerala are many. Mostly, diaspora was 
influenced through the boom in technology in the state, thus attracting youngsters across India 
to join the IT field in Kerala. Some others joined government offices such as VSSC and the 
Geoscience institute. Some considered Kerala as their second motherland, as they resided in 
Kerala for more than ten years.

The spatial and cultural differences of Bengal and Kerala are significant. These divergences 
are evident in almost all cultural practices, including in language behavior. However, similarities 
also exist. Through these divergences and similarities, the Bengali folk in Kerala maintain their 
culture and language. For example, a ritual known as annaprasan is conducted for babies at the 
age of five or seven-year months old. This welcomes the baby into eating normal home-made 
food, a ritual practiced by both Bengali and Malayali people. Eventually, Bengalis living in 
Kerala also began to practice the traditional custom by feeding rice pudding (kheer or pay cash), 
but not with traditional rice (Gobindobhog), as this is not available in Kerala.

Bengalis living in Kerala perform marriage ceremonies but without traditional ceremonial 
elements such as the Turmeric ceremony (gaye holud), the wedding ceremony (bibaho/bie), 
Bou Bhaat, Phul Shojja (flower bed), Oshto Mongola, and Shubhochuni Satyanarayana Puja, 
as all the essential elements are not available for Bengalis in Kerala. Here, Bengalis are bound to 
follow certain Malayali customs for these ceremonies.

In this study, cultural and geographical differences and their varying magnitudes are 
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considered as the plot for identifying cultural maintenance. Both states are situated in a different 
areas. Kerala is an extreme south part of India, allowing for the easy identification of differences 
in cultural practices such as in food, marriage, and in worship. Due to these divergences, 
Bengalis are tasked with maintaining their culture in Kerala without considering the cultural 
norms of the land. In such a cultural context, the culture and language of Kerala is influenced 
in many ways in Bengali communities. Social environments, nature of work, and cultural spaces 
all thus influence change.

Use of Language as a Cultural Product

Social media, television, and the Internet all play a major role in preserving culture and 
other social practices, including language behaviour. These reduce differences and provide 
virtual socio-cultural spaces. These communities maintain constant contact with political and 
social situations of their homeland by reading Bengali newspaper such as Anandabazar Patrika, 
Bartaman Patrika, not available in Kerala. Viewing Bengali TV programmes and Bengali movies 
also constitutes cultural practice for building heritage/homeland socio-cultural context within 
different geographical areas.

Spreading art and musical forms become another way of maintaining cultural behaviour, 
as the rich tradition of their community is signified through these art forms. Boul music and 
the Rabindra sangeet of Bengal are widely acknowledged art forms, yet have no base in the 
cultural context of Kerala. Musicians relating with these forms in the Bengali diaspora attempt 
to establish these musical forms in Kerala. Many Bengalis, including children, practice these 
musical forms in Kerala. In the case of language maintenance, Bengali diasporic people living 
more than ten years in Kerala now lay claim to the region as their own land. These factors 
contribute towards their attitude to the languages.

From the study, it is observed that informants use Bengali along with Malayalam in 
certain cultural contexts, by using the codes of the Malayalam language. In home domains, 
they use only Bengali. In telling jokes within the same community, they code mix between 
Bengali and English; in mingling with other community, they use only one language at onen 
time. In making declarations of love, or in praying to a deity, they use Bengali only. However, 
children mix languages (English, Hindi, Bengali and Malayalam) intrasententially, evidencing 
the multilingual characteristics of Bengali diaspora. It is observed that informants use Bengali 
language only at home by code mixing with English. The other languages used at home vary 
between various classes or categories. The second generation of Bengalis use the English language 
in their home domain, whereas older generations use only the Bengali language. The languages 
such as English, Malayalam and Hindi are taught in the schools of Kerala. As there is no Bengali 
language in the school, learning of the Bengali language in Kerala cannot be possible.

An overview of the result regarding language use indicates that next to the Bengali language, 
English is the dominant language, followed by Hindi and then Malayalam. If generation is 
taken as one of the variables, it is seen that the second generation will have most likely shift 
to English and Hindi for writing and somehow Malayalam for reading and speaking. The first 
generation- Bengali can read, write and speak Bangla. Whereas, the second generation can only 
speak the mother tongue; generally, neither can read nor can write properly. However, the older 
generation generally uses Bengali at home and in social meetings, only Bangla is used. Bengali 
children speak Malayalam and English with friends, yet uses English most often in domestic 
contexts. It is also observed that older people show a keen interest in Malayalam literature 
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which makes them desire to learn the Malayalam language. One old age informant informed 
that she somehow manages to read “Balarama.” Again, it is also observed that maintenance 
of native language and local culture by the migrant Bengalis in Kerala, has occurred the 
Trivandrum Bengali Association (TBA), Trivandrum, for last forty-six years. In Kerala, there are 
many Bengali associations. By means of regular meetings, cultural programmes’, and social and 
economic endeavours, these social organizations attempt to bring together all their members 
under their community customs and to integrate into its mainstream. All festivals of Bengali in 
West Bengal, such as Durga puja, Kali puja, and Lakshmi puja, and art forms such as Dhunochi 
nach, Gita paat etc., are celebrated by the Bengali Diaspora in Kerala. The majority of Bengalis 
living in Kerala feel that their children should be proficient in Hindi and English. The negative 
attitude toward one’s mother tongue and a high positive attitude towards English, Malayalam 
and Hindi, suggests that migrants visualize the practical utility of the language studied and 
the opportunities available for employment. Some informants believe that they have no use of 
learning Bengali because they can communicate in Malayalam with Malayalis and English or 
Hindi with other people. Central Government employees use Hindi in almost all contexts, even 
though their mother tongue is Bengali. So they are not bothered about their mother tongue 
and their children are learning Hindi or foreign languages. IT sector people use only Hindi or 
English. The following are sentences uttered by Bengalis. The influence of Malayalam is evident.
1. ami cor kʰai
 I rice eat.1sg.PRS “I eat rice”.
2. thik ace ʃeri ʃeri
 correct present correct correct “It’s ok”.
3. ambalam-e ɟabo
 temple-LOC. go. 1sg.FUT “I will go to the temple”.
4. kɔfi kaicɔ
 coffee drink.PST.
 “Did you have coffee?”.
5. ma amake ekʈu cuɖ vellam debe?
 mother me.DAT. little hot water give.2H “Mother, will you give me some hot water?”.
6. biʃon ma:ɽa: hoece heavy rain happen.PST “It rained heavily”.
5. tumi nona: bolo-na
 you.2H lie tell.2H.FUT.-NEG.
 “Do not tell a lie”.
8. Aɟ  ɟolikar aʃeni
 today servant come.PST.NEG. “Todayservant didn’t come”.
9. ɖi: edik-e aje.
 you.FEM. this side-LOC. Come.1sg.FUT. “You(f ) come here”.
10. ami aɟ vaikiʈʈə big bazar ɟabo.
 I today evening big bazaar go.1sg.FUT. “Today evening I will go to Big Bazaar”.
11. amra notun vanɖi kineci. we new car buy.1sg.PST “we purchased a new car”.
12. ami ʃudu mati: kʰai̯.
 I only mati: eat.1sg.PRS.
 “I eat only matti(fish name)”.
13. ami pa:l hɔrliks dije kʰai
 I milk Horlicks with eat.1sg.PRS “I drink milk along with Horlicks”.
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14. ami venɖa:kija: dije dupur-e bʰat kʰei̯ ci.
 I okra with the afternoon.LOC. rice eat.1sg.PRS.PRF. “I have eaten rice with okra (a kind 

of vegetable)”.
15. ami sku:l theke eʃe veʃakku:nnu hoecʰilam
 I school from come.PST. hungry become.1sg.PST. “I was hungry after coming from school”.
16. mo:l-e taratari aje
 child(fem) -VOC. fast come.1S “kid come fast”.
17. amar ækdin meʈro-te kʰub peri hoecʰilo
 GEN. one day metro-LOC. Very fear happen.PST. “One day I became afraid in metro”.
18. amra durga pujoe nalla enjoy koreci
 we durga puja. LOC. good enjoy do.1P.PERF “We have enjoyed the Durga Puja nicely”.
19. amar ækdin meʈro-te kʰub peri hoecʰilo I.GEN. one day metro-LOC. Very fear happen.

PST. “One day I became afraid in metro”.

Attitudes Towards Language

Certain class differences are prominent in the Bengali diaspora in Kerala. The people 
mentioned above belong to the educated class. The other group of Bengali folks are those who 
migrated from Bengal to Kerali as labours. This is owing to the static nature of the gulf economy 
that functions as the backbone of the state’s per capita income. As the class difference is high in 
all respects, it is a high task to consider both classes within a common platform for analysing 
cultural habits and language behaviour. But the common feature is that the labour class acquires 
language quickly and many factors of communication like code-mixing and code-switching 
function more efficiently, in bilingual or multilingual environments, due to interaction with the 
common Malayali folk. An example is the geminated /ʈ/ [ʈʈ], the geminated /ɳ/ [ɳɳ] and the 
cluster [ɳʈ]. All these consonants possess common phonological characteristics in Malayalam. 
Moreover, these consonant combinations are not present in Bengali phonology. It is thus very 
difficult to a Bengali speaker to pronounce Malayalam words having these sounds combinations. 
They exhibit the tendency to substitute corresponding single retroflex consonants in these 
contexts. Mother tongue influences are more prominent in all these contexts. Since all these 
consonants are absent in Bengali phonology, variations at the suprasegmental level are very 
evident. The Bengali speaker applies more energy while pronouncing these consonants. So the 
intensity, pitch and duration of these sound combinations vary accordingly.

  

Fig.1. Spectrogram of [ʈʈ] sound pronounced by a Bangla speaker
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Fig.2. Spectrogram of [ɳ ɳ ] sound pronounced by a Bangla speaker

Fig.3. Spectrogram of [ɳ ʈ ] sound pronounced by a Bangla speaker

Conclusion

Language is the most important ingredient in any speech community. It is not a mere 
means for communication and interaction but also for establishing and maintaining human 
relationships. This study present certain observations regarding language maintenance and 
language attitudes of the migrant Bengalis in Kerala. The migrant Bengalis in Kerala consider 
English and Hindi as the languages for better social mobility, power and prestige. The second 
generation Bengali immigrant has strong convergence to English and Hindi for all basic needs. 
However, their mother tongue is only restricted to the home domain at the oral level. But some 
people learn Malayalam to take their potential interest in Malayalam literature.
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I Call You through Fire: A Pakkado Love Magic 
Parallelism1

Nirwana

aUdayana University, Indonesia

Abstract 

The main concern of this article is to elaborate on the magic of Pa’issangang Baine 'knowledge 
about women’ within ‘Pakkado’ (people who speak I) in West Sulawesi, Indonesia. More 
specifically, the article focuses on this spell in individual ritual contexts, not in ordinary activity. 
The spell is performed by certain actors, and focuses on the characteristics of the utterances. The 
type of knowledge is categorized as a spell and is practiced by men who want to attract beloved 
women. Albeit, it also used by women to gain beloved men.

The techniques used are recordings and field notes. The utterances are taken from a single 
informant. The rationale of the research is to give a better understanding of spells within the 
society who speak I.

Nowadays, this spell lives only within the heads of aged populatons. Some people are 
worried about the death of this magic language, but only some attention has been directed at 
its preservation. The research also contributes in two ways; practice and academic. Practically, it 
is one way for revitalizing the magic word into written text; academically, it shows fascinating 
language use from semantic and pragmatic points of view. 

The writer applies some linguistic tools to analyze the utterances and the activity of 
performers in producing words such as in the poetic function of language use (Jakobson 1960), 
and in the deictic field (Hank, 2005).

The features of this spell show the act of using parallelism and sentences repeated many 
times (Fox, 1988). In addition, it also shows the variety within a deictic system. Mandar is an 
ethnicity located in West Sulawesi—on the island of Sulawesi.

Keywords: spell, deictic, indexicality, poetic, parallelism, Mandar

Introduction

Love magic comprises words of ancestors believed to have efficacy for influencing beloved 
persons. This spell is performed at particular times and places, while focusing on specific people, 
and differs to daily speech. Discussing love magic, Malinowski presnted that:

In love magic the actor has really or symbolically to grasp, stroke, fondle, the beloved 
person or some object representing her, he reproduces the behavior of a heart sick lover 
who has lost his common sense and is overwhelmed by passion (Malinowski, 1948, 52)

The spell is administered after it is requested. The text shows a highly intricate and fascinating 

1  The article presented in Cambodia on January, 2017, 20-30
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poetic structure, and is transformed and conveyed through means of oral tradition, that is, from 
person to person and from generation to generation, as Pakkadoq does not have a writing 
system.

This article provides a general description of love magical speech in Pakkadoq society, 
particularly in understanding the denotational structure of the text. Here, this research does not 
aim to discuss the power and the effect of love magic, but rather, investigates the poetic form 
through its parallelism. 

The research contributes in at least two ways; practice and academic. Practically, the 
research becomes a way for revitalizing the love magic text amd placing it into a written text. 
Academically, the research presents fascinating language. 

About the Pakkadoq

The Pakkadoq represents a society which speaks kadoq ‘I,’ and which lives in areas in West 
Sulawesi. The location of usage of this spell is caled Rantedoda, one of villages in Mamuju 
Regency. The writer has not found other research in this area. This research thus aims to expose 
how this spell is performed, through individual ritual contexts opposing to ordinary activity, 
and more so the characteristics of the utterances. The aim of the research is thus to explore the 
utterances of the spell, which are taken from a single actor. The research thus provides a better 
understanding of Pakkadoq’s spell through a linguistic perspective, and thus contributes to 
preserving this oral tradition.  

Theorethical Framework

This writing mainly focuses on ritual monolog speech, more specifically, Pakkadoq’s magic 
spell. The anthropologist J.J. Fox has significantly contributed to studying the ritual speech of 
Indonesia, and particularly East Indonesia, having focused on the symbolism and meaning of 
ritual speech (Fox 1998). The present writing attempts to explore the meaning of magic spell 
utterances through its language forms. More specifically, it focuses on parallelism.

The idea of parallelism is based on the notion of multifunctionality of language, proposed 
by Jakobson (1990). One of the functions of language Jakobson proposed is the poetic function. 
The poetic function projects the principle of equivalence from the axis of selection to the axis of 
combination. Parallelism is an example of the poetic function characterized by repetition, with 
variation through differentiation and similarity. This parallelism is used as tool to analyze the 
utterances of the magic spell.

A concept used to explain this magic text is deixis. Deixis suggests pointing via language 
(Yule 1996), its deictic field (Hanks 2005), or through honorifics (Agha 2007). Lyons (1977, 
637) offers the following definition of deixis: The “location and identification of persons, 
objects, events, processes and activities being talked about, or referred to, in relation to the 
spatio-temporal context created and sustained by the act of utterance and the participation in 
it, typically of a single speaker and at least one addressee.”

Yule (1996, 9) explored teh fact that deixis is a form of referring that is tied to the speaker’s 
context, with the most basic distinction between deictic expressions being near speaker versus 
away from the speaker. If the referents being referred to are near the speaker, the proximal terms 
such as 'this,'  'here,'  and 'now' are used. By contrast, the distal terms such as 'that,'  'there,'  
and 'then' are employed, provided that the referents are away from the speaker. 
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Levinson (2004) defined deixis as the ways in which languages encode or grammaticalize 
features of the context of utterance or speech event, and thus concerns ways in which the 
interpretation of utterances depends on the analysis of that context of utterance.” Deixis is a 
reference  by means of an expression whose interpretation is relative to the (usually) extralinguistic 
context of the utterance, such as (1)Who is speaking (2)The time or place of speaking (3)The 
gestures of the speaker, or (4)The current location in the discourse.

Method

The data was collected from single informant. In gathering the data, the writer requested 
the informant to perform the process of sending this magic spell. In performing this activity, the 
writer trasncribed the utterances. The collected data were transcribed using the Latin alphabet. 
The data was then translated and its parallelism was analysed. 

Results and Discussion

The research findings are shown below, that is, the performance of sending the text, and 
the trasnlation of the text, which consists of 22 lines. The text is characterized by the use of 
parallelism, has one sentence repeated many times, and is spoken by a single woman.

01. Kuruso nyabana taanu
 (I shake her soul [name of person])
02. Maiko, moa’ u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
03. Kuruso nyabana taanu
 (I shake her soul [name of person])
04. Maiko, moa’ u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
05. Kuruso nyabana taanu
 (I shake her soul [name of person])
06. Maiko, moa’ u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
07. Kuruso atena ta anu
 (I shake her heart [name of person])
08. Maiko, moa’ u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
09. Kuruso atena ta anu
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 (I shake her heart [name of person])
10. Maiko, moa u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
11. Kuruso buana ta anu
 (I shake her heart [name of person])
12. Maiko, moa u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
13. Kuruso buana ta anu
 (I shake her chest [name of person])
14. Maiko, moa’ u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
15. Kuruso Buana ta anu
 (I shake her chest [name of person])
16. Maiko, Moa u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
17. Kuruso pa’dunna ta anu
 (I shake her bile [name of person])
18. Maiko, moa’ u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
19. Kuruso pa’dunna ta anu
 (I shake her bile [name of person])
20. Moa’ u’deko mai mateko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)
21. Kuruso pa’dunna ta anu 
 (I shake her bile [name of person])
22. Maiko, moa’ u’deko mai matko
 (Come, if you do not come, you will die)

In finding the parallelism and deictic form, the analysis is focused on every sentences of the 
text. Analysis found some facts of the text. The whole text described the internal organ of the 
addresser as unaware actor and the consequences if addresser denied the requesting of the sender 
of magic spell as aware actor. Another fact of the text is all the sentences are end with all vocal 
voice, namely vocal u and o.

Parallelism of text. The text consisted of 22 lines. These line were divided into four parts. 
The sentences almost the same except four things, namely the words nyaba ‘soul’, bua ‘chest’, ate 
‘heart’, pa’du ‘bile’ and the other words are repetition. Those four words are part of human body.
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A Study on Ontological Metaphors in Economic 
Contexts

Gantsetseg Sanjmyatava 
aMandah University, Mongolia

 

Sumiya Tuvdennyamb

bMandah University, Mongolia

Abstract 

With the rapid development of human-centered society, linguistics and cultural studies have 
been combined in modern research. In particular, the study of metaphors has been considered 
closely in the cognitive context rather than as a linguistic ornament. Metaphors reflect processes 
of thinking and therefore require a rethinking of notions  of  meaning,  concept, and reason. 
Consequently, the paper aims to study a model of Conceptual Mapping (map relation 
between a concrete source domain and an abstract target domain) focusing on ontological-
based metaphors that are deployed in economic reports. In order to achieve the aim, these 
research objectives were raised; 1) to design a model of economic metaphor processing which is 
formed through conceptual mapping and 2) to describe national identity through the context 
of ontological metaphors. We found support for our research methid in work by Lakoff (1993). 
The metaphorical expressions that describe the modern socio-economic situation were selected 
from official media such as journals, magazines or news websites in Mongolia. The research data 
were analyzed and described by qualitative methods.

Keywords: Ontological metaphor, conceptual mapping, economic context, national identity

Introduction

Articles related to the economy are often flooded with metaphors. Here, metaphors can 
be seen in a new light, exceeding their primary function of being used only as ornamental 
tropes, and can become powerful instruments of expressiveness, rendering their study through 
cognitive linguistics, culture and other fields interesting. Lakoff and Johnson claimed that the 
metaphor is not just a matter of language, but that it governs our ordinary conceptual system. 
According to their view, human thought processes are largely metaphorical and the human 
conceptual system is metaphorically structured and defined (Lakoff 2003). Lakoff (1980) and 
Turner (1993) both suggested that conceptual metaphors are related to our daily language and 
life since they can generally be divided into three main types: Structural (medicine, health), 
orientational (up-down) and ontological (human, container). 

The aim of this paper is to address how ontologically-based metaphors construct the current 
economic condition as cognitive tools that are based on human emotion, specific objects or 
materials, or on cultural experiences with cultural values in terms of national identity.
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The method of our research is based on Lakoff and Johnson’s theories of the conceptual 
metaphor. Thus, metaphor is the mental process occuring when human activity, model, 
lifestyle, and notion of mapping have an intention, at which time the person uses expressions 
which are not in line with their denotative meaning. In this case, humans engage in using and 
understanding the target domain бай, which has an increase in abstract nature. The metaphor 
is one important example of economic rhetoric and is an essential device in economic thinking, 
including in the process of conceptual mapping, and assists to describe national identity (Turner 
1993).

Scope of the Study

During the 1970s, as a result of the attention by linguists led by George Lakoff, the metaphor 
was seen as a mechanism operating in everyday language, and that creates and shows our way 
of understanding reality (Lakoff 1980). The aim of this paper is to address how ontology-based 
metaphors construct current economic conditions as cognitive tools that are based on human 
emotion, specific objects or materials, and cultural experiences and values in terms of national 
identity.

The method for this research is based on Lakoff and Johnson’s theory of the conceptual 
metaphor. We present a model of metaphors illustrating how they are formed showing national 
identity and cultural interpretations of the source and target concepts. These include ontological 
metaphors. Lakoff and Johnson pointed out that the conceptualization of our experience under 
the conceptual domain of material or tangible things helps us to extract abstract experiences 
and ideas and to see them as objects or concrete substances (мөнгө босгох 1990). In the view 
of cognitive linguistics, the metaphor can be illustrated as a mapping between a source and 
target domain. The metaphor allows people to comprehend a relatively abstract or inherently 
unstructured subject matter in terms of a more concrete, or at least a more highly structured, 
subject matter. B.Purev-Ochir describes that metaphor is mind mapping that is related to the 
experience of audiences who are addressed and who interpret them through national identity 
in the context of cognitive perspectives (Пүрэв-очир.Б, 2013). The ontological conceptual 
metaphor originated from human thoughts within a particular culture. Linguistically, this will 
result in an item of vocabulary or larger stretch of text being applied in a unique way. Hence, 
researchers tend to study ontological metaphors within different cultures, places, times, and 
social and economic life, owing to rapid social and economic developments. 

The article focuses on how conceptual mapping works for ontological metaphor occurring 
in economics articles, and attempts to describe national identity through human thinking and 
experience on lifestyle. We attempt to explain metaphorical linguistic expressions frame 1) 
semantic 2) metaphor model 3) national identity within economic context in order to analyze 
the hypothesis by conducting sampling from news articles and Mongolian economic websites. 
We selected metaphorical phrases such as offshore (оффшорчин), to build money (мөнгө 
босгох) and to damp the fire (гал унтраах) are mental images grounded deeply in expressions 
common in current economic conditions in Mongolia. 

Cambridge English Dictionary: 1.Offshore [ˈɒfʃɔː,ɒfˈʃɔː] Оff +shore (off + shore- land, as 
opposed to sea or water; 2. Offshore-adjective: offshore; adjective: off-shore; adverb: offshore 
[ˈɒfʃɔː,ɒfˈʃɔ] 3. situated at sea some distance from the shore: “offshore islands” (Cambridge 
English Dictionary, 1993); 4. Offshore financial institutions: can also be used for illicit purposes 
such as money laundering and tax evasion. Offshore is a word in Mongolian as a borrowed 
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(Cambridge English Dictionary, 1993). The Mongolian dictionary points out that offshore 
(оффшор) means “old, outside”, offshore account (оффшор данс) 1. Татвар ихтэй болон 
валютын хяналт ихтэй орны харилцагчдад open the account (нээсэн данс) in  tax free 
country; 2) Тухайн нутаг дэвсгэрт бүртгэлтэй ч оршин суугч бус этгээдэд үзүүлэх 
банкны үйлчилгээний нэг гэж тусгажээ-the banking service which belongs to overseas 
(https://www.investopedia.com, 2000). But “offshore” is familiar to Mongolians through 
politicians who take some money from the state budget in order to save abroad. 

Extracts from articles addressed: 

“…The Minister of Foreign Affairs, offshore Tsogtbaatar.D has visited to China…” 
(“Оффшорчин» гэгдсэн Гадаад Харилцааны сайд Д.Цогтбаатар анхны айлчлалаа 
Хятадад хийжээ” (24 цаг. мн сайт, 2017.4).

“…Somewhat surprisingly, the Republic party proposed a project of law amendment 
titled “Offshore politicians goodbye” through the Spring Session of the Parliament…” 
(Хамгийн сонирхолтой нь энэ удаагийн хаврын чуулганаар МАН-ынхан “Оффшорчин 
улстөрчид баяртай” гэх хуулийн төслийг батлахаар хэлэлцэж эхэллээ” (24 цаг. мн сайт, 
2017.4).

“…At present many rumors in the public about the offshore issues that you may be titled 
as an offshore. Most people may have a mind that if somebody has an account abroad, they 
may be called as a cheater...” (Сүүлийн үед оффшор данстай холбоотойгоор нийгэм 
даяар шуугьж байна. Таныг ч бас оффшорчин гэж цоллох боллоо. Ихэнх иргэдэд 
оффшор данстай холбоотой л бол луйварчин мэт ойлголт төрж байх шиг” (24 цаг. мн 
сайт, 2017.4).

According to the Mongolian thesaurus dictionary Cheater (булааж авагч) is explained 
that a person who acts dishonestly in order to gain an advantage. Through the dictionary 
Cheater is explained in the ways of that 1. бусдын юмыг гүжирлэн мэхлэх, булааж авагч; 
2. Булхайцах, булхайлах, луйварчин-бусдын юмыг гүжирлэн булааж авагч, Pilferer” 
(луйварчин) “Луйварчин” гэдэг үгийг өдрийн луйварчин, улаан цайн луйварчин мөн 
башир муу аргаар тонон дээрэмддэг этгээд, хулгайч худалчид; бусдын юмыг гүжирдэн 
булаан авагч, луйварч, луйвард гаршсан этгээд; бузар луйварчин (муу мөртэй хулгайч, 
худалчид), луйварчин этгээд (башир муу аргаар тонон дээрэмдэгч этгээд), улаан 
луйварчин (луйвард гаршсан хүн, мэхт арганд гаршсан этгээд)   (Хүрээлэн, 2015). 

The word metaphor has come to mean a cross-domain mapping in the conceptual system. 
Therefore, the analysis of a conceptual metaphor demonstrates how human reasoning and 
behavior are organized as one of the tenets that can be derived from conceptual metaphor 
theory that suggests metaphors of structural thinking. 

The nomadic lifestyle is still practiced today in rural areas of Mongolia. Thus, Mongolian 
families move from place to place for their animals to graze. When they move from a cold 
place they leave their heavy furniture and other extras in their winter camps. Rarely, others 
steal and use these items. These people and phenomena are conceptualized abstractly as 
“cheater”(луйварчин). This negative etalon is used in modern language in the economics 
context. That is, the mental process occurs when one has an intention, and he or she uses 
expressions. A large part of our everyday language is motivated by conceptual metaphors that 
we take for granted. 
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Model 1. Offshore metaphorical mapping

Meanwhile, some economists describe phrases as “build money” (мөнгө босгох), which 
is a very common expression in the field of economics. In business, the text “Millions of Ideas 
to Build Money” (Мөнгө босгох мянган санаа, the bestseller, was published recently is 
predomainant. 

Phrases with ontological metaphors in the following examples are taken from the media: 
“If you borrow some money from a financial institution then there is a big problem with 

collateral. You need to create a productive project to build money…” (Банк санхүүгийн 
байгууллагаас зээлье гэвэл барьцаа гэх айхтар асуудалд тулна. Гэтэл дэлхий хэт 
хурдан эргэж, хөгжиж байгаа энэ үед сайтар боловсруулсан, шинэ санаа, төсөлтэй л 
бол барьцаа хөрөнгө шаардахгүй мөнгө босгох боломжтой болжээ)

“The speaker said that it’s possible to raise salary and build money ...” УИХ дахь бие 
даагчдын зөвлөлөөс өнөөдөр намрын чуулганы хугацаанд ямар байр суурь илэрхийлж 
ажилласан талаар мэдээлэл хийв. Цалин тэтгэвэр нэмэх мөнгө босгох бололцоо бий 
гэв (www.business radio.mn, 2016).

“It is a big support for our future if we could build money and implement innovative projects 
in creative ways….” (Инновацийн төслүүдээ энэ замаар мөнгө босгож, хэрэгжүүлбэл 
эдийн засагт томоохон дэмжлэг болох ирээдүй байгаа юм) (Р.Оюунцэцэг, 2016).

According to the Mongolian thesaurus dictionary (Монгол хэлний их тайлбар толь) 
initiated by President Elbegdorj, the metaphorical phrase “to build money” (мөнгө босгох) 
means having sufficient money (мөнгөө нийлүүлж хүрэлцэхүйц хэмжээний мөнгөтэй 
болох) (хүрээлэн, 2015). In our point of view, this phrase is a new concept or notion in the 
economic field as we could not find this phrase in other Mongolian dictionaries. Consequently, 
teh metaphor is created in Mongolian everyday life, even in our country’s developing process. 
Overall, many expressed some phrases “…мөнгө босгож байгаад шинэ ажил эхлэх санаатай, 
мөнгө босгож байгаад зээлээ төлнө...” when money is built, then starting a business, when 
building money and then paying off loans…’ and so on.  

Ontological metaphors are grounded in our experience with physical objects and substances. 
That is, human thought is primarily metaphorical in nature and this is revealed through language. 
People understand complex and intangible phenomena (i.e. the target domain) in terms of soft 
something else (i.e. the source domain), which is usually grounded in bodily experience. It can 
be illustrated as a mapping between a source domain and a target domain.  
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Modal 2. Metaphorical mapping ‘Build money’

This metaphor is reflected in our everyday language by a wide variety of expressions. The 
nomadic way of life encourages people to be self-reliant, and adaptable to outside forces, namely 
the weather, and engenders a spirit of working together, helping one’s neighbor in times of need 
and offering hospitality. We also  have a reputation for being frank, honest. We suggest that the 
phrase “build money” (мөнгө босго) withing a mapping principle has a positive etalon. The 
metaphor reveals a variable and the complex nature of conceptual metaphors, and imaginings 
of a culture in the target domain. In many instances, metaphors describe an abstract entity or 
an issue in terms of more concrete aspects of human experience.

Therefore Mongolians believe that good deeds with the help from others signify positivity, 
happiness, and good omens, as well as these tendencies of the Mongolians to build wealth 
in connection with their daily lives. This becomes the basis of the today’s positive economic 
environment and expresses the traditional aspects of the people in general to do well.

The researchers speak on economic crises through Mongolian media “гал унтраах” (to 
damp the fire) as a common phrase among the public. According to the Mongolian Great 
Dictionary (Монгол хэлний их тайлбар толь) to damp the fire (гал унтраах) is down (гал 
мөхөх), fire extinguisher  (унтраагуул) (Я.Цэвэл, 1966). That is not such a good method 
with which to reduce social and economic crises. Undeniably, this has a double meaning that 
neutralizes, where in quoted press releases, the economist has used the term “putting the fire 
out” to express improper tactics with which to fight the socioeconomic crisis.

...The country’s economic security has been damaged since the emergence of the formulated 
policy on damping the fire … (Үргэлж гал унтраах түр зуурын бодлого хэрэгжүүлж 
ирсний уршгаар улс орны эдийн засгийн аюулгүй байдал алдагдаж, эрсдэлтэй байдалд 
ороод байна” (news.gogo.mn, 2014).

“…Supplying dollars from the Mongol bank in the market is just a poor damping-the-
fire method…” (“Монгол банк шиг зүгээр л зах зээлд доллар нийлүүлээд ханшийг 
тогтворжуулна гэж байхгүй. Энэ нь түр зуурын гал унтраах л арга” (ярилцлага П. 
г.-и., 2017)

“…Limitations on loan and savings interest is a short damping of the fire... (”Зээлийн хүүг 
хязргаарлаж, хадгаламжийн хүүг хязгаарлах нь богино хугацаанд гал унтраах арга” 
(bloomburg.mn, 2017.11.)

At present, the country’s economic crises, poor economic policy, and bad consequences 
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have all caused the poor political situation. Mappings are based on the “main meaning focus” 
of a source domain. This well reveals the complex interactions of culture, environment, and 
economic structures. The phrase damping the fire is expressed in the meaning of “temporary” 
action (түр зуурын). Our everyday economic life style is mapped through (negative thought) 
the target domain. How this phrase relates to the domain between the source and target domains 
within the ontological metaphor is shown below:

Modal 3. Metaphorical mapping on ‘To damp the fire’

Many researchers have suggested that metaphor comprehension entails mapping semantic 
and evaluative connotations of the source (“risky, weakness”) onto the metaphor target (e.g. “to 
damp the fire”). Thus, “risky” might convey a source of, weakness, decay. Fire has a strong feeling, 
energy, which is deemed to bring good luck. Therefore, many have hailed fire as generating 
honesty, correct feelings and force as part of a national symbol. But in this economic case, fire is 
a mapping which represents the doing of things temporarily, and not such a good path, having 
a negative value within the target domain. The metaphor, far from being a superfluous yet 
pleasing linguistic ornament, is an inevitable process of human thought and reasoning, based 
on national identity and cultural core values.

Conclusion

 With the rapid development of a human-centered society, the metaphorical framing model 
provides a basis for understanding economic changes. The main tendency of the modern 
metaphor is conceptually based on human thought, experience, and way of living in the current 
market economy. New metaphors in economic contexts originate from Mongolian authentic 
ways of living, customs, rituals and personalities. The new metaphors in social-economic fields 
have occurred withing the context of national culture, within its values, and wit views on 
globalization.
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Giving People a Voice
Kjell Skyllstada

aChulalongkorn University, Thailand

Abstract 

Scandinavian countries, in particular northern Scandinavia, have developed unique 
sociolinguistic frameworks which aim to preserve local indigenous languages. These models have 
acted to protect the cultural heritages of these ethnicities. As such, these models of preservation 
have offered a framework to be applied to other contexts, and hence in regions where language 
and cultural preservation and revitalization have become a salient factor.

  This current study presents an evaluation of the Norwegian State Action Plan for the 
preservation of indigenous languages in the region of tribal northern Scandinavia. The 
study produces the several recommendations as a comparative framework between northern 
Scandinavia and ASEAN countries.

With respect to education, the study suggests establishing kindergartens for tribal children 
led by tribal communities, developing teacher training programs for indigenous instructors, 
developing educational materials and curricular guides in the local languages, establishing 
networks of distance learning, arranging language and cultural learning summer camps for 
tribal children and youth, and mapping mother tongue illiteracy among adults so as to assist in 
the action planning of these projects.

With respect to the daily use of languages, the study suggests a development of interpreter 
training programs, the implementation procedures for translation of official documents, the 
development of minority language proficiency in the health services and judicial system, 
incorporating indigenous language in digital technologies and likewise promoting digital 
literacy, developing dictionaries for minority languages, and instigating the promotion of place 
names in local languages.

The study employs a literature analysis, and a comparison of contexts, to determine the 
appropriation and effectiveness of the application of the Scandinavian preservation system 
to ASEAN. The study contributes to thought in Linguistic Anthropology, in that it suggests 
that, despite the uniqueness of sociolinguistic practices, preservation methods and government 
mandates may, at least in part, offer transferability.

Keywords: Transition, sociolinguistic frameworks, Scandinavia, Asia, linguistics

Introduction

On 21 October 2016, the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed 2019 as the 
International Year of Indigenous Languages, beginning on 1 January 2019, dedicated to 
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preserve, revitalize, and promote indigenous languages; as languages matter for social, economic 
and political development, peace building and reconciliation. 

Indigenous languages are essential to sustainable development; they constitute the vast 
majority of the world’s linguistic diversity, and are an expression of cultural identity, diversity 
and a unique understanding of the world. 

In 2010 UNESCO, with the support of the Government of Norway, published the 3rd 
Edition of the Atlas of the Worlds Languages in Danger that has also been made available 
interactive Online

The UN 2016 proclamation followed upon the decision by UNESCO to build on their 
Atlas of Languages in Danger to create a new Online collaborative platform ”World Atlas 
of Languages” aiming ”to share own data on linguistic diversity, information about good 
practices,existing language teaching and learning solutions, and host user-generated content."   

It seems evident that this program of sharing will in the first round benefit programs to 
counteract the trends toward language decline among tribal peoples. This is why the protection 
of the languages of our tribal populations took center stage at the conference 'Multilingualism 
and Education,' both through research presentations and poster sessions, with representatives 
from the Sami communities on hand to tell their stories

Indigenous Communities in Danger

It is a well known fact that governments as part of their assimilation policies toward 
minorities have implemented extensive legislation directly aimed at restricting the use of 
indigenous languages. The Norwegian discrimination of the culture of our indigenous Sami 
population represents no exception.

As early as 1880, the Norwegian parliament enacted a law prohibiting the use of Sami 
languages in schools in the provinces of Nordland and Troms as well as the coastal area of 
Finnmark. Later, in 1898, this was expanded to include all the Sami territories, and with a 
prohibition of using Sami languages, even during recesses. This regulation was not repealed 
until 1958.

The total Sami population today, inhabiting Northern Scandinavia (Norway and Sweden), 
Northern Finland and the Russian Kola Peninsula, is estimated at little more than 100,000, 
including an estimated 30% being speakers of a Sami language and only 15 % using one of 
three languages- North Sami, South Sami and Lule Sami in writing. Of these, only North Sami 
people have not been considered to need support and cultural revitalization.

The Government Action Plan for Sami Languages

In  2009, the Norwegian Ministry of Labour and Social Inclusion, after comprehensive 
talks with the Sami parliament and other ministries, published its first ACTION PLAN FOR 
SAMI LANGUAGES (Publication A-0025 E, 69).

The Foreword (p. 8) Lays Out the Proposed Program 

Through this plan of action, the Government will lay the foundation for a broad and long-
term commitment to the Sami languages across all sectors and levels of administration. The 
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aim is that the Sami languages will emerge as a stronghold in society and will be given room to 
develop in all areas of society.

The Objectives, Challenges, Long-term Strategies and Measures are then laid out in three 
the major divisions. LEARN, USE, and SEE.

In the LEARN section, special emphasis is placed on providing instruction in Sami languages 
throughout school life, to prepare Sami children for participation in the Sami community as 
valuable language users. The Action Plan sees it as important that pupils be offered adequate 
programs to learn Sami throughout school life, providing parents and peoples in the child's 
environment with a chance to be co-learners (p. 27). The plan also points to the Education Act 
that gives Sami youth in secondary education the right to Sami as a subject (p.30).

In the USE section, Action advocates a program for increased use of Sami languages in the 
public services for users in all areas of society.

The right to use the Sami language in their meetings with the public sector is one of the most 
fundamental rights for Sami people. When the language provisions in the Sami act were first 
introduced, it was pointed out that the right to use Sami, first and foremost, must be in places 
where one needs to express oneself clearly and precisely as well as understand what is being 
said. Here the health services and legal system are central because a breakdown in language 
communication can have particularly serious consequences for the people involved (p. 41).

Lastly a SEE section deals with the necessity of making the Sami language visible to the 
public. This includes strengthening the place of Sami literature films and theater in the public 
domain, not least in libraries and in the communication media of radio and TV, and including 
web based information services. Special provisions for making purchasing arrangements for 
Sami literature are likewise recommended.

A last chapter then deals with the need for research and the development of knowledge.
All in all, the document forms the basis for preservation through cultivation of indigenous 

languages that could serve as a model for collaborative efforts across the world.
The UN proclamation of 2019 as the Year for Indigenous languages, dedicated to preserve, 

revitalize and promote indigenous languages, declares aims of promoting social, economic 
and political development, peace building, and reconciliation, that are also central to the UN 
charter. It commits our governments to listen to the voice of our minorities when their very 
existence is threatened by endangering actions affecting their territories and lives.

These are threats not mentioned in any of the official action plans already discussed. Ever 
since the cold war, Sami territories have been used and colonized for military purposes as testing 
fields for new weapons and war exercises, predicated on reasons of ”extreme” conditions of  
darkness, snow and freezing temperatures. These are thinly populated areas considered as having 
their own rightful schooling fields for military training or weapon development in violation 
of the UN declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples that prohibits military activities in 
territories populated by indigenous peoples.

Language and Voice

The government action plans for the preservation of Sami languages must be seen along 
side the courageous fight for survival by a people oppressed throughout centuries. It is a history 
of humiliation, degradation and discrimination only paralleled by the suffering inflicted on 
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the other minorities considered as threats to our culture – the Roma, travelers and outsider 
disadvantaged groups that have experienced decades of exclusion 

Their stories need to be told and their voices heard. At the conference, our leading language 
researcher Nancy H. Hornberger quoted Richar Ruiz on the necessity of distinguishing language 
and voice.

As much as language and voice are related, it is also important to distinguish between 
them. I have become convinced of the need for this distinction through a consideration 
of instances of language planning in which the ”inclusion” of the language of  group 
has coincided with the  exclusion of their voice...language is general, abstract,subject to 
a somewhat arbitrary normalization;voice is particular and concrete...To deny people 
their language ..is, to be sure to deny them voice, but,to allow them ”their” language 
is not necessarily to allow them voice.

Postscript

On July 11-17, 2019 the UNESCO affiliated International Council for Traditional Music 
(ICTM) will hold it bi-annual world conference at the Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts at 
Chulalongkorn University. One of the themes announced directly involve language preservation: 
How can researchers engage communities to sustain their own cultural traditions, and what role 
shall UNESCO and other internationals take. It is a common experience that vocal music is a 
primary source for preserving and revitalizing endangered languages.

The main background for this proposal is no doubt the major cooperative research project 
Sustainable Futures for Music Cultures led by Huib Schippers, now the Director and Curator 
of the Smithsonisn Folkways. Its aim was to offer guidance to empower communities to develop 
strategies that help sustain their own music cultures.

In their interconnectedness as mutually supportive cultures, they form the base for the 
preservation and survival of the collective memory and the continuity of the means for expressing 
the spiritual base for the existence of a people. Or as a role that Smithsonian delegates to both 
language and music:  The expression of a unique vision of what it means to be human. In his 
article, Schippers (2016) makes a plea for a much needed bottom up instead of the prevalent 
top down approach. A key element in these efforts is defining the nature of what needs to be 
preserved in consultation with communities, and devising strategies on how best to approach 
the particular challenges that prevail.

CALA 2019

Language Revitalization and Representation

A question that keeps returning to my mind is to what degree the recognition and vitalization 
of minority cultures and languages could prevent inter-ethnic conflicts before a point of no 
return has been reached. 

In Asia the partition of India and later Pakistan is held to have its roots in the linguistic 
aspects of culture. Likewise, in Sri Lanka, the Sinhala Only act of 1956 led to the peaceful 
protests by the Tamils outside the Government complex. The protesters were then met by 
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Singhalese counter-protests with 150 Tamils being killed during the ensuing events leading 
up to a bloody civil war. In Myanmar, the persecution of the Rohingya culture has likewise 
recently taken a heavy toll. And in Thailand, a recommendation by the National Reconciliation 
Commission aiming at revising the Thai-centric school curriculum through making the local 
Pattani- Malay Jawi a working language of the region has not been implemented.

A conference on Asian Linguistic Anthropology in an ASEAN nation aiming at the 
revitalization and representation of minority cultural expressions such as The CALA 2019 
thus seems long overdue. Presided over by the Secretary of State of the Cambodian Ministry 
of Culture and Fine Arts H.R. Chuch Phoeum and hosted by the Pannasastra University of 
Cambodia, the conference was opened on January 23 in Siem Reap by the Conference Chair, 
Chancellor of the PUC Dr. Sam-Ang Sam. 

Emphasizing the role of an anthropological approach to the preservation of culture and 
language, the conference organizers underlined the necessity to take a reflexive focus on 
cultural origins in times when “new mobilities, new textual modes, and new technologies have 
pervaded Asian regions, affecting communications, structuring life worlds” alongside exploring 
how “Asian languages and identities have become an increasingly concentrated nexus for new 
representations of global knowledge, globalization and global identities.”

Announcing the special purpose of creating networks for the protection of endangered 
Asian languages, the Secretary in his Keynote Address gave an initial overview of the Khmer 
language and the impact of globalization, and like other speakers, outlining a program for 
preservation of minority languages.

On the background of the increasingly threatened tribal languages and cultures in the 
ASEAN nations, many presentations pointed to research and activism in their own region 
aimed at implementing policies of preservation through vitalization, while others were involved 
with studying programs of upholding languages among the replaced and immigrant population 
groups. 

Realizing steadily increasing urbanization globally, and not least in South East Asian nations, 
presenters also addressed language interaction or translanguaging in the city across physical and 
social spaces. City planners and managers will have to consider ways for better communication 
in increasingly diverse city settings. 

Responding to the wave of globalization, voices from the academic communities in 
conclusion likewise emphasized the necessity of empowering youth for living in a pluri-lingual 
and pluri-cultural world through an educational program for intercultural citizenship.
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Abstract 

This study focuses on the Punan language in Punan Bah, Belaga, Sarawak. The Punan 
language is a language spoken by the Punan people, one of the minority ethnic groups in 
Sarawak. This study is a preliminary study of the language and acts as an early step in the effort 
to document and preserve the language. This preliminary study is pivotal in preventing teh 
language from falling into an endangered phase or becoming moribund. This study also aims 
to resolve confusion over some terms used to refer to the Punan ethnicity and Punan language. 

This study was conducted as field-oriented research. The respondents were selected based on 
several criteria and were native speakers of the Punan language, aged forty and above, and living 
in the Punan Bah area. Data were collected through interviews and voice recordings. The data 
include the history and the background of the Punan ethnicity.

The outcome of the study shows that the Punan language and ethnicity are different from 
the Penan language and ethnicity, and these ethnicities belong to two different categories with 
their own respective identities. From historical and background aspects, the Punan language 
is spoken in eight long houses, namely Punan Pandan, Punan Jelalong, Punan Mina, Punan 
Meluyou, Punan Bah, Punan Biau, Punan Sama and Punan Kakus. From a linguistics aspect, 
it is found that the Punan language has four main variations; daily spoken language, ukiet 
(folklore), u'a and setuo. Hence, this study will explore the diversity of indigenous languages in 
Sarawak.

Keywords: Moribund, Language Preservation and Documentation

Introduction

The Punan language is one of the minority indigenous languages in Sarawak. Only few 
academic studies focusing on the linguistics aspect of the language have been conducted, unlike 
with other indigenous languages in Sarawak such as Iban, Bidayuh, Kayan and Kenyah. Its 
existence has always been regarded as the same as the Penan ethnicity, which is another minority 
ethnicity in Sarawak. According to the estimation by the Punan National Association (2017), 
the population of Punan throughout the whole Sarawak from the Bintulu district to Kapit is 
6450. This figure is considered small as compared to other languages in Sarawak. The small 
number of its speakers forces it to compete with other languages in order to exist. Asmah Haji 
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Omar (2017, 22) stated that the Punan language is categorised as a survival language but at an 
unsafe level. She also noted intermarriage and education as factors for the decreasing number 
of its speakers. Table 1 shows the classification of minority languages by Asmah Haji Omar 
*(2017). Previous studies on Punan language focus more on sociocultural and anthropological 
aspects and only few focused on its linguistics aspect. Therefore, a lack of studies to document 
the language will contribute to its moribund status.

In early efforts to prevent the Punan language from extinction, researchers may focus on a 
study of its basic linguistics components (i.e. phonology) as it could function as a reference to 
forming a standardized language system. This will assist in the preservation and documentation 
of the language.

Table 1: Minor Indigenous Languages of Malaysia: Categories of Survival 
(adapted from Asmah Haji Omar, 2017)

Categories Languages in Sabah Languages in Sarawak Languages in West 
Malaysia

Very safe Kadazandusun Iban

Safe Bajau darat, Bajau laut, 
Murut

Bidayuh, Melanau, 
K a y a n , 
Kenyah

Endangered Paitan, Bisayah Kelabit, Lun Bawang Orang Asli laguages: 
Temiar, Semai

Unsafe Timugon, Lun Dayeh Vaie, Punan Ba, 
Selakau

Moribund Orang Sungai, Ida’an, 
Tambuwono

Tatau, Lugat, Mirek, 
Vaie, Ukit, 
K a j a n g , 
Kejaman

Orang Asli languages: 
Mah Meri, 
Che Wong, 
Kintakbong, 
Lanoh

This study thus aims to:
1. Clarify confusion in references and terms of the Punan ethnicity and its language.
2. Preserve and document the Punan language.

Methodology

To achieve the first objective of the study, that is, to clarify the confusion in references and 
terms of the Punan ethnicity and language, interviews were conducted to obtain information 
from the respondents. This information was transcribed, and includes the history and background 
of the Punan community. The respondents were the older generation of the community who 
were aware of its history and background, as compared to the younger generation. To achieve 
the second objective, the recorded interviews from the respondents, especially those related to 
the variation of the Punan language, will be transcribed.

Punan References and Terms

There are many references about the Punan ethnicity and language. The variation of 
these references often confuses local and non-local communities. For example, there are three 
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commonly argued confusions or misunderstandings regarding Punan terms. Firstly, Punan Bah 
refers to all the Punan ethnic groups in Sarawak yet they speak the same language. Secondly, 
do Punans and Penans refer to the same ethnicity? Thirdly, do Punans still practice a nomadic 
lifestyle or did they live the nomadic lifestyle in the past? The first confusion can be clearly seen 
in the studies of western researchers such as Ling-Roth (1986) and Nicolaisen (1976, 1977, 
1983) where the use of the term Punan Ba referred to the Punan ethnicity as whole. Needham 
(1954, 81) in his study “Punan Ba”, classified Punan Bah, Nomadic Punan and Penan based on 
the following criteria: -

Punan Ba (or sometimes referred as ‘Punan Bah’)

This tribe lives at a permanent longhouse area and is categorized as the Kajang ethnicity 
which also consists of Punan Biau and Tepaleng, situated at the Rejang river area, as well as 
other villagers who live at upstream from the Tatau and Kemena rivers. Clayre (1972) stated 
that the Siteng tribe upstream from the Mukah river speak the language or dialect which is 
closely related to the Punan Ba language. Needham also stated that there was no proof of this 
Punan tribe having ever lived a nomadic life in the past.

Nomadic Punan

This group collects jungle produce and were hunters who ate sago instead of rice as their staple 
food. Other tribes belonging to this group are Punan Aput, Punan Batu and Punan Busang (in 
the Indonesia regions).

Penan

This group is sometimes categorized as the jungle Punan. In a census conducted in Sarawak, 
this ethnicity was found to have lived in a static settlement, although a very small number of 
the people lived nomadically.

Needham’s classification of the three groups showed that they were regarded as three 
different ethnic groups. The history of Punan Ba has never indicated that this group has lived 
nomadically, like the Nomadic Punan and Penan. Furthermore, Needham also used the term 
‘Punan Ba’ to refer to the other Punan groups who lived in the Punan Biau and Tepelang 
areas. The term ‘Bah’ in its etymology refers to the small Rejang stream, where the Punan Bah 
longhouse is situated. The exonym term or the terms given by the non-local community based 
on geography, ethnicity, dialect or language must be re-reviewed to avoid semantic confusion 
and vagueness.

Rejang-Sajau Linguistics Group

The Punan language is not only vague and confusing in its terminology but also in its 
linguistics. According to Needham (1954), this is considered a major issue in ethnography, 
particularly in Southeast Asia. Based on the language classification in “Ethnologue languages 
of the World,” the Punan language belongs to the Austronesian language family, which is part 
of the Rejang-Sajau language group. Other languages in this group are as shown in Table 2: -
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 Table 2: Rejang-Sajau Language Group in Ethnologue Languages of the Worlds.

Language Country/Location

Basap Indonesia

Burusu Indonesia

Penan, Puan Bah-Biau Malaysia

Punan Merap Indonesia

Sajau Basap Indonesia

According to the category, the Punan language is classified together with other Penan sub-
language groups. However, the Punan language is always associated with Kajang (Kejaman, 
Lahanan, and Sekapan). Clayre (1971, 1972a) in Kroeger (1998) supported this. Most 
researchers have agreed that the Punan language is associated with Kajang due to both a strong 
commonality between the cultures and extensive intermarriage between group leaders from both 
ethnicities (Kroeger 1998). However, Hudson (1978) classified Punan Bah as a Rejang-Baram 
language family, which is different from Kajang languages. Hudson (1978) also classified the 
Punan language into three different dialects – two dialects in the Rejang-Baram family and one 
dialect in the Kayan-Kenyah (Punan Nibong) family. The below presents dialect distribution 
by Hudson:-

a) Rejang-Bintulu
 -   Bintulu
 -   Lahanan
 -   Kejaman, Sekapan
 -   Bukitan, Ukit, Bukut, Sru, Punan Busang, Punan Batu and others.
b) Rejang-Sajau
 -   Punan Bah, Punan Biau
 -   Punan Merap
 -   Sajau Basap

c) Punan Nibong
 -   Bok, Nibong, Punan Gang, Punan Lusong, Punan Silat, Speng.

Hudson (1978) also stated that the languages in the Rejang-Sajau group have 72% cognate 
relationship with each other. Clyre (1971, 1972) agreed and stated that the Kajang-Bintulu 
group has close language relationship with Sekapan and Punan (Punan Bah). The statements 
from these researchers complicate Punan language classification. Kroeger (1998) stated that, 
among the issues in Punan language classification is that the same groups are often referred by 
different names in different areas.

Punan Language Variation

The Punan language can be categorized into four variation as follows:
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Verbal conversation (daily)

This refers to the language used in formal and non-formal daily conversation. The Punan 
language has had no standardized writing system until today. Undeniably, the language in this 
context is highly influenced by other languages such as Malay, English and others. This is due to 
factors such as education and the economy, where youngsters migrate to urbanity, and through 
indirect influences to the spoken language.

Table3: Examples of lexical differences in daily language and ukiet

No. Punan language (origin)
Daily language (as influenced 

by sounds in Malay)

Meaning in Malay 

language

1 Ikiang [ikiʲaŋ] Bajou [badʒuwo] Baju (attire)

2 Gaduong [gaduwuŋ] Ijau [idʒau] Hijau (green)

3 Owi [owi] Binatiang [binatiʲaŋ] Binatang (animal)

The word examples 1-3 in Table 3 evidence the effects of Malay language immersion resuting 
in borrowed lexis, although there are original words which have the same meaning.

Ukiet (folklore)

Folklore is the literature component which portrays the use of poetic language, and which 
may not be commonly used in daily conversation. This is almost similar in the case of the 
differences between the classic Malay language and the modern Malay language. For example, 
classic Malay language was a dominant palace language and exhibits some archaic terms which 
are no longer used in current Malay. The language used in folklore has a high level of authenticity 
as compared to language used in daily conversation. There are various traditional lexis which are 
not commonly used in daily conversation, as shown in Table 4:

Table 4: Examples of lexical differences between daily language and ukiet

No. Ukiet language Daily language Meaning in Malay

1 Ipin [ipin] Oput [oput] Kain sarung 

2 Bekaweang [bekawiaŋ]
Te’luo pigiang
[teʔluowpigiaŋ]

Tali pinggang (belt)

3 Batuok [batuwuk] Tupi [tupi] Topi (cap, hat)

Based on Table 4, examples 2 and 3 illustrate the influence of Malay. This shows that the 
language has different elements and needs to be properly reviewed in the analysis.

U’a

U’a is another literature component in the Punan language which has its own language and 
has no similarities with daily language and ukiet. The younger generation today are unable to 
understand the meaning of this language. This language is different from its normal language in 
terms of intonation, vocabulary, meaning and grammar. U’a can also be categorized as poetry 
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and can be delivered in rhythm with am intonation which is similar to its songs. U’a is usually 
performed during specific events and festivals to create a joyful atmosphere. It is performed to 
convey positive messages, praise and advice to specific individuals being celebrated in a particular 
occasion. Furthermore, folklore can also be performed through u’a, especially by those who still 
understand the language.

Setuo

Setuo is a language used to perform mantra during funerals. The mantra is used to send 
the soul of the dead to the Kelima river (danum keliman), the world of the dead. In the Punan 
community, the deceased will be kept at home for seven days where family members and relatives 
can prepare the burial place and can pay their last respects. Setuo will be performed throughout 
these seven days, usually at night. The Punans believe that the setuo recital will guide the soul 
correctly in life after death.

Conclusion

The variation of references and terms of Punan ethnicities and languages is the main factor 
in the confusion in their ethnic classification. An explanation of the history, background, and 
linguistics will provide a clearer picture of how the Punan ethnicity is different from the Penan, 
and that the term for the language is ‘Punan’ and not Punan Ba. Punan Ba refers to the name of a 
Punan longhouse, which was the earliest settlement of the Punans before they migrated to other 
settlements, including Tatau, Bintulu. The existence of Punan language variation proves that the 
ethnicity has a sophisticated of civilization and thought as they are able to use different forms 
of the language for different purposes. These variations must be documented and preserved to 
ensure their sustainability and to enable these to be passed down to future generations. Each 
language and culture has its own value, knowledge and local wisdom which might not exist in 
other ethnicities.
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Contrastive Analysis in Phonetic Characteristics of Thai 
and Vietnamese Tones1

Patthida Bunchavalita
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Faculty of Linguistics, University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Hanoi National University, Vietnam

Abstract 

This paper is a contrastive analysis of phonetic characteristics of Thai and Vietnamese tones 
using phonetic characteristics based on methodologies from the analyses of Arthur (1962), 
Hoàng Thị Châu (2009), Đoàn Thiện Thuật (2016) and Nguyễn Thị Hai (2017). This analysis 
finds that, aside from the difference of quantity of toneme, there are additional differences 
including fundamental frequency, length, tone shape, pitch, and voice quality. Tho in the Thai 
tonal system does not occur in the Vietnamese tonal system. Conversely, hỏi, ngã and nặng in 
the Vietnamese tonal system do not occur in the Thai tonal system.

Keywords: Contrastive analysis, Vietnam, Phonetics, Tonal systems

Introduction

Monosyllabic languages are prevalent in Southeast Asia (Henderson, 1982; Matisoff, 1973; 
Turgood, 1999 cited by Teeranon Ph., 2013). The structure of monosyllable languages becomes 
significant in describing variation between non-tonal and tonal language. As such, the variation 
in tone level distinguishes the meaning of the word. Tone is described as the changing of pitch 
in speech sounds, that is, the value in Herz of fundamental frequency (F0) or pitch of a syllable 
determines the distinction the meaning of a word. Examples of this include:  ma /maː1/ (ghost), 
mà /maː2/ (but, which), má /maː3/ (mother), mả /maː4/ (tomb), mã /maː5/ (horse), mạ /maː6/ 
(rise seeding) in Vietnamese, as well as the Thai examples of:   มา /maː1/ (come), หม่า /maː2/, ม่า 
/maː3/, ม้า /maː4/ (horse), หมา /maː5/ (dog).

Tones in Vietnamese and Thai assist to articulate functionally distinct words, though it can 
be difficult to determine where tones are located in syllables. Tones determine the meaning of 
units in language and occur across whole syllables. As such, tones define segmental phonemes 
which become unique characteristics of suprasegmental units.

This paper presents a contrastive analysis of phonetics characteristics of Thai and Vietnamese 
Tones. The paper employs phonetic characteristics from the documentary analysis of Abramson, 
Arthur S. (1962), Hoàng Thị Châu (2009), Đoàn Thiện Thuật (2016) and Nguyễn Thị Hai, 
(2017) as its methodology.

Thai Tonal System

Thai language belongs to the Tai-Kadai language family, which is the largest language family 
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in Asia, where most of its users reside in Southeast Asia. The Tai-Kadai language family is used 
in eight countries:  China, Myanmar, India, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Malaysia. 
In written language, each tone name contains its corresponding diacritic. There is a total of five 
tones, one of which, sa-man (mid tone), does not have a diacritic. The other four with diacritics 
are aek (low tone), tho (falling tone), tri (high tone), chat-ta-va (rising tone).

Figure 1. Fundamental frequency (F0) shapes of Standard 
Thai tones in the second period (Abramson A., 1962)

Three categories in Thai tones exist, namely the level tone, the contour tone and the 
intensifying tone.

A. Level tone. There are three Thai tones in this category: aek (low tone), sa-man (mid 
tone) and tri (high tone).

B. Contour tone. There are two Thai tones in this category: tho (high-falling tone), chat-
ta-va (low-rising tone). 

C. Intensifying tone. This tone usually occurs in reduplicated words. The role of this 
tone is to emphasize the first syllable of a word so as to express the specific meaning 
of the word, for example: /dii6-dii1/ (good), /ruu6-ruu4/ (know), /khaaw6- khaaw5/ 
(white) etc. It could be said that this specific tone absolutely differs from the other five 
tones above which are not diacritic.

Vietnamese Tones system

Vietnamese belongs to the Viet-Muong branch of the Mon-Khmer language group within 
the Austro-Asiatic language family. Some current languages that belong to this family include 
Mon, Khmer and Vietnamese languages. In written language, each tone name contains its 
corresponding diacritic. There is a total of six tones, one of which, ngang (high-even tone) or 
không dấu (non-symbol tone), does not have a diacritic. The other five tones with diacritics 
are as follows;  huyền (mid-falling tone), ngã (high-rising broken tone), hỏi (low-falling rising 
tone), sắc (high-rising tone), and nặng (low-dropping tone). 
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s Figure 2. The characteristics of Vietnamese Tones 

In summary, there are 3 categories to be distinguished in Vietnamese tones, namely
A. Pitch (âm vực): There are three tones that have a high pitch, namely ngang, ngã, and 

sắc. There are three tones that haev a low pitch, namely huyền (mid-falling tone), hỏi 
(low-falling tone) and nặng (low-falling broken tone).

B. Even/uneven (bằng/trắc) tones: There are two tones which have even contours. These 
are ngang and huyền. There are four tones that have uneven contours; ngã (high-
rising broken tone), sắc (high-rising tone), hỏi (low-falling rising tone), and nặng 
(low-dropping broken).

C. Broken/unbroken (gãy/không gãy) tones: There are two broken tones which are ngã 
(high-rising broken tone) and hỏi (low-falling rising tone). There are two unbroken 
tones which are sắc (high-rising tone) and nặng.

Figure 3. Tree diagram of three categories to distinguish the Vietnamese tones 

Contrastive Analysis of Thai Tones and Vietnamese Tones

Both Thai and Vietnamese are both monosyllabic and tonal languages, suggesting that the 
tones have low to high pitch, and each pronunciation embodies a unique meaning. As tone 
changes, so does meaning. Panthumetha (1976) and Hoàng Thị Châu (2009, 201) describe that 
pitch in Southeast Asia distinguishes meaning in the same way as a segmental phoneme. Đoàn 
Thiện Thuật (1999, 100) describes that pitch represents a suprasegmental phoneme that occurs 
in each syllable. The sound in one syllable includes the initial consonant, the prevocalic, nuclear 
section, and the final consonant. Despite that both Thai and Vietnamese are tonal languages, 
there are differences regarding the number of tones and phonetic characteristics, thus causing 
difficulty for Thai and Vietnamese language learners. Moreover, in the Vietnamese tonal system, 
there are specific characteristics in voice quality that determine the difference in each tone. This 
differs in the Thai tonal system, which is determined by low and high pitch, tone shape, and 
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effects from the initial consonant, as well as variation in tonal shape (Buarapha 2007, 3). The 
same effects of pitch occur in each type of syllable in both Thai and Vietnamese. Those also 
cause errors in tone pronunciation in language learners (Bunchavalit 2010).

Owing to contact between Vietnamese and Thai languages, Vietnamese exhibits a closed 
syllable structure. Vietnamese gradually traverses a monosyllabic path of simplified syllables 
that causes the syllable to gradually have a fixed length. The syllables are gradually closed and 
become a tight block. The syllables gradually lose their independence and their function in new 
words, which are no longer used as a sub-element. As A.G Haudricourt explained in 1954, 
Vietnamese was influenced by the Thai language, especially in phonetics, in its lexis and word 
formation. Even though Vietnamese tonogenesis relates directly to Thai tones, both still have 
unique characteristics, such as in quantity and in other features. With relevance to quantity, the 
Thai language has five tones, while Vietnamese has six. Both of these two tonal systems have the 
function of distinguishing the meaning of words. Although in the examples of ngang and sa-
man neither is diacritic, they still contain tone. For other special features, there are three criteria 
that are distinct in Vietnamese tones; pitch (âm vực), the even/uneven tone (bằng phẳng/không 
bằng phẳng) and the broken/unbroken tone (gãy/không gãy). One remarkable feature is that 
not a single tone in Vietnamese combines the even contour tone with the broken feature. There 
are three distinct criteria in Thai tones; the level tone (âm vực), the contour tone (âm điệu) and 
the intensifying tone (âm mạnh). There are some similarities between two of these criteria, the 
level tone and the contour tone. Thai tones are also distinguished by low-high pitch and even-
uneven tone, as in Vietnamese, but the broken/unbroken tone characteristic does not occur in 
the Thai tone system. There exists no intensifying tone in Vietnamese. To illustrate this more 
clearly, the criteria used to distinguish Thai and Vietnamese tones are shown in Figure 4.

                         Criteria 

     Tones

Contour tone pitch voice quality

even uneven low high broken unbroken

Thai Tones

sa-man + - + - - -

aek + - + - - -

tho - + - + - -

tri + - - + - -

chat-ta-va - + + - - -

Vietnamese Tones

ngang + - - + - +

huyền + - + - - +

hỏi - + + - + -

ngã - + - + + -

sắc - + - + - +

nặng - + + - - +

Notes: + present     - absent  
Figure 4. Distinct characteristics of Thai and Vietnamese tones
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As Figure 4. shows, there are some pair similarities between Thai and Vietnamese tonal 
characteristics:
- Sa-man (mid-level tone) and ngang (high-even tone): Sa-man starts and ends at a lower 

pitch than ngang. Sa-man has a lower pitch than ngang, but both of these are even tones.
- Aek (low-level tone) and huyền (low-even tone), nặng (low-dropping tone): aek starts at 

a higher pitch than huyền. Aek is also equivalent to nặng in tone shape but nặng starts 
at a much lower pitch than aek.  Additionally, aek has no independent phonetic value, 
as in nặng, because aek only occurs as a closed syllable (finished by plosive consonants: 
/p/, /t/, /k/), for example: /haap2/ (to carry), /kaat2/ (torn), /pak2/ (to plant), as well as 
in a half-opened syllable (finished by glottal stop sound /ʔ/), for example: /cuʔ2/ (filled 
with), /phliʔ2/ (grow). Particularly in glottal stop sounds that display a stronger level of 
throat stress, only short vowels are able to contain tones that finish quickly and lower 
than in closed syllables. This case is almost similar to when nặng occurs in open syllables 
in Vietnamese. This can be seen more clearly in the comparison of these two words:  /
caʔ2/ in Thai and /ca2/ in Vietnamese. The tone shape of aek will finish more quickly 
than nặng; therefore, if one compares huyền and nặng, aek will be more equivalent with 
huyền than nặng in nature and tone shape, as explained above.

- Tho (high-falling tone); this tone characteristic is unique to tones in Vietnamese as well as 
the characteristics of ngã (high-rising broken tone) which do not occur in the Thai tonal 
system.  

- Tri (high-rising tone) and sắc (high-rising tone); tri starts at a lower pitch than sắc, but 
sắc ends at higher pitch than tri. Tri occurs in half-opened syllables, for example: /luʔ4/ 
= achieved, /laʔ4/ = let go, /khaʔ4/ = yes. The glottal stop phoneme causes tri in half-
opened syllables to have a stronger throat stress level, so only short vowels can have this. 
Therefore, tri is similar to sắc because of the tone shape, but the level of throat stress is 
stronger, depending on the sound of the final consonant. This kind of syllable and this 
tone characteristics does not exist in Vietnamese.

- Chat-ta-va (low-rising tone) and hỏi (low-falling rising broken tone): Both of these are 
similar in character, as they start from a low pitch with rising trajectory but chat-ta-va 
ends at a higher pitch than hỏi and no falling trajectory nor broken tone. 

Vietnamese 

Tones
Đoàn Thiện Thuật (1999) Thai Tones Abramson (1962)

ngang high-even sa-man mid-level

huyền low-even aek low-level

sắc high-rising tri high-rising

hỏi low-falling rising broken chat-ta-va low-rising

ngã high-rising broken

nặng low-dropping 

tho high-falling

Figure 5. Comaprison of characteristics of Thai tone and Vietnamese tones

The appearance of ngã with a broken tone in the middle of a syllable is difficult for Thai 
people to pronounce, including Vietnamese teenagers who often pronounce this tone by using 
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more simple unbroken versions of this tone.  Simplifying the shape of this tone causes specific 
characteristics of ngã to disappear. In contrast to ngã, sắc is the most familiar and easy item to 
pronounce (Đoạn Thiện Thuật 2016, 787); therefore, sắc is commonly used instead of ngã by 
Vietnamese teenagers. Examples here include: ngã /ŋaː5/ à ngá /ŋaː3/, lỗi /loːj5/ à lối /loːj3/, 
cuỗi /kuəj5/à cuối /kuəj3/, etc.

For the pronunciation of hỏi, most people who speak dialect languages in the North 
Central region of Vietnam, including teenagers, who pronounce a tone shape that does not rise. 
Normally, pronunciation of hỏi will be longer than ngã, and this is one of the factors restraining 
teenagers from correctly pronouncing this, more so due to shortness of breath and unfamiliarly 
adjusted energy adaptation in differences in pronunciation of short or long syllables. Therefore, 
when teenagers pronounce hỏi, they simplify the pronunciation from two directions down to 
one direction. They commonly use an unbroken tone instead of broken tone, and this affects 
misrecognition in hỏi speech of Vietnamese teenagers, yet hỏi is almost identical with nặng. 
To understand the characteristic of hỏi, we must concentrate on pharyngalization, which is a 
significant phenomenon in the pronunciation of hỏi, but does not occur at the beginning of  a 
pronunciation.  

The distribution of Thai tones in each type of syllable in the Thai language is not only 
very closely related to the three groups of initial consonant types, high, mid and low, but also 
depends on vowels and final consonants. At the same time, the distribution of Vietnamese tones 
is rarely related to initial consonants and prevocalic items which rarely affect the distribution of 
Thai tones. However, Thai tones significantly correlate with final consonant and vowel forms 
as these are usually combined to create the sonority of the syllable. Pitch in the Thai language 
is the same as that of the Chinese language and other monosyllabic languages, where the pitch 
is indicated in each syllable. Incorrect pronunciation results in incorrect pitch and changes 
meaning of the words (Panthumetha 1976). Kanchana Naksakul (1981) gives a description of 
the toneme, which distinguishes the meaning of two words that have the same initial consonant, 
vowel and final consonant.

  

Conclusion

Due to contact between Thai and Vietnamese, both of these languages are monosyllabic 
languages, and both have a closed syllable structure. Vietnamese gradually traverses the path of 
use of monosyllable and simplified syllables that causes the syllable to gradually develop a fixed 
length. The syllables gradually close and become a tight block, where the syllables gradually 
lose their independence and their function of new words, which is no longer used as a sub-
element. Therefore, both of these languages have similarities with specific characteristics. The 
differences of quantity of toneme, and specific characteristics of tones are significant causes 
of language interference. Most learners use a mother language system in the target language 
(Armstrong and Ward, 1976 cited by Wairojjanawong 1983). In both languages, there are some 
similarities. For example, in the aek tone of Central Thai and the huyền tone in Northern 
Vietnamese both have a mid tone (Abramson, Arthur 1962; Hoàng Thị Châu 1989, 214) that 
has led to positive interference to both learners of both countries. However, there are also great 
differences. For example, the ngã and nặng tones do not occur in the Thai tonal system, and 
they therefore cause pronunciation problems. The tonal systems of these two languages differ in 
quantity, fundamental frequency, length, tone shape, pitch and voice quality (Buarapha 2007, 
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3). Moreover, all Vietnamese tones have the ability to occur in non-final consonant syllables 
or non-voiceless final consonant syllables. In a closed syllable system (with /p, t, k/ final 
consonants) only sắc and nặng occur. Tones are non-segmental units but have a tone shape and 
pitch that exist in syllables, being two major characteristics that distinguish the tones. Both tone 
shape and pitch are major causes for Thai and Vietnamese people having difficulty in learning 
both languages. The learners also may err in using tones that do not occur in their mother 
languages, for example, tho (low-falling tone) is a common problem for Vietnamese learners of 
Thai language, and the high-falling tone of tho does not occur in the Vietnamese tonal system.  
Conversely, the Vietnamese tones hỏi (low-falling rising tone), ngã (high-rising broken tone) 
and nặng (low-falling broken tone) are a problem for Thai learners of the Vietnamese language 
as the unbronken tone of ngã does not occur in the Thai tonal system. Even still, ngang (high-
even tone) has an even tone, which is the same as sa-man (mid-level tone), yet sa-man has a 
lower pitch than ngang. Thai speakers are not able to pronounce ngang correctly. Therefore, the 
result of contrastive analysis of Thai and Vietnamese tones not only has benefits for teachers 
who teach Thai language to Vietnamese learners, or teach Vietnamese language to Thai learners, 
but also assists the learners to improve their learning and competencies in those languages. 
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Diglossia and Local Identity: Swiss German in the 
Linguistic Landscape of Kleinbasel

Edina Krompákb

aSchaffhausen University of Teacher Education, Switzerland

Abstract 

The city of Basel is situated in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, in the geographic 
triangle of three countries: France, Germany and Switzerland. Everyday urban life is characterised 
by the presence of Standard German and Swiss German as well as diverse migrant languages. 
Swiss German is ‘an umbrella term for several Alemannic dialects’ (Stepkowska 2012, 202) 
which differ from Standard German in terms of phonetics, semantics, lexis, and grammar and 
has no standard written form. Swiss German is predominantly used in oral forms, and Standard 
German in written communication. Furthermore, an amalgamation of bilingualism and 
diglossia (Stepkowska 2012, 208) distinguishes the specific linguistic situation, which indicates 
amongst other things the high prestige of Swiss German in everyday life.

To explore the visibility and vitality of Swiss German in the public display of written language, 
we examined the linguistic landscape of a superdiverse neighbourhood of Basel, and investigated 
language power and the story beyond the sign – ‘stories about the cultural, historical, political 
and social backgrounds of a certain space’ (Blommaert 2013, 41). Our exploration was guided 
by the question: How do linguistic artefacts – such as official, commercial, and private signs – 
represent the diglossic situation and the relation between language and identity in Kleinbasel?

Based on a longitudinal ethnographic study, a corpus was compiled comprising 300 digital 
images of written artefacts in Kleinbasel. Participant observation and focus group discussions 
about particular images were conducted and analysed using grounded theory (Charmaz 2006) 
and visual ethnography (Pink 2006). In our paper, we focus on signs in Swiss German and 
focus group discussions on these images. Initial analyses have produced two surprising findings; 
firstly, the visibility and the perception of Swiss German as a marker of local identity; secondly, 
the specific context of their display.
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Introduction

Walking the streets of Basel – a city in the German-speaking part of Switzerland where the 
French, German and Swiss boarders meet, – pedestrians encounter both the official languages 
of Switzerland (German, French, Italian, Rumansh) and the written form of non-official 
languages, such as migrant languages and Swiss German. Swiss German is ‘an umbrella term 
for several Alemannic dialects’ (Stepkowska 2012, 202) which differs from Standard German in 
terms of phonetics, semantics, lexis, and grammar, and has no standard written form (Caprez-
Krompák 2010, 73). Swiss German is predominantly reserved for oral interaction, while 
Standard German is used in written communication. Accordingly, written Swiss German, be it 
in literature (Caduff 2014) or in public space, is rather remarkable. Reading such texts in Swiss 
German is difficult, not only for persons from elsewhere, but also for Swiss native speakers. 
Corina Caduff, a Swiss cultural anthropologist, describes the ambiguity towards the familiar 
language in the unfamiliar written guise from the perspective of a Swiss native speaker: ‘The 
language is extremely familiar, yet the writing appears foreign; you hardly recognize the word at 
first sight as you usually would when reading. Instead you are thrown back into slow phonetic 
reading in which every word forms a sound whose meaning one only recognizes in this way. To 
understand it, one must recreate the sensuality of the sound in order to understand’ (Caduff 
2014, 21, translation by the author)1.

The notion of linguistic landscape, which has its origin in sociolinguistics, allows us to 
investigate the ‘language of public road signs’ (Landry and Bourhis 1997, 25) and semiotic 
practices (Jaworski and Thurlow 2010), and explores the ‘stories about the cultural, historical, 
political and social backgrounds of a certain space’ (Blommaert 2013, 41). Whereas several 
studies focus on the linguistic landscape of Swiss cities (Lüdi 2007; Piller 2010; Scarvaglieri 
2018; Krompák and Meyer 2018; Castillo Lluch 2019), very little is known about the meaning 
of the public display of Swiss German. To explore the visibility and vitality of Swiss German in 
its linguistic landscape, I examined the signage of a super-diverse neighbourhood of Basel and 
investigated language power and the story beyond the sign. My exploration is guided by the 
question: How do linguistic artefacts such as official, commercial and private signs represent 
diglossia and the relation between language and identity in Kleinbasel? 

First, I introduce Swiss diglossia and the results from recent studies about low varieties in the 
relevant linguistic landscape. Second, I describe the method and data. Following this, the key 
images and the excerpts from focus group discussions are presented and analysed. I conclude by 
discussing three aspects of the investigation; the visibility of Swiss German, language policy and 
Swiss German as a marker of local identity.

Theoretical background

Diglossia in Switzerland

German-speaking Switzerland is diglossic, i.e. there is a duality of Standard German and 
Swiss German. Although the term Swiss German, usually referred to as Schwyzertüüsch or 

1  In original: ‘Die Sprache ist sehr vertraut, doch die Schrift erscheint fremd; man erkennt kaum wie sonst beim Lesen auf 
den ersten Blick die Wörter, sondern wird zurückgeworfen auf das langsame, buchstabierende Lesen, bei dem sich jedes 
Wort zu einem Klang formt, dessen Bedeutung man erst so erkennt. Man muss also die Sinnlichkeit des Klangs nachstellen, 
um zu verstehen’ (Caduff, 2014: 21)
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Schwyzerdütsch, suggests only one specific language, in reality it includes numerous non-
standard German varieties. These varieties constitute more or less discrete geographical linguistic 
areas, including Baseldütsch which is spoken in the cantons Basel-city and Basel-Landschaft. 
Swiss German differs phonetically, semantically and lexically from Standard German (Caprez-
Krompák 2010, 73) and does not have an established written form. 

Originally, Charles A. Ferguson (1959) used the term diglossia to describe a specific socio-
linguistic situation among language communities and to distinguish the ‘High’ and ‘Low’ 
language varieties of Arabic, Modern Greek, Swiss German and Haitian Creole. Within this 
original framework, the ‘High’ varieties constituted the superordinate language varieties, 
whereas the ‘Low’ variety denoted regional dialects (Keller 1982, 71). In contrast to this original 
meaning, locally Swiss German has a high prestige. It ‘does not divide society into classes as in 
many other countries, but it is an audible token of equality among the people’ (Stepkowska 
2012, 202). Moreover, Watts (1999) considers Swiss German as a marker of local Swiss identity 
and considers it to have a higher symbolic value than Standard German. Kolde (1981) uses 
the term medial diglossia to describe the division between Standard German, which is largely 
used in written communication, and Swiss German, which is largely used in everyday, oral 
communication. Correspondingly, the diglossic relationship of the ‘High’ and ‘Low’ linguistic 
varieties is complementary (Stevenson, Horner, Langer and Reershemius 2018, 23). However, 
more recently, Standard German has also increasingly been used as a medium of everyday 
oral interaction, while Swiss German has become increasingly visible as a medium of written 
communication in advertising or colloquial communication in social media (see also Werlen 
2004; Lüdi 2007) as well as in literature (Caduff 2014). The symbolic and economic value of 
Swiss German depends on the context; in some contexts Swiss German is more appropriate and 
beneficial (e.g. during the oral interview in some occupations when applying for a position), 
whereas other situations require the accurate use of Standard German (e.g. in spoken interaction 
in academic contexts). Given the shared use and shared values of Swiss and Standard German, 
this can be described as balanced diglossia. 

Low Varieties in Linguistic Landscapes

Although numerous linguistic landscape studies investigate the public display of minority 
languages (see Gorter, Marten and Van Mensel 2012), research on regional languages and 
varieties is limited (Reershemius 2011; Blackwood and Tufi 2012; Van Mensel and Darquennes; 
2012). Reershemius’s (2011) study focuses on the visibility of Low German in the linguistic 
landscape of the East Frisian peninsula in northwestern Germany. Low German was displayed 
especially in street signs, advertising and house names. Corresponding to the national and 
international standing of East Frisia as a tourist destination, the linguistic landscape was found 
to mainly address tourists and to convey tradition, heritage and general orientation toward the 
past. Whereas Low German mainly appears for symbolic purposes, Standard German is used to 
convey information. To sum up, Reershemius (2011) emphasised the discrepancy between, on 
the one hand, the bilingual linguistic landscape of the municipality in circumscribed contexts 
and, on the other hand, the mainly monolingual every-day practices: ‘This form of visibility 
does not, however, accurately reflect the present linguistic situation. It is rather the product of 
endeavours to construct a regional identity, primarily for economic reasons’ (ibid: 50). 
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In their comparison of the visibility and vitality of regional languages in Italy and France, 
Blackwood and Tufi (2012) noticed a significant difference in the public display of Sardinian, 
Genoese, Neapolitan, Catalan and Corsican. Whereas Corsican is relatively visible in the 
linguistic landscape, the other regional languages were limited to much fewer signs. The authors 
conclude that the regional languages contribute to the public display in different ways and 
‘independently of policies or non-policies’ (Blackwood and Tufi 2012, 124).

Methodology

This paper reports selected data from the longitudinal linguistic ethnographic study 
‘Local and ethnic identities in superdiverse Kleinbasel’, conducted between 2015 and 2018 
by the author. The overall study combined mainly qualitative approaches such as analyses of 
photographs of signs in four districts of Kleinbasel, participant observation, and ethnographic 
interviews. Additionally, focus group and expert interviews were conducted to investigate 
networks of translanguaging in the linguistic landscape (Krompák and Meyer 2018; Meyer and 
Krompák 2018). 

To determine the visibility of Swiss German in the linguistic landscape, I firstly systematically 
codified the images and secondly selected four key images for the main analysis presented in 
this paper. The visual data was enriched with verbal and written materials (Pink 2016, 134). 
I followed Pink’s (2016) visual ethnography which complements the image with discourses, 
because it is ‘important that ethnographers seek to understand the individual, local and broader 
cultural discourses in which photographs are made meaningful, in both fieldwork situations 
and academic discourses’ (Pink 2016, 68). In the present study, the verbal data included a 
focus group interview with three students from the University of Basel about the key images. 
The interview was conducted in collaboration with Stephan Meyer, on 29 May 2017 and 
lasted 1.03.02h (Krompák and Meyer 2018). Applying Charmaz’s (2006) grounded theory, I 
identified open codes and interpreted the material based on these significant codes.

Results

Visual data from the linguistic landscape 

The visual data of the overall project comprised 300 signs in 21 languages: Albanian, 
Amharic (Ethiopia and Eritrea), Arabic, Bosnian, Croatian, Czech, English, French, German, 
Greek, Italian,  Portuguese, Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Swiss German, Tigrinya (Eritrea), Tamil, 
Thai, Turkish, Vietnamese. There were 25 images in Swiss German. They included permanent 
signs (on shops), and event-related signs or ‘noise’, like flags (see Blommaert 2013). The signs 
were associated with three contexts: (1) local tradition (such as the carnival, the autumn fair and 
the local football club, (2) geographic affiliation (as a names of Kleinbasel (Gleibasel) and the 
river Rhine (Rhy) and (3) advertisements for local companies (e.g. the Cantonal Bank of Basel) 
or for local events.
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Figure 1 Poster advertisement in a window of a local bank in Swiss German,
 Standard German and English © Edina Krompák, (27.03.16)

The first key image is a poster advertising asset management by the local bank – ‘Basler 
Kantonalbank’ (Figure 1). Three languages are involved in written translanguaging: Swiss German, 
German and English. In the middle of the window the reader encounters the main message of the 
bank in Swiss German ‘Vermöögensverwaltig scho ab 10 000 Stutz [Asset management already 
from 10 000 bucks]’. Using the local Basel dialect, the bank directly addresses locals familiar 
with the local variant of Swiss German. Further, the colloquial expression in Swiss German 
‘Stutz [bucks]’ loosens up the usually serious style associated with banks. While the local dialect 
indicates belonging to the community who speaks the local dialect, it can also exclude. Potential 
exclusion is offset by the official Standard German appears in the standardized poster of the 
bank and informs costumers about asset management in Standard German. Integrated into the 
standardized poster, the bank’s logo with the English ‘Basler Kantonalbank fair banking’ signals 
the bank’s international orientation.

Multimodal semiotics (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2001) connects the following key images 
(Figure 2 and 3). Insiders recognise the combination of red, blue and white from the official 
logo of the Football Club Basel (FCB) (Figure 2) in the signage above the wine merchant’s 
shop, and associate it with belonging to the local community of Basel. This is reinforced by 
the use of the local variety of Swiss German ‘wyhuss am Rhy’ [wine house/merchant on the 

Figure 2 Sticker of the local 
football club below a street name 

Figure 3 Wine merchant ©Edina 
Krompák (21.12.15)

© Edina Krompák (25. 06.16)
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Rhine]. The geographic affiliation in Swiss German  ‘am Rhy’ [on the Rhine] indicates also the 
geographic boundaries of dialect. Similar to the first key image (Fig. 1), the local dialect in this 
sign dominates as a marker of local identity. Moreover, the geographic location ‘am Rhy’[on the 
Rhine] and the interlaced semiotic note in the colours in the shop sign constitute the multiple 
semiotic indexicalities of local identity. 

Figure 4 Shop for carnival costumes © Edina Krompák (18.11.15)

Translanguaging (see also Figure 1) and multimodal semiotics (Kress and van Leeuwen 
2001) combine in the window of the shop selling costumes and gear for the Basel the carnival 
shown in the fourth key image (Figure 4). As in the advertisement for the local bank (Figure 
1), translanguaging takes place on the linguistic level between Swiss German, Standard German 
and international English.  In addition, on the semiotic level, language and image complement 
each other. Swiss German dominates in the name: ‘Jap’s Fasnachtskischte’ [Jap`s carnival chest]. 
Below this are expressions in Standard German ‘Kostüme’ [costumes], Swiss German ‘Larven’ 
[masks] and English ‘second hand’, and lower down in Standard German ‘Grosse Auswahl im 
Keller’ [big selection in the cellar]. The window is framed in the diagonal black and white stripes 
which echo the design of the specific Basel carnival drum. Further, the traditional character of 
the jester and confetti in the typical design embody the highly esteemed Basel carnival. 

Discursive Relations to the Linguistic Landscape

Complementing the visual material, I conducted focus group interviews about selected 
key images, to explore the discourses of persons who are familiar with the linguistic and other 
symbols in the local linguistic landscape. In Excerpt 1, the participants discussed the key image 
of the shop for carnival costumes (Figure 4). Whereas Speaker 3 was a student with a German 
background, Speakers 1 and 2 were Swiss from the Italian and German parts of Switzerland 
respectively. All three speakers were multilingual; collectively they were familiar with Swiss 
German, Standard German, English, French, Italian, Dutch, Turkish, and Spanish. Speaker 
2 started the conversation stating her novice status regarding the carnival ‘I don’t know the 
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carnival in Basel.’ Then, she described the contradiction she perceives between the shop window 
and her knowledge of the carnival conventions: "You’re not actually allowed to dress up for the 
carnival in Basel." Speaker 3 qualifies the statement of Speaker 2 by describing the scope of the 
rule: "Well you’re not allowed to dress up if you’re just watching." Speaker 2 concludes that 
theoretically you are allowed to dress up ("in theory yes"), which Speaker 3 acknowledges with 
"yes, in theo-." Adding a new aspect, Speaker 1 formulates the condition of the convention: 
"But if you take part you can." To which speaker 3 responds, strengthening it with the modal 
verb "have to":  "Actually you even have to." 

Excerpt 1

Speaker 2: I have to say I um um have seen (xxx) so far and (..) I have not actually myself  don’t 
know Basel carnival but somehow I find it because you’re not actually allowed to dress up for 
the carnival in Basel I thought it was strange that there are costumes now but (.)

Speaker 3: Well you’re not allowed to dress up if you’re watching 

Speaker 1: ah 

Speaker 2: //in theory yes// 

Speaker 3: //yes, in theo- //

Speaker 1: but if you participate you can (0.6)

Speaker 3: actually you even have to (21.06.2019, 00.00.19‒00.00.41)

In Excerpt 2 the participants combine the semiotic message of the shop with their local 
knowledge of the carnival. Speaker 1 recognises the traditional carnival drum of Basel and 
makes a statement in this regard, which Speaker 2 affirms. Then, Speaker 1 continues to explain 
the carnival convention by explaining the language conventions according to which the local 
word ‘räppli’ replaces the standard  ‘confetti.’ Speaker 1 tells a story about her boyfriend, who 
lives on the border of Basel and uses the word confetti. Her laugh points out the absurdity 
of the invisible language border. Also, in Excerpt 3 the participants discuss further linguistic 
conventions of the carnival. Similar to the expression ‘räppli [confetti]’ the Basel carnival masks 
are called ‘larve [mask]’. Speaker 3, who has some expertise regarding the carnival, states that 
the ‘High’ variant word ‘mask’ is frowned upon. 

Excerpt 2

Speaker 1: um a Basel drum

Speaker 2: yes  

Speaker 1: And then there are also räppli [confetti in Swiss German] er that’s also really 
important everywhere everywhere else these shapes are otherwise called confetti but räppli in 
Basel ((laughs)) but even people from Baselland my boyfriend comes from Allschwil that’s on 
the border he says (.) er confetti ((laughs))

Speaker 3: yes 
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Speaker 1: Now he lives in Basel here you say räppli and there I correct him no you must say 
räppli ((laughs and has a drink)) (21.06.2019, 00.04.35‒00.04.59)

Excerpt 3

Speaker 3: I think the thing with the larve [mask in Swiss German] is simply because at Basler 
Fasnacht it’s actually frowned upon when one speaks about mask

Speaker 1: //hm//

Speaker 3: //instead//

Speaker 1: //hm//

Speaker 3: you have to speak about larve [mask in Swiss German] (21.06.2019, 00.01.35‒00.01.44)

Conclusion

Swiss German is visible in the linguistic landscape – in translingual combination with other 
languages.

That there is no standard written form of Swiss German does not constitute an obstacle 
to its frequent use in the linguistic landscape of Basel. Swiss German appears in translingual 
signs, in combination with other languages (mainly Standard German and English) and along 
with multiple semiotic resources (Kress and van Leeuwen 2001). Swiss German was visible in 
the following categories; (1) local tradition, (2) geographical affiliation, and (3) advertisements. 
Signage in Swiss German primarily addresses Swiss German speakers and the local population 
who know this dialect.

Swiss German in the linguistic landscape is inversely related to the covert diglossic language 
policy 

Swiss German in the linguistic landscape underlines the relationships between overt and 
covert language policy (Shohamy 2006). Whereas overt language policy includes ‘those language 
policies that are explicit, formalised, de jure, codified and manifest’, covert language policy is 
‘implicit, informal, unstated, grassroot and latent’ (Shohamy 2006, 50).  

There is a discrepancy between the visible but limited number of signs in Swiss German and 
the principally balanced diglossic situation in which Swiss German and Standard German are 
characterized by shared use and shared value. This is an inverse situation to the one described by 
Reershemius (2011) where the diglossic signs in ‘Low’ and ‘High’  German do not correspond 
to the monolingual situation in North-Frisia. 

Swiss German in the linguistic landscape marks local identity
The regional variety of Swiss German in the linguistic landscape is a marker of local identity 

(see also Blackwood and Tufi 2012) with diverse aims. In the context of local traditions, Swiss 
German underlines the shared history of a certain community. The focus group interview 
showed that each individual reconstructs the meaning of the sign by combining its semiotic 
meaning with their own life experiences. Based on their status as novices and experts, they 
negotiate the shared history – in this case language and behavioural conventions of the carnival. 
The geographic affiliation in Swiss German indicates the geographic boundaries of dialect. Local 
companies use Swiss German in their advertisements to address local customers by underlining 
their belonging to a community who speaks the local dialect. Again, the specific language choice 
can lead to both inclusion and exclusion (see also Krompák and Meyer 2018). 
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This analysis suggests that the linguistic landscape of Kleinbasel only partly corresponds to 
the everyday diglossia. Although Swiss German is clearly visible in the linguistic landscape, it 
does not reflect the quantity and the quality of diglossic practices. Further, Swiss German has an 
indexical function; it operates in the linguistic landscape as a marker of local identity. 

Transcription notation

(.) (..) (…)   pauses (1, 2, 3 seconds) 
(6)    pause of 6 seconds 
((laugh))   para- or nonverbal act 
hmmm   holding of consonant, according to intensity 
I just-   abortion of utterance 
[ ]    commentary 
// //    overlap 
[…]    suppressed text 
[xxx]   unintelligible speech
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Utilization of Facebook as a Supplemental Tool in 
Developing English Communication Skills: Basis for a 

Proposed Syllabus in Purposive Communication
Randymax M. Bulaquita

aTechnological University of the Philippines, The Philippines

Abstract 

Most studies show that students use Facebook as a powerful tool for social interaction, and 
English language learning purposes. The study aimed to assess and present empirical data on 
the students’ perceptions on the acceptability and usage level of Facebook as a communication 
tool in developing English communication skills and to identify possible variables that could 
initiate programs on how students maximize study time in connection with Facebook’s usage.

The majority of the respondents used Facebook daily in learning English reading, writing, 
listening and speaking. Respondents have moderately agreed that Facebook can be used as a 
supplemental tool in developing communication skills in reading, writing, and listening but 
slightly agreed on speaking.

There was no significant difference in the extent of usage and the results of the communication 
skills test in reading, writing, listening and speaking.

The correlation between perception and performance for listening skills was positively 
very weak while performance in writing and reading skills was positively weak. However, the 
correlation between perception and performance for speaking skills was negatively weak.

Lastly, the majority of the respondents have encountered problems in using Facebook, such 
as in inappropriateness of comments, pictures, or videos posted on Facebook, slow Internet 
connection outside and within the university, and lack of security and validity of information.

Keywords:  Social Media, communication skills, Facebook, English

Introduction

When Mark Zuckerberg established Facebook in 2004, the social media site became a 
beneficial tool among teachers and students in using innovative teaching and learning 
methodologies as revealed in the studies of Kayri and Cakir (2014). Many studies show that one 
of the sites students use is Facebook. They show that it is a powerful tool for social interaction, 
popularity, social relations, and English language learning purposes. Since Facebook has high 
potential in providing social communication and interaction, this research aimed to investigate 
the utilization of Facebook as a supplemental tool in developing communication skills such as 
reading, listening, writing and speaking. 

In investigating the usefulness of Facebook as a supplemental tool in developing the 
students’ communication skills, the researcher of the present study determined the respondents’ 
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perceptions on Facebook and administered tests in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 
The 100 respondents have all attended the Technological University of the Philippines.      

The results of the study will be used as a basis for a proposed syllabus design in Purposive 
Communication. 

Statement of the Problem:

The study aimed to assess the usefulness of Facebook as a supplemental tool in developing 
students’ communication skills. In consonance with this problem, the researcher sought answers 
to the following questions: 

1. What was the profile of each respondent?
2.  What was the extent of the respondents’ utilization of Facebook as a supplemental tool in 

developing communication skills when grouped according to their demographic profiles?
3. What were the students’ perceptions on the use of Facebook in learning English as a 

Second Language (ESL) when grouped according to their demographic profiles?
4. What are the results of the communication skills test?
5. Is there a significant relationship between the respondents’ extent of usage and the results 

of the communication skills test?
6. Is there a significant relationship between the respondents’ perceptions and the results of 

the communication skills test?
7. What are the problems encountered in the use of Facebook as a supplemental tool in 

developing communication skills?
8. What courses of action may be proposed to enhance communication skills in learning 

English as a Second Language? 

Methodology:

To gather data needed to address the problem in the study, the researcher sought verbal 
and written permission from the Dean of the College of Engineering. The researcher 
personally distributed the survey questionnaire to the respondents. Survey questionnaires and 
the comprehension skills test excluding a speaking test were retrieved immediately after the 
respondents completed answering them. The data were collected in the summer of 2018 from 
students enrolled in the Engineering courses of the university, which included Mechanical 
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Electronics Engineering.

Treatment of Data:

To interpret and analyze the data, the researcher employed the following statistical 
treatments to obtain a valid and reliable interpretation; frequency distribution, percentage, the 
mean, standard deviation, a z-test and ANOVA.

Results:

1. Profile of the respondents
1.1 Age. Majority of the respondents or 69% belong to the age bracket of sixteen to twenty 

(16-20) years old while 31% belong to 21-25 years old.
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1.2 Gender. Sixty four percent of the total respondents are male while thirty six percent are 
female.

1.3 Course. There is an equal distribution of respondents.

2. Length of Utilization of Facebook 
2.1 Age. Most of the respondents, regardless of age, utilized Facebook for 4-7 hours daily in 

reading, writing, and listening. 
2.2 Gender. The majority of the respondents, regardless of gender, spent 4-7 hours in using 

Facebook: 48.44% in reading, 43.75% in writing, and 55.56% in listening. 
2.3 Course. Most of the electronics, electrical, and civil engineering student-respondents 

spent 4-7 hours daily in using Facebook in reading, writing, and listening, while no or 
little time was spent in speaking. 

3. Respondents’ Perceptions on Facebook
3.1 Age. The majority of the respondents in the 16-20 age range moderately agreed that 

Facebook could be used as a supplemental tool in developing reading, writing, listening, 
and speaking skills.

3.2 Gender. The majority of the respondents, regardless of gender, moderately agreed that 
Facebook could be used as a supplemental tool in developing reading, writing and 
speaking skills. 

3.3 Course. Most of the Electrical and Electronics Engineering student-respondents 
moderately agreed that Facebook could be used as a supplemental tool for reading, 
writing, listening, and speaking. 

4. Results of the Communication Skills Test
Results of the tests show that the majority of the respondents obtained an excellent rating 

in the listening test, a very good rating in speaking, and a good rating in reading and writing.

5. Relationship between test results and respondents’ demographic profile
5.1 Age. There was no significant difference between the respondents’ demographic profile 

and the results of the communication skills test in reading which obtained a p value of 
0.4892; on the other hand, writing received a p-Value of 0.2779 while listening and 
speaking garnered a p-Value of 0.7284 and a p-Value of 0.3075 respectively. 

5.2. Gender. There was no significant difference between the communication test results and 
the demographic profile of male and female respondents in reading, which saw a  p-value 
of 0.3964; on the other hand, writing garnered a p-value of 0.6071while listening and 
speaking obtained a p-value of 0.0661, and a p-value of 0.4509 respectively.

5.3 Course. There was no significant difference between the results in writing skills test which 
obtained a p-value of 0.8486 and in listening which saw a p-value of 0.0112. However, 
there was a significant difference in the respondents from the four courses in reading and 
speaking which saw a p-value of 0.000006 and a p-value of 0.0126 respectively. 

6. Relationship between the length of usage and the test results
6.1 Age. The correlation between length of usage and results of the test according to age 

bracket was positive in reading, and very weakly positive in speaking, writing, and 
listening. 

6.2 Gender. The length of usage and test results of male respondents had very weak positive 
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correlation in reading and listening while there was a very weak negative correlation in 
writing.  

6.3 Course. There was a positive correlation between the extent of usage and test results of the 
mechanical and civil engineering respondents in reading; the same positive correlation is 
shown in the writing skills test of electronics engineering respondents, and the listening 
skills test of electrical engineering respondents. 

7.  Relationship between respondents’ perceptions and results of skills test 
There was a very weak positive correlation between perception and performance in listening 

skills, weak positive correlation between perception and performance in writing and reading 
skills, and weak negative correlation between perception and performance in speaking skills.

8.  Problems encountered in using Facebook
The majority of the respondents encountered problems in using Facebook, such as (1) 

inappropriateness of comments, pictures, or videos posted on Facebook, (2) slow Internet 
connection outside and within the university and (3) lack of security and validity of information 
which was ranked high. 

Discussions:

1. Using Facebook has become a routine for most adolescents, regardless of demographic 
profile.

2. Facebook encourages development of reading, writing, and listening skills.
3. Proficiency in communication skills can be achieved despite his/her demographic profile.
4. One’s good communication skills, except in speaking, are determined by his/her good 

perception.
5. Good or poor performance in communication is determined by length of usage.
6. Heavy usage of Facebook positively affects comprehension skills.
7. In spite of its usefulness in developing reading, writing and listening skills, Facebook 

poses barriers to its utilization. 

Recommendations:

Based on the findings of the study, the following are recommended:
1. Teachers. Teachers need to be creative and up-to-date with current technology in order 

to keep abreast of a fast-paced society. Teachers can utilize Facebook as a powerful 
instructional tool to engage students in meaningful language-based activities and to 
enhance the communicative competence of language learners. It is also suggested that 
lecturers should be more active in conducting activities in Facebook groups and should 
recommend sources of learning materials for students.

2. Schools. Educational institution should be aware of the capability of Facebook in 
supporting the processes of teaching and learning. Thus, they should provide better 
Internet connection facilities to students and lecturers. 

3 Students. Students should utilize Facebook as a supplemental tool in developing 
communication skills. 

4. Future researchers. For further research, researchers can explore the effects of other 
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language skills by uploading written texts, audio and video topics on Facebook that check 
comprehension and communication competencies. Moreover, qualitative research can 
be conducted in identifying the communication process involved in terms of language 
structure, style, tone, and the like.
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What is Indian in Indian English? Markers of 
Indianness in Hindi-Speaking Users’ Social Media 

Communication
Marta Dąbrowskaa

aInstitute of English Studies, Jagiellonian University, Poland

Abstract

Public communication in the contemporary world constitutes a multifaceted phenomenon. 
The Internet offers unlimited possibilities of contact and public expression, locally and globally, 
yet exerts its power, inducing use of the Internet lingo, loosening language norms, and encourages 
the use of a lingua franca, English in particular. This leads to linguistic choices that are liberating 
for some and difficult for others on ideological grounds, due to the norms of the discourse 
community, or simply because of insufficient language skills and linguistic means available.

Such choices appear to particularly characterise post-colonial states, in which the co-
existence of multiple local tongues with the language once imperially imposed and now owned 
by local users makes the web of repertoires especially complex. Such a case is no doubt India, 
where the use of English alongside the nationally encouraged Hindi and state languages stems 
not only from its historical past, but especially its present position enhanced not only by its 
local prestige, but also by its global status too, and also as the primary language of Online 
communication. The Internet, however, has also been recognised as a medium that encourages, 
and even revitalises, the use of local tongues, and which may manifest itself through the choice 
of a given language as the main medium of communication, or only a symbolic one, indicated 
by certain lexical or grammatical features as identity markers. It is therefore of particular interest 
to investigate how members of such a multilingual community, represented here by Hindi users, 
convey their cultural identity when interacting with friends and the general public Online, on 
social media sites. This study is motivated by Kachru’s (1983) classical study, and, among others, 
a recent discussion concerning the use of Hinglish (Kothari and Snell, eds., 2011).

This paper analyses posts by Hindi users on Facebook (private profiles and fanpages) and 
Twitter, where personalities of users are largely known, and on YouTube, where they are often 
hidden, in order to identify how the users mark their Indian identity. Investigated will be Hindi 
lexical items, grammatical aspects and word order, cases of code-switching, and locally coloured 
uses of English words and spelling conventions, with an aim to establish, also from the point of 
view of gender preferences, the most dominating linguistic patterns found Online.
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Introduction

The English language has, since the end of the colonial era, grown roots in many parts of 
the world. The complexity of its character is very hard to grasp due to the varying cultural and 
political contexts in which it has been used and due to the position it is given in various societies. 
No doubt, one of the places where English has assumed a particularly distinct role, both due 
to its long colonial past and its current powerful political and social status, is India. While its 
position there is not free from controversies both in the approach of its Indian users and scholars 
attempting to define its character there side by side with the numerous indigenous languages, 
it has in practical terms been embraced by vast numbers of local users as one of their tongues, 
even as a native tongue in view of many. Nevertheless, the use of English by its Indian speakers is 
not identical with that of English in the countries where it is used as a native language, and this 
concerns not only phonological differences, which may be most noticeable to native speakers. 
Interestingly, even when Indian users, including those who are very proficient in this tongue, 
choose to write in English, in informal and semi-formal contexts, they may, consciously, or 
possibly subconsciously, mark the language with certain local features visible in its grammatical 
and most often its lexical layer. Studies concerning distinctive features of English in India have 
already investigated the differences in a number of contexts, e.g. in literature, the press, speech, 
etc. (cf. Pingali 2009). The electronic medium, however, due to its relative novelty does not 
seem to have attracted much attention to the use of Indian English as yet (cf. Sedlatschek 
2009; Dąbrowska 2012a). The present overview of the use of spontaneous informal English that 
Indian users, notably those from the northern belt of India, where the official tongue, beside 
English, is Hindi, utilise in posts in social media offers interesting results, however, as far as 
differences are concerned. Many clearly indicate in which semantic fields communication on 
social networking sites (SNSs) bears markers of Indianness, or in other words, reflects Indian, 
or more precisely Hindi-speaking northern Indian identity of the users.

The following analysis will demonstrate that there are some areas of social co-existence 
and social norms in India that Indian users, even in spontaneous, personal communication via 
SNSs, will adhere to. In order to investigate the subject more thoroughly, the discussion below 
will cover a theoretical presentation of English as a world language, and its diversity depending 
on its status, with special focus on features of English used in India and on the discussion of the 
concept of identity, its typology, and markers. The practical analysis of the material will focus on 
posts from four types of SNSs, the analysis of which will demonstrate the most typical markers 
of Indian identity that their authors utilise when communicating informally Online.

English in the World

We need to view the use of English in India in the context of its diversity in the contemporary 
world. Even a visual representation of English today is difficult and is raising controversies 
among scholars. Traditional models like those offered by Strevens (1992), which utilise the 
family tree structure, have now been substituted by more graphic and complex structures, due 
to the fact that the traditional ones do not account for some less prototypical varieties, e.g. 
pidgins and creoles with the English substrate (cf. Jenkins 2014). The more abstract models 
attempt to account for the degree of nativeness that the particular varieties demonstrate, placing 
the native ones in the centre and placing the second- and foreign-language users further away 
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from it (e.g. Görlach 1988; McArthur 1998). Kachru’s (1992) model of concentric circles, 
with the Inner, Outer and Expanding circle for users of English as a first, second and foreign 
language, respectively, also belongs to this tradition. This was followed by more contemporary 
models, e.g. Modiano (1999a, b) and Graddol (2006), who attempted to reflect not just on the 
status of English in a given country and the numbers of its users, but rather more broadly on 
the common core for all varieties of English and what it involves in the language system itself, 
the universal aspects of its use, or its degree of familiarity with English. None of these has been 
fully satisfying, much like Kachru’s model. It is the latter one, however, that has gained greatest 
recognition, despite its imperfection and simplification of the picture (a major criticism being 
that the numbers provided for particular countries reflect the number of the entire population 
there, not the actual number of users of English alone). The model also informs the present 
discussion, according to which Indian English is to be classified as English as a second language.

A helpful addition to the classification of Englishes in the modern world, notably the varieties 
that have come into being as a result of the colonial era, is the model offered by Schneider 
(2007), called the Dynamic Model. This constitutes a welcome innovation in that it attempts to 
diversify the local varieties in terms of what stage of development and nativisation they are at, 
providing that scholars agree on the principle of pluricentrism of English, i.e. on the fact that it 
is not necessarily a British nor American variety that needs to constitute the model against which 
to measure the correctness of the English language use worldwide. This view was expressed by 
Kachru back in 1991 in response to Quirk’s paper (1990) regarding ownership of English in 
today’s world (the English Today debate). The five stages that Schneider (2007) proposes are 
respectively foundation, exonormative stabilisation, nativisation, endonormative stabilisation 
and differentiation. These are to be viewed from the point of view of both the indigenous 
population and the English-speaking settlers, and account for extralinguistic factors and socio-
political context, identity construction of both groups of users, sociolinguistic conditions of 
the contact situation, as well as the effects of the contact seen in the language itself. It can be 
assumed, following the long years of history of English in India and the differences that will 
be broadly presented below, that Indian English is at present at the stage of endonormative 
stabilisation (cf. Lambert 2014), with its features becoming stabilised and standardised. The 
below discussion will also constitute an argument for this.

As mentioned above, the Indian variety of English has attracted the attention of scholars 
for a number of decades as a variety with a long history outside of countries where it is the 
native tongue, and has been as a result fairly well described. It is worth remembering that the 
first contact of English with the Indian subcontinent dates back to as early as 1600 and the 
establishment of the East India Company (Kachru 1994). Subsequently, its use was reinforced 
during the time of the rule of the British Raj introduced in 1858, a result of which, English-
medium education was initiated (Macaulay’s Minute), side by side with the Hindi medium. The 
situation has been maintained after India’s gaining of independence in 1947, which, together 
with the growing international position of the UK and the USA, and consequently the position 
of the English language worldwide, has resulted in the high status of English and English-
medium education in India today. Despite the initial plans of the newly established state to 
promote indigenous tongues and notably Hindi as the state language, the English language has 
remained as a neutral variant for inter-state communication, in view of ensuing defiance of the 
imposition of Hindi in the southern, Dravidian-speaking states (cf. Das Gupta 1970), which 
has contributed to its role and visibility. No doubt, the position of English has been additionally 
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strengthened by the Indian film industry, where its use has evolved from a position lying outside 
the sphere of Indianness in the middle of the 20th c., to the perception towards the end of the 
20th c. that it is both global and Indian (cf. Kothari 2011, 113).

Indian English has been described as one of the New Englishes resulting from the colonial 
past, and as such, sharing features with other Asian and African indigenised varieties of English 
(cf. Kirkpatrick 2007; Mesthrie and Bhatt 2008; Jenkins 2014). These are primarily visible in 
departures from Standard British English phonology and grammar. However, as the former 
will not be the subject of analysis in the paper, which focuses on written communication, it 
will not be discussed here due to space limitation. As regards to the most typical features of 
grammar of Indian English, in turn, scholars enumerate, e.g. omission or non-standard use of 
articles, non-standard ways of comparison of adjectives/adverbs, the SOV word order, much as 
in the Hindi model; a non-standard use of tenses and aspects as well as a non-standard use of 
the 3rd person singular/plural verbal endings, the use of only/itself at the end of the utterance, 
mostly for emphatic purposes, lack of inversion in questions, the use of different prepositions 
to Standard English, which are often, after the model of Hindi, put in the postposition (cf. 
Kachru 1983; Mesthrie and Bhatt 2008; Jenkins 2014; Pingali 2009; Sedlatscheck 2011; 
Sharma 2011; Dąbrowska 2012). Equally, if not more importantly for discussing features of 
Indian English, is its vocabulary, which can be divided into a number of subcategories as far 
as its source is concerned. These include the use of indigenised vocabulary, some well-known 
items of which are e.g. numerals lakh (‘100 thousand’) and crore (‘10 million’), chai (‘tea’), 
yaar (‘man, buddy’), accha (‘good’), didi (‘older sister’), desi (‘native’). They also utilise some 
English-based expressions whose meaning differs from the standard BrE/AmE understanding 
of the words, e.g. biodata (‘CV’), uncle/auntie (‘a respectful form of address used to any older 
stranger or family acquaintance’), timepass (‘pastime’), eve-teasing (‘sexual harassment’), and 
are also characterised by frequent use of clippings and acronyms, e.g. arbit (‘arbitrary’), subsi 
(‘subsidiary’), POA (‘plan of action’), AC (‘air-condition’), etc. (cf. Dąbrowska 2012). 

An important area where differences can be seen, though are possibly not as often analysed 
as the above features, is that of style and pragmatics. First broadly commented on by Kachru 
(1983), the differences point to a much higher use of polite language forms visible in the use of 
honorifics, choice of verb forms and other vocabulary items that mark the more formal style, 
e.g. intimate me for tell me, which, as scholars (Mesthrie 2000) claim, goes back to colonial 
times and interaction with or education by persons from upper social strata. As an extensive 
research of a variety of the Online genres undertaken by my M.A. student Klaudia Łojas (2018) 
has demonstrated, these features still not only linger on, but in fact dominate in various forms 
of Online communication.

The end this short overview of features that characterize Indian English one needs to 
stress that the knowledge of English is not as widespread in India as it might appear from 
academic accounts – recent sources (e.g. Graddol 2010) claim that the degree of knowledge 
varies depending on whether we mean those who speak (ca. 16%) or those who only read it 
(35%). It is therefore important to stress the diversification of Indian English in terms of its 
social distribution. Mesthrie (2000) does postulate the distribution according to the acrolect-
mesolet-basilect variants, which can be made use of depending on the situation and the type of 
interlocutor, even by the same speaker. This stratification makes the description of English in 
India particularly difficult, not only due to the geographical diversification but also the social 
and contextual background of its users. Additionally, when it comes to the written sources in 
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the largely anonymous social media on the Internet, the analysis must be viewed only as a broad 
tendency.

Identity and language

The analysis of users’ comments made on social media Online, especially in a multilingual 
country like India, where the use of certain languages, notably English, is expected, may be 
highlighted by Widdowson’s words, who as early as 1997 claimed that “English, the virtual 
language, has spread as an international language; through the development of autonomous 
registers which guarantee specialist communication within global expert communities” (1997, 
44). A that time, he referred to more specialist communication in primarily professional 
contexts, yet the reference to English as a virtual language is noteworthy (cf. Graddol 2006). In 
contemporary times, English is used with high frequency also in private communication Online, 
and its choice by members of multilingual communities, where English is one of the tongues, is 
typical (cf. Dąbrowska 2013). It may be assumed that when interacting in an international or in 
multilingual communities of friends or communities of practice/virtual communities Online, it 
is easier not to betray one’s ethnicity faster than in spoken interaction, yet also here, as will be 
demonstrated, users will often make such linguistic choices that will index their native culture 
in different, often subtle ways. This, however, as will also be discussed below, is done by different 
means in different kinds of social networking sites, whereby it can be deduced that users adapt 
their linguistic behavior in certain ways when communicating by means of different genres and 
registers, thereby adhering to their purpose (cf. Dąbrowska 2018).

Identity studies can in general terms be divided into a number of approaches which have 
evolved over the past few decades; the variationist approach, the socio-psychological paradigm, 
and the poststructuralist paradigm (e.g. Ochs 1993; Bucholtz and Hall 2005; Edwards 2009; 
Block 2009; De Fina 2011; Blommaert 2015). This demonstrates a growing complexity in the 
understating of the concept, from a fairly straightforward one that would be rather automatically 
induced by one’s geographical location, through the influence of one’s group membership on 
one’s identity up to the current approach that stresses the fluid character of the notion that is 
constructed during interaction. This can be seen in the definitions of the concept. Pavlenko and 
Blackledge (2004, 19), for instance, view identities as “social, discursive and narrative options 
offered by a particular society in a specific time and place to which individuals and groups of 
individuals appeal in an attempt to self-name, self-characterise and to claim social spaces and 
social prerogatives,” a view that stresses the volitional element in one’s identity construction 
processes. Block (2009, 32) largely repeats the aspects of performativity and fluidity of identity 
when defining it as “socially constructed, self-conscious, ongoing narratives that individuals 
perform, interpret and project in dress, bodily movements, actions and language,” and adds 
what is important for the present discussion, namely that “[i]dentity work occurs in a company 
of others – either face-to-face or in an electronically mediated mode – with whom to a varying 
degree individuals share beliefs, motives, values, activities and practices.” Both definitions stress 
the element of sharing beliefs, values, prerogatives and practices, etc., with others and the 
necessity to be in the company of other(s) when showing one’s identity. One can thereby assume 
that depending on how close one is to their interlocutors and how important the others are to 
them, the manifestation of identity will surface itself to a varying degree, which is also the case 
in the Online world. The first definition also stresses the role of time and place in manifestations 
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of identity, whose importance is also underlined by Blommaert (2015) and Blommaert and 
De Fina (2017). They refer to Bakhtin’s concept of chronotopic identities, where words stress 
the inseparable units of time and place that, in turn, evoke certain identity choices in people. 
These are no doubt related to different traditional demographic categories such as ethnicity, 
race, nationality, migration, gender, social class and language. Manifestations of identity often 
do point to the above factors in a direct way, in which case they can be described as indexical 
of one’s ethnicity, gender, class, etc. In a contemporary world, however, which is marked both 
by mobility and frequent and facile contact with groups often physically and demographically 
quite distant, what often surfaces is symbolic identity, when one chooses to liaise mentally and in 
terms of behavior with such groups (cf. Danesi 2016). This may be, but certainly not exclusively 
is, linked with one’s Online persona, which offers a lot of flexibility in one’s behavioural patterns, 
often quite distant from offline reality (cf. Deumert 2014).

Language is among the primary carriers of one’s identity, whether indicated subconsciously 
or by choice. The use of language can be viewed as an act of identity, by which Le Page and 
Tabouret-Keller (1985) understand utterances that index the speaker’s identity. The process 
of indexing is multidimensional in that it emerges from such factors as ethnicity, nationality, 
gender, and social class, and it is simultaneous in the reflection of these. Nowadays, linguists 
often speak about language identity (previously referred to as ethnolinguistic identity due to 
a more direct link between the two), which is a “relationship between one’s sense of self and 
a means of communication (a language, a dialect or a sociolect)” (Block 2009, 46). Leung et 
al. (1997) point out that the relationship may be of different character. It may be a marker of 
language expertise (i.e., how proficient one is in a given tongue and consequently how accepted 
the speaker is by its other users), language affiliation (which points to one’s identification with 
a given language) as well as language inheritance (i.e., being born into a family or a community 
that uses a given tongue). Language identity may be considered with regard to either one’s 
adherence to the normatively constructed standard of a given state or the actual use of language 
forms in specific groups (Blommaert 2006), which stresses complexity of the concept and hints 
at the variety of choices one can make. The element of volition is also seen in the fact that 
membership in a given language community, and thus a given language identity, may be either 
ascribed (e.g. by birth) or achieved/inhabited, when one consciously embraces a given tongue as 
one’s own and learns to follow its rules (Blommaert 2005). 

An interesting view of identity is offered by Block (2009, 48), who speaks about identity 
as multimodality. He defines it as ”a momentary or ongoing achievement of particular 
subject positions by individuals,” which, in the context of Online communication, notably 
in multilingual communities, may be achieved by the use of a language that connotes such a 
position, for instance English in India. He argues that communication is not only linguistic, 
but multisensory. In his view therefore, language identity does not only co-exist, but may in fact 
be substituted by multimodal identity. This, no doubt, may in bi-/multilingual communities be 
realized also by a given language choice, the way it is pronounced, written, etc.

Multilingual language choices will naturally be defined not only by an individual’s personal 
decisions, but also the type of multilingualism that they function in. According to Stavans 
and Hoffmann (2015), these can be divided into communities that either result from living 
in a majority-minority situation, that are a product of the contemporary language spread and 
globalization, or multilingualism as a lifestyle. It appears that India would fit the last category 
best now that it has successfully emerged from the colonial, British-dominated past, though 
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no doubt the elements of the second category could be identified there too. Language choice 
for a multilingual person is certainly a complex process, as it is defined by at least five different 
dimensions; speaker, addressee, context/situation, content/topic and purpose. The scholars (2015, 
199) claim that, although the choices are made by individuals based on their personal attitudes 
or preferences, they may, however, subconsciously result from “contextual considerations that 
ultimately reflect wider social attitudes as well.” Stavans and Hoffmann (2015) conclude that 
many multilingual choices are driven by two primal social needs; group inclusion and identity, 
and this, no doubt, motivates the choices made in Online communication too.

Research Assumptions and Data

Following on from the above discussion concerning the question of identity, notably identity 
in the multilingual context of India, especially in its northern belt, the research concerning 
markers of (northern) Indian identity in the Online context on social networking sites will 
demonstrate that despite infrequently displaying one’s high proficiency in English, the quality 
and character of the English language used there will carry markers of Indian, especially Hindi-
based identity. In particular, the assumptions are as follows:

• Due to its status in India and the world English will be the dominant language of 
communication for Indian users on SNSs 

• Despite the hegemonic position of English its use on SNSs will be indexical of the users’ 
ethnicity 

• The degree of indexicality will vary depending on the character of the site and addressees 
of the posts 

In order to demonstrate the above, three types of SNSs, with one further subdivision have 
been selected as the sources of data, on the assumption that despite the fact that they are all 
SNSs, and as such they serve an exchange of friendly views and maintenance of contacts, each 
of them has a more specific purpose that will also reflect itself in the language of the respective 
posts.  Facebook-private is the most private use of the four in character and focuses on users’ 
private profiles and their comments on friends’ posts. Naturally the users are then mostly 
known, typically by their name and via a photo. The other Facebook option, Facebook-public, 
on the other hand, has been identified as a more public, semi-formal platform on which public 
events are discussed in a company of strangers. It is in many ways comparable to YouTube, the 
third site discussed here, with the difference that most users of the former can be identified by 
name and photo. YouTube, on the other hand, is specifically devised for sharing visual materials 
and commenting on them, in which it may be similar to Facebook-public, but users are often 
anonymous, use nicknames, and behave more at ease as the chance of recognizing them is 
slimmer than on Facebook. Finally, Twitter is different from the other three, its main purpose 
being to inform others, notably one’s fans and followers, about major public and/or private 
events, views, etc. in a message of restricted length. It may therefore be assumed that, in keeping 
with the character of each site, determined by its objective and the audience, the form and 
character of communication will vary in certain subtle ways, which will allow us not only 
to identify markers of Indian identity in the posts, but also demonstrate differences in them 
depending on the site. 
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The total number of posts analysed in the study is 701, which is equivalent to 10277 
words. They were excerpted from profiles of 28 FB friends, individuals who are known to me 
personally, 28 Twitter profiles of Indian celebrities (movie stars, singers, sportsmen, journalists), 
topics concerning Bollywood films Zero, Thugs of Hindostan, Dear Zindagi and Fan, debated 
on by users on YouTube, as well as discussions tackling the same films on FB public fan pages, 
augmented by topics dealing with issues concerning the social position of women, political 
tensions in India, university education, Mahatma Gandhi, etc. The data below specify the name 
of each site, the number of posts investigated from each of these, the number of words in these, 
and the average length of the posts in each. An attempt was made to analyse a parallel number of 
posts and of words from each, yet, as can be seen, the absolute comparison is impossible, as posts 
on private Facebook profiles tend to be very short, almost twice as short as those on YouTube, 
so the figures visible below are to some extent a compromise as regards to all the variables here:

v• Facebook-private - 200/2364 (11.82) 
• Facebook-public - 168/2141 (12.74) 
• YouTube - 165/3088 (18.71) 
• Twitter - 168/2684 (15.97) 

The objective of the discussion below is in the first place to focus on the English used on 
the SNSs and to detect its non-standard features that would be linked with the Indian identity 
of the authors. Yet, at least for the sake of order, a very brief mention must be made about the 
use of Hindi instead of or beside English too, so that the impression the analysis will give is not 
that users always wrote in English only. Admittedly, there were indeed some posts formulated 
only in Hindi, and there was a fair amount of code-switching in the collected material. The 
former was found in 45 posts out of 701, which indicates that 6.41% of the posts were written 
in Hindi alone, where the latter, similarly, was found in 45 posts, and this constitutes 6.48% 
posts in all. Due to the limitation of space, the issue of Hindi-only posts and code-switching 
will not be analysed here.

Grammar

Grammatical differences, as indicated above, have been studied for a number of decades. 
The analysis of the material collected here is to firstly verify whether those differences appear on 
SNSs in contemporary times, and if so, we ask which are those typically found here. The issue 
of grammar can be illustrated by the following examples from each site:

- 46 items in 701 posts (6.56%)
- FB-priv – 6 (3%), FB-pub – 13 (7%), YT – 24 (14.5%), TW- 3 (1.7%)
- FB-priv - I have turned mad since one week; Love your shoes...red red; Wer u now; i sing this 

song in honor of these three women who has contributed a lot in my life and also in our Society 
- FB–pub - Ali Zafar he is Amezing; We Indians always proud of you; think she respect who she 

is as a girl. Boys always thinks about themselves; How much money this fellow has got from 
across the Broder? 

- YT - deepika is the highly paid than ranveer; both of them so lovely couple; Why here is 
not Kajol and Ajay; Srk look like the king; one of a best movie in India; there are still many 
countries who knows only SRK but hardly knows TOM; who is watching fantastic trailer in 
October also ??; Amazing work we have ever seen in Bollywood 
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- TW - 12th years has gone but you are still in our hearts. You departs from this earth but are still 
alive in our hearts; Madhuri mam is only looking beautiful, 

Based on the overview, it may be concluded that particularly frequent among the examples 
are instances of a non-standard use of articles, subject-verb agreement, question non-inversion, 
non-standard comparison of adjectives, the non-standard position of only and also, loss of 
copula be, non-standard past tense forms, reduplication and copy pronouns. This shows that 
the departures from BrE and AmE that were identified a few decades ago have not disappeared 
from the language of Indian speakers even under the influence of the audiovisual and Online 
media or the English-medium education, the access to which is, after all, much easier and 
frequent now than 20-30 years back. This, in turn, proves that Indian users who utilize these 
features either do not see the difference or that they show preference for the local variants. The 
presence of these in view of access to the standard BrE/AmE norm is certainly telling.

Additionally, the investigation of the distribution of the grammatical markers of Indian 
English shows meaningful differences too. The highest number of grammatical markers is to be 
found on YT, much as was the case with code-switching. This number is half as high on FB-
public and hardly visible on private FB profiles and Twitter. We may conclude that grammatical 
departures are an indication of lower proficiency of users in English, which, after all, enjoys high 
status in India – it may therefore be that an incorrect knowledge and use of English indirectly 
lowers the status of the user in the eyes of the public. Lack of attention to correctness may thus 
be more allowed on YT, where one is seldom recognized by other users, either because they are 
strangers or because one is anonymous. To some extent, this applies to FB-public too, where one 
does not interact with friends and acquaintances, whereas writing posts to friends, or putting 
up a post when one is a public figure seems to make one more aware of correctness and to make 
more efforts to maintain one’s face as an educated English user as far as grammar is concerned. 
This, however, as will be demonstrated, is not necessarily corroborated by users’ lexical choices.

Vocabulary

The analysis of lexical items that bear features typical of Indian English and at the same time 
distinct from BrE/AmE either in form or distribution of use will be divided into four semantic 
categories, which will include religion, interjections, idiomatic items, and terms of address. 
Additionally, in the last two of these there will be two sections; one containing indigenous 
vocabulary incorporated into the local use of English from, predominantly Hindi or other local 
tongues, and the other consisting of English items which, however, have a different meaning in 
BrE/AmE or are used in different stylistic or register variants. As regards to this broad subdivision, 
the overall number of items identified in all the posts as marking Indian identity is 246 (i.e. 
found in 35% of all 701 posts), out of which Hindi/local words were 137 in all (19.5%) and 
English were 109 (15.5%). Before the analysis, it needs to be clarified that although some may 
want to view the following examples as instances of code-switching, I will argue against it. 
Indeed, the distinction between code-switching and indigenized vocabulary is difficult and no 
doubt depends on a given community and context (cf. Myers-Scotton 2002). For the sake of 
the present analysis, however, I have assigned the below items to the category of borrowings on 
the basis of their repetitiveness and often international recognition, not infrequently without 
straightforward English counterparts, while instances of code-switching would be chance, one-
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off formulations.
The overall distribution of the collected vocabulary in terms of the four SNSs presents itself 

as follows:
FB-priv – H 77 (38.5%) / E 52 (26%)
FB-pub -  H 25 (14%) / E 9 (5.3%)
YT – H 21 (12.7%) / E 42 (25.4%)
TW – H 14 (8.4%) / E 6 (3.5%)

The above percentages indicate a different distribution of vocabulary identity markers than 
that of grammar. As it seems, it is in the most intimate type of communication, whichincludes 
the Online, that users choose to communicate in the way that stresses their close ties most, by 
means of lexical items that are shared by the users and that reveal their local roots. This may be 
viewed as being expected of friends and acquaintances in private communication, unlike the use 
of English in more public contexts, such as YouTube. When we look at the share of Hindi-based 
words on YT, they are not particularly frequent there (contrary to code-switching, though), yet, 
English words in their nativised sense are as frequent on YT as they are on private FB accounts. 
FB public is marked with those local symbols of identity rather infrequently, and, as may have 
been assumed, Twitter, the most “worldly” site of all, shows the use of nativised lexical items 
the least.

Religion 

26 instances in 701 posts (3.7%):
FB-priv 22 (11%), FB-pub 1 (0.5%), YT 2 (1.2%), TW 1 (0.5%)
FB-priv – Happy Holi; Happy Diwali to you all, Om shanty; and happy Dussehra; rip uncle ji 

waheguru ji; When the conch is blown with controlled breath, the primordial sound of “Om” 
emanates from it. This eternal sound is the origin of all Vedas; looking forward to meeting you 
soon Insha’Allah; Jazak Allah Baba uncle.. we haven’t reached yet.. (...) Keep us in your duas. 
Allah hafiz!; Aameen; Masha Allah; 

FB-pub - I wish all the best also may diety bless this occassions that will be taking place on 19/
november/2018. 

YT - InshaAllah #Zero will be biggest blockbuster of Indian cinema; Maza aagya king khan sahab 
gr8 song fub camestry love you allha bless you 

TW - Happy Holi!

The first category of vocabulary items that I have decided to identify is that of religious items. 
This appears to be a semantic field that is most definitely culture-bound and therefore its items 
are arduously substituted by English words, mainly because those might simply not exist. This is 
especially true of items that are linked with the Hindu or Sikh religions, typically illustrated by 
names of religious festivals, like Holi, Diwali, Dussehra, names of persons or symbols associated 
with them, e.g. om, Vedas, waheguru, etc. The situation is a little different with regard to the 
Muslim religion, which is far more widespread and closer in its principles to Christianity, and 
therefore some words are better known also in English, e.g. Allah, aameen. Moreover, the entire 
Islamic world shares a number of fixed expressions related to religious rites, such as InshaAllah, 
Masha Allah, Allah hafiz, Jazak, and are consequently also used outside India. These may have 
easier counterparts in English, yet their more universal character certainly prevails in the Indian 
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context too. In any case, religion appears to be a stronghold as far as the use of local language 
markers is concerned. The distribution of religious items, however, appears to be very unevenly 
spread, and not surprisingly, the greatest number of the respective items is found in private FB 
communication, while the other three platforms feature a maximum of two items. Needless to 
say, these items are all in local languages, i.e. Sanskrit-based, primarily Hindi, or Persian-based, 
notably Urdu. Religion-related vocabulary is certainly a very important identity marker, yet, 
unsurprisingly, its visibility in public Online communication is rather low – the fact, however, 
that it is there nevertheless stresses the importance of religion and consequently, also ethnicity, 
for the Indian users.

Interjections 

Based on my personal observations, I assumed prior to the current investigation that Indian 
SNS users would make frequent use of native interjections, which one can often hear, e.g. 
in Indian movies, and e.g., notably, na, yaar, arrey, wah. It is not very risky to resort to these 
in spoken communication as they do not violate the sentence/utterance grammar, standing 
outside of it. It is possibly the actual mode of communication that we are dealing with here, 
the writing, however, that has diminished the use of these on all four SNSs analysed here, to 
a minimum. Only 9 items have been recorded within 701 posts (i.e. were found in 1.2% of 
posts), and the largest representation of these was 4 items on FB-private and also 4 items on 
YT, while FB public had one item, and Twitter had none. The results are not surprising, as 
the interjections are typically used in spontaneous interaction, as a reaction to someone else’s 
words or behavior. While such interaction is fairly typical of FB-private and can be found on 
YT too when commenting on someone’s post in an emotional way, the other two sites are not 
conducive to such behaviour. The respective results, with a distribution among the four sites, are 
found below, evidencing that CMC is not particularly encouraging as regards to these elements 
of communication.

FB-priv 4 (4.5%), FB-pub 1 (0.5%), YT 4 (2.4%), TW – 0 (0%)
FB priv – Waah; Arre i have clicked better snaps of u Taps, havent i?; Looking Fab Yaar!!; Arrey 

wah!! Double Delight 
FB pub - Nice yr 
YT  Owsm Voice Yaaar, What a song Yaar; Yaar ye kaisa song hai chii. what happened to ur 

magical songs SRK; Movie bhot zabardas thi yaar 

Indigenous/idiomatic vocabulary 

Contrary to the above, other items that I have broadly grouped as indigenous and/or 
idiomatic fall into Hindi or English categories, and their numerical distribution is quite similar, 
with 43 for Hindi and 53 for English. Here the distribution across the four platforms is not 
as diverse as was the case above, with a visible exception of Twitter, where both the Hindi 
and the English items are marked minimally. The largest number, on the other hand, is to be 
found on FB-private, unsurprisingly. Interestingly, though, a visible bias is for the idiomatic 
use of English words. The detailed distribution of the two sets of words in the analysed posts is 
illustrated below:
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96 items in 701 posts (13.7%) – Hindi 43, English 53
FB-priv H-17 (8.5%), E-29 (14.5%), FB-pub H-12 (7.1%), E-6 (3.5%), YT H-8 (6.8%), 

E-15 (9%), TW H-6 (3.5%), E-3 (1.7%)
Hindi  -  43 (6.1%) 
FB-priv – jai ho, mithi, desi Tom Cruise, chalo Hong Kong, mera pranam, subho vijaya, 

mubarak ho, mast, purana pic, saree, ye zindagi na milegi dobara; inbox me na
FB-pub – lakh, loksabha, biryani, jhatak, jhtka, jihadi(s)/zeehadi, dalit, raja sabha 
YT - Romance Ka Badshaah; jodi; biryani; Deepveer, Srkians, bhoot, masala movie, pakora 

naak, 

TW  - Twitter-jaans, mantra, raasta 
As regards to Hindi words, the overview of the above shows a variety of topics. There 

are, expectedly, names of food, e.g. masala, mithi, biryani, pakora, but these are not the most 
frequent items. The other are harder to classify, but one can find there references to the cinema, 
e.g. masala movie, romance ka Badshaah, Srkians, Deepveer, desi [Tom Cruise], and a film title 
ye zindagi na milegi dobara. There are also items reflecting political and social issues, such as 
loksabha, raja sabha, dalit, jai ho, jhtka, jihadi/zeehadi, as well as some fixed cultural concepts, 
such as jodi, raasta, lakh, mast, purana, pakora naak, mantra, mera pranaam, expressions used 
on various festive occasions, like subho vijaya, mubarak ho, chalo, or the nominal formant –
jaans. The selection shows which concepts or images appear to be deeply ingrained in Indian 
minds, and why these items are better interpreted as borrowings in Indian English than as 
examples of code-switching.

English – 53 (7.5%)
FB priv – best of luck, bestest, super adorable, super super cute, cuteness overloaded, cutie, cho 

sweet, shoooo cute, sweetness defined, hottiee, superlike; awesomely awsome, bestie, inbox me, 
msg me, PM me

FB pub - awesome; owsome 
YT - best of luck, bestest, awesome, osm, owsm, bloody hell;
TW- super excited; best of luck 

The selection of localized English items, although larger numerically, actually appears to be 
less diverse in terms of their meanings and functions than the indigenous Hindi words. They 
are, indeed, more visible on FB-private accounts, which shows their intimate, more informal 
character, and as the overview shows, also rather emotionally marked. It seems that Indian 
users fall back on locally coloured, but originally English, affective markers, especially those 
conveying positive emotions, like the well known best of luck, awesome/osm/owsm, super (-like, 
-excited, -adorable, -cute), cutie, bestest, etc. A risky conclusion might be taken in suggesting 
that English in this case serves the purpose of reinforcing the meaning, and strengthening the 
expression of positive emotions, and hence, carries positive associations in the users’ minds. As 
they mark affective states, they are more naturally found in private communication, and thus 
on FB-private in the first place. They are also visible, but half as frequently on YT, which, on 
the other hand, is a site of frequent heated disputes between users, sometimes anonymous too, 
hence the more marked visibility of such vocabulary there than on FB-public and on Twitter.
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Terms of address / titles 

The numerical values listed below in reference to the last category, those of terms of address 
or references to persons, show clearly that this is the largest group of those discussed here, with 
115 items in all (i.e. found in 16.04% of all the posts), with an almost equal subdivision of these 
into indigenous Hindi words and a nativised use of English words. 

115 items in 701 posts – 16.04%  (Hindi 59 – 8.4%, English 56 – 7.9%)
FB priv H-34 (17%) E-23 (11.5%); FB pub H-11 (6.5%),  E-3 (1.7%); YT H-7 (4.2%)  E-27 

(16.3%); TW H-7 (4.1%), E-3 (1.7%)
Hindi  FB priv H-34 (17%); FB pub H-11 (6.5%); YT H-7 (4.2%) TW H-7 (4.1%)
FB-priv - I think of Kushalji as she was always pampered by Gurpreet Ji; rip uncle ji; as quoted 

by almost all the religious books including The Guru Granth Sahib ji; Happy Gurpurab Sir ji; 
Thank you Sarla Ben; Thank you Rajesh bhai; Thanks a lot Rajiv bhaiya; bhai ji; Thanks Ilyas 
bai; Thanks Mami; Ilias sb; 

FB-pub - i like you atal bihari ji prime minister; Don’t worry Aish next one is your Sasur jii; 
Happy Birthday Bapu; Gandhiji’s quotes are deeply touching 

YT - performance of AAMIR SIR AND AMITABH BACHHAN JI; the legend actor amir Khan 
and amitab g; Saif ali khan is looking like baba ram rahim; luvvv ewwww jaaneman Shah Rukh 
Khan; Love u jaan; shahruk ji, What  song Yaar; Owsm Voice Yaaar 

TW – Rani ji, super… beta, well done, Abbasbhai Mastanbhai and Hussainbhai my love to you.

As far as the use of native vocabulary is concerned, it represents a variety of terms of address 
pointing to the type and degree of relationship within and outside of family, e.g. beta, mami, 
baba, bhai as well as titles, e.g. sahib, sab, ben and terms of endearment, such as jaan, used 
when addressing friends, neighbours and strangers. As it appears, communication in the Hindi-
speaking context, even when written Online, assumes the use of terms of address for the sake of 
clarity or as a sign of respect. The latter is especially important, as the most dominant element 
here is the honorific particle ji, either attached to the name or standing beside it, and what 
is notable is that it may be found when addressing someone directly or when it is used as a 
reference to the third party. Not surprisingly, such elements are found predominantly, as those 
above, in private communication, as on FB-private. Ji is also the most visible item on YouTube 
and on Twitter. There, however, the titles are altogether rare. The use of the term bhai ‘brother’ 
is also notable, as it points to the closeness between interlocutors, even though there is no 
actual relationship between the writer and the addressee. In conclusion, titles and terms of 
reference are certainly the most powerful and pronounced markers of Indian identity still largely 
expressed in otherwise mostly all-English contexts.

English   FB-priv E-23 (11.5%); FB-pub  E-3 (1.7%); YT  E-27 (16.3%); TW E-3 (1.7%)
FB-priv - Happy birthday sir; Sorry for your loss Punita maam; rip uncle ji; Thinking of all of 

you especially Kushal aunty; Thanks Kiran uncle; Krishna Aunty may you rest in peace,!; Nice 
pic sir 

FB-pub -  Congratulation sir, very nice sir, This work is a Tribute to “Dr. A.P.J. Abdul kalam sir; 
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I forgot what Mr.khan said when kaira sat on the chair; 
YT - Love you Shahrukh sir; RESPECT AMIR sir and AMITHAB sir; Madhuri mam; when srk 

sir; Shah rukh sir you are great; Superbbbbbbb sirrrrrrrr I loved it so much; Love U sir... 
TW – Thank you uncle; Sir, that is the biggest complimentI have received,  Thank you sir.

The distribution and character of items of English origin found in the category of titles 
to a large extent confirms the above findings concerning the Hindi based items. Also here, 
FB-private demonstrates the largest visibility of the English titles adapted by users to the local 
context. The overview of the items from FB-private accounts demonstrates there are items such 
as uncle, aunty, which, contrary to the English sense, do not imply a family relationship at 
all – they are used as a term of respect towards acquaintances, where the most frequent title is 
sir (there is also maam/mam, yet the use of the female title is much more limited). All these 
options are found on the other sites too, and it needs to be stressed that this time they are even 
more frequent on YT, contrary to the Hindi equivalents. YT seems to be the medium where 
native vocabulary is fairly reduced compared to the other sites, yet as it seems the use of an 
English word, if there is a suitable equivalent there, fulfills the need for marking local identity 
rather well. While all these words are used by native speakers in BrE and AmE too, the overview 
of the samples shows that the frequency of these items, especially of sir, is much higher than 
in native English, where the use is marked by very formal contexts, whereas here both the 
medium of communication, especially Facebook, and the tone of communication, indicate that 
the relationship is much closer, balanced and not so power marked. It certainly conveys a lack 
of close acquaintance, yet high formality and the original lack of equality are not there, as some 
YT examples indicate with their emotional quality or non-standard spelling, viz. Love U sir, 
Superbbbbbbb sirrrrrrr.  The title then certainly does not reflect its original native distribution 
but is a calque of the Indian titles like sab, sahab, sri etc., and especially the honorific ji. The 
high frequency of these titles in the Hindi, but primarily in the English, version evidences that 
Indian users cannot easily function without knowing and expressing in speech, even in informal 
writing, who they are interacting with. It therefore may be concluded that Indian identity shows 
itself also in the English-only discourse, and marking the type of relationship between oneself 
and the interlocutor or the third party defines Indian identity particularly strongly.

Concluding remarks 

In summary of the above findings, the following conclusions can be drawn:
- Out of the collected material only 6.41% of the posts contained sentences fully composed 

in Hindi. Those were particularly frequent on Facebook-private (28 – 14% of all posts 
there), while code-switching dominated on YouTube (33 – 20% of all analysed posts 
there)

- The remaining markers of Indianness were to be detected in the grammatical features of 
the posts (in 6.56% of the posts) and, predominantly, vocabulary (in 35% of the posts).

- Grammatical aspects (e.g. the non-standard use of articles, word order, non-standard 
use of comparative and superlative forms, non-standard use of verbal endings in singular 
and plural present tense form, reduplication, copula be omission, etc.) were particularly 
visible on YouTube (24 instances - 14.5%)

- Vocabulary markers, unsurprisingly, primarily concerned such aspects as personal and 
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social relationships, religion, film, food, social and political issues, certain interjections/
exclamations and tags. These meanings were expressed by means of borrowings from 
Hindi (137 items – 19.5% of all) which, in some cases, have found a wider circulation 
in English also outside of India. The SNS which particularly encouraged the use of such 
vocabulary was Facebook-private, with 129 items found there out of  246 in all (52.4% 
of all the indigenous vocabulary items)

- Another group of locally coloured vocabulary consisted of English items (109 instances 
– 47.6%% of all the vocabulary examples). They frequently expressed positive emotions 
and impressions evoked by another person, an item or an event (a child, a friend, a 
nice person, a film), or conveyed a particularly strong positive sentiment, e.g. a wish or 
admiration. This might be an indication of the fact that English connotes not only power, 
but also beauty and optimism for its Indian users 

- The most frequent category of vocabulary items which indexically point to the Indian 
origin of their use were titles and terms of address used to or about another person. This 
feature was noticeable both in the group of Hindi and English terms. They were to be 
found most frequently on Facebook private (58 items out of 115 – 57.6%), followed by 
YouTube (34 – 29.5%). 

- The Hindi items predominantly defined relationships within a family or a community or 
were terms of endearment and interjections, e.g. bhai/bhaya/bai, mami, sab/sahab, ben, 
jaan, jaaneman, yaar, and, most  of all, the honorific ji. 

- Facebook-private as well as YouTube were also the sites with the highest use of coloured 
English terms of address, with the predominant use of the word sir, less frequently maam, 
as well as uncle and aunty. There are 23 (20%) such items used on Facebook-private 
and 27 (23.4%) on YouTube. These constitute the most interesting example of the 
multilingual, multimodal identity markers found on the analysed sites which attempt to 
combine both the local and the global facets of Indian identity.

- A valuable observation which points to the chronotopic use of items marking ethnic 
and language (ethnolinguistic) identity also in Online communication are the visible 
differences in the frequency of use of all the above mentioned items on the four sites. 
The site that appears to encourage the use of indexically marked language items most 
is Facebook-private, where interaction is most personally directed, even if it is not 
entirely intimate. 171 items linked with Indian identity in a variety of ways (vocabulary, 
Hindi-only posts, code-switching, etc.) were recorded there (44,4% of all), and they 
were followed, contrary to the original assumptions, not by Facebook-public (with 52 
items – 13.5%), but by YouTube (with 133 items – 34.5%), even though this website 
certainly invites a more impersonal participation than is the case of Facebook-public due 
to its greater anonymity – this in fact may be the factor that encourages a more relaxed 
expression than Facebook-public, however. The last site, Twitter, featured only 29 (7.5%) 
items of indexical value altogether, with the highest representation of vocabulary items 
among those (14 Hindi based items – 48.2% - and 6 English words – 20.6% of the marked 
items here). This points to the obvious influence of the context of communication, also 
on the Internet, on the users’ choice of language, showing that Indian Twitter users, 
notably celebrities, symbolically associate the site with English as a language of public 
communication and higher social status attached to it, contrary to Facebook–private, 
and less so YouTube, which appears to mirror more closely the private, less standard, 
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communication routines that are found in the offline world. This evidences the original 
assumption of the paper that Online SNS interaction reflects the Indian, here northern 
Indian, identity of users to a considerable extent, yet the users select the identity markers 
differently depending on the function and character of each site.
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Is It the Same Country? Representation of Cambodia 
on Official Tourist Sites and in Tourists’ Comments

Larisa Shchipitsinaa

aGerman and French Philology, Northern (Arctic) federal University, Arkhangelsk, Russia

Abstract 

This paper explores how a certain country is described on official tourist sites whose main 
aim is to achieve more tourists (formal communication sources) and in informal tourists 
comments, who want to exchange their opinions. It shows that the difference in aims impacts 
the construction of country image as a set of different items reflecting real aspects of a certain 
country. The semantic and contextual analyses of Russian and German formal and informal 
tourism related sources shows the predominance of cognitive items (compared with affective 
ones) in both sources types, but cultural items colored positively prevail in formal sources 
(and thus an elaborated image is developed) whereas different cognitive and affective items are 
common for informal sources.

Keywords: Country image, cognitive items, affective items, formal communication, informal 
communication, tourists’ comments

Introduction

Due to globalization processes and the growing popularity of tourism, it is not surprising 
that many people decide to go for short trips or choose different destinations for educational, 
academic or recreation purposes. When choosing their destination, they rely on formal 
information from tourist companies or city guides, and on informal reviews made by tourists 
on social network sites on the Internet. Formal information sources provide the most attractive 
information about the country. But informal reviews are more objective, compared to formal 
information, as their authors do not have economic interests in attracting others and usually 
show a real situation concerning a certain destination. It is important therefore to investigate 
not only the country branding, especially developed for attracting more people, but also the 
image of the country in informal tourist reviews.

Until today the country branding and country image are terminologically and scientifically 
described, mostly from economic points of view, to reveal the marketing and promoting 
strategies of places, f.e. [5]. The other possible research fields are social, political, communicative 
or linguistic, and there is no consequence in terminology and methodology in all these cases. 
That is why Alexander Buhmann proposed an interdisciplinary approach in investigating 
country image, and developed an original image model aiming it at promotional strategies . 

Some of the recent papers focus on using social media in developing the country image for 
marketing purposes. Leung et al. gave a detailed overview of such papers and classified them 
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as consumer, supplier or product centered [8]. This classification demonstrates the marketing 
focus of such papers. The difference between the county image, provided in social media, and 
the brand image consciously constructed by official organizations, has not been yet considered.

It is further interesting to learn if the country image is the same, when aimed at tourists 
from different cultures. Each image component of a destination country can be estimated in 
a different way depending on the traditions and values of both interacting cultures: What is 
estimated as positive in one culture may be not corresponding to the values of another culture 
and thus may be estimated as negative.

The aim of this paper is consequently to give a linguistic analysis of a certain country image, 
represented in formal and informal tourism related Internet sources in Russian and German. 
The investigation is based on the analyses of the interaction of three cultures: Cambodia, Russia 
and Germany. Germany represents a Western culture type, Cambodia is an Eastern culture and 
Russia is placed between these culture types [4]. This may show the differences in estimating 
certain image components. One more reason for choosing Cambodia as an analysis object is 
that exotic and rather new countries such as Cambodia are especially interesting for tourists.

Therefore, the country image is a popular investigation object currently, seen mostly from 
a marketing point of view, but new locations have not yet been studied, owing to new aspects 
of country image description (e.g. the comparison of formal and informal sources in country 
image building) and new text genres (tourists’ companies websites, tourists comments), which 
provides the actuality of my research.

The objective of my research is to explore lexical units naming the most typical features 
and peculiarities of Cambodia, emphasized in Russian and German official tourist sites and in 
informal tourists reviews, and to provide a comparative analysis.

My hypothesis is that the core concepts of country image are similar in formal and informal 
text sources, but include such components which are regarded as negative. There are also some 
differences in the predominance of certain image components in different image receiving 
cultures.

The significance of this paper concerns the need to understand the deep mechanisms of image 
building strategies considered with respect to the formality/informality of communication and 
the culture in which the image is demonstrated. The paper results can be used in future research 
and in practical activities of tourist companies and in decision making by tourists.

Theoretical Background

The country image is traditionally seen as a wide set of beliefs, ideas and impressions that 
people have about a certain country [6, 141]. In research, the notions of image and of branding 
have been distinguished and the notion of image has been accordingly précised: The image 
of a country is understood as a different opinion by foreign public to those of own country, 
estimated by adjectives or qualitative differences, which are positive or negative [11, 66].

Gert-Jan Hospers defines the correspondence of the term “image” to other relative terms in 
the following way;

- what an area really is (“identity”), 
- what outsiders think about it (“image”),
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- how the location wants to be known by the outside world (“brand”).

I find the distinction of image and brand in this theory very useful and convincing, but I 
do not agree with using the notion of identity in such a meaning, as I understand identity as 
people’s sense of identifying themselves with a certain nation, region, ethnic, social or gender 
group etc., cf. [1, p. 4]. In the process of identifying themselves with people of a certain country, 
people usually develop an image of the country's typical features, which could be named as the 
home country image, but may not fully correspond to ‘what a country really is.'

It is important to mention that the term “image” (pronounced in Russian as ;imidzh’) has 
in some way changed its meaning during the word borrowing process, to often mean “brand” as 
a desired and consciously constructed location image in Russian scientific discourse. The phrase 
‘what the outsiders think about a certain area’ is associated with the term “obraz” (‘picture, 
representation’).

My further remark concerns the term 'brand.' I agree with it signifying ‘how the location 
wants to be known in the outside world’. However, this study investigates how outsider 
institutions (tourist companies) represent the country, and who are interested in promoting 
this country, as their ‘image’ obviously differs from beliefs and ideas, which ordinary people 
have about the country. This is also consciously constructed with a certain aim, but not by the 
representatives of each respective place. It is not yet described and must be considered in future, 
if the country is represented in the same way by the location itself and by outsider institutions. 
It is not consequently clear, if we can speak about a brand in both cases. I limit my research to 
how outsider institutions represent the destination, and I will name this country representation 
“elaborated image” to mark differences from the image in common sense.

Thus, the following terms are relevant for my research purposes:
- Image: what outsider tourists think about a certain country,
- Elaborated image: what outsider tourist companies write about a certain country (they 

have economic interests in promoting it).
The first one (image) is explored on the basis of informal communication in social networks, 

where the users communicate as individuals and not as institution members, and feel free to 
choose what they speak or write about and how they do it. They normally have no financial 
interests in their communicative activities and do these with recreational aims. The second 
one (elaborated image) refers to formal communication, which is understood as function-
related communication that follows prescribed norms. The function of tourist companies' 
communication to their clients is to sell their services. Developing an elaborated image of the 
country is a part of these activities. It is provided in oral (in company’s office, by city guides 
and in some other situations) and in a written way (printed and electronic texts, e.g. tourist 
company’s sites, catalogues, guidebooks etc.). In my study, I will look only at the most recently 
appearing genres, which have developed on the Internet; tourist companies’ sites and Online 
catalogues.

The next important question in image studies is: What constitutes the country image, 
elaborated image and country brand? This question is answered differently by several theorists 
according to their research aims and research objects. Still, there are often repeated ideas of the 
country’s peculiarities and types, which attract interest and are memorized. Particularly, Svitlana 
Larmolenko and Paige Schneider regarding travel related websites considered the following 
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components of the Ukraine image: attractions, culture, food, history, hotels, shopping, tourism, 
travel, travel information. Another image concept list of Natalia Polkanova and Sergey Kazakov 
bases on several classifications and includes 9 categories: (1) safety and security, (2) well-
developed infrastructure, (3) information availability about tourism destination, (4) prices, (5) 
natural resources, (6) cultural heritage, (7) entertainment and leisure, (8) quality of hospitality 
services, (9) friendliness of locals.

According to Alexander Buhmann, image components can be combined to more global 
groups. His image model includes cognitive (with functional, normative and aesthetic 
dimensions) and affective components (emotional appeal for the country). The most items 
which have been discussed above belong to aesthetic dimension: cultural heritage, history, 
culinary, landscapes. But as the recent investigations show, also functional items (infrastructure 
or prosperity and wealth) and normative beliefs (environmental protection or respect to other 
nations) attract more and more attention of tourists. Conducting actual studies a scientist must 
consider these trends of image construction.

Concluding this section, I list questions of the image studies generated by my research 
aims: (1) are there some differences in country image and its elaborated image, reproduced in 
certain outsider countries? (2) Do the images of the same country differ, represented in different 
cultures? (3) What main items do Russian and German tourists and tourist companies name in 
developing Cambodia (elaborated) image?

Empirical Data and Research Methods

To find answers to the questions above I conducted a pilot study of formal and informal 
tourism related sources developing the Cambodian image for German and Russian cultures. 
Tourist companies’ sites are regarded as formal and tourists’ comments on social networks are 
informal communication sources. In general, the following tourism related sources are used:

- formal: official tourist companies’ sites (https://www.bgoperator.ru, https://vand.ru, 
https://www.meiers-weltreisen.de, https://www.thomascook.de);   

- informal: travelers’ forums on Tripadvisor (https://www.tripadvisor.ru, https://www.
tripadvisor.de) and Instagram messages (https://www.instagram.com).

The empirical data were gathered and analyzed in the following way.
1. Texts of each source type representing Cambodia were found (in site menus and through 

search engines).
2. Items which represent different categories of a country image were manually selected 

from each text. To make a comparison more objective, the same word count of analyzed 
texts was set (900 words for each source in both formal and informal source types).

3. Selected items were classified and adapted to Buhmann’s image model as representing 
affective and cognitive image components. Cognitive items were classified into 
representing functional, normative and aesthetic dimensions; the last ones were regarded 
as concerning culture, nature, leisure, the culinary, shopping and other country image 
motifs. Tables with statistical data were prepared.

4. The occurrence and correlation of the items of the same type were compared: (1)  in 
formal sources in different cultures, (2) in informal sources in different cultures, (3) in 
formal and informal sources of the same culture. 

In general the following methods were used when conducting the research. The texts were 
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randomly selected. The identification of items and the definition of their type was carried out 
through semantic and contextual analysis of each word in the text. Comparative analysis and 
elements of the statistical method helped to compare and interpret the findings.

Results and Discussion

The analysis shows that all mentioned image motifs are used when representing Cambodia 
in tourism related sources, both formal and informal. Cambodia is presented as famous for 
its cultural heritage (first of all for Angkor Wat and other ancient temples), and for its nature 
and white beaches. But there are some differences in developing its country's image. These 
differences concern mainly formal and informal tourism related texts, but some concern showing 
Cambodia in German and Russian cultures. 

The first difference concerns the image “density,” i.e. the frequency of image motifs calculated 
in relation to the total count of words in each type of text. Tourist companies’ sites aim at 
showing Cambodia and thus developing its image in a promoting text, and so the “density” of 
image items in such texts is about 17–19%. Tourists’ comments on travelers’ forums have other 
pragmatic characteristics. It is not the main function of such texts to show the country. Rather, 
tourists aim mainly at expressing the own experience and giving advice to others. This results 
in the fact that country image here is not so full and various as compared with official tourist 
companies’ sites. Instagram messages have again their own pragmatic peculiarities. Some are 
devoted to describing the country and some aim at self-expression or reflections. Image 'density' 
of Instagram messages is placed in between official site texts and forum comments, but informal 
sources in general have fewer image motifs compared to formal sources: Their image 'density' is 
about 10%. Statistical data showing this are presented in Table 1. 

The second difference between formal and informal tourism related sources concerns the 
relation of items themselves. Table 2 presents this relation.

The most frequent item in developing Cambodia’s image in formal and informal sources is its 
culture as an important component of aesthetic dimension. Cultural items concern mentioning 
Angkor Wat, Cambodia’s museums, its language, etc. Although pragmatic peculiarities of 
analyzed texts differ, the cultural heritage of Cambodia is so rich that both promoting the 
country’s image texts and texts devoted to free discussion pay much attention to cultural items.

Table 1. Cambodia image motifs Frequency in tourism related sources, Total

Element
German formal 

sources

Russian formal 

sources

German informal 

sources

Russian informal 

sources

Items 307 342 171 189

Words (total) 1804 1800 1804 1803

Image “density”, % 17% 19% 9,5% 10,5%

Functional dimension (country’s infrastructure, accommodation, prices, (lacking) prosperity 
etc.) is also often mentioned. In formal texts, it occurs only in a positive context (‘developing 
infrastructure’, ‘many new hotels’), and in informal sources it often goes together with negative 
connotations, e.g. 'poor people.'
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Table ii. The image of Cambodia in German and Russian tourism related sources: the most frequent items

Item type
German formal 

sources

Russian formal 

sources

German informal 

sources

Russian informal 

sources

Affective 55 39 45 30
Functional 50 61 6 15
Normative 1 10 3 11
Culture 97 63 47 38

Nature 54 52 15 36
Culinary 10 55 8 6
Other 40 62 47 53

Total item count 307 342 171 189

Normative dimension of cognitive type is the least among other items, it concerns the 
friendly and open character of Cambodians and is more common for Russian texts, both formal 
and informal.

A relation of affective items in German and Russian formal texts is rather surprising, as 
Russians believe to be and usually are scientifically described as a rather emotive nation. This 
is possibly the consequence of the fact that Russian travel companies are at the very beginning 
of acting on big tourist markets and are hence learning to write such promotional texts. Their 
texts lack many “promoting’ words, such as “a mysterious country” or “a cozy accommodation,” 
which are common in German formal texts.

Informal sources express with affective words the real tourists’ impressions about the 
country. As a result, affective words in such sources include not only names of positive, but 
also of negative, emotions from visiting the country. We can thus find among affective items 
such words as “exciting,” “tempting,” but also “dangerous,” “dirty,” or “fake." However, such 
'negative' words are personally colored and do not reflect the opinions of most travelers.

Other less important differences between formal / informal and German / Russian text 
sources could be investigated in further research on more representative data.

As my research was planned as a pilot study to observe some main trends in image 
development and to evidence the methodology of its research, it has a limited character. Its 
limitations concern mainly its quantitative elements and a reversion to objective facts. Cambodia 
is a rather new tourist destination for Russian and German tourists. As a result, not all tourist 
companies offer tours into this country, and hear, only the biggest ones do. Tourists' comments 
following impressions of this country are well underrepresented on social networks as compared 
with other directions. This explains the fact that a researcher must spend time to find relevant 
texts. 

Sample texts differ further in their length: Russian formal texts are much longer than 
German ones. They include subsections, and only several of these may be regarded in the study. 
As such, some aspects (e.g. culinary aspects of Cambodia) are described in detail, whereas other 
aspects could not be analyzed, so as to maintain an equal word count for each source. More 
precise text sampling and more extended data collection may provide stronger results in future 
research.
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Conclusion

Together with country image (what outsider think about a location) and country brand a 
notion of elaborated image can be distinguished. It concerns how outsider institutions (tourist 
companies) represent the country. 

Country image, elaborated image and country brand all reflect the reality (‘what the country 
really is’). They can be described in terms of image constituents (image motifs or image items), 
which include cognitive and affective items.

Country’s real image can be found in informal travel related sources (the users communicate 
as individuals and not as institution members). Elaborated image is developed in formal 
communication (the text authors represent an institution, f.e. a tourist company, and have 
economic interests in showing the most attracting aspects of a certain country).

The findings of this study provide evidence of the current Cambodia’s image in two 
European countries and show the dependence of the country’s image or its elaborated image 
from pragmatic text features. Formal sources tend to show an attractive country image and 
prefer cognitive items of aesthetic type (cultural, natural or culinary peculiarities of the country). 
Informal sources show among aesthetic also affective items, which name different positive and 
negative emotions concerning Cambodia image.

Future research may show if and to what extend elaborated country images matches up with 
country brand (‘how the location wants to be known in the outside world’). 
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Abstract 

The purpose of the study is to examine the critical thinking and decision-making skills of 
graduating students taking up a Business Administration major in Management Accounting, 
Marketing and Finance as well as their language proficiency levels as a determinant of critical 
thinking and decision-making skills. A total of 176 respondents from the three different degree 
programs participated in the study. Results revealed a Beginning Thinker with an over all CT score 
of 25.92. While Decision Making skills fall under the “often” category. Language Proficiency 
appeared to be significant for CT but not overly significant. Whereas DM correlates highly with 
LP. Further, there is a need to develop a more comprehensive understanding and application of 
Critical thinking in the business programs. Future related research may be conducted by adding 
more variables not found in the study. 

Keywords:  Critical thinking, decision making, language proficiency

Introduction

An ongoing phenomenon of mismatch has resulted in an increase in unemployment rate 
caused by university degrees which cannot satisfy employers' expectations of fit-to-do jobs. A  
study conducted in 2010 revealed that marketing skills expected for performing the marketing 
job were not found in graduates of a marketing program (Walker 2009). In accountancy,  Jackling 
and De Lange (2009) found that accounting skills were inadequately taught in undergraduate 
accounting programs. Many of the studies conducted  revealed that the skills and competencies  
acquired by the graduates are not pertinent to industry requirements and standards. 

Pressing issues have motivated employers to focus on skills of graduates during the hiring 
and selection process rather than on their graduate degrees and the school at which the degree 
was taken (Zehner 2013). Employers demand that the skills required to do the jobs are already 
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acquired prior to hiring. Graduate attributes are then proposed that will match the skills of 
graduates serving the labour market.

Critical thinking and Decision Making skills are two of the most important graduate attributes 
which employers require from higher education institutions. Higher education institutions as 
service providers of learning enhance students' talents and skills that will suit the needs of 
real-business settings. Businesses demand higher order thinking skills and critical thinking and 
decision making skills that require a higher language proficiency in graduates in both oral and 
written forms. Business leaders must make decisions and the need to communicate clearly their 
ideas is of great importance. According to Ennis (2013), critical thinking is a reasonable and 
reflective action focused on deciding what to believe or do, which results in the development 
of intellectual traits (Lopez 2013). Traits include the ability to perform tasks, because critical 
thinkers  are responsible for their own thinking (Shirkhani and Fahim 2011) and are capable of 
making decisions, while also having strong problem solving skills. Graduates’ understanding the 
language of business is closely related with the thinking abilities so to motivate highly creative 
and innovative business ideas.

Critical thinking as a century skill and decision making as an important business skill were 
not solely developed as school requirements, but also  for the fulfillment of the person as a 
responsible individual in society (Lopez 2018). Business decisions that business leaders make  
are based on how they think and understand the requisites of business. They have the ability to 
think and make correct decisions independently. As Ennis suggests, a critical thinker is disposed 
to think that their belief is true and decisions they make are justified. A  finance graduate 
therefore is expected to understand the economic conditions of bearish, bullish and normal 
situations, especially when they are presented numerically or graphically. Expectedly, graduates 
must be able to analyze, interpret and decide on the effects of the condition of company 
operations. This is the same for marketing when the cost of goods sold affects profit and sales. 
The management functions of doing business requires a great deal of understanding, analyzing 
and solving problems systematically through planning, controlling, directing, and implementing 
all aspects of business operations: Human Resource, Production, Quality Control, Finance and 
Marketing. Business is highly dynamic where critical thinkers together with their computing 
skills, English language proficiency, and decision making ability will broaden the career readiness 
of these graduates and will further satisfy employers' expectations.

It is for this purpose that the researches wish to investigate the levels of critical thinking 
and decision making skills as well as language proficiency as determinants of CTS and DMS of  
graduating  business students. The results will address the gap that may develop and or enhance    
graduates' attributes as attuned to industry requirement.

Participants

Respondents of the study were a total of 176 graduating business students, all enrolled in 
a Business Administration major in Management Accounting, in Marketing and Finance. The 
distribution of samples was based on the degree program, on age and on sex.   
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Table 1 Respondents of the Study

Degree Program S-Female S-Male
Number of 

Respondents
BA Management 

Accounting
23 41.8% 32 58.1% 55 31.2%

BA Marketing 26 43% 34 56.6% 60 34.1%

BA Finance 30 49% 31 50.8% 61 34.7%

Total Number 79 44.9% 97 55.1% 176 100%

Table 1 presents the number of respondents per degree program. The BA in Management 
Accounting had 31% of the total of respondents, the BA in Marketing was represented as 34.1% 
and 34.7% for a BA in Finance. With regards to sex, 44.9% were female and 55.1% were male.

Instruments

The researchers used the NCSUDMS Instrument (2003) or the North Carolina State 
University Decision Making Skills, which consist of 2 parts. The first part is the Component of 
Decision Making, and the second part is the Reliability and Confirmatory Principal Components 
Analysis of Decision Making (Barkman 2003). A 5 point Likert Scale was used to evaluate the 
five factors. The items within each factor that contributed to the skills and the category response 
for each were 1=Never, 2=Rarely, 3-Sometmes,4=Often,5=Always. In determining the relation 
of decision making skills to critical thinking skills, the CEU-Lopez CTT (Lopez 2012) was 
utilized. The latter is a multi-aspect general knowledge critical thinking test designed for tertiary 
students in the Philippines and in the Asian Context. This instrument has 87 items with 5 
dimensions of critical thinking skills. The Critical Thinking test is a multiple choice test which 
includes five dimensions: Deduction has 19 items, Credibility has 17 items, Assumptions has 
16 items, Induction, and Meaning/Fallacies has 19 items. The Language proficiency levels were 
taken from student grades in English subjects such as Purposive Communication, Business 
Communication and Technical Writing. 

Results and Discussion

Table 2: The level of Critical thinking skills of the respondents per dimension and as a whole 

Degree 
Program

Number 
of 
Respondents

DEDUCTION
 1-19
Ave SCORE

CREDIBILITY 
20-36
Ave SCORE

ASSUMPTION/
IDENTIFICATION 
37-52
Ave SCORE

INDUCTION 
53-68
Ave SCORE

MEANING/
FALLACIES
Ave SCORE

CT 
TOTAL 
SCORE

BA 
Management 
Accounting
Interpretation

55

6.33 5.78 5.64 3.58 5.24 26.56

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

BA
Marketing
Interpretation

60
5.54 5.47 5.69 2.88 5.06 24.66

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker
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BA
Finance
Interpretation

61

6.06 5.69 5.00 3.74 6.06
26.56

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

OVERALL 
CT SCORE

176 5.97 5.65 5.44 3.40 5.45 25.92

Interpretation
Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Beginning
Thinker

Table 2 shows The Level of Critical Thinking Skills with the over-all performance of the 
respondents using the official norm of the CEU-Lopez Critical Thinking Test Manual. A score  
of CTS= 25.92 means that the respondents are “Beginning Thinkers” (B.T.). The table shows the 
corresponding results per dimension for each Degree Program, where their Average Scores in the 
CEU-Lopez Critical Thinking Test are as follows; BA in Management Accounting with 26.56; 
BA in Marketing with 24.66; and BA in Finance 26.56, where all are interpreted as “Beginning 
Thinkers” (B.T.). A beginning thinker, according to the CEU-Lopez Critical Thinking manual, 
was described by the characteristics below;

The Characteristics of Beginning Thinker(BT)

A beginning thinker starts to evaluate the logic of arguments and propositions he 
encounter. He begins to identify unjustifiable conclusions and assumptions, misused 
words and incredible statements in an argument or proposition although this individual 
is not able to identify the flaws in all arguments and propositions he may encounter. 
He begins to recognize not only that there are principles, criteria or standards for the 
evaluation of arguments  and propositions but also the need to apply them and begin using 
them deliberately in thinking. Since this is a beginning stage, he does it with difficulty 
and uncomfortability for this is the stage that an individual just begins learning how to 
deliberately and consciously apply critical thinking criteria and principles in evaluating 
arguments and other propositions encountered. Hence, prolonged engagement in argument 
evaluation is needed to do the argument evaluation with ease and comfortability. This is 
the stage that an individual has a beginning understanding of the necessary role of these 
critical thinking principles and criteria in evaluation of arguments and other propositions

(Source: CEU-Lopez Critical Thinking Test Manual, 2012)

Table 3: Interpretation of Norms for Non-Science Students as a whole (CT)

Range of Scores Z-Scores Range of Percentile Rank Verbal Description

42 above 2.093 and above 98.17 and above Master Thinker

35-41 1.012 - 1.939 84.38 - 97.38 Advanced Thinker

29-34 0.085 - 0.857 53.59 - 80.51 Practicing Thinker
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22-28 (-)0.996 - (-)0.070 15.87 - 47.21 Beginning Thinker

16-21 (-)1.923 - (-)1.151 2.74 - 10.51
C h a l l e n g e d 

Thinker
Below 15 (-)2.696 - (-)2.078 1.88 Unreflective Thinker

(Source: CEU-Lopez Critical Thinking Test Manual, 2012)

Table 3 presents the Interpretation of Norms for Non-Science Students with its range 
of scores and Verbal Description. In the CEU Lopez Critical Test Manual, 6 classification of 
thinkers were described from the lowest being Unreflective thinker with 15 below to the highest 
being Master thinker with 42 above. The results of the overall CT test of 25.92 fall under 22-28 
of respondents of the 3 degree programs, who are all Beginning Thinkers.

Table 4: The Level of Decision Making Skills per Degree Program

Matrix of DM
MANAGEMENT 

ACCOUNTING
MARKETING FINACE MEAN Interpretation

I. Components 

of DM
4.01 4.01 3.59 3.85 OFTEN

A. 4.01 4.01 3.50 3.82 OFTEN

B. 3.98 3.87 3.42 3.76 OFTEN

C. 3.89 3.94 3.50 3.78 OFTEN

D. 3.90 3.98 3.51 3.80 OFTEN

OFTEN

II. Reliability 

and Principal 

Components

A 4.11 4.00 3.69 3.93 OFTEN

B. 3.98 3.79 3.56 3.78 OFTEN

C. 3.93 3.83 3.63 3.80 OFTEN

D 3.95 3.84 3.56 3.78 OFTEN

MEAN 3.97 3.90 3.55 3.81 OFTEN

Source: ncsu.edu//ffci/publications/v8-n1-2003/ar-1-accessing.php

Table 4 shows the respondent scores for the DM Instrument, with mean scores of 3.97 
for BA in Management Accounting, 3.90 for BA in Marketing and 3.55 for BA in Finance. 
Overall  combined scores received by the three respondents were 3.81, which fall under often. 
The often category reflected the respondents systematic, analytical thinking of the situation. 
These participants were willing to make choices and to comprehend that decision making is 
a cognitive process. The result of DM suggests that the respondents are capable of making 
decisions because of their capability to develop criteria for possible solutions.
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Table 5: Correlation Coefficient between Critical Thinking Skills and Decision-Making Skills

Bulacan HEI
Critical Thinking Skills 

and Interpretation 

Correlation and Interpre-

tation

Decision Making Skills 

and Interpretation

BA Management Ac-

counting

Over-All CT Skills

26.5636 

Beginning Thinker

0.10

Slight Correlation

Over-All DM Skills

3.97

OFTEN

BA Major in Market-

ing

Over-All CT Skills

24.6610

Beginning Thinker

-0.18

Slight Negative Correla-

tion

Over-All DM Skills

3.90

OFTEN

BA Major in Finance

Over-All CT Skills

26.5645

Beginning Thinker

0.05

Slight Correlation

Over-All DM Skills

3.55

OFTEN

 (Over-All

Over-All CT Skills

25.9297

Beginning Thinke

-0.05

Slight Negative

Correlation

0.07

Slight Correlation

0.04

Slight Correlation

Category 1: 3.80

Often

Category  2: 3.82

Often

Over-All: 3.81

Often

(Per Dimensions of 

CTS and Factors of 

DMS)

Deduction
5.9780

Beginning Thinker

0.03

Slight Correlation

0.04

Slight Correlation

Category 1: 3.80

Category 2: 3.82

Credibility 
5.6499

Beginning Thinker

-0.06

Slight Negative Correla-

tion

0.04

Slight Correlation

Category 1: 3.80

Category 2: 3.82

Assumptions/Identifica-
tion
5.4437

Beginning Thinker

-0.05

Slight Negative Correla-

tion

0.01

Slight Correlation

Category 1: 3.80

Category 2: 3.82

Induction 
3.4017

Beginning Thinker

0.01

Slight Correlation

0.06

Slight Correlation

Category 1: 3.80

Category 2: 3.82

Assumptions 
5.4562

Beginning Thinker

-0.07

Slight Negative Correla-

tion

0.07

Slight Correlation

Category 1: 3.80

Category 2: 3.82
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Table 5 presents the Significant Relationship of Critical Thinking Skills and Decision Making 
Skills. The Correlation Coefficient between Critical Thinking Skills and Decision Making Skills 
=-0.05 (S.L.) Over-All CTS and DMS Factor 1; =0.07 (S.L.) Over-All CTS and DMS Factor 2; 
and Over-All CTS and Over-All DMS is =0.04 which belongs under the value of r and its verbal 
interpretation, which is “Slightly Correlated” (S.L.). Therefore, there is a significant relationship 
between the two variables using the Pearson r Product Correlation. It is also evident that the 
two variables have correlation with each other whether it is per dimension and per factor in each 
instrument used which suggests that decision making factors are dependent on their Critical 
Thinking Skills.

Table 6: Language Proficiency Levels  of Business Students

Respondents per 
Degree Program

Purposive Commu-
nication

Business Communi-
cation

Technical Writing
OVERALL 
AVE SCORE

BA Management 
Accounting

2.0 2.5 2.0 2.17

BA Marketing 2.5 2.75 2.0 2.41

BA Finance 2.5 2.75 2.5 2.59

Overall LP Score 2.33 2.67 2.17

The proficiency level of respondents per degree program were taken from the respondents 
school grades with 1.0 as the highest and 5.0 as the lowest or failing grade, and a passing grade 
of 3.0. Grades were taken from the 3 semesters where students were enrolled in their respective 
degree programs and were taking up English Subjects. The overall results were that Purposive 
Communication had 2.33, Business Communication had 2.67 and Technical Writing had 
2.17. Technical writing received the highest score among the three business subjects, while BA 
in Management received the highest score of 2.17, followed by BA in Marketing with 2.41 and 
BA in Finance with the lowest grade of 2.59.

Table 7: Relationship of Language Proficiency Levels with the Respondents Critical Thinking and Decision 
Making Skills  in each Degree Program

BA Management Accounting

Critical Thinking and Language Proficiency Decision Making Skill and Language Proficiency

0.055223701 0.97569

Slight Correlation Very High Correlation

BA Major in Marketing

Critical Thinking and Language Proficiency Decision Making Skill and Language Proficiency

0.050239439 0.75176

Slight Correlation High Correlation

BA Major in Finance

Critical Thinking and Language Proficiency Decision Making Skill and Language Proficiency

-0.0277274 0.88660

Slight Correlation Very High Correlation
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Table 6 presents the relationship of Language Proficiency and The Critical Thinking Level 
of Respondents for each degree program. There is a slight relation between the Language 
Proficiency Level and the respondents Critical Thinking Skills, whereas Language proved to be 
highly correlated with the respondents' Decision Making Skills. 

Conclusions and Recommendations

On the basis of the findings of the study, the following conclusions were drawn: 
1. The level of critical thinking skills of the respondents belong to Beginning Thinker (B.T.), 

which suggests that the respondents are just starting to evaluate the logic of arguments and 
propositions they encounter. Since this is a beginning stage, respondents will experience 
difficulty and discomfort as this is as the stage where they are just starting to learn how 
to deliberately and consciously apply critical thinking criteria and principles in evaluating 
arguments and other propositions.

2. The level of decision making skills is a multi-facet to consider. It is rooted in one's ability 
to define problems, identify and select alternatives, and to weigh and evaluate decisions, 
which are fundamentals in decision making. The result of the Decision Making test is 
comparatively high than that of the Critical thinking test where respondents are Beginning 
Thinkers. Designing a curriculum focused on the acquisition of both critical thinking 
and decision making skills will improve the critical thinking abilities of respondents on 
situations requiring intelligent decisions.

3. There exists an evident relationship between critical thinking and decision making skills 
as the former serves as predictor.  Language proficiency levels and the critical thinking 
skills proved to be significant but not to the highest level, while Language proficiency and 
respondents’ Decision Making Skills are highly correlated which suggests that the higher 
the Language Proficiency, the higher the Decision Making Skills. 

Recommendations 

There is a need to develop a more  comprehensive understanding and application of Critical 
thinking as a graduate attribute among business degree programs. Future related research may 
be conducted by adding more variables not found in the study.
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Abstract 

This study addresses the conflicting views of the role of English as a means of global 
communication. Responding to the growing need to foster communicative abilities in English, 
schools in Indonesia are driven to make their students proficient in English. However, the majority 
of English teachers themselves might not be adequately prepared to use English as a means of 
communication; improving their English proficiency and the willingness to communicate in 
English (Clement, 2003) has thus become a matter of concern amidst the prevailing resistance 
to English as the language of the imperialist. The present study focuses on teachers’ English 
proficiency, which has been recognized as an important qualification for successful English 
teaching. Thirty secondary school teachers of English who were participating in an in-service 
professional development program were asked to self-assess their English proficiencies based on 
the ACTFL guidelines as well as to identify their challenges and resources.

The teachers assessed their  proficiencies in interpersonal communication, presentational 
speaking, presentational writing, interpretive listening, and interpretive reading. The study also 
conducted in-depth interviews of selected teachers.

This study found that teachers strive to build their willingness to communicate in English 
despite challenges, and still grapple to improve their proficiency. They employ various resources 
to overcome the prevailing challenges.

Keywords: Continuing professional development; English teachers; proficiency; challenges; 
resources

Introduction

The Indonesian government has striven to improve teacher quality in the path to improve 

1  This research is part of a three-year study of secondary school teachers of English from five provinces funded by a multi-
year research grant from the Directorate of Research and Community Service, the Indonesian Ministry of Research, Tech-
nology, and Higher Education.  
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the quality of its education. All teachers in Indonesia are required to complete a four-year 
degree  program, to attend a Teacher Professional Education program and to pass a certification 
assessment. Earning the certification does not mean that teachers have reached the peak of their 
professional journey. Teachers are expected to sustain their professional learning continuously.

A study of teacher professional development by Schleicher (2015) reports that teachers in 
Indonesia attended teacher development programs involving the district office, culminating 
in that the school supervisors feel more confident and better prepared.  Walter and Briggs 
(2012) show that a successful continuing professional development (CPD) introduces practical 
knowledge and skills to help students achieve their learning outcomes. While projects have been 
designed to enhance teacher education and certification programs in Indonesia, it would require 
greater efforts before school systems could provide evidence that they are developing effective 
teachers (de Koning, 2012; Chang et al. 2014).

Unfortunately, in many regions, teachers find it extremely hard to participate in CPD. Due 
to geographical constraints, teachers do not always have access to CPD. Correspondingly, district 
education officers also express the challenge of supervising and facilitating educators working in 
remote regions. In cases like this, the resilience of the school community and intervention by 
an external institution have enabled teachers to sustain CPD and to enhance their knowledge of 
pedagogical content when government-initiated professional development programs are non-
existent (Harjanto, Lie, Wihardini, Pryor and Wilson 2018).

Teachers of English in remote regions face more complex challenges. Like teachers elsewhere, 
they have long hours of teaching (in many cases, more than 24 periods of teaching in a week), 
arduous paper work, non-academic tasks, various extra-curricular activities, and must travel 
long distances to venues of professional learning events. In addition, unlike their counterparts in 
urban areas, English teachers in isolated regions have limited access to resources and  inadequate 
learning environments with which to enhance their English proficiency and their pedagogical 
competence.

This paper reported a study investigating the challenges that English teachers face and the 
resources they utilize to overcome those challenges in enhancing their English Proficiency. 
Specifically, this study intends to answer the following research questions: 

1. What challenges do teachers face in enhancing their English Proficiency? 
• What challenges do rural teachers face in enhancing their English Proficiency? 
• What challenges do urban teachers face in enhancing their English Proficiency? 

2. What resources do teachers capitalize on to overcome their challenges and to enhance  
  their English Proficiency? 

• To what extent do they rely on the school community, principal, peer, or mentor? 
• To what extent do they seek external resources such as reading, professional organization, 

or teachers from other schools? 

Literature Review

Throughout their professional journey, teachers experience significant milestones, from pre-
service teacher education, internship in the profession, induction, teacher professional education 
and certification, and continuous professional development. Completion of teacher education 
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program does not guarantee that a teacher maintains their high quality. A tendency in teacher 
education is that student teachers opt for simple and applicable 'tips and tricks,' although teacher 
educators have attempted to promote more reflective, academic and theoretical approaches 
(Grossman 1992; Treagust, Won, Petersen and Wynne 2015). Furthermore, a prevailing issue in 
the teaching profession is that schools not only in Indonesia, but also worldwide, accept under-
qualified teachers (Treagust et al. 2015). Particularly in Indonesia, schools in rural areas where 
stringent educational policies are also enforced may have to recruit under-qualified teachers 
(Harjanto et al. 2018).

Researchers agree that effective CPD is pivotal in the improvement of teachers’ competence.  
Amidst their heavy workload, teachers suffer from isolation and frustration. Worse, when 
teachers are asked to self-reflect by observing themselves on tape, they were unable to pinpoint 
their shortcomings, thus achieving little skill improvement (Hill, Beisiegel and Jacob 2013). 
Conversely, teachers in rural areas reveal that professional learning communities for critical 
self-reflection and sharing with other teachers are indispensable (Broadley 2010). Furthermore, 
Avalos (2011) asserts that co-learning, networking, and exchanges within one school and inter-
schools emulate the natural desire of teachers to talk.  Similarly, Borko (2004) states that teachers 
need to have in-depth and adaptable knowledge of the field through professional development 
sessions with their peers to acquire the skills to sharpen learners’ conceptual understanding.

With the increasing importance of English as a language of global communication, teachers 
of English, particularly, are compelled to demonstrate their English proficiency. Schools have 
invested in more hours of English instruction and need more qualified English teachers.    
Therefore, the teachers’ English proficiency has drawn research interest particularly in countries 
where English is not the lingua franca. In her investigation of 20 primary school English 
teachers in Hong Kong, Tsang (2011) examined to what extent her subjects were aware of 
English metalanguage and found the need for regular or systematic use of metalanguage among 
school teachers. Young et al (2014) indicate that many NNEST (non-native English-speaking 
teachers) may have limited English proficiency and have to fall back on their first language when 
teaching their students, who also have a low proficiency in English. Therefore, it is a common 
phenomenon that both teachers and students use their L1 for the most part of the English 
lessons.

English language proficiency is a significant part of an English teacher’s professional 
competence. To respond to the need to establish a national framework of English language 
proficiency standards (Renandya, Hamid and Nurkamto 2018), Tamah and Lie (2019) 
developed an English proficiency test comprising 16 general English, syllabus-oriented, multiple 
choice items (31 for junior high school and 36 for senior high school level), and an essay 
prompt instructing teachers to write a three-paragraph reflection of their professional journey 
and aspiration.  In a subsequent study,  Lie, Tamah, Trianawaty, Triwidayati and Jemadi (2019) 
present the proficiency of in-service English teachers at different stages of their professional 
development in relation to their perception of communicative abilities in English.

While those past studies have revealed the pressing need for competent English teachers, 
individual teachers’ voices need to be listened to and analyzed. This review of past research shows 
a perpetual tug-of-war between the need for more competent English teachers and teachers’ 
capabilities. Therefore, the present research, investigating what challenges Indonesian teachers 
of English face to improve their proficiency and how they overcome those challenges, would 
shed light on the professional journey of English teachers in regions where there is a variation 
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in the need to use English.

Method

Contexts and Participants
This research is part of a three-year study of secondary school teachers of English from 

five provinces, funded by a multi-year research grant from the Directorate of Research and 
Community Service, the Indonesian Ministry of Research, Technology, and Higher Education.  
Participants of this study were chosen through collaboration with the English Teachers Working 
Group (Musyawarah Guru Mata Pelajaran or MGMP) in Palembang, Yogyakarta-Sleman, 
Ruteng, and Maluku. The teachers in East Java were those participating in the two batches of 
In-Service Teacher Professional Education program.

Initially, this study examined 149 teachers from Palembang, Yogyakarta and Sleman, East 
Java, Ruteng, and Maluku. They were asked to self-assess their English proficiencies based on the 
ACTFL guidelines and take an English proficiency test. The teachers assessed their proficiencies 
in interpersonal communication, presentational speaking, presentational writing, interpretive 
listening, and interpretive reading, followed by an English proficiency test consisting of syllabus-
oriented items, general English items, and a prompt for a reflective essay.  

To focus on significant voices that describe their insights on their professional journey, we 
decided to focus on our in-depth analysis of six teachers as follows:

Teacher Location Years of Service ACTFL Can-Do Statements
English Proficiency 
Score

1 Surabaya, East Java < 5 years Advanced Mid 78.84

2 Surabaya, East Java 5-10 years Intermediate Low 61.53

3 Ruteng 5-10 years Intermediate High 81.25

4 Ruteng > 15 years Intermediate  High 53.84

5 Ambon, Maluku 10-15 years Advanced Mid 82.69

6 Saumlaki, Maluku > 15 years Novice Low 28.80

These six teachers were selected out of 149 teachers to represent the diversity of geographical 
areas covering the most developed part of Java and the less developed eastern region of Indonesia, 
years of service from novice, mid-career, and senior teachers, their perceptions of their proficiency 
as shown in their self-assessed ACTFL indicators, and the administered English Proficiency 
scores.

As the above table shows, there is not always a congruence between the ACTFL Can-Do 
Statements and their actual English Proficiency Scores.  As teacher participants were asked to self-
assess their performance based on the indicators through the Novice, Intermediate, Advanced, 
Superior, and Distinguished levels, there are possible outcomes. They may overestimate their 
capability, they may underestimate it, or estimate it just within the correct range.
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Data Collection

Data were collected through an English proficiency test, a survey, and a semi-structured 
interview. The proficiency assessment covered syllabus-oriented items, general English items, 
and a prompt for a reflective essay.  The assessment was pilot-tested among pre-service English 
teachers and final-semester students majoring in English Education in Surabaya and in Ruteng, 
East Nusa Tenggara. These two locations were chosen to represent the geographical diversity 
and development levels in Indonesia. 

  As triangulation, participants wrote reflective essays describing their professional journey. 
Each participant's reflective essay was read and assessed by two reviewers based on a given 
rubric.  All the essays were blind-reviewed. An inter-rater reliability was established at a Pearson 
r of 0.84 (Tamah and Lie 2019).

Next, the survey was developed on the framework of the ACTFL Can-Do Statements 
to obtain teachers’ perceived communicative abilities in English in the five proficiency areas 
(interpersonal communication, presentational speaking, presentational writing, interpretive 
listening, and interpretive reading). Participants chose Can-Do Statements indicating their 
performance indicators in each of those five areas. The statements reflect the continuum of 
growth in communication skills through the Novice, Intermediate, Advanced, Superior, and 
Distinguished levels (https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/ncssfl-actfl-
can-do-statements).

Furthermore, a 30-minute semi-structured interview was administered on campus for 
teachers who were then participating in Teacher Professional Education program in Surabaya 
and in their respective schools for the rest of the teachers. Interviews were either in English or 
Indonesian. Initially, the interviewers started the interview in English. But then, some of the 
interviewees had a hard time responding in English and so the interviewers decided to continue 
the conversation in Indonesian. Interviews were recorded and then transcribed. Transcripts of 
interviews conducted in Indonesian were translated into English.

 Data Analysis

The data collected from the survey responses, assessment scores, and transcripts of semi-
structured interviews were analyzed qualitatively. The transcripts were categorized and compiled 
together into themes. Interpretations were made on the basis of the survey responses, scores and 
interview analysis. Ultimately, the teachers’ reflective essays and interview transcript were coded 
into related themes to reveal patterns for further interpretation (Miles, Huberman and Saldana 
2014). 

Findings and Discussion

Similar to fellow teachers worldwide, the teacher participants in this study have to bear 
various challenges ranging from students’ problems, classroom management issues, and time 
management. Time management poses a predominant hindrance since teaching responsibilities 
subsume administrative duties, e.g., lesson planning and writing reports. The challenges English 
teachers face in enhancing their English proficiency depends much on the location of their 
schools, their own education background, and the number of years of their service.

English teachers in more privileged schools/regions seem to enjoy better support for 
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professional development while their counterparts in smaller towns feel deprived of the 
opportunities. Moreover, perusing the onset of their education background may shed light on 
the professional turmoil of surviving the day-to-day tasks in school. Those who had graduated 
from some higher institutions that did not actually meet the minimal standards of education felt 
ill-equiped to carry out their professional practices. For teacher education graduates, a common 
misconception is that they merely need to apply what they have learned in college or in their 
3-month up to 1-year teaching assistantship. The reality is far more complex with the first five 
years in the teaching career as the most crucial period. Previous studies reveal 24% of novice 
teachers terminating their profession in the first year, 33% after three years, and 40% - 50% 
withdrawing before the fifth year (Farrell 2016). Pertaining to novice teachers, in addition to 
adjusting with unfamiliar school facilities, routines, policies and procedures, they need to fulfill 
similar duties as experienced workers, which is not the case in other professions (Farrell 2016). 
Unlike their senior counterparts, novice teachers do not have the luxury of the accumulated 
skills they can rely on to overcome such challenges.

English teachers in the rural and urban areas may seem to face different challenges but 
under the surface, they apparently experience the same prevailing predicament. Challenges that 
teachers face both in rural and urban areas can be categorized into three major issues; the 
status of English as a foreign or second language, access to adequate language environment, and 
insufficient school support. To overcome the prevailing challenges, teachers in our study employ 
various resources.

The Status of English

Our results show that teacher participants doing their assessment and survey in Surabaya 
gained the highest mean and relatively low variation (Mean: 77.14, SD: 10.73), while participants 
in Palembang (Mean: 67.88, SD: 10.77) and Yogyakarta (Mean: 61.95, SD: 9.23) scored second 
and third place respectively.  The two lowest average scores belonged to participants from Ruteng 
(Mean: 58.50, SD: 14.25) and Ambon-Saumlaki, Maluku (Mean: 51.14, SD: 22.35) respectively. 
 It is interesting to note the differences in their English proficiency results. Surabaya 
and Yogyakarta are located in Java, the most populated and developed island in Indonesia, 
while Palembang is the capital of South Sumatera and is one of the big cities in Indonesia.  
Ruteng2 and Ambon-Saumlaki3 are in the eastern regions of Indonesia. Generally speaking, 
the eastern regions of Indonesia are considered to be less developed than the western parts.   
 The official status of English in Indonesia is a foreign language. It is officially taught as a 
foreign language in the Indonesian national curriculum, starting from Grade 7 (or the first year 
of Junior Secondary School) through Grade 12 (the last year of senior secondary school).  At the 
college level, non-English majors also get a couple of hours of English instruction at the earlier 
levels.  Despite this official status of English in the national curriculum, the integration of English 
in schools throughout Indonesia is not equally implemented.  Many schools, particularly in more 
developed areas, decide to teach English starting from primary school level and a few schools 
in big cities even opt to use English as the medium of instruction. Therefore, the stakeholders’ 
expectations of the English teachers vary from school to school and from region to region. 
 

2  Ruteng is the capital of Manggarai district (population approximately 400.000 in 2016) in East Nusa Tenggara.  This town 
just celebrated the newly-founded university in 2019, Universitas Katolik Indonesia St. Paulus. 
3 Ambon is the capital of Maluku province while Saumlaki is the capital of the Tanimbar district in Maluku. It had a popu-
lation of approx. 150.000 in 2019.
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Our interviews reveal that participants attribute their English proficiency to their 
geographical locations and their education background.  One junior secondary school teacher 
of English in Saumlaki, Maluku, who scored the second lowest said apologetically that his 
English “is terrible because I seldom have to use it here [emphasis added]”  (Teacher 6, interview 
transcript). Interestingly, his counterpart from the same province, a senior secondary school 
teacher in Ambon, scored in the upper 10%. When interviewed, she was informed about her 
high score and asked about her success factor. She attributed her high English proficiency to the 
privilege of getting her college education in Surabaya. She felt that her pre-service education 
had prepared her very well, and added that her colleagues respected her (Teacher 5, interview 
transcript). Another participant from Surabaya maintained a sense of readiness due to her pre-
service education background: 

 In college I was forced to speak English.  All my lecturers used English in class. 
That has helped me a lot in my everyday teaching. In retrospect, I think God 
has prepared everything for me.

 (Teacher 1, interview transcript)

Alternatively, although Java is considered the most developed island in Indonesia, not all 
regions in Java have enjoyed the same level of development. Participants from the Surabaya 
group were actually teachers stationed in various regions in East Java. Teacher 2 scored 61.53 
in the proficiency test but thought himself quite proficient. Yet, Teacher 2 was not able to 
respond to interview questions in English. Regarding his English proficiency, he felt more 
capable when he was still a student. In college, he had good teachers who encouraged him to 
speak English. “Sekarang jadi guru, malah lebih goblok” (Now that I’m a teacher, I’ve become 
dumber) (Teacher 2, interview transcript).   

Another case in point, Teacher 3 was a mid-career teacher in Ruteng. He marked himself 
as Intermediate High and scored 81.25 while Teacher 4, a senior, also marked himself as 
Intermediate High but scored only 53.84. Both teachers said they did not have much chance to 
practice their English in school. The difference is that Teacher 4 used Indonesian as the medium 
of instruction in his English class because his students would not understand it if he spoke 
English. Teacher 3 always tried to speak English and believed that his attempt would expose his 
students to use English.

Our teacher participants’ responses reveal that the perceived status of English in the region 
where teachers teach is somewhat related to their motivation to use and improve their English 
proficiency. In regions where there is little or no pressing need to master English, teachers 
do not seem to be driven by a sense of urgency to enhance their English proficiency. The 
urgent need to master English as a means of global communication is strongly felt in areas 
which are widely connected to the outside world; for example, through commerce, tourism, and 
education exchanges. The sense of urgency is also propelled by the increasing demand of the 
school stakeholders (particularly parents and students themselves) for more competent teachers 
of English. Teacher 1 felt that her English was inadequate because she taught in one of the 
prestigious private junior secondary schools in Surabaya.  

 My students challenged me to improve my English. They read English novels 
in their spare time and often asked me about difficult vocabularies and 
expressions. Furthermore, there were times that I used Indonesian in class to 
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adjust to my weaker students coming from less developed regions. But then my 
brighter students bluntly reminded me that it was an English class and thus I 
was supposed to be speaking English. 

 (Teacher 1, interview transcript)

Whether teachers are driven to employ any resources to improve their English proficiency is 
contingent on their awareness of the need for improved proficiency. When teachers are trapped 
within their comfort zone, they find little or no impending need to improve their English.  
The In-Service Teacher Professional Education program that was started in 2018 has been an 
important forum to gather teachers who come from different regions and hence their varying 
levels of English proficiency. This interaction is expected to raise the awareness of their individual 
needs and to drive them to find benchmarks for improvement (Lie et al, 2019).

Access to Adequate Language Environment

This part includes access to learning resources such as the library, technology and Internet, a 
language environment with peers, and professional development resources. One prevailing issue 
in such a big and diverse country as Indonesia is the inequality in quality enhancement among 
schools due to the different levels of resources provision. Some schools are very advanced in 
the overall quality of the teachers and the supporting resources while others are in dire need of 
intervention.  Our participants reveal their different situations which mirror their distinguishing 
abilities.

Teacher 2 did the proficiency test, survey, and interview when he was in the TPE program 
in Surabaya. He was actually a teacher in a small town in Banyuwangi district at the eastern tip 
of Java. As a teacher with almost 10 years of service, Teacher 2 felt he had lost quality chances 
to enhance his English. He did not have counterparts with whom to use his English. Teacher 
2 often skipped meetings by the MGMP (the English Teachers Working Group) because he 
thought they were just a waste of time. The events were usually held in a faraway venue that he 
would have to spend a few hours to attend. His principal did not seem to give him the freedom 
to participate in MGMP events because the school did not have a teacher substitute to fill in 
his classes during his absence.  With regards to his English proficiency, he felt like a lone ranger 
in his school,

 Tidak ada yang bisa diajak bicara bahasa Inggris. Dulu waktu masih kuliah, 
masih mending. Ada dosen-dosen.  Sekarang di sekolah tidak ada. Guru bahasa 
Inggris satu-satunya saya.    

 (Teacher 2, interview transcript)

(No one to speak English with. When I was in college, it was still OK. There were the 
lecturers. Now none in school. I’m the only English teacher).

To mitigate the scarcity of a network of teachers, this study recommends engaging teachers 
in context-specific regional projects with direct contribution to problems in their individual 
setting. The MGMP should integrate a model of CPD that derives from “teacher inquiry,” 
involving a reciprocal flow between curriculum objectives, institutional needs, contextual 
factors including the needs and responses of learners, and the wider professional communities.  
The MGMP can also adopt a metacognitive approach, or “learning to learn” (Phelps, Graham, 
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and Kerr 2004), i.e., CPD workshops need to consider teachers’ existing knowledge. Program 
goals and achievements should be self-regulated rather than imposed; teachers should recognize, 
express and set goals autonomously. A prevailing issue in the design of CPD for English teachers 
is the wide range of English proficiency levels among teachers and in parallel the stakeholders’ 
differing expectations. Within this context, the metacognitive approach should raise teacher 
awareness of the need for CPD i.e., enhanced teacher professionalism and fruitful learning 
processes in the classroom.

Teacher participants who are driven to enhance their English proficiency seek out external 
resources to make up for limited access to language environment. Teacher 1 pushed herself 
to enhance her English by reading, searching for references, and finally enrolling herself in 
a Master's program (Teacher 1, interview transcript) while Teacher 5 did her Master's while 
continuing to teach in her school. Furthermore, Teacher 5 made conscious efforts to improve 
her English by communicating with friends in English in social media, attending seminars, 
participating in MGMP events, reading, and communicating with other English teachers in 
English. She found those activities useful not only to enhance her English but also “to enrich 
[her] knowledge of the world.” Contrary to Teacher 2, Teachers 1 and 5 believed that the 
MGMP activities were important for them because members discussed the updated curriculum, 
syllabus, teaching methods and techniques, and relevant experiences.

Considering the limited access to rich language environment, Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) should be used to support reflective and metacognitive 
CPD. Web-based tools and e-learning platforms have proliferated, enabling self-directed 
learning and at the same time, also offering collaboration opportunities, and collegial feedback 
from professional communities, independent of time and distance (Phelps, Graham and Kerr 
2004).

Insufficient school support

Teacher participants expressed the lack of school support as challenges in improving their 
English proficiency. Examples include heavy workload (teaching hours, paperwork, non-
curricular tasks) and work climate not supporting professional development. These issues 
sound cliche but almost all the teacher participants in this study are concerned about the 
lack of a supportive working environment regardless of their geographical location, education 
background, and the number of years of their service. This concern is apparently still incongruent 
with the proposition that the availability of a supportive working environment is pivotal in the 
success of CPD  (Van Droogenbroeck, Vrije and Vanroelen 2014; Bick-har 2012). 

In a study of the role of MOOC in teachers’ CPD, Pramastiwi, Lie, Widiati and Trianawaty 
2018) find that novice and mid-career teachers showed a similar pattern, namely, they sought for 
guidance and affirmation from senior teachers. Similarly, senior teachers expressed appreciation 
for the professional development system including induction, a series of training for different 
levels of teachers, supervision, teacher evaluation, and mentoring. 

When teachers were asked to observe themselves on tape and self-reflect, they were unable 
to pinpoint their weaknesses, thus achieving little skill improvement (Hill, Beisiegel and Jacob 
2013). However, teachers in rural areas reveal that professional learning communities for critical 
self-reflections and sharing with other teachers are invaluable (Broadley 2010). Furthermore, 
Avalos (2011) asserts that co-learning, networking, and exchanges within one school and inter-
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schools emulate the natural desire of teachers to talk. Along the same lines, Gorozidis and 
Papaioannou (2014) suggest a combination of professional autonomy, competence, personal 
relevance and peer support sustained in the work environment would yield a sense of loyalty to 
the school and teachers’ mental well being.

Not many of the teacher participants mentioned seeking support from external resources 
from outside their school system. Among external resources they mentioned is a network with 
teachers from other regions or countries. Some of them also found support and affirmation to 
stay in their teaching profession and to continue to improve their English proficiency is from 
their families and English Teachers Working Group. Those whose parents were also teachers 
received even more encouragement and support from their family. As Yumarnamto (2017, 11) 
concludes, "the decision to choose to enter the teaching profession and to stay in the profession 
is determined not only based on individual decisions but also by sociocultural factors." 

Conclusion and Recommendations

Teachers’ English proficiency has been recognized as an important qualification for successful 
English teaching. The majority of English teachers might not be adequately prepared to use 
English as a means of communication; improving their English proficiency and the willingness 
to communicate in English have thus become a matter of concern amidst the ever increasing 
importance of English as a means of global communication. With the differing status of English, 
limited access to an adequate language environment, and insufficient school support, English 
teachers may experience isolation and different levels of urgency to improve their English 
proficiency. Those teaching in regions where the school stakeholders do not yet have the direct 
necessities to use English do not seem to have the awareness of the need, while those in other 
areas where there is an increasing expectation for school investment in better English instruction 
are compelled to employ various resources to enhance their English proficiency.

As many teachers are trapped in the plateau of their professional development, their 
awareness to expand collegial networks should be raised. Novice teachers who are en route to 
their certification would have the opportunity to gather and interact with teachers coming from 
different education backgrounds and teaching in different schools. This opportunity should 
serve as a springboard for reflection over their professional journey and a momentum to drive 
them to make efforts in enhancing their English competence.

For teachers who have passed the milestone of certification, CPD should be demanded and 
integrated systematically into the teaching profession. The existing Teachers Working Group or 
the MGMP would be a proper avenue for systematic CPD, provided that the Working Group 
mechanisms are improved.

Finally, to support CPD programs and to mitigate geographical constraints in the 
organization of the Teachers Working Group events, Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) 
may serve as an efficient means to form professional learning communities within a purposeful 
and cognitively stimulating scheme, bearing immediate value to individual context. Although 
cost-efficiency, retention and relevance of such a program are yet to be examined, the reflective-
collaborative Online environment is integral to what constitutes a desirable CPD that is 
metacognitive teacher inquiry. With the widespread availability of the Internet, this MOOC 
platform is becoming more feasible and can be integrated into the existing SIMPKB or Sistem 
Informasi Manajemen Pengembangan Keprofesian Berkelanjutan (Management Information 
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System of Continuous Professional Development) that has been set up by the Indonesian 
Ministry of Education and Culture.
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Decoding Female Characters in Grimm’s Tales and 
Nguyen Dong Chi’s Tales from the Socio-historical 

Viewpoint and Comparative Study
On Thi My Linha

aThai Nguyen University of Education, Vietnam

Abstract 

This article examines how the Brothers Grimm and Nguyen Dong Chi reflect cultural 
issues through female characters in their folktales and how researchers decode their tales from 
the socio-historical viewpoint. By showing some aspects such as harsh conditions and gender 
roles, feminine virtues, the lessons of being a good woman and the concept of feminine beauty, 
the article argues that by picturing female persons, the Brothers Grimm's tales and Nguyen 
Dong Chi’s tales encode common and different hard facts and social values of German and 
Vietnamese people. The article is based on ten tales of the Brothers Grimm and ten Vietnamese 
tales collected by Nguyen Dong Chi.

Keywords: Female characters, socio-historical approach, folktales, social values, the Brothers 
Grimm, Nguyen Dong Chi

Introduction

There has been a related trend among scholars paying attention to the question of how 
to decode folktales. In the book entitled Interpretation of Fairy tales: Danish folklore in a 
European Perspective, Bengt Holbek mentioned some trends of folktale interpretation since 
the 19th century, including a mythological approach, a comparative anthropological and 
ritual approach, historic-geographic studies, a psychological interpretation, morphological and 
structural approaches, and socio-historical and socio-psychological approaches (1987, 187-
401). Based on each approach, its followers unearth one or some meanings of folktales. The 
researchers of the socio-historical approach consider folktales as mirrors of reality, values, beliefs, 
social issues, politics issues and ideologies of a people at a specific time. From the viewpoint 
of the socio-historical approach, folktales are “a reflection of the reality in which they were 
produced, the characters and the settings being based upon real people and their surrounding 
culture” (Haase 2008, 887). Sparing, another follower of the socio-historical approach, encoded 
the tales of Schleswig-Holstein through questions: To what extent do folktales reflect the people’s 
perception of reality? What aspects of worldview are revealed in folktales? The researcher focused 
on interpersonal relationships and the worldview of the community reflected in the folktales 
of Schleswig- Holstein (Sparing 1984). Folktales can be considered as messages of everyday 
realities (Bottigheimer 1987, 17) or emotional impressions of beings, phenomena and events in 
the real world, including problems, hopes, and ideals of a community at a given time (Holbek, 
Fellows et al. 1987, 435). Another influential follower of the socio-historical approach, Jack 
Zipes, stated that “there is no doubt that folk and fairy tales participated heavily in the creation 
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of beliefs and norms and symbolically reflected changes in the social orders of Germany” (1991, 
134). Folktales do not only reflect reality, but also create reality. 

Applying the socio-historical approach and comparative research, this paper examines the 
relevance of the Brothers Grimm’s folktales and Nguyen Dong Chi’s folktales to reality and the 
set of values in German and Vietnamese communities.

Methodology

In this article, I use textual analysis as the crucial and most appropriate method of gathering 
data. Ten chosen tales of the Brothers Grimm includes Aschenputtel (Cinderella)- ATU 510 
A in the Aarne- Thompson- Uther index of folktales, Der Froschkönig Oder Der Eiserne 
Heinrich (The Frog King, or Iron Heinrich)- ATU 440, Die Drei Schlangeblätter (The Three 
Snake Leafs)- ATU 612, Brüderchen Und Schwesterchen (Brother and Sister)- ATU 450, Die 
Kluge Bauerntochter (The Clever Farmer’s Daughter)- ATU 875, Die Zwei Brüder (The Two 
Brothers)- ATU 303, Die Zwölf Brüder (The Twelve Brothers)- ATU 451, Hansel Und Gretel 
(Hansel and Gretel)- ATU 327, Die Nixe Im Teich (The Nixie in the Pond)- ATU 316, Vom 
Klugen Schneiderlein (The Clever Little Tailor)- ATU 850-869 (Aarne- Thompson- Uther 
2004). Ten chosen tales of Nguyen Dong Chi includes Tấm Cám (Tam and Cam), Người Lấy 
Cóc (A Student Get Married with a Toad), Ba Giọt Máu Hay Sự Tích Con Muỗi (Three Drops 
Of Blood Or The Origin Of Mosquito), Mụ Dì Ghẻ Ác Nghiệt (The Evil Stepmother), Cuộc 
Phiêu Lưu Của Chàng Ngốc Hay Làm Theo Lời Vợ Dặn (The adventure of a fool or following 
the wife’s instructions), Sự Tích Trầu Cau (The Origin of Betel, Areca and Limestone), Ai Mua 
Hành Tôi Hay Lọ Nước Thần (Who Want To Buy My Onions Or The Miraculous Vase of 
Water), Bốn Cô Gái Muốn Lấy Chồng Hoàng Tử (Four sisters Want To Get Married With 
A Prince), Sự Tích Đá Vọng Phu (The Origin Of The Waiting-for-husband Stone), Làm Cho 
Công Chúa Nói Được (The Orphan Causes The Princess Speak). I chose these tales classified 
into ten pairs of tales as they represent the crucial image of female characters and their common 
content elements.

A comparative study has been conducted in this paper. Some aspects regarding comparative 
research of folktales suggested by Satu Apo are: (1) A comparison revealing the composition and 
origins of traditions; (2) A structural analytic comparison; (3) Style and narrative technique; 
(4) A comparison of content elements reflecting cultural consciousness. According to Apo, 
their aim was to understand not only the diversity of national cultures but also the common 
characteristics of mankind (1986, 183-184). In this article, I pay attention to the comparison 
of content elements that reflect social and cultural aspects.

By analyzing the tales of the Brothers Grimm and Nguyen Dong Chi, based on a socio-
historical approach, I want to answer some questions: (1) What do the relationships between 
female characters and other characters in the folktales look like? (2) What is the role of the female 
characters in the tales? (3) What kinds of social values are encoded in these tales? Addressing 
these questions, I argue that folktales encompass realistic values, moral values and aesthetic 
values such as the socio-economic conditions, traditional rules of marriage, family conflicts 
and the role of female characters and the German and Vietnamese concepts of beauty and 
moral lessons. I identified main plots featuring female characters, and compared these plots to 
establish similarities and differences. One of the most important tasks is analyzing these plots 
based on socio-cultural contexts and defining which social values are reflected predominately.
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Difficult Economic Circumstances, Money and the Gender Role 

In the analyzed tales of the Brothers Grimm and Nguyen Dong Chi, a social historical 
context with harsh conditions such as poverty, the strictures of a social class system and the 
strong power of money is depicted. 

The German tales focus more on poverty with four of ten chosen tales. Difficult economic 
circumstances are the main issue in Die Kluge Bauerntochter, Hänsel und Gretel, Die Nixe im 
Teich and Vom Klugen Schneiderlein. Regarding to the role of gender in dealing with harsh 
conditions, male characters seem to find more effective solutions to solve that problem and 
reach a higher position in social ladder. The father in Die Nixe im Teich makes a risky contract 
with the nixie to change the poor economic circumstances of his family. The German soldier of 
Die Drei Schlangenblätter tries to fulfill all requirements to marry a princess to overcome the 
poverty. The role and values of the female characters in the tales of the Brothers Grimm are not 
often portrayed with dealing their home difficult economic issues caused by natural disaster and 
war; rather their roles and values are highlighted through dealing domestic skills. 

Money and its power and the laws of property division in the family are mentioned in the 
tales of Nguyen Dong Chi, such as in Ba Giọt Máu Hay Sự Tích Con Muỗi and Mụ Dì Ghẻ 
Ác Nghiệt. The male characters in Ba Giọt Máu Hay Sự Tích Con Muỗi use money as a vehicle 
to show their power and seduce beautiful women. Money is used to test women’s faithfulness 
and leads them to betray their husband. In the tale of Mụ Dì Ghẻ Ác Nghiệt, the traditional 
laws of dividing property that is unfair to women who take the position of the second wife and 
threaten the second wife’s economic circumstances is highlighted.

Feminine Virtues, Intelligence and Lessons of Being a Good Woman

The tales of the Brothers Grimm and Nguyen Dong Chi drawing attention to feminine 
virtues and lessons of how to be a good woman reflect a patriarchal society ruled by men. 

In terms of the relationship between a woman and a man before marriage, the male characters 
play the role of actively searching for their marriage partners in most of the chosen tales. In the 
German tales, the males born in royal families organize festivals in their castles to meet beautiful 
girls and then choose one of the best girls for them. The males also go out to the forest for 
hunting and find a great girl there and bring her back to the castle. While male characters are 
active in seeking their partner in the tales of the Brothers Grimm, the male characters in the 
tales of Nguyen Dong Chi need a matchmaker to arrange a suitable partner before a marriage 
can occur. The appropriate meeting places can be in a rice field or at a festival but not in a castle. 
The image of the rice field in the Vietnamese tales, as much as the depiction of a queen as simple 
and familiar and capable of doing all domestic work like other common girls, is likely owing to 
the agricultural environment within which the Vietnamese taletellers lived.

Obeying and looking after parents is one aspect of feminine virtues depicted in the chosen 
tales of the Brothers Grimm and Nguyen Dong Chi. However, that aspect is highlighted with 
more details in the Vietnamese tales. In the tale Tấm Cám (a Vietnamese version of Cinderella), 
after being the queen, Tấm, the female protagonist, prepares for the anniversary of her father’s 
death, herself like every Vietnamese women. She does not ask for the help of her maids, but 
rather prepares worship rituals alone. The queen still obeys and carries out the orders of her 
stepmother. In another tale, Người Lấy Cóc, the female character, is thought of as a good girl 
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because of her virtues, although she is a toad. The toad cares for her parents and looks after 
their jobs. The girls in Bốn Cô Gái Muốn Lấy Chồng Hoàng Tử break the rule of filial duty in 
marriage and as a result they must suffer misery. 

The chosen tales of the Brothers Grimm and Nguyen Dong Chi send to readers lessons 
on how to be a good wife and a good mother, striving for industriousness, obedience, silence, 
faithfulness and caring. Detailed instructions given to women in the tales leads women to follow 
rules of required behaviors in German and Vietnamese societies. A good woman is defined as 
a good mother with caring and educating children. The chosen tales transmit a message that 
children can seek success and happiness through the love of their mother. In Der Froschkönig 
oder der eiserne Heinrich, the educational role of the father is mentioned, however, in that 
case, the male may act more in his role as king than as father. The minor role of the male in 
educating children may be explained by the social context; the role of men is to go out and do 
business and the role of women is to be confined to housework, which also includes nurturing 
and educating children. 

Rewards are spent for the female characters showing their feminine virtues and punishments 
are for people who fail to behave in accordance with the traditional norms of patriarchal society 
towards their husbands and sons. In some cases the rewards and punishments are unequal 
between males and females. In the tales of Hänsel und Gretel, the father agrees with his wife’s 
plan of leaving their children in forest, but the wife is punished with death and the father goes 
on to live in happiness with the children. Three of the ten chosen Vietnamese tales mention the 
issue of unequal punishment between two genders. In Ba Giọt Máu Hay Sự Tích Con Muỗi, 
the merchant who seduces the woman and makes her become an unfaithful wife does not 
receive any punishment whereas unfaithfulness leads the woman to her death. The stepmother 
of Mụ Dì Ghẻ Ác Nghiệt behaves criminally in that she disregards the laws of property division; 
while the law privileges the oldest son and gives a disadvantageous position to the second wife 
and her son, she claims the property for him and herself. Sự Tích Đá Vọng Phu deals with the 
problem of incestuous marriage, and the female seems to be punished harder than the male. The 
unequal punishment of the different genders may result from the Confucian ideology that has 
deep roots in Vietnamese culture. Confucianism requires women to fulfill three subjugations 
(tam tòng) and hold to four required feminine virtues (tứ đức) so as to be an ideal woman. Tam 
tòng tứ đức asserts the dependence of women on men and puts strong moral pressure on the 
women in whatever they do.

Intelligence is mentioned in some of the chosen tales; intelligence seems not to be an expected 
virtue of women. In a few of the tales, the female characters can be active in thinking ahead and 
figuring out a solution for overcoming economic troubles. However, they are encouraged to use 
their wits under the roof of their houses instead of dealing with outside business like the male 
characters. Showing intelligence by female characters may lead their family relationships to a 
break. In Die Kluge Bauerntochter, after showing her intelligence in public, the German clever 
farmer’s daughter faces her husband’s anger. The wife in Cuộc Phiêu Lưu của Chàng Ngốc hay 
Làm Theo Lời Vợ Dặn, one of the chosen Vietnamese tales, takes the role as head of the family 
and the tale ends with her husband’s tragic death. The princesses in the tale of the Brothers 
Grimm Vom Klugen Schneiderlein and the Vietnamese tale Làm Cho Công Chúa Nói Được 
are demonstrated with intelligence. However, both of these tales come to the same conclusion; 
women can be intelligent but men are even more intelligent.
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The Definition of Feminine Beauty

Through the female characters in the tales of Brothers Grimm and Nguyen Dong Chi, the 
concept of beauty is defined with some questions concerning what               beauty is, how to 
recognize beauty, who can own beauty and the hope of change supported by beauty.

The definition of feminine beauty differs between the German and the Vietnamese tales. 
The Cinderella of the Brothers Grimm suggest small feet as a sign of feminine beauty; this may 
be a traditionally held concept of beauty. The concept that beauty belongs to a girl who has 
small feet seems to be popular in various cultures; it derives from a historical and social context 
in which rich girls did not do hard work and their hands and feet thus did not become big 
and calloused. The German tales emphasize the simultaneity of a pretty physical appearance 
and a nice soul and spirit. Little Sister is beautiful in appearance and is kind-hearted; her evil 
stepmother and stepsister are described as ugly and wicked. Indeed, most of the German female 
protagonists are described as very beautiful in appearance and show their good feminine virtues. 
The German tales anchor the ideas of Romanticism and they thus idealize human beauty as 
spiritual perfection.

In contrast, the Vietnamese tales draw attention to a traditional idea: Beauty is only skin-
deep; handsome is as handsome does (Cái nết đánh chết cái đẹp). The female toad seduces the 
student’s heart not with her ugly appearance but rather with her good behavior. The farmer’s 
wife in Ai Mua Hành Tôi Hay Lọ Nước Thần shows her good character traits even before her 
appearance is transformed from ugliness into beauty. The difference between the German and 
Vietnamese concepts of beauty can be explained by the different economic and social contexts. 
The traditional economic system in Vietnam was mainly built on wet rice agriculture and that 
economy must rely on hard work on the field regardless of harsh weather conditions. Working 
hard, sunlight, and rainwater might turn a beautiful woman into an ugly woman. On the 
one hand, the transformation of the female toad or the farmer’s wife in the Vietnamese tales 
raises poor girls’ hopes and dreams; figuring out something magical to make them become very 
beautiful. On the other hand, the tales also reflect the Confucian ideals that value women’s 
virtues above a nice appearance.

The tales of the Brothers Grimm and Nguyen Dong Chi transmit a message of the owners of 
beauty are the rich upper class men. These rich male characters unintentionally or intentionally 
find a poor but beautiful girl during a festival, in a forest or in a remote area and bring the girl 
back to their home. This issue is foregrounded in the German tales Aschenputtel, Brüderchen 
und Schwesterchen, and Die zwölf Brüder, and in the Vietnamese tales Tấm Cám, Ba Giọt Máu 
Hay Sự Tích Con Muỗi, Ai Mua Hành Tôi Hay Lọ Nước Thần. Most of the kings or princes 
ask beautiful girls to marry them without hesitation.

Conclusion

Through the examined tales, the Brothers Grimm and Nguyen Dong Chi depict the image 
of a patriarchal society in which the roles of the women largely unfold in doing domestic work as 
well as nurturing and educating children, whereas the role of men mostly entails facing economic 
difficulties. However, the patriarchal ideology seems to be demonstrated more strongly in the 
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tales of Nguyen Dong Chi: The tales mention the weak position of the second wife and the 
responsibility and privilege of the oldest son in the family. Both the German and Vietnamese 
tales contributed to the glorification of the beauty of women as expressed in appearance and 
behavior. The feminine virtues are foregrounded through different relationships that require 
women to carry out various duties, and not only those of a good wife but also those of a mother. 

The Brothers Grimm inscribed into their tale collection a mixture of Romanticism and 
bourgeois ideology; on the one hand, they praised women’s beauty as perfection and drew 
a picture of moral values for women defining them as obedient, industrious, friendly and 
faithful; on the other hand, the two collectors and editors drew attention to the female cunning 
and women’s ability to seek, support and rescue their men. Nguyen Dong Chi, influenced 
by Confucian ideology, focused his attention on the moral aspect of social values; subjecting 
themselves threefold to their parents, husbands and sons and learning the four virtues may bring 
women happiness. 
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Southeast Asia: Linguistic Perspectives 
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Abstract 

Southeast Asia (SEA) is not only rich in multicultural areas but also rich in multilingual 
nations with the population of more than 624 million and more than 1,253 languages 
(Ethnologue 2015). With the cultural uniqueness of each country, this region also accords 
each national languages with language planning and political management. This strategy brings 
a challenges to SEA and can lead to conflicts among other ethnic groups, largely owing to 
leadership. The ethnic conflicts of SEA bring controversy between governments and minorities, 
such as the ethnic conflict in Aceh, Indonesia, the Muslim population of the south Thailand, and 
the Bangsa Moro of Mindanao, of the Philippines. The objective of this paper is to investigate 
the characteristics of the linguistic perspectives of SEA.

This research examines two main problems. First, this paper investigates the linguistic area 
which refers to a geographical area in which genetically unrelated languages have come to share 
many linguistic features as a result of long mutual influence. The SEA has been called a linguistic 
area because languages share many features in common such as lexical tone, classifiers, serial verbs, 
verb-final items, prepositions, and noun-adjective order. SEA consists of five language families 
such as Austronesian, Mon-Khmer, Sino-Tibetan, Tai-Kadai, and Hmong-Mien. Second, this 
paper also examines why each nation of SEA takes one language to become the national language 
of the nation. The National language plays an important role in the educational system because 
some nations take the same languages as a national language—the Malay language in the case of  
Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore.

The research method of this paper is to apply comparative method to find out the linguistic 
features of the languages of SEA in terms of phonology, morphology, and grammar. 

Keywords: Southeast Asia, multilingual, language planning, linguistic area

Introduction

Southeast Asia has more than 1,253 languages (Ethnologue 2015). This region includes 
Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar (Burma), Philippines, Singapore, 
Thailand, and Vietnam. With the cultural diversities of uniqueness of each country, the SEA 
also takes their national languages differently for their own nations. The national language or 
official language is based on language planning and language policy because each society varies 
in terms of situation. This strategy brings challenges to SEA and can lead to conflicts among 
ethnic groups, largely due to leadership policies. 

The ethnic conflicts of SEA are controversial between the governments and the minorities, 
such as with the ethnic conflict in Aceh, Indonesia, the Muslim population in the south 
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of Thailand, and the Bangsa Moro of Mindanao, in the Philippines (see Snitwongse and 
Thompson 2005). In addition, the leaders of SEA country try to deal with social stigma from 
ethnic minorities of their own country in order to find problems and to promote their identities 
for development. Here, the Universal declaration on linguistic rights of the World Conference 
on Linguistic Rights, article 41, states that “all language communities have the right to use, 
maintain and foster their language in all form of cultural expression" (UNESCO, Art 41, UDLR, 
Barcelona, Spain, 9 June 1996). The objective of this paper is to investigate the characteristics of 
the linguistic perspectives of SEA.

This research examines two main problems. First, this paper investigates the linguistic area 
referred to as a geographical area in which genetically unrelated languages have come to share 
many linguistic features as result of long mutual influence (Emeneau 1956 quoted in Goddard 
2005). SEA has been called a linguistic area because languages share many features in common, 
such as lexical tone, classifiers, serial verbs, verb-final items, prepositions, and noun-adjective 
order. The SEAn region consists of five language families such as Austronesian, Mon-Khmer, 
Sino-Tibetan, Tai-Kadai, and Hmong-Mien. Second, this paper examines why each nation in 
SEA takes one language to become the national language. Languages of the nations of SEA are 
rich because each country within SEA is multilingual and multicultural. National language plays 
an important role in the educational system because some nations take the same languages as a 
national language-- the Malay language is used in Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore. 

This paper uses a comparative approach in the analysis of the grammatical unit. By looking 
at the word formation process of each language and sound system, it locates similarities and 
differences.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II provides the context of Southeast 
Asia as a linguistic area by describing the geographical areas of the region and the language 
families. In Section III, I describe the national languages in SEAn nations by examining how 
the language has been taken into account for each state. Finally, I conclude with SEA’s position 
to take the language of the region and to promote national language studies among the nations 
and to enhance Chinese language studies both locally and internationally.

Figure 1:  Map of languages of Southeast Asia
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Linguistic areas and Language Families

Linguistic Areas of SEA

SEA encompasses Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar (Burma), 
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, China south of the Yangtze River, and Northeast 
India. This region is not only rich in cultures and languages but also in their disciplines 
(Pepinsky 2015, 216). In addition, this region also has been called as the linguistic area because 
there many language families that have been living together for thousands of years and “they 
often tend to converge in their phonology, lexicon, and grammar” (Goddard 2005, 39). “A 
linguistic area is defined as a geographical region in which neighboring languages belonging 
to different language families show a significant set of structural properties in common, where 
the commonality in structure is due to contact and where the shared structural properties are 
not found in languages immediately outside the area” (Enfield 2005, 190). The areas with most 
examples of languages are the Balkans, South Asia, and Southeast Asia.

The members of the Balkans belong to four genetically quite distinct subgroups of Indo-
European languages: Bulgarian, Macedonian, part of Serbo-Croatian (all Slavic); Romanian 
(Romance); Albanian; and Modern Greek (Hock 1991, 494). South Asians have been living 
together for centuries. Goddard (2005) mentions that “one of the classic examples of a linguistic 
area is South Asia, where Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, and Munda languages have been co-located 
for 3,000 years. Languages of all three families now share many features—in vocabulary, 
phonology, and grammar” (2005, 39).

Similarly, Southeast Asia is a linguistic area because the languages of this region share many 
features among the different language families, and this region is a particularly striking case. 
“Many languages in this area—including Burmese, Thai and Vietnamese—are so similar in 
their structures that linguists believed for a while that they must all be related in a single family. 
But careful investigation has revealed that they are not discoverably related to each other at 
all; they all have true relatives elsewhere which are not very similar to them, and the striking 
resemblances result purely from convergence among neighboring but unrelated languages” 
(Trask 2007, 153). What they have, many scholars of this region have proposed, are typological 
features in common (Pinnow 1960; Henderson 1965). Pinow (1960) listed areal features of 
Southeast Asia by contrast with features that he found in South Asia such as genitive postposed 
elements, head-modifiers, noun-adjective-genitives, verb-objects (object postverbals), no 
extensive morphology, predominantly prefixes (tendency towards monosyllabicity), no dental/
retroflex distinction, and a tendency to develop tonemes (quoted in Migliazza 2004, 4). 

Furthermore, SEA is a linguistic region replete with typological characteristics. Henderson 
also contributed to that this region is the linguistic region, after extensive work on the typological 
division on phonological and morphological criteria of Southeast Asian Languages. She 
described that this region shares six characteristics. First, tone (presence or absence) correlating 
with grammatical purposes, initial/final consonants, vowel quality/quantity, and phonation 
type. Second, register (present or absence) correlating with initial consonants, phonation 
type, and pitch. Third, the initial consonant patterns and their distribution with aspiration, 
voice/voicelessness, retroflection, pre-glottalization/nasalization, vela-uvular series of initial 
consonant distinctions, initial fricative/nasal/clustering patterns, and the grammatical use of 
any of these. Fourth, syllabification patterns correlating with major/minor syllables (tonic and 
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pre/post tonic), and consonant restrictions in the major/minor syllable. Fifth, vowel systems 
correlating with incidence and distribution of back unrounded vowels, vowel length distinctions, 
diphthong patterns, initial/final consonants, tone and register, and the grammatical role of 
these vowel quality differences. Sixth, final consonant patterns and their distribution with final 
palatals incidence, use of voice distinction, and final clusters, and the grammatical use of final 
consonants (see Henderson 1965, 400-434). 

How did many language families of Southeast Asia share elements in one geographical 
region? Southeast Asia is the one region situated to the east of the Indian subcontinent and south 
of China. It consists of two sides—Mainland Southeast Asia (MSEAA) and insular Southeast 
Asia. Mainland Southeast Asia includes Cambodia, Lao, Peninsular Malaysia, Thailand, 
Myanmar, and Vietnam, along with areas of China south of the Yangtze River; this region 
consists of five major language families: Sino-Tibetan, Tai-Kadai, Hmong-Mien, Austroasiatic, 
and Austronesian (Enfield and Comrie 2015, 1-6). MSEAA is rich in mountain ranges and 
rivers. From a linguistic (but not geographical) point of view, Southern and Southwestern 
China belong to mainland Southeast Asia, in the sense that they are part of the same linguistic 
area (Goddard 2005, 41).

Insular Southeast Asia consists of Brunei, East Timor, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, 
and Singapore. The Malay language is a language in the Austronesian language family and 
it belongs to the national language of Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, while the 
Philippines take Filipino or Tagalog (also Austronesian language family) as a national language. 
These countries also share their histories:“The East Indies (present-day Indonesia) was ruled by 
the Dutch, the Philippines by the United States (which had replaced Spain), and East Timor by 
Portugal. The modern-day map of Southeast Asia, with its nation states and borders, was not 
drawn up until after the Second World War" (Goddard 2005, 42-43).

The Language Family of SEA

The Southeast Asian region has a linguistic richness and diversity almost unmatched 
anywhere else in the world. Except for maybe by the Indian subcontinent, it is doubtful if any 
other similarly sized area in the world has as much diversity in language, and in the amount 
and depth of contact among these languages (Migliazza 2004, 2). The languages of this region 
consist of five language families; Austronesian, Mon-Khmer (a sub family of Austroasiatic), Sino-
Tibetan, Tai-Kadai, and Hmong-Mien (Enfield and Comries 2015, 6; Migliazza 2004, 2). In 
contrast, Goddard (2005) classified Sino-Tibetan into two sub-families—Tibeto-Burman and 
Sinitic (27-38). Sino-Tibetan has been classified into different sub-families: Tibeto-Burman and 
Sinitic family (Steinbergs 2001, 374). Steinbergs (2011) also described that within the field of 
linguistics, three different approaches to language classification are used: Genetic classification, 
linguistic typology, and areal classification. To classify the languages into language families, we 
base our work on genetic classification. Genetic classification categorizes languages according 
to their descent. Languages that developed historically from the same ancestor language are 
grouped together and are said to be genetically related (Steinbergs 2001, 348-349). The language 
families in the SEA are described as follows: 
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Austronesian

The Austronesian family contains approximately 1,222 languages with 324,680,782 native 
speakers (Lewis, Gary, and Charles 2016). This language family stretches from the island of 
Madagascar halfway across the world to Southeast Asia, Hawaii, Easter Island, and New Zealand. 
This language family is the largest and most widespread globally as many countries speak this 
language. The countries in Southeast Asia which belong to this family are Indonesia and Malaysia 
(200 million speakers), Javanese (75 million speakers), Sundanese (30 million), and Filipino in 
the Philippines (Tagalog) (50 million, 17 million as a first language). There are hundreds of 
other closely related languages in Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines (Goddard 2005, 30). 
There are two subgroup language families: Formosan and Malayo-Polynesian in this family. 
The Formosan language family includes Paiwan, Amis, Atayal, Seediq while Malayo-Polynesian 
contains Malagasy, Malay in Indonesia, Tagalog in the Philippines, Javanese, Sundanese, 
Balinese, Samoan, Tahitian, Hawaiian, Fijian, Motu, and Ponapean (Steinbergs 2001, 375).

Austronesian languages are shared by the more conservative languages in all regions and 
were probably features of Proto-Austronesian. The phonemic systems of these ranges from 
average to extreme simplicity. Nasal + stop is the most widespread type, and lexical morphemes 
are typically bisyllabic. Morphological complexity is likewise average to low. Nouns are suffixed 
for pronominal possessors in almost all Austronesian languages, although in Oceanic languages 
this is restricted to one category of possession. Word order in Austronesian is predominantly 
verb-initial or verb-second and prepositional (Clark 2009, 786).

Figure 2: Map of Austronesian Languages

Mon-Khmer (MK)

The Mon-Khmer languages are one branch of the Austroasiatic language family (AA). 
The AA includes the Mon-Khmer and Munda languages. Mon-Khmer is probably the oldest 
language family in SEA because the well-known languages Mon, Paluang and Wa in Myanmar 
and central Thailand, and Khmer, belong to present-day Cambodia with more that 15 million 
native speakers, Khmu in northern Laos, and the so-called Muong languages of northern 
Vietnam (Goddard 2005, 33; UN 2015 ). 

This MK include Monic, Aslian, Niboarese Khmeric, Bahnaric, Katuic, Vietic, Khmuic, 
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Plaunguic, and Khasian (Diffloth quoted in Sidwell 2010, 121). In contrast, Adams (1982) 
classified the Mon-Khmer subfamily into Khasi, Palaungic, Mon, Khmuic, Khmer, Bahnaric, 
Katuic, and Viet-Muong (143) while Peiros (1998) listed 14 languages in the Mon-Khmer and 
theses are Jeh, Bahnar, Chrau, Kui, Semai, Mon, Nyakur, Vietnamese, Ruc, Wa, Deang, Khmu, 
Ksinmul, and Khmer (1998, 112). The classification of Mon-Khmer languages are different 
from one scholar to another but these are still being investigated by linguists of Mon-Khmer. 
However, Vietnamese is still controversial in being classified into this group and even native 
scholars might not agree with this as Vietnamese has the tonal system (Steinbergs 2001, 374). 
Specifically, Dalby (2004) also argues that

Much more controversial has been the inclusion of VIETNAMESEA and MUOUNG 
(with some tiny minority languages of Vietnam and Laos) in the Austroasiatic family. 
This because Vietnamese—the only member of this Viet-Muong group on which 
much work has been done—has for two thousand years been under the influence of 
Chinese. Whatever its shape at the beginning of this period, Vietnamese is now a tonal 
language with a sound pattern rather resembling that of Chinese. Moreover, it was 
traditionally written in Chinese script and its grammar and style had adopted many 
Chinese features. Some thought it a Sino-Tibetan language or tried to trace links with 
the Tai group. The resemblance between Vietnamese and its Ausgtroasiatic neighbours 
were had to see; yet they have now been demonstrated to the satisfaction of nearly all 
specialists...(Dalby 2004, 45) 
The special characters of Mon-Khmer languages constitute complex vowel systems. In 

addition, the morphological features include infixes, no inflection, and postposition of adjectives 
to modify nouns, while syntax focuses on SVO patterns (Steinbergs 2001; Goddards 2005).

Figure 3: Map of Mon-Khmer languages from Alejandro Gutman and Beatriz Avanzati 2013
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 Sino-Tibetan

The Sino-Tibetan family is one of the largest language families in Southeast Asia. This family 
is the biggest family after the Indo-European language family in the world as this language 
family is widespread across areas of East and Southeast Asia, and across the northern mountains 
of South Asia. The people who speak this language family include Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, 
India, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Thailand, and Viet Nam. There are around 
451 languages with a population of approximately 1,373,805,394 people globally (Steinbergs 
2001; Lewis, Simons and Fennig  2016). 

There are two major sub-language families: Tibeto-Burman and Sinitic. The Tibeto-Burman 
includes Tibetan, Burmese, Yi, Sharpa while the Sinitic contains Mandarin in and around 
Bijin, Szechuan, and Nanking, Wu has dialects in Shanghai ad Suchow, Min (which includes 
Taiwanese, Amoy, Hokkian and Fukian), Yue (Cantonese), Xiang (Hunan), Hakka, and Gan.  
In constrast, Hale (1982) listed the four sublanguage families, which are Bodic (Bodish, East 
Himalayan), Baric (Kamarupan and Kachinic), Burmic (Rung, Naxi and Lolo-Burmese), 
and Karenic (quoted in Delancey 2009, 695). The Sinitic languages share linguistic features 
such as the syntactic SVO languages and tone, and are predominantly isolating, having many 
monomorphemic words. In addition, Goddard describes the Sinitic language families from a 
morphology and syntax perspective, being agglutinating and verb-final. In SEA, however, this 
observation does not really apply, because many Tibeto-Burman languages in this region share 
areal features such as the tendency towards tone systems, classifiers and serial verbs constructions 
(2005, 33-35). 

Figure 4: Map of Sino-Tibetan Languages from Gutman and Avanzati 2013
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Tai-Kadai

The Tai-Kadai language family contains 92 languages with more than 80 million of its 
speakers living in China, India, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam (Lewis, Simons, and 
Fennig 2016). The major languages of this family are Thai, a national language of Thailand, 
with about 67 million speakers, and Lao with more than 6 million. There are three subgroups 
in this family, including the Tai group, the Kam-Sui group (in mainland southern China), and 
the Kadai group (which includes Li and Be living on Hainan Island). Moreover, these languages 
has linguistic features in common, such as tone, SVO order, lack of inflection morphemes, 
compounding and reduplication, and classifier construction (Goddard 2005, 36; Steinbergs 
2001, 374). 

Figure 5: Language of Tai-Kadai 

Hmong-Mien

Hmong-Mien (also called Miao-Yao languages) is a family of languages spoken in southern 
China (Guizhou, Guangxi, Hunan and Yunnan provinces), Northern Vietnam, Lao and 
Thailand. This language family has more than 9 million speakers and 38 languages (Lewis, 
Simons, and Fennig 2016). The major languages in this family are Hmong (also known as 
Miao) and Mien. The Hmongic language consists of around 5 million speakers and includes 
Hmong with around 2.7 million speakers who live in Guizhou, Yunnan, and North Southeast 
Asia, Butu with 400,000 speakers in Northwest Guanxi, Hmu (Miao) with 2.1 million speakers 
in Southeast Guizhou and North Guangxi, Xong (Qo Xiong) with 1 million speakers in West 
Hunan, Southwest Hubei, Ho Hte (Ho Ne/She) with 1200 speakers in Southeast Guangdong, 
Pa Hng with 32, 000 speakers in North Guangxi. The Mienic language (also known as Yao) 
contains Lu Mien with 900,000 speakers in South China and North Southeast Asia, Kim Mun 
with 375,000 speakers in Yunan, Guangxi, Hainan, Vietnam, and Laos, Biao-Min with 43,000 
speakers in Northeast Guangxi, and Dzao-Min with 60,000 speakers in North Guangdon and 
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South Hunan (Gutman and Avanzati 2013). In contrast, Chinese scholars classified the groups 
of this language family differently. They grouped this language family into six groups such as 
Miao, Bunu, Pahung, Jiongnai, She, and Yao (Wang and Mao 1991, 2-3 quoted in Peiros 1998, 
114).

When the Vietnam War occurred in the mid1970s, the thousand speakers of Hmong-Mien 
languages migrated from Laos to Australia, the USA, and France (Goddard 2005, 36; Gutman 
and Avanzati 2013; Ratliff 2016). This allowed linguists to easily gather data from the speakers. 
The linguistic features of these languages are shared with languages of Southeast Asia, and these 
elements include lack of inflection, no numbers, no case, no tense, mood, or aspect, presence 
of numeral classifiers, widespread ellipsis, serial verb constructions, and abundance of sentence 
particles. The words are monosyllabic and they have initial consonants. 

Figure 6: Hmong Mien Languages from Britannica Dictionary Online, 2016

Figure 7: Hmong-Mien Languages from Gutman and Avanzati 2013
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National Languages in Southeast Asia

This section gives a general overview of national languages and official languages of 
countries in SEA. SEA falls into two parts: Insular Southeast Asia and Mainland Southeast 
Asia. We use the data and statistics from Ethnologue website. Specifically, national language 
plays an important role in educational system because young generations can learn the language 
smoothly. Moreover, national language can bring harmony to the country and region.

National language refers to a language associated with a particular country where it is 
recognised as a symbol of national identity. In many postcolonial states the language of 
the former colonial power was retained after independence as an official language, while 
indigenous languages of wider communication were chosen as national languages. In 
Kenya, English is the main official language and medium of instruction; Kiswahili, the 
East African lingua franca, is promoted as the national language. It is used in parliamentary 
debates and is taught as a school subject. In some countries more one national language 
exists. Switzerland, for example, has four national languages: German, French, Italian and 
Romansh” (Swann et al 2004, 219).
 The languages of SEA are rich because this region has multilingual communities, so that 

each state has struggled to adopt a major language for education. In addition, the struggle of 
government sand people have been challenging for nation-states. From this point of view, we 
investigate how nations claim their own national language.

The process of selecting and establishing a common national language usually involves two 
keys aspects, legitimation and institutionalization (May 2001; Nelde, Strubell and Williams 
1996 quoted in May 2006, 261). Legitimation is understood as the formal recognition accorded 
to the language by the nation-state—usually, via “official” language status. Institutionalization, 
perhaps the more important dimension, refers to process by which the language comes to be 
accepted, or “taken for granted,” in a wide range of social, cultural, and linguistic domains or 
contexts, both formal and informal. Both elements, in combination, achieved not only the central 
requirement of nations-states—cultural and linguistic banishment of 'minority' languages and 
dialects to the private domain (May 2006, 261). Before and after the colonization by European 
and powerful countries in Southeast Asia countries, leadership and politics attempted to push 
and enhance the national language from the colonizers as most of the colonial rule pressured 
the states under their control and attempted to alter local languages by using Romanization. 
Regarding the national languages selection, Anshen (2007) argued that “there appear to be four 
major factors at work in the selection of a national language. These are: nationalism, ethnic 
self-interest, linguistic demographics, and the prestige of languages involved. Often there is a 
combination of the first two, with the second frequently masquerading as the first" (704). 

Insular Southeast Asia

Brunei Darussalam. This country, located in Borneo adjacent to the Malaysian states of 
Sarah and Sarawak, contains a population of 423,000 with three principal languages. Arabic 
language should be included as a fourth main language, and is very closely related to Islam, the 
official religion of Brunei.

East Timore. The newest and the smallest nation in Southeast Asia, East Timore contains 
more than 1 million people and around 20 languages. This country was colonized by Portugal, 
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and had been under the control of Indonesia from 1975 up until its independence in 1999. Its 
official languages are Tetum (sometimes spelt Tetun) and Portuguese (Goddard 2005, 45).

Indonesia. The biggest and largest country in Southeast Asia, Indonesia has 719 languages. 
This country claimed its national language as Bahasa Indonesia following its national movement 
from the Dutch colony. By far the largest regional language in Indonesia is Javanese (75 million 
speakers, but the nationalist movement deliberately chose not to impose this or any other ethnic 
language as a national language (Sneddon 2003 quoted in Goddard 2005, 43).

Malaysia. With a population of more than 30 million people and with 136 languages, 
achieved independence from the British in 1957. Because the majority of the population 
is ethnic Malay, Bahasa Malayu (but labeled “Bahasa Malaysia”for political purposes) is the 
national language. 

The Philippines. The Philippines consists of more than 100 million people as its population, 
and has 187 languages. The national language of the Philippines is Filipino. This language 
developed from Tagalog, which is native to the southern part of the island of Luzon.

 Singapore. The national language of Singapore is Malay (Goddard 2005, 46). Singapore 
consists of more than 5 million people with more than 24 languages in use, including English, 
Mandarin, Malay and Tamil, which are the official languages of Singapore.

Mainland Southeast Asia

Cambodia. With more than 15 million people, Cambodia consists of 24 languages, where 
its national language is Khmer, due to the fact that the majorities speak Khmer. There are 6 
indigenous languages approved for use in primary schools; Bunong, Kreung, Brao, Tampuan, 
and Kravet, with partnerships with the Ministry of Education, Youth, and Sports, and with 
UNICEF, International Cooperation Cambodia (ICC) and the Care International in Cambodia. 
Some ethnic language groups belong to the Austronesian language family, such as Cham. Some 
indigenous people speak Mon-Khmer and some speak Chinese, Vietnamese.

Laos. The official name of Laos is Lao People’s Democratic Republic. Laos consists of more 
than 6 million population with more than 84 languages. The immigrant languages of Laos 
are Central Khmer (10,400), Mandarin Chinese, Sedang (520), Vietnamese (76,000), Yue 
Chinese. The national language of Laos is Lao, but Lao is essentially unstandardized (Enfield 
2000a quoted in Goddard 2005: 48).

Myanmar. The official name of Myanmar is the Republic of the Union of Myanmar. 
Myanmar contains of more than 53 million people as its population, and has 118 languages. 
Burmese is the national language of Myanmar, and has many major ethnic languages such as 
Karen, Shan, Mon, and Kachin. Many of ethnic minority languages of Myanmar are found in 
the hills and mountain. 

Thailand. Thailand contains more than 67 million people in its population, and has 72 
languages. Thai is the national language of Thailand and only approximately 25 per cent of the 
population speak Thai. The immigrant languages of Thailand are Burmese (828,000), English 
(324,000), Hindi (22,900), Japanese (70,700), Kayan (180), Lao, Rohingya (100,000), Samtao, 
Sinhala, Tai Daeng, Tamil, and Vietnamese (8,280).

Vietnam. The official name of Vietnam is the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Vietnamese is 
the national language of Vietnam as the majority of its population speak Vietnamese as a native 
language. Vietnam has 109 minority languages. The Government of Vietnam issued Decision 
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No. 121-TCTK-PPCD, the “Nomenclature of Vietnamese Ethnic Groups”, on the 2nd of 
March, 1979, and identified its majority ethnicity as Kinh-Viet, and 53 minority groups.

Conclusion

Today SEA has become not only a political, economic, and social cooperation in the region 
but has also become a cultural and linguistic location. The richness and pluralism of these 
societies bring powerful countries to pay much attention to their plight of interacting with 
the region. This interaction has been bot benevolent and selfish on the part of the powerful 
countries. While linguists focus on language studies, other experts emphasize politics, economy, 
and security. Pepinsky (2015) described SEA as a discipline of studies for scholars. In the 19th 
century, Westerners colonized SEA and where colonizers led some SEA countries to learn more 
of western society. 

Linguistically, SEA has extended its territory not only in the region between the China 
and India, but also to cover Southern and Southwestern China and the East of the Indian 
subcontinent. Some parts of China have the Sino-Tibetan language family while the Indian 
subcontinent has the Austroasiatic language family. These two language families belong to the 
language family which exists in Southeast Asia. In addition, Southeast Asians have their own 
national language or official language for both the majority and for special purposes. Some 
nations have taken one national language, such as in the case of Cambodia, Vietnam, Lao, 
Myanmar, and Thailand, while others have applied three or four national languages or official 
languages such as in the case of Brunei Darussalam, East Timore, Indonesia, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, and Singapore.

Compared with the European Union, SEA differs significantly as SEA's cultural and 
linguistic developments are still controversial due to its complexity and diversity of languages 
and cultures. Some indigenous states in this region have attempted to obtain independence, 
such as in the case of East Timore from Indonesia, and Aceh from Indonesia. As a solution 
for peace in the region, a national language policy for SEAn states should be promoted in 
order to understand the dynamics of these societies, where this procedure will allow for a deep 
sharing and communication. Importantly, English and Chinese have a dominant influence 
both linguistically and economically, where, through the growth of the Chinese economy and 
national strength, both in China and elsewhere in regions such as in SEA, Southeast Asian 
nations will benefit for their own development in the future.
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Abstract 

Language and cultural shifts are the major causes of endangerment of any community, which 
begins from minor switching of practices and verbal repertoires and ends with a whole change 
of community, and finally culminates in the community losing its own identity.  Language shift 
usually takes place in a bilingual or multilingual speech community. It is a social phenomenon, 
whereby one language replaces another in a given society due to underlying changes in the 
composition and aspirations of the society. This process transitions from speaking the old to the 
new language. This is not fully a structural change caused by the dynamics of the old language as 
a system. The new language is adopted as a result of contact with another language community. 
The term language shift excludes language change which can be seen as an evolution, and hence 
the transition from older to newer forms of the same language.

Contact between two or more cultures often leads to different sociological processes such as 
acculturation, cultural change, cultural genocide, and cultural shift. Cultural shift occurs when a 
community gives up its own socio-cultural practices like customs, rituals and traditional beliefs, 
and is characterized by changes in cultural symbols, rules of behavior, social organizations, or 
value systems. It differs from the process of cultural change in which a community’s culture can 
evolve independently. Shifts may take place at the level of an individual speaker who gradually 
forgets or shifts to another language and consequently this language spreads to an entire 
community. This phenomenon can be seen among the Aranadans, a primitive tribal community 
found mainly in the Malappuram district and in other Northern districts such as Kasargode and 
Kannur of Kerala, owing to their irreverence towards the preservation of their own language and 
culture. The socio-ecological, psychological and educational factors impact their language and 
cultural shifts. This paper illustrates and clarifies the reasons for the language and cultural shifts 
of the Aranadan tribal community.

Keywords: Linguistic Shift, cultural shift, Aranadan tribe, endangerment

Introduction

Language and cultural shifts are the major causes of endangerment of any community. This 
starts from minor switching of practices and verbal repertoires and ends with a whole change 
of community which finally loses its identity. Language shift usually takes place in a bilingual 
or multilingual speech community. It is a social phenomenon, whereby one language replaces 
another in a given society due to underlying changes in the composition and aspirations of 
the society, which goes from speaking the old to the new language. By definition, this is not a 
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structural change caused by the dynamics of the old language as a system. The new language is 
adopted as a result of contact with another language community, and in particular the regional 
language. The term language shift excludes language change which can be seen as an evolution, 
that is, the transition from older to newer forms of the same language.

Contact between two or more cultures often leads to different sociological processes such 
as acculturation, cultural change, cultural genocide, and cultural shift. Cultural shift happens 
when a community gives up its own socio-cultural practices like customs, rituals and traditional 
beliefs, characterized by changes in cultural symbols, rules of behaviour, social organizations, or 
value systems. This differs from the process of cultural change in which a community’s culture 
can evolve. Shifts may take place at the level of an individual speaker who gradually forgets 
or shifts to another language and later the language spreads to the entire community. This 
phenomenon can be seen among the Aranadans, a primitive tribal community found mainly 
in the Malappuram district and in other northern districts such as Kasargode and Kannur of 
Kerala, because of their irreverence towards preservation of their own language and culture. The 
socio-ecological, psychological and educational factors impact on their language and cultural 
shifts. This paper illustrates and clarifies the reasons for the language and cultural shifts of the 
Aranadan tribal community.

Socio-Ecological Factors

The socio-ecological factor can be both a natural and physical factor. Any change in physical 
features will automatically lead to a change or to total shift in culture, habits and way of living. 
The shift of settlement location and pattern from a hilly region to a neighborhood of a town can 
significantly alter house construction, occupation, and shape and use of instruments or artifacts. 

Settlements and Habitat

Once, the Aranadan area was characterized by hills, valleys, rivers, thick bushes, streams 
and grasslands. Nowadays, their settlement patterns can be seen in two types; one is a group 
of Aranadans who live with civilized mainstream people including Christians and Muslims. 
The Kottuppara colony in Karulai is the best example of this kind of settlement. There, the 
people live only half a kilometer from the main junction and bus stop. There is a Muslim 
management English medium school which functions in front of the Kottuppara colony in the 
Karulai Aranadan settlement. The second type of settlement is somewhat primitive.

Until the beginning of 20th century, the community did not make huts, but rather, lived in 
caves. They then built small huts called Pandal. The plinths were not raised, and floors may have 
been tamped down earth (Madava Menon,1996, 12-13). Now, the State Government provides 
standard housing and community halls with all facilities as part of the welfare programs. The 
evolution in the settlement pattern of Aranadan communities constitutes the strongest motive 
for their shift away from their ethnic language and culture.

Socio- Economic Status

Aranadan people have limited social organizations, which enforce conscious efforts for the 
preservation of their language and culture. They prefer to wander in the forest for hunting, 
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collecting minor forest produce and capturing reptiles such as snakes. Therefore, there is no 
constant social setup with which to maintain their social customs and behaviours which have 
been shifting from the time of early reported documents by various scholars. As an example, 
Aranadan women were subjected to avoid certain things, and hence separated from their natal 
homes after maturity. The duty of a girl or woman was to not make eye contact with her brother 
due to that the social convention that seeing siblings of the opposite sex after maturity was 
“ayittam.”

Aranadans are referred to as ‘’kijjaati’’ (lower cast) by others and often use this term to 
introduce themselves to the delegates from the government and other social institutions. Other 
tribal communities in the area maintained distance from the Aranadans; their colonies were 
located far away from other habitations and in isolated settlements and designated as the 
Aranadan ceeri (Usha 1992, 16).

Currently, Aranadan people have good relations with their neighbours, including other 
tribes (Cholanaykar, Kattunaykar, and Paniyar), as they do with mainstream people. The large 
number of inter caste marriages shows this clearly. There is commercial interaction between 
outsiders and Aranadans. They sell their forest gatherings to outsiders, and this is the main 
source of their income. The deforestation in the Nilambur area and the strict imposition of the 
forest laws in the remaining parts of the forest poses a severe threat to their survival. Presently, 
many have started to participate in the National Rural Full Employment program (deśiiya 
gramiiṇa toḻilu Rappu paddhati).

Most of the Aranadan communities have access to electricity, television and mobile 
phone facilities, etc. Much media is not in their native language. As such, modern media and 
technologies have shifted Aranadan language and cultural habits.

Religious Status

Every Aranadan was said to be a natural worshiper of forest (sun as ‘pakalmooppan,’ moon 
as ‘iravumooppan’, tampuratti, tampuran, gulikan, and mala theiyvam etc.). Their religious acts 
were conducted by the priesthood of Cemmakkarana (eldest leader). But today, the importance 
of forest gods and priesthood has faded. Now a considerable number of community members 
have shifted to Hinduism. Lord Shiva, Krishna and other Hindu deities have become their gods 
as the Aranadan communities have abandoned their old worship system.

Food

In their early days, Aranadan people collected forest food items, and hunted wild animals. 
The flesh of monkeys was a highly desired delicacy. Now, they follow the food habits of their 
economic condition.

Psychological Factors

People shift their languages predicated on the change in their thinking, attitude and 
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behaviour. In contact with mainstreamers, most Aranadan people found that their language’s 
viability is less than the language of outsiders. The majority of Aranadan people (more than 
75%) believe that they cannot compete with outsiders successfully in business, schooling, and 
employment by using Aranadan language. Moreover, the younger Aranadan generation perceives 
that their language is substandard, and using it among others will degrade their identity. This 
leads them to perceive themselves as speakers of a bizarre verbal format, and to see their language 
as non-prestigious. This is a powerful factor in the shift of Aranadan to the Malayalam spoken 
by outsiders. This style has gradually shifted to every domain in Aranadan communities. The 
Aranadan people observe that the Malayalam speaking outsiders are an advanced community 
where people have educational, economic and infrastructural development. They believe that 
they can attain the same progress through changing their world view. Leaving their indigenous 
language is the best way to renounce their outmoded world view and practices. This somewhat 
represents the linguistic relativism of Sapire-Whorf, through a the psycho centric theory of 
linguistic reality.

Educational Factors

All Aranadan people use their mother tongue in their homes, which has been the 
communication mode with which to interact with their parents, grandparents, spouses, children 
and grandchildren etc. Nowadays, they have a tendency to speak in Malayalam in their home 
situation, as the education of younger generation attends residential schools, frequent contact 
with Malayalam speakers, and inter caste marriages. It is clear that the tendencies towards code 
switching and shifting phenomena are high among educated Aranadan.

An increase in the rate of literacy among Aranadans is another cause for language shift. 
Census and scholarly reports show that currently 78 children are attending school. Students have 
the facility to continue their studies up to tenth standard at Nilamboor under the supervision 
of ITDP institutions. Those who pass are sent to do their higher secondary with hostel facilities 
within the Malappuram district. All educated persons of this group are preparing for jobs under 
the Public Service Commission. Among the older population it is very difficult to find someone 
who completed matriculation. 

Illustrations of Language Shift

Linguistic features of the Aranadan tribe are hardly found because of its shifting nature. 
Currently, a sheer quantity of the Aranadan population is shifting their language from Aranadan 
to the Malabar dialect of Malayalam. Most of the special features of the Aranadan language 
have changed gradually. The proto base form /yaa-/ was found in the kinship terminology of 
Aranadan as yaappen ‘Father, yaamme ‘Mother,’ which has been changed to appan , amma as 
in Malayalam.

The lengthening of the medial vowel /-a-/ is changed into a single vowel. 

Eg: ulaakke > ulakka ‘pestle’
  avaanu > avan ‘he’
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The word final /–ai/ has changed into /–e/ in earlier Aranadan language and then changed 
to /a/ as in Malayalam.

Eg: aamai > aame > aama ‘tortoise’      
  eruma > erume > eruma ‘buffalo’
  talai > tale > tala ‘head’

The Aranadan language feature /-b-/ in the initial and medial positions is changed into –/v-/ 
as in Malayalam. Moreover, /e/ in medial and final positions is changed into /a/ and forms the 
word as in Malayalam.

Eg. bale > vala ‘net’
  berelu > viral ‘finger’
  cebi > cevi ‘ear’

In the Morphological aspect, Person, Number and Gender distinctions are not revealed in 
verbal forms as in Malayalam.

E.g. Second person singular niin is changed into nii
  /niinaaru/ > /niiaaru/  ‘who are you’

In Aranadan, animate nouns take the plural markers /maar/ and /–kaļ/; for inanimate 
nouns, the plural meaning is indicated by the quantitative adjective /kuRe/but is changed as 
they shift to Malayalam

Egs. /kuRemaram/ /maraňňaļ/ ‘trees’
  /kuRekallu/ /kallukaļ/  ‘stones’
  Aranadan masculine gender marker /-en/ is shifted to /-an/ as in Malayalam
  /aben/ /avan/ ‘he’

Shift of Lexical items to Malayalam:

  /ceRiyaan/ > /aniyan/ ‘younger brother’
  /ka:ʈʈi/  > /eruma/  ‘buffalo’
  /pe:və/  > /paṡu/  ‘cow’
  /peɽke/  > /kotuku/ ‘mosquito’
  /panʤi/ > /pan̪n̪i/  ‘pig’
  /paɭɭe/  > /vayaRu/ ‘belly’

Conclusion

Currently, Aranadan communities have more opportunities for physical mobility and social 
interaction with non-tribal groups, village officials and also the market in connection with 
selling and buying of goods. The ooru mooppan (headman appointed by Panchayat) of the 
settlement reported that there were no school dropouts among their children. Thus there will be 
a gradual change in future through the opening of educational opportunities implemented by 
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different educational schemes and methods, which will promote the social status of Aranadans. 
However, all these developments will lead to linguistic attrition and language shift.
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Changes of Musical Instruments’ Names Along the 
Long Journey: Adopting, Adapting, Transforming and 

Changing
Jaremchai Chonpairota

aCollege of Music, Mahasarakham University, Thailand

Abstract 

Through a long distance migration of some musical instruments, their relationships are 
sometimes given by their names. In this paper, the author will investigate the traces of their 
origins and the present locations of selected instruments. A number of musical instruments’ 
names will be analyzed through linguistic aspects -- adopting, adapting, transforming and 
changing. These names include vina plucked instruments, sa diev monochord, taro fiddle, ku 
drum, pey or oboe, sralai oboe, and ken bamboo mouth organ.

Keywords: Traditional musical instruments, migration, names

Introduction

Classification of Thai musical instruments

Thai musical instruments are divided into four groups---the khrueang dit, the plucked 
instrument, the khrueang si bowed instrument, the khrueang ti struck instrument, and 
khrueantghe pao blown instrument. Each group consists of the following instruments: 1) 
khrueang dit --- the phin namtao mono chord zither, the ja khe crocodile zither, and the krajappi 
long necked lute; 2) the khrueang si bowed instrument---so duang, a higher pitched fiddle, so u, 
a lower pitch fiddle, and so sam sai, a three string fiddle; 3) the khrueang ti struck instrument--
-the ranat xylophone, the khong wong gong circle, and the taphon two faced drum; and 4) the 
khrueang pao blown instrument---the khlui bamboo flute, the pi nai  quadruple reed oboe, and 
the khaen bamboo mouth organ (Damrong 1931, 1).

In Thai music culture, there were five ways of naming the instrument, both old and new: 1) 
naming according to its sound, such as “ching” small hand cymbals, “chap” big hand cymbals, 
the “pi” reed pipe, the “khlui” flute, the “wot” panpipe, the “trae” trumpet: 2) naming according 
to its form or shape, such as, the “so sam sai” three string fiddle, the “ja khe” crocodile zither, 
the “klong yao” long drum, the “song na” two faced drum; 3) naming according to its theatrical 
accompaniment, such as the “khong rameng” gong for the accompaniment of rameng theatrical 
art, the “klong chatree” drum for the accompaniment of chatree theatrical art; 4) naming 
according to its legend, such as the “klong khaek” Indian drum, the “pi java” Javanese oboe, the 
“klong malayu” malay drum, the “klong marican” American drum; and 5) naming according 
to its old term, such as, the bin (vina) plucke lute, the sangkh conch shell, the shanai oboe, and 
bandoh hour glass drum.(Yupho 1980, 16).
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In China, there is a system on classifying musical instruments which is based on the 
instrument's material; these materials include: metal, stone, silk, bamboo, gourd, clay, skin and 
wood. The following are examples of the instruments in each group: 1) silk---the guqin long 
plucked zither, the guzheng long plucked zither, the pipa four string plucked lute, and the erhu 
two string fiddle; 2) bamboo---the dizi horizontal bamboo flute, the xiao vertical bamboo flute, 
and the guan double reed oboe; 3) wood---the yu tiger shape wooden percussion, the pai ban 
wooden clappers, and the mu yu wooden fish percussion; 4) stone---the bianqing a set of flat 
stone chimes, and the qing a sounding stone; 5) metal---bo cymbals, bianzhong bronze bells, 
and the suona double reed oboe; 6) clay---the xun a globular vessel flute, and the fu ancient 
percussion instrument; 7) gourd---the hulusi a free reed wind instrument, and  the sheng free 
reed mouth organ; and 8) skin---the bangu frame drum, the tanggu barrel shape drum, and the 
zhangu a war drum (wikipedia. https://upload.wikimedia.or/Retrieved 29 May 2019).

Classification of Cambodian musical instruments

These instruments are divided into four categories: 1) the uppakorn khasae, stringed 
instrument; 2) the uppakorn phlom wind instrument; 3) the uppakorn khoh percussion 
instrument; and 4) the uppakorn phsaeng phasaeng, and other varieties. Some instruments in 
each category are as follows: 1) uppakorn khsae---the khsae mouy gourd zither, the tro khmer 
three stringed spike fiddle, the kani bowed gourd zither, and the chapei dong veng long neck 
lute;  2) uppakorn phlom---the khloy bamboo flute, the sralai quadruple reeded oboe, the pi 
pabot double reeded oboe, the sneng chai victory buffalo horn, and the khyan sangha conch 
shell; 3) uppakorn khoh---the roneat xylophone, the khong vong gong circle, the peat khong 
half moon gong semi circle, and the sakor thom big drum; and 4) the uppakorn phasaeng 
phasaeng, and instruments of other varieties---the aek khlaeng kite musical bow, attaching the 
top of a kite, the pi sluek banana or coconut leave oboe, the tradok kho cow bells, and the 
tradok seh horse bells(Narom 2011, 12-193).

Classification of Indian Musical Instruments

India divides its musical instruments into four categories: 1) Tata string instruments, 2)  
Avanaddha instruments covered with membrane, 3) Sushira  wind instruments, and 4) Ghana 
solid, or the musical Instruments which are struck against one another. Some instruments 
that belong to each category are: 1) the tata string instrument--- the sitar long necked lute of 
Northern India, the vina long necked lute of Southern India, the tabla pair of small drums of 
Northern India, and the mridangam two headed drum of Southern India; 3) the sushira wind 
instrument---the shanai oboe of Northern India, and the bansuri bamboo flute of India; and 4) 
the ghana idiophone---the kanjeera hand cymbals, and the nana bell with wood clapper (https//
steemit.com/music/).

Research Methodology

The study employs a qualitative approach. The data were obtained through written 
documents --- books, academic papers, e-books, and the Internet, and field works. The research 
areas included the music culture of East Asia, the music culture of South Asia, the music culture 
of Africa, the music culture of the Middle East, and the music culture of Southeast Asia. The 
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author traced the routes of musical instrument migration throughout the long journey from 
their home lands to their various destinations. For instance, the author investigated the name 
of each instrument along each main route of migration. These main routes of migration started 
from China, to the peninsula now referred to as South and North Korea (which are only 
approximately 70 years old) to Japan, and to Vietnam. The longest route was from the Middle 
East, along the Silk Road, to China, India, and to Southeast Asia. Having the longest lasting 
impact on Southeast Asia were the migrations of musical instruments from India, through 
merchants, and through Hindu and Buddhist missionaries. Some instruments may have found 
their new homes along the routes through which they passed. 

Along the long migrations of many important instruments, the author examined the names 
of these instruments and whether their names were adopted, adapted, transformed, or invented.

Results of the study.

When the zurna or zurnay reed oboe entered China, its name was adopted and pronounced 
suona, but in India it was named shanai. Among Southeast Asian countries it is called sralay and 
saranai in Cambodia; nai, shanai, or nae in Thailand; hne in Myanmar; surnay in Malaysia. Saaz, 
a three stringed fiddle from Kasmira, is called kamanche in Persia. This instrument is found in 
some Southeast Asian countries, and is called the tro khmer bowed fiddle in Cambodia, the so 
sam sai three string bowed fiddle in Thailand, and the rebab in Malaysia and Indonesia.

Figure 1. Burmese Hne http://www.istov.de/pics/instrumente/hne%2001.jpg

In many Southeast Asian countries the fiddle is called tro, or trua in Cambodia, so and salo 
in Thailand, and tayo in Myanmar. The word itself might come from  saaz of Kasmir or sarinda, 
and sarangi, bowed lute of India; then this term was adopted into locality to mean a bowed 
instrument; but in Myanmar language the word taro became tayo, because “r” becomes “y” in 
Myamar. For example the name of Myanmar capital “Rangoon, is pronounced Yangoon. 
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Figure 2. Indonesian Rebab

Figure 3. Burmese Tayo https://www.bing.com/images/

Figure 4. The Flute

The Pi or, double reed oboe, is found in both Thailand and Cambodia. In Thailand it is 
called pi or because it is made of mai or wood; in Cambodia it is called pi or or pi prabos. The 
original term of pi or may have come from pi ho, pi of the Chinese Ho, because the shape 
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Figure 7. Thai Krachappi Figure 8. Cambodian Chapei Dong Veng
https://www.bing.com/images/

Figure 9. Philippines Kudyapi 
http://www.kipas.nl/Instruments/

Kudyapi.htm

Figure 11. Cambodia khse diev https://www.
bing.com/images/

Figure 10. Indonesian kacapi 
https://www.bing.com/images/

Figure 12. Phin Nam Tao of Central Thailand
https://www.bing.com/images/

The Indian gourd zither had been also transformed into may shapes and many names as 

and materials of pi or are the same instrument as pi guan or pi li of China, pi ri of the regions 
curretly know as South and North Korea (again, note that the South and Noth Korean region 
is only approximately 7- years old), and hichirichi of Japan.

Figure 4. Pi Or double reed oboe in Northeast Thailand

Figure 5. phin nam tao
(Damrong: 1931,fig.9)

Figure 6. krajappi
(Damrong:1931:figure 11)
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Figure 17. Transforming from the bamboo 
tube to the hardwood tube

(Vietnam National Ethnic Museum)

Figure 18. Modern form of Dan Bau
https://www.bing.com/images/

Figure 16. Multi-stringed Dan bau
Photo by the author

Figure 13. Phin Nam tao 
(One stringed plucked zither)

Photo by the author

Figure 14. Phin Phia  of Northrn Thailand
(Two-Three stringed plucked zither)

Photo by the author

Figure 15. One string dan bau
Vietnam Institute for Musicology

Photo by the author
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The bina or vina of India are built in many shapes, mostly into animal shapes such as the 
makara vina, meaning dragon or the crocodile vina, the kaccapi vina, meaning turtle vina, the 
macha vina, meaning fish vina, and the mayuri vina, meaning peacock vina. The kaccapi vina, 
one of the most popular instruments in Southeast Asia was transformed into many shapes and 
many names as shown:

Conclusion

In naming a new musical instrument, there are numbers of choices; they may adopt the 
old name of the instrument without any adapting, such as the pi shanai oboe. The people may 
adopt the name and pronounce it an easy way, such as how the pi li in Chinese became pi ri 
in the modern languages of South and North Korean, and hichiriki in Japan. In the case of 
naming the monochord instrument, Thai people named it phin nam tao, a mono cord, a gourd 
plucked string instrument, the Khmer named it kse mouy, one string instrument, whereas the 
Vietnamese named it dan bau, a gourd phin. 

The name of the mouth organ of the West was changed into khaen farang, khaen of the 
Western people.

Some instruments were named the mahoree, an oboe of Northern Indian, which is the 
proper name of the instrument, but it later changed to a generic term “music,” and eventually 
changed to employ a proper name of the musical ensemble---the mahoree ensemble of classical 
Thai music and the mahoree isan of Northeastern Thailand. 
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Polysemy of Words Expressing Human Body Parts of 
The Four Limb Area in Thai Language in Vietnam 

Ha Thi Mai Thanha

aDepartment of Vietnamese, Faculty of Literature, Tay Bac University, Vietnam

Abstract 

The nomenclature and polysemiosis of body parts has constituted a central part of 
linguistics, and of Linguistic Anthropology. The ramifications of such work make inroads into 
our understandings of many fields, including language contact, semiotics, and so forth,

This current paper identifies the structures and emerging denotations of expressions of human 
body parts (HBPs) in Thai language, and ways in which these dimensions reflect polysemy. The 
study thus applies the following methods: Field  research methods of linguistics, description, 
comparison, and collation.

As sources of data, this study surveys Thai rhymes, fairy tales, riddles and riddle songs, 
rhyming  stories, children’s songs and linguistic data of daily speeches in the  northwest of 
Vietnam. The paper uses theories on word meaning and the transformation of word meaning. To 
aid analysis, this paper applies methods of  analyzing meaning components so to construct 
significative meaning structures of words expressing HBPs in Thai language, thus identifying 
the semantemes chosen to be the basis for the transformation.

In the polysemy of  words expressing HBPs of the four limbs, the polysemy of words 
expressing  the following parts were studied: khèn - tay, cánh tay (arm); mễ – tay, bàn  tay 
(hand); khà - đùi (thigh); tìn - chân, bàn chân (leg, foot). Directions of semantic transformation 
of words expressing HBPs in Thai language are as  diversified and as multi-leveled as 
Vietnamese. Furthermore, in Thai language, there occur differences in the four scopes of 
semantic transformation, as compared with Vietnamese, including “people’s characteristics,” 
“human activities,” “nomination of things with activities like HBPs’ activities,” and “unit of 
measurement.”

This study contributes to Linguistic Anthropology by suggesting that the polysemy of 
words expressing HBPs of the four limb area in Thai language will outline a list of linguistic 
phenomena which serve as the basis to understand cultural and national features, in the light of 
perception and categorization of the reality of the Thai minority with reference to Vietnamese.

Keywords:  Body parts, polysemy, Thai language, Vietnam

Introduction

The nomenclature and polysemiosis of body parts has constituted a central part of 
linguistics, and of Linguistic Anthropology. The ramifications of such work make inroads into 
our understandings of many fields, including language contact, semiotics, and so forth.

Research on the polysemy of the languages of ethnic minorities in Vietnam is still limited, 
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including Thai language. The differences between the languages are a major barrier of the study.  
In such situations, the paper studies words expressing how HBPs toi reflect polysemy in the 
Thai language. 

Polysemy is a phenomenon in which a word has multi meanings whose links are still  
recognizable. The original meaning is the meaning of a word since it appears (or is coined) or 
the initial meaning from which other meanings are derived. The derived meaning (transformed 
meaning) refers to the meaning deriving from another. A word (either single or complex), at 
their appearance, has only one denotation. After a while in use, it may have new denotations. 
The more they appear, the more possible it is for the word’s connotation to change. 

Words expressing HBPs belong to the basic layer of lexis - the one expressing things and 
phenomena around and close to human which can reflect the old age of each language. In 
medicine, HBPs, when being looked at from the outside (external factors), are divided into the 
upper part, the middle part, the lower part, and the four limbs. Basing on the survey, in the 
paper, the researcher focuses on studying the polysemy of words expressing HBPs in the four 
limbs: ekN - tay, cánh tay (arm); UM - tay, bàn tay (hand); ka - đùi (thigh); tiN - chân, bàn 
chân (leg, foot).

Materials and Methods

This current paper identifies the structures and emerging denotations of expressions of human 
body parts (HBPs) in the Thai language, and ways in which these dimensions reflect polysemy. 
The study thus applies the following methods: Field research methods of linguistics, description, 
comparison, and collation.

As sources of data, this study surveys Thai riddles, riddle songs and linguistic data of daily 
speech in Northwest Vietnam. The paper uses theories on word meaning and the transformation 
of word meaning. To aid analysis, this paper applies methods of analyzing meaning components 
so to construct significative meaning structures of words expressing HBPs in Thai language, 
thus identifying the semantemes chosen to be the basis for the transformation.

Results

Polysemy of the word ekN - tay, cánh tay (arm); UM - tay, bàn tay (hand)
The original meaning of ekN - tay, cánh tay is used at a frequency of 35 times and UM - tay, bàn 
tay 78 times. Accordingly, the meanings of these words are identified as follow:
(1) The word ekN - tay, cánh tay has two meanings including “Each of the two upper limbs 

of the human body from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger, used to work” and 
“Human body part from the shoulder to the wrist”.

(2) The word UM - tay, bàn tay has two meanings including “Human body part from the 
shoulder to the tip of the longest finger, used to work” and “The end part of a person’s arm 
beyond the wrist from the wrist to the tip of the longest finger including the cylinder and 
slender fingers used to hold”.

Based on the meanings of ekN - tay, cánh tay, the denotation structure of ekN - tay, cánh tay is 
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identified as follow:

ekN - tay, cánh tay 1: [Each of the two upper limbs of the human body] [from the shoulder to 
the tip of the longest finger] [used to work]

ekN - tay, cánh tay 2: [Human body part] [from the shoulder to the wrist]

Based on the meanings of UM - tay, bàn tay, the denotation structure of UM - tay, bàn tay is 
identified as follow:

UM - tay, bàn tay 1: [Human body part] [from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger] [used 
to work]

UM - tay, bàn tay 2: [The end part of a person’s arm beyond the wrist] [from the wrist to the tip 
of the longest finger] [including the cylinder and slender fingers] [used to hold]

Looking at the 3 semanteme: [from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger], [from the wrist 
to the tip of the longest finger], and [used to work], ekN and UM in the Thai language it has 
meaning transference into the following areas:

Based on the semanteme [from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger] and [from the 
wrist to the tip of the longest finger], ekN and UM  have meaning transference to mean “Thai 
people’s unit of measurement by hand”. So far,  in measuring the length of weave tools, pillars, 
fields, etc., Thai people have used units of measurement by hand, specifically: 

Table 1. The number of words expressing Thai people’s units of measurements by hand

No. Word No. Word No. Word

1
{c Cob - nắm vừa (an 
approximate handful)

6

ekN (a unit of measurement that is 
equivalent to the length from the 
shoulder to the tip of the longest 
finger)

11
Va eG*N - sải già 
(more than an arm 
span)

2 {c - nắm (a handful) 7 Va, Ba - arm span 12
Va jandoN - sải non 
(less than an arm 
span)

3
{c jUN - nắm rưỡi (a 
handful and a half )

8

Va xoc (a unit of measurement that 
is equivalent to the total length of an 
arm span and from the elbow to the 
tip of the longest finger)

13 p*$ - nắm (a fistful)

4 CUb - gang tay (span) 9

Va ekN - sải tay (a unit of measurement 
that is equivalent to the total length of 
an arm span and  from the shoulder to 
the tip of the longest finger)

14

cob - vốc (hai vốc tay) 
(a double handful 
(two hands)
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5

xoc (a unit of 
measurement that is 
equivalent to the length 
from the elbow to the tip 
of the longest finger)

10
Va EF*G - một sải rưỡi (an arm spand 
and a half )

15

FaJ  - vốc (một vốc 
tay) (a double handful 
(one hand)

As surveyed, in the Thai language, there are 15 words expressing inaccurate units of 
measurement by hand estimates (without using accurate tools). There is only one unit of 
measurement by foot estimate that is inaccurate - bước (step). In Vietnamese there are 12 
words for hand estimates (cánh, đốt, gang, sải, bốc, dúm, ôm, nắm, túm, xách, véo, vốc) and 
1 foot estimate, bước (step). In the Thai language, units of measurement by hand estimate are 
divided into 2 groups:

Group 1: Words to measure size and distance include {c Cob - nắm vừa (an approximate 
handful); {c - nắm (a handful); {c jUN - nắm rưỡi (a handful and a half ); CUb - gang tay 
(span); xoc (a unit of measurement that is equivalent to the length from the elbow to the 
tip of the longest finger); ekN (a unit of measurement that is equivalent to the length from 
the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger); Va, Ba - sải tay (arm span); Va xoc  (a unit of 
measurement that is equivalent to the total length of an arm span and from the shoulder to the 
tip of the longest finger); Va ekN (a unit of distance measurement that is equivalent to the total 
length of an arm span and from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger); Va EF*G - một 
sải rưỡi (an arm span and a half ) (a unit of measurement that is equivalent to the total length 
of an arm span and from the middle of the chest to the tip of the longest finger); Va eG*N - sải 
già (more than an arm span); Va jandoN - sải non (less than an arm span). In the Thai language, 
the measurements by these units are not accurate, as each person’s handful, span, arm span, 
and “length from elbow to the tip of the longest finger” are different. However, they are very 
convenient in measuring for Thai people. 

In Vietnamese there are only 4 words used to measure distance, including cánh, đốt, gang, 
and sải, while the Thai language has 12 words to measure distance and size by hand estimate. 
This shows the difference in partitioning objective reality by Viet and Thai peoples. It is the 
difference in the languages in categorizing the objective reality that has effected the peoples’ 
different linguistic world pictures. In their daily life and production, Thai people’s measurement 
is mainly by hand. This reflects their economic life to some extent. Thai people rely on traditional 
handicrafts like weaving, plaiting, pottery, or carpentry, etc. Further to this, they also live on 
natural resources (forest, river, etc.) for growing, hunting, gathering, and fishing. 

Group 2: In the Thai language, there are 3 words to express number and volume, including 
p*$ - nắm (a handful); cob - vốc (hai vốc tay) (a double handful (two hands)); FaJ - vốc (một 
vốc tay) (a double handful (one hand). For example:
(Eg. 1)  Luc ZiG Yh* xaM cob c{b FaJ Q Ma wand> Ma ciN - The daughter gave 3 double 

handfuls (two hands) and one double handful (one hand) of food. (Daily speech, 6)
In the Thai language, the words in group 2 do not express exact measurements, but they are 

effective when Thai people need to estimate something. The only tool that they use to quantify 
is hand, and particularly the palm of the hand. Moreover, based on the meaning [from the wrist 
to the tip of the longest finger] in the denotation of UM - a hand helping the listener to perceive 
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rather clearly not only the quantity but also the shape of the measured object. In Vietnamese, 
words expressing units of measurements in group 2 include  bốc / vốc, dúm / nhúm, ôm, nắm, 
túm, xách, véo. For instance, Chị vơ một ôm rơm vào bếp (She carried a bunch of straw to 
the kitchen); Bà tôi lấy một nhúm muối cho vào nồi canh (My grandma put a pinch of salt in 
the pot); Nó đưa ba túm nhãn cho tôi rồi đi vội (He gave me 3 bunches of longan and left in a 
hurry) etc. One might notice that the number of words in group 2 in Vietnamese is larger than 
in the Thai language.

In terms of collocation, in Vietnamese, a word expressing units of measurement by hand 
is normally used in combination with a number in front of it (three arm spans, five phalanxes, 
six pinches, etc.), while in the Thai language they may combine with words of quantity both in 
front of and behind them (xaM cob - ba vốc (three double handfuls (two hands); FaJ Q - vốc 
một (a double handful (one hand).

The meaning transference of ekN and UM is also based on the semanteme [used to 
work] to:

- Express human nature: ebN UM - trộm tay (ăn cắp vặt) (thieve).
- Express human career: {s UM - giúp tay (giúp việc) (give a hand).
- Express human features: s - khéo tay (be skillful with one’s hands), VaG UM - bỏ 

tay (rảnh tay) (to have free hands).
- Express things with shapes looking like human body parts “UM - tay, bàn tay”: c*>J 

UM NaG - chuối tay nàng (her hands (banana).

(Eg. 2) o*aJ em h*aG [l* q {s UM Yh* us* Tic #N - Bố cái Hảnh là giúp tay cho chủ tịch 
đấy (Hảnh’s father is the chairman’s helper) (Daily speech, 6). In example (2), {s 
UM - giúp tay (giúp việc) (help) has meaning transference to express human careers 
(helper).

The transference in meaning of ekN and UM can be seen in the following illustration.

Diagram 1. The meaning transference of the word ekN - tay, cánh tay (arm); 
UM - tay, bàn tay (hand) in Thai language

As such, the new denotations of ekN and UM  in the Thai language express Thai people’s 
units of measurement which express human features, nature, careers, and things with shapes 
looking like HBPs.
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Polysemy of the word ka  - đùi (thigh), tiN  - chân, bàn chân (leg, foot)

The polysemy of the word ka  - đùi (thigh)
The word ka - đùi (khà) appears 3 times in its original meaning. Accordingly, this word’s 

meaning could be identified as the biggest part of the leg from the hip to the knee. On that 
basis, the denotation structure of ka - khà is worked out as following:

ka - khà : [the biggest part of leg] [from the hip to the knee]
The transference in meaning of ka - khà is mainly the use of the semanteme [the biggest part 

of leg] to express parts of things looking like ka - khà: ka s*uM - đùi vó (thân vó) (the spreading 
part of the lift net), ka x*>G - đùi quần (ống quần) (pant swift), ka n*a - đùi nỏ (cánh nỏ) 
(crossbow), ka EMG - đùi mường (cả mường) (the whole village). 

(Eg. 3)  / ka }xG }nG idN EHa eVN Yzand? / ka EMG }n*G idN EHa eVN Yzand - Đùi gì 
ở mường ta to nhất?/ Đùi mường ta là to nhất (What is the biggest in our village?/ 
The whole village) (Thai riddle, 5, p. 82)

In example (3), the word ka EMG - đùi mường has meaning transference to express the 
social relationship in Thai people’s villages. This transference of ka - đùi only exists in the Thai 
language but not in Vietnamese.

Presumably, the new denotation of ka - đùi in the Thai language is the expression of the part 
of things that look like a human thigh.

The polysemy of the word tiN - chân, bàn chân (leg, foot) 

The word tiN - chân, bàn chân appears 42 times in its original meaning. Then, the word tiN 
- chân, bàn chân has two meanings as “the lower extremity of human or animal body from the 
hip to the foot used to walk, stand, run, or jump, etc.” and “the lower extremity of human body 
from the ankle to the tip of the longest toe used to support the body when walking, standing, 
etc.” On that basis, the denotation structure of tiN - chân, bàn chân is illustrated as follows:

tiN - chân, bàn chân 1: [the lower extremity of human or animal body] [from the hip to the 
foot] [used to walk, stand, run, or jump, etc.]

tiN - chân, bàn chân 2: [the lower extremity of human body] [from the ankle to the tip of 
the longest toe] [used to support the body when walking, standing, etc.]

Based on the word meaning structure, the transference of tiN - chân, bàn chân in the Thai 
language could be as follows:

(1) Using the semanteme [the lower extremity of human or animal body] to express “the lower 
extremity of things”: tiN PaN - chân bàn (leg of the table), tiN tand}G - chân ghế (leg of 
the chair), tiN yd - chân thang (foot of the ladder), etc.

(2) Using the semanteme [used to walk, stand, run, or jump, etc.] to:
- Express human activities: taG tiN - thay chân (replace), tiN ATG - chân nâng   

(support),etc.
- Express things’ names: TaG tiN - đường chân (đường bộ) (foot walk).
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(3) Using the semanteme [from the ankle to the tip of the longest toe] to express “things with 
foot position:” tiN uP - chân núi (foot of the mountain), tiN eh - chân chài (the support 
of the casting-net), tiN panda - chân rừng (fringe of the fores), tiN Ex* - chân áo (gấu áo) 
(fringe of the shirt), tiN x*iN - chân váy (gấu váy) (fringe of the dress), etc.

The following illustration shows the meaning transference of tiN - chân, bàn chân in the 
Thai language.

Diagram 2. The meaning transference of the word tiN - 
chân, bàn chân (leg, foot) in Thai language

The meaning transference of tiN - chân, bàn chân in the Thai language is similar to that of 
the words chân - leg or bàn chân - foot in Vietnamese in three aspects (“the lower extremity of 
things,” “human activities” and “things with foot position”); they are different in two aspects 
(“things’ names” and “things with leg position”).

As such, the new denotation of tiN - chân, bàn chân in the Thai language expresses the 
lower extremity of things, human activities, and things with leg positions, and also expresses 
things’ names.

Discussion

The meaning transference of words expressing HBPs ekN - tay, cánh tay (arm); UM - tay, 
bàn tay (hand); ka - đùi (thigh); tiN - chân, bàn chân (leg, foot) is deep and contains multiple 
layers. It is concluded that the number of words used to measure distance and size in the 
Thai language is larger than in Vietnam, but the number of words used to measure volume 
and quantity is smaller. Words expressing HBPs in the four limb area in the Thai language in 
Vietnam has meaning transference in two categories including the category of things and the 
category of units of measurements. In the category of things, the meaning transference of HBPs 
is reflected in the aspects “naming things with shapes like HBPs” and “naming things with 
position like HBPs.” Words expressing HBPs also has meaning transference to sub-categories of 
human categories including “human nature,” “human careers,” “human features” and “human 
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activities”.

Conclusion

This study contributes to Linguistic Anthropology by suggesting that the polysemy of words 
expressing HBPs of the four  limb area in the Thai language will outline a list of linguistic 
phenomena which serve as the basis to understand cultural and national features, in the light of 
perception and categorization of the reality of the Thai minority with reference to Vietnamese.
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Abstract 

The wide variety of the components of signs stems from verbal communication to visual 
gestures, ciphers, images, music, and Morse code. Barthes’ Semiotic Theory restructured the 
theory of analyzing signs and allowed for a new understanding and interpretation of signs 
through seeing diverse cultures and societies. Saussure’s definition of the sign as a combination 
of signifier and signified led Barthes to further elucidate sign as connotative (cultural) and 
denotative (literal) processes. Semiotics can be applied to all aspects of life, as meaning is 
produced not in isolation but in totality, establishing multiple connotations and denotations.

In the article “The World of Wrestling” published in Mythologies (1957), Barthes focused 
on images portrayed by the wrestler resulting in understanding of the wrestler’s image and the 
image of spectator. In Morse code, gestures can make any sport a spectacle of suffering, defeat 
and justice, representation of morality, symbols, anger, smile, passion etc., from which derive 
denotative and connotative meanings. Similarly, Thomas Sebeok identifies sign as one of six 
factors in communication, and which makes up the rich domain of semiotic research. These 
are message, source, destination, channel, code, and context. The present paper will focus on a 
dialogic relation between semiotics and sports, thus making it a text that reproduces meaning 
and represents certain groups. It focuses on various aspects of semiotics and their relation to 
sports. The paper also contemplates the versions and meanings of signs in sports that establish 
sport as an act of representation.

Keywords: Signs, Semiotics, Meaning, Representation, Sports, Asia 
  

Introduction

Hippocrates (460-377 BC) is commonly believed to be the originator of the term semeiotics, 
the ‘science of symptoms’ fundamentally referring to medical diagnosis. Plato argued that signs 
and symbols are human constructs whereas Aristotle remarked that signs captured the truth that 
is reinforced by scholastics thus ascertaining signs as a reality. Locke, in his Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding I, integrated the study of signs into philosophy defining it as semiotics, and 
emphasizing the relationship between concept and reality. The study of Semiotics has synchronic 
and diachronic elements where the latter deals with form and meaning. The ability to recognize 
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signs is called semiosis while the meaning producing an act is called representation. Another 
feature of semiotics is interpretation which is also an important aspect of human understanding. 
The interpretation of signs is also based on social conventions, which is similar to the idea of the 
hermeneutics tradition. 

Sports and Semiotics:

Roland Barthes in “The World of Wrestling” observes, “The function of wrestler is not 
to win, it is to go exactly through the motions which are expected of him. It is said that judo 
contains a hidden symbolic aspect...The function of grandiloquence is indeed the same as an 
ancient theatre, whose principle, language and props concurred in the exaggeratedly visible 
explanation” (16).  Barthes draws parallels to theater in which the wrestling sport becomes the 
performance of the contestant and there is a catharsis (purgation of emotions) i.e. a display of 
emotions by the contestant and the opponent. The important and elementary sign of the wrestler 
is his physique which is a kind of expression similar to a theater performer. The idea, object or 
person has meaning symbolizing and classifying the codes. Players thus can function as a mode 
of communication which signifies meaning and which subsequently produces practices. For 
Barthes (1993), professional wrestling is much more than sport, exemplifying it as a spectacle 
of exaggeration because of its use of an abundance of floodlight and a demonstration of strong 
masculinity on the space or platform. Professional wrestling signifies a spectacle and drama 
displaying a dramatic dispute between protagonists and antagonists, leading to the consequent 
act of resolving struggle. These sports act as unspoken signifiers, making the sport a text. Thus, 
wrestling becomes an act of representation with many symbols, metaphors and meanings, 
defining the sport, players and nation. 

Claude Levi Strauss worked on rites and sacraments, objects, customs, myths and folklores 
of primeval people in Brazil, analyzing the messages about the culture they communicated. He 
analyzed meaning by looking at rules and codes moving towards structuralism. In a similar 
manner, a player’s clothes, gesture and gaze can also communicate culture. The clothes, gestures 
and gaze of the player thus become signifiers which are subsequently converted into signs. The 
player’s life is based on production, use and representation. Thomas Sebeok discusses six major 
types of signs: Symptoms, a warning sign, Signal, icons as a resemblance, indexes as indication, 
symbols, and name as the identifier. All these signs can be found in a sports person involved in 
the game / or performance. Sports seen in a cultural context constitute an important element in 
communication. The language of sports also has oppositional binaries that make it an ideological 
construct. There are feuds between the opponents, as well as resolution of conflict. There is a 
spectacle drama, where specific gestures and images engender connotations. 

Signs and Culture: 

There is a relation between culture and the signs that a culture signifies. Cultures are also, 
according to Pierce, the sign preserving system that distributes signs to people for various 
practical purposes (Danesi 2002, 18). Although language plays an important role in producing 
messages, considering Vygotsky’s definition of speech as a microcosm of consciousness (Danesi 
2002 18), non-verbal communication or signs constitute ninety percent of communication, 
forming an important element in conveying messages to the receivers. Messages can be made 
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through paintings, music, dress, gestures and other non-verbal communication known as the 
code. It is the code that forms the basis for context, producing a network of interconnected 
meanings. The structure of language and signs forms a meaning for specific events (Makus 
2019, 499). The repetitions, exclusions, interruptions, connections and shifts in sign language 
which construct meaning and signs are then organized into language. Language is also any 
sound, word, image or object which operates as a set of sign and as the capacity to carry and 
express meaning (Hall 5). Hence sign is a language that conveys messages. Semiotics is more 
concerned with the meaning and how representation generates meaning focusing on the inter-
relationship between individuals, image or object, culture and society. The communicative act, 
transmission of messages through signs or codes makes sports a suitable area for analysis. 

Code

Saussure says le code de la langue i.e there is a code of language (Eco166). Thus, there 
are semantic codes, cultural codes, literary codes, codes of myths, linguistics codes etc. giving 
way to how systems communicate with among another. While interpreting the signs there are 
certain ideas that form the basis of human understanding. These notions are formed because 
of social conjunctions and practices. Primarily, it is language that produces social knowledge, 
information, decoding of symbols, theoretical understanding and acts an apparatus for thought 
process. Hall explains the signifying and codifying function of language making it more 
analogous to semiotics. He further remarks that Codes denotes signs to the maps of meaning 
which classifies the culture … that has the whole range of social meanings, practices, usages, 
power and interest written into them (Hall, Hobson, Lowe and Willis 122). Codes restores 
the relation between notions and sign so that we can hear and understand meaning formed. 
Language and representation are important for constitution and reproduction of meaning in 
sports. Meaning and language are produced through culture that can be represented in the form 
of symbols and metaphors making it an essential part by which meaning is shaped and exchanged 
among the sport persons of various communities. The sport persons are the production of 
culture disclosing their identities. The two form of representation mental representation and 
language construct meaning from the structure of society /culture. Culture maybe defined as 
collective meanings and conceptual maps (Hall 1997, 4). The opponent and his code define 
the dialogical interaction of spectators, judges and players. Code has been an important area 
in structural semiotics as one which organizes signs into meaningful systems and represents a 
social dimension, rendering it a procedural system of related conventions. Another important 
method in sign communication is gaze, within which participants establish direct eye contact 
with opponents, where the corpus image seems to have dominance over the viewer. Within 
sports as a visual sign structure, the key signs reveal semantics generated by the game or player.                                                                                                          

Symbols

Culture is said to be of political nature, according to Althusser and  cultural hegemony is 
an indirect dominance which is constantly replicated to create  a set social order. Sports players 
are the carriers of these cultural and social orders, playing the role of the dominating and the 
dominated, in which the game defines nations. For example, the game of football immediately 
represents its countries. Often times, sports become a sign of dominance and control. The use of 
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sporting metaphors and icons inspires the viewer who aspires to be like the players attempting 
to achieve a state of perfection. Another important feature of sports is that regarding gender. 
Here, sports permit symbolic acts such as women’s empowerment. The women players become 
a positive image icon, for example, PV Sindhu, Sania Mirza, Mary Com, Geeta Phogat, thus 
becoming the markers of women’s empowerment, and challenging ideologies of the sport as not 
an arena for solely male prowess. Here we see an expansion of the dimensions of sport in the 
terms of gender by not polarizing the game to specific genders. Women players subvert gender 
roles giving society ideal and new structures and role models, thus empowering women through 
sports icons. Women with public access in sports can become a symbol of strength, expression, 
courage and leadership. 

Semiotic Model 

The following semiotic model is used to analyze the language of sports. Jakobson’s 1960s 
model of the speech event reformulates the langue / parole relationship within a communicative 
framework:  

The addresser (coach) produces signs by sending a message to an addressee (player) through 
context and contact, which is governed by the code, thus leading to exchange of communication. 
Peirce (1991) remarked that semiosis is the relationship between a sign, an object and a meaning 
where the sign represents the entity in the mind of an interpreter. Sports and players function 
in cultural contexts, assigning them social and political value. Considering this, the language of 
sports constitutes an important part within the communication system. 

Conclusion

A sport is a text of collective representation that indicates community and teamwork. 
Bogatyrev (1938b, 33) describes the dimensions of theatrical sign vehicles and remarks: What 
exactly is a theatrical costume or set that represents a house on stage? … both signifies a sign 
and are not the sign of material thing” (in Elam 1980, 7). An ‘armour,’ a military costume, 
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may indicate for a particular spectators ‘valour’ or ‘manilesss.’ Similarly, in a sport which is also 
a performance, gaze may signify challenging the rival or a sense of approval to the teammate. 
It is the message that is passed onto the teammate or the opponent. The non-verbal language 
of sports is a text that is composed of the codes of the sports person. It can be identified as a 
category of sign, metaphor, codes and symbols that render it more of a visual sign structure 
apprehended by the viewers in pure form. 
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Intersemiotic Translation in Adaptation:                            
The Case Study of the Adaptation of Narrative Poem 

The Tale of Kiều (Nguyễn Du) to Cải lương Film Kim 
Vân Kiều (Nguyễn Bạch Tuyết)
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Abstract 

We are living in the age of adaptation. In contemporary art, the power of adaptation is 
evidenced by the fact that a textual semiotic system is continuously passing through the different 
genres and means to establish new texts. Adaptation is also an intercultural translation as each 
work adapted experiences a cultural shift so as to adapt to the target culture. Although The Tale 
of Kieu (Nguyen Du) made use of the plot of Kim Van Kieu, written as the pseudonym Qingxin 
Cairen (青心才人, Pure Heart Talented Man), in the Vietnamese artistic context, the tale can 
be considered as the “original text” that provides superabundant materials for other adaptations. 
The Tale of Kieu is one of the Nom poetries that has been most adapted to other art forms, 
particularly “cải lương” (reformed theatre). In this study, we analyze the case of video-cải lương 
Kim Van Kieu (directed by Nguyen Bach Tuyet), to determine modes of semiotic transposition 
from the narrative (narrative poem) to the performance/showing (video cải lương). This inter-
semiotic translation process requires that the author adapts, selects, renounces, transforms as 
well as encodes/decodes, as semiotics, genre, and materials belonging to the verbal semiotic 
system to the nonverbal semiotic system, or vice versa. To concretize this, we analyze factors that 
were involved or omited during the adaptation of The Tale of Kieu to Kim Van Kieu.

 
Keywords: The Tale of Kieu, Kim Van Kieu, inter-semiotic, adaptation, Cải lương

  

Introduction

In the article “On Linguistic Aspects of Translation,” Roman Jakobson mentioned three 
types of translation; intra-linguistic translation, interlinguistic translation, and intersemiotic 
translation. Intra-linguistic translation is defined as “an interpretation of verbal signs by 
means of the same language.” In the case of interlinguistic translation, ”an interpretation of 
verbal signs” is conducted “by means of some other language.” The third type, intersemiotic 
translation, underscores the “interpretation of verbal signs of signs of nonverbal sign systems” 
(Jakobson 114). It is evident that the semantic amplitude of the inter-semiotic translation has 
already embraced the field of adaptation, and adaptation itself, as well as the transformation, 
have become a typical, vivid example of intersemiotic translation. Furthermore, in his book A 
Theory of Adaptation, Linda Hutcheon discusses the mechanism and process of adaptation: 
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 In many cases, because adaptations are to a different medium, they are re-
mediations, that is, specifically translations in the form of intersemiotic 
transpositions from one sign system (words) to another (images). This is 
translation but in a very specific sense: as transmutation or transcoding, that is, 
as necessarily a recoding into a new set of conventions as well as signs. 

 (Hutcheon 16)

No doubt, Jakobson exerted a strong influence on Linda Hutcheon’s notion of intersemiotic 
transfer. Adaptation involves the process of translating aesthetic and cultural codes from the 
source into the adaptive text, that is to say, between a source sign system and a non-source sign 
one. However, adaptation is also fathomed as a creative process owing to the constant need for 
re-interpretation of artists.

Alternatively, “adaptio” literally means adaptive, changing, fitting with another type/form, so 
the concept itself carries “the idea of transformation, adjustment, and appropriation.” Therefore, 
the translation process also deals with appropriate “options,” “alternatives,” and “innovations,” 
thereby clearly demonstrating the author’s behaviors with the adapted materials. The adapted 
material, when “entering / going through” another sign system, will be governed by certain 
characteristics of the system, repertory, and model according to Even-Zohar’s theory (Even-
Zohar 1990, 1997). Hence, the same source material, in different systems, may be “expressed” 
in its own “languages.” 

Some terminologies, namely “source / original text,” and “adapted text” are customarily 
applied in studies of adaptation, translation, and semiotics. To some extent, the borderline 
between the “source text” and the “adapted text" is fragile at times, so it seems challenging 
to visualize the adaptive process along with the innovations and differences among adaptive 
versions without any temporary separation. As Julia Kristeva noted, no text can remain “alone, 
as an absolute creation.” In stark contrast, every text tends to “be a transposition of texts in 
which voices from other texts meet, dissolve into each other and neutralize each other’s colors” 
(Quốc 2005). Thus, the adaptation studies must compare the source text and the adapted one 
from the angle of intertextual relationship.

In the Vietnamese artistic context, the most typically outstanding illustration among 
successfully adapted works, from our perspective, could be the masterpiece The Tale of Kiều 
by the great poet Nguyễn Du. Nguyễn Du made use of the plot of a seventeenth-century 
Chinese novel, Jīn Yún Qiào known as Kim Vân Kiều in Vietnamese. The original, written by 
another unknown writer under the pseudonym Pure-Hearted Man of Talent or Thanh Tâm Tài 
Nhân, was a candid romance, by which Nguyễn Du conveyed numerous social and political 
upheavals at the end of the 18th century in Vietnam. The Tale of Love is deemed a source text 
abundant in materials for other adapted compositions. Comparison between the source text - 
Kim Vân Kiều (Thanh Tâm Tài Nhân) and the adapted text - The Tale of Kiều (Nguyễn Du) 
has become common practice when it comes to studying adaptation. Over more than 200 years 
of research, this issue in The Tale of Kiều has been thoroughly discussed by many scholars, 
especially the argument against its origin as a translation version. Conforming the essence of 
translation which gives prominence to the faithfulness of the translated text to the source, The 
Tale of Kiều does not merely serve as a translation. Instead, it can be seen that this is an adapted 
chef-d’oeuvre by Nguyễn Du due to its unique creativity imbued with national /identity, all of 
which help to turn it into a more prominent masterpiece, compared with the original. What is 
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more, this “marriage” also brings such a great honor to “the authentic” Kim Vân Kiều. From a 
“middle-ranked” composition, from a state of being abandoned, nearly sinking into obscurity, 
this piece of work has suddenly become a renowned one.

However, even more interestingly, The Tale of Kiều was not only folklorized and popularized 
in numerous forms, namely vịnh Kiều, hát Kiều, đố Kiều, bói Kiều, lẩy Kiều, tập Kiều, dẫn 
Kiều, etc. but also rewritten and adapted to many other art genres. The Tale of Kiều has been 
transformed and adapted into a great number of forms from traditional arts to modern ones 
(see Hiếu 2016). Taking the adaptations to performances into account only, each of them in 
turn marks the moment when the original text is reborn, regenerated, rewritten, and de/re-
contextualized into a new version. Therefore, there exist many regenerated texts – the afterlives 
of the source text.

We selected cải lương (or reformed theater) film Kim Vân Kiều for the following reasons: 
1) This is a collective art form that contains a complex and dynamic sign system right from the 
the drama script, the director, actors/dancers, art designs, lighting, costumes, music, audiences, 
etc. to the stages of performances. Each of the aforementioned stages can be considered a sub-
sign system within an extensive one - a play/movie; 2) the adaptation of The Tale of Kiều 
from telling to performing/showing is one of the most favourable forms (clearly shown in the 
overwhelming number of adapted versions). Simultaneously, these adaptative phenomena also 
vividly reveal many sophisticated transformations taking place in the most distinctive semiotic 
systems, for instance, a verbal system versus a non-verbal system. More specifically, we study the 
case of Kim Vân Kiều to explore some methods of inter-semiotic translation from the telling 
mode (poetry) to the performing/showing one (cải lương film).

The process of inter-semiotic translation to the performing/showing mode forces the 
adapters to translate, and to encode the signs and materials which inherently belong to the 
verbal system into the non-verbal or vice versa. To be more specific, we analyze some factors 
involved or denied in the adaptation of The Tale of Kiều from the epic poem to cải lương film.

Translating Genres

In terms of genre, cải lương film is a unique mix, a combination between cải lương theater 
and cinema. This feature bears a striking similarity to the epic poem due to a natural hybrid of 
poetry and story, lyrical genre and narration. This mixture, on the one hand, helps the hybridized 
genre take full advantage of the other genre’s merits to overcome inherent limitations, and at 
the same time, the hybrid itself also generates some new interpretations. Cải lương film is a 
combination of theater and cinema which is one of the innovative variants of traditional cải 
lương. 

Kim Vân Kiều, directed by Nguyễn Bạch Tuyết, is the first cải lương film in Vietnam. The 
scenes were filmed outdoors; thus, the director and cameraman are able to utilize cinematic 
techniques to convey the story to the fullest, and at the same time overcome/resist previously 
unsurmountable constraints pertinent to space and time, compared to traditional cải lương. 
This is such a valuable effort of spatial and temporal lengthening for the readers'/spectators’ 
enjoyment. Correspondingly, the particular characteristics and semiotics of traditional cải 
lương have been changed to meet diverse aesthetic needs among the audiences, especially under 
the pressure of fierce competition between conventional and modern art forms.

For a traditional theater text, the 'absolute present' is always emphasized since each 
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performance is considered as “a specific and separate work” and “the relationship between 
the signs of the play is closely linked and created by actors, and exists only in their creative 
moments” (Fischer-Lichte 30). Nevertheless, some types of arts always evolve and transform 
to break through the traditional genre frame with the aim of establishing new regenerative 
and derivative genres. By way of illustration, the transformative progress of traditional Cải 
lương into new formats such as cải lương film, radio broadcast, and television, has witnessed 
the extraordinary transformative ability of a traditional Vietnamese art form dealing with 
technological challenges as well as conflicts between conventional and modern art genres. Some 
adapted versions of The Tale of Kiều such as Trăng Thề Vườn Thúy (directed by Xuân Phước); 
Kim Vân Kiều (by Nguyễn Bạch Tuyết) are a “hybrid” product between the reformed stage and 
cinema, television, thereby revitalizing a new genre: Cải lương film. In addition to transferring 
intersemiotic systems from the telling form to performance/presentation, the director must 
create a system of theater and cinematic signs and apply some filming techniques (albeit still 
limited). In traditional reformed theater, the inherent limitations of the rule of three unities, 
“which specified that plays should concentrate on single situations which might (in real life) 
have occurred in one place in a time span not exceeding one day” (Banham and Brandon 258), 
have more or less been surmounted by the tactics of staging and cinematography. However, 
despite the genre hybrid between cinema and theater, Kim Vân Kiều (Nguyễn Bạch Tuyết) has 
not optimized cinematography techniques such as montage, mise-en-scène, close-up, jump-cut, 
flashback, flashforward, and has not resolved to create more narrative frameworks, which could 
bring more interpretative capabilities. To Kim Vân Kiều, a pioneering piece of work directed by 
Nguyễn Bạch Tuyết, this defect seems to be unavoidable.

Translating Theme, Subject, and Plot 

Themes and subjects are the most translatable aspects of the adaptation of The Tale of Kiều. 
In general, the adapted versions still retain essential manifestations of the themes and subjects, 
compared to the original text. The interdisciplinary, inter-thematic relationship between several 
adaptations of The Tale of Kiều is the most noticeable link between the “afterlife” of The Tale of 
Kiều with itself. The common theme of “tài mệnh tương đố” or People are talented, Destiny is 
often unlucky (“A hundred years – in this life span on earth / Talent and destiny are apt to feud” 
(Thông and Du 2)) and the relationship between Mind and Talent (“Inside ourselves there lies 
the root of good / The heart outweighs all talents on this earth” (Thông and Du 167)) have 
been emphasized by the adapters. However, the shades of expressing these two themes are also 
different among various adapted versions. 

Along with the original The Tale of Kiều, the adapted versions have constantly “revived” 
the topic of “Tài tử Giai nhân” (Fine men and Beauteous women) which are very familiar in 
literary countries - the cultural area using Chinese ideograms. As a result, the inter-semiotic 
transformation from the verbal system to the non-verbal one is encoded into other semiotic 
systems, but the theme and subject of the “source text” The Tale of Kiều are still represented in 
virtually all the film and theatre adaptations. 

According to Linda Hutcheon, “Most theories of adaptation assume, however, that the 
story is the common denominator, the core of what is transposed across different media and 
genres, each of which deals with that story in formally different ways and, I would add, through 
different modes of engagement - narrating, performing, or interacting” (Hutcheon 10).  The epic 
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poem The Tale of Kiều, by its very nature, has some certain genre features, including Fine Men 
- Beatious Women - The Small-Minded motif, natural images, kỹ nữ (roughly prostitution), 
and the system of characters along with the lyrical lục bát verse (six-eight) However, compared 
to the original Kim Vân Kiều, on the one hand, Nguyễn Du retained the plot of the novel, but 
on the other hand, he constantly simplified and limited the coverage of actions and events that 
were meticulously described in the original. Therefore, long passages depicting close-up events 
in Kim Vân Kiều, Nguyễn Du only transform and transmute into lục bát verse in a condensed 
and compendious manner. The plot of Kim Vân Kiều manifests itself to be only the core, but 
the “flesh” created in the highly polished lục bát form by Nguyễn Du truly turns The Tale of 
Kiều into a masterpiece. 

When translating into a performance/showing, the problems related to content and form 
of The Tale of Kiều will be dominated by genre, cultural, age and stylistic codes and new 
expressive method. Thus, the adaptation of The Tale of Kiều is often associated with drastically 
reducing textual amount, dismantling and restructuring the source text, refining and retaining 
the thrilling, sensational, and spectacular climaxes that are soaked in “dramatic” and “cinematic” 
quality. However, these selected passages are also not allowed to be performed exactly the same 
on stage by adapters. Based on our survey of some adaptations from The Tale of Kiều to Cải 
lương, there are very few lines of verses that are kept intact in the scripts for actors. 

Investigation into a number of texts for cải lương and films, we conclude that adapters 
predominantly choose to keep the “core” and structural model: the meeting - the breakup - the 
reunion of The Tale of Kiều, and simultaneously dramatically reducing the events and details 
unprofitable/inappropriate for the transformation, limiting the supplement of main events. 
Some typical cải lương and films have “behaved” with adaptative materials The Tale of Kiều 
using the above method such as cải lương Kim Vân Kiều (1918, Trương Duy Toản); cải lương 
Trăng Thề Vườn Thúy (1973, Quy Sắc), cải lương film Vương Thúy Kiều (1988, directed by 
Nguyễn Bạch Tuyết), cải lương film Kim Vân Kiều (1924, directed by Famechon) and so on. 
On the one hand, simplifying details and events can meet special requirements of the stage 
genre - a synthetic art form which is, by nature, quite restricted in terms of acting time and 
space (adheres to the theater rule of three unities). On the other hand, this method helps to 
concentrate further on the dramatic and climactic episodes where the characters’ tragedy and 
its message are most clearly revealed. The benefit of this division, as noted by Kim Xuân, an 
actor who twice acted as Thúy Kiều onstage: “...the play can be deeply exploited into details, 
outpainting character traits, and promoting drama conflict. Concurrently, the main actor only 
has to live in a consistent mood.” (Kim Xuân 94) In general, most of plays tend to focus on the 
tragic destiny of Thúy Kiều which then becomes a red thread running through the whole story.

Translating Language and Characters

Nonetheless, when maintaining the plot only, the authors have to create many other stage 
and cinematic signs such as auditory signs (sounds, music) and visual signs (facial expressions, 
gestures, movements, masks, costumes, space, decorations, props, lighting). Based on a cải 
lương passage in Kim Vân Kiều, which describes Kim Trọng and Thúy Kiều meeting in Thúy 
garden, then getting engaged and making a vow to each other, we will analyze the process of 
inter-semiotic transferring in more detail. 
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In Kim Vân Kiều, when it comes to the form, director Nguyễn Bạch Tuyết still adheres 
to the structural model of the original but re-arranges the order of some sections to be suitable 
for performing. It can be clearly seen that in lieu of being an intra-linguistic or interlinguistic 
translation according to Jakobson’s notion, this is, in fact, an intersemiotic one. Because of 
shifting from the telling form to the performance/showing (from the print to performance), the 
typical strengths of verbal narration will be subject to some adjustments and transformations in 
the new form. is The adapters even conducted the process of dismantling the textual structure, 
choosing and arrange what has been adapted in a very subjective manner. Cinematic and theater 
adaptations of The Tale of Kiều are thence always at risk of being disordered, re-contextualized 
and re-arranged to shape appropriate texts, for both singing and acting. 

The Tale of Love’s lục bát verse being so profound, rhyming, and songful that can touch 
readers’ hearts seem to be almost entirely rejected in the adaptations onstage. When adapting 
performances/showings, the adapters have certainly implemented a thoroughly rigorous and 
subjective selection. The uniqueness, novelty, and skillfulness of lục bát verses all contribute to 
turn The Tale of Kiều into a pre-eminent literary masterpiece, compared to the source text Kim 
Vân Kiều by Thanh Tâm Tài Nhân which has been almost completely eliminated in movies and 
cải lương. The lục bát verse is almost not translated into cải lương film Kim Vân Kiều. Instead, 
the core content of lục bát verse is recreated and transformed into the lyrics and melody. For 
example, in The Tale of Kiều, verse segments from 243 to 260 and from 323 to 330 express 
Kim Trọng’s fond remembrances of Thúy Kiều. However, when translated into performance, 
this state of mind of Kim Trọng was transformed into cải lương lyrics and melody in accordance 
with the mood and circumstance of the characters. Undoubtedly, the lyrics of cải lương Kim 
Vân Kiều in general and this passage in particular, are relatively haunting, mellifluent, profound, 
rich in poetry especially when it is combined with melody. To a certain extent, it has more or less 
conveyed lyrical quality and Kim Trọng’s confidence as presented in the original text. Evidently, 
the transition to a new semiotic system with soulful lyrics along with the direct appearance 
of actors and actresses (gestures, manners, shapes, voices brings some certain esthetic effects 
and opens many interpretative possibilities. Besides, the lục bát verse itself of The Tale of Kiều 
has become an inspirational source for the adapters, making the cải lương lyrics and melodies 
romantic, polished and mellifluous. The elimination of lục bát verse in cải lương film Kim Vân 
Kiều is probably one of the most regretful but inevitable changes of the adaptation from The Tale 
of Kiều in particular, and some of Nôm epic poems in general (chữ Nôm - the vernacular chữ 
Nôm script of the Southerners, as opposed to the script of the “Northerners” or the Chinese). 
The reason could be that the verbal signs are unsuitable for staging and performing, and then 
are “encoded” into other nonverbal signs.  What is more, The Tale of Kiều encompasses a 
wide range of cultural, literary and historical điển tích andđiển cố (or classic references) that 
are relatively difficult to understand and utterly inappropriate in folkloric performances and 
staging/showing onstage and onscreen. Therefore, the transition will attempt to simplify and 
transmute the meaning of the lục bát verse in such an adaptable, perceptible, and singable way.

When appreciating The Tale of Kiều, readers will conjure up what is evoked in the poetic 
language, but in theatre and film texts, all the viewers’ feelings must be attached directly to 
characters in the flesh who are acting vividly onscreen or onstage. Moreover, the passages 
depicting nature - a type of character in The Tale of Kiều are almost rejected in the theatre script 
because of inevitable limits of stage decoration, which is challenging to convey the aesthetic 
meaning of this unique image/character. However, in terms of cinema, the expression of natural 
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images can be more or less fulfilled by the advancement of cinematography techniques that are 
unavailable to the theatre. Cải lương film Kim Vân Kiều was filmed primarily in the interior, so 
the natural scenery was very faint. 

Interior monologue is the outstanding art of The Tale of Kiều that is transformed into 
actions, gestures, carriage, outfits, voices, singing of the actors. The characters’ actions in the 
epic poem must be “dramatized” onstage with the most direct performance. The Tale of Kiều is 
inclined to express the characters’ mood, whereas the play and the film focus on the characters’ 
actions, by which convey the mood. Thus, language should be translated and performed directly 
via the semiotic system of lyrics, music, dialogues, facial expressions, voices, smiles, clothes, etc. 
This adaptation method is explicitly explained by the author of A Theory of Adaptation: 

 In the move from telling to showing, a performance adaptation must dramatize: 
description, narration, and represented thoughts must be transcoded into 
speech, actions, sounds, and visual images. Conflicts and ideological differences 
between characters must be made visible and audible.

  (Hutcheon 40)

Another noticeable feature is that the storyteller in The Tale of Kiều is an implied author who 
tells in the third person. This omniscient narrator has to fulfill his task of to both introducing, 
explaining, describing characters and landscape, commenting and analyzing, and simultaneously 
change his narrative point of view (outside/inside). However, when shifting to stage mode, the 
storyteller disappears to make room for the direct appearance of actors and actresses. There is 
nobody else except for characters who accomplish the mission of storytelling by themselves. 
The Tale of Kiều’s verses were transformed into cải lương songs, appropriate to sing, act, and 
communicate, thereby conveying more or less the content of the original text. 

Regarding the system of characters, the adaptation versions of The Tale of Kiều have 
partly “revived”: Fine Men - Beauteous Women - The Small-Minded. They appear directly 
and vividly with specific actions and personalities, leaving a deep impression on viewers. By 
way of illustration, cải lương film Kim Vân Kiều spotlights the image of Kim Trọng with the 
“gentlemanlike” and “graceful” appearance, who suffers from a sorrowful heart due to fond 
remembrance of Thúy Kiều, wandering in Thúy’s garden.

Besides, the subject, theme, and plot, character system is also one of the primary reasons 
why The Tale of Kiều has been adapted to the theater form the most. Remarkably, the character 
system in The Tale of Kiều is entirely commensurate with the complicated cast of đào, kép 
(actors and actresses) of cải lương film Kim Vân Kiều: đào chín, đào lẳng (Thúy Kiều, Thúy 
Vân, and Đạm Tiên); mụ ác (Tú Bà, Bạc Bà), mụ thiện (Buddhist nun Giác Duyên), kép văn 
(Kim Trọng), kép võ (Từ Hải), kép độc (Thúc Sinh), kép đểu (a mob of bailiffs, Mã Giám 
Sinh, Sở Khanh, Bạc Hạnh) (Tuấn Giang 316–320)... These đào, kép visually represent and 
re-generate the images of the source text. 

Concluding

The adaptation studies of The Tale of Kiều clarify the intercultural and intertextual 
relationship between the source text and the adapted versions. The case of The Tale of Kiều is a 
bright testimony of performing motifs, plot, and system of characters, themes, subjects not only 
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in East Asian cultural sphere (a group of countries and regions that were historically influenced 
by the Chinese culture) but also worldwide. However, it should be noted that the process of 
adaptation and reception is not invariably smooth, or even worse with full of disreputableness 
and dissidence. Because the adapted texts are always prone to be despised and compared to the 
original text, “terms like “infidelity,” “betrayal,” “deformation,” “violation,” “bastardization,” 
“vulgarization,” and “desecration” proliferate in adaptation discourse, each word carrying its 
specific charge of opprobrium.” (Stam 3) In general, the article merely analyzes briefly the 
characteristics of intersemiotic translation from epic poem to theatrical and cinematic forms 
through the case of cải lương film Kim Vân Kiều.
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At the Origin of the Khmer Melodic Percussion 
Ensembles or “From Spoken to Gestured Language”

Patrick Kersaléa

aCambodian Living Arts, Cambodia

Abstract 

Frescoes representing melodic percussion orchestras have recently appeared in the central 
sanctuary of the Angkor Wat temple. They prefigure two orchestras existing today in Cambodia: 
the pin peat and the kantoam ming. These two ensembles are respectively related to Theravada 
Buddhism ceremonies and funerary rituals in the Siem Reap area. They represent a revolution 
in the field of music because of their acoustic richness and their sound power, supplanting the 
old Angkorian string orchestras.

This project analyzes in detail the composition of the fresco sets and establishes a link with 
the structure of Khmer melodic percussion orchestras. The analysis of some graphic details, 
related to other frescoes and bas-reliefs of Angkor Wat, also makes it  possible to propose a 
dating.

The study embodies one of an anthropological ethnomusicology, while also incorporating 
a discourse analysis, so to frame the uncovering of new historiographers of music and 
instrumentation, so to re describe musical discourses, more so to shed new light on melodic 
percussion of Angkorian music.

Keywords: Khmer, Melodic percussion, Frescoes, Cambodia, Theravada Buddhism

Exceptional frescoes in Angkor Wat
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Frescoes representing orchestras have recently been spotted in the central sanctuary of 
Angkor Wat (bakan), one situated to the south and the other to the east 

The first one is complete but the second one only partial because of the degradation of the 
wall.

The first fresco was mentioned in an article published in 2014 by Noel Hidalgo Tan: “The 
hidden paintings of Angkor Wat”. The second stems from my own research.

These two discoveries are important in many ways:
• They highlight the antiquity of the melodic percussion in Cambodia, but also in Thailand 

and Laos.
• If most of the instruments, in their definitive or archaic form, were known by the bas-

reliefs of the northern gallery of Angkor Wat, their reunification into a coherent whole was 
hitherto unknown.

• The xylophones composing the contemporary Cambodian pin peat appear here for the first 
time in the history.

The Southern Orchestra
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The southern fresco must be read from left to right, like Khmer writing. The very 
attenuated original colors were enhanced thanks to a chromatic manipulation technique 

developed by myself. 

This fresco shows  eight instruments. From left to right: two gongs, two drums, a gong 
chime, a xylophone, an oboe, a trumpet. 

• Gongs: On the far left, a musician holds a mallet in his right hand. In front of him, two 
bossed gongs of different sizes are suspended inside a frame whose upper left part seems 
decorated.

• Drums: To the right of these two gongs, two barrel-shaped drums are placed horizontally, 
one behind the other. To the right of the drums stands the drum player. A vertical strip 
between his sarong and his conical headgear represents the playing stick(s).

• Gong chime: In the middle of the fresco, a gong chime with of eight gongs and two 
decorative elements in triangle at the ends. At the center of the instrument stands the 
musician with two mallets.

• Xylophone: The cradle-shaped instrument located to the right of the gong chime is obviously 
a xylophone. The probability of a metallophone with bronze or iron blades still present in 
contemporary pin peat orchestras must be excluded because of the cradle shape. Indeed, 
the heavy metal blades are always laid flat while those of xylophones, wood or bamboo, 
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follow the curved line of the soundbox. The ends seem to curl like scrolls. Above, we can 
distinguish the musician with two mallets. This is the first xylophone’s iconography in 
Cambodia.

• Oboe: On the right and partly above the xylophone, an oboe with an oblong pirouette 
similar to that of contemporary Khmer instruments, cut in a coconut shell.

• Trumpet: At the extreme right, a trumpet. The instrument, long and fine, ends in a conical 
bell. According to its shape, there is little doubt that this instrument must be metallic.

The Eastern Orchestra 

The eastern painting is very tainted. Unlike the southern one, it spreads out on a large 
section of wall facing east and simultaneously on a narrow return of angle facing north. The left 
part of the large panel is illegible. 

• Trumpet: On the extreme left, the trumpet is similar to that of the south panel, forming an 
angle of 45° with the axes of the ground and the wall. The pavilion is directed northward 
while the east panel turns to the west.

• Erased instrument(s): On the left of the gong chime, one sees the back of a musician’s 
clothes represented in profile. One or two instruments seem to have disappeared.

• Gong chime: It seems to have nine gongs. If we compare it graphically to the south one, 
the artist represented the gongs by a single round of color without distinction of the nipple. 
By comparing the representation of these two chimes with those of the north bas-reliefs of 
Angkor Wat, the counting of eight and nine gongs is corroborated.

• Xylophone: Its representation is in all respects similar to that of the south.
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• Barrel drum: To the right of the xylophone, we find the outline of a barrel-shaped drum 
similar to the Khmer skor sampho. The stand, if it existed, is not visible.

• “Long” drum: To the right of the barrel drum, a “long” drum. This type of instrument exists 
until now in some melodic percussion orchestras in Cambodia, Thailand and Laos. We call 
this drum simply a “long drum” because it could be cylindrical, slightly conical or like an 
elongated barrel-shaped. Typologies still vary.

• Oboe: Its representation is in all respects similar to that of the south.

Arrangement of the Instruments

The arrangement of the instruments is not the result of chance. From left to right, they 
structure the musical cycle, from the lowest to the highest and from the slowest to the fastest. 
The more highly pitched the instrument, the more notes it will generate. Given what is still 
known today with the Khmer pin peat ensemble, the xylophone plays the same time division 
as the gong chime, but allows a greater velocity and consequently cuts the time more deeply.

This symbolism is strong because it depicts the very structure of Khmer society. The low 
and rare voice is that of the patriarch or the king. The high and generous voice is that of the 
children or talkative, thus, the higher the voice flow is important the less the message will carry. 
Conversely, the rarer the speech, the more it is listened to. 

One or Two Orchestras?

Do these two paintings compose two orchestras or just one? Because these two orchestras 
are on two distinct walls oriented in two directions, one might think that they are two different 
sets. If we examine the instruments of the two frescoes, the cymbals that are present in all the 
orchestras since the pre-Angkorian era are lacking. In symbolism, they represent the heart of the 
orchestra hence the pulse. This is the reason for my search and I found that the cymbals between 
the two frescoes is in another wall facing north. 
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Decorative Band Under the Orchestra 

The decorative band under the southern orchestra (04) is also no coincidence. Seven 
symbolic flowers are visible but it is likely that there were eight at the origin. Each consists of 
four large petals and four small ones located respectively at the four cardinal points and the four 
intermediate directions. Each flower is framed with a black line. They probably represent a kind 
of symbolic score of musical temporality. The large petals represent the main sequence of the 
cycle underlined by the gongs, the temporal mark of the drums. If it is true that eight flowers 
existed, it could indicate that the music was structured over eight cycles or a combination of 
eight. The music of the kantoam ming funeral orchestra is played according to the structure of 
each of these flowers. Each cycle repeats indefinitely in funerals ceremonies.

The Painter and Dating

There is no doubt that the author of these two frescoes is the same person. One can conclude 
that this artist is probably at the origin of numerous paintings spread over the whole temple of 
Angkor Wat.

These paintings could be dated according to the nature of a sailboat present in the collection 
of the frescoes of Angkor Wat. It could be a Dutch ship of the 16th century. Further research is 
needed to confirm this.

From Spoken to Gesture Language 

Because CALA is a congress of linguistics, I will now address a question the transmission of 
knowledge and the message through spoken/singing or gestured.

What we know today about the instrumental music of kantoam ming and pin peat, the 
two melodic percussion orchestras of Cambodia, is that the songs are at the origin of the 
instrumental melodies. The songs are first a kind of discourse. Nowadays we can consider two 
phases in Cambodia: a construction phase and a deconstruction phase. 
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1. The construction phase
 a. In Cambodia to create song, at the beginning there is an idea expressed first by words and 

second by singing.
 b. Each song is transposed on melodic musical instruments in which we can recognize the 

original melody.
 b. But this melody, as a sculpture, is ornamented with aesthetic elements stemming from a 

global tradition of cultural know-how, but also through individualized practices belonging 
to each music master.

2. The deconstruction phase
During the revolution of the last quarter of the 20th century, the Khmer Rouge eliminated 

almost all intellectuals and musicians. Before this revolution, the music masters were generally 
able to associate the music of the pin peat or kantoam ming’s repertoire to a song and to sing 
the lyrics. After the revolution, the youth essentially learned due to a technique specific of the 
Khmer: the kinesthetic memory, the memory of the movement. 

Indeed, teachers teach by physical contact with their student, 
for example by holding his arms and moving them according to the notes to play.

In Conclusion

In conclusion, we are witnessing the passage from a spoken to that a gestured language whose 
musical rendering is similar, that is to say a song embellished with aesthetic exogenous elements 
to the melody itself. If we have attached our example to the recent Khmer Rouge revolution, 
such processes have always existed throughout the world and history: the deep meaning is lost 
but the form remains.

So, if one wishes to know what music was played on the instruments depicted in Angkor 
Wat, one will answer that the general structure and aesthetics of the music of the time and that 
of today are close. The melodic music and its arrangements have transcended the original words, 
whether the language is Old, Middle or Modern Khmer.
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Methodology in Accent Perception Studies: A Review 
Roshni Rahejaa

aSymbiosis School for Liberal Arts, India

Abstract 

Research in the field of Language Attitudes and Social Perceptions have proven associations 
between a speaker’s accent, and listener’s perceptions of various aspects of their identity – 
intelligence, socio-economic background, race, region of origin, friendliness, etc. This paper 
seeks to critically analyze the methodology and theories in the field of accent perception 
through a review of existing research literature across various disciplines that have studied it. 
After reviewing Social Identity Theory, Prototype theory, and theories regarding Ethnolinguistic 
identity, it points out various knowledge gaps and limitations of methodologies previously 
used. It then studies the implications for future research, in various domains, proposing a new 
theoretical paradigm using mixed methods studies.

Keywords: accent, social perception, multicultural environments, verbal communication, social 
cognition, interdisciplinary studies

Introduction

Interpersonal interactions and evaluations in social settings depend on a multitude of 
factors – socio-economic status, friendliness, education level, race, even individual history and 
background. The perceptions of these characteristics occur through various ways, a major marker 
for which is often verbal communication. Research shows that it takes only 10-15 seconds 
of speech for a listener to assess and build an entire profile for any given speaker (Entwistle 
1970). Within language itself, there are multiple variables that affect the processing of speech, 
which have contributed to the vast amount of experimental research on the factors influencing 
perceptions, and information perceived. Accent is the most studied of these language behaviours, 
as it is generally considered the most socially significant (Cargile 2000). The disciplines of 
Sociolinguistics, Social Psychology, Linguistic Anthropology, Social Cognition, and Culture 
Studies have proven associations between a speaker’s accent, and a listener’s perceptions of 
various aspects of their identity. This process of ‘profiling’ has additionally been studied to 
result in discrimination, in various social contexts where verbal communication is of great 
importance, such as education environments, during recruitment, political speech perception, 
over-the phone-based occupations (e.g. call centres), etc.

 Background

In Sociolinguistics, an accent is defined as a loose bundle of prosodic and segmental features 
distributed over geographic and/or social space (Lippi-Green 1997). Accents are different forms 
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of a language spoken by sub-groups that can be differentiated by phonological features – such 
as rhythm, pitch, prosody, etc. (Holmes 1992). There are different kinds of accents based on 
their origin – native (an accent in one’s first language) or non-native (features of L1 that appear 
on the second language) speech. These are further divided into regional, social class, or ethnic, 
based on the source of the variations, and deviations from other spoken forms.

A non-native accent is a salient characteristics of people from other countries who come to 
live, work, or study in a host country that identifies the concerned person as non-native born 
(Derwing and Munro 2009; Moyer 2004), serving as a cue that one is a non-native speaker of 
the language (Kinzler, Dupoux and Spelke 2007) and, by extension, lacks fluency regardless of 
actual competence (Lindemann 2002). Although there is no exact figure of immigrants in the 
world speaking with non-native accents, it is likely that a substantial number does. Furthermore, 
globalization also increases the frequency of contact between those who speak a language natively 
and those who do not, in business, academic, and leisure settings (Cheng 1999).

The concept of “Standard accents” within a given country, are decided based on consensus 
of those in power and majority in academic spaces. (Lippi-Green 1997) Usually, accents of 
the educated upper classes are perceived as more desirable, prestigious, and pleasant than 
nonstandard, lower-class, or ethnic accents (Cargile et al. 1994; Edwards 1999; Lippi-Green 
1997), which can be linked to various anthropological theories – such as that of the ‘habitus’ 
and the constant restructuring of social structures owing to various power dynamics that are at 
play, with reference to the possession of social and cultural capital (Foucault 1980) (Bourdieu 
1979). An accent is a metonym for a larger cultural group, and the characteristics associated 
with it.

Review of Theories and Corresponding Methodology

In the study of accents, the incitement to discourse (Foucault 1980) was in the form of 
observed incidences of prejudice – through racism and classism, sparked by interactions in 
multicultural populations. In the early 1960s, Labov’s proposed theoretical paradigm of 
variational sociolinguistics, proved for the first time in a systematic and empirical way, that 
linguistic variation may be socially significant. (Kristiansen 2001). Labov was able to demonstrate 
that linguistic variation is socially stratified such that the use of pronunciation features correlates 
with social class, ethnicity, etc. in regular patterns. Following Labov, many scholars conducted 
experiments in various communities, and interpreted their findings in terms of social groups 
using linguistic variants as markers of social identity.

In non-laboratory settings, methods such as phone interviews for recruitment (Kalin and 
Rayko 1978; Matsuda 1991; Nguyen 1993) or housing applications, (Zhao, Ondrich and 
Yinger 2006) and content analysis of advertisements and articles, and legal proceedings (Kalin 
and Rayko 1978; Matsuda 1991; Nguyen 199; Frumkin 2007; Lippi-Green 1994)  were used 
to identify social perceptions of specific accents. These studies found that non-natively accented 
speakers were more likely to be assigned by potential employers to lower status positions than 
those with standard accents (Bradac and Wisegarver 1984; Kalin and Rayko 1978). Davila, 
Bohara and Saenz (1993) found that in the United States Mexican employees with a non-
English accent received lower earnings, independently of language proficiency. In a recent 
survey across 26 European Union countries (excluding Cyprus; European Commission 2008), 
34% of a representative sample of respondents believed that a job candidate’s “way of speaking, 
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his or her accent” (26) would put him or her at disadvantage compared to an equally qualified, 
standard accented candidate. 

Formulated by social psychologists Tajfel and Turner in 1970-80, social identity theory 
introduced identity as a way to explain intergroup behaviour. The central hypothesis is that 
group members of an in-group seek to find negative aspects of an out-group, thus enhancing 
their self-image. They proposed three mental processes involved in evaluation as “us” or “them”. 
1: Categorization – classification of environment for understanding and identification, to 
define appropriate behaviour in different situations and contexts. Stephen Tylor’s Cognitive 
Anthropology paradigm discusses these categories as ‘schemas’ (1962). 2: Social identification, 
where “the part of an individual’s self-concept which derives knowledge of social group 
membership with the emotional significance attached to that membership” is established. The 
final stage, social comparison, refers to the tendency to compare groups, once categorization 
and identification with a group occurs. To maintain self-esteem, the group needs to compare 
favourably with other groups. An accent is a linguistic indicator of group membership, and a 
person’s response is representative of their feelings towards both their own and the speaker’s 
groups. Then, prototype theory was conceptualized, alongside an emphasis on stereotypes by 
the 1990s. Stereotypes are popular, but imprecise characterizations of speech as used by groups 
- a single characteristic being perceived as representative of a larger group and its  characteristics. 
Linguistic stereotypes, then, were linguistically imprecise perceptions, but useful for laymen; 
if structured and reduced bundles of markers are associated with particular social groups, 
suggesting the foundations of ethnolinguistic identity (Kristiansen 2001). Additionally, cognitive 
psychology shows that interactions ‘use up’ cognitive resources. Studies that have investigated 
the veracity of a resource depletion account of the impairment of inhibitory task performance 
after interracial contact have found that self-regulatory demands lead to resource depletion, 
which becomes the likely mechanism underlying the impairment of cognitive functioning 
after interracial dyadic interactions. (Richeson and Trawalter 2005), implying activation of 
availability heuristics, enhancing stereotyping.

The findings of practical-context experiments were followed by laboratory experiments, 
where variables could be manipulated. Wallace Lambert’s Matched-Guise technique, involving 
a single speaker recording all versions of a message used in an experimental design, was used 
for decades to come. This ensured the two versions of speech would only differ in the accent or 
dialect, and variations in speaker-related factors (speech rate, pitch, rhythm, etc) were controlled 
for. Language attitude studies conducted in Western Nations (Cargile, et al. 1994; Cargile and 
Bradac 2001) indicate that speakers’ accents and regional dialects are associated with variations 
in listeners’ evaluations of speakers on (a) status, and (b) solidarity dimensions. Overall, research 
indicates that the accent or dialect of a dominant group in a society is evaluated more positively 
on the status dimension but less positively on the solidarity dimension than the accent or dialect 
of less dominant groups (e.g., Nesdale and Rooney 1990; Cargile, et al. 1994; Cargile and 
Bradac 2001). In addition to listeners’ evaluative reactions on the two above-noted dimensions, 
Ryan (1979) suggests that language attitudes might include specific situation-dependent aspects 
as well. Several researchers (e.g., Cargile and Bradac 2001) agree that listeners’ reactions to 
language reflect not only on the language stimulus but also on the perceived social attributes of 
a speaker, e.g., sex, ethnicity, or nationality. 

The matched guise technique gradually lost favour amongst researchers, owing to a 
preference for authentic audio samples. Although the alternative, the “verbal guise” technique 
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has been criticized for a potential lack of control over the variations in paralinguistic features, 
e.g., pitch, tone, and voice quality, across speakers, it had the important advantage of employing 
natural rather than feigned accents which might only represent the speaker’s stereotypes (e.g., 
Gallois and Callan 1981; Nesdale and Rooney 1990; Podberesky, et al. 1990).

Eagly, Ashmore, Makhijani, and Longo (1991) asserted that individuals’ evaluative beliefs 
about others are made with respect to at least six major evaluative dimensions: (a) Social 
Competence, (b) Intellectual Competence, (c) Concern for Others,(d) Integrity and honesty; 
(e) Adjustment, and (f ) Potency.When tested in laboratory experiments in the United States, it 
was seen that groups identified as non-stigmatized (e.g. Lippi-Green 1997) were rated positively 
(e.g. France, Germany), at least on correctness; groups described as stigmatized (Mexico, Japan, 
China, India) were rated as less correct. In general, it is observed that countries whose non-
native English was most familiar, that rated positively have had comparatively favourable 
relationships with the US during the respondents’ lifetimes, and do not have large populations 
of recent immigrants in the US. Although a given country tended to have similar average scores 
for correct, friendly, and pleasant, there are a few cases where there is a clear differences. Ratings 
for Russian and German English on pleasant and friendly are markedly lower than their ratings 
for correct. (Lindemann 2005) The split was highest for Germany, which rated fairly high on 
correct and below the median on pleasant and friendly; in contrast, all were low for Russia. 
While the high correctness rating for German English is consistent with the generally non-
stigmatized status of Western Europeans’ English, the lower ratings on pleasant and friendly 
are consistent with some stereotypes of Germans, especially those associated with War films. 
(Lippi-Green 1997) Overall, participants favoured speakers who shared their accent (in-group 
bias) or were ‘non-accented’.

Theorists were able to link these results with socio-political context as the cause for 
stereotype activation. (Lindemann 2005, 2003), with the lowest-rated cluster including Asian 
countries, Eastern Europe and the Middle East. As with Alfaraz’s (2002) findings for Miami 
Cubans’ ratings of pre-Revolution and post-Revolution Cuban Spanish, political factors clearly 
play a role in these ratings, as many countries in this group are easily classified in terms of 
political relationships with the US than in terms of recent immigrant groups. Several have had 
poor relations with the US within the respondents’ lifetimes, including former communist bloc 
countries, Iran, Iraq, North Korea, Vietnam, and Afghanistan. Egypt also fared slightly better 
than other Middle Eastern countries that are well known to US students as fundamentalist 
(Iran, Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia) or long out of favour with the US (Iraq).

In fact, experimental studies demonstrated that often it is the perception of an accent, 
not the accent per se, that leads to negative evaluations of accented speakers. (Rubin 1992; 
Rubin and Smith 1990). For example, in Rubin’s (1992) study participants listened to the same 
lecture but saw a photo of either an Asian or a Caucasian instructor. Those who saw an Asian 
instructor believed that they had heard an accented speech and performed worse on a lecture 
comprehension task, supporting the hypothesis that prejudice rather accent was responsible for 
issues with comprehensibility (Munro and Derwing 1995; Rubin 1992).

Finally, it was discovered that it is possible to be aware of a stereotype – and stereotype 
threat, which leads to modification of behaviour to avoid conforming to expectations is a prime 
example of this (Shih, Pittinsky and Geoffrey 2011). On these social psychology-based tasks, 
a participant could answer differently from how they actually felt, which throws the validity 
of the entire experiment design into question. With advances in the fields of Anthropology, 
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Sociology and Cognitive Neuropsychology, there have been shift in ideologies associated with 
validity and reliability of experimental design. Over the last decade, research has evolved to 
include different methods of studying cognitive processes, specifically through the measurement 
of observable behaviours rather than surveys/opinion rating by participants. The field of social 
cognition has taken this approach, through various studies on accent-related behaviour in 
interactive situations.

Some studies have begun to focus on affective reactions as well as cognitive reactions, 
including Mood indicator questionnaires along with the cognitive assessments. (Hosoda 2007). 
These studies found a high correlation between affective and cognitive responses in the perception 
and judgment of any accent group. Lindemann’s 2002 attitude-interaction studies on Korean 
and American undergraduate students take this further, using mixed methods to assess attitudes 
(combined cognitive and affective responses) towards an accented speaker – and consequently, 
their ability to complete a collaborative task with a member of the accent group, after which 
participants evaluated the success of their performance. It was found that those assessed as having 
negative attitudes toward Koreans used strategies that problematized their partners’ utterances, 
or avoidant strategies during the task. All participants were successful except where the native 
English speaker used avoidance strategies, suggesting that the relationship between attitude and 
comprehension is mediated by the native speaker’s choice of strategies. (Lindemann 2002).

The Kinzler lab at UChicago and Cornell University is an example of a completely empirical, 
non-opinion-based methodology. The lab studies children rather than adults, providing insight 
into the development of social attitudes, through testing a limited range of behaviours using 
a forced choice design. Their studies generally involve an infant being presented with a choice 
between two accented-speaker options in any scenario. The speaker options were generally 
racially ambiguous with familiar or foreign accents. These studies provide evidence that children 
evaluate others based on both their accent and their actions, proving that children view accent 
as an important marker of identity, providing the impetus for future research on children’s 
reasoning about nationality. Research with adults and older children suggest that people become 
attuned to linguistic status and cultural stereotypes about the meaning of different accents 
(Giles and Billings 2004). Kinzler notes that studies of how and whether children’s age and 
exposure to diverse social experiences guide their beliefs about nationality will be interesting 
areas for future inquiry (2007).

Knowledge Gap:

With a growing need for interdisciplinary approaches to phenomena in social spaces, mixed-
methods research is gaining momentum. It is impossible to study accent perception without 
analysing the social status and history of both parties, as well as their group membership. 

Rivers’ study on Japanese students in 2011 began with a study of the conception of the 
self, culture and nationhood in Japan – explaining that it is closely linked to language and 
linguistic prestige, given the country’s historical relationships with other nations.(Miller 1977; 
Aso and Amano 1978). The study assessed the attitudinal responses of a group of Japanese 
university freshmen towards accented English speech across nine evaluative criteria, to study 
language appraisals of English speakers of Western, Japanese and other Asian nationalities 
respectively. Rivers contends that the native English speech samples were afforded a kind of 
quasi-ingroup status among the Japanese students, while the non-native Asian speech samples 
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were positioned firmly within a distant outgroup category, and contextualizes this result to 
intercultural relationships and exposure to foreigners in light of English Language Teaching in 
Japan. (River 2011)

Susan Boyd, in the other hand took up a different approach in her study of perceptions of 
non-native teachers in Swedish schools. She aimed to study  the covariance of perceived degree 
of foreign accents with attitudes towards a speaker’s language skill in general, and towards their 
professional skill, as has been found in other studies (Lippi-Green 1994, 1997), She first describes 
the Swedish job market for teachers,and then moves on to conducting teaching competency 
evaluations with school administrators (principals, etc.) and pupils (who will directly interact 
with the teachers, and are dependent on their competency for academic success.) The student 
group was also informally interviewed regarding their answers. It was concluded that judgments 
of accentedness and of language proficiency play an important role in the exclusion of foreigners 
from qualified employment, as noted in studies in the US as well. (Lippi-Green 1994, 1997; Sato 
1991). Despite this, however, it was found that pupils were more open-minded and empathetic 
in their judgments, which Boyd attributes to their greater exposure to a multicultural world, 
given Sweden’s history. The use of the Swedish language expands studies on English accents to 
other languages, indicating a universal psychological mechanism.

One of the key concerns noted in these studies is the problematic task of attempting to 
define linguistic nativity (Kachru1982, 1986; Paikeday 1985; Rampton 1990; Davies 1991; 
Cook 1999). For example, Yano (2001) suggests that many fluent English speakers of English 
variants such as Singaporean, Philippine and Nigerian English often believe themselves to be 
native-English speakers, albeit outside the Western English speaking world. More integrative 
perspectives have promoted ‘English as an International Language’ (EIL) (e.g. Graddol 1996; 
McKay 2002; Bolton 2004), which assigns an equal status to all Englishes regardless of where 
they originate, while others have focused on ‘English as a Global Language’ (Gnutzmann 1999; 
Crystal 2003), ‘World English’ (Brutt-Griffler 2002), and ‘English as a medium of Intercultural 
Communication’ (Meierkord 1996). Perhaps the most significant development during the past 
decade has been the attention given to ‘English as Lingua Franca’ (ELF) (e.g. Seidlhofer 2004; 
Jenkins 2006, 2007), proposed as a means of referring to communication in English between 
speakers “who share neither a common native tongue nor a common (national) culture, and for 
whom English is the chosen foreign language of communication” (Firth 1996: 240).

A good example of this would be in countries with a history of colonialism. In India, for 
instance, there are not only a myriad of distinct regional languages and corresponding accents, 
but it is also a region where British colonialism lasted for nearly two centuries, and involved 
many social, legal and educational reforms that still persist today. In a country like Japan, 
retention of native language has been studied to be closely linked with identity and nationalism 
(Amano 1978), however, this is not the case in India, where access to education in English is 
linked with socio-economic status, and the perceptions of non-english, or ‘vernacular’ speakers 
is not necessarily favourable – a trait often associated with the idea of a ‘colonial hangover’. 
Can individuals who have learnt English right from their birth be classified as native speakers? 
If so, do the various regional accents on English have the same status and regional American or 
regional British accents? Is it possible to even have a single standardized Indian accent? These 
remain to be answered, as the existing theoretical paradigms are independently inadequate to 
study such a case. They  therefore must be modified and upgraded to account for the various 
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factors affecting any region today, especially given the effects of globalization and glocalization 
– such as those proposed by the World Culture Theory, convergence and divergence. (Boli 
Ramirez, 1981)

Implications for future research

This paper has aimed to summarize and review the various methods and theories that have 
been conceptualized until now. Having evaluated the validity of these methods in a present 
day context, it is possible to identify some of key techniques required to adequately study any 
accent, or perceptions of it, through a combination of methods from Anthropology, Psychology 
and Linguistics.

The ideal exploratory study would first have to isolate an area of interest, in terms of region, 
specific accents, participant background, and context in which the interaction between the 
speaker and listener must occur. The process of choosing the accents should be supported by 
an ethnographic study of the socio-cultural scenario of the group to which the participants 
and speakers belong to respectively, along with an understanding of the historical relationship 
between the two groups. The purpose of this ethnography would be to identify the general 
perceptions and attitudes held by each group towards the other. (e.g the South of India may not 
have a specific opinion about the North East, but most certainly has one about the Northern 
regions).

After this, the context of the interaction would have to be established, which would in turn 
determine the parameters of evaluation. In case of an educational setting, a teacher’s intelligibility 
and affability is important, whereas for the recruitment of candidates for an administrative 
job, other personality traits are far more relevant. Once the position to be filled is identified, 
objective measures of competency in this context may be identified. 

A social cognition-based experiment would be designed based on these parameters, that 
enable measurement of observable behaviours so as to accurately estimate the corresponding 
cognitive process. The voice samples recorded should account for variations in sex, rate and 
fluency, and would have to be verified by a linguist, to confirm that the deviations from a 
standard pronunciation, and the degree of this deviation is maintained to be constant. Statistical 
models would be used to establish correlations and regression models between the variables 
studied.

Additionally, an individual linguistic profile will need to be constructed for each participant, 
to identify specific background for their responses. This would be based on education, language 
and class/or equivalent social marker. This would be done through interviews, using semi-
structured questionnaires and detailed descriptions of the participants’ responses and behaviour 
during the discussion.

The combined analysis of ethnographic, experimental and interview data would be used to 
prove or disprove hypotheses, or rather, identify the attitudes to various accents, as well as the 
reason for these attitudes. By contextualising the participants’ previous exposure to the accent 
and the group it comes from, their specific perceptions can be put into further context.

The findings from these studies can then be used to shape policies that aim at countering 
prejudice and reducing animosity between cultural groups – through the development of legal 
processes, and cultural sensitization programs, which will aid the processes of globalization and 
glocalization in a smoother fashion - which is the need of the hour in today’s world as it exists, 
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driven by technology and constantly in cultural flux.
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The Three Stage Digital Evolution of Linguistic 
Humans

Kumon Tokumarua

aDigital Linguist

Abstract 

Digital Linguistics (DL) is an interdisciplinary study that identifies human language as a 
digital evolution of mammal analog vocal sign communications, founded on the vertebrate 
spinal sign reflex mechanism [Tokumaru 2017 a/b, 2018 a/b/c/d]. Analog signs are unique 
with their physical sound waveforms but limited in number, whilst human digital word signs 
are infinite by permutation of their logical property, phonemes. The first digital evolution 
took place 66,000 years ago with South African Neolithic industries, Howiesons Poort, when 
linguistic humans acquired a hypertrophied mandibular bone to house a descended larynx for 
vowel accented syllables containing logical properties of phonemes and morae. Morae made 
each syllable distinctive in the time axis and enabled grammatical modulation by alternately 
transmitting conceptual and grammatical syllables. The sign reflex mechanism is an unconscious 
self-protection and life-support mechanism, operated by immune cell networks inside the 
ventricle system. DL identified cellular and molecular structures for the sign (=concept) device as 
a B lymphocyte (or, in other words, Mobile Ad-Hoc Networking Neuron), connects to sensory, 
conceptual and networking memories, which consist of its meanings [Table 1]. Its antibodies 
can network with antigens of CSF-Contacting Neurons at the brainstem reticular formation 
and of Microglia cells at the neocortex [Figure 1]. It is plausible that the 3D structure of the 
antigen molecule takes the shape of word sound waveform multiplexing intensity and pitch, 
and that specifically pairing the antibody molecule consists of three CDRs (Complementality 
Defining Regions) in the Antibody Variable Region network with the logic of dichotomy and 
dualism. As sign reflex deals with survival issues such as food, safety and reproduction, it is 
stubborn, passive and inflexible: It does not spontaneously look for something new, and it is not 
designed to revise itself. These characteristics are not desirable for the development of human 
intelligence, and thus are to be overcome. All the word, sensory and network memories in the 
brain must be acquired postnatally through individual learning and thought. The reason and 
intelligence of humans depend on how correctly and efficiently humans learn new words and 
acquire appropriate meanings for them.

Keywords: Digital evolution, digital Linguistics, sign reflex mechanisms

Introduction: Laryngeal Descent, Literacy and Group Theory

Digital Linguistics is an interdisciplinary study that identifies human language as a digital 
evolution of mammal analog vocal sign communications, founded on the vertebrate spinal sign 
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reflex mechanism. Analog signs are unique with their physical sound waveforms but limited in 
number, whilst human digital word signs are infinite by permutation of their logical property, 
phonemes. The author identifies the birth of linguistic humans at the time of the laryngeal 
descent, which provided vowel accented syllables containing logical properties of phonemes and 
morae, to 66KA (thousand years ago) on the southern coastline of South Africa at the beginning 
of the Howiesons Poort industry. 

Linguistic humans spent more than 60KY (thousand years) without recording their system 
and in 5KA, cuneiform was invented in Mesopotamia. In the brain with orthography, written 
text is automatically translated into speech voice. A character set comprises long lasting syllables 
which can be shared in a geographic zone and over generations. A civilization is a linguistic 
phenomenon of linguistic humans. At the end of their biological life, they can write their 
accumulated knowledge with a character set, so that subsequent generations can share their 
thoughts and experiences to develop further. This linguistic phenomenon enabled rapid and 
serial innovations which we call civilization. 

In the 21st century, text has become available in electronic form, which is interactive against 
keyword search. It is time for linguistic humans to be equipped with logic of group theory for 
conceptual operation to cope with a flood of information of an uncertain quality and reliability.   

Stage-1: Laryngeal Descent and Phonemic/Moraic Syllable Production
In Middle Stone Age (MSA) of South Africa, Still Bay (SB) and Howiesons Poort (HP) make 

up two outstanding Neolithic industries. The starting and ending ages for SB were estimated 
as 71.9 and 71.0 ka and, for HP 64.8 ka to 59.5 ka. SB and HP emerged along the southern 
coastline of the African continent. The representative cave for SB is Blombos Cave, and those 
for HP are the Klasies River Mouth Caves.

Amongst the artefacts unearthed from HP, there were types of tools which were only known 
from ‘advanced’ Upper rather than Middle Palaeolithic sites in Europe, and the stratigraphic 
position (65-59 KA) of Howiesons Poort was highlighted by the excavation of the Klasies River 
Mouth main site (Wurz 1999). This time-reversal has not been fully discussed and analyzed, as 
it requires a Copernican turn from a Eurocentric perspective.  

The commencement of Still Bay, 71.9 KA, coincides with the Toba volcanic winter. The 
Still Bay area is on a shallow beach. Klasies River Mouth Caves are located at a few hundred 
kilometers east of Still Bay, where the waves are high and strong enough to make extremely large 
caves at the mergence of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. It is remarkable that the HP artefacts 
contain engraved ostrich eggshell containers. This sudden augmentation in the precision and 
sophistication of artefacts at SB/HP indicates that there was a critical technological and cultural 
breakthroughs at the beginning of SB/HP periods, one of which was probably language. This 
development of Neolithic industries in SB/HP corresponds with a two-stage development of 
logical properties in voice, by virtue of phonemes to generate an infinite number of word signs 
and moraic accents to make individual syllables distinguishable over a time line. Owing to 
accents, word signs and grammatical syllables can be transmitted alternately without any marks, 
which enabled dualistic grammatical modulation of adjacent word signs (Tokumaru 2018).
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Table 1. Digital Evolution in Physical and Logical Layers

Digital Evolution in Body/Brain and Physical 
Properties (Reconfiguration) Digital Breakthrough

1. Laryngeal descent: Supra-Laryngeal Vocal Tract
Phonemic word sign reflex (PHY) Infinite Word Signs

1) Mora (monaural audition of mother tongue) (LOG) Grammatical Processing

2. Literacy Orthographic memory

1) Character Set for Long Duration (PHY) Time and Space Sharing to yield 
Civilization

2) (in very low noise environment with repetitive  
thought operations) (LOG) True Scientific Concepts

3. Group Theory Conceptual Operation   

    
1) Electronic Form for Interactive Sylllables (PHY) keyword Search and Electric Transfer

2)
(Access to multi-disciplinary information to be 
integrated by true concepts, activating bodily 
immune system to increase learning ability)

LOG) Forward Error Correction of 
Linguistic Information and reconfiguration of 
consciousness by Overcoming vertebrate Sign 
Reflex Restrictions

Group theory is prerequisite for correct conceptual operations

Stage-2: Literacy and Character Set 
If the laryngeal descent had taken place 66 KA, linguistic humans had spent more than 60 

thousand years without any external recording system. Then the first character set, cuneiform, 
was invented 5KA in Mesopotamia, a very vast flat land, where earth and sand sediments filled 
the sea between the Eurasia and Gondwana continents (Figure-2). 

The size of land was beyond the perception of humans, and some form of recording system 
was needed for taxation. It can be concluded that the character set was not autopoietically 
invented like grammar. And, it was not the brain mechanism of linguistic humans which 
required or needed to have an external memory system. It was invented to correspond to the 
administrative requirements of dynasty to govern unimaginably vast areas, and only those who 
had gone through special training could read and write. These people probably had not foreseen 
that a character set should help develop a civilization. 
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A civilization is a linguistic phenomenon of linguistic humans. At the end of their biological 
life, they can write their accumulated knowledge with a character set, so that subsequent 
generations can share their thoughts and experiences. This linguistic phenomenon enabled 
rapid and serial innovations which we call Civilization. The character set and knowledge of 
orthography provided linguistic humans with an extended external memory system which could 
be shared and passed on. Civilization can be defined as the “time and space where members can 
share linguistic information such as law, literature, science, technology, etc. thanks to a character 
set and literacy, and can improve on this through the generations,” which is a macroscopic 
definition. Or, another definition can be as follows: “In a civilization, a person is expected to 
learn what the precedent generations have achieved and go beyond them,” as a microscopic 
definition. In our civilizations, modern humans became immortal by inheriting and improving 
on common intelligence.

The critical importance of characters, literacy, orthography, education, dictionaries, social 
equality, social stability (= peace) in civilization has been overlooked: Civilization is not industrial 
or materialistic, but complex linguistic phenomena. Civilization started around 5 KA in vast river 
valley regions such as the Tigris-Euphrates, Nile, Indus-Ghanga and Yellow River. To date, it has 
been universally assumed that such civilizations invented their own character sets. But precisely 
speaking, it is the opposite: The invention of such characters gave birth to separate civilizations, 
by enabling the sharing and handing down of knowledge. Thanks to documentation and the 
dissemination of knowledge through reading, linguistic humans acquired logical immortality 
in the accumulated knowledge over generations. In this way, civilizations transformed a dugout 
into a luxury ocean liner and a fire into signal into communication satellites.
 
Stage-3: Group Theory as Logic for Conceptual Operation

In the 21st century, much linguistic information is available in interactive electronic form. 
If we put some keywords into Google or other search engines, within seconds they list the 
relevant linguistic information, which can be immediately accessed, downloaded or converted 
into speech voice. The Open Public Access Catalog (OPAC) of libraries indicates which libraries 
hold the books we need (even down to the exact shelf location) and we can find new and 
secondhand books on the web to be paid with by credit card.

A lot of copyright free books, scientific papers and useful linguistic information provided 
by public organizations as well as private companies and individuals can be downloaded as PDF 
files free of charge. We can access them with our smart phone or laptops from anywhere in the 
world. It is necessary to establish methods to cope with a flood of information of an uncertain 
quality and reliability.

At the time of receiving information, receivers should identify the reliable information source, 
and examine if it is authentically presented as the original author desired, and if the author is 
honest to and responsible for their written words. To become familiar with the author’s style, 
their other books and papers, biography or autobiography, oral history and manuscripts, etc. 
should also be referred to. Their contemporaries’ witness and literature, i.e. the autobiography 
of the author’s spouse, oral history of his colleagues, etc., may also provide useful information. 
When the authenticity of the text is confirmed, readers can hear the authentic speech voice of 
the authors (Tokumaru 2018).

Reading a book and understanding it is not an easy task. In general, authors are much more 
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knowledgeable than readers. Readers tend to feel that authors are geniuses, and to swallow their 
words without evaluation and understanding. It is necessary for readers to demystify authors, 
treat them as ordinary people, and trace their step-by-step learning, thinking and speaking 
process.

Readers are expected to read the author’s text repetitively and intensively so that readers can 
share the prejudice, experiment, experimental results, thoughts, unsolved problems, guessing, 
surprises, etc. of the author. Readers must identify themselves with authors, as author-self, 
and must overcome errors in premises, experimental methods, observation and arguments, etc. 
Readers should verify the reversibility of an author’s idea by investigating the authors’ deeds 
and words, back and forward. Without fully understanding the author’s knowledge and way of 
thinking, readers cannot detect the authors’ errors and correct them. 

Authors are responsible for providing all the necessary information to verify what they 
claim, and they must be honest and faithful to the fact. Source coding error correction can only 
be made against the works of honest authors, who respect to the written text. If only authors 
are honest, contradictions or inconsistency in the text may have meanings to better understand 
the overall situation. 

Readers must carefully read the text word by word and must read between the lines to 
confirm the author’s honesty in their literary style, consistency and careful wording, and clear 
and ambitious purpose, etc. Text written or transmitted by unreliable and dishonest authors 
may be set aside without reading.

Piaget noted, ‘’Logic is the mirror of thought, and not vice versa.’’ (1947). The dynamic level 
of human intelligence depends on the in-brain logical circuit for conceptual sign processing. 
And, as we are born innocent or ‘’tabula rasa,’’ we need to construct this logic for linguistic 
processing postnatally as efficiently and as precisely as possible. Here, the author proposes to 
define “word sign” and “concept” rigorously as it features the difference of applied logic: “Word 
sign” is “an in-brain cellular device equipped with a word sign sound receptor, networking with 
sensory and other word memories with a logic of 1-to-1.”  

“Concept” is “a matured and developed word sign device to represent all elements in a group 
based on 1-to-all logic.” It is established through deliberate and thorough thought operations by 
individual persons. By confirming no exception,the  dualistic logic of 1-to-1 evolves into 1-to-
all. Concept is a product of intensive thought operations. Only those who maintain intellectual 
curiosity, enthusiastic desire to learn, and strictness in wording can obtain concept. Concepts 
are axiomatic and can be put into further thought operation and investigation for deeper 
consideration.

Logic applied for a sign reflex constitutes a dualism of 1-to-1 connectivity: (i) action, 
reminiscence: if A then B, (ii) comparison: A+B = ○, ×, △，◎，≡，≠，<， etc. Linguistic 
humans with phonemes can generate a new word to name complex situation: (iii) A+B= C (a 
new word).

The above dualistic logic cannot satisfy the requirement for a complex concept, where the 
logic of 1-to-all governs. As 1-to-all logic is not natural, we have to invent and use a special 
logical circuit to operate concepts and to verify the correctness of conceptual meanings. 

Piaget displayed five operations to interpolate between psychology and axiomatic logic, 
‘psycho-logic’ or ‘logico-psychology’ in accordance with the group theory in mathematics. It 
is plausible that, by applying these formula as our logic to cope with concept operations, we 
can rectify conceptual meanings. The author tries to explain how to use each operation in the 
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following.

(I) Composition (Combinativity): x + x1 = y; y + y1 = z; etc. (Where x * x1 =0; y * y1 
= 0; etc.)
The entirety should be divided into two distinctive concepts consisting of a excluded middle 

so that further conceptual operations should be effective and meaningful. This is the starting 
point of any concept and conceptualization. Without this rule, discussions should become 
ambiguous, meaningless and confusing.

Through thorough and repetitive operations, we have to confirm that this rule prevails. If 
any exception or ambiguity is discovered, we should stop discussion, and must investigate, verify 
and modify, as necessary, the names and meanings to make sure that the rules of composition (x 
+ x1 = y and x * x1 = 0) should prevail in all concepts.

(II) Inversion (Reversibility): - x - x1 = - y; etc., from which y – x = x1 or y – x1 = x.
Composition must be decomposed by inverse operation, which excludes sophistry such 

as syllogism. Any complex concept can be composed and dismantled into lower level simple 
concepts with multiple operations. 

In this way, any complex concepts can be defined as mathematical equations of clear, basic 
and simple concepts. “Definition” is not paraphrasing, but it must be an equivalent logical 
expression using generic and lower level concepts.  

(III) Associativity: (x + x1) + y1 = x + ( x1 + y1 ) = (z).
When a particular concept means different things or phenomena by different scientists, it 

is necessary to unify the meanings. This associativity can be used in such occasion: Concept A 
+ α = Concept B + β = C

(IV) Identity (General operation of identity): x – x = 0; y – y = 0; etc.
This identity is a versatile tool, as we need to verify the identity of conceptual meaning 

in different societies, cultures, persons, timing, etc. Meanings of daily concepts cannot be 
generalized, as they consist of individual sensory episodic memories. Alternatively, meanings 
of logical and scientific concepts must be shared and must be identical regardless of the users. 

In general, a new concept is born to name a newly discovered phenomenon or material. 
It is useful to know the unique situation where a new concept was invented or conceived by 
a particular person; what was observed and perceived, when, where, by whom, and why that 
concept was named as such. It is of no use and very dangerous to seek meaning by recombining 
memories which readers already possess.

All concepts are born through generalization, and we take then as granted that they have 
unified and standard meanings. This is true for some concepts, for example in molecular biology, 
corresponding uniquely to definite molecular structures. But in other cases, the meanings often 
vary, and their definitions are not shown. How should this be confirmed: X (definition by Dr. 
A) – X (definition by Dr. B) = 0 (no discrepancy)? 

To make conceptual operation meaningful and productive, the definition of a concept must 
be perfectly identical to the phenomena represented by that concept: X(phenomena, physical) 
– X(definition, logical) = 0 (zero, no exception). We have to keep the identity between its 
definitions and its representing phenomena. If any exceptional phenomenon or contradiction 
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in definition are discovered, we should start discussions and research a remedy.
In interdisciplinary studies, it is necessary to determine the identity of two or more 

different but similar concepts. Are they the same? How different are they? Can we establish 
an interdisciplinary concept to unify several disciplinary concepts? For example, to which 
extent are “vocabulary” in linguistics, “word memories” in brain science, and “consciousness” 
in psychology identical (A +α = B+β = C)? When differentials (α, β) can be identified, 
concepts in different disciplines can be integrated. 

Can Spencer’s words, “instinctive reactions are reflexes (A=B)” be interpreted as instinctive 
reactions in animal ecology and based on reflex mechanism in brain science? To make such 
comparison easy, the author proposes, in biochemistry related sciences, to resort to molecular 
structure, which can serve as a lingua franca for interdisciplinary integration. 

(V) Tautology (or special identities): x + x = x; y + y =y; etc. from which x + y = y
While Identity focuses on the identity between two concepts, groups or meanings, Tautology 

deals with the identity among elements in a group. For example, a dualistic operation of daily 
concepts can generate concepts of class and relationship, which can be described with this 
formula: “orange” + “lemon” = “citrus,” “son” + “son” = “grandson.”

Tautology is also useful when we think of very complex systems. For example, when 
“computer networks” + “genetic representation of Eukaryote” + “language” = “digital” (they 
are all digital systems), we can refer to a textbook of computer networks for insights to clarify 
linguistic communication and genetic representation. DL owes a lot to molecular biology and 
computer networks as it analyzes invisible mechanisms of linguistic processing in the brain.

Conclusion: To overcome sign reflex restrictions

We must realize that we use the spinal sign reflex mechanism for linguistic processing and 
intelligence, which is a stubborn, ego-centric, single sign based mechanism (Tokumaru 2018). 
It is memory based and involuntarily serves the application of fundamental activities such as 
eating, security, reproduction, etc. We determine what is right or wrong based on what we 
already know. We do not have self-diagnosis or reconfiguring mechanisms for our consciousness. 
These are egocentric mechanisms which prioritize a quick response rather than the right answer. 
Sign reflex is memory based, passive, self-sufficient mechanism, and not open to a new field. 
We miss hear words we do not know, regardless of their importance. We should pay attention 
to all words and recognize which are new to us or which are used in unfamiliar contexts. It is 
envisaged that we have to keep being curious in what we do not know, and must always be open 
to and take time to conceptualize new situations. Group theory logic becomes thus useful for 
individuals to differentiate correct from wrong concepts.
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The World Miraculous Characters in Vietnamese Fairy 
Tales Aspect of Languages – Ethnic in Scene South East 

Asia Region
Nguyen Thi Dunga

a University of Labour and Social Affairs, Ha Noi, Vietnam

Abstract 

Like other genres of folk literature, fairy tales of Vietnamese  ethnicity with miraculous 
character systems become strongly influenced by  Southeast Asia’s historical-cultural region. 
Apart from being influenced by  farming, Buddhism, Confucianism, urbanism, Vietnamese 
fairy tales are deeply influenced by ethno-linguistic elements. Consequently, fairy tales do not 
preserve their root identities, but shift and emerge over time.

The study investigates and classifies the miraculous tales of peoples of Vietnam with strange 
characters (fairies, gods, Buddha, devils) in linguistic and ethnographic groups, and in high-to-
low ratios. Here the study expands on, evaluates, correlates, and differentiates global miraculous 
characters, and describes influences of creation of miraculous characters in these fairy tales. The 
author affirms the value of this character system within the fairy tales, and develops conceptions 
of global aesthetic views.

To conduct the research, the author applies statistical methods, documentary surveys, type 
comparison methods, systematic approaches, synthetic analysis methods, and interdisciplinary 
methods (cultural studies, ethnography, psychoanalysis). The author conducted a reading of 
and referring to the miraculous fairy tales of the peoples of Vietnam with strange characters. 
250 fairy tales were selected from 32 ethnic groups of Vietnam, which have the most  types 
of miraculous characters, classifying these according to respective language groups, through 
an ethnography. The author compares sources to determine characteristics of each miraculous 
character, and employs system methods to understand the components of characters. The author 
analyzes and evaluates the results based on the results of the survey and classification.

Within the framework of the article, the author focuses on the following two issues; some 
general features of the geographical conditions and history of Vietnam in the context of Southeast 
Asia’s ancient and medieval periods were observed; a survey was conducted of results of virtual 
characters in the fairy tales of Vietnam  from the perspective of language, yet accomplished 
through an ethnography. The results of the study indicate a calculation and quantification of 
magical characters in the fairy tales of Vietnamese.

This study contributes to the field of Linguistic Anthropology in that it presents the first 
work to address the system of virtual characters in the fairy tales of Vietnam in terms of language, 
while it surveys different types of material, origins formed, and so forth.

Keywords: Miraculous, characters, Vietnamese, languages, ethnic.
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Introduction

Like other genres of folk literature, Vietnamese ethnic fairy tales containing miraculous 
characters (MC) are a system strongly influenced by Southeast Asia’s historical-cultural region. 
Apart from being influenced by farm environments, the Buddhist environment, Confucian 
thought, the urban environments, Vietnamese fairy tales are deeply influenced by the ethno-
linguistic element. As such, fairy tales do not preserve their identity.

The main purpose of the study is to investigate and classify miraculous tales with strange 
characters (such as fairies, gods, Buddhas, devils, etc) of ethnic groups of Vietnam. Based on that, 
to make comments, evaluations, to locate similarities and differences of MCs and to explain the 
creation of miraculous characters in fairy tales - we conducted an ethnography in the context of 
South East Asia. The author affirms the value of this character system and understands the andn 
incorporates aesthetic opinions of respondents. To carry out the research, I apply the following 
research methods: Statistical methods, documentary surveys, comparison methods, a systematic 
approach, and a synthetic analysis methods, so as to develop the study.

Method of collecting research data

The author conducts reading of the miraculous fairy tales of Vietnam with strange characters; 
250 fairy tales from 32 ethnics groups of Vietnam with the most types of MC were selected to 
survey, classifying them according to the language group through an ethnography. I compare 
sources to expose the characteristics of each MC. I use the system method to understand the 
components of the characters. I also analyze and evaluate the results based on the results of the 
survey and classifications.

The results of the study

Within the framework of the study, the author focuses on the following two issues: 1 - 
Some general features of the geographical conditions and history of Vietnam in the context of 
Southeast Asian period ancient and an earlier medieval period; 2 - Survey results of MC in the 
fairy tales of Vietnam from a language perspective of language through an ethnography.

New contribution of the paper

This study constitutes the first part of the larger project, to inform a system of virtual 
characters in the fairy tales of Vietnam in terms of language and studied through an ethnography. 
From the results, I calculate and quantify the value of MC in Vietnamese fairy tales.

Materials and methods:

We have applied statistical methods, a literature review, a comparative method, and a 
synthetic method in the study:

- Statistical methods: We located miraculous myths and fairy tales of ethnic communities 
in Vietnam from published works.

- Comparative method: In the process of researching, we compare the characteristics 
of each type of MC to gods of each genre. Here, we use this method to locate  the 
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similarities and differences between deities and fairy tales
- Synthetic analysis: The god would be our division into type, character types with 

different functions. We will analyze each of them a specific expression. When analyzing 
the material, we chose the best evidence that the god and finally drew the comment, 
integrated assessment.

-  Type Comparison: We compare the gods in myths with goddesses in Vietnamese fairy 
tales to determine the similarities and differences in their characters, which we then 
highlight. 

- Interdisciplinary methods: We employ interdisciplinary methods (ethnographic, 
cultural practice, psychology, and so forth) to describe the aesthetic conception of the 
origin of the notion of god.

- General method: Regarding the complete system, we employ a systems approach 
to develop understandings of the separate components of the study.  Through this 
method, we determine the nature of several criteria, including origin, nature, action, 
and function.

Results:

We first outline the geographical conditions and the history of the Vietnamese in the context 
of Southeast Asia and the medieval period.

Vietnam is a country in Southeast Asia. Therefore, the spatial environment of Vietnamese 
folklore in general and in Vietnamese fairy tales in particular comprises the natural environment 
of Southeast Asia. At the time of Dong Son culture, Southeast Asian residents had relatively 
stable lives predicated on the flourishing wetland agriculture. Favorable conditions from the 
tropical monsoon climate and the ecosystem, and abundance of vegetation, and methods of 
rice cultivation shaped the widespread tradition of conquering the self, yet, incorporating labor 
habits and religious activities. 

Culturally, Vietnam is located Southeast of India, West of Laos, bordering in the north 
with China, and borders in the south with Southeast Asian islands. Through these conditions, 
Vietnam has contact with many cultural flows, as did Mesopotamia.  Over the past few 
thousand years, the basic economy of Vietnam’s people  has been predicated on mostly wet 
rice agriculture. Implications of wet rice cultivation, of dyke construction to protect habitat, 
croplands from floods, the construction of irrigation works, and changes in spiritual life, have 
all been instrumental in the development of Vietnam. For  cultivation and breeding, stable 
residence is still salient in mythology, reflected in the images of MCs such as gods, fairies, ghosts, 
demons, Buddhas, and so forth. Other Southeast Asian countries such as Cambodia, Thailand, 
and Myanmar, have localized Buddhist literary works, such as Jataka, which describes the 547 
lives of the Buddha. However, the Buddha's life is not illustrated in Vietnamese folklore.

Other  Southeast Asian countries, when exposed to the great epics of India such as 
the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, blend in with the mythology of indigenous peoples. In the 
struggle for survival, the Vietnamese built the Van Lang - Au Lac state. With the Au Lac nation, 
customary customs, beliefs and religions were formed that have become the foundation for the 
Vietnamese national cultural traditions throughout the history of Vietnam and later through 
artistic thinking process.

While other regions has endogenous factors to create conditions for the formation of the 
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respective nations in Southeast Asia emerged, two opposite movements occurred: One was the 
intrusion of Indian culture (through missionaries and traders) into the islands and South of 
the Middle Indian Peninsula; the other was the main infiltration of Chinese culture into the 
Northern part of the Indian Peninsula. Here, two trends contradictorily emerged: The trend 
of national building  in island countries and in South Peninsula Middle Asia, and  the trend 
through which the  country’s  ethnic Northern Peninsula Central India was sustained, which 
culminated largely in Vietnamese ethnicities. Southeast Asia was thus shaped into a 'cultural-
historical' body. Consequently, each Southeast Asian nation developed uniquely yet with similar 
cultural traits.

Apart from the cultural layer of localities in Southeast Asia, the two powerful influences, 
the Indian and the Chinese civilizations, has been evident.  The development of each 
of these two civilizations in Southeast Asia during the pre-Christian era contributed to 
the great cultural change in Southeast Asia. Despite that other countries throughout Southeast 
Asia were influenced primarily by Indian culture, Vietnam was mainly influenced by Chinese 
culture. Yet, the influence of these great civilizations and cultures has directly influenced and 
deeply imprinted on Vietnamese folklore genres, including the MC system in the fairy tales 
of Vietnam ethnicities.

Envisaging the specific characteristics of any genre of the folkloric treasure of a nation will 
contribute to the value of folklore. Ethnic traits can be expressed in many ways: The form of 
language, the content of reality, the type of reflection, the character, the plot, the space, the 
concept of aesthetic arts, and the dream of the people, all of which are to be revealed and turned 
into cultural identity. This culture, however, contains in it common and universal characteristics, 
expressing the aspirations, dreams and common ideals of all classes and peoples who are still quite 
separate. For all cultures globally, particularly through a folkloric lens, national characteristics 
“are not isolated but only in relation to the analogy of humanity  ... In fact, many when the 
uniqueness of the nation lies deep in the same place with other ethnic groups” [2]. In folktales, 
the similarity of the topic, the plot, characters, buildings, etc show great popularity. In short, in 
terms of breadth and depth, the traditional culture of Vietnam has experienced a great influence 
from Chinese civilization. As such, we only consider the impact of the fairy tales of Vietnam 
from the perspective of ethnology, and view language  through a survey of these tales which 
house MCs.

Survey results about the miraculous characters in miraculous tales of Vietnam

Scope of research materials 

Fairy tales are an important genre, and account for the largest number of folk narratives. The 
amount of work here is significant, allowing us to expand the survey space.

In the collection of fairy tales Vietnam, we have found 250 typical tales. The content of 
these tales is closely related to the MC in the fairy tales of Vietnam. However, none of these 250 
fairy tales also appeared in MC. Only 160/250 fairy tales appeared, accounting for 64% of MC.

The Vietnamese MC system is as follows:

The miraculous world is the entire MC system (gods, demons, fairies, Buddha ...) in fairy 
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tales, which are built in the imagination of folk authors. In particular, the MC is considered as 
a special way to reflect the artistic concepts of the world.

After perusing many Vietnamese fairy tales, we selected the following collections of books 
by Nguyen Dong Chi: Treasure of Vietnamese fairy tales , 5 episodes, Hanoi, 1958-1982; Dang 
Nghiem Van editor: Literature collection of ethnic minorities in Vietnam,volume 2 - folk tales, 
Da Nang Publishing, 2002; Nguyen Thi Hue, editor, Tran Thi An: The collection of Vietnamese 
folk literature, volume 6 - fairy tales, Social Science Publishing, 2004. In addition, to enrich 
the survey, we selected and added the fairy tales that contain the MC of the ethnic Vietnamese 
from a number of other sources. Thus, to define as the object of the survey, we only study the 
tales which have been translated and published.

As can be seen, these are intensive works of fairy tales that the authors have researched, 
and compiled. The richest and most important masses are in line with our object and purpose: 
To survey the fabulous Vietnamese tales of MC from an ethnographic perspective. The material 
survey will be illustrated by the classification system.

According to the classification criteria in the Journal of Ethnology, No. 1, 1979, Vietnam 
has all the 54 ethnic groups. 250 fairy tales that we choose to examine belong to 32 ethnic 
groups. Seven of these ethnic groups are as follows: Group Viet- Muong, group Tay - Nung - 
Thai, group H’mong - Dao, the Chinese group, ethnic groups speak languages Tang – Mien, 
ethnic groups speak languages Mon – Khomer, ethnic groups speaking in the Nam Dao. For the 
sake of exploration, we classify these ethnic groups into three language lines - the ethnography of 
which is as follows: A linguistic line - South Asian ethnography, a linguistic line - ethnography 
of the South Island, a language line - Han-Tibetan ethnography. Among the miraculous tales 
of the seven groups, we selected and surveyed the most typical MC types of each ethnic group.

In the process of surveying the fairy tales of Vietnam in the above documents, we see the 
following: Vietnamese people occupy the most number of stories. The Vietnamese race accounts 
for a large number of MC tales, perhaps because it is an “ethnic group, which accounts for nearly 
90% of the country’s population. To aid the development of agricultural production, they have 
a living capital, rich cultural capital, meet the needs of cultural and economic exchanges among 
countries in Southeast Asia” [3]. Other ethnic minority accounts of MC are probably due to the 
dependence on the mode of thinking and the art of the ancient world.

The ethnicities such as Ha Nhi, Chu Ru, Mang, Co, Bo Y, have the lowest numbers, even as 
there are people who do not have fairy tales such as: La Hu, Cong, Chut, Ngai, Sila, Lu, Brau, 
Ơdu, Hoa, San Diu, Ngai. The nation may have fairy tales that have not been collected and 
translated. This situation is due to the nature, social characteristics, and art concepts of each 
nation. Currently, the number of fairy tales of the ethnicities is not completely compiled.

The number of ethnic groups to be surveyed is also incomplete (compared to the current 54 
ethnic groups criteria), but these are the typical miraculous 250 fairy tales of the 32 ethnicities. 
We weer not able to obtain adequate specific categories of the seven groups. In summary, 250 
fairy tales of 32 ethnic groups selected for consultation have been đã được xác minh đầy đủ.

Ethnic Statistics

Before the statistics survey of the ancients of the nekics, we need general information 
regarding the categories of the ethnic groups, as follows:
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Based on the list of nationwide groups published  on March 2, 1979 in the Journal of 
Ethnology, No. 1, 1979, “... if no extra kao, in line language - nation ethnic groups in the three 
line after: South Asian Lines; line south - island (Malayo - Plexiglas); Sino-Tibetan line ..." 

In other words, 54 ethnic groups in Vietnam are classified into seven ethnic groups with 
close ties: “1 - Viet - Muong group: Viet, Muong, Tho, Chut; 2 - Tay - Nung - Thai group: Tay, 
Thai, Nung, Lao, Lu, Giay, etc., 3 - H’mong - Dao group: H’mong, Dao, 4 – Chinese group: 
Chinese, San Diu, Nga, 5 - Ethnic group speak language Tang – Mien: Lo Lo, Ha Nhi, La Hu, 
Cong, ..., 6 - Ethnic group speak language Mon – Khomer: Kho Mu, Khang, Xinh Mun, Mang, 
Bru - Van Kieu, Co Tu, Xo Dang, Ban A, Mnong, Ma, Xtieng, Khmer, etc, 7 - Ethnic groups 
speak language Nam Dao: Cham, Raglai, Gia rai, Ede, Chu Ru.” 53 ethnic minorities at least 
use 13% of the civil code. Within the Vietnamese nationwide community - a community of 
many ethnic groups - 87% of the total ethnic groups are nationwide.

With the arrangement of ethnic groups according to the categories as mentioned above, 
we conducted a survey of 250 fairy tales of 32 ethnic groups in three lines of language - as an 
ethnography (Nam A, Nam Dao and Han - Tang).

 Language languages

Stt South Asian Nam Dao Han - Tang

1
Viet - Muong: 120 fairy tales 

(48%)
Ede: 14 fairy tales  (5.6%)

Tang: 9 fairy tales  
(3.6%)

2 Monk: 48 fairy tales  (19.2%) Cham: 12 fairy tales  (4.8%) Han: 0 fairy tales 

3
H’  mong - Dao: 18 fairy tales 

(7.2%)
Gia rai: 8 fairy tales  (3.2%)  

4 Tay - Thai: 17 fairy tales  (6.8%) Chu Ru: 1 fairy tales  (0.4%)  

5 Lao: 2 fairy tales (0.8%) Raglai: 1 fairy tales  (0.4%)  

  205 fairy tales (82%) 36 fairy tales (14.4%) 9 fairy tales (3.6%)

Total 250 fairy tales/32 ethnic groups

After classifying the MC according to the language line, we were able to start commenting, 
and rated as follows:

Thus, based on the list of ethnic groups in our country (announced above) and the system 
of classification tables of 250 miraculous fairy tales that we have surveyed and classified, there is 
only Nam Dao, which is full of ethnic groups, while two South Asian and Han - Tang lines do 
not have the following ethnic groups:

- South Asia Current:
+ Vietnamese language - Muong: No have ethnics: Tho, Chut.
+ Language - Khmer: No have ethnics: Choro, Khang.
+ Language Co Lao: No have ethnics: La Chi, La Ha.
+ Language H’mong - Dao: No ethnic: Pa Then.
- Line Han - Tang:
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+ Language: Tang - Mien: No ethnic: La Hu, Cu, Si La.
+ The language Han: No ethnic.
Among these materials, there are absolutely no fairy tales of the Han language line 

(belonging to the Han - Tang ethnographic line) but only tales of the Tang - Mien language 
line. In our opinion, the main cause of the occurrence of this situation may stem from problems 
related to endogenous, exogenous, geographic - historical, geographic, political, geographic - 
cultural factors, etc of each ethnic group. Therefore, when examining the Han - Tang language-
ethnographic line based on the inherent material and on the basis of respect for the text, we only 
study the miraculous fairy tales belonging to the Tang - Mien language group.

The number of tales of the linguistic - ethnographic lines of Han - Tang accounts for the 
lowest percentage (3.6%) and the Han language itself is not in any tales but the effects of 
Han culture show bold marks in fairy tales with MC belonging to the South Asian language - 
ethnographic line. Throughout the content, the theme of these stories is the world of beautiful, 
fanciful dreams that people want to put in it: “Influenced by Vietnamese culture - Han is quite 
clear that the Tay part in the province Cao Bang, Lang Son and Bac Thai (old). In contrast to 
those ethnic groups, ethnic groups such as Nung, Giay, Bo Y, San Chay, Co Lao, La Chi, etc 
are strongly influenced by Han - Vietnamese culture ... Not including Thai and Laos fairy tales. 
Many colors of Laos and Thai tales, as well as Tay and Nung tales ... clearly influenced by Han 
tales”.

The MC of the world in miraculous fairy tales is one of the interesting issues, attracting the 
attention of many researchers in the world as well as in Vietnam. There have been many valuable 
studies mentioning this issue in detail, profoundly, and all aim to classify miraculous fairy tales 
(including MC) based on two main themes, topic and structure. From MC formations, the 
ancients reconciled and used the rational elements in history and reality - tales as well as religion 
- and a philosophy to build the image of MC. These are also important bases for classification 
of the MC. At the same time, giving this character system a lasting vitality, both mysterious and 
fantasy, are human love and love life.

It can be said that 250 fairy tales of 32 typical ethnic groups that we have chosen to survey 
and classify fully reflect MCs in the legendary Vietnamese fairy tale in the main aspect of 
the language-ethnic line. Depending on the factors of the endogenous, the exogenous, the 
geographic - historical, the geographical - political, and the geographic - cultural, etc. of each 
ethnic group, the number of fairy tales with MC accounts for different high and low rates. 
Whether more or less, the miraculous fairy tales of the Vietnamese peoples containing MC also 
have similarities and differences compared to folk tales in Southeast Asia.

Ethnicities with Fairy Tales

When surveying ethnic groups with MC tales, we suggest that: Surveying ethnic groups 
is like surveying books with MC. The MC systems appears in many different series, so it also 
suggests that stories with these characters appear in many different ethnic groups. Tales materials 
belong to those ethnicities. Ethnic groups with a numbers of characters will also appear with 
repeated frequency. For example, when surveying ethnic groups that have stories about MCs, 
we see that the Vietnamese people are the only ethnic group. Appearing in 100 tales of the 
Vietnamese nation also summons the appearance of these types of characters in 100 turns of 
Vietnamese people.
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Of the 250 tales of 32 ethnic groups selected for the survey, we counted 160 tales with 
MC of 27 ethnic groups. There are 5 ethnic groups without tales containing these types of 
characters: Raglai, Xo Dang, Co, Co Lao, Pu Peo. From those 27 ethnic groups, we counted 
269 ethnic groups appearing with different types of characters, such as gods, demons, Fairy, 
Buddha - Buddha and other MC.

The following are the specific survey results of the 27 ethnic groups with 160 stories with 
the following MC:

The MC system of the Fairy: There are 18/27 ethnic groups with tales about Tien appearing 
in 88 series of tales (Vietnamese people: 33 tales, Muong: 7, H’mong: 6, Co Tu: 3, Ede: 2, 
Nung: 2, Dao: 2, Lo Lo: 2, Hre: 1, Ma: 1, Ta Oi: 1, Van Kieu: 1, Ca Dong: 1, Thai: 1, Tay: 1, 
Giẻ Triêng: 1, Hà Nhi : 1, Phu La: 1 ...). This is the system of characters that occupies the most 
ethnicities with MCs.

From these 18 ethnic groups, through the statistics process, we found that the system of 
Fairy characters appeared in 88/269 ethnic groups, accounting for 36.64%.

The MC system is evil: There are 16/27 ethnic groups with tales about demons, appearing 
in 46 series of tales (Vietnamese ethnicity: 11 tales, Gia Rai: 5, Muong: 5, Tay: 4, Cham: 4, Ede: 
1, H’mong: 2, Dao: 2, Chu Ru: 1, Co Ho: 1, Hre: 1, Ma: 1, Ta Oi: 1, Van Kieu: 1, Gie Trieng: 
1 ...). This is the second-largest system of characters in the MC system.

From the 16 ethnic groups above, during the survey, we found that the demonic group also 
appeared in 46/269 ethnic groups, accounting for 18.11%. The number of ethnic groups with 
demonic tales also includes the group of demonic characters which appears in 13/46 ethnic 
groups, accounting for 28.26%, which is the most. Next is the group of characters who are 
human ghosts, appearing in 11/46 ethnic groups, accounting for 23.91%. Elves appeared in 
7/46 ethnic groups, accounting for 15.21%. The evil ghost group and Yan Wang appeared 
together in 6/46 ethnic groups, accounting for 13.04%. The MC is a witch appearing in 2/46 
ethnic groups, accounting for 4.34%, which is the lowest. The common function of demons 
in the tales of people is to threaten, hinder people from fulfilling their goals. In the conception 
of the peoples of Vietnam and some countries in Southeast Asia, demons represent evil, which  
people must be afraid and of and must stay away from.

The divine MC system: There are 15/27 ethnic groups with MC gods appearing in 46 series 
(Vietnamese people: 15 stories, Ede: 9, Ta Oi: 4, Muong: 3, Hre: 2, Ca Dong: 2, Thai: 2, Ma, 
Kho Mu: 1, Mnong: 1, Dao: 1, Gia Rai: 1, Hmong: 1, Gie Trieng: 1, Lo Lo: 1). This is the 
third-largest system of characters.

From the 15 ethnic groups above, through the process of statistics and surveys, we also 
noticed that the divine system appeared in 46/269 ethnic groups, accounting for 18.11%.

The Buddha MC system: 4/27 people have stories about Buddha, appearing in 15 turns 
(Vietnamese people: 1 0 stories, Muong: 3, Ta Oi: 2).

From the four ethnic groups, in the survey process, we found that the Buddha also appeared 
in 15/269 ethnic groups, accounting for 5.9%. This is a system of characters that occupies the 
fourth largest ethnic group in the MC survey.

Due to the influence of Buddhism, the Vietnamese people have MC in Buddha accounts 
as the highest number. Buddha is not in the tales of ethnic minorities. Only the Buddha is 
present in the story of the Muong ethnic group (Anh lang Choong, Piong and Square), and 
the Ta Oi (Anan and Paltui, Ca Lang Bo Tu). If the Buddha is in the tales of the Vietnamese 
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people, Muong is sacred and revered by people for giving material, guiding them to achieve 
their dreams, etc. Then the Buddha (Avookotang) in Anan and Paltui of the Ta Oi people is 
dominated by humans. In return for the grace of the people because they had forgiven them for 
their death, the Buddha gave them a miraculous stick, pointing to where the village, servants, 
possessions and animals appeared. Thus, stemming from the different artistic conceptions of 
each ethnic group, the way to build MC is also different.

An other MC systems: There are 19/27 other ethnic groups with MC appearing in 74 
series (Vietnamese ethnicity: 9 tales, Gia Rai: 4, Ede: 4, Muong: 4, Cham: 4, Thai: 3, Dao : 3, 
H’mong: 2, H’mong: 2, Van Kieu: 2, Ba Na: 1, Ca Dong: 1, Tay: 1, Nung: 1, Ha Nhi: 1, Lo Lo: 
1 etc ...). This is the system of characters with the lowest ethnicity in the MC system.

From these 19 ethnic groups, through the statistics and survey process, we also see that 
other MC systems appeared in 74/269 ethnic groups, accounting for 29.13%.

The other MC system in the series of ethnic groups includes the following:
The MC group which belongs to Thien phu: These characters belong to 11 ethnic groups 

(Gia Rai, Ede, Hre, Ca Dong, Cham, Ba Na, Ta Oi, Van Kieu, H’mong, Muong, Thai).
The MC group which belongs to Water Resources: These characters belong to 9 ethnic 

groups (Viet, Gia Rai, Hre, H’mong, Ha Nhi, Muong, Thai, Nung, Dao). In the conception 
of the Vietnamese people, the Water King is the king of the kingdom. As for the ethnic groups 
such as Thai, Nung, H ‘mong, Ha Nhi, etc, they often call the king of the kingdom the Long 
King.

Long Vuong in the tales of the Vietnamese peoples (Nam Hoa carpenter), Thai ethnicity 
(Trouble of the Ba), Tay ethnicity (The man was fishing) etc appear to bestow the main characters 
of the god period like a god sword, having wealth, a house and so forth. The Water King is not 
always supporting people. The Water King in the fairy tales of the Vietnamese people not only 
did not allow the princess to marry the Ly, but also severely reprimanded and imprisoned her. 
The Water King again had two generals, Thuong Luong, and three guards guarding her.   

The MC group which belongs to the world: This character group belongs to two ethnic 
groups: Gia Rai and Chu Ru. The old Pom in the tales of the Ede ethnicity (Ho Dieu and Y 
Nhot) and of the Chu Ru ethnicity (beautiful H’bia Phu) are miraculous characters, which 
rejuvenate and turn the ugly characters into beautiful ones.

Discussion and Conclusion

Thus, the Vietnamese people are still the nation with the largest number of MC tales in 32 
ethnic groups. Occupying the lowest number of tales are Lo Lo, Phu La, Gie Trieng, etc. Placing 
MC in Vietnamese fairy tales in the same system, in a multidimensional relationship with folk 
tales with countries in Southeast Asia, will assist us to see MC similarities and differences in 
miraculous Vietnamese fairy tales with MC in miraculous fairy tales of nations in Southeast 
Asia. The similarities in MCs, creating regional and regional characteristics in ancient tales, 
elicits the differences in the tales of each ethnic group that contribute to the appearance and 
unique cultural mark of each ethnic group. This has clearly demonstrated the cultural exchange 
relationships between the Vietnamese nation and countries in Southeast Asia through the 
perspective of language- ethnography.
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Teaching Vietnamese to Deaf Children Using Sign 
Languages: Situations and Solutions

Do Thi Hiena

aInstitute of Linguistics, Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences, Vietnam

Abstract 

Human civilization has made tremendous progress, to improve its quality of life. However, 
there are still a number of people in society who suffer from grave disadvantages due to their 
disabilities. There are many reasons for this phenomenon, and even though science is rapidly 
developing, it is impossible to completely erase those causes. Ameliorating education and offering 
vocational training for the disabled are considered as effective solutions to provide these people 
with a satisfying life, especially children. For deaf children, the dream of normal schooling 
becomes great. Limited language proficiency leads to limited communication skills and reduces 
confidence when entering the first grade, adversely affecting their academic performance and 
later development. Therefore, in this article, we focus on first grade deaf children.

Like the impact of normal language on normal children, sign language plays an important 
role in language development of deaf children. They use sign language to think and communicate. 
However, to study in textbook programs as does a normal child, in the classroom of deaf children, 
both the teachers and students must use finger alphabets to teach and learn Vietnamese. We 
thus study teaching Vietnamese to deaf children and suggest games to draw their attention to 
the lessons.

Keywords: teaching, sign language, deaf children

Introduction

Human civilization has developed significantly, improving  life quality. However, there is 
still a part of society with disabilities that must suffer from great disadvantages. There are many 
causes leading to this phenomenon. In spite of scientific advancements; these causes are not 
completely eliminated. Educating, raising cultural awareness and vocational training for people 
with disabilities are considered as effective solutions to provide lives with fun and to provide 
conceptions of life as useful, more so in children. Therefore, within the scope of the article, we 
discuss sign language teaching for deaf children starting in the first grade.

Like the impact of natural language on normal children, sign language also plays a crucial 
role in the linguistic development of deaf children. How do we teach deaf children sign language? 
Is the teaching of sign language for deaf children the same as that for normal children? Deafness 
can be caused by congenital abnormalities or post-natal infectious diseases (such as pneumonia, 
etc. Many 6-8 year-olds go to school when they do not acquire enough language to study so 
they have to learn language for two years. In this article, from the  specific characteristics of 
deaf and dumb children and the survey results in school centres, we discuss  the  factors that 
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influence the effectiveness of language teaching for deaf children.
Education to raise the level of cultural and vocational training for people with disabilities is 

being seen as an effective solution to bring them a good life. Like the impact of normal language 
on normal children, sign language also plays a crucial role in the linguistic development of deaf 
children. However, to study in textbook programs like a normal child, in the classroom of deaf 
children, both teachers and students must use the finger alphabet to perform teaching and 
learning Vietnamese. This affects the quality of education. In this article, from understanding 
the physiological characteristics of deaf children and teaching practice, we propose solutions to 
help them overcome difficulties in teaching Vietnamese subjects.

Children with deafness are children who have problems in hearing organs, so the speech 
production will also faces many difficulties. But if deafness is detected early and have appropriate 
interventions, the language development of deaf children will be similar to the language 
development in normal children. According to the summary of IDEO Project, Dạy ngôn ngữ 
kí hiệu cho trẻ điếc trước tuổi đến trường (Teaching sign language for preschool deaf children), 
255 children selected by the project are taught and be able to use sign language and develop 
effective communication skills. Thus, it can be said that sign language has become the native 
language of deaf children. However, when entering first grade, deaf children must learn culture, 
especially Vietnamese language. Deaf children learn Vietnamese like normal children learning 
a foreign language. The question for teachers is: What is the difference between teaching 
Vietnamese for deaf children and teaching Vietnamese for normal children? Therefore, in this 
article, we will deeply research on Vietnamese language teaching activities for deaf children, 
contribute to removing difficulties and improving efficiency for this activity.

Content

About Teaching Activities For Deaf Children and Survey Results at Some Schools for 
Deaf Children

Factors in deaf children teaching

In fact, teaching activities are also a special case of communication. We will have the 
following diagram:

Teacher => Message => Learners
In particular, the message is the content of knowledge that teachers need to convey to 

learners. That content is an encoded signal chain. For learners to understand the content of the 
lesson, there must be a common code between the teacher and the learners. Code is a term in 
the field of information, that means the system of words, letters, and signs representing other 
things, used in confidential notices or to present, or briefly record, information. Linguistics 
uses this term to mean that the system of signals can convey information. In a classroom of 
normal students, code is the signal system of speech sound, which is transmitted through the 
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auditory channel. Teachers and learners are communication characters in teaching activities. 
In that classroom, both teachers and students have the same audio language code, where the 
teaching activity will be effective. But in a teaching activity for deaf children, the code of the 
lesson content is Vietnamese, which is a 'sound' language. According to communication theory, 
that kind of teaching activity will not be effective. Because deaf children use sign language to 
think and communicate, the lesson content is taught by the teacher in audio language. The deaf 
community in Vietnam has used sign language to communicate, and today, many schools teach 
deaf children in sign language. However, through the actual survey, we found that the learning 
results are not high in most training institutions.

Some Initial Investigation Data

We choose simple, common words, used by children in daily activities. Word table (1) has 
100 words of 10 familiar topic groups.

Table 1: Groups of topic-related words

Topic Words

1 A: Baby’s belongings (20)
Backpacks, books, pencil sharpeners, rulers, notebooks, eraser, pants, 

combs, shorts, cap, socks, scissors, crayons, shirts, toothbrushes, 
helmets, ballpoint pens, blackboard, skirt.

2 B: Fruit (15)
Papaya, pineapple, lychee, banana, strawberry, watermelon, orange, 

grapefruit, dragon fruit, mango, grapefruit, rambutan, longan, 
apple, grapes, guava

3 C: Animal (15)
Cows, rabbits, crabs, butterflies, dogs, giraffes, roosters, hens, shrimp, 

cat, snake, bear, elephant, shark, bee

4 D: Food Nutrition  (15)
Chicken, eggs, pork, tomatoes, zucchini, corn, spinach, potatoes, sweet 

potatoes, carrots, kohlrabi, beef, bread, noodles.

5 E: Vehicles (6) Motorcycles, bicycles, cars, airplanes, ships, trains

6 F: Antonyms (14)
High, low, awake, sleep, hot, cold, lots, little, clean, dirty, fast, slow, 

long, short

7 G: Shape, color (5) Circles, squares, triangles, red, black.

8
 H: Natural phenomenon 

(10)
Wind, storm, river, sea, spring, summer, autumn, winter, sun, moon.

We use painting cards for children to look at, and ask them to make signs and write their 
names in Vietnamese. Below we present the survey results:
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Table 2: Results of survey of ability to use sign language and Vietnamese language

Topic

Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 Student 4 Student 5

Sign
Name of 
the sign 

Sign
Name of 
the sign 

Sign
Name of 
the sign 

Sign
Name of 
the sign 

Sign
Name of 
the sign 

A(20) 11 3 18 5 20 15 15 4 16 7

 B(15) 8 2 10 4 13 10 10 10 3

 C(15) 9 3 13 5 15 11 1 3 14 9

D(5) 5 2 7 3 9 6 6 3 7 3

 E(6) 2 3 4 6 6 2 6 3

F(14) 11 5 12 7 14 12 1 4 10 6

 G (5) 3 3 4 2 5 4 4 1 4 2

H(10) 3 3 6 3 8 3 2 5 3

Total 
100
 words

56
56%

23
23%

73
73%

33
33%

90
90%

76
76%

70
70%

2 2 
22%

7 2 
72%

36
36%

Regarding the sentence table, we also write simple sentences, which are familiar to children:

Table 2: Some simple Vietnamese sentences

Vietnamese sentence

1 The baby is sleeping.

2 I eat rice.

3 I like to drink milk.

4 I do not  like to eat guava fruit.

5 I eat three custard apples.

6 Why did not you go to school yesterday?

7 What time is it?

8 My father is a teacher.

9 My brother is in grade 5.

10 It is raining today, I am not going out.

In order for the survey to have accurate results, we use painting cards, create context, and 
then ask a deaf collaborator to communicate with the children, to make their answers similar to 
the sample sentences in the table. The result are shown here:
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Table 3: Ability to use Vietnamese sentences and sign language sentences 

Sentence

Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 Student 4 Student 5

Sentence in 
sign language

Vietnamese 
sentence

Sentence in 
sign language

Vi e t n a m e s e 
sentence

Sentence in 
sign language

Vi e tnames e 
sentence

Sentence in 
sign language

Vietnamese 
sentence

Sentence in 
sign language

Vie tnamese 
sentence

1 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

2 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

3 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

4 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

5 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

6 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

7 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

8 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

9 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

10 ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   ü	   

Total 10 
sentences

10 5 10 3 10 7 10 6 10 6

According to the survey results, we found that their sign language vocabulary is quite rich. 
Our word table consists of 100 words, equivalent to 100 signs of familiar topics, all of whom 
used 361/500 (72%) relatively well. Similarly, they also have no difficulty expressing the sample 
sentences placed in the context of communication, 100% of the students correctly expressed the 
sentences according to the communication syntax of deaf people. However, when writing these 
signs in Vietnamese, the results were very low, (190/500 (38%)). When students were asked to 
write sample sentences in Vietnamese syntax, they were embarrassed and only achieved 27/50 
(54%) . This result is lower than that of normal children at the same age (100% write the correct 
name of images and reach 100% in writing the correct sentences). This is also a concern for the 
quality of Vietnamese language education for deaf children. This fact also significantly affected 
their study results, especially in Vietnamese subjects.

Characteristics of High-level Nervous System Activities and Thinking in Deaf Children

The Operation of the High Nervous System

Due to hearing problems, the acquisition of spoken language in deaf children is limited. 
But unlike other types of disabilities, deaf children are perfectly healthy children. Therefore, if 
the language development process of deaf children develops normally, high-level neurological 
activities of deaf children will be similar to those of normal children. To confirm this opinion, 
we will analyze the function of the senses on the cerebral cortex that directly affects thinking, 
specifically, the activity of receiving cultural knowledge of deaf children.

  Mai Van Hung’s research on human physiology, proposes that the cortex has four functions: 
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thinking, language, feeling, movement. These functions are in specified regions of cortex [12] 
(figure 1.1). However, the cortex is a unified body, so if there is any active function less efficiently, 
that function will be offset in other functions to ensure the most important functions of the 
brain, which is thinking.

Figure 1. 1: Brain cortical regions and functions

Therefore, deaf children have outstanding development of the optic nerve, and the ability to 
receive body language through vision replaces auditory language acquisition.

The Relationship between Thinking and Language

Language is not only an important means of human communication, it is also a thinking 
tool. Thinking is a high level activity of the nervous system. The function of thinking is to help the 
nervous system recognize the world around and orienting activities of living and development. 
Language, as the second signal system, becomes the main communication tool between people 
and people. It is only for humans and only for the people who share the same language. People 
with different languages cannot have the same signal system This is very important in teaching 
Vietnamese language for deaf children. Because even though they are Vietnamese, deaf people 
and normal people belong to two different language communities, have different language 
thinking. Therefore, if person who teaches deaf children does not understand the scientific 
nature of the sign language system and characteristic thinking in sign language of the deaf 
community of Vietnam deaf community, the teaching will not work.

Language formation and development of deaf children

The physical characteristics of deaf children are not different to those of normal children. 
If their language ability is correctly identified and timely intervened, the level of language 
development of deaf children can be the same as that of normal children of the same age.

At the first stage, when babbling, children use single words. Children can successfully use a 
word when they can connect the sound of that word to the object. So, for children to use exactly 
one word, adults must allow the babies to

+ listen to that word
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       + see the object which refer to that word
       + see the object being used
       + hold that object
       + use that object
       + feel that object
       + often in situations related to that object

In addition, language is the second signal system, and to use it correctly, children have to 
practice. Children must take steps to properly use a word, so as to understand the meaning of 
the word, and to imitate adults using that word in the context of specific communication.

Next is the step of using grammar. Children know how to combine words together to 
communicate. Children will say short sentences, for example, “I eat,” “Mother holds” or “Hold 
me.” First, children say simple sentences, and sometimes sentences with only the main predicate: 
eat, drink, go. They then try to use more complicated sentences. For example, they begin to 
use additional predicates beside the main predicate, such as lost already, eaten already, or gone 
already. From sentences with only one main predicate, children’s sentences are given additional 
predicate. For example: Mom goes, I drink, after which, the sentence has additional predicates, 
for example: I eat candy, dad drives car…

Language formation and development in deaf children basically traverses the same steps. 
However, in the process of helping deaf children to develop communication skills, the most 
important thing is that children must be identified and their actions intervened early. If a child 
is found to be deaf after three years of age, later development is severely affected.

Characteristics of Vietnamese Language and its Influence on Language Development 
of Deaf Children

Vietnamese is an isolating language with a tone system. A single word can be a completed 
word but also can be a part of a completed word. This feature has both positive and negative 
effects on the development of sign language and Vietnamese language learning in deaf children.

• Positive effects

One of the most obvious positive effects is the creation of a new sign. Creating a unified 
sign by combining two single signs, or one sign and a letter referring to the other factors, which 
has no sign, contributes to enriching vocabulary for sign language. Not only does this creation 
enrich the capital of the deaf community, but also many similarities with the characteristics of 
Vietnamese. Therefore, it facilitates communication between two communities: Sign language 
communities and Vietnamese-speaking communities. It also helps deaf children to develop 
language, especially learning culture.
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Sign group HUSBAND, BROTHER, UNCLE (father’s younger brother), UNCLE (father’s 
elder brother) is made up of combining basic signs: MAN and add another sign or finger letter.

Example:
HUSBAND = MAN + RELATIONSHIP
BROTHER = MAN + HIGH
UNCLE (father’s younger brother) = MAN + C
UNCLE (father’s elder brother) = MAN + B

• Negative influence

However, the way to create one word by combination of Vietnamese words sometimes lacks 
a scientific basis. Those are new signs, or it is the thing that deaf people are not interested in, 
such as in the case of Sino-Vietnamese words, which are highly abstract words in the field of 
political economy. Ví dụ:

ROCKET = NAME + FIRE 
GROUND = FACE + LAND
REPORT = NEWSPAPER+ FOX

Solution

Improve the Level of Sign Language for Teachers who Teach Deaf Students

In education for the deaf, there is the fact that most teachers can hear. This helps Vietnamese 
children to have many advantages. However, for deaf children, learning Vietnamese is like 
learning a foreign language. In order for children to learn Vietnamese well, they must first 
understand sign language. Meanwhile, deaf children enter the first grade program with a 
limited vocabulary. In order to develop vocabulary for children, teachers need to understand 
the characteristics of word formation in sign language, and to learn the language of deaf people.

Design Language Games Integrated with the Lesson

The stage of 6 - 7 year olds (the age of the first grade) is the period in which the child’s brain 
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develops. Children love to explore the world, and they are able to learn new words quickly. 
But this is also the stage in which the thinking of children, in general, is intuitive and lively. 
Due to the effect of functional impairment in the hearing organ, the thinking of deaf children 
becomes stronger. To help children learn sign language and Vietnamese effectively, teachers 
need to design teaching programs that contain some content lessons that are language games. 
Such lessons will make the lecture lively and attractive, making the lecture content less stressful, 
and highly effective.

Conclusion

Compared to normal children, deaf children, as well as other children with disabilities, 
suffer many disadvantages. Understanding the factors that enhance the effectiveness of teaching 
activities in schools of deaf children needs to be the concern of larger society. This article only 
exposes the reality of teaching Vietnamese language to deaf children. Further work must be 
conducted to explore the methodologies of teaching Vietnamese and other languages to deaf 
children.
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The Three-Tiered World (Tam Phu) of the Tay People 
in Vietnam through the Performance of Then Rituals 

Nguyen Thi Yena

aInstitute of Cultural Studies, Vietnammese Academy of Social Sciences, Vietnam 

Abstract 

The Tay people represent an ethnic minority in the mountainous north of Vietnam. As do 
Shaman rituals in all regions, the Shaman of the Tay people in Vietnam exhibit uniqueness in 
their languages and accommodation of their society’s world view through their ‘Then’ rituals. 
The Then rituals require an integration of many artistically positioned and framed elements, 
including language (poetry, vows, chanting, the dialogue in the ritual), music (singing, 
accompaniment), and dance. 

This paper investigates The Art of Speaking of the Tay Shaman, through their Then rituals, 
which include use of language to describe the imaginary journey of the Shaman into the three-
tiered world (Muong fa - Heaven region (Thien phu); Muong Din - Mountain region (Nhac 
phu); Muong Nam - Water region (combination of Thuy phu and Dia phu) to describe dealings 
with deities and demons, and to describe the phenomenon of possession. 

The methodic framework of the paper thus includes discussions of in the comparison 
between the concept of the three-storey world in the Then ritual of the Tay people with the 
concept of Tam Tu phu  in the Len dong ceremony of the Kinh in Vietnam. Thereby, it clearly 
shows the concept of Tay people of the universe, the world of gods, demons, the existence of the 
soul and the body, and the existence of human soul after death.

The study contributes to Linguistics and Anthropology in that it observes and describes the 
world views of a Northern Vietnamese ethnicity, and their negotiation with spirituality, through 
languages of both a spiritualistic medium and society.

Keywords: Tay, Ethnic minority, Vietnam, Then rituals, Len dong, Linguistic Anthropology

Introduction

The Ethnic Tay in Vietnam reside in almost all localities of the country, but mainly 
concentrate in the Northeast provinces , from Quang Ninh, Bac Giang, Lang Son, Cao Bang, 
Bac Kan, Thai Nguyen, Ha Giang and Tuyen Quang to Lao Cai and Yen Bai. After 1975, a part 
migrated to the South, concentrated in provinces like Dak Lak, Lam Dong and Binh Phuoc. This 
ethinic group is  a language-  speaking Thai clan which has the second largest population in 
Vietnam.1 Like many other ethnicities, the Tay also have the ritual practices related to import-
soul phenomena that many term as Shamanism [Nguyen Thi Yen 2009, 80-82]. Highlights of 
this are ceremonial. This can be done through the journey into the world of three floors – the 

1According to the 2009 census of Vietnam, by April 1, 2009, Tay people had 1,626,392 people.
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Heaven region , the Land region and the Water region  (The Kinh ethnic in Vietnam often call 
thiss “Tam phu”) so as to then cure believers . This is a ritual that has the participation of many 
artistic elements such as the word art (poetry, prayer, chanting),  art music (singing, musical 
accompaniment), dance, decorative arts, and art. Here, language plays a leading role in rituals, 
including  in the lyrics  used to describe the journey  into the three-tiered world (Tam phu) 
that communicate with shamn gods, and that requires verbal communication between shamans 
and spirits, and devils. Here, words are used in the divine import. Other artistic elements may 
contribute to help supplement the ritual content. With that meaning, this study will introduce 
the world›of the three tiers of the Tay  through  ritual performance art of  the Tay, which we 
surveyed thought the provinces of Cao Bang, Lang Son in Vietnam.

The Three-Tier World (Tam Tu Phu) in the Conceptions of the Tay

The name “Tam phu“ (The three-tiered world) consists of Thien phu (Heaven region), Dia 
phu (Land  region) and Thuy phu (Water  region) or “Tu phu” (adds Nhac phu - Mountain 
region)  which  the Kinh  call, and which is not common with Tay.  However, based on the 
document of ceremonies recorded for singing in shaman rituals, we see that the concept 'muong' 
of the Tay people  has the same meaning for one region of the universe as does the concept of 
“phu” of the Kinh people. Accordingly, it can be understood that “Tam phu” of Tay in relation 
to the concept of “Tu phu“ of the Kinh people is: Muong Fa - Heaven region (corresponding to 
”Thien phu”); Muong Din - Land region (corresponding to “Nhac phu” as the Tay people reside 
in mountainous areas); Muong Nam - Water region below the ground, which is water; hell layer 
(corresponding to “Thuy phu” and “Dia phu” pooled). This concept of the Tay is called a “three-
tier world” by the researchers and emerges clearly through ceremonies and ritual practices of the 
Then. Thus, the three-tier world (Heaven, Earth and Water) illustrates the Tay›s concept of the 
universe in correspondence with the concept of the “Tam Tu phu” of the Kinh.

Muong fa - Heaven region (Thien phu)

In the Tay’s conception in general, Heaven is the place where the paramount gods decide 
on the survival and fate of human beings on earth. At the same, Heaven is also home to human 
souls after death, in contrast to Muong Din, where the human body exists. That’s why Heaven 
is a reversal of Muong Din, built through human imagination based on simulating the ground 
world. In general, Heaven is envisioned by the Tay as follows:

The highest reigning place of the Heaven world is the kings, god and  the spirits  with 
paramount power to decide on all matters of life, death and human destiny: Ngoc Hoang (Jade 
Emperor), Phat Ba Quan Am (Lady Buddha), Nam Tao Bac Dau (King of fate) and Me Biooc 
also known as Me Va (Flower’s mother),2 i.e., the mother who gives life to humans on Earth,etc

Next is the residence of generals and soldiers under the control of the Jade Emperor. The 
subjects are the souls of the dead who will reside in the family lineage in villages such as on the 
ground or reside according to the category of people: the good, the wicked, widow villages, 
smart villages, big villages, idiot villages, good villages, etc.
The suong or thuong  (the boatmen) reside in the rivers. Da Din, Da Hoai: Miraculous 

2In the Tay and Nung languages, bjóc (bioóc) or va means all flowers. From here, we will agree on a common 
name for mother as Me Va.
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species of spirits reside in deep, high mountain forests. Like on the ground, the Heavens also 
have access roads, villages, houses, gardens and wards, as well as busy markets. Tam Quang 
market is a famous market for people in the Heaven region to trade and meet people from the 
Land region [Nguyen Thi Yen 2006].

 - Muong Din - Mountain region (Nhac phu)

Muong Din is a place where people reside and live. In the opinion of the Tay, apart from 
humans with the laws of the positive realm, Muong Din also has an invisible force belonging 
to the afterlife referred as phi, interpreted as ghosts - including good and bad spirits which are 
mainly stratified in the family, villages and nature.

Specifically:
In the family, there are mainly ancestor ghosts that are classified as follows; ancestors 

within 3 generation worship in the house; after 3 generations as a god to keep the door; from 9 
generations or more who work as a god to look after cattle under the floor. In addition, there is 
a kitchen god (Tao Cong) worshiping in the kitchen corner. 

In each village, there is a god of management, taking care of the afterlife of the village (Tho 
cong). This god may be a human being (a person with meritorious services to the village) or is 
set by the villagers itself, worshiped at a large tree or a small temple in the village.

In each of the Tay’s residential areas, there is also the god of the mountain and the god of 
the river, which are quite important regional gods.

In Muong Din, there are ghosts of dead people buried outside the graveyard, belonging to the 
grave. The ghosts of those who die young, or die unconsciously are called phi suong. Phi met are 
ghosts that are not worshiped by the Tay in the house, so they often wander in crossroads – Tang 
Cap is adjacent to the three-tier world . According to Tay people, because this does not belong to 
any of the three worlds and is not to be worshiped, these ghosts often cause harm to the living.

 - Muong Nam - Water region (combination of Thuy phu and Dia phu)

Muong Nam is under the ground, and is the residence of the Dragon King (Long Vuong), 
where the soul of the dead is held in 10 dungeons according to the Taoism. In order to travel 
to Dragon King, the shaman must undergo a very difficult journey, struggling with many 
challenges.  They have to go through  the elves, demons, and strange shape bodied creature 
(according to Then’s in Quang Uyen district of Cao Bang province) [Nguyen Thi Yen 2009, 
657- 663] or the water gates with different names, where each gate is being kept by the fierce 
and greedy god (according to Then’s in the border area of   Ha Lang - Long Chau of Cao Bang 
province) [Nguyen Thi Yen 2010, 111- 116].

In the concept of the Thai people (a Thai- speaking ethnic group in northwest of Vietnam, 
less related to Han culture), Muong on/under the ground is the Muong of the dwarves and 
it does not seem to be related to Muong Fa and Muong Din.  Thus, the appearance of the 
Muong Nam and the 10 hells of Dragon King of Tay people are probably the manifestation of 
the Chinese people’s exchange of Taoism.

Thus, if the concept of the 'Tam phu' of the Kinh is to worship 'three kings': the King of 
Thuy phu- Water region (Long Vuong – Dragon King), the king of Thien phu - Heaven region  
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(Ngoc Hoang – Jade Emperor) and the king of Dia phu (Diem Vuong – King of hell)3 then for 
the Tay people (Eastern region of Cao Bang province): the King of Thuy phu was joined with 
the King of hell (Diem Vuong) with the power to govern the dungeon where the dead souls were 
held before returning to Heavenm and was called the Dragon King (Long Vuong). Based on 
that, it can be known that Tam phu of the Tay is composed of the world’s three floors with the 
concept of indigenous (Muong Fa, Muong Din, Muong Nam) plus images of Hell according 
to folk notions of Taoism. This is clearly shown through the performance of Then rituals of 
shamans.

The Three-tiered World of the Tay People  through the art of Performing Then 
Rituals

In Then rituals of the Tay people, apart from the formality of entering the fellow gods 
(similar to “Len dong” of Kinh), the shaman soul must go into the world three-tier to sacrifice 
to and beg the god. Through this ritual performance (offerings, performing arts of music and 
dance, prayer, etc), the three-tiered world of the Tay’s is very vivid and concrete.

 - Offerings and Supplies for the Journey: 

Depending on the specific rituals, homeowners must prepare various offerings. Basically 
every ritual must have salty food (pig, chicken, duck, fish, wine, etc), vegetarian food (sticky 
rice, candy, fruit, etc), and coded and symbolic objects. The items necessary for monks are the 
two-three stringed instrument made of gourd shell (tinh tau) and metal wires to create music 
(chum xoc nhac) for musical accompaniment in ceremonies. There is also a fan made of paper 
for the monk to cast magic, the bell for signal and direction during the journey, burning incense 
to communication and to create a path between the earth and the underworld.

 - Preparation for the Journey:

The Tay’s notion is that the master shaman is a martial arts commander of the army who goes 
into the underworld to fulfill the demands of the owner. To prepare for the journey, firstly, the 
shaman must perform procedures to invite generals. These are the men who command the shaman 
army in heaven to report on the purpose of the ceremonies, and the ceremony aims to invite these 
men to help the master. Following is the procedure of “Call incense” (burning incense, ordering 
the smoke from the incense burner to inform members throughout the three realms), followed by 
the «Commanding of the incense» (ordering of the incense). After obtaining the troop, the army 
descends to the Land region, stationed at the “front garden”. At this time, the shaman performs 
the procedures for the army (offering for soldiers), and then disinfects the ceremony (purifying 
the offering), offers “secretary” procedures, i.e. lễ vật. Finally, the shaman arranges the offerings 
on a horse to be ready to leave for the ceremony, under his command. This ends the preparation 
for leaving. All of the above contents are presented by the shaman through the content of prayer, 
lyrics, music, gestures and related rituals, under the help of the homeowner.  

 - Journey on Muong Din (Land region):

3Three kings of Tam phu are still worshiped at Tam Phu temple in Nguyet Ban beach, Cao Duc commune, Gia 
Binh district (Bac Ninh province ) and Tam phu temple in Thay pagoda (Hanoi).
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 As mentioned earlier, according to the Tay’s in Muong Din, where people live there is still 
another invisible spirit world. So when going to the ceremony, the shamans are forced to enter 
these doors to report the offer ceremony.

First, the master  shaman enters the ancestral door (the altar of worship) and the door 
of the kitchen god (Tao cong) at home to offer the offerings. He uses the prayer to ask his 
ancestors and kitchen gods to go on a ceremony with the master.

Next, he commands the troops of Then to go to the offering in the main door on Muong 
Din: Tho Cong or Thanh hoang (God governs the village), Tang cap (temporarily known as 
the junction of the three contiguous places of 3 roads on Muong Din, going to Muong Fa and 
going down to Muong Nam). The shaman stops to pay the ceremony for phi sluong, phi met - 
the souls of those who have a horrible death, an unexpected death and are not worshiped.

The content of the ceremony is expressed through the lyrics, the sound of the instruments 
and especially through the sound of the music that symbolizes the army of horse soldiers on 
the road. To each 'gate' of each god, the masters stop the instruments (stopped horse) to enter 
the rhythm of the offertory (homeowners coordinate to pour wine and burn joss paper). Once 
completed, the shaman continues the instrument for the next gates.

After finishing the offering for the gate phi sluong, phi met is at the end of procedures of 
offering the ceremony to the  phi of Muong Din, but this depends on each ceremony that the 
shaman will perform, and whether the shaman turns down to Muong Nam  or goes to Muong 
Fa.

 - Journey to Muong Nam - Long Vuong Thuy phu (Water region):

In the rituals of the Tay, only the skilled shaman has magic that can enable the shaman to 
go to Muong Nam. Through this survey, we found that only the shaman were men that have 
enough power to be able to go to Muong Nam to find the lost souls of the ill (Then at Quang 
Uyen District of Cao Bang province) or to break the prison so as to free the soul of the dead 
(Then at border area of   Ha Lang - Long Chau, Cao Bang province).

The way to Muong Nam to find the lost soul for healing of the shaman starts from a water 
field where the watershed is located at the Tang Cap- the junction of the roads to the world of 
the three-tier. On the way down to Muong Nam, Then military face many difficult obstacles 
as they face many goblins, and demons. The shaman  must use many spells to fight back. In 
total, they have to go through three gates under Muong Nam:

The Long Cung Ha Ba gate: This is the gate where the Ha Ba governing python army, 
the snake military, and the land territory are envisioned as villages and communes in Muong 
Din. The shaman master enters to pay the ceremony, collecting souls and moving on.

On the way, the army has to meet a demon that transforms into a human form to fight against 
the Then army. The shaman, by using miraculous magic to dry up the water that shows the 
avenue of stone built bricks, makes the fish and snakes enter the surface to breath.

Ngu Hai Long Vuong gate: This is the place of the snake, pangolin, and where the ducks 
swim, as well as where the hundreds of flowers bloom white. He goes to submit offerings and 
asks for a soul and then moves on again.

Next, he encounters an elf disguised as women. With his knowledge and intelligence, the 
master is able to deal with the trick that the elf uses, using paper money (counterfeit money for 
dead people) to give to the elf so that it does not seduce the soul of the sick, and to release the 
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sick into the earth.
Continuously, the master encounters an elf that is disguised as a seductive young boy and girl, 

and that entices and sings, and sits in busy markets as in Muong Din. Here, the shaman urges 
the military and horses to hurriedly pass without stopping.

Hai Giang gate: This is the gate that keeps the sea, crowded with boats that go back and 
forth and have security checks. The shaman goes to pay the ceremony, continuously taking the 
souls of the sick people and continuing the journey. The army has to go through the crowded 
streets, and through elves who infiltrate the market and other spaces. Finally, the troops arrive 
at the place of the magnificent palaces of the Dragon King.

 Entering the palace of the Dragon King (Thap Dien – Ten Palaces): This is an important 
gate and also the final destination of the journey to the Dragon King. The palace of the Dragon 
King appears through Then’s words as both deep and mysterious and antiquated with many 
levels, and many layers of beasts which guard objects such as Bach Xa (White Snake), Ho Lang 
(Tiger), which bares fangs, and growls. It is finally possible to come to Ten Palaces, where each 
court has a watchman. The master invites all  10 official  custodians of Ten Palaces to sit on 
the throne and to ask for redemption for the sick, to submit to the ceremony - and to call the 
souls to the sick to bring the world of the living. After finishing the job, the master commands 
the army to return. On the way back without words, he only chants the spell, and moves very 
quickly to the Tang cap Junction.

 - Journey to Muong Fa (Heaven region):

Muong Fa is the main worshiper of all Then ceremonies, conceived by the Tay as Muong 
Din upside down. So the journey to the heavens was envisioned as going from the village to the 
district and the province, but the farthest was the Jade Emperor’s palace corresponding to «the 
central». The road to Muong Fa also begins at the junction Tang cap, depending on the content 
and purpose of the work of the ceremonies, he goes to different gates on Muong Fa for the 
offering. For example, if he performs the healing ceremony for children, the Shamen must go 
to gate Me Va (The mother administers childbirth), while for the treatment for the elderly is on 
the door  Me Va, Nam Tao Bac Dau (king Fate), and so forth. Particularly for the ceremonies of 
Shaman master himself related to the worship of the profession, he must go to the gates of the 
minister of the Then profession, the Then monk’s door, the Then ancestor and the Jade Emperor 
(Ngoc Hoang) palace. Rituals start from the journey on Muong Din (as mentioned above) and 
then from the junction (Tang Cap ), the shaman commander of the army rises to Muong Fa. 
The shaman describes the journey through the lyrics, the accompaniment and the sound of 
the music symbolizing the sound of hooves, passing through many places in fields, mountains, 
rivers and streams. There is a name in Muong Fa which is the same as on Muong Din. At the 
gate of every god, he will stop his horse and present his work, offering, and then continue to 
play music. Homeowners assist through butchering chickens, pigs, incense, pouring wine, and 
offering gold, depending on the rules of each gate. Sometimes, attendees also participate in 
ritual performances such as in the pouring of rice in the feast during the ceremony (similar to 
happy life) for the elderly. With big rituals such as having to cross the river or the sea, there is a 
section called 'to row the boat across the sea,' which is expressed through rowing and dancing. 
When coming to the ancestors, the general gate has a soul entry for the ancestors or the generals 
to talk, drink, perform games with the people, and to receive offerings. When entering the 
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entrance of the Jade Emperor, there is an illustrated dance section. With the Then lineage of the 
Tay people in Bac Son district, Lang Son province, the souls that enter are many, and there is a 
regulation on color which is similar with the 'Len dong of Kinh. 

After going through all the gates in the heavens, the shaman will command the army of 
soldiers back to earth. When carrying heavy items, it is necessary to stop at many points on 
the road, and hence the journey is slow. When returning light, he can go fast, and ten lines are 
made to be one. Here, the shaman master accelerates by accelerating the tempo of the music. 
He then goes to the place where the master 'camped' outside the 'flower garden in front of the 
door' and then performs the ceremony banquet for soldiers, sending the soldiers to the Mương 
Fa. For the festivals, the section invites the generals to play and interact with the people, then 
leads the guests back to Muong Fa.     

Conclusion

In the history of the Tay and Kinh people of Vietnam, there is a deep exchange in many 
aspects from ethnic backgrounds to languages, cultural aspects, and so forth [Nguyen Thi 
Yen 2009, 29-39 and 47-51]. This is also expressed through the Then ceremony of the Tay 
people and the Len dong ceremony of the Kinh people. It can be seen that, through the Then 
ritual performance, the three-tiered world has been realized, vividly reflecting the Tay people’s 
conception of the universe, of the spirit and devil worlds, and of the existence of souls and 
bodies, as well as of the world of human souls after death. Therefore, studying the art of 
performing Then ceremonies will make an important contribution to pointing out similarities 
and differences within the concept of the three-story world in Then rituals of the Tay people, 
and within the concept of Tam Tu phu in the Len dong ceremony of the Kinh people.
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Abstract 

The counting system(s) and the use of classifiers in the languages of Pulau Simeulue and 
Pulau Banyak are complex. Indeed, there is more than one means of enumeration depending on 
the nature of the entity being counted in those languages. This study reveals strong similarities 
between the counting systems and classifiers used across this set of languages that differ markedly 
from Bahasa Indonesia and other languages of Indonesia more closely related to Malay. It 
provides additional evidence of the connection between the languages spoken in Simeulue and 
those spoken in Pulau Banyak and with Nias to the south.

Keywords:  Austronesian languages, enumeration, classifiers, Simeulue, Pulau Banyak, Devayan, 
Sigulai, Leukon, Haloban, Nias.

Introduction

Indonesia is a region of intense language and culture contact over millennia with successive 
waves of traders and religions and sudden movements of people in response to natural disasters 
and sometimes conflict. The province of Aceh is no exception. The focus of this paper is on 
Pulau Simeulue (PS) and Pulau Banyak (PB), islands off the south west coast of Aceh Province, 
Indonesia. The Indigenous languages spoken on these islands, Devayan, Sigulai and Leukon on 
PS and Haloban in Haloban/Asontola on Pulau Tuangku in PB (see Aziz and Amery, 2016) are 
markedly different to the languages indigenous to the mainland of Aceh and are not able to be 
understood by Acehnese mainlanders unless they make the effort to learn them.

The Indigenous languages are being overtaken by Jamee introduced into Aceh following the 
arrival of Minang refugees from the Padri War in West Sumatra (1805 to 1836) who sought 
refuge in South Aceh, PB, PS and West Aceh. Jamee is the Acehnese word for ‘guest’. The 
Minang immigrants, sharing a strong Islamic faith, were welcomed to settle in Aceh (Tim 
Balai Bahasa Aceh, 2012: 32). The Jamee language has gained major footholds in PS and PB 
(see Suliyanti, 2013) where it is the main language of commerce in the main administrative 
centres of Sinabang in the south of PS and Teluk Nibung in PB.  From these commercial and 
administrative centres, Jamee is spreading throughout the region and is now the first language 
of the majority of the population of these islands. In addition, Indonesian is the national and 
official language, serving as the language of administration, of education, and in these regions, 
the main language of religion. Indonesian and Jamee are both having a profound impact on the 
Indigenous languages of PS and PB. 
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Immigrants from Nias, a large island to the south in North Sumatra, have settled in two 
small villages, Ujung Sialit and Suka Makmur on Pulau Tuangku, PB. Whilst Suka Makmur is 
a Muslim village, Ujung Sialit has been settled by Christian immigrants.

The Indigenous languages of PS and PB (Devayan, Sigulai, Leukon and Haloban) are used 
only by people in this region (ie they have no presence on the Acehnese mainland), and the 
majority only speak these languages plus Jamee and some Indonesian, not Acehnese. Aziz and 
Amery (2016) observe that the languages spoken in PS and PB are closely related to one another, 
and it seems that they are rooted in the Nias language. One subsystem of the languages of PS 
and PB that is especially interesting is the counting system(s) and the use of classifiers. 

Based on the results of our 2016 language survey it was apparent that the systems of 
enumeration in each of the four languages and Bahasa Nias are closely related, though each 
language has its own particular constellation of variations. This study discusses the similarities, 
and differences, of the enumeration and classification systems of the languages spoken in PS 
and PB.

During our survey of the languages of PS and PB in 2016, we became aware of the use of 
different numerals for telling the time (eg jam duo ‘two o’clock’) and quantifying hours (eg dua 
jam ‘two hours) vs quantifying the number of clocks (eg domba jam ‘two clocks’) in Bahasa 
Sigulai. A similar phenomenon is reported for Tagalog (Woods, 2011). Later on in Amery’s 
investigation of Haloban in PB, it became apparent that the system of enumeration was indeed 
mysterious with a complex interplay at work between different numerals and different classifiers 
in the enumeration of different entities. These initial findings led to further investigations by 
Aziz with speakers of each of the languages of PS and PB who were based in Banda Aceh.

Literature Review 

We compared the numeral systems of the languages of PS and PB with Indonesian and 
Jamee as these are the primary contact languages. All language consultants are trilingual speakers 
of Indonesian, Jamee and their local language. Indonesian is well-documented (Sneddon, 
1996; Chaer, 2012; Kridalaksana, 2007), whilst Minang or Minangkabau is reasonably well 
documented (Marnita, 1996) so it makes sense to use these languages as a major point of 
reference. 

This paper will focus on cardinal and ordinal numerals, cardinals being the numerals one, 
two, three four etc. and ordinals indicating the sequence: first, second, third etc (Quirk et al, 
1985, pp. 251- 252). Indonesian ordinal numerals are mostly formed through affixation of the 
prefix ke- to the cardinal numeral such as kedua ‘second’ and ketiga ‘third’. 

Definite numerals are base or core numerals, and are used to mention the number order 
such as units, tens, hundreds, thousands, million, and billion. They include the numerals 1 
(one) - 9 (nine), and to other number clusters like ten and twenty (Alwi et al., 2003, p. 276). Of 
particular interest in this paper are the definite numerals and their co-occurrence with numeral 
classifiers of different kinds.

A numeral classifier is used in addition to the numeral when counting an entity of a 
particular shape or characteristic, similar to the use of ‘head’ in the English expression 50 head 
of cattle. According to Sneddon et al. (2010) classifiers in Indonesian are always preceded by 
a number, and when the number plus classifiers are used they usually precede but can follow 
the noun. When classifiers are used with nouns, the nouns are always indefinite. Sneddon et al. 
(2010) also suggest that in Indonesian there are only three classifiers which are used frequently: 
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orang ‘people’, ekor ‘tail’ used with animals, and buah ‘fruit’, also used with inanimate objects. 
In addition there are still many other classifiers which are still used, but they are becoming 
obsolete (Sneddon et al., 2010). Some of the classifiers are used overlapping in function such as 
helai, lembar and carik which can all occur with kertas ‘paper’, and biji and butir are both used 
with telor ‘egg’. The classifier batang is used with cylindrical objects such as pipes, tree trunks 
and cigarettes. For round and curved objects, the classifier bentuk is used; however, for sharp 
things such as knives and needles, bilah is used. Bidang is used with flat, spread-out things, as 
in sebidang tanah ‘a plot of land’. The languages of PS and PB also employ numeral classifiers, 
but not always as separate words as in Indonesian.

Research Method

This paper is based on elicited data, obtained first by Amery in 2016 from two of the most 
proficient speakers of Haloban living in the village of Asantola in PB, Aceh. Voice recordings 
were made of this elicitation session. These initial findings were followed in 2017-2019 by a 
more detailed investigation by Aziz of male and female students from PS and PB who were 
studying at three universities in Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar. Aziz selected two native speakers 
from each language.

Findings

The languages of PS and PB have complex systems of enumeration, drawing on the resources 
of indigenous counting systems and the more recently introduced Jamee numerals. Jamee 
numerals are almost identical to Minangkabau numerals which also show strong similarities 
to Indonesian numerals. Haloban appears to be most heavily influenced by Jamee. In fact, 
Haloban employs Jamee numerals when counting, except for satu ‘one’ taken from Indonesian. 
Devayan and Leukon use indigenous numbers when counting from one to seven, but revert 
to Jamee numerals for numbers from eight onwards. Sigulai uses indigenous numbers up until 
nine or ten, and Devayan uses fa ‘ten’, which is quite different to Jamee sapuluah ‘ten’. All four 
languages use Jamee numbers for eleven onwards when counting, for example tuju(h) bale 
‘seventeen’, even though Sigulai used fitu ‘seven’ and Devayan and Leukon used itufo ‘seven’ 
being quite different to Jamee tujuah (cf Indonesian tujuh ‘seven’). The complete counting 
systems from one up to ten in PS and PB along with Jamee and Indonesian can be seen in Table 
1 below.

Table 1: Counting systems in PS and PB

Number Devayan Sigulai Leukon Haloban Nias Jamee Indonesian

1 Sao Amba Sao Satu Sara ciek Satu

2 Dufo Dumba Dufo Dua Dua duo Dua

3 Tellufo Telu Tlufo Tigo Tölu tigo Tiga

4 Atao Efa Atafo Ampek Öfa ampek Empat

5 Limafo Lima Limafo Limo Lima limo Lima

6 Nemmafo Ene Nəmmafo Anam Önö anam Enam

7 Itufo Fitu Itufo Tujuh Fitu tujuah Tujuh

8 Salapan Olu Salapan Lapan Walu salapan Delapan

9 Sambelan Siwa Sambélan Sambilan Siwa sambilan Sembilan

10 Faan Fuluh Sapulu Sapuluh Fulu sapuluah Sepuluh
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Looking across the five PS and PB languages, most pronounced variation is evident in the 
form of the numbers for one and two, and Sigulai being the most innovative with amba ‘one’ 
and dumba ‘two’ (as opposed to Haloban satu ‘one’ and dua ‘two; Devayan/Leukon sao ‘one’ 
and dufo ‘two’ and Nias sara ‘one’ and dua ‘two’). Sigulai shows a much closer affinity with Nias 
than Devayan, Leukon or Haloban. The Sigulai numerals olu ‘eight’ and siwa ‘nine’ are closely 
related to Nias walu ‘eight’ and siwa ‘nine’, as opposed to the Jamee-derived salapan ‘eight’ and 
sambelan ‘nine’ employed by all the other languages. Here Nias and Sigulai are conservative, 
preserving PAN *walu and *Siwa (Blust, 2013: 278).

The ordinal numbers in all indigenous languages except Nias are borrowed from Jamee. 
However, the pronunciation and spelling of the ordinal numbers are influenced by Indonesian, 
preferring the Indonesian prefixes per- and ke- over Jamee par- or ka-, yet maintaining the final 
o as in Jamee. 

Table 2: Ordinal Numbers in PS and PB

English Devayan Sigulai Leukon Haloban Nias Jamee

First Pertamo Pertamo Pertamo Pertamo sara Partamo

Second Keduo Keduo Keduo Keruo dua Kaduo

Third Ketigo Ketigo Ketigo Ketigo tölu Katigo

Fourth Keampek Keampek Keampek Keampek öfa Kaampek

Fifth Kelimo Kelimo Kelimo Kelimo lima Kalimo

Sixth Keanam Keanam Keanam Keanam önö Kaanam

Seventh Ketuju Ketujuh Ketuju Ketujuh fitu Katujuah

Eighth Kelapan Kelapan Kelapan Kelapan walu Kalapan

Ninth Kesambilan Kesambilan Kesambilan Kesambilan siwa Kasambilan

Tenth Kesapulu Kesapuluh Kesapulu Kesapuluh fulu Kasapuluah

In counting various objects, the form of the numeral changes radically, depending on what 
is being counted. Take Sigulai for example: amba ‘one’, mea ‘one person’, alangaika ‘one animal’, 
ageu ‘one long square or round object’, ala ‘one’ (long flat object eg ala biuk ‘one knife’), amba 
buah ‘one fruit’ amba ‘one’ (small container), ambebe ‘one bound object’ (from amba + bebe), 
amba bine ‘one package’, amba ‘one’ (seed-like object), amba ‘one’ (bottle, plate etc), sakilo ‘one 
kilo’, sameter ‘one metre’, avilang ‘one section’ (of land, road etc), akhete or alabulu ‘one fine, 
thin object’ and so on. So we see amba, ala, a-, am- and sa- appearing variously in these forms 
for the element meaning ‘one’. In alangaika ‘one animal’ we see an epenthetic nga syllable or 
ligature added between the numeral and classifier. This ligature is found very often in numerals 
in Devayan, Sigulai and Leukon and more often in the larger numerals. Tables 3 to 7 outlay 
enumeration strategies across six categories in each of the languages of PS and PB, as well as 
Nias.
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Table 3: Enumeration of Six Categories in Devayan

People Animals Fruits  Thin flat objects
Bundles of 
firewood

Long cylindrical 
objects 

One Mesa sara Sao Salembar Saferet Sangaon

Two Daro Dua Dufo Duo lembar Doferet Dongaon

Three Datello Tlosiha Tellufo Tigo lembar Tlo ferret Tlongaon

Four Dahat Akasiha Atao Ampek lembar Aka ferret Akangaon

Five Dallima Limasiha Limafo Limo lembar Limo ferret Limangaon

Six Daennem Nemengasiha Nemmafo Annam lembar Nemenga ferret Nemengangaon

Seven Daitu Itungasiha Itufo Tuju lembar Itunga ferret Itungangaon

Eight Salapan Salapanngasiha Salapan Salapan lembar Salapannga ferret Salapanngangaon

Nine Sambelan Sambelanngasiha Sambelan Sambelan lembar Sambelannga ferret Sambelanngangaon

Ten Sapulu Sapulungasiha Faan Sapulu lembar Sapulunga feret sapulungangaon

Table 4: Enumeration of Six Categories in Sigulai 

People Animals Fruits  
Thin flat 
objects

Bundles of 
firewood

Long cylindrical 
objects 

One Mèsa Sara Ngasikha Sao Sao saferet Saayu 

Two Daro Duangasikha Dufo Dufo Doferet Doayu 

Three Datəlô Tlungasikha Tlufo Tlufo Tlo feret Teloayu 

Four Dahat Aat/akangasikha Atafo Atafo Aat feret Aat ngaayu 

Five Dalima Limangasikha Limafo Limafo Limo feret Limangayu 

Six Dannəm ənəmngasikha Nəmmafo Nəmmafo Nem feret ənəm ngayu 

Seven Daitu Itungasikha Itufo Itufo Itu feret Itungayu 

Eight Salapan Salapanngasikha Salapan Salapan Salapan feret salapan ngayu 

Nine Sambélan Sambélanngasikha Sambélan Sambélan Sambelan ferret Sambélan ngayu 

Ten Sapulu Sapulungasikha Sapulu Sapulu Sapulu feret Sapulu ngayu 

 

People Animals Fruits  Thin flat objects
Bundles of 
firewood

Long cylindrical 
objects 

One Mèsa Sara Ngasikha Sao Sao saferet Saayu 

Two Daro Duangasikha Dufo Dufo Doferet Doayu 

Three Datəlô Tlungasikha Tlufo Tlufo Tlo feret Teloayu 

Four Dahat Aat/akangasikha Atafo Atafo Aat feret Aat ngaayu 

Five Dalima Limangasikha Limafo Limafo Limo feret Limangayu 

Six Dannəm ənəmngasikha Nəmmafo Nəmmafo Nem feret ənəm ngayu 

Seven Daitu Itungasikha Itufo Itufo Itu feret Itungayu 
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Eight Salapan Salapanngasikha Salapan Salapan Salapan feret salapan ngayu 

Nine Sambélan Sambélanngasikha Sambélan Sambélan Sambelan ferret Sambélan ngayu 

Ten Sapulu Sapulungasikha Sapulu Sapulu Sapulu feret Sapulu ngayu 

People Animals Fruits  Thin flat objects
Bundles of 
firewood

Long cylindrical 
objects 

One Mea Alangaikha Amba Salembar saferet Ageu 

Two Dalua Duangaika Domba Duo lembar Doferet Dogeu

Three Datelu Telungaikha Telu Tigo lembar Tlo feret Telungageu 

Four Daeva Evangaikha Eva Ampek lembar Aat feret evangageu

Five Dalima limangaikha Lima Limo lembar Limo feret Limangageu

Six Daena Enengaika Ene Annam lembar Nem feret enengageu

Seven Dafitu Fitungaikha Fitu Tujuh lembar Itu feret fitungageu

Eight Daolu Olungaikha Olu Lapan lembar Salapan feret olungageu

Nine Dasiwa Singangaikha Siwa Sambelan lembar Sambelan ferret siwangageu

Ten Dafulu Fulungaikha Fuluh Sapuluh lembar Sapulu feret fulungageu

Table 5: Enumeration of Six Categories in Leukon

People Animals Fruits  Thin flat objects
Bundles of 
firewood

Long cylindrical 
objects 

One Mèsa Sara Ngasikha Sao Sao saferet Saayu 

Two Daro Duangasikha Dufo Dufo Doferet Doayu 

Three Datəlô Tlungasikha Tlufo Tlufo Tlo feret Teloayu 

Four Dahat Aat/akangasikha Atafo Atafo Aat feret Aat ngaayu 

Five Dalima Limangasikha Limafo Limafo Limo feret Limangayu 

Six Dannəm ənəmngasikha Nəmmafo Nəmmafo Nem feret ənəm ngayu 

Seven Daitu Itungasikha Itufo Itufo Itu feret Itungayu 

Eight Salapan Salapanngasikha Salapan Salapan Salapan feret salapan ngayu 

Nine Sambélan Sambélanngasikha Sambélan Sambélan Sambelan ferret Sambélan ngayu 

Ten Sapulu Sapulungasikha Sapulu Sapulu Sapulu feret Sapulu ngayu 

Table 6: Enumeration of Six Categories in Haloban

People Animals Fruits  Thin flat objects
Bundles of 
firewood

Long cylindrical 
objects 

One mesa sara Sao Salembar Sewirit ayu Sangawun

Two raro rua Ruo Duo lembar Dua wirit Rongawun

Three ratelu telu Teluo Tigo lembar Tiga wirit Teloawun

Four rahat aka Atawo Ampek lembar Ampat wirit Akanawun

Five ralima lima Limaho Limo lembar Lima wirit Limangawun
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Six ranem enam Namaho Annam lembar Anam wirit Anamawun

Seven raitu itu Ituwo Tujuh lembar Tujuh wirit Tujuhawun

Eight salapan lapan Salapan Lapan lembar Salapan wirit Salapanawun

Nine sambilan sambilan sambilan Sambelan lembar Sambilan wirit Sambilanawun

Ten sapuluh sepuluh Sapuluh Sapuluh lembar Sapuluh wirit Sapuluhawun

Table 7: Enumeration of Six Categories in Nias

People Animals Fruits  
Thin flat ob-
jects

Bundles of fire-
wood

Long cylindrical 
objects 

One Samesa niha Sara na’eu Sam  bua Sara Saraboloe Sagewu

Two Darua niha Dua na’eu Dom bua Dua Duaboloe Duangaewu

Three Datelu niha Telu na’eu Telö ngawua Telu Teluboloe Telungaewu

Four Daefa niha Efa na’eu Efangawua Efa Eva boloe Efangaewu

Five Dalima niha Lima na’eu limangawua Lima Lima boloe Limangaewu

Six Daönö niha Önö na’eu önö ngawua Önö Önö boloe Önöngaewu

Seven Dafitu niha Fitu na’eu Fitu ngawua Fitu Fituboloe Fitungaewu

Eight
D a w a l u 
niha

Walu na’eu Walungawua Walu Waluboloe walungaewu

Nine Dasiwa niha Siwa na’eu Siwa 
ngawua Siwa Siwaboloe Siwangaewu

Ten Dafulu niha Fulu na’eu Fulu ngawua Fulu Fulu boloe Fulungaewu

Discussion and Conclusions

The languages of PS and PB display considerable variation in the shape of the numeral, 
which varies according to what is being counted. This variation has a number of sources, in 
part due to long-standing variation in the ancestral language which has been retained in this 
particular set of languages. Some is the result of fusion of the following classifier with the 
numeral to form a new numeral root. In large-part, however, the variation is due to language 
contact, whilst there are other minor variations in both indigenous and introduced roots.

Independent numerals ‘one’ and ‘two’

The most obvious of all differences between number systems in these languages are the 
independent numbers ‘one’ and ‘two’ with Devayan/Leukon sao ‘one’ vs Sigulai amba ‘one’ 
vs Haloban satu ‘one’ (from Indonesian) and Nias sara ‘one’ which in Devayan, Leukon and 
Haloban is the expression for ‘one animal’. Similarly, Devayan/Leukon dufo ‘two’ corresponds 
to Sigulai dumba ‘two’ and Haloban/Nias/Indonesian dua ‘two’. So where do the divergent 
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terms sao, amba, dufo and dumba come from. If we consider the Nias, Jamee and Indonesian 
terms for ‘one fruit’ and ‘two fruits’ the answer becomes obvious. Nias sam bua ‘one fruit’, 
compared with Indonesian sebuah and Jamee sabuah, has introduced a homorganic nasal m in 
anticipation of the following b in bua. Exactly the same process has occurred in Nias dom bua 
‘two fruits’, compared with Indonesian dua buah and Jamee duo buah. Sigulai amba derives 
from sambua. The deletion of the initial s is a semi-regular sound change in Sigulai, but is 
retained in Devayan and Leukon. Similarly, Sigulai dumba has derived from Nias dombua. 
So there has been a process of fusion of bua ‘fruit’, which is the classifier for fruits, with the 
numerals one and two. Amba and dumba are independent numerals in their own right and are 
no longer restricted to counting fruit. Devayan/Leukon sao ‘one’ and dufo ‘two’ have arisen in 
a similar way. 

Despite the fact that Devayan sao and dufo have arisen from fusion of the ‘fruit’ classifier, 
they must be followed by bon (cf bo ‘fruit’) followed by the name of the fruit as in sao bon 
mangga ‘one mango’, dufo bon yamor ‘two papayas’, tigo bon bonnol ‘three coconuts’ etc. 
According to the Devayan language informant, the addition of the word bo without being 
followed by the name of the fruit will sound strange to its speakers.

Counting People: Prefix da- ~ ra-

A distinct word mesa in Devayan, Leukon and Haloban (in Amery’s data) or mea in Sigulai, 
means ‘one person’. It is quite distinct from the independent word for ‘one’ (sao, amba, sara, 
satu). In Nias it appears with the additional prefix sa- ‘one’ together with niha ‘person’ to 
form the longer expression samesa niha ‘one person’. However, most numeral expressions for 
counting people entail the prefix da-, or ra- in the case of Haloban, attached to the numeral. 
Ariani (2016) has raitu ‘seven people’ compared with Aziz’s daitu in Devayan.  In Sigulai and 
Nias, da- is prefixed to all numerals from two to ten, but in Devayan and Leukon da- is attached 
only to numerals from two to seven. In Amery’s data the prefix ra- mirrors the distribution of 
da- in Devayan and Leukon, being attached to numerals from two to seven. This human prefix 
appears to have ancient origins as discussed in Amery and Zulfadli (forthcoming).

Indigenous vs Introduced Numerals

The most obvious source of variation is the use of introduced numerals, borrowed mostly 
from Jamee and occasionally from Indonesian. Indigenous numerals are more likely to be used 
when the number is small than when it is larger. Introduced numerals are most likely to be 
used with introduced measure words such as kilo. Indigenous numerals are most likely to be 
used in counting people, animals and fruits but there is considerable variation in the point at 
which introduced numerals cut in. Sigulai appears to be the most conservative. It is the only 
language of the four PS/PB languages which uses indigenous numerals above eight. Haloban is 
the language most heavily influenced by Jamee and is the only language of the four which uses 
introduced numerals when just counting independently of a specific entity. The other three 
languages use indigenous numerals at least up to seven for this purpose.

In Ariani’s (2016) Devayan data, a similar pattern emerges. Borrowed (Jamee) numerals 
are intruding at different points depending on what is being counted. They appear from two 
onwards if just counting, from three or four onwards if counting days, but from eight onwards 
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if counting people, animals or fruits. But if plants are counted, the Jamee/Indonesian word 
tujuh ‘seven’ is used rather than the indigenous itu- ‘seven’ which is used with fruit. If weeks, 
months or years are enumerated, then all numerals are borrowed from Jamee. But there are 
some differences between Ariani’s (2016) Devayan data and Aziz’s 2018-19 Devayan data. 
Ariani has itu ngasiha ‘seven animals’, with the indigenous numeral itu ‘seven’, whereas Aziz has 
tujuhngasiha ‘seven animals’ with the introduced numeral tujuh ‘seven’. Ariani has rufo ‘two 
fruits’ compared with Aziz’s dufo ‘two fruits’. 

The Ligature –nga

An epenthetic syllable –nga often appears throughout the data in enumerating certain 
objects. It is most evident in Devayan and least apparent in Haloban and occurs more often in 
larger numeral expressions. In Devayan, Sigulai and Leukon it appears with all numerals when 
counting animals, but never in counting thin, flat objects. Let’s consider its distribution in 
counting long cylindrical shapes. In Nias it occurs with all numerals except one, in Sigulai with 
three and above, in Leukon with four and above, in Devayan with six and above and in Haloban 
just with one, two and five. By contrast, in counting bundles of firewood, it only occurs in 
Devayan and then only with numerals three and above. In counting fruits, it only appears in 
Nias, and then just with numerals three and above.

Minor Variation in the Form of the Numeral

All languages exhibit minor variation in the form of the numerals, irrespective of whether it is 
indigenous or introduced, which depends on what is being counted. The indigenous morpheme 
for ‘two’ is sometimes ro, sometimes, du, sometimes do whilst the introduced morpheme for 
‘two’ varies between dua and duo. Indigenous elements for ‘three’ vary between telu, telo and 
tlo, whilst the introduced ‘three’ is sometimes tigo, sometimes tiga. Similarly, the indigenous 
element for ‘four’ varies between hat, aka and ata. 

The Meaning of Variation
There is clearly a need for more in-depth investigation of the plethora of variant forms. 

Our data was obtained primarily through elicitation and is based on the knowledge of a very 
small number of speakers of each language. But it is clear that not all speakers agree all the time. 
Even the same speaker was found to volunteer different numerals on different occasions for the 
same purpose. Significant differences are evident in Amery’s Haloban data, compared with that 
collected by Aziz and there are clear differences between Ariani’s (2016) Devayan data and that 
collected by Aziz. There are also signs of internal inconsistency within data collected by the 
same researcher. At this stage it is unknown whether this variation has social meaning. A range 
of sociolinguistic variables, including age, sex, education and occupation of the speaker should 
be investigated. Perhaps there is localized subdialectal variation from one village to another. 
Language shift is likely to be more advanced in some locations than others. The Haloban data 
would seem to support this hypothesis.

This investigation has presented an especially interesting case in the study of number systems 
and counting phenomena where the extent of variation in the form of the numeral is perhaps 
unrivaled.
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Abstract 

This presentation aims at describing and analyzing the main problems faced in the course of 
making a dictionary of Ket, a unique and highly endangered language spoken in Northern Asia. 
Among the primary issues discussed are the following:

1. Target audience. There are three variants: (1) language community; (2) academic 
community; (3) both communities. The survey of existing Ket dictionaries and the present 
sociolinguistic situation in the Ket community has shown that scholars are by and large the 
main TA for the dictionary. This was also the determinant factor in dealing with various practical 
dictionary-related questions.

2. Basic vocabulary. The initial wordlist can be based on: (1) translation of the list of the most 
frequent words from a European language; (2) extraction of the wordlist from a corpus of texts; 
(3) thematic elicitation from native speakers. The main peculiarity in compiling a wordlist for 
the Ket dictionary is connected with the fact that it was initially created on the basis of a hand-
written card file dictionary (compiled from a collection of field notes).

3. Dictionary entry. It includes two important components – a lemma and a commentary.
3.1. Lemma. Since the dictionary is primarily targeted at scholars, it uses notation based on 

IPA. Due to diverse orthographic notations used in the field notes as well as in other sources, 
dictionary representations of the Ket data required unification. As a result, Ket lemmata are 
provided in strict phonological transcription, while illustrative contexts are represented in a 
unified phonetic transcription reflecting dialectal differences.

3.2 Commentary. An obligatory and very important component of the commentary is a 
certain hierarchic arrangement of word meanings reflected in the corresponding meta-language 
translations. Linguists compiling dictionaries usually rely on the totality of contexts in which 
the given word can be found, and, if they are native speakers, upon their own intuition. Those 
who compile dictionaries of unwritten languages are generally not native speakers, and therefore 
contexts are of an utmost importance. In this case, each single meaning should be confirmed 
by an appropriate context. The corpus of illustrative examples for the dictionary is based both 
on published and unpublished sources. In many cases, the commentaries include encyclopedic 
information, as it helps to understand certain ethnospecific concepts.

Keywords:  Ket, documentation, endangered languages, Lexicography
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Introduction

This paper discusses key linguistic and sociolinguistic peculiarities that played a major role 
in the making of the Comprehensive Dictionary of Ket, a highly endangered language spoken in 
North Asia, the sole surviving member of the Yeniseian family. 

The last remaining Ket speakers reside in the north of Russia’s Krasnoyarsk province in remote 
settlements along the Yenisei river. The current sociolinguistic situation is characterized by the 
lack of monolingual speakers and the predominance of Russian in all spheres of communication. 
Speaking from the recent fieldwork experience, the present-day number of competent speakers 
in all of the Ket dialects combined does not exceed 20-30 people.1 The average age of the 
majority of these speakers is over 65 years. 

The drastic sociolinguistic situation made creating a comprehensive dictionary while there 
are still fluent speakers of Ket a task of utter importance. However, it also inevitably had its 
impact on certain aspects of the dictionary discussed below.

In what follows, we will first consider the Ket dictionaries that were published before the 
Comprehensive Dictionary of Ket (CDK for short) and then discuss the key distinctions of 
CDK and what factors were decisive in shaping the form of the dictionary.

Ket dictionaries: General overview

There exist several Ket dictionaries to date; however, all of these differ from the approach and 
mission of the Comprehensive Dictionary of Ket in many respects. 

The first published Ket dictionary (not taking into account the century old lists of Ket words 
and various glossaries) is the Ket-Russian and Russian-Ket dictionary for school compiled by 
Heinrich Werner (Verner 1993). It is based on the Southern dialect of the language and employs 
the official Cyrillic-based Ket alphabet. Its main purpose was to facilitate the process of teaching 
Ket at school. The dictionary is rather small with about 2800 headwords in each part. The entries 
are very compact, mostly lacking any illustrative examples and extended contexts.

A similar dictionary based on the Central Ket dialect was compiled by the native Central 
Ket speaker Zoja Maksunova (Maksunova 2001). This dictionary contains only a Ket-Russian 
part with about 2500 lexical units; the entry is similar to that in the school dictionary of Werner. 

Another important lexicographical work, the Comparative Dictionary of the Yeniseian 
languages (Werner 2002), represents a completely different type of dictionary. It is a solid three-
volume work containing about 11500 entries belonging to all known Yeniseian languages. The 
main purpose of this dictionary is to compare words with similar meanings in these languages 
and, where possible, to reconstruct the corresponding Proto-Yeniseian forms. The meta-language 
of the dictionary is German with the Yeniseian data presented in a specific transcription, largely 
based on IPA. This fundamental work puts its main focus on the history of the Yeniseian family 
and is not intended to fully account for the semantics of Ket words at the synchronic level, since 
the author is more concerned with the Yeniseian etymology (cf. Kotorova and Nefedov 2004; 
Kotorova 2016).

1 At the same time, according to the latest census, there are 1219 ethnic Kets.
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Comprehensive Dictionary of Ket: Major distinctions 

CDK differs from the aforementioned dictionaries in several respects. 
First of all, it covers the largest amount of verified vocabulary from all Ket dialects (Southern, 

Central and Northern), which means that all the headwords in the dictionary were checked 
either by the native Ket speakers during fieldwork, or can be verified by contextual examples 
taken from both published and unpublished sources.2 The total number of lexical entries in the 
dictionary is over 6000. 

Second, the main objective of CDK is to reveal the semantics of words in Ket through 
illustrative contexts, explanations and comments. Therefore, it contains over 27000 illustrative 
contexts ranging from simple noun phrases to sentence strings, as well as supplementary 
encyclopedic descriptions. In addition, it also provides extensive grammatical information 
about the Ket words necessary to facilitate understanding the complexities of the language. 

Third, CDK employs a unique approach to presenting the Ket material. For example, it uses 
a combination of phonological (headword) and phonetic (illustrative examples) representation 
of the Ket data, a formulaic representation of the polysynthetic Ket verb, etc. We will discuss 
some of the approaches in more detail in the sections below.  

Forth, unlike the other Ket dictionaries which are bilingual, CDK includes parallel 
translations of Ket headwords into three languages: Russian, German and English. All the 
illustrative Ket examples in CDK, however, are provided with Russian translations only in order 
not to exceed a reasonable page limit for the printed version. 

Finally, the dictionary consists of two separate volumes, one devoted to verbs only and the 
other one to nouns and rest of the parts of speech. The reason behind this decision is discussed 
in Section 4.2.

It should also be noted that the drastic sociolinguistic situation in the Ket community 
predetermined the choice of the target audience for the dictionary. While in many cases, the 
most obvious choice is making a dictionary that would serve both the interests of native speakers 
and linguists, in the case of CDK it was the linguist community that had to be chosen as the 
primary target audience (cf. Kotorova 2016 for more discussion). One of the most important 
decisions connected with this target audience was choosing the IPA-based transcription over the 
official Ket alphabet. 

The statistical data show that only 2,8 % of the ethnic Kets are able to read and write the 
Cyrillic-based alphabet, and a somewhat larger percent, 10,5 %, can only read it (Krivonogov 
(2003: 86). Therefore, using this alphabet would render the dictionary much less useful in 
general, not to mention the limitations of the official Ket alphabet pointed out below.

Key peculiarities of Ket 

In this section, we consider the key peculiarities of the Ket language that guided our 
decisions with respect to lexicographical representation of the Ket data in the dictionary. These 
peculiarities can be conventionally divided into phonetic and phonological, morphological and 
lexical-semantic ones. 

2 The only exception are words related to the sphere of native religious beliefs. This knowledge is almost completely lost among 
the modern Kets. Likewise, these words are usually not used in the Ket narratives. In such cases, the dictionary entry consists 
of only a headword and an extended ethnographic description; cf. also Section 4.3 below.
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Phonetic and phonological peculiarities
The most prominent characteristic of Ket phonology is a system of four suprasegmental 

oppositions or tonemes in the domain of monosyllabic words: 1) high-even, 2) abrupt rising 
(laryngealized), 3) rising-falling, and 4) falling (cf. Nefedov and Vajda 2015: 28). The tonemes 
form numerous minimal pairs and even sets which differ in lexical or grammatical meaning. 

Lexicographical representation of these tonemes differs from dictionary to dictionary. 
Both Verner (1993) and Maksunova (2001) are based on the official alphabet which captures 
the distinction between the second and the third tonemes with a special diacritic sign and a 
germinated vowel, respectively, but fails to distinguish between the first and fourth tonemes.3 
In Werner (2002), on the other hand, all four tonemes are distinguished with a superscript 
number from 1 to 4 with additional suprasegmentals for the first three ones. In CDK, each of 
the four tonemes has its own distinct representation with a special tonal mark following Vajda 
(2004: 9-11). This way of representation of tonal distinctions is more or less conventional in the 
linguistic literature; therefore it would be more easily accessible for the target audience. Table 1 
illustrates the differences between CDK and the other Ket dictionaries. 

Table 1. Graphic presentation of Ket tonemes in the dictionaries.

CDK Verner (1993) Maksunova (2001) Werner (2002)

qā ‘home’ қa қa 1qa·

qaˀ ‘word’ қа’ қа’ 2qaˀ

áàŋ ‘hot’ aaӊ aaӊ 3a:ŋ

àŋ ‘rope’ aӊ aӊ 4aŋ

A rather non-canonical lexicographic approach was employed with regard to presenting 
phonetic differences between Ket dialects. Ket distinguishes three major dialects: Southern, 
Central and Northern. They are further subdivided into subdialects named after the village 
each is spoken in. Among the most prominent phonetic differences between them are, for 
example, truncation of the final unstressed vowel in Southern Ket (e.g. SK sèl, CK sèle, NK sèli 
‘reindeer’), rhotacism of intervocalic d > r in Southern and Northern Ket (e.g. CK ti ̀ːdə, SK tìr, 
NK tìːri ‘root’), spirantization of b > v in Southern and Northern Ket (e.g. CK doːba, SK dova, 
NK doːva ‘a.k.o. fishtrap’), etc.4 

As we mentioned in Section 2 above, two of the previously published dictionaries were 
based on one specific dialect – Verner (1993) on Southern Ket and Maksunova (2001) on 
Central Ket. In Werner (2002), the majority of Ket headwords are presented in their Southern 
Ket form. However, most of the entries provide information about the corresponding forms in 
the other dialects, as well. CDK takes a different approach influenced by the fact that the target 
audience is the linguistic community. In order to stay dialect-neutral, we decided to provide Ket 
headwords in their phonological form. At the same time, every entry shows dialectal variants, 
if they are considerably different from the phonological headword. Moreover, all corresponding 
illustrative contexts are provided in phonetic transcription to reflect dialectal differences. They 
are also marked with a village abbreviation to indicate the place each context was recorded 
in. This also provides a convenient way of introducing the reader to how phonology works in 
different Ket dialects. Below is an example of an entry from CDK. 
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èd1 m, edn; (sket. ɛ̀rʲ, cket. ɛ̀dǝ, nket. ɛ̀ri) соболь//Zobel//sable; sur. qɔˀk ὲd  
один соболь, sur. εtn kurʲap  связка (шкурок) соболей, sur. kisɛ́ŋ εtn ɔnaŋ  
здесь соболей много, bak. hɨtl qasɛŋ hʌna εtn внизу (там) соболята 

 (Kotorova and Nefedov 2015: 160)

Morphological peculiarities

As we mentioned above, the dictionary consists of two volumes, the first one containing 
all parts of speech except the verb and the second one being solely devoted to the Ket verb. 
The reason behind such unconventional division is that in CDK, the Ket verb headword is 
represented not with a lexical word, but with a special hyphenated stem formula, which is why it 
is not appropriate to list them together with the other parts of speech. The verb formula is based 
on the position class model developed by Edward Vajda. Table 2 illustrates the latest variant of 
the model from Nefedov and Vajda (2015: 35).

Table 2. Position classes in Modern Ket

P8 P7 P6 P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 P0 P-1

AGR
or

thematic 
valence 

reducing 
affix

1) left 
semantic 

head
or

2) noun, 
adj,

or adverb 
root

AGR

thematic
consonant 
(most are 
seman-
tically

opaque)

tense/
mood

or
AGR

AGR
or

thematic 
non-

agreement 
affix

past tense/ 
imperative

AGR
or

thematic
valence

reducing
affix

1) right 
semantic

head
or 2)

aspect/
voice

auxiliary)

AGR
(in verbs 
that use 
P8 for 

subject)

This position class model consists of ten separate positions. All the positions can be 
conventionally divided into three general types: lexical, tense/mood and agreement positions. 
The basic lexical stem is formed through a combination of morphemes in positions P7, P5 and 
P0. When present in a particular verb form, these positions remain unchanged throughout 
the whole paradigm, and therefore are responsible for the lexical meaning of the verb. Tense 
and mood distinctions are generally marked through a combination of morpheme shapes 
in positions P4 and P2. There are six productive tense/mood combinations in Modern Ket. 
Positions marked as ‘AGR’ are potential agreement positions. 

The formulaic headword of the Ket verb in the dictionary consists of lexical morphemes 
marked by superscript numerals indicating position class. These morphemes that remain 
unchanged in all grammatical forms are the basis of each formula. Elements that sporadically 
appear or disappear across the stem’s conjugated forms are placed in parentheses. Square brackets 
enclose tense-mood morphemes belonging to slots P4 or P2. An example of a verbal entry can 
be seen below. 

ha(d)7-[s4]-[l2]-a0 vt1 iter кто-л режет что-л//jmd schneidet etw//smn cuts 
smth; kel. īsʲ āt thasʲa  мясо я режу, kel. īsʲ āt harʲaja daqqajit  рыбу я разрежу 
(на куски), пожарю

 (Kotorova and Nefedov 2015: 500)
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The formulaic representation of the Ket verb is a distinctive feature of CDK. The other 
Ket dictionaries, following the Indo-European lexicographic tradition, employ special non-
finite forms referred to as ‘infinitives’ as a citation form for verbs. The reason for this is rather 
straightforward as these forms fulfill many of the functions typical of the Russian infinitive. 
However, if we consider all the factors including the functional range and the morphosyntactic 
properties inherent to these word forms, it becomes obvious that the term ‘action nominal’ 
would be more justified in this case (cf. Nefedov 2015: 27-30). 

There are several reasons, why we did not use these non-finite forms as a citation form the 
Ket verb and decided to list them in the first volume with the non-verbal parts of speech. First 
of all, they are morphologically diverse and, in general, lack special marking (cf. Werner 1997: 
175-180). Furthermore, they show a considerable degree of lexicalization, i.e. it is impossible in 
many cases to predict their form from the semantically corresponding finite verb and vice versa; 
consider the following example:
(1) dbílʲabak 
  d[i]8-b3-l2-bak0
  1sg8-3n3-pst2-drag0 t
  ‘I dragged it.’

The corresponding non-finite form for this verb is bákdeŋ ‘pulling’, not *bak as one could 
expect (Werner 1997: 176). Some non-finites are in fully suppletive relation with the semantically 
corresponding finite verb, for example, éjiŋ ‘going’ and bókatn ‘I go’ [bo6-k5-a4-tn0 1sg6-
th5-npst4-go0]. Finally, some finite verbs do not have a corresponding non-finite form at all, 
e.g. dabátabet ‘I understand’ [da8-ba6-t5-a4-b3-et0 ic8-1sg6-th5-npst4-3n3-understand0] – 
neither *et nor anything else is the non-finite counterpart for this verb. In the latter case, Verner 
(1993) and Maksunova (2001) simply provide a fully finite verb in the first person singular as 
a citation form. Werner (2002) is closer to CDK in this respect, as it also employs a kind of 
formulaic verb stem consisting of lexical morphemes only (for example, for ‘understand’ it is 
t…et). 

Lexical-semantic peculiarities

From the lexical-semantic point, there are the following lexicographic peculiarities in CDK. 
In the other Ket dictionaries, the verb headword is translated with either an infinitive or a finite 
verb form in the first person singular (depending on the headword form). In CDK, however, 
the translation of verbal headwords is done in the so-called “phrasal” format, e.g.: ed(a)7-q5-
a4-[l2]-dа0 vt1 caus iter 1. кто-л посылает кого-л/что-л//jmd schickt jmdn/etw//smn sends 
smn/smth. This translation format allows for a better understanding of the complex nature of 
the Ket verb and helps to capture the peculiarities connected with various restrictions coded in 
a verb form itself (for example, obligatory animacy or inanimacy of the subject/object, etc.). In 
cases, when the subject or object belongs to the animate class in Ket, but is inanimate in the 
target languages, its representation follows the source language, i.e. Ket, e.g: en7-t5-[l2]-da0 vt1 
iter кто-л застёгивает кого-л (пуговицу)//jmd knöpft jmdn (den Knopf ) zu//smn buttons 
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smn (a button).
Another lexical-semantic peculiarity of CDK is its focus on presenting as much ethnocultural 

information in a dictionary entry as possible (cf. Kotorova and Nefedov 2016). In the 
lexicographic tradition of majority languages, ethnocultural information is usually presented in 
encyclopedic dictionaries which serve to describe ethnocultural realia, but not lexemes. Since 
Ket has no existing encyclopedic works describing ethnocultural realia, we decided to include 
this kind of information in addition to the translations in the dictionary in order to preserve the 
ethnic knowledge and give the reader a detailed understanding of such a lexeme. This kind of 
information is largely absent in the other Ket dictionaries, cf. Table 3 below.5 

Table 3. Kinds of hunting traps Ket

CDK Verner 1993 Maksunova 2001 Werner 2002

dedaŋoks ‘čerkan (a type 
of jamming snare 
for fur-bearing 
animals)’ 

a trap for birds - a kind of trap ·

kī ‘past’ (a type of pressing 
trap for wolverines, 
hares, woodgrouses, 
polar foxes)’ 

kuljomka (a kind of 
trap)

kuljomka (a kind of 
trap)

a kind of hunting 
trap

kǝntoks ‘kleptsa (a type 
of striking trap for 
foxes, wolverines, 
polar foxes)’ 

- -
a kind of hunting 

trap

As we can see, the lexicographic description of lexemes with the meaning ‘trap’ in CDK 
reveals the semantics of these ethnocultural realia to a greater extent and highlights important 
differences between them.

To conclude, we would like to note that making a dictionary for an endangered language 
may require a creative and open-minded approach, as it often deals with tasks and problems 
going beyond traditional lexicography based on majority languages.
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Urbanization and Language Change in Vietnam:   
Evidence from a Rural Community in Hanoi

Trinh Cam Lana

aUniversity of Social Sciences and Humanities,Vietnam National University, Hanoi, Vietnam

Abstract 

Language change and contact in Vietnam has recently intensified among some demographic 
groups. As such, certain sociolinguistic patterns help to describe these changes in language and 
society. This study is aimed at observing and measuring dialect change in Vietnam influenced 
by urbanization, with evidence from a rural community in Hanoi, a speech community in Xuan 
Canh commune, Dong Anh district. The study investigates the ways in which dialect change in 
this region has developed according to specific social and cultural factors.

The Xuan Canh speech community evidences a narrowing usage of local variants. For 
its method, the study employs fieldwork, and subsequent quantitative methods to aid in the 
analysis. The data set includes 34 informants, randomly selected, which were categorized into 
certain social variables. The study also released 34 questionnaires, 11 recorded files of natural 
speech, from which emerged two sets of 34 recorded files of word lists and a text. 

The results indicate a gradual reduction in the frequency of use of local variants, a decrease in 
the number of lexical forms with rural characteristics, and an increase in certain types of urban 
variants. This trend can be seen by observing changing social variables sensitive to urbanization, 
such as youths, officials, students, and hence people who have out-community communication 
scope. Here, the quantitative correlations prove statistically significant.

The state of dialect change in this community thus signifies a phenomenon common to 
Vietnamese rural communities under the effect of the urbanization; that is, a tendency following 
language urbanization in Vietnam.

Keywords: Linguistic Anthropology, Urbanization, Rural Community, Hanoi, Sociolinguistics

 

Introduction

Regarding social change, urbanization is a complex, multi-faceted process. The impact of 
urbanization on culture and language is clear. Language contact and consequently the rate and 
amount of language change in Vietnam is increasing due to recent demographic fluctuations. 
Certain social language models have well supported the description of these changes in language 
and society. The goal of the study is to observe and measure dialectic variation due to the impact 
of urbanization, with evidence from a rural community in Hanoi, Xuan Canh commune, Dong 
Anh district. This study investigates ways in which dialects are changing in this area, based on 
specific social and cultural factors.

Urbanization in rural areas in Vietnam in general and Hanoi in particular since the late 
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20th and early 21st centuries has been intense, leading to many changes in Vietnamese. Through 
language change in the studied community, this article will attempt to respond to the questions 
of how and to what extent urbanization influences Vietnamese in the periphery of the capital.

Literature review

Increasingly, linguists are becoming aware that the relationship between social and language 
processes is extremely complex (Miller 2007). It becomes even more complicated when those 
processes take place during the period of urbanization. The same social phenomenon, such 
as migration, can cause many different types of language change predicated on the historical 
and social issues of that migration (Werner 1970; Trudgill 1986; Amara 2005; Ann-Marie 
2005; Miller 2007). That suggests that language change is predicated significantly on the 
social-historical environment where the change takes place. Migration and urbanization have 
encouraged linguists to face sizable problems of dialect and language contact (Kerswill 2003; 
Miller 2007). Studies show that both forms of language maintenance and language change are 
influenced by political, social and cultural factors related to urban development (So ̈ylemez 
2004).

The study of language change under the impact of urbanization has had a long history. Since 
the 1970s, sociolinguists have been well aware of the complex three-hand relationship, that is, 
urbanization, migration and language change. One such study – The decline of German dialects 
- mentioned the issue of dialect contact and of urbanized rural dialects (Werner 1970). At that 
time, it was discovered that the language change went in the direction of the loss of dialect 
features, instead of the more common features that people called ‘language urbanization.’ 

In North Africa, the first issue that sociolinguistic research focuses on is the changes in 
linguistic structure, especially among rural dialects when they come into contact (Amara 
2005; Miller 2007). If internal change in linguistic systems is usually slow (e.g. hundreds or 
sometimes thousands of years), change due to external causes such as social, political and/or 
cultural factors will often be faster and more powerful. And, in the process of urbanization, 
language processes also operate and change more dynamically. Because languages and dialects 
are then in the situation of contact, they are in contact, and in those ways, language change is an 
inevitable result. The relationship between urbanization and language change in this case is an 
interactive, mutually changing relationship. Dialects cannot reveal all the changing tendencies 
without putting them in situations of contact (Miller 2007). When rural dialects are in contact 
with urban dialects, language change may occur in both directions, but rural dialects are often 
under pressure of stronger change. It is an expression of communicative accommodation, 
and this depends on many factors, in which the social network structure of the speakers plays 
the most important role (Amara 2005; Ann-Marie 2005; Miller 2007; Trinh 2007, 2010). 
Language change in urbanization makes the traditional dialect difference between rural and 
urban areas balanced. The inevitable tendency of language change is dialect leveling, and the 
main change involves rural dialects with the fading of marked features (Werner 1970; Trudgill 
1986; Kerswill 2003; So Yylemez 2004; Ann-Marie 2005; Trinh 2007). Consequently, urban 
features, especially standard forms, appear more and more in the speech of young rural people 
and then spread throughout the community (Thomas 1997; Kerswill 2003; Tillery and Bailey 
2003; Durian 2006).

About the studied region and the linguistic variables 
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a. Xuan Canh commune is in Dong Anh district, which is separated from Hanoi by two 
rivers – the Red River and Duong River, but still adjacent to Hanoi. Located in the confluence 
of the Red River and Duong River, the commune has many mudflats. Across the Red River is 
the inner city. Because of the separation from Hanoi by the Red River, traditionally, the Xuan 
Canh people mainly contacted the neighboring communes, but they did not have much contact 
with the inner city. The main occupation of the population is small-scale agricultural production 
and services. In the last years of the 20th and early 21st centuries, the rural appearance of Xuan 
Canh has been significantly updated, and the invested infrastructure has made the commune a 
new rural appearance. Compared to many other communes in the district, Xuan Canh does not 
have any newly developed industrial and urban areas. As a result, the residential area has few job 
opportunities and a smaller, less concentrated population. the population from other places to 
work and live is negligible. However, the commune has a small town called Dau Street. It used 
to be a market of the commune, but because of the increasingly busy trade, it became a street. 
This area represents development and urbanization to the local people, and it is the gateway to 
trade with outside regions.

b. The linguistic variables investigated in the locality are two consonants /l/ and /n/ and 
two vowels /ͻ/ and /ɛ/. These are units whose local variants are commonly used and strongly 
marked, both in terms of the region and society.

Consonants /n/ and /l/
Like many rural communities in Hanoi and northern Vietnam, in this community, the 

phenomenon of confusion between /l/ and /n/ is quite common (e.g. standard lâu ‘long time’ 
pronounced as [nɣw] and standard nâu ‘brown’ pronounced as [lɣw]). In our notation, variant 
0 is a mainstream pronounciation, while variant 1 is a local variant. Thus, [n]-0 is pronounced 
as [n] (the standard pronunciation) and [n]-1 is pronounced as [l] (the local variant). As for 
/l/, [l]-0 is pronounced as [l], while [l]-1 is pronounced as [n]. These local variants are not 
considered by many Vietnamese, especially those in urban areas, to be phonetically acceptable, 
and those with this phonetic variation are sometimes discriminated against by the mainstream 
Vietnaemse-speaking community.

Vowels /ͻ/ and /ɛ/.
In the Xuan Canh community, the two vowels /ͻ/ and /ɛ/ have two variants, both the 

standard and local types.
(1) Variants [ͻ]-0, [ɛ]-0: These are commonly pronounced as /ͻ/ and /ɛ/.
(2) Variants [ͻ]-1, [ɛ]-1: These are pronounced with an unstable timbre, from [u] to [ͻ] or 

from [u] to [ͻ] and then [ʌ] (with /ͻ/), or from [i] to [ɛ] (with /ɛ/), in other words, ranging 
from a narrow vowel to a open vowel. The range from narrow vowels to open vowels resembles 
diphthongs. However, in this combination, [ͻ] and [ɛ] are still the main vowels, [u] and [i] are 
only gliding vowels, which have an auxiliary role and can be denoted by [uͻ] / [uͻʌ] and [iɛ]. 
These are typical local variants, appearing regularly on all syllables with /ͻ/ and /ɛ/ as main 
vowels. It is possible to locate local variants of these two vowels as follows:
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Figure 1: The change of /ͻ/ and /ɛ/ on vowel trapezoid

Materials and methods

Materials  

The study was carried out mainly on recorded data of 34 participants in 3 styles of speech: 
formal, careful and informal. Data in the formal style was collected through a word list or 
minimal pair of words, data in the careful style was collected through paragraphs (or text), and 
data in the informal style was collected through natural speech.

In addition to recorded  data, we also distributed 34 questionnaires to 34 participants for 
additional data to help find quantitative correlation models between linguistic change and 
socio-cultural factors influenced by urbanization.

Table 1: The social features of the sample

Features Frequency Ratio %

Age

< 30
30 - 50
> 50
Total

8
15
11
34

23.5
44.1
32.4

100.0

Education
School
Colleges, University
Total

26
8

34

76.5
23.5

100.0

Occupation

Farmer
Trader
Pupil, Student
Officials 
Total

4
13
6

11
34

11.8
38.2
17.6
32.6

100.0

Communicative scope
Open 
Close 
Total

14
20
34

41.2
58.8

100.0
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Method

After the data was gathered, phonetic features of variants were analyzed and described. The 
investigated material was then processed by quantitative analysis on SPSS statistical software 
using the Chi-square test.

Results and discussion

The trend of significant language change reflected by the data is indication of dialect leveling. 
This is a common language process in modern times, reflecting a fast and strong social change 
in the era of urbanization in many countries. Dialect leveling is the reduction or elimination of 
marked variants which are uncommon or minority forms (Trudgill 1986). In this sense, dialect 
leveling can be seen as a result of convergence towards common usage, usually of standardized 
language (Trudgill 1986; Kerswill 2003).

The data which recorded the first and the most visible manifestation of the dialect leveling 
phenomenon was the reduction in the frequency of using local variants. In terms of style, the 
models of change of local variants is also proportional to attention to speech.

Table 2: Percentage using variants in styles1

Variables
Variants

(expressions)

Word list, text

(%)

Natural speech

(%) 

/n/

[n] – 0 (n)

[n] – 1 (l)

Total

69.5

30.5

100.0

13.8

86.2

100.0

/l/

[l] – 0 (l)

[l] – 1 (n)

Total

100.0

0.0

100.0

86.0

14.0

100.0

/ͻ/

[ͻ] – 0 (ͻ)

[ͻ] – 1 (uͻ/uͻʌ)

Total

44.5

55.4

100.0

7.4

92.6

100.0

/ɛ/

[ɛ] – 0 (ɛ)

[ɛ] – 1 (iɛ)

Total

76.2

23.8

100.0

6.8

93.2

100.0

In natural conversation, the rates of usage of local variants is very high. /n/, /ͻ/ and /ɛ/ have 
frequencies of 86.2%, 92.6% and 93.2% respectively. As for /l/, the ratio of occurrence of local 
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variant [l]-1 is much lower - 14.0%. Thus, the confusion between /l/ and /n/ appears mainly in 
one direction. This is also the general situation of many rural areas in the North (Nguyen 2000; 
Vu 2004). In terms of style, in natural speech, local variants are markedly reduced. The average 
rate of usage of local variants in careful styles is only 27.5%, while the rest are common variants 
that are prevalent in urban areas.

 In terms of regional usage, urban variants tend to be used in cities, which have an urban  
lifestyle and a higher level of socio-economic development than purely agricultural areas. Socially, 
urban variants tend to spread noticeably in social groups representing high levels of intellectual 
development such as officials, students, groups of young people and groups of people with open 
access to other speech communities. This situation can be demonstrated through the following 
data.

Table 3: Variants with social characteristics of speakers2

Social features % variants 
Tổng số

variant 0 variant 1 Cả hai loại

Age

<30 55.0 12.5 32.5 100.0

30-50 37.3 21.3 41.4 100.0

>50 41.8 25.5 32.7 100.0

0.036 < p3 < 0.423

Education
School 30.8 7.5 24.6 100.0

Colleges, University 82.5 7.5 10.0 100.0

0.000 < p < 0.042

Occupation 

Farmer 7.5 32.5 60.0 100.0

Trader 20.0 32.3 47.7 100.0

Pupil, student 56.7 13.3 30.0 100.0

Officials 72.8 9.1 18.1 100.0

0.006 < p < 0.072

Communicative 
scope

Open  60.4 14.6 25.0 100.0

Close  32.5 27.4 40.1 100.0

0.007 < p < 0.049 

The collected data shows the tendency to leave local variants in several social groups such 
as officials, students, young people and those who have many opportunities to communicate 
with communities outside their locality. Occupational characteristics, age and psychological 
characteristics, and opportunities to contact with urban communities make these groups 
sensitive to urbanization and actively participate in local language change processes. Quantitative 
analysis models have found and shared significant correlations between these social groups and 

3P is a statistically significant difference in which the statistical difference is at 95%, i.e. p = 0.05. All values of p 
> 0.05 are considered not to reach statistically significant differences.
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prestigious language variants in many communities due to migration and urbanization, not 
only in Vietnam (Nguyen 2000; Trinh 2007; Trinh 2010; Trinh and Dang 2012) but also in 
many communities around the world (Werner 1970; Wolfram and Fasold 1974; Trudgill 1986; 
Ann-Marie 2005 ...).

The second expression of dialect leveling is innovation in vocabulary by reducing the 
number of words with rural characteristics, appearing or increasing the number of words with 
urban characteristics, and the phenomenon of code-switching with English.

First, the usage of some rural-specific language words tends to decrease. In the past, these 
words were popularly used by peasantry and young children, but are now rare. Users may even 
encounter discrimination from the community. This creates a trend in which rural words are 
gradually replaced with urban ones. This trend occurs mainly in the following lexical categories.
(1) Some address forms (self-address: I (impolite), your father, your grandfather, your 

grandgrandfather; referential terms: you (impolite), friend’s name + his/her father’s/mother's 
name...);

(2) Some taboo words (shit, lick, fuck, patriarch, a woman's or man’s genitals in folk sayings...);
(3) Some ways of enclave popularized in the peasantry (connecting elements in sentences): as if, 

that is… in such examples as "I went to see it (as if) in 6 stores, but no where… "; "Today, 
grandfather has been hospitalized (that is) 17 days already!".
Groups (1) and (2) are most used among middle-aged men (usually in times of drunkenness 

or anger), some low-quality students or jobless young people. Group (3) tends to in some 
elderly people or female farmers. The remaining groups mostly use urban expressions.

Secondly, in natural speech, some types of linguistic lexical forms appear to be considered 
a characteristic of modern and integrated urban. This innovation focuses primarily on young 
people, for example: some address forms with friends showed group identity (e.g. calling friends 
by words for old men/women– addressing oneself as “I”, calling friends by the words for husbands/
wives- self-address by words for wives/husbands even with members of the same sex, etc.). Some 
teen idioms have appeared recently in urban areas due to the use of metaphony, harmonics in 
Vietnamese. These form, which are considered stylish by teenagers, have phonetic harmony 
but are generally meaningless, for example, [can5 ɲɯ1 kɔn1 zan5] (bored like cockroaches) and 
[buon2 ɲɯ1 kɔn1 cuon2 cuon2] (sad like dragonflies), [ak5 ɲɯ1 kɔn1 te1 zak5] (evil like rhinos).

Thirdly, code-switching with English in Vietnamese utterances of young people also appears 
to give rural speech urban characteristics.

- Mix English words: hello, bye, OK, thank you, hotboy, hotgirl, happy etc.;
- Pidginized forms: [hɔt5 ɣɤn1] (hotgirl), [he2 lo5] (hello), [he1 no1] (hello), [ɣut5 ap5 tɤ1 lun1] 

(good afternoon) etc.
The two phenomena above, however, may emerge from an increase in the number of people 

who can use English in the community, where otherwise, the emanate from the psychology of 
interest in new things, such as style and wanting to act according to the trend of urban youth.

Conclusion

Language change in Hanoi rural communities in the process of urbanization has been 
experiencing rapid dialect leveling with a strong decrease in the use of local variants. In addition, 
the innovation in vocabulary, expressed in the disappearance of some rural characterized lexical 
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forms and the increase in the use of some urban words, are also recorded. These changes appear 
first and foremost in urbanization-sensitive social groups such as officials, students, and groups 
with frequent language contact with other speech communities. They are also the social groups 
leading in linguistic processes (dialect leveling) and social processes (urbanization) of the region. 
Based on the expressions described above, we can see the areas with local dialectal diversity 
are beginning to be reduced due to the replacement of rural variants with urban variants. It 
can be said that the dialect change in this community is evidence of the relationship between 
urbanization and language change in Vietnam.
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Abstract 

The present paper is a salvage Linguistic Anthropology, in which attempt has been made 
to document a nearly-extinct language known as māṅgtā bhāsā, and to suggest appropriate 
measures for saving it from complete extinction. The word māṅgtā is said to have been derived 
from māṅā, which means ‘to ask for’ or ‘to beg’. The language is spoken by a few groups of the 
Bedia, which is a Scheduled Tribe (ST) in India with a population of 88,772 as per Census of 
India, 2011(Risley [1891]1981; Bandyopadhyay 2012, 2016, 2017). Bedia is a generic name 
for a number of vagrant gypsy like groups which Risley has divided into seven types. They 
live by a number of professions such as snake-charming, selling of medicinal herbs, showing 
chameleon art or multi-forming. Almost all of them have become speakers of more than one 
language for interacting with speakers of different languages in the neighbourhood for the sake 
of their survival. Even the present generation has almost forgotten their native speech, and their 
unawareness of the language becoming extinct is of concern to us. Elders still remember it and 
use it sometimes in conversations with the fellow members of their community.

The ability to speak this language is construed with regard to the origin of this particular 
group of Bedia. In fact, the language had given them the identity of a separate tribal community 
while they demanded the status of ST in the recent past. Thus, socio-historically, the māṅgtā 
language has a special significance. In spite of being a distinct speech, there has been almost no 
study conducted on this language. This is one of the major motives for taking up the present 
endeavour. This project conducts morphological, phonological, syntactical and semantic studies 
on the māṅgtā language. Sociolinguistic aspects of this language have also been considered. 
The language has its roots in the Indo-European language family with affinity to the Austro-
Asiatic family. The paper interrogates whether māṅgtā can be called language or speech. The 
study required ethnographic field work, audio-visual archiving, and revitalization, along with 
sustainable livelihood protection of speakers of the language.

 
Keywords:  Bedia, chameleon art, māṅgtā language, extinction, revitalization

 
 

Introduction

Declining or vanishing of languages has been one of the major challenges to humanity. It is 
a global moment when we celebrate diversity of various sectors of life, from the bio-genetic to 
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environmental. As such, one cannot ignore the cultural diversity manifested through languages. 
In this context, it is a disquieting fact that only ten percent of the total languages of the world 
are safe, leaving a robust ninety per cent of the total languages at the brink of extinction or 
decline (Hale et.al.1992). According to this estimation, there are 6000 languages in the world. 
This suggests that about 5400 languages are facing a threat to their existence. Grenohle and 
Whaley (2001) expressed that half of the extant languages at present will cease to exist in the 
next 100 years. UNESCO has estimated that around 3000 languages are endangered in the 
world1. Grenohle and Whaley (2001, 465) define that:

“A language is classified as endangered if there is an imminent risk of it no longer being 
spoken.” 

They categorize four types of endangerment. These categories are the following:
i. Threatened Language – In this case there is a distant possibility of survival.
ii Declining Language – Here, we notice a steady loss of  the speakers’ base. 
iii. Moribund Language – It happens when the present generation no longer learns or 

speaks the language.
iv. Extinct Language – This is the state of complete extinction of language.

UNESCO has also categorized levels of endangerment into vulnerable, definitely 
endangered, severely endangered, critically endangered and extinct1. These categories may 
better be understood as some ideal state of risk, as the nature of language loss does not always 
fit into any of these categories perfectly, and there are spatio-temporal variations in this regard. 

Anthropologists, more particularly linguistic anthropologists, and linguists, have studied 
the nature, cause and consequences of language loss (Reyhner et.al. 1999; Rau et.al. 2007; 
Harrison 2007). They have advocated sustained and systematic efforts towards revitalization of 
languages. Reyner et.al. (1999) emphasized the revitalization of indigenous languages. Rau and 
Florey ( 2007) were concerned more about the documentation and revitalization of Austronesian 
languages. Harrison(2007) has evinced the great damage caused through the death of language. 

Of these endangered categories of languages, the ‘Moribund’ language category states that 
there will be no first generation speaker. But it is silent on whether older generations speak 
it or not. In the present case, the older generations know the language but they usually do 
not speak it. This does not completely fit the critically Endangered category as mentioned by 
the UNESCO. Here, “the youngest speakers are grandparents and older, and they speak the 
language partially and infrequently.”

Moreover, not all the members know the language equally. Only one or two villages have 
a few knowledgeable persons. Therefore, it needs immediate attention to revive and document 
this language, as there exists no mention in any record of this language. With regard to the 
māṅgtā language, we start with the community which is the carrier of this tongue. 

Bedia Māṅgtā Community

The Bedias is a scheduled tribe in West Bengal having a total population of 88,772, which is 
1.67 percent of the total tribal population of West Bengal, as per the 2011 census. Risley (1892; 
1981) has mentioned that the Bedia (Bediya as he spelt it) is the generic name of a number of 
vagrant gypsy like groups in which he included seven broad types 1. Babajiya, Lava, or Patwa , 
pedlars 2. Bazigars, Kabutari, Bhanumati, Dorabaz, acrobats and conjurers. 3. Mal or Ponkhwa 
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4. Mir –shikar or Chirimar who were hunters and fowlers, catch bird with satnali or light lance 
divided into sections like a fishing rod 5. Samperia, snake charmers, hawkers, makers of fish 
–hooks 6. Shandars, pedlars, divers 7. Rasia Bediyas. They are seen to practice a syncretic form 
of religious faith representing both Hinduism and Islam. However, the group under the present 
study admits to be the follower of Hinduism. Several have mentioned forty three divisions or 
groups (khom) among the Bedias. Traditionally, they are a nomadic or semi-nomadic group. 

The Bedia under the present study live by a profession called bahurupee (chameleon). They 
know a language with which they used to engage in conversation among themselves. Now, the 
older generations know it but do not use it in their conversation. The younger people are not 
interested in learning this language. The word māṃgtā means to ‘ask for’ to ‘to beg.’ Since the 
people live by showing their chameleon art from house to house or in the market place or in 
train compartments, their profession appears to be somewhat of a begging. Thus, the people 
themselves concede to the term for their language, in spite of its derogatory connotation. The 
people are themselves known as the māṃgtā community – though they prefer to be named as 
bahurupee. However, the other names of their community are pākherā, pākhmārā, byādh – all 
indicating the nature of subsistence they were used to. 

It has already been mentioned that these people were nomadic. Gradually, they shifted to a 
semi-nomadic way of life. Their sedentary settlement is of recent origin, when the connectivity 
in their area increased and they could commute. They believe that they are the descendants of 
the Kalketu, the great hero of Chandimangal of medieval Bengali literature. They also add that 
their language was in use in Gujarat, the city founded by Kalketu as per the text. Kalketu was a 
hunter (byādh) by profession and used to roam about the forest. These people were also used to 
hunting and catching birds in the forest for selling at the market and their own consumption.

Another version of their origin is that they were brought from Odisha by Bhabadeb Bhatta, 
a minister of a regional ruler and a social reformer of medieval Bengal in the 11th Century. But 
the Bedia themselves did not subscribe to this story. They claim that the group who were brought 
to Bengal by Bhabadeb Bhatta are the Bajikars who live in a village under same police station 
area. They have no similarity with the Bajikars. This history has a link with their language; 
some of the local intellectuals are of the opinion that they were engaged by the king for doing 
espionage work. Their language was the code language for that work. Rather, they are more 
inclined to communicate that they were hired by the Nawab to fight against the Mirzafar. They 
also consider themselves as Khsatriya, the warrior caste, suggesting that they were in the army 
nawab (Muslim ruler of Murshidabad). Their being taken to the Bahurupee profession as a 
community is also recent. 

Table-1: Knowledge of languages among the studied population.
(MOL – monolingual,BL-Bi-lingual,MUL-multilingual)

Age Group 
Male Know

Mangta 

Female Know

Mangta 
Total 

MOL BL MUL MOL BL MUL 

0-4 9 0 7 0 16 

5-9 6 0 14 0 20 

10-14 6 2 0 5 2 0 15 
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15-19 1 6 0 1 6 0 14 

20-24 3 6 0 2 4 0 15 

25-29 2 2 0 3 1 0 08 

30-34 4 1 0 4 2 0 11 

35-39 2 2 4 1 06 

40-44 5 1 4 1 09 

45-49 4 2 0 04 

50-54 1 1 0 01 

55-59 1 1 3 2 04 

60+ 4 3 6 5 10 

TOTAL 22 34 9 10 53 15 00 9 133 

Again, it is seen that among them, 15.38 per cent of males know the mangta language, and 
13.85 per cent are multilingual. In the female population, 13.24 per cent know the mangta 
language. The younger males are the multilingual section. This capability is earned to facilitate 
their vocation in the urban areas where they come across people speaking a number of languages.
(Table-1)

Tabel-2: Status of literacy in the Mangta speaking community.

Level Primary Secondary Higher Secondary Non-Literate Can sign Total

No.
(%)

30 (25.64)
19
(16.24)

2
(1.71)

52
(44.44)

14
(12.82)

117
(100.00)

Only 55.56 per cent are  literate, and 44.44 per cent are non-literate in the studied 
population.  45.9 per cent of the females have received formal education. Over the past one 
decade, the literacy rate has been improved. Female literacy significantly increased from 15.89% 
to 45.9 %.9 (Table -2). 

Features of Language

Vocabulary

          We have already indicated that the language remains almost unused and unspoken. The 
existing vocabulary also indicates the loss of many words. The community now converses in 
the Bengali language, the lingua franca of the region (Bengali has approximately 250 million 
speakers from West Bengal, Assam, Tripura in India and Bangladesh).  However, a representative 
vocabulary of their own presents its difference with the dominant language of Bengali. 

English Mangta Bengali Eng. Mang. Beng.
House Dābi Ghar Road Kostā Rāstā 
Fire Kogun Agun Field J̐hānt Math
Forest Jhun Jangal Cow Nemru Garu 
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Puffed rice Nibhuje Muri Rice Konoẏā Bhāt 
Water Ciẏeni Jal Tree Nihāch Gāch 
Hunting Lugeno Śikār Net Khālso Jāl 
Bird catching   Glued    
Stick K ̐hengro Nalā Stick Cabre Athākāṭhi 
Door Jhāpāṭ Darja Window Nijānlā Jānlā 
Man Geli Lok Woman Enniẏā Mahilā/Meẏe 
Lad Dhunis Chele Boy Lol Bālak 
Wife Khutu Bau Child Chilke Śiśu   

From the vocabulary, we can identify three sources of their words.
1. Indigenous / Native word – Khalso, lol, geli, dhunis 
2. Derived word- jhichana, kosta, jhat, kolo 
3. Loan word –byadh, bahurupee, etc.

         The common rule as it appears is that they use k, jh, as a substitute in the Bengali word. 
e.g.  Rasta – Kosta, Math – Jhat. This is seen mostly in case of the words which are not fitting 
to their traditional way of life. 

Pronouns and Kin terms

        The pronouns and kinship terms are very interesting and show the influence of Bengali 
kinship terms. The examples are- 

Bengali Mangta Bengali Mangta 
Āmi(I) Bāmi Tumi (You) Turi 
Āmāke (To me) Bāmāke Se (He) Sekor 
Tomār (Your) urof  Tāhāder( Their) Tutir 
Mā (Mo) Ni mā/Al mā Baba (Fa) Ni baba/Albaba 
Bon (Si) Khoin Bhai(Br) Khoine Utki 
Dādā (EB) Khoiner Jhār 
Chele(So) Kheṭā Meye (D) Khiṭi 
Māmā (MoB) Jhāmā Māsi (MoSi) Jhāsi 

Use of Verbs 

Bengali( English) Mangta 
Khāoẏā ( Eat) Kutei(che) [Bāmi kānuā khāteibo – I shall eat rice]
Basā ( Sit)                          Doeslām 
Śooẏā ( Sleep) Dhunke 
D̐āṛāno ( Stand) Thor Koyeche 
Jāoẏā ( Go)                             Chuleichi [ Bāmi chuelchi – I go/ Bāmrā Chuelchi – We go.]
Asi  (Come)                            Khāulchi 

Present form = verb no change
Past form = verb + eo (Chuleicheo, Khoilecheo etc.)
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Future Form = verb + ebo ( Kuteibo, Chuleibo etc.) 

Syntax

The basic structure follows the SOV pattern.
[Lolo] [ kunua khateibo] = [NP] + [VP] = [NP] + [(NP) +(V)] 
Imperative forms = with addition of /re/
Interrogative form = with addition of /ki/ or by tonal variation.
Negative sentence = addition of /na/ 
Optative form = addition of /ge/ ( Kendurās nā ge = Please don’t cry)
Assertive form = addition of /kene/ [be chiyeni kuteikene = drink this water]

There are different types of agreement. In short, the features of these agreements include:
1. Verb does not change with gender.
2. Verb sometimes changes with the person ( Bāmi kunuā kuteichi = I am eating rice, but , 

Sekor kunuā kuteicho = He is eating rice)
3. Verb does not change with number (Bāmi chuleichi = I go/ Bāmrā chuleichi = we go)

Sentence structure follows mainly the syntactic pattern of Bengali. In that sense, the 
bahurupee Bedia can be considered as a speech community withing a larger Indo-Aryan family. 
However, its vocabulary indicates a transitional status for the language between a full language 
and a speech community. My contention is based on the reading of some their marriage songs 
that they still sing in their old language which they call matribhasa.

Example of Marriage song: A Living Corpus
Byākkhān jhalsi jhātiyāre natraṯ lagure khiyete bhasi culiet re
(Sit down to marry smearing a raw turmeric paste on the body)
Shyām culaẏechiẏ durot lālāẏaṯ  gharki khaulchore
(Shayam has gone to distance , who watch his dance)
Dur kohat ekat haẏ nucro re
(Dance holding two hands above)
Or , song at the time of smearing turmeric paste to the bride in the marriage -
P̐iṛaṯ bhase kai haldi naraṯ lagure leẏ kene go
( Please smear turmeric paste sitting on the stool)
Haldi lekhāle draba pindhiẏa tekālbo ge
(After anointing the turmeric , I shall wear you clothes)
Gumer tetko caso jhāndkhāle tekālbo ge
(Comb your hair and wear you bangles)

Language and Identity

We have already presented that this nomadic group of bird catchers, and forest medicinal 
herb collectors and sellers shifted their profession from time to time and now live as a group 
specialized in particular folk performing art, which receives government patronization. The 
performers obtain a monthly pension, programme–assistance and an identity card as folk artists 
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(bahurupee performers) from the state government. They earlier lived in comparative isolation, 
and were regarded as one of the untouchable communities. Later, they applied for the status of 
a Scheduled Tribe (ST) and were enlisted as such. To prove their identity as a separate tribe, they 
were required to indicate that they have a distinct language. But, in their day to day life, they 
were required to perform before a Bengali speaking community. Therefore, the language of their 
communication is strategically Bengali. 

It thus appears that the language is always playing a decisive role in their survival as well as 
identity formation. However, since they do not have any immediate threat to their identity of 
ST, they pay little attention to their declining language

 

Linguistic Anthropology vis-à-vis Salvage Linguistic Anthropology (SLA)

         Linguistic Anthropologists have identified a number of causes behind the dying of language 
(Grenoble and Whaley 2001, 2006). These include:

1. Colonialization 
2. Industrialization
3. Monolingualism in education policy 
4. Exploitation of natural resource and displacement of people 
5. Disruption of cultural patterns  
6. Larger language  hegemony. 

All these above mentioned factors are directly or indirectly responsible for the loss of 
language. In addition to these, economy and ecology play very important roles in case of the 
Bedias under the present study. It has been revealed that they needed to shift their economic 
activities owing to ecological factors. The language which supported their occupation and could 
be protected in their isolation was to undergo decline in the changed milieu.  

Therefore, we can take up a comprehensive approach towards the revival of this language 
in an anthropological way that we may call Salvage Linguistic Anthropology (SLA). Linguistic 
Anthropologists, as Alessandro Duranti notes – “see the subjects of their study, that is, speakers, 
first and above all as social actors, that is, members of particular, interestingly complex, 
communities, each organized in a variety of social institutions and through a network of 
intersecting but not necessarily overlapping sets of expectations, beliefs, and moral values about 
the world”(Duranti 1997, 3). However, Duranti places this within a broader perspective to 
address major anthropological issues through language practices. SLA takes up this cue to pin 
point its focus on a more comprehensive study.

1. Ethnographic study of community.
2. Documentation of the piecemeal or fragmentary linguistic elements as so far surviving.

(Language Documentation Handbook – CIIL 2016)
3. Reviving and encouraging folklore of the people to reflect their cultural artifacts. 

The present study has adopted a similar approach, in order to present more or less a 
descriptive account of the language and its speakers. It argues that the corpus of the language is 
best preserved if its oral tradition is protected. It is a fact that the community cannot be reverted 
to their earlier way of life, but at best what can be done is a comprehensive collection of the 
oral texts of the language and its use in contextual situations. The study reveals that still a a 
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small section of the population know the language to a greater or lesser degree. If the remaining 
vocabulary and linguistic features can be determined without any delay, we can definitely affirm 
its status as a language or speech and can save it from extinction. 

Footnotes

www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/endangered-languages (acc. On 20.01.19)
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Abstract 

The Cham language has been written since at least the 4th Century. As such it is the oldest 
attested language of all of the Austronesian languages. This literary heritage was transmitted 
using locally modified forms of Indian scripts which were also used to write Sanskrit. With 
the loss of Cham territories to the Vietnamese, many Cham became displaced and the literary 
culture was disrupted. In addition, the adoption of Islam by the majority of Cham led many of 
those who continued to write to do so in variations of the Arabic script. However, the literary 
potential of the language in Cambodia has not been fully realized in either script – with village 
scholars using it almost exclusively for religious tracts and for very limited local audiences.

In 2011, the United States Embassy initiated a program to encourage the protection of 
Cham culture and heritage. This Cham Heritage Expansion Program ran from 2011 to 2017 
and resulted in the operation of 13 schools in which over 2,500 students of different ages 
were taught the traditional Cham script. This effort was accompanied by the development of a 
now significant number of local Cham intellectuals throughout the country who are dedicating 
themselves to the expansion of the use of Cham as a written language in all aspects of daily life.

This presentation documents the way in which interest in this long-neglected writing 
system was rekindled, and the new avenues for personal and communitarian expression that 
are being opened by the propagation of Cham literacy. It also presents current developments 
in the formalization of Cham language education in the country, including the possibilities of 
bringing the language into the school system.

 
Keywords: Cham language, Vietnam, culture and heritage

  
 

Introduction

The Cham of Cambodia are the descendants of people who migrated from Champa in 
what is now the central coast of Vietnam in a series of migrations caused by the expansion 
of the Vietnamese state southward starting in the 10th century. These Cham settled in their 
own Muslim communities – primarily along the Mekong river – and while they became well 
integrated into the political and economic life of the country, they nevertheless maintained a 
distinct identity in a mostly Buddhist and Khmer-speaking kingdom.

The Cham language has been written since at least the 4th century and is the oldest attested 
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Austronesian language. This literary heritage was transmitted using locally modified forms of 
Indian scripts which were also used to write Sanskrit. With the loss of Cham territories to 
the Vietnamese and the displacement of Cham people to Cambodia, the literary culture was 
disrupted. A further blow to this tradition came in the form of the Khmer Rouge regime, 
which banned the use of the Cham language and the practice of Islam. Many Cham speakers 
died during this period and the survivors struggled for decades to recover the integrity of their 
culture and their sense of community. 

Although the spoken Cham language has survived, the language is now mostly unwritten. 
Even today, the majority of Cham speakers are literate only in Khmer and are more likely to be 
readers of Malay, Arabic or English than their mother tongue. The fact that the vast majority 
of Cham in Cambodia are Muslim has meant that those Cham who continue to write do so 
in variations of the Arabic script rather than the older Indic characters. The exception to this 
is the Imam San community which, while Muslim, also conserve the memory of their political 
independence in Champa, and continue to use the older writing system. However, despite this 
continued use of the written language – almost exclusively for religious tracts – the literary 
potential of the language in Cambodia has yet to be fully realized in either script. 

The Cham Heritage Expansion Program

In 2011, the United States Embassy in Phnom Penh initiated a program to encourage the 
protection of Cham culture and heritage. The program was developed to revive the tradition of 
writing Cham in the original Indic script in both the Imam San community, where the script 
was already familiar, and in other Muslim communities were the script had fallen out of use for 
generations. This educational effort was confronted by a number of obstacles – among them, 
the complete lack of textbooks and educational materials, the very small number of individuals 
with any experience in teaching the script, and the considerable variation in orthography from 
community to community.

In order to address these issues, a three-pronged approach was taken to the program. The 
first of these was the creation and dissemination of pedagogical and reference materials for the 
study of the Cham script and the training of Cham language teachers. The second was the 
establishment of institutions that would permit members of the Cham community to share 
their ideas and experiences, and who would work together toward the recognition of a common 
orthography that could be used across communities. Finally, the program sought to generate 
opportunities for the use of the script that would be meaningful to learners so that the study 
of the script would not be an end in itself but rather a stepping stone to participating in an 
emerging community of Cham language literacy.

Pedagogical Materials and Teacher Training

The creation and printing of Cham script textbooks and materials was a priority of the 
program. In addition to the obvious necessity of these books for the teaching of the language, 
it was important for community members to see their own language printed in a way that they 
had never seen before. Prior to the program, all Cham books were written by hand and then 
photocopied if more books were necessary. The appearance of printed and bound Cham books 
was meaningful for people who had never seen books in their own language, but who were 
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accustomed to seeing such books in other, more ‘modern’ languages, such as Khmer or English. 
The very fact that such books could even exist went a long way in convincing committee 
members that the program's aim to teach the Cham script was feasible.

Two textbooks were produced initially. The first was a 10-lesson introductory textbook 
that familiarized the student with the Cham script and all of the orthographic combinations 
needed to represent the language. As all students were already enrolled in or had graduated from 
the national school system, they were already literate in Khmer. This made possible the rapid 
learning of the script in relatively few lessons, and, because the students were all native speakers 
of Cham, they quickly learned to associate the characters with the sounds of their language.

The second textbook was designed as a reader based on the social studies curriculum of 
the national school system. It was used by students after achieving competence in the script 
to increase their reading speed and to provide a number of topics about which students could 
compose meaningful essays. These readings and writing assignments tie the students’ academic 
knowledge to their newly acquired ability to read and write their mother tongue, thereby 
demonstrating the potential of the written Cham language for secular education.

These textbooks were accompanied by two other volumes. The first of these was a Cham 
orthographic guide. This book was written in Khmer as a reference manual for students and 
teachers with explanations on the Cham orthography used in the textbooks. This orthography 
guide includes commentary on the lessons of the first textbook to aid teachers in explaining the 
lessons to students. The second book was a script primer meant for independent study. This 
book was distributed to communities where there was interest in the program but in which it 
was not yet possible to begin instruction. These script primers helped introduce communities to 
the script and to increase further the interest in its adoption.

Each of these books was also an important element in the program’s training for new 
teachers. Although some communities did have teachers of the script, they depended largely on 
rote lessons that did not enable students to develop their expressive abilities in the language, or 
teachers to evaluate the progress of their students and to adjust lesson plans accordingly. The 
majority of students were in their mid-teens, but some were as young as 12 and others as old 
as 56, and thus teachers needed to be able to adapt the basic lessons from the textbook to the 
different needs and abilities of their students. In addition to pre-program training, teachers held 
regular meetings in which they discussed their experiences, shared lesson plans and activities, 
and proposed corrections and changes to future editions of the textbooks. This training prepared 
them not only to be teachers, but also public intellectuals in their communities – able to address 
students and other stakeholders in matters of Cham language education.

Community Consultation

Even before the program began producing any educational materials, it initiated the 
process of gathering Cham speakers and educators to form a consultative body to both inform 
material design and to liaise with the broader public. To this end, the Cham Language Advisory 
Committee (CLAC) was formed. It was made up of Cham-speaking representatives from each 
of the provinces with large Cham communities. These men and women represented the main 
dialect groups in the country as well as the different religious divisions of the Muslim community.

As its name suggests, the CLAC has an advisory function for the community of people 
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interested in reviving the written Cham language. It does not impose rules of orthography on 
different writers, but provides a forum for discussion among speakers of different dialects in order 
to recommend orthographic conventions that could be easily legible to the greatest number of 
speakers. CLAC members considered the use of Cham characters in extant manuscripts, the 
variations in pronunciation among speakers, and the need to be able to write loanwords from 
Khmer, Malay and Arabic that are now an integral part of the language.

CLAC meetings also provided a venue for interested stakeholders, including people in 
government, and representatives of educational and religious institutions, to visit, observe and 
speak with CLAC members as well as program staff. This interaction has served to provide the 
public with information about the scope of the program and to answer questions that people 
may have about the future of Cham writing and the opportunities for local participation. This 
is particularly important because, in the majority of cases, the parents of students enrolled in 
the program were themselves illiterate in Cham, and often wanted more information about 
the curriculum and how it was being formulated. By engaging the public, the government and 
the religious establishment, the CLAC was successful in putting stakeholders at ease about the 
workings of the program.

The Broader Use of Written Cham 

Since the aim of the program is not limited to teaching Cham people to read and write 
their language, but rather to make room for written Cham in the public and private lives of its 
speakers, it has been imperative that the program include efforts to expand the domains of its 
use. Program participants represent the first cohort of Cham people literate in their language 
in at least several generations. In order to broaden the use of the Cham written language, 
these students must find meaningful outlets for their newly-acquired skills. This has meant 
the promotion of Cham as a language for the recording of oral literature and histories, the 
dissemination of information of interest to the community, and the study of academic subjects.

During the course of the program, teachers guided their students in the collection of the folk 
tales and other stories told in their villages. Students of different ages and levels of writing ability 
were encouraged to work together to gather these stories and to put them into writing. The 
result so far has been two volumes of Cham folktales. With these books, young Cham proved 
that they are passionate about conserving their community’s heritage, and that, thanks to their 
ability to read and write, they are now capable of becoming stewards of their culture. Although 
still in their teens, these students have come to see themselves as empowered to participate in 
the intellectual development of their community.

In addition to providing an avenue for the publication of existing stories, the program 
included the publication and distribution of a monthly periodical focusing on issues of special 
interest to the Cham community, which may not always be discussed in the mainstream Khmer 
language press. The publication ‘Mukva,’ named after a monitor lizard considered to be clever 
and lucky, has published articles on Cham history in Cambodia and some of the historic sites 
of the Cham people such as stone inscriptions and pre-civil war mosques. When the latest civil 
war in Yemen began in 2015, Mukva was the only Cambodian publication that reported on 
the evacuation of Cambodian Muslims that were studying in the country at the time. The work 
of this publication is carried out by a team of native Cham speakers who serve as translators, 
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writers, editors, reporters and designers. This is a first step toward creating academic, commercial 
and artistic functions that will need to be fulfilled by educated and literate Cham speakers.

This engagement with the professional and academic interests of the overwhelmingly young 
participants in the program also led to the development of the Cham script in computing and 
information technology. In this day and age, language cannot be considered useful in all the 
domains of everyday life if it cannot be used on a computer or a phone. From the beginning, 
all program books and publications were typeset and printed using custom-created Cham 
fonts. Unicode fonts were developed by program staff in collaboration with the Open Institute, 
and distributed free of charge for use in publication, web sites and social media. These fonts 
and their compatibility with computer applications most popular with learners have helped 
establish the Cham language not only as a part of the Cham heritage, but also as a vehicle for 
the community’s future aspirations.

Conclusion

This Cham Heritage Expansion Program ran from 2011 to 2017 and resulted in the 
operation of 13 schools in which over 2,500 students of different ages were taught the Indic 
Cham script. The monthly publication Mukva has enjoyed a circulation of 1,000 copies per 
month and a distribution to 41 different communities. This effort was accompanied by the 
development of a now significant number of local Cham intellectuals throughout the country 
who are dedicating themselves to the expansion of the use of Cham as a written language in 
all aspects of daily life. While more work remains to be done in order to make the written 
Cham language as commonplace as the spoken language in ethnic Cham communities, the 
Cham Heritage Expansion Program represents a crucial first step in the development of the 
educational infrastructure and human capital needed to meet that goal.
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Abstract 

Today the Malay language is known to have communities of speakers outside the Malay 
archipelago, such as in Australia inclusive of the Christmas Islands and the Cocos (Keeling) 
Islands in the Indian Ocean (Asmah, 2008), the Holy Land of Mecca and Medina (Asmah et 
al. 2015), England, the Netherlands, France, and Germany. The Malay language is also known 
to have its presence on the Asian mainland, i.e. Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam.  As Malays 
in these three countries belong to a minority, in fact among the smallest of the minorities, 
questions that arise are those that pertain to: (i) their history of settlement in the localities where 
they are now;  (ii) the position of Malay in the context of the language policy of their country;  
and (iii) maintenance and shift of the ancestral and adopted languages.

Keywords: Malay, Linguistic Anthropology, Mecca, Medina, Speech community
  
 

Introduction

Today the Malay language is known to have communities of speakers outside the Malay  
archipelago, such as in Australia inclusive of the Christmas Islands and the Cocos (Keeling) 
Islands in the Indian Ocean (Asmah 2008), the Holy Land of Mecca and Medina (Asmah et 
al. 2015), England, the Netherlands, France, and Germany. The Malay language is also known 
to have its presence on the Asian mainland, i.e. Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam. As Malays 
in these three countries belong to the minority, in fact among the smallest of the minorities, 
questions that arise are those that pertain to: (i) their history of settlement in the localities where 
they are now; (ii) the position of Malay in the context of the language policy of their country;  
and (iii) maintenance and shift of the ancestral and adopted languages.

In (i), the approach is geolinguistic, taking into account the history and presence of 
the Malays in the geographical context they are in, which includes their socio-cultural and 
political environment. Information on the history of settlement of a group of people in their 
contemporary geographical space should be able to tell us whether the community has been 
an original feature of the region or a product of migration. In order to be able to infer that a 
particular community is in its original geolinguistic region or otherwise, it is necessary to get 
information as to the size of the community prior; whether there had been groups among them 
breaking away to form communities elsewhere; whether there are lexical indicators such as place 
names to support the fact that they are in their primordial areas of settlement; and the type of 
topography that can be attributed to them being there from time immemorial.

A community of origin is usually bigger than one which is the product of migration, while 
one that broke away from the parent community is usually smaller. Place names are indicators of 
original areas of spread although they are also taken by migrants to name their new settlements.  
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In terms of topography, an original area of spread is usually a continuum except for the presence 
of unpassable rivers and mountains.

A community that is the product of migration may have with it narratives with the following 
information: (a) memory of the homeland before migration; (b) the type of migration whether   
intentional, or imposed; (c) the course of migration, whether there were chains of or onward 
migrations; (d) factors for choosing current locality; (e)relationship with the community in 
the homeland, or with a sister community using the same language as that of the migrants; 
(f ) reversing migration, due to adverse factors, e.g. of a political or socio-cultural nature in the 
new place; and (g) the topography of area of spread, which is discontinuous - made so by the 
presence of other ethnolinguistic communities, usually those native to the land. 

Position of ancestral language in the adopted country’s language policy; maintenance and 
shift

The aim of this theme is to assess the use of the language within the context of other languages 
in the country or region, especially that of the national language. A language newly placed in 
another linguistic environment may have fewer domains of use than in its own traditional area 
of spread, but it does not mean that it cannot be maintained. Language continues to ‘live on’ 
if it is used continually by its community of speakers and handed down from generation to 
generation.

The opposite of maintenance is shift, i.e. replacing one language with another in use. In  
shift, selected domains are assigned to a particular language in the community’s life, such as in 
education and profession, and eventually it may result in a total replacement of one language by 
another. On the other hand, there may come into being a ‘reversing language shift’ (Fishman 
1991).

Situation in Thailand

Southern Thailand from the Malaysia-Thai border up to the Isthmus of Kra is inhabited by 
people of Malay origin. To a certain extent, Malay is still spoken, mostly among those of 60 years 
of age and above. In the Isthmus of Kra, Ranong, Nakhorn Sithammarat, Phuket Songkhla, and 
down south to Satun, the variety used is the Kedah Malay dialect. This whole stretch of land 
could have once been an area of spread of the Kedah dialect. This conclusion is supported by 
lexical items in the form of place names which have their origin in Malay, such as Satun (Ml. 
/sǝtul/ ‘a kind of fruit common to both Malaya and Southern Thailand);  Tammalang (Ml. /
tambaʔ/ ‘embankment’; /laŋ/ ‘eagle’ – embankment full of eagles); Phuket (Ml.  /bukit/ ‘hill’); 
Kupa (Ml. /kǝpah/ ‘a type of shell-fish’); and Ranong (Ml.  /ranum/ ‘over-ripe’ – of fruits). 
Islands in the Andaman Sea have Malay names, such as Adang (Ml. ‘shelter’), Lipe’ (Ml. leper 
‘flat’) and Rawi – a misreading of the Jawi script for rawai (Ml. ‘a type of fish trap’). Ligor is a 
truncated form of  /gǝlugor/ ‘a tree whose acidic fruit is used in Malay cooking.’

The presence of Malays in Ligor could be due to migration of the imposed type, as narrated 
by the Ligor Malays. They were brought over from Kedah when the latter was governed by Ligor 
in the mid-nineteenth century to be rice farmers, jewelers, fishermen and boat builders. When 
Siam managed to take back Ayuthaya from Burma in the nineteenth century, and needed to 
rebuild the place, Malays from Ligor were transported there.

In Bangkok, Malay communities do not form a continuous region such as the ones in 
Southern Thailand. Malays in Ban Pon in Pattumtani, Klong Neng, Prapadeng, To San and Sai 
Koding are of a mixed group as indicated by their dialectal varieties of Malay - Kedah, Patani 
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and Kelantan. Migrations of their ancestors some 200 years ago were of the imposed type, to 
open lands for rice farming, to build canals, etc. 

Malays in Thailand adhere to the language policy of the country, which means education 
for them is wholly in Thai, and that Thai has eventually become their home language. The ones 
with the ability to speak Malay are of the age 60 and above, and most of them are those who 
frequently visit Malaysia, or at least run their small businesses in foodstuff and fruits along the 
southern border. However, Malay is kept alive as the medium in the teaching of Islam in their 
religious schools which are run by the communities themselves, using Malaysian religious texts. 

Situation in Cambodia

In Cambodia, Malay is spoken by the people known as ‘Cham.’ As recorded in history, 
they were originally from Champa, in present-day Vietnam. Cambodian Cham communities 
are located in Siem Reap, Tonle Sap, Pnom Penh and a few other places in the south. The 
discontinuity of these locations is an indication that they were inhabited by the Chams at 
different times.

As for the typology of their migration, it can be said that the first wave that took place after 
the conquest of Angkor by Champa could have been imposed by the Champa authorities with 
the purpose of peopling their newly acquired land with their own racial group. The second 
wave which came after the fall of Panduranga to the Vietnamese may also be considered of the 
imposed type on the Muslim Cham who feared that they would suffer physically and ethically as 
conquered people. Some in this group chose Cambodia as it was not far from where they were, 
while others in the same situation fled to the Malay Peninsula, and to Aceh, as told in Sejarah 
Melayu or The Malay Annals (Asmah 2013).

Although a minority group, the Cham in Cambodia are not prevented from using their 
ancestral language, i.e. Cham or Cham Malay, and from professing their religion of Islam, 
except in the years 1975-1978 when Cambodia was ruled by Pol Pot. With a language and 
education policy similar to that of Thailand where the objective is assimilation of all the ethnic 
groups, children grow up being educated wholly in Khmer, Cambodia’s national language.  
Over time, Khmer has become the home language of the Cham people, displacing the Cham 
language. Just as in Thailand, Malay is taught as part of religious education, and this program 
runs only during weekends and school holidays, in mosques and religious schools established 
by the people themselves.

Situation in Vietnam

In Vietnam, there are three different groups of Cham, based on their religion. These are 
Cham Jat, Cham Bani, and Muslim Cham. The first group consists of Cham Jat who still 
maintain their original (Jat) religion, i.e. Hinduism with a mixture of local animism. When 
Islam first came to Champa, estimated to be circa 10th – 11th century CE, a part of the Champa 
population converted to Islam. Over the centuries, there arose two groups of Cham who called 
themselves followers of Islam – one in which the teaching has now deviated from mainstream 
Islam, known as Cham Bani, and the other are those who are faithful to mainstream (Sunni) 
Islam, and are known as Muslim Cham.

There is no statistics to refer to, but informants have their own rough estimate of the 
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proportion between the groups: Cham Jat - 65%; Cham Bani - 25%; Muslim Cham -  10%.   
The total population is said to be less than a hundred thousand. Cham Jat and Cham Bani 
are mostly found in Panduranga, while Muslim Cham are in regions in the south as far as the 
Mekong Delta, especially in Chau Doc, An Giang and Ho Chi Minh City. There are about 
6,000 Muslim Cham in Panduranga itself. There is a community in Ninh Thuan in Panduranga 
where the people were converted from Cham Bani in 1962. 

Cham as spoken in Vietnam today is a language that appears to be closely related to Malay, 
but is not readily intelligible to Malay speakers of Malaysia and Indonesia. Judging from 
wordlists of the seventeenth century, Cham was then a dialect of Malay just as the Malay dialects 
of Malaysia are. This is evident from a set of four lexicons compiled by sailors of Champa in the 
17th century who frequented the Malay Archipelago (Po Dharma 2000). The collection is bi-
dialectal with Champa Malay and Malay commonly used in the archipelago at that time. John 
Crawfurd (1852), in his volume of grammar and dictionary of the Malay language, has put on 
record that Cham was Malay but with some elements from other languages.

Vietnamese, the mother tongue of the Cham people, is the only language that is used in 
carrying out life outside the home and in the workplace. At home among Muslim Cham, Malay 
is used, i.e. one that is intelligible to other Malays in the Malay archipelago. This is due to the 
community’s programme in maintaining the language through the teaching of Islam in the 
mosques on school holidays, and their contact with Malaysia, especially in Kedah and Kelantan. 
In Chau Doc there is a centre which trains imam and religious teachers, and which also teaches 
Malay to those who wish to study in Malaysia.

As in Thailand and Cambodia, Malaysian texts in the Jawi script are used for the teaching 
of Islam. However, Muslim Cham in Vietnam have progressed a bit further by translating those 
texts into Cham Malay to give greater comprehensibility to the students. A Cham (Malay)–
Malay Dictionary has been produced by them for reference.

A reversing language shift is taking place among the Muslim Cham, and this process comes 
together with their program in the preservation of Islam as their religion. Their language being 
another dialectal variety of Malay makes it easier for them to re-cultivate it among their people, 
besides the fact that it is the main medium of Islamic teaching in the Malay world.

Summing-Up

There are more similarities than differences in the Malay language situation in the three 
countries under consideration. They differ mostly in their histories of settlement. 

In Thailand there are two types of settlement of the Malays: (i) their original geolinguistic 
region (southern Thailand); and (ii) regions which resulted from migration (Bangkok and 
Ayuthaya).  Cham Malay settlements in Cambodia are products of migration, while in Vietnam 
the Cham people are in their original homeland. In all the three countries, there is a reversing 
shift to Malay, although on a very limited scale, as maintenance lies with the national language 
of the country which has become their own.

Notes

*A more comprehensive account of the Malay language situation in these three countries is 
given in my book, Bahasa Melayu di Daratan Asia Tenggara, published by the Dewan Bahasa 
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dan Pustaka, March 2019.
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Abstract 

This article highlights language practices by Puor and Lamalera people, in South Lembata, 
East Nusa Tenggara, in Indonesia, in a ‘barter market’ context. While interacting in the barter 
market, Puor and Lamalera people prefer to use their own local languages, rather than Bahasa 
Indonesia, the language regarded as the lingua franca in a linguistically diverse Indonesia. 
Unavoidably, the use of these local languages in Indonesia is invoked through specific cultural 
assessments. In this barter market, speakers combine verbal acts and pointing gestures to 
supplement their linguistic repertoires and to convey message amplifiers that embody cultural 
meanings in their respective frames of reference and communicative events. The use of pointing 
gestures and verbal acts that build the linguistic repertoires becomes the main rule of interacting 
in the barter market, the social phenomena of which renders this market different from other 
‘money’ markets.

The paper employs an ethnography of communication approach, through which to elicit 
and frame significant patterns and functions in these language practices. This article attempts 
to offer a unique perspective in the use of local languages in Indonesia, by presenting language 
as practice rather than as a linguistic system of sounds. As such, the categorization of language 
becomes blurred in that Puor and Lamalera linguistic repertoires shift as they are predicated on 
practice. 

Keywords: Diglossia, ethnography communication, language practices, linguistic anthropology, 
pointing gesture, verbal act

   
 

Introduction

This article attempts to expose problematic relations between language and gesture through 
a description of Puor and Lamalera interactions in a barter market on the island of Lembata, 
East Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia. In apparent contrast to the perspective of the anthropologist, 
Puor and Lamelera, as perhaps most other groups do, take language as a bounded system. They 
see their two languages as different to one another, while trading in the ‘barter market,’ a ritual 
routine in the current ‘money’ market climate. 

Most often, the addressee can effectively understand the message of an addresser when both 
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speak the same language. However, people interacting with different languages may yet have 
the ability to understand one another. Linguistic resources have been conventionally thought 
of as belonging to separate linguistic systems, grounded in dominant ideologies of language. 
These resources and subsequent practices may more fruitfully be understood as sets of resources 
called into play by social actors, under social and historical conditions which both constrain 
and render possible the social production of existing conventions and relations, as well as the 
production of new ones (Heller 2006, 167). 

Heller (2007) notes that there can be no specific categorized language, as when language 
is practiced it is always in the process of production, and is inherently unfinished. Individuals 
build their linguistic repertoires through interaction (language in practice). We must move 
language away from its focus as a whole bounded unit of code and community, towards a 
more processual and materialist approach which privileges language as social practice, speakers 
as social actors, and boundaries as products of social action (Heller 2007, 1). A definition of 
language as practice also sees language more broadly, not simply as verbal action, but also as 
non-verbal actions such as gestures and expressions that are practiced in daily interaction. In our 
present case, Heller’s view of language as practice is more fitting for purposes of analysis than 
language as a system since the latter perspective does not pay sufficient attention to the non-
verbal aspects of communication.

Mumford and Kita (2014) present a similar view when examining pointing gestures from 
a multidisciplinary viewpoint. Pointing gestures are significant in the exchange of information, 
contributing as building blocks in human communication. Following the work of such scholars 
as Sotaro Kita, John Haviland, Charles Goodwin, Elena Levy, and Susan Duncan, linguistic 
anthropology asks us to not focus only on the verbal aspect of language. To this, McNeill 
describes a theory of language that is “antireductionist, holistic, dialectical, and grounded in 
action and material experience” (2005, 4).

In this article we attempt to expose the relations between spoken language and gestures 
through a description of Puor and Lamalera interaction on the island of Lembata, East Nusa 
Tenggara, Indonesia. In apparent contrast to the perspective of the anthropologist, Puor and 
Lamelera, as perhaps most other groups, take language as bounded systems. They see themselves 
as having different languages from one another while trading in the ‘barter market’ as a routine 
rite in the midst of ‘money’ market nowadays. In addition to their own respective languages, the 
two groups have also been introduced to Bahasa Indonesia, which comprises another system. It 
is interesting to note that although this third language is used as a lingua franca in many other 
communicative events, it is absent in the barter market and is replaced by pointing gestures and 
verbal acts.

Communities are composed of individuals with differing linguistic abilities, thus allowing 
for the possibility of variation. Any variation is acknowledged as part of a community’s shared 
language resource when the code that is applied becomes known. Among people with language 
differences, some form of cultural judgment regarding these differences is almost certain to 
emerge. The people of Lamalera and Puor have their own judgment of other dialects, which can 
be seen as symptoms of diglossia. Both Lamalera and Puor recognize the opposition between 
lurus and tarik dialects, with the former being the higher form. However, each group identifies 
itself as speakers of the lurus dialect, and considers the other as speakers of the lower tarik 
dialect. More will be said on this later, for it is perhaps one of the main reasons both groups 
insist on using their own language in their market interaction.  
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Puor and Lamalera People

The Puor are referred to as orang pedalaman (highland/inland people) by the Lamalera. 
They live on the slopes of the more mountainous areas. The majority work as horticulturalists, 
producing various natural harvests including a variety of bananas (lady finger, bugis and manis), 
tubers (wood, dry, starch), rice (red and black), areca nuts, corn, eggplants, avocados, rambutan, 
pineapples, papaya leaves and its flower, haleluya leaves, coconuts, bran, breadfruit, and palm 
wine. On  the other hand, Lamalera is located on the coast facing the open sea of Sawu which 
borders the Indian Sea. This makes Lamalera a pathway for sea mammals, including whales, 
manta rays, and dolphins. The Lamalera are referred to as orang pesisir (coastal people) by the 
other groups because they live at the edge of the high seas and are very dependent on the sea. 
They usually exchange their catch and crops in the interaction space that they call the Barter 
Market. During my research in 2017, the Barter Market was only held at Lamalera, which 
became a temporary Barter Market after the conflict of land boundary between two tribes in 
Wulandoni. However, during my visit in the early of 2018, the Barter Market in Wulandoni was 
active again, and hence the Barter Market, which was previously only held on Thursday, is now 
also held on Wednesday at Lamalera and on Friday at Wulandoni. During their interactions in 
the Barter Market, they exchange goods. There is a common understanding that they know as 
a barter rule. However, these rules are not fixed, as often times they still negotiate during their 
interactions.

Negotiations and interactions in the barter market are carried out despite the language 
differences, such as in terms of the vocabulary and dialects of the people of Puor and Lamalera. 
With these language barriers, in the context of the practice of buying and selling in the barter 
market, they prefer to use their own languages. The Puor speak the language of Puor and 
Lamalera in the language of Lamalera. Although there are language differences, both understand 
the message that is indeed delivered in the form of different languages. This language is called 
the language of the Barter Market. In terms of language, both belong to one language dialect 
family, namely Lemaholot Larantuka, which is further divided into the South Lembata and the 
Lamalera language dialects. 

‘Lamaholot-Alor’ is used to refer to both a lingua franca and also to any of several 
Austronesian varieties spoken from eastern Flores to Alor. Alor [aol] is part of a chain which 
includes Lamaholot. The area around Larantuka is multiethnic, and some people have shifted 
to Malay [lrt]. Used as language of wider communication as an L2 by Adonara [adr], Alor [aol], 
Ile Ape [ila], Lamalera [lmr], Lamatuka [lmq], Levuka [lvu], Lewo Eleng [lwe], Lewotobi [lwt], 
South Lembata [lmf ], West Lembata [lmj].23 (Lewis, 2009) http://wiki.verbix.com/Languages/
Lamaholot 33.

Even though they are in the same language family, they are quite different in terms of lexis. 
The language differences between these do not necessarily render Indonesian as the lingua franca 
when they interact, even though people of both have linguistic competence in the language. 
Both are able to speak Indonesian in other contexts, e.g., when meeting parents in the school, 
when doing transactions on the money market, or when meeting strangers (such as me). They 
use a combination of gesture and verbal act when they interact in the Barter Market. This is 
their repertoire in the context of the Barter Market. I will elaborate further in the next section.

With the existence of these language differences, the cultural assessment of language cannot 
be denied. People in South Lembata recognize the terms of Dialek Tarik and Dialek Lurus. 
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Dialek Tarik is a variation of language that has long sentences that resemble tones or songs. 
Dialek Lurus is a variation of language in the form of flat notes. There is an assumption and 
judgment that a Dialek Lurus is a dialect with a higher cultural assessment than Dialek Tarik. 
In the context of the of Puor and Lamalera Society, they both identify themselves using dialek 
Lurus. The Puor assess the language of Lamalera as having dialek Tarik, but the people of 
Lamalera also consider the people of Puor to have a dialect Tarik. 

 

Pointing Gestures and Verbal Act As A Single Process

The Puor and Lamalera Society do not use many words or sentences in the context of the 
barter market, where some even use the context from the previous meeting in the interaction 
they are in (at the present time). At the least, their communication patterns are divided into 
two categories; when they say ‘yes,’ and say ‘no.’ In this communication, they not only deliver 
messages through verbal sentences and words, but there are gestures that become a unity in 
understanding the message. A sign gesture and expression of rejection are easier to identify 
(at least for me) than when they say yes. To say ‘yes,’ they raise their eyebrows with their face 
flat and they add certain movements, like a nod, or immediately choose the item they like 
depending on the context in the conversation at that time. On the side, during the rejection 
process, they frown, wrinkle their eyes, shake their heads, or just let the other person go away. 
This pattern of rejection could continue until they reach an agreement.

Oftentimes, the women of the Puor merchants are offered goods by 2-3 people from 
Lamalera. This is when the conversation will emerge, and traders from the inland compare 
goods with one another to reject or accept existing offers. There is an existent measure as an 
indicator of the exchange of goods in this transaction. All Lamalera and Puor people know 
that twelve pieces of corn can be exchanged with one monga / handful of salt, five bunches of 
vegetables can be exchanged with one fish, or one fish can be exchanged for tuber / sweet potato. 
When the market takes place, every mama from the inland will usually be approached by coastal 
people who offer their luggage. Usually, the merchants from Lamalera approach the merchants 
of the Puor by showing their fish and holding the goods they wants to exchange. The women 
as Puor merchants agree that they will take the fish given while looking at their goods to be 
exchanged. Below I present the conversation that emerged during an exchange

“Ema, ope ika”        atau        “ema, ope sia”
Mom, go buy the fish  or          Mom, go buy my salt

Case
Acceptance

F a c i a l 
expression Gesture Gloss Addressee

1 Flat Face

Along with a flat facial expression, choosing 
2 whales quickly and put these a bag.
Then count 24 bananas. The counting 
movement is also unique, if there are 24 
pieces in one then they will count it twice 
at once, so it is 12 x 2. Counting it twice at 
once with the thumb and forefinger on every 
2 bananas with the same swing

- Puor-
Lamalera
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2 Nod Hand crossed above the knee in a sitting 
position

Bidan from Wulandoni: 
pointing to the dragon 
fruit
Mama Merry: 20 (while 
nodding)
Bidan from Wulandoni:
I will buy 2.

Wulandoni-
Puor (Using 
B a h a s a 
Indonesia)

3 Flat Face
Take 1 fish which he thinks is good. Count 
twice at once, so it is 6 x 2. Counting it twice 
at once with the thumb and forefinger on 
every 2 bananas with the same swing.

- People of 
Luki

4 Take a look 
at the basin

Take 12 bananas and count it twice at once, 
so 6 x 2. Counting it twice at once with the 
thumb and forefinger on every 2 bananas 
with the same swing. When calculating it, 
he gazes into the fish’s basin

Exchange fish with bananas 
(local language)

People of 
Lamalera

5 Flat face Choosing 3 small dragon fruits

Ask the price, then give 
IDR 30.000, entrust the 
item to the merchant 
because there is no plastic. 
(Using Bahasa Indonesia)

Police officer 
from Aceh 
(outsider)

Case
Ignoring

F a c i a l 
expression Gesture Gloss Addressee

1 Frown
Along with a frown expression 
,they hold the fish, then release 
it. Then the fish merchant leaves

The fish merchants asked for 
12 bananas but the fish was too 
small, the inland merchants only 
wanted to give 6 of their fish

Puor-Lamalera

2 Wrinkle the 
eyes Silent and do not hold the fish Want the fish, not the crackers People of Harapan 

Beach

3 S h a k i n g 
head Stay put The fish is too small People of Luki

Frown Nodding head Take People of Lamalera

N o d d i n g 
head

Throwing face to the left while 
putting their hand on  their face Take People of Lebala

Frown Hands on face - Puor-Lebala

Utterance Event 1
The first video is 53 seconds long, with an old man/grandfather (nenek laki-laki), an old 

woman/grandmother (nenek perempuan), and one mama. An old man carrying tobacco was 
given a bucket of fish by mama Lamalera, chose one half-dried fish, and offered tobacco as an 
exchange (in Puor Language). Mom from Lamalera gave a ‘yes’ sign by raising an eyebrow, and 
the old woman gave mama 2 baskets of tobacco.  The old woman offered the whale skin. The 
old man refused by shaking his head and said "take" which means no. Then the old woman still 
insisted on showing the fish, after which, the old man responded by moving his hand.

(1) Pedagang Lamelera: Ema, ope ika
                                         ‘Mom, buy fish’
                                          Mom go buy my fish
 [Merchant from Lamalera then shows a bucket containing fish from a distance]
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(2) Mama Yashinta: Ma tai mene
  ‘try bring here’
  try bring it here, I wanna see[2]
[Mama Yashinta waved her hand towards P1] 
[Then the Lamalera merchant approaches Mama Yashinta]

(3) Mama Yashinta: Mukor atau kevaror?
  ‘corn or banana?’
  Do you want to exchange it with corn or banana?

(4) Lamalera Merchants: Nakri kam op doi
  No, want buy money’
  Not with corn or banana, I want it to be exchanged with money 

instead

(5) Mama Yashinta: A….
  ‘Ya..’  

Utterance Event 2

(6) Mama Lia: Ina, ope ti neges fi
  ‘Ina, buy please  goods me’
  Ina, please go buy my goods

(7) Lamalera Merchant: Neges fi na gai ke
  ‘goods me also hasn’t sold’
  But my goods also hasn’t been sold yet

(8) Mama Lia: Ema, goi ika take? Go so  ro  moi   sia
  ‘mom have fish no? If  not, I want to given salt
  Mom, do you bring fish or not? Otherwise, I would take the salt.

(9) Lamalera merchant: Aaa, pi
  ‘yes, here’
  yes, there is, here
note: Ina is a term to call a woman who is younger than the caller

Language Practice in Barter Transactions (Mama Ratih1)

Below I present the practice of language by Mama Ratih with women merchants from 
Lamalera. In this situation, Lamalera merchants have chosen a banana joint, and are negotiating 
to exchange fish in the bucket.

1  MR is the term used to refer to Mama Ratih, a merchant from Puor, while PL is a merchant from Lamalera.
In the table on the next page, the language practice will be explained in 3 languages, the first line is the language of Puor / 
Lamalera, the second line is the meaning of the local language in a literal meaning, and the third line is the interpertative 
meaning from me as a researcher to clarify the context and situation when the practice of the language took place.
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Image 3.4 Language Practice in Barter Transactions 2, Mama Ratih, fieldnote  2017

Gambar 3.4 A
MR : Nakri kurang e, go gut  ketega  ?

It’s not enough, where can I pick more ?

[Mama Ratih showing a surprised expression while 
laughing]

[Then the Lamalera merchant pointing to the 
vegetables she wanted to be exchanged with the fish 
again. While saying:]

PL: Krokofelor

Tuber leaves

Gambar 3.4 B MR: Bo.. Kurange..Muaki... Muaki...

Neme go maji

Really? It’s not enough.. Maybe another time. I will 
give you more next time.

Don’t, it’s not enough. Next time you come to the 
market I will give you a bonus

[Mama Ratih saying it while raising her hand up and 
waving it to give a sign that the amount of the item is 
not enough.].

Gambar 3.4 C
PL : A...       Senare..

Yes, it’s okay. 

Yes, no problem. 

[Then Mama Ratih and the Lamalera merchant 
handling the fish in the bucket together]

[After Mama Ratih took the fish, the Lamalera 
merchant left.]

Linguistic Boundaries: Dialek Lurus versus Dialek Tarik

Lamalera and Puor communities have their cultural assessment towards other dialects, which 
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I personally diagnosed as having diglossic symptoms. Dialect is a variation or style of language, 
which is used in certain populations within groups of people that have been determined (by 
culture) as part of the rules of the game that must be chosen or used in interaction (Gumperz 
1997 in Saville-Troike 2003, p. 40). An assessment of the language commonly referred to as the 
Diglossia concept was originally introduced by Charles Ferguson in Ferguson (1959, 336). He 
defined diglossia as: "a relatively stable language situation in which [...] there is a very divergent, 
highly codified (often grammatically more complex) superposéd variety which is learned largely 
by formal education and is used for most written and formal spoken purposes but is not used 
by any sector of the community for ordinary conversation."

With the existence of these language differences, a cultural assessment of language cannot be 
denied. People in South Lembata recognize the terms of Dialek Tarik and Dialek Lurus. Dialek 
Tarik is a variation of language that has long sentences that resemble tones or songs. Dialek 
Lurus is a variation of language in the form of flat notes. There is an assumption and judgment 
that a Dialek Lurus is a dialect with a higher cultural assessment than Dialek Tarik. People in 
both communities identify themselves using dialek Lurus. Here, the Puor assess the language of 
Lamalera as having dialek Tarik, but the people of Lamalera also consider the people of Puor to 
have a dialect Tarik. Both of these communities assess their language as having a dialek Lurus, 
namely a dialect which is considered as having higher cultural assessment than Dialek Tarik.  As 
Ferguson notes, one of the most important features of diglossia is the specialization of function 
for H and L. In one set of situations only H is appropriate and in another only L, with the two 
sets overlapping only very slightly. As an illustration, a sample listing of possible situations is 
given, with an indication of the variety normally used.’ 

This was revealed when I participated in activities carried out together by both the Puor 
and the Lamalera Society. When they were asked for opinions about the language of their 
neighbors, they always answered with sarcasm that indicated that they were mocking other 
dialects while imitating the dialects. When I attended the wedding at Lamalera, I had time to 
ask the moms about the language of the people of Puor. They answered that the language of 
Puor is a Dialek Tarik that has a singing tone. One of the moms suggested that “the language of 
the Puor is bongkre-bongkre,” while she imitated the typical dialect of Puor. This was followed 
by one of the other mamas who said “we understand they have language, we understand, but 
we have difficulty in using their language.” this suggests that they understand the language of 
the Puor, but are not able to speak that language. This is not only the case with the moms. Every 
informant I interviewed had the same cultural assessment of their neighbors. 

However, the Puor community also has the same cultural assessment that the Lamalera 
language has a Dialek Tarik. This information was expressed by informants, who always assumed 
that the language of Lamalera has Dialek Tarik. Likewise, when I joined the garden farmers 
to visit the hills, they often mimicked the Lamalera dialect while conducting their planting 
activities. More so, they laughed while practicing the language, as did the informants from 
Lamalera. 

Conclusion

The combination of verbal acts and pointing gestures as a repertoire conveyed as a message 
amplifier has various cultural meanings in a communicative event. The use of pointing gestures 
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and verbal acts as a repertoire becomes the main rule of interacting in the barter market, which 
also can be seen as a social phenomena different to usual phenomena in a ‘money’ market. 
Communities are composed of individuals with differing linguistic abilities, thus allowing for 
the possibility of variation. Any variation is acknowledged as part of a community’s shared 
language resource when the code that is applied becomes known. Among people with language 
differences, some form of cultural judgment regarding these differences is almost certain to 
emerge. The people of Lamalera and Puor have their own judgment of other dialects, which can 
be seen as diglossia. Both Lamalera and Puor communities recognize the opposition between 
lurus and tarik dialects, with the former being the higher form. However, each group identifies 
itself as speakers of the lurus dialect, and considers the other as speakers of the lower tarik 
dialect. 
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Translation Errors in Malaysian Children’s Movie 
Subtitles

Hazlina Abdul Halima

aUniversiti Putra Malaysia, Malaysia

Abstract 

Subtitling Malay movies into English in Malaysia presents particular constrictions and defies 
subtitlers, as the two languages have little in common and have a number of untranslatability 
elements. Upin and Ipin is a Malaysian television series produced by Les’ Copaque Production, 
which features the life of the twin brothers in a fictional Malaysian village. The series was first 
introduced in 2007 and can be considered as one of the most successful animated television 
series in Malaysia. However, the series represents significantly unique language, leading to a 
significant concern in subtitling. Hence, this article aims to investigate the errors utilized in 
the movie Upin and Ipin Pengembaraan Bermula. The research used Koponen’s (2010) error 
categories to classify the translation errors, by comparing the subtitles in the source and target 
texts. The study supports the findings of Rull et al. (2016) on omission and mistranslation as 
the common errors. It is hoped that this study could serve as a reference for other translation 
research on subtitling to and from other languages in Malaysia.

Keywords:  Translation, English subtitle, error analysis, translation strategies, Malay films

Introduction

Translation is no easy task. It requires powerful mastery and understanding of the source 
language (SL) and target language (TL), and yet this alone may not be adequate without 
appropriate exercise in translation techniques and approaches (Muhammad Bukhari Lubis 
1984). According to Newmark (1981), translation can be referred to as applying an expertise to 
convert a written message and / or statement to another language. 

Subtitles are the written forms of the dialogue in a film and in television programs, and 
are presented at the bottom of the screen. They materialize in two forms, which is in a form 
of written translation in a foreign language or in a form of a written rendering in the source 
language. Gottlieb (1992, 162) defines subtitling as a written, additive, instant, synchronous, 
and polymedial form of translation. Gottlieb (1998, 247) further added that: “Subtitling can be 
both ‘intralingual’ when the target language is the same as the source language, and ‘interlingual’ 
when the target language is different from the source language”.

Therefore, film subtitling is interlingual, where its linguistic components of the source 
language are converted into target language subtitles. Subtitling is in fact the principal form 
of AV translation in European countries, which are commonly known as subtitling countries 
(Gottlieb 1992). 

AV translation’s discernibility is perhaps one reason as to why AV translation also imparts 
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itself to easy and harsh reproach among the spectators. Shochat and Stam (1985) mentioned 
that “subtitles offer the pretext for a linguistic game of ‘spot the error,’“ particularly for those 
with perfect command of both languages. For the past two decades, studies on Audiovisual 
Translation (AVT), specifically on interlingual subtitling, have gained much attention (Gambier 
2009). However, in Malaysia, there have been relatively few studies done in interlingual 
subtitling, particularly from other languages into the Malay language.

Error analysis is a method traditionally used to evaluate the learning of a foreign language 
(Ellis 1985). According Richards and Schmidt (2002), an error refers to the use of words, speech 
acts or grammatical items in an imperfect and insignificant way. Nonetheless, this method also 
plays a significant role in the discovery, rationalization, and rectification of translation errors. 
Therefore, error analysis is selected as the main approach for this research.

Research Objectives 

This study aims to analyze the translation from Malay language films into English subtitles, 
precisely to seek answers to the following objectives: 

1. To investigate the translation errors used in Malay-English children movie subtitling? 
2. To explain the reasons that lead to these errors. 

Methodology

This study aims to analyse qualitatively the translation errors in the Malay children's 
movie Upin Ipin Pengembaraan Bermula. The movie comprises a 94-minute-film dialogue in 
Malay and a 94-minute-English subtitle sequence (184 minutes altogether). To analyze the 
data, the researcher uses the classification of translation errors proposed by Koponen (2010) 
as the theoretical framework. According to Koponen’s (2010) classification, translation errors 
can be categorized as omission, addition, untranslated items and mistranslation. Meanwhile, 
substitution and explicitation are categories where the semantic content is preserved in the 
translation, which thus will be considered as strategies for the translator.

Table 1: Koponen’s (2010) error categories

Error Description

Omission Translated texts omit the source texts 

Addition Translated texts with added concepts which are missing in the source texts

Untranslated Appearance of loan words in the translated texts 

Mistranslation Translated texts have the wrong meaning or context from the source text 

Substitution
Translated text concept is not a direct lexical equivalent as is the source but can be 
considered a valid replacement 

Explicitation Translated texts explicitly state information left implicit in source texts
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Data Analysis and Results

Overall, 1,326 dialogues were analyzed in both English and its Malay translation. The study 
found omission errors as the most dominant error (62%) followed by mistranslation errors 
(20%)..

Omission errors

Omission errors refer to the complete removal (without translating or keeping the original 
text) of the source dialogue. As mentioned, omission errors figured to be the most commonly 
made errors in this study (159 instances). The most frequent omission errors in the dialogues 
were the omission of exclamation marks (64 instances). These errors can be further classified as 
purely exclamation omission errors and omission errors on culture related exclamation. Some 
of the examples are as shown in Table 2 below:

Table 2: Omission errors 

Omission on pure exclamation 
Example 1 (L94) Lim : 

Hoi! Hoi! Mana? Mana? (ST)
Where? Where? (TT)

Example 2 (L135)
Ah Tong:

Oit, ini lu punya ah ? (ST)
Is it yours? (TT)

Omission on Indian related 

exclamation 
Example 3 (L26)

Example 4 (L74)

U n c l e 
Muthu :

Rajoo : 

Dey, Salleh!  Tak mau tunggu kuih lagi ka? (ST)
Salleh! Don’t you want to wait for the snacks? (TT)

Poodah! Baru menang sekali, kecoh! (ST)
What’s the big deal? You’ve only won once.(TT)

Omission on Chinese related 

exclamation

Example 5 (L25)

Example 6 (L119)

Ah Tong:

Ah Tong:

Haiyya! Mana ada hantu? Itu musang makan ma… (ST)
What ghost! It was a fox that ate all those durians (TT)

Haiyya, ini sapa kasi buang ? Tadak sayang barang aa? (ST)
 Who threw this thing away ? So ungrateful! (TT)

The Mistranslated Errors 

The mistranslated errors in this research refer to the Malay words or phrases in the dialogues 
which were wrongly translated into English. The research found 51 instances (20% of total 
errors) of mistranslated items. 
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Table 3:  Mistranslated Errors 

Total Error

Example 11 (L694)
Taukeh : 

Jangan tipu gua ah! Jangan main-main oo! (ST)
Don’t try to fool me! You were late last time. (TT)

Error by simplification

Example 12 (L646) Kak Ros:
Oopet, macamana mak engkau hilang kat situ? (ST)
Oopet, how did it happen? (TT)

Word Choice 

Example 13 (L782)
Pak Mail :

Ah pedulikan mereka! Selamatkan diri kita dahulu! (ST)
Just leave them! Save yourself first! (TT)

From the research, it was found that the mistranslated errors can be divided into three 
categories; total error, error by simplification and word error. The total error refers to the 
translated sentence which is totally out of context. In Example 11, for instance, the sentence 
Jangan main-main oo! (Translation: Don’t play me a fool) was translated into "you were late last 
time" which has a a significantly different meaning from the source text.

In Example 12, the translation was erroneous due to the simplification made by the 
translator. The sentence "macamana mak engkau hilang kat situ" (Translation: How did your 
mother get lost there?) was simplified into: "How did it happen?", thus failing to reveal the real 
scenario. The last mistranslated error is the error on word choice, where the translator translated 
the dialogue by using antonyms (for example, kita (‘ourself ’) was translated into ‘yourself.’

The Errors of Untranslated Items

In this research, the errors on untranslated items were mainly due to the inconsistency of 
the translation in the English dialogues. For example, the retention of the subject pronoun 
“Kak” or “Atuk” was inconsistent (in some instances, the translator generalized by using “you”) 
throughout the dialogues. Other errors can equally be classified as a strategy as they involve 
cultural specific items (such as the use of the word Maghrib to indicate 'after sunrise') and 
proper names (as per Example 12 on the use of pulut panggang without translating). Below are 
some examples: 

Table 4:  Errors on Untranslated items

Culture specific items

Example 11 (L18)
Tok Dalang : 

Mana budak-budak ni ?  Dah nak Maghrib pun tak balik-
balik lagi ! (ST)

Where are these kids? It’s almost Maghrib and they’re not 
home! (TT)

Proper nouns

Example 12 (L139) Kak Ros:
Ini Ros ada  bawa pulut panggang dan karipap ye (ST)
I’ve bought some pulut panggang and curry puffs (TT)

Addition errors

Addition errors in this study refer to any inclusion of texts or ideas which were originally 
not stated or implied in the source dialogue. In this study, only 25 instances (10%) of addition 
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errors were found. These errors can be further categorized as errors on the addition of nouns, 
adjectives, subject pronouns and other information.

Looking further into these four types of addition errors, only errors on the addition of 
subject pronouns can be classified as the translator’s procedure. This is due to the fact that unlike 
Malay, the English sentence structure requires the inclusion of subject pronouns before the verbs 
(except for imperative sentences). From the data, the other addition errors on nouns, adjectives 
and other information, were the errors which were inserted to strengthen the dialogues. Below 
are some examples:

Table 5: Addition errors 

Addition of nouns

Example 7 (L18) Salleh : 
Hah! Saya tak tau! Saya ikut Pak Mail dengan Singh! (ST)
I didn’t know! I only followed Pak Mail and Singh’s orders! 

(TT)

Addition of adjectives

Example 8 (L860) Pak Mail:
Kalau kita jual ni Singh, kaya kita… (ST)
If we sell this Singh, we’ll be filthy rich! (TT)

Addition of subject 

pronoun

Example 9 (L539)
Upin : Ha! Robot! Nak main! Nak main! (ST)

A robot! I want to play! I want to play! (TT)

Addition of information

Example 10 (L397) Lim :
Panjat pokok durian la. Apa lagi? (ST)
I’m climbing this durian tree, what else do you think I’m 

doing? (TT)

Conclusion

The main aim of this preliminary study was to provide a corpus-based analysis which 
accounted for the main linguistic aspects of errors in the translation of Malaysian children's 
movie subtitles. This study was primarily concerned with the classification and explanation of 
the errors found. It was found that omission errors were the most frequent errors made in this 
study, followed by mistranslation.

To conclude, it is essential to pay attention to the translation of texts destined for children, 
to later on project models to prevent poor translation. Exploration at larger scales is essential 
for a more precise representation of the situation. However, research on various categories of 
movies may assist to distinguish specific parts with a high manifestation of errors, in line with 
the elaboration of propositions and approaches to enhance the quality of subtitles.  
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Devising an Orthography for the Cak Language by 
Using the Cak Script

Huziwara Keisukea

aThe Hakubi Centre for Advanced Research, Kyoto University, Japan

Abstract 

Cak (ISO 639-3 ckh) represents a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in the Chittagong Hill 
Tracts, Bangladesh. The language is known as Sak in Rakhaing State, Burma. The total number 
of native speakers of the language is estimated at approximately 3,000 in Bangladesh and 1,000 
in Burma (Simons and Fennig eds. 2017). Although Cak and Sak are mutually understandable 
where native words are concerned, comprehensibility becomes arduous with Bangla loan words 
in Cak, and with Arakanese/Burmese loan words in Sak.

Until recently, Cak/Sak did not have a script of its own. However, by the beginning of 
the 21st century, the Cak script was developed and finally published as Ong Khyaing Cak (2013), 
in which its fundamental system is described.

Although well designed overall, the current Cak writing system found in Ong Khyaing Cak 
(2013) has several shortcomings. Huziwara (2015) discusses the following five instances: (a) No 
independent letter for /v/, (b) unnecessary letters for the non-phonemic elements such as the 
voiced aspirated stops and the retroflexes, (c) the arbitrary use of short and long vowel signs, (d) a 
frequent omission of high tone marks in checked syllables, and (e) multiple ways to denote coda 
consonants.

In this paper, Huziwara (2015) will first be reviewed. Then, the basic phonetic correspondences 
between Cak in Bangladesh and Sak in Burma will be examined. Finally, based on these two 
discussions, an orthography to be employed in the forthcoming Cak-English-Bangla-Burmese 
dictionary, a revised version of Huziwara (2016), will be demonstrated.
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Introduction

Language and people

Cak (ISO 639-3 ckh) is a member of the Luish (Asakian) language family of Tibeto-Burman 
spoken in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (henceforth CHT) of Bangladesh. Cak is also known as 
Sak, particularly in the neighbouring Rakhaing State of Burma. The difference between Cak 
and Sak is reflected in the phonological correspondence of Proto-Luish *c — it becomes c in 
Cak, and s in the speech of younger generations of Sak: The Cak people refer to themselves as 
PácaP, where the Sak people refer to themselves as ácaP ~ P@caP ~ PásaP ~ P@saP. Despite 
the phonological mismatch of Proto-Luish *c not corresponding to the Old Burmese s, the 
autonym PácaP is often connected to Sak, which is found in Old Burmese inscriptions, and is 
thought to be one emanating from the oldest people in Burma.

Cak villages are mostly found in the Baishari, Naikhyongchari, and Dochari areas in the 
south eastern part of CHT, while Sak villages are mostly found in Maungdaw, Buthidaung, 
Rathedaung, and Mrauk U areas in the Rakhaing State. The Cak speaking population is 
estimated to be 3,000 in Bangladesh, whereas the Sak is estimated to be 1,000 in Burma 
(Eberhard, Simmons and Fennig 2019). 

The Cak/Sak people adhere to Theravada Buddhism, and are highly influenced by Marma 
(ISO 639-3 rmz) or Rakhaing (ISO 639-3 rki) culture. Many Marma/Rakhaing loanwords are 
therefore found both in Cak and Sak.

Traditionally, Cak/Sak has no alphabet. People are accustomed to adapting Burmese 
or Bangla scripts, a practice contingent on purpose. Recently, however, the Cak script was 
developed by Mr. Mong Mong Cak, an eminent intellectual member of the Cak community. 
A textbook of the Cak script was subsequently pub lished as Ong Khyaing Cak (2013). The 
current Cak writing system has several shortcomings, and should thus be modified. However, 
the Cak script itself can suffice for writing the Cak/Sak language if it is used systematically.

Previous studies

Hodgson (1853) first presented 74 Cak/Sak words, followed by Grierson (1921) who 
linguistically connected Cak/Sak with Kadu (ISO 639-3 zkd) in northern Burma. A substantial 
study was not conducted until Lorenz G. Löffler, a German anthropologist, investigated the 
relationship between Chakma (the largest ethnic minority in CHT) and Cak. Based on his 
ethnolinguistic fieldwork in CHT, Löffler (1964) demonstrated that Chakma is ethnically 
Tibeto-Burman and linguistically Indo-Aryan, while Cak is Tibeto-Burman and belongs to the 
Sakisch (Luish) branch.

At almost the same time as Löffler, Lucien Bernot, a French anthropologist, also conducted 
fieldwork in CHT with his wife and linguist Denise Bernot. Bernot (1967) was a by-product 
of their research. This work provides an anthropological description of the Cak community in 
then East Pakistan together with some 400 basic words with Luish comparanda. The vocabulary 
part is also presented separately in Bernot (1966). Maggard, Sangma and Ahmad (2007) 
represent a sociolinguistic study including some 300 basic words of four Cak dialects (one from 
Baishari, two from Naikhyongchari, and one in Bandarban town). Huziwara (2008) contains a 
descriptive grammar, whereas Huziwara (2016) is a dictionary of Cak. Both of these are based 
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on the Baishari dialect. 
With regards to Sak, Luce (1985) demonstrates a comparative word list of two dialects; 

Bawtala and Dodem. Thun Shwe Khaing (1988) contains a cultural study of the Sak people 
which provides information on the basic structure of the Sak language. Moe Sandar (2010) 
contains a grammatical description of Sak spoken in Maungdaw, Rakhaing State, Burma. 

Huziwara (2018) provides basic information on the characteristics of Cak and Sak dialects.

Phonology

The Baishari dialect

The Baishari dialect of Cak is, as we will see in the next section (Phonological correspondences 
of Cak/Sak varieties), the most conservative one among Cak/Sak varieties in terms of phonology. 
Thus it is convenient to represent the Cak language by using the Baishari one. The phonological 
characteristics of the Baishari dialect of Cak is summarised below.

  (1) a The syllable structure can be represented as C1(C2)(C3)V1(V2)(C4)/T. Initials (C1), 
main vowels (V1) and T(one) are necessary elements, while glides (C2 and C3), the 
second member of the diphthong (V2), and codas (C4) are optional.

 b. There are 26 initial consonants (/k, kh, g, N, c [ts], ch [tsh], j [z], t, th, d, n, p, ph, 

b, m, y [ j], r, l, w, v, s, S [ S~C], h, á, â, P/). All of these can stand as C1, while 
only /y, r, w/ as C2 and /w/ as C3. As a result, only /-yw-/ and /-rw-/ are possible as 
a combination of C2 and C3. Regarding C4, only two consonants, /P/ and /N/, are 
possible.

 c. There are 8 vowels (/a, i, u, e, o, 1, W, @/). All of these can occur as V1. All the vowels, 
except for /@/ and /e/, can be followed by coda consonants /P/ and /N/. Within 
the limited number of grammatical particles, /eP/ is possible. Alternatively, /ai/ is 
permitted as a combination of V1 and V2 only in closed syllables. Thus, /e/ and /ai/ 
show (almost) complementary distribution.

 d. The vowel /@/ can occur only as the first member of sesquisyllabic words. Phonetically, 
it can be heard as a result of the reduction of the vowel /a/ in morpheme boundaries.

 e. Phonetically,  ] can be heard. Ong Khyaing Cak (2013) positions this as an 
independent vowel. Phonologically, however, it is represented as /vu/ in this paper as 
it behaves much the same as /u/ in various assimilations. It is important to note that 
this /vu/ can occur only in open syllables. 

 f. There are two contrastive tones, the high tone (marked with the acute accent) and the 
low tone (unmarked).

Almost all of the characteristics of the Baishari dialect mentioned in (1) are common to 
other varieties, except for some phonological changes which will be presented in the next section.

Phonological correspondences of Cak/Sak varieties

In this section, I present significant phonological correspondences among five Cak/Sak 
varieties. With regards to Cak dialects, regional variations are more salient than generational 
ones, while the latter is more remarkable than the other in Sak dialects. The section focuses 
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on the following varieties: The Baishari dialect (CB), the Naikhyongchari dialect (CN), the 
Dochari dialect (CD), the Sak variety of older generations (older than 50 years in age) (SA), and 
the Sak variety of younger generations (younger than 40 years in age) (SB). 

1. Initials

There are 26 consonant phonemes in the Baishari Cak1. These are practically the same 
throughout all the varieties. In principle, a consonant X corresponds to the same consonant. 
However, for some phonemes (/c, ch, j, s/ in Baishari) and consonant clusters (/ky, khy, gy, 

Ny/ in Baishari), there are complex correspondences. Table 1 summarises the major complex 
correspondences among varieties. In the table, [ S ], [tS ], and [dZ] might be [C], [tC], and [dý] 
respectively.

The correspondences in the table remind us of those of Written Burmese, Modern Spoken 
Burmese (Mandalay-Yangon dialect), and Arakanese in which affricates of the protolanguage 
correspond to fricatives and all the clusters of velar plus medial y correspond to affricates.

Table 1: Major correspondences of Cak/Sak initials

Proto-Cak CB CN CD SA SB

*c c [ts] c [ts] ∼ [tS] c [ts] c [ts] s

*ch ch [tSh] ch [tSh] ch [tSh] s [sh] sh [tSh] 

*j j [dz] j [dz] j [dz] j [dz] z

*s s s s s sh [sh] 

*ky ky cy [tS] cy [tS] cy [tS] c [tS]

*khy khy chy ~ S chy ~ S chy ~ S chy ~ S

*gy gy jy [dZ] jy [dZ] jy [dZ] j [dZ]

*Ny Ny ñ [nj] ñ [nj] ñ [nj] ñ [nj]

2. Rhymes

There are 8 vowel phonemes in all the varieties of Cak/Sak. In principle, a vowel X 
corresponds to the same vowel. However, some reflexes of the combination of vowels and final 
consonants (/iP, uP, oP, iN, uN, oN/ in Baishari) vary depending on varieties. Table 2 presents a 
summary of significant correspondences. The correspondences in the table, especially in SA and 
SB, again, remind us of those of Written Burmese, Modern Spoken Burmese, and Arakanese in 
which a monophthong corresponds to a diphthong in certain combinations of vowels and coda 
consonants.

Table 2: Major correspondences of Cak/Sak rhymes

Proto-Cak CB CN CD SA SB

*iP iP iP iP (e)iP eiP

*uP uP uP uP (o)uP ouP

*oP oP oP oP oP auP

*iN iN iN iN (e)iN eiN

*uN uN uN uN (o)uN ouN

*oN oN oN oN oN auN

1 The Baishari NyNy becomes ny in other dialects. The NyNy can be regarded as a single phoneme ñ depending on 
interpretation.
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3. Tones

The correspondences of tones of Cak/Sak varieties are fairly consistent. A tone X corresponds 
to the same tone in all varieties. Although there are many irregular correspondences, especially 
in polysyllabic words, they are marginal and do not seem to affect mutual understanding.

The Cak script

Overview

The idea to create an original script for the Cak language was first conceived by Mong Mong 
Cak. Mong Mong Cak was originally from Baishari, but for decades, due to civil service, lived 
in Bandarban, the headquarter of the Bandarban Hill District where Cak villages are located. 
An eminent intellectual in the Cak community, Mong Mong Cak has written many papers on 
Cak in Bangla. Although the prototype of the Cak script appeared to be available well before 
2000, it was only in 2013 that the present version of the Cak script was published in the form 
of a textbook by Ong Khyaing Cak, a younger brother of Mong Mong Cak.

The Cak script is a set of Indic type syllabic letters with 11 independent vowel letters2, 11 
vowel signs, 34 consonant letters, and several other symbols such as numbers and tone marks. 
The full set of the Cak script is listed in the Appendix.

A set of true-type fonts of the Cak script was also prepared by Ong Khyaing Cak. Based on 
this computer font and Ong Khyaing Cak (2013), Huziwara has requested Prof. Takashima Jun 
(Tokyo University of Foreign Studies) to create a         package for the Cak script (Cak-      ,  and 
on which the present paper has been developed.

Problems and proposals

1. Major problems in Ong Khyaing Cak (2013)

Although well designed overall, the current writing convention of the Cak script found in 
Ong Khyaing Cak (2013) has several shortcomings. These are summarised in (2).

(2) a. Although /v/ is phonemic in Cak, it does not contain an independent consonant 
letter. This is not included in the primary set of the Cak script but rather, represented 
as Bv ⟨bhv⟩, the combination of B` ⟨bha⟩ (voiced aspirated bilabial stop) and ßv ⟨v⟩ 
[v] (syllabic v).

 b. Although voiced aspirated stops and retroflexes are not found in Cak, the current 
Cak script contains letters corresponding to these. In Ong Khyaing Cak (2013), 
these letters are employed so as to write native words, but not for loans from Indo-
Aryan.

 c.  Although Cak does not distinguish long and short vowels, Ong Khyaing Cak (2013) 
often mixes these to write the same word.

2 The long {ā} is, in fact, a combination of the short {a} and the long vowel sign for {ā}. However, it is counted 
as an independent vowel in Ong Khyaing Cak (2013).
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 d.  Although Cak distinguishes two tones (high and low) even in checked syllables, Ong 
Khyaing Cak (2013) often ignores these.3

 e.  Although there are only two coda consonants (P and N) in Cak, Ong Khyaing Cak 
(2013) employs various types of coda consonants to represent the same sound.4

2. Major proposals by Huziwara (2015)

Huziwara (2015) examines the writing convention of Ong Khygaing Cak (2013), and 
proposes an orthography for the Cak language. A summary of these proposals, with some 
revisions, is demonstrated in (3).

(3)   a.  Do not use B` ⟨bha⟩ + ßv ⟨v⟩ to represent /v/. V ⟨V⟩. The original vowel letter for [v] 
(syllabic v), can be used in place, as it is possible to write the independent syllabic v 
like av ⟨@av⟩ /vu/ or wv ⟨wv⟩ /wvu/.

 b.  Do not use unnecessary letters such as voiced aspirated stops and retroflexes. 
Regarding vowels, all the independent vowel letters, with the exception of a ⟨@a⟩, 
are unnecessary.

 c.  Use long vowel signs in open syllables, with the exception of a ⟨@a⟩ /@/ and short 
vowel signs in closed syllables.5

 d.  Use the high tone mark consistently, irrespective of syllable structure.
 e.  Use only k’ ⟨k’⟩ for /-P/ and N’ ⟨ng’⟩ for /-N/.
 f.  Use Baishari forms to write the Cak language. It is possible to derive a corresponding 

form in other varieties from the Baishari one, but not vice versa. For instance, as 
evident in Table 1, ‘Cak/Sak’ a:cak ⟨@a:cak’⟩ can be read as /PácaP/ by Baishari 
speakers and as /P@saP/ by Sak speakers of younger generations.

Concluding remarks

This paper presented an overview of the Cak writing system in Ong Khyaing Cak (2013), 
and the proposals in Huziwara (2015). The principle of the Cak writing system proposed in 
Huziwara (2015) is simple: One phoneme, one script.

One of the most critical problems for the Cak script now is how to transfer the script to 
Unicode. Although the Cak script includes unnecessary letters, it is better to register all of these, 
as they may be of use to those wanting to distinguish loan words from native words, functional 
words from content words, and other aspects. I hope that the Cak script can not only contribute 
to developing the language, but can also assist Cak/Sak speakers to better know and protect 
their language.
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Appendix: List of the Cak script

The complete set of the consonant letters of the Cak script is in Table 3, and that of the 
vowel letters is in Table 4. Vowels are better written as a combination of a ⟨@a⟩ + vowel signs, 
as in Table 5. Table 6 presents a sample of possible combinations of the consonant /k/ with 
vowel signs, medial letters, and coda consonants. In the tables, the first line contains Cak letters, 
the second line contains transliterations, and the third line contains sounds. The Cak letters in 
parentheses are not recommended for use. Additional comments on the use of letters are shown 
in (4).

(4)   a. In Table 3, F` ⟨ña⟩ can be used to represent /Ny-/ in Baishari.
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 b.  In Table 3, letters in the third column from the top (q` Q` z` Z` x`) represent 
retroflexes. 

 c.  In Table 4, there is no independent vowel letter for /P1/. It can be written in 
combinations as shown in Table 5.

 d.  In Table 5, the syllabic v can be written as av ⟨@v⟩. However, the present author 
writes it as wv ⟨wv⟩ so as to fill the gap of syllables beginning with w-.

Aside from letters in the tables below, there are some special symbols in the Cak script: 
Medials, codas, tone mark, and numbers. They are shown in (5).

(5)   a.  Medials: ßX ⟨-y-⟩, ßR ⟨-r-⟩, ßâ ⟨-w-⟩, ßð ⟨-yw-⟩, ßñ ⟨-rw-⟩
 b. Codas

 •   ß’ ⟨-’⟩. This is the vowel killer sign. In the Cak writing system, this sign is used to 
mark the final glottal stop as well the final nasal in combination with velar conso- 
nants. Thus -P is written as k’ ⟨-k’⟩ and -N, as N’ ⟨-ng’⟩.

 •   ßM ⟨-M⟩ (Anusvara). This sign can be used to denote the final nasal -N. However, the 
use of N’ ⟨-ng’⟩ is recommended instead.

 •   eßH  ⟨-e ⟩ /-eP/.  In Ong Khyaing Cak (2013), the symbol ßH sporadically appears to 
denote the final glottal stop -P. It is preferable to use k’ ⟨-k’⟩ consistently. However, 
to distinguish -eP and -aiP, eßH ⟨-e ⟩ is used for -eP, and eßk’ ⟨-ek’⟩ is used for -aiP 
as proposed by Huziwara (2015). 

 c.  Tone mark: ß: ⟨-:⟩ (Visarga). This sign is used to denote a high tone.
 d.  Numbers: 0 (0), 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3), 4 (4), 5 (5), 6 (6), 7 (7), 8 (8), 9 (9)

Table 3: Consonant letters
k` K` g` (G) N`

⟨ka⟩ ⟨kha⟩ ⟨ga⟩ ⟨gha⟩ ⟨nga⟩
k@ kh@ g@ — N@

c` C` j` (J)̀ F`
⟨ca⟩ ⟨cha⟩ ⟨ja⟩ ⟨jha⟩ ⟨ña⟩

c@ [ts@] ch@ j@[dz@] — —

(q) (Q)̀ (z)̀ (Z`) (x)̀

⟨Ta⟩ ⟨Tha⟩ ⟨Da⟩ ⟨Dha⟩ ⟨Na⟩

— — — — —

t` T` d` (D)̀ n`

⟨ta⟩ ⟨tha⟩ ⟨da⟩ ⟨dha⟩ ⟨na⟩

t@ th@ d@ — n@

p` P` b` (B)̀ m`

⟨pa⟩ ⟨pha⟩ ⟨ba⟩ ⟨bha⟩ ⟨ma⟩

p@ ph@ b@ — m@

y` r` l` w`
⟨ya⟩ ⟨ra⟩ ⟨la⟩ ⟨wa⟩
y@ r@ l@ w@
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s` S` h` Ž` Ź`

s` S` h` Ž` Ź`
⟨sa⟩ ⟨Sa⟩ ⟨ha⟩ ⟨bba⟩ ⟨dda⟩

s@ S@ h@ á@ â@

Table 4: Independent vowel letters
a aA  (ć) (č)

⟨@a⟩ ⟨@aa⟩ ⟨i⟩ ⟨ii⟩
P@ Pa Pi Pi

(ď) (ě) (o) (o’)
⟨u⟩ ⟨uu⟩ ⟨o⟩ ⟨o’⟩

Pu Pu Po Po

(E) (ğ) (V)

⟨e⟩ ⟨W⟩  

Pe PW vu [v]

Table 5: A recommended way to write vowels

a aA aI aU

⟨@a⟩ ⟨@aa⟩ ⟨@ii⟩ ⟨@uu⟩

P@ Pa Pi Pu

ea eaA aW aY (a)

⟨@e⟩ ⟨@o⟩ ⟨@W⟩ ⟨@Y⟩ (⟨@v⟩) 

Pe Po PW P1 vu [v] 

Table 6: Possible combinations of the consonant /k/ with vowel signs, codas, and medials

k`  kA (ki) kI (ku) kU
⟨ka⟩ ⟨kaa⟩ (⟨ki⟩) ⟨kii⟩ (⟨ku⟩) ⟨kuu⟩
k@ ka (ki) ki (ku) ku

ek ekA kW kY kv
⟨ke⟩ ⟨ko⟩ ⟨kW⟩ ⟨kY⟩ ⟨kvu⟩

ke ko kW k1 kvu [kv]

k`k’ kik’ kuk’ ekk’  ekAk’ kWk’ kYk’

⟨kak’⟩ ⟨kik’⟩ ⟨kuk’⟩ ⟨kek’⟩ ⟨kok’⟩ ⟨kWk’⟩ ⟨kYk’⟩

kaP kiP kuP kaiP koP kWP k1P

k`N’ kiN’ kuN’ ekN’ ekAN’ kWN’ kYN’

⟨kang’⟩ ⟨king’⟩ ⟨kung’⟩ ⟨keng’⟩ ⟨kong’⟩ ⟨kWng’⟩ ⟨kYng’⟩

kaN kiN kuN kaiN koN kWN k1N

kX` kR` kâ` kð` kñ`
⟨kya⟩ ⟨kra⟩ ⟨kwa⟩ ⟨kywa⟩ ⟨krwa⟩

ky@ kr@ kw@ kyw@ krw@
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Accusation, defence and morality in Japanese trials:                
A Hybrid Orientation to Criminal Justice

Ikuko Nakanea

aUniversity of Melbourne, Australia

Abstract 

The Japanese criminal justice system has gone through transformations in its modern 
history, adopting the models of European Continental Law systems in the 19th century as 
part of Japan’s modernisation process, and then the Anglo-American Common Law orientation 
after WWII. More recently, citizen judges have been introduced to the criminal justice 
process, a further move towards an adversarial orientation with increased focus on orality and 
courtroom discourse strategies. Yet, the actual legal process does not necessarily represent the 
adversarial orientation found in Common Law jurisdictions. While previous research from 
cultural and socio-historical perspectives has offered valuable insights into the Japanese criminal 
court procedures, there is hardly any research examining how adversarial (or non-adversarial) 
orientation is realised through language in Japanese trials.

Drawing on an ethnographic study of communication in Japanese trials, this paper discusses 
a ‘hybrid’ orientation to the legal process realised through courtroom discourse. Based on 
courtroom observation notes, interaction data, lawyer interviews and other relevant materials 
collected in Japan, trial participants’ discourse strategies contributing to both adversarial and 
inquisitorial orientations are identified. In particular, the paper highlights how accusation, 
defence and morality are performed and interwoven in the trial as a genre. The overall genre 
structure scaffolds competing narratives, with prosecution and defence counsel utilising a 
range of discourse strategies for highlighting culpability and mitigating factors. However, the 
communicative practice at the micro genre level shows an orientation to finding the ‘truth,’ 
rehabilitation of offenders and maintaining social order.

The analysis of courtroom communication, contextualised in the socio-historical development 
of the Japanese justice system and in the ideologies about courtroom communicative practice, 
suggests a gap between the practice and official/public discourses of the justice process in Japan. 
At the same time, the findings raise some questions regarding the powerful role that language 
plays in different ways in varying approaches to delivery of justice.

Keywords:  Wolrd Ward II, Ethnography, common law, Linguistic Anthropology, Japan
 

Main paper

The Japanese criminal justice system has gone through transformations in its modern 
history, adopting the models of European continental law systems in the 19th century as part 
of Japan’s modernisation, and then the models of Anglo-American common law after WWII. 
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More recently, citizen judges have been introduced to the criminal justice process, a further 
move towards an adversarial orientation with increased focus on orality and courtroom discourse 
strategies. Yet, the actual legal process does not necessarily represent the adversarial orientation 
found in common law jurisdictions. While previous research from cultural and socio-historical 
perspectives has offered valuable insights into Japanese criminal court procedures, there is hardly 
any research examining how adversarial (or non-adversarial) orientation is realised through 
language in Japanese trials.

Drawing on an ethnographic study of communication in Japanese trials, this paper 
discusses a ‘hybrid’ orientation to the legal process, realised through courtroom discourse. On 
the basis of courtroom observation notes in district courts, interviews with lawyers and other 
relevant materials collected in Japan, this paper identifies trial participants’ discourse strategies 
contributing to both adversarial and inquisitorial orientations. In particular, it highlights how 
accusation, defence and morality are performed and interwoven into the trial as a genre. The 
overall genre structure scaffolds competing narratives, with prosecution and defence counsel 
utilising a range of discourse strategies for highlighting mitigating factors and culpability. The 
lawyers orient themselves consciously to constructing a narrative through stages that evoke 
Labov and Waletzky’s (1967) narrative model, while ensuring the story is presented in a manner 
that is accessible and convincing to its audience, in particular citizen judges. For example, 
lawyers attempt to make the theme of each upcoming round of questioning explicit, then set 
the context before proceeding to the what and how of the events concerned. 

Discourse strategies utilised by counsel in court included coercive questions, interruptions 
and contrasting to bring out inconsistency in testimony. Furthermore, questions were also asked 
to indirectly attack witnesses and defendants in order to construct negative impressions (e.g. 
unreliable, violent, immoral, cheating) of the person being questioned. These strategies have 
been found in existing courtroom discourse in common law jurisdictions (e.g. Atkinson and 
Drew 1979; Eades 2008; Gibbons 2003; Heffer 2005).

While the defence and prosecution attempt to construct different versions of events and 
contrasting images of the defendant and witnesses, judges go beyond the role of the ‘impartial 
referee’ as in common law trials, and actively participate in the truth-finding process by asking 
questions, a move which does not align with the adversarial stance taken by the defence and 
prosecution counsel. Furthermore, some aspects of courtroom communication at the micro 
genre level show an orientation not only to finding the ‘truth,’ but to the rehabilitation of 
offenders, to establishing Confucian moral code and to maintaining social order. Shaming 
of the defendant and their family members is not an uncommon practice, but the defence 
also participates in this process as part of impression management to highlight the defendant’s 
acceptance of blame and demonstration of remorse as mitigating factors. Although evaluation 
of possible reform, blame and moral preaching are likely to occur in trials in adversarial justice 
systems to a certain extent, the fact that such practices regularly occur in a single trial without a 
separate sentencing hearing in Japan requires further critical inquiry. 

The analysis of courtroom communication, contextualised in the socio-historical development 
of the Japanese justice system and in the ideologies of courtroom communicative practice, 
suggests a gap between the practice and official/public discourses of the justice process in Japan. 
At the same time, the findings raise some questions regarding the powerful and multifaceted 
role that language plays in various approaches to the delivery of justice. Further research on 
communicative practice in trials in other jurisdictions from a comparative perspective is needed 
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to address the issue of language and orientation in the justice process.
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Linguistic Variety in Local Commercial Discourse
Nor Shahila Mansora

aUniversiti Putra Malaysia, Malaysia

Abstract 

This study aimed to reveal the linguistic variety incorporated into local commercial 
discourse in Malaysia. The focus of this study is to determined how the linguistic variety is 
used in local fashion articles as a marketing strategy to attract the target consumers. This was 
a qualitative descriptive study. A total of 60 titles of the commercial articles published in 3 
famous local fashion magazines namely Remaja (Youth), Keluarga (Family) and Nona (Woman) 
were gathered to examine the use of the linguistic variety. The findings show a high usage of 
English in Malay advertisements, the use of syllabic shortening or ‘clipping,’ and the existence 
of semantic innovation or new word influences from other languages. 

 
Keywords:  Advertisement, youth language, code mixing, linguistic strategies

 

Introduction

Without doubt, several primary factors such as the advent of information and communication 
technologies, the emergence of cultural industries, and the multitude of phenomena associated 
with globalization are responsible for the prolific use of a variety of linguistics in commercial 
discourse. Since language forms the core of all advertising, Tanaka (1999) asserted that 
advertisers use rhetorical devices, techniques and strategies to achieve their goals in attracting, 
engaging and changing the attitude of their target consumers. In line with this statement, one 
important question is, why modern commercial discourses in a multilingual language setting, 
such as in Malaysia, chose to use the linguistic variety and not just one standard language, such 
as conventional advertisements? 

One trend is the notable increase in the use of English as a written language, which includes 
Malaysia’s linguistic landscape, which reflects a growing salience of English as a marker of group 
identity. The change in Malaysia’s sociolinguistic context, particularly in advertising, drives this 
study to reveal the patterns of linguistic variety, with a focus on how the language is used 
and at the same time exposes the different linguistic strategies employed in Malay commercial 
discourse. 

Research Methodology

This study employed a qualitative approach. The total of 60 titles of commercial articles 
published in three popular Malay fashion magazines, namely Remaja [Youth], Keluarga [Family] 
and Nona [Woman] were collected and analysed. The samples were purposively collected, and 
the advertisements were then categorized based on the patterns of linguistic variety used. 
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Result and Discussion

This section describes the language patterns that appear in the data and its sociolinguistic 
position in the Malaysian context. 

The Code-Mixing Used in Malay advertisements

Easy access to the Internet and satellite television in Malaysia exposes the society, especially 
teenagers and young adults, to extensive worldwide content. This exposure is not limited to just 
contact with diverse cultures and lifestyles but also to a variety of languages and dialects, hence, 
leading to the use of mixed codes, funky language, street slang, teen talk, hashtags, and inter 
alia. In order to stay relevant, advertisers must create advertisements that are more language 
oriented as it is more effective at communicating added value to potential buyers (Mary Wangui 
2013). In addition, the use of code mixing in advertisements, is considered persuasive and a 
good marketing tool (Shairah Hana Sulaiman, Muhamad Izzat Rahim and Mohamad Hanis 
Yahaya 2013). Nevertheless, advertisers should also be aware of different needs and perceptions 
of consumers, in general.

This section shows code-mixing patterns found in local advertisements, from single words to 
substantial strings of sentences, but with only one language mixing. The Malay language was the 
dominant language used in advertising in these selected fashion magazines. However, it is evident 
that English has become the next most frequently used language when delivering messages to 
target consumers. Although data were from a monolingual Malay language magazine, it was 
clear that advertisements in it were not monolingual, as almost half of the advertisements were 
bilingual because it used code-mixing as one of the marketing strategies to attract the interest 
of target consumers. The Malay language is found in the main body of the text; providing 
information addressed to target readers of the advertisement. In some cases, English appears at 
the beginning of the text, and a few more words are inserted in the middle of the sentences in 
the Malay language. Hence, the data analysis exposed at least five patterns of ‘English-words-
mixed’ in Malay advertisements. English expressions (1) appear at the beginning of the text, (2) 
are inserted in the centre of the Malay sentences, (3) appear at the beginning and are inserted 
in the centre of the Malay sentence, (4) appear at the beginning and at the end of the Malay 
sentence and, (5) appear at the end of the Malay sentence. 

All of these advertisements represent innovative strategies in advertising. As suggested by 
Torkington (2009), since English is not the community’s native language, it still appears in 
most local advertisements, which might symbolize foreign taste, modernity, high social status 
or globalization. According to the contemporary communicative situation, this is an acceptable 
phenomenon since English is a common language used by Malaysian youths.

Syllabic Shortening or ‘Clipping’

Another variety of a language pattern that appears in local advertisements is syllabic 
shortening or ‘clipping.’ Data show that the Malay advertisement is bombarded with the use 
of syllabic shortening or ‘clipping.’ The data show various syllabic shortenings, such as jer 
(sahaja), dah (sudah) and tapi (tetapi). These syllabic shortenings are commonly used in daily 
conversations by interlocutors, regardless of whether the communicative setting is formal or 
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informal. However, this kind of syllabic shortening is not acceptable in written texts, such as 
advertisements. Based on the current linguistic situation in Malaysia, especially in urban areas 
such as Kuala Lumpur, Penang and Johor Bahru, the use of common syllabic shortening like 
this could be an effective approach by advertisers to make their target consumers feel more 
comfortable and acceptable. 

Semantic Innovation and New Words Influenced by Other Languages

Semantic innovation and new words were found in the data. This kind of linguistic variation 
is normally presented using the ‘inverted comma.’ Among others, the advertisers used the word 
‘pancing’ (literally: to fish) to explain the correct way to style any particular outfit in order to 
‘to hook someone.’ Furthermore, the word ‘fashionista’ was also used, which is traditionally 
related to a devoted follower of fashion. It seems that nowadays, the word ‘fashionista’ does 
not only refer to a devoted follower of fashion, but generally includes ordinary teenagers and 
young adults. Other expressions such as ‘comfort woman,’ ‘girl power,’ ‘urban fantasy’ and ‘paha 
dah macam drumstick’ [literally: the thigh looks like a drumstick], are examples of semantic 
innovations found in the data.

Slang / Non-standard Words

In order to attract the interest of target consumers, the advertiser uses all kinds of strategies, 
including slang and non-standard words. Data show that the term ‘youth language’ implies 
that it is a complete language with its own lexicon and grammar. The data, socio-linguistically, 
show a new urban advertisement identity with particular characteristic patterns of slang or non-
standard words in local advertisements. For example, words like ‘korang’ [literally: you guys], 
‘eww,’ ‘tercacak’ [literally: straight and messy] and ‘tak keruan’ [literally: chaos]. These are slang 
words and are commonly used in daily conversation. The main purpose of using a linguistic 
variety in advertising is to attract and engage the attention of potential target consumers, 
especially the Gen Z. Young people, mainly teenagers and young adults, tend to use a common 
language when communicating with their peers. Language patterns used by this group are ‘slang’ 
and are characterized by the use of distinct vocabularies that eventually become fashionable and 
serve as markers that indicate in-group belonging (Chambers 2003; Mahdad 2012).

Conclusion

This study had discussed new marketing strategies for Malaysian advertisers. The use of youth 
language in local commercial discourse is one of the communicative strategies that speakers (in 
this case advertisers) develop to demonstrate their link as well as to create an intimate relationship 
with the target group of consumers. There were four patterns of linguistic variety found in 
selected data; an abundant use of English words or expressions, syllabic shortening or ‘clipping,’ 
semantic innovation and non-standard language. All these varieties of language patterns are 
incorporated in local commercial discourse using a code-mixing style. This approach can be a 
good marketing strategy with which to attract and engage the interest of target consumers. The 
linguistic variety incorporated in local commercial discourse was definitely more influential, 
easily understood and effective. 
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Language as Symbol System: Islam, Javanese Muslem 
and Cultural Diplomacy1

Mochammad Arief Wicaksonoa 
aDepartment of Anthropology, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia

Abstract 

Islamic diaspora throughout the world has its own characteristics depending on cultural 
context in each region. Observing the characteristics of the entry process and the rise of Islam 
in Java in the past, Indonesia can be viewed significantly through a linguistic perspective. 
By focusing on the narratives of how Islam was constructed in Java by kiai, we will be able 
to understand that the pattern of the entry process and the rise of Islam in Java emerged 
through“language diplomacy.” There are various symbols which later became the symbol system 
in Islamic languages that were contextualized to Javanese language and knowledge systems. In 
other words, I see that language in this context is a symbol system. These symbols are a strategy 
of how Islam was “planted” and developed in Java. I will compare the symbol system of the 
language in the Quran as the Great Tradition of Islam with a symbol system on the narratives 
that a kiai expressed in Javanese society as the Little Tradition. By taking some narratives that 
the kiai gave to the Javanese Moslems in East Java region, this paper argues that the linguistic 
aspect in some narratives and Quran recitation which has the symbolic system of the language 
have an important role in planting and developing Islam in Java. This paper is based on 
ethnographic research-participant observation among Nahdlatul Ulama Muslim society in East 
Java, Indonesia and reviews Islamic narratives in society as an important unit of analysis.

 
Keywords:  context, Great Tradition and Little Tradition, Javanese Islam, language as symbol 
system, narratives

  

Introduction

This article is more about reviewing and explaining the narratives delivered by the kiai2 
(cleric) to Muslims in Java, about how Islam grew and developed in Java in the past. When 
lecturing on Islam and Java, the clerics always associate it with narratives about Wali Songo. 
Narratives about Wali Songo are the most famous narratives in Islamic history in Java, but tend 
to be marginal narratives because of the lack of written evidence about them. However, the Wali 
Songo narrative appears to be a “marginal narrative” in formal historical studies of Islam in Java, 
where it is the most important narrative for the Islamic community in Java. 

1  This is a revised version of the article draft entitled Pangeran, Sembahyang, and Langgar”: Language as Symbol System for 
“Cultural Diplomacy” among Islam and Javanese Society was presented at The CALA 2019, The Conference on Asian Linguistic 
Anthropology 2019 in Siem Reap, Cambodia, January 2019, revised for the CALA proceedings.
2  Islamic religious leader in local communities
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Culturally, the Wali Songo is believed to be an association of several Persian Islamic scholars 
(although there are more than nine peoples) who are believed to have contributed to bringing 
Islam from the Arab world and spreading it in the archipelago, especially Java. Not only 
spreading Islam in Java, these ulama were believed to have engaged in cultural diplomacy. This 
thought is based on the fact that according to the timeline of the spread of Islam by the ulama, 
socially and politically, at that time the Javanese society were under the influence of the power of 
the Majapahit kingdom, which embraced Hinduism. Therefore, the process of spreading Islam 
in Java in the past is not an easy thing. Then, how did Islamic scholars spread Islam at that time?

At the stage of its initial development or spread, Islam was not taught as a system of ritual, 
but rather a system of values. In other words, Javanese people in the past were not first introduced 
to the procedures for praying and fasting, but rather, the good values contained in Islam itself. 
Islam as a value system is really taught in a cultural way, which tends not to be realized by those 
who are being taught.

The cultural way referred to the spread of Islam by the Wali Songo, and is well known 
through the traces of Javanese traditional art, especially through puppet art (wayang) and 
traditional Javanese musical instruments (gamelan). Another way that is no less important and 
that will be the focus of this paper is da’wah, the linguistic way. In this paper I will present a 
number of examples of how the Quran as the basic holy book of Muslims is delivered culturally 
and linguistically to the Javanese people to be absorbed by the values contained in it.

Introduction: Nahdlatul Ulama and “Planting in a Far Country”

In Indonesia, especially in the context of Javanese Muslims, the largest Muslim mass 
organization Nahdlatul Ulama. Nahdlatul Ulama was founded by Kiai Haji Hasyim Asyari, Kiai 
Haji Abdul Wahab, Kiai Haji Bisri Syansuri, and some Islamic scholars in 1926. Some literature 
has noted that the founding of this mass organization was motivated by international issues. 
Bruinessen (1994) noted there are three issues and demands that constitute the international 
background of the Nahdlatul Ulama founding. First, the issue of the plan to destroy Prophet 
Muhammad’s tomb by the Wahhabi government of Saudi Arabia was considered heresy. Second, 
Hajj pilgrims who come to Mecca must be respected, despite their different schools of thoughts. 
Third, the religious leader (Imam) in the main mosque of Masjidil Haram, Mecca must have a 
rotation of interschool thoughts (Hanafi, Maliki, Syafii, Ghazali).

The Muslim mass organization of Nahdlatul Ulama has a characteristic that differs from other 
mass organization. Nahdlatul Ulama is considered closer to the cultural issues in Islamization 
in Java. The main value of the Nahdlatul Ulama organization concerns humanity, and does not 
discriminate among religious, racial and ethnic identities. In this part, I will focus on giving 
the example of how Nahdlatul Ulama Islamic Scholars (Ulama) interpreted one of the verses in 
Quran, so as to explain the process of how Islam entered and developed in Java. The verse is as 
follows:
 Muhammad is the Messenger of God. Those with him are stern against the 

disbelievers, yet compassionate amongst themselves. You see them kneeling, 
prostrating, seeking blessings from God and approval. Their marks are on their 
faces from the effects of prostration. Such is their description in the Torah, 
and their description in the Gospel: Like a plant that sprouts, becomes strong, 
grows thick, and rests on its stem, impressing the farmers. Through them He 
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enrages the disbelievers. God has promised those among them who believe and 
do good deeds forgiveness and a great reward.

 (Quran 48, 29, Bold by the writer of this paper)

The bold part above is the most important item that becomes the basic logic of how 
Nahdlatul Ulama Kiai informed Javanese Muslims of Islamization in Java in the past:

 The Majapahit people have plants called Hinduism, like having rice fields 
planted with tobacco. If someone planted rice on that land, it would be thrown 
away, the rice would be removed. Therefore Sunan Ampel (One of Wali Songo 
member) has ijtihad. How to grow up Islam (in Java), then He met the verse of 
the Qur’an above. Islam is like a plant. What plants? Plant the buds out, then 
get pregnant, then leave the mother. The child and mother bear fruit together, 
because too much fruit is brought to the market. Then what plants come out 
of their children first and then their mothers get pregnant? Rice. mother and 
child bear fruit together, get pregnant and bear fruit together 

 (Kiai Haji Muwafiq, Jombang, East Java 2018)

The depiction of Islam as a plant contains a very important meaning. First, in the past, the 
Islamic Religious Leader of Wali Songo could not spreads Islam openly, because of the social and 
political condition at that time, rendering efforts very difficult (as Hinduism remained strong). 
Second, its growth requires a process. This process is a long process. The seeds of the plant are 
a symbol of Islamic values. The next form of this plant, is that of Islam as a ritual system. This 
narrative is very important to illustrate how the ulama delivered the language in the Quran to 
the Javanese people, in the context of explaining Islamization in Java.

The Linguistic Way: The Symbol System and Diplomacy

The language of cultural diplomacy in the spread of Islam in Java can also be seen through 
several Javanese terms believed to be made by Wali Songo. These terms were created by Wali 
Songo with the aim of making the spread of Islam less visible to the Hinduism Kingdom at 
that time. Refering to the previous Quranic verse, we notice a way with which to spread Islam 
in a place far from its  origin (Arabic). Therefore, planting Islam must be done smoothly and 
carefully. To grow rice, it must be done underground, not above the ground or land. Kiai 
Muwafiq noted that if planted on the ground, it would be lost by being eaten by chicken. 
Therefore there are several elements in Islam that are “planted” in Java, which at that time was 
still thick with Hinduism. The following is a list of terms in Islam (some examples) that appear 
to be contextualized in Hindu culture in Javanese land:
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Table. 1 Comparison of terms created by the spreaders of Islam at the beginning of the period of spread, namely 
between Arabic and local languages that are characterized by Hinduism

Terms in Islam Contextualized Terms

Allah (God)
Pangeran, 
means King, a figure believed to be very powerful

Sholat (Praying) Sembahyang (Sembah Sang Hyang)

Muridun (Student) Santri (from word Sahastri)

Mushola (Small Mosque) Langgar (from word Sanggar)

Syaikhun, Ustadzun (Islamic teacher) Kiai

Kalimat Syahadat (Sentences of Creed) Kalimasada

Ghafura (ampunan or forgiveness) Gapura

To teach the first pillar of Islam, namely the sentence of creed, Sunan Kalijogo, with all his 
courage, taught it through wayang with the story of a Puntadewa figure who could not enter 
Nirvana (heaven). Sunan Kalijogo said that the figure of Puntadewa could not enter heaven 
because one of his talismans was left behind, causing many other heirlooms to be useless. One 
of the remaining Puntadewa heirlooms, by Sunan Kalijogo named after Jamus Kalimasada, is a 
sentence of the creed.

To teach the second pillar of faith, namely prayer, there is a very long process. Preceded by 
making a call to prayer as necessary, would certainly receive opposition from the kingdom at 
that time. That is why the song Lir-ilir was created which in one of the lyrics reads “cah angon.. 
cah angon.. penekna blimbing (starfruit) kuwi.” Starfruit in the song has the meaning of five 
obligatory prays in Islam. When compared with the call to prayer, the sentence for the “penekna 
blimbing kuwi” (climb that starfruit tree!) is in harmony with the sentence in the call to prayer, 
“Hayya ala sholah” (Let’s establish prayer).

Another example is teaching Islamic values   to farmers through the hoe (in Javanese: Pacul), a 
tool for farming. Pacul is an acronym of “ngipatke barang kang ucul.” In life, we must renounce 
the adverse. The holes for iron in the hoe are named bawak, which means if we are going to 
renounce ugliness, we must not forget about the crew or business. Other parts of the hoe are 
doran, which is the wood that stands, and which has the meaning “dungo ning Pangeran” 
(praying to God). Overall, from Pacul, the farmers are taught if they want to succeed in life, as 
prayer to God (effort and surrender) require effort.

Linguistics, Symbol Systems, and Cultural Diplomacy

Anthropological studies of Islam and Java are lik ae “the last but not least: There are not only 
abundant, but also various, explanations and paradigms being used, all of which are infinitely 
interesting. To begin with, the first reference that can be used as an “entry point” is of course 
the work of Geertz (1960). From this thick description, emerge some important notes. First, 
discussions about Islamic life on Java, in the past and until now, are very close to the dichotomy 
between tradition and modernity. Second, the implication of that dualism is that Islam is 
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seen as a single principle that is often confronted with various local traditions. As such, the 
main variants of Islam appear in Java are, Santri, groups that practice Islam in accordance with 
the appropriate, Shari’a (which are clean from local belief rituals) and Abangan, a dominant 
agricultural community with complex rituals and beliefs towards ancestral spirits, and with 
medical practice employing magic and divination.

Regarding Geertz’s work, Nakamura (1983) on the one hand said that the abangan, santri, 
and priayi trichotomy were not based on the same criteria. In addition, in Nakamura’s other 
writings, he described interesting findings, which urged us to not rush to dichotomize abangan-
santri. Nakamura argued that the concept of ikhlas (sincerity), sabar (patience), and slamet (safe) 
introduced by Geertz as the main values in Javanese society actually originated from Islamic 
teachings and even existed in the Quran. The above terms - ikhlas, sabar, and slamet - even come 
from Arabic and are sourced from Islamic teachings, and the use of these terms in Javanese is 
quite harmonious with the religious understanding of the original language (Nakamura 1984: 
71).

For example, the term sabar comes from Arabic, sabr. This term appears in various verses 
in the Quran also with the meaning ‘patient.’ The term ikhlas also comes from Arabic and is 
contained in many verses in the Quran which means ‘worship to God.’ One of the surah in the 
Quran is classified as the most frequently read in Javanese society when performing the Slametan 
ritual: Surah Al-ikhlas (112th Surah in the Quran). Likewise, with the word slamet, which later 
according to Geertz became the origin of the term Slametan, a ritual for the abangan, is derived 
from the Arabic salam which means ‘peace,’ and also emanates from the word salima which 
means ‘safe.’ That is why in the ritual of slametan, prays for welfare and prosperity both for 
people who are still alive and for those who have died are always read (Nakamura 1984, 72-74). 
As such, we find many Javanese names originating from words in the Qur’an.

The next important note, and which will also be my analytical framework, is about the 
influence of Redfield’s mind on Geertz’s writings, namely concerning the concepts of Great 
Tradition and Little Tradition (Redfield 1956). Referring to Redfield, Geertz seems to only 
focus on Little Traditions which separate his work from the Great Tradition. The implication 
is that Islam in the Javanese order at the local level is considered fully separate from Islam in 
the Great Tradition (Islam which is in accordance with the Quran and Hadith). Nakamura also 
comprehensively conveyed Geertz’s weaknesses at this point. Regarding Muslim communities, 
the differences or boundaries between Great Traditions and Little Traditions tend to create 
conceptual boundaries for researchers.

The implication is that anthropologists may only tend to focus on Little Traditions, namely 
everything they encounter in the field during ethnographic research, but may deny the Great 
Tradition, which in this case are the main sources of the Islam: Al-Quran, and  Al-Hadith, which 
are actively studied and often referred to as normative sources by Muslim societies (Nakamura 
1984, 74). Introducing the concepts of Great Tradition and Little Traditions, Redfield stated:

 Great Traditions’ are processed and developed in schools or temples, ‘Little 
Traditions’ run and survive in the lives of the uneducated in the village 
community. The tradition of philosophers, theologians, and writers is a 
tradition that is developed and inherited consciously; while the traditions of 
small people are things that are accepted as is

 (Redfield 1956, 70)
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Redfield developed a pair of concepts “Great Traditions” and “Little Traditions” after 
describing farmers as part of the community. He saw how in the 19th century, anthropologists 
began to study groups in primitive societies as an integrative unit (self-contained integrated 
wholes). These groups in society are functionally related systems (Redfield 1956, 4-6). Referring 
to this, anthropologists should begin to see that communities, in this case the varied Muslim 
community in Java, must be seen as part of a larger system in the world of Muslim society. 
However, in this context, I put the concept of Great Tradition and Little Traditions in the 
corridor of language as a system of symbols. In other words, on the one hand there is a Qur’an 
which contains language as a symbol system, and on the other hand the guardian songo and 
kiai make all forms of language (songs, performances, everyday terms) as languages   as a symbol 
system (in Javanese). Hence, in this case, the Qur’an is seen as an element of Great Tradition 
and Java is seen as an element of Little Tradition: Both are not two separate things, but are 
interconnected.

Eickelman (2001) suggests that researchers, rather than focusing on the dichotomism of 
Islam as the high culture and folk religion, must focus on the elements that exist between them 
by observing religious practices in the local context. Eickelman, Varisco (2005) proposed that 
studying Islam as a textual religion or studying Islam by departing from the problems that 
exists in books will lead to obscuring the social aspects of Islam. Therefore, as I began with, the 
emic principle is an important aspect to take into account during field research. In researching 
Muslims, Varisco suggested prioritizing involved observations so as to follow the debates and 
dynamics of discourse about Islam in the society he studied, rather than “measuring” the local 
practices of Islamic society studied in accordance with the parameters of textual Islam (Varisco, 
2005, 141).

Maranci (2008) states that to examine Islam in the local context, what needs to be the focus 
of attention is Muslims themselves, not Islam. Maranci began his book, The Anthropology 
of Islam, with interesting - imaginary conversations. The conversations are written before 
examining the “text” and “context” of Islam and Muslim societies. Here, an anthropologist needs 
to find the most basic elements of the Muslims he studies. A fundamental element according 
to Maranci is that Muslims develop their emotional attachment as Muslims. In other words, 
Muslims are those who feel Muslim and Islam is a network map of discourse. Theoretically, 
Maranci revealed important reflective questions that need to be considered, namely whether 
the title of the study of The Anthropology of Islam is correct. More precisely, when compared 
with The Anthropology of Islam(s) or The Anthropologist (ies) of Islam. Whatever the answer, 
Maranci implies that the importance is for us to realize the diversity and complexity of Muslim 
life in this world, especially if studied according to an anthropological perspective.

Meanwhile, Marsden and Retsikas (2013) argue that items such as discourse on Islam are 
always produced, reproduced, and transformed, in variations according to a very broad local 
context. Therefore, an anthropological researcher who studies Islam in society rather than using 
an approach that views Muslims as stable, would benefit by learning the articulation of Islam 
into “everyday experience.” Marsden and Retsikas state:

 In relation to the study of Islam, scholars from a variety of disciplines with 
great sophistication and understanding of texts and religious life are always 
embedded within social life, power relations and modes of authority. More 
recently, scholarship has been shown to be important for the Islamic discourse 
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and Hadith: they reflect, rather, influence of local and regional influences and 
traditions 

 (Marsden and Retsikas 2013, 3)

Fernando (2015) expressed the concept of “Everyday Islam,” which suggests that most of 
what is expressed by Muslims is a manifestation of Islam itself in the local context. There are 
two things that concern Fernando’s main concern; first is the concern for heterogeneity and 
communality among Muslims, and second is the attention to the dominance of social structures 
among the Muslims studied. Bowen (2012), who agreed with Fernando, noted that the dynamic 
aspects of normative texts (scriptures) need to be considered when examining Islam in society. 
Therefore, Bowen suggests that it is important to examine religious practices and to explore 
their understanding to get a pattern of how sacred norms (scriptures) are understood by a 
society in a certain space and place.

According to Saifuddin (2015), there are some important notes about symbols and 
interpretations in a culture. First, the important concern of this approach is the meaningful 
interpretation of human practice. This approach distinguishes between making explanations 
and seeking understanding. Explaining means identifying the common causes of an event, 
while understanding is a process of determining the meanings of an event or social practice 
in a particular context. The purpose of a study is to reconstruct meaning, and to look for the 
significance of events, or social practice.

The interpretive approach in anthropology, for example in this study, shows several things. 
Individual actions and beliefs can only be understood through interpretation, which, with 
that interpretation, I as a researcher seek to find meaning or significance of an action or an 
understanding / belief about something about the people studied. There is a vast diversity of 
cultures with regard to the way social life is conceptualized, and these differences automatically 
create diversity in the social world (Little 1991, 68-69 in Saifuddin 2015, 212).

Regarding Little’s opinion above, we can see, for example, how a kiai conceptualizes Islam in 
Java as “planting crops in a distant land.” In the context of other cultures and societies, perhaps 
the choice of words that have meaning, can be different from those taught by the kiai in Java. 
This is why, what was written by Ernest Cassirer (1944), although very classic, still remains 
relevant today: Without a complex system of symbols, the human ability to think relationally 
cannot occur. “Humans no longer live solely in the physical universe, humans live in a symbolic 
universe. Language, myth, art, and religion are part of this universe. That part of the universe 
is like a variety of threads that are woven together to build webs of symbolic webs. All human 
progress in thinking and experience softens and strengthens these webs“ (Cassirer 1976, 20 in 
Saifuddin 2015).

Reading the quote above, I as a researcher fully realize that the Quran as a Muslim scripture, 
is a symbol system of language and a religious system which contains a complex system of 
symbols. In just one verse, there are many hundreds or even thousands of books that attempt 
to interpret. These thousands of interpretations, referring to Cassirer above, are nothing but 
human efforts to “soften and strengthen” the webs of symbols and meanings in Islam.

For Muslims widely, the language contained in the Quran is often said to be a symbolic 
language. Indeed, there have been many people who have translated verses in the Quran and 
each of them makes commentaries. Actually, the books made by the scholars show two things: 
First, what is written by the ulama and kiai regarding the interpretation of the Quran is nothing 
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but the result of his interpretation of the verses of the Quran. The interpretation is certainly 
obtained through a learning process that is not short. Second, not everyone can interpret, and 
even write a book that contains the translation of the verses of the Quran. Only people who 
have authority can do it.

Conclusion

Islamization in Java was taken not through violence but through a cultural approach, one 
of which was in the linguistic perspective. According to the narratives delivered by the kiai as 
cultural intermediaries, the spread of Islam through language channels is a form of cultural 
diplomacy between Hindu influences, Javanese culture (in this case Javanese language), and 
Islamic values themselves. Language becomes the most effective way to penetrate the human 
mind, in this case to instill Islamic values   to the Javanese community without explicitly stating 
that the values   instilled are Islamic values. This is because Islam was conveyed and spread in Java 
as a value system, not a ritual system.

The Qur’an and the language contained in it as a form of the Great Tradition are translated 
into Little Traditions in the form of everyday terms in Javanese. In some cases, these terms 
manifest in songs and performances that we can still witness in the present. It was all formed 
by the guardian songo, famous scholars who were believed to have spread Islam in Java. Hindu 
influence still exists in Little Traditions but is only limited to “clothing,” while “the inside” is 
Islamic. This is the reason that Islamic values   are more easily accepted by Javanese people who 
at that time still received much Hindu influence.

The process of “translating” the Qur’an as a Great Tradition into a product of Little 
Traditional languages   cannot be conducted carelessly by people, but only those who have high 
knowledge. The process of “translation” of the Great Tradition into Little Traditions is also 
because the Qur’an and languages   which are contained in the verses themselves are symbolic 
systems that are very complicated and require interpretation. Therefore only certain people can 
interpret and make it into other forms to preach or disseminate the teachings of Islamic values, 
namely those who have received Islamic education.
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Bahasa Indonesia, Ethnic Languages and English: 
Perceptions on Indonesian Language Policy and 

Planning
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Abstract 

Language policy and planning in Indonesia have been geared toward strengthening the 
national language Bahasa Indonesia and the preserving of hundreds of ethnic languages to 
strengthen its citizens’ linguistic identity in the mid of the pervasive English influences especially 
to the young generations. The study examines perceptions regarding the competitive nature 
of Bahasa Indonesia, ethnic languages, and English in contemporary multilingual Indonesia. 
Utilizing text analysis from two social media Facebook and Whatsapp users who were highly 
experienced and qualified language teachers and lecturers, the study revealed that the posts 
demonstrated discussions over language policy issues regarding Bahasa Indonesia and the 
preservation of ethnic language as well as the concerns over the need for greater access and 
exposure of English that had been limited due to recent government policies. The users seemed 
highly cognizant of the importance of strengthening and preserving the national and ethnic 
languages, but were disappointed by the lack of consistency in the implementation of these. 
The users were also captivated by the purchasing power English has to offer for their students. 
The users perceived that the government’s decision to reduce English instructional hours in the 
curriculum were highly politically charged and counterproductive to the nation’s advancement. 

Keywords: Bahasa Indonesia, English, Ethnic languages, language ideology, language policy and 
planning

Introduction

Indonesia is an archipelago nation with considerably varied ethno-linguistic population 
whose people speak around 700 ethnic languages (Lewis 2009; Paauw 2009 in Widodo 2016; 
Simpson 2007). The largest ethnic group is Javanese, which counts for over 103 million people 
and speakers of the language (Minahan 2012), followed by Sundanese which is used by 40 
million speakers (Montolalu and Leo 2007). Most Indonesians are multilinguals, as one region 
could have people who speak different languages as a result of high mobility within the nation. 
The national language, Bahasa Indonesia, is spoken by comparable proportions of a population 
of more than 210 million. Bahasa Indones is spoken all throughout the archipelago as it was 
chosen as the basis for forging national unity (Goebel 2010; Seddon 2003).

In the field of language preservation, the Indonesian government is often referred to as 
one of its success stories in brightening up the nation through the national language, while 
preserving the ethnic languages and at the same time maintaining the harmony of the different 
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groups. Indonesia, as dictated by its state constitution, demonstrates the willingness to maintain 
the ethnic languages and to make efforts to let them flourish in society. The Fourth Revision of 
the Constitution in 2002 simplified this: “[The State] respects and protects the local languages as 
national cultural assets” (Coleman 2016). The local languages are to be seen as useful resources 
for preserving the culture and tradition for the nation rather than as forces creating a threat to 
national identity (Goebel 2018; Simpson 2007). In contemporary Indonesia, the conflicting 
ideologies regarding the values of Bahasa Indonesia, ethnic languages, and English, have grown 
stronger. However, not much has been explored on how these languages are perceived and 
whether language planning and policies have bearings in people’s use of languages.

Language Policy and Planning in Indonesia

Generally speaking, language policy provides structure and the context for the subsequent 
implementation of planning regarding the status and functions of languages in a particular 
state (Baldauf 2005). They embrace “the explicit, written, overt, de jure, official and ‘top-down’ 
decision-making about language, but also the implicit, unwritten, covert, de facto, grass-roots 
and unofficial ideas and assumptions” about language in a particular context of situation and 
culture (Schiffman 2006, 11). At the macro level, this concerns the decisions regarding the 
language of the curriculum and instruction, the media, and official state affairs as well as the 
preservation of the ethnic and minority languages. At the more micro level, they deal with what 
language the administrators, teachers, students, and general public use in particular context. 
The complex nature of language use in society and policy that infuses it often leads to the 
development of new policy (Baldauf 2005). Language policies in countries such as Indonesia  
have often been dictated by economic, political and social factors (Liddicoat and Baldauf 2008).

As a developing post-colonial country, Indonesia introduces English as a foreign language to 
its people to embrace and participate in, in the globalization. English was first taught in the formal 
education system in the 1975 national curriculum for secondary education (Kasihani 2000 in 
Emilia 2005). In its political position, the language was a foreign language that intersected with 
the state’s ideology to promote itself as the national language Bahasa Indonesia, and to preserve 
the hundreds of ethnic and local languages, in its attempt to guard the Indonesian characters 
and to fence them from the pervasive global cultures (Alwasilah 2001). As English is recognized 
as the global and international language (Crystal 2003; McKay 2010), the attitudes of the 
Indonesian people have shifted. The animo to study English at elementary school level and for 
families to introduce English to their children at a young age seemed to worry the government 
that feared that English would corrode the Indonesian values and culture (Alwasilah 2001; 
Lauder 2008). Observing the trends, the government in 2013 proposed that English should only 
be introduced in junior high school, after students have fully mastered their Bahasa Indonesia. 
In 2013, the Ministry of Education announced that English should not be taught in elementary 
schools because it was feared that English would interfere with the learning of Bahasa Indonesia. 
Not long after, the Ministry of Education also announced that English will no longer be a 
subject taught in elementary schools in 2014 (The Jakarta Post 2012). The rationale for the 
omission of English in the school curriculum is to allow Indonesian students ample time to 
master the Indonesian language first before embarking on the study of foreign languages.
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Research Method

This study employs qualitative textual methods and discourse analysis, to inform a deeper 
and focused scrutiny of discourses practices within a specific context. The texts analysed in this 
study were taken from two social media platforms: Facebook and Whatsapp. These sources 
were selected as rendering their flexible features, including a relatively unlimited space for 
expressing the users’ ideas, and the multimodality of sharing other artifacts such as images and 
videos. The users of these social media platforms were purposefully selected for their roles in 
the language education and linguistics fields. These are experienced teachers and lecturers with 
high qualifications. The texts selected were those posted in social media during the period of 
November 2018 – Mid January 2019, where users were analyzed for their perceptions toward 
language policy and planning in Indonesia. The data were translated but the features of the 
original texts were maintained so as to show the nature of Online communication through 
social media.

Findings and Discussion

In a complex multilingual Indonesia, language policy and planning could offer a challenging 
task to balance the state’s control to promote and strengthen Bahasa Indonesia as the national 
language and lingua franca while preserving the local languages and while accommodating the 
aspiration of the people to learn and acquire English as an international language.

In the preservation of ethnic languages, through the social media users as linguists and 
language educators in Whatsapp threads, the data indicated that the ethnic languages face 
pressure from more socioculturally and economically dominant languages, which in many cases 
becomes the national language, Bahasa Indonesia, as shown in the thread of posts on Whatsapp:

Are you proud of being Sundanese?
No 🤣🤣🤣
Sundanese has lost a lot of words such as reueus, caah, sangu, getih
Sundanese youth these days only know pride, flood, rice, blood 
This is Indonesianisation of Sundanese. Slowly but surely, Sundanese vocabulary 
will be replaced with Indonesian’

In these threads, the users’ concerns over the phenomenon of linguistic shifts of one of the 
major ethnic languages, Sundanese, which is the third largest populous ethnic language (Anderson 
1993; Muller-Gotama 2001) becomes apparent. The posts suggest that the Sundanese younger 
generation has begun to lose the ability to speak their ethnic language. This phenomenon has 
also been widely observed in other ethnic languages. Musgrave (2014) noted that the pressure 
on the ethnic languages by the national language was done to create more uniformity, resulting 
in threats to the viability of some of the ethnic languages, especially those in the Eastern part 
of Indonesia where the number of speakers is smaller. It is also noted that like other aspects of 
society, welfare and education, the Eastern part of Indonesia has less resources to maintain its 
ethnic languages (Musgrave 2014).

 The data from Whatsapp also showed some issues regarding the prescriptive nature of 
the Indonesian government’s policies in promoting standardized Bahasa Indonesia. Three are 
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presented here:

The mass media do not promote exemplary use of the standard Bahasa 
Indonesia.  Sinetron has brought negative impacts but the gvt does nothing 
about it.
Lack of serious attempts to promote standard Indonesian by The Language 
Development Center. They should regulate billboards, posters, restaurant 
menus, commercials…
There is resistance toward standardized Bahasa Indonesia, too. People despise 
being corrected, right?

In the above Whatsapp posts, the writers expressed their concerns over the inconsistencies 
between the restrictive policies and regulations on, and the control of, the “incorrect” use 
of Bahasa Indonesia in media and public spaces. Granted, Bahasa Indonesia practically only 
functions in limited spaces such as the medium of instruction in schools and government-
related official affairs (Sneddon 2003). In this regard, Indonesia is essentially diglossic due to 
the stark differences between the formal and informal usage (Errington 2000 in Sneddon 2003).

Regarding the position and use of English in Indonesia, scholars have pointed out that 
the policies regarding English are problematic. There is a strong tensions in the restriction of 
English by the government and the aspirations of the people, particularly the urban middle 
class, to gain more access to English. A Facebook post made by one of the nationally renowned 
mentor teachers showed her dismay in the lack of English learning hours in secondary schools, 
resulting in the low proficiency of the students and posing challenges for the teachers and 
students to attain a sufficient space for teaching and learning activities. She posted the image of 
the ASEAN loga with children from ASEAN countries holding their country flags along with 
the motto: “One Vision, One Identity, One Community.” In this context, she wrote:

This is the official motto of ASEAN. It was decided that its official working 
language is English. So, if we have only 90 minutes of English per week in 
high schools, and there is no English taught in ES, will our students be able to 
participate in their era?
Under the comment section of this post, there listed 48 comments that 
expressed disappointments and frustration on the limited English instructional 
hours. Two of them read:
Two instructional hours per week but (the students) are demanded to be fluent 
(cas cis cus) in English and get high scores in the exam…
I’m often confused how to teach (English)… only 2 instructional hours… I 
would just start teaching and there’s the bell… haddehh…La piye iki…

In the first comment, the Facebook user complained that it was extremely challenging 
to teach students in such short periods while the demand is high in the tests as well as the 
target proficiency of the learners. The expression cas cis cus is commonly understood by most 
Indonesians to mean someone who is highly proficient in English, and the speech of whom 
other Indonesians find difficult to follow. 

The second comment lamented on the lack of time in teaching English, and that teaching 
periods went so quickly that the bell was felt before the lesson was finished. The insertion of a 
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mixture of slang and Javanese expressions haddehh…La piye iki… suggests a frustration in not 
knowing what to do in such situation. 

In the last couple of decades, where globalization has increasingly penetrated the lives of 
most Indonesians, the demand for more access to learn English has dramatically increased, 
indicated by the introduction of English in elementary schools. In addition, English has become 
one of the requirements of securing jobs and admission to tertiary education. However, the 
elevated demand for English has been perceived by the state as a threat to Indonesian national 
identity and cultures. As observed by Alwasilah (1997), the state would see the importance of 
English for global participation but not to let English spread and pervade too deeply without 
the state’s control. The Ministry of Education announcement in 2013 regarding the omission 
of English in elementary schools suggested the suspicious tendencies held by the government 
to control exposure to English for younger Indonesians,. Further, the Ministry of Education 
reduced the English teaching hours to only two instructional hours per week. With this limited 
instructional time, it is difficult to expect maximum learning outcomes. Students may gain 
good grades but these do not guarantee functional English ability (Hamied 2012; Renandya 
2004). However, recently, societies have responded more aggressively. More secondary schools 
and tertiary education have taken initiatives to broaden opportunities for English use through 
enrichment programs or through using English as a medium of instruction (EMI) (Ibrahim 
2004; Melati and Sandy 2015).

Conclusions

Multicultural and multilingual Indonesia affords numerous opportunities to its citizens, 
but the same time poses challenges to going forward. The nation, with rich social, cultural, 
and linguistic heritage, should do more to deal with the challenge to maintain its linguistic and 
cultural identity. However, Indonesia like many developing countries, is torn between a desire 
to embrace English to increase proficiency and to gain a more competitive edge in the era of 
globalization, but fears that a pervasive English may harm the country through its imposition 
on national and local languages (Kirkpatrick and Bui 2016). Alwasilah (2001) rightly observed 
that Indonesians are witnessing that Indonesian, English and ethnic languages are competing. 
The Indonesian government should take strategic moves in its language policy and planning in 
envisioning a prosperous Indonesia, so as to effectively position programs that preserve ethnic 
languages as national heritage, to strengthen Bahasa Indonesia as the glue with which to keep 
Indonesia unified in harmony, but also to embrace and increase access to English for the vast 
majority of Indonesians to improve their English proficiency, to ensure greater regional and 
global engagement.
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“I Then Called My Father Straight Away to Ask”: 
Educational School Trips and Cultural Identity
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Abstract 

The authenticity and promotion of cultural immersion developed in cultural places has been 
seen to provide meaningful experiences and, at the same time, present unique aspects of cultural 
identity to student visitors. Conducting research in the Cultural Museum of Cenderawasih 
University and Abar village in Papua, Indonesia, this paper highlights how native Papuan 
students make meaning within a cultural context and identify their own identities based on an 
educational school trip. Moreover, the paper underlines students’ responses on cultural issues 
and threats resulted from their reflective experience. 

Keywords: School trips, Papuan, cultural identity, Indonesian  
  

Introduction

The positive outcomes of students’ trips have been examined for decades, although it should 
be admitted that the academic focus has mostly been geared towards students in a higher level 
(university or college) traveling abroad, which involves trips longer than one-day trip (See 
Cater, Low, and Keirle 2018; Ishii, Gilbride and Stensrud 2009; Purdie, Neill, and Richards 
2002). However, studies on students’ short-term domestic travel in lower levels, such as the 
secondary, and its impact, seem to be mostly forgotten, particularly in exploring the experiences 
of native student participants. This paper is aimed at exploring how native Papuan students at 
the secondary level construct meaning of their cultural identities through a one-day cultural-
based trip to two cultural venues. This paper will also examine how they respond to the trips 
and will link this to cultural issues faced by current Papuan culture. 

It is important to note as Sobel (2009, 230) highlighted “anthropological analysis of cultural 
identity regarding cultural nationalism and transnational identity studies are beginning to look 
at tourism and travel as grounds for academic inquiries.” This can be adopted in the sense of 
native students’ collective socio-cultural experience with Papuan cultural identities, based on 
their own perspectives. 

 
Travel and Cultural Identity and Place Attachment

Culture shapes and contributes to the overall development of citizenship, by strengthening 
awareness of an individual cultural uniqueness and encourages people creatively to use it for 
further development. Meanwhile, traveling is claimed to be able to help to connect and affect 
individual perceptions and to shape one’s identity through experiences of places and other 
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people. Hibbert, Dickinson, and Curtin (2013) argued that traveling could be effective to 
enhance emotional and physical connectedness on a person’s identity. In this regard, the cultural 
attributes of cultural places are often described as enriching visitors’ interpretation of identity. 

Previously, there has been general concern about tourism / travel and cultural identity as 
discussed in published literature. Ragheb and Beard (1982) noted in their leisure motivation 
scale that despite intellectual competence, the mastery of skills and abilities and seeking solitude 
were important enough to motivate a person; the social element cannot be neglected in terms 
of identity and belonging. According to Hou, Lin, and Morais (2005) and Prentice (1993), 
attachment to one particular destination, such as cultural tourism destination, can be useful 
to understand someone’s cultural identity or self-image. In addition, previous literature has 
clearly indicated that cultural venues offer outstanding elements such as learning awareness, 
understanding cultures, and cultural identity (Bachleitner and Zins 1999; Yan and Bramwell 
2008). Low (1992) suggested that a place may have meaning for cultural values if individuals 
obtain direct experience with the place in search of their origin and genealogical roots. 

Studies of cultural identity related to trips have been explored more specifically at sites 
which can provide a particular connection for visitors and the place. As Besculides, Lee, and 
McCormick (2002) and Esman (1984) indicated, aspects of the unique attributes in cultural 
practices such as family bonding, community pride and ethnic identity can lead to increased 
pride and cultural identity. Low and Irwin (1992) argued that this is caused by place attachment 
which includes cognitive and emotional linkage to that place. The term ‘place identity’ is 
referred to if it provides an individual’s strong emotional attachment to particular places or 
settings (Proshansky, Fabian, and Kaminoff 1983) and if the affective bond or link is embedded 
between visitors and the place associated with elements of attraction, the visits’ frequency and 
familiarity with the sites (Hidalgo and Hernández 2001). Meanwhile, in their paper, Griffin 
(2004) and Leinhardt, Crowley, and Knutson (2003) underlined that students, who represent 
this generation, indicated through school trips the ways through which they enfold and interpret 
their museum experience via sociocultural perspectives into their personal life and identity. 

Research Context and Venues

This research took place in Jayapura, the capital city of Papua, which is located in the Eastern 
part of Indonesia. Papuan. The indigenous people of Papua are known for their various ethnic 
and linguistic backgrounds. Griapon and Ma’rif (2016) pointed out that there are approximately 
248 tribes recorded inhabiting the island and in general they are divided into two main groups: 
coastal tribes and highland tribes.

Through educational school trips, two cultural venues, the cultural museum of Cenderawasih 
University and Abar cultural village were selected to be the cultural places based on available 
conditions (i.e. safety, facilities, educational guides and cultural and historical values) and the 
appropriateness with respect to secondary school curriculum, in particular the lesson of art 
and culture and local content. Extra consideration was taken due to the role that both venues 
play in conserving and preserving indigenous culture and maintaining authenticity through 
the cultural collections, and local knowledge and practice (Madusise 2015; Mearns 2006; 
UNESCO-ICOM 2012).   

The cultural museum of Cenderawasih University was the first venue used in this research 
with 2,500 cultural objects listed in the museum collection list. With its function to preserve 
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the cultures and educate visitors, this museum is known by many schools in Jayapura to be 
the place for offering lesson related to Papuan, namely art and culture and local content. Abar 
village, located on the outskirts of Sentani, is one of the main potential tourist attractions 
in Papua. Behabol, Darsono, and Respati (2017) indicated that the village plays a significant 
role in increasing local economy, due to the localities for crafts and Papuan cultures. Making 
traditional pottery, “Sempe,” is a favourite activity for visitors. The making process is interesting 
due to its unique traditional technique and tools and cultural values and meaning including 
myths embedded in the pottery (Maryone 2017). 

Participants 

Two schools, SMAN 1 Jayapura and SMAN 3 Jayapura, agreed to participate and send 
their students on the school trip. The total participants were 50 students (mixed Papuan and 
non-Papuan) coming from first-year students in secondary level and aged between 15–17. Due 
to the aim of the study to focus on native students’ experiences, the purposive sampling was 
then applied to fit the criteria of the study (Willig 2013). As a result, non-Papuan students were 
excluded, and the number of participants were 26 Papuan students. At a final stage for data 
collection, 19 students agreed to participate in the interview. 

Picture 1: Student participants in the cultural venues

Methodology 

Two forms of data collection were employed; in-depth interviews and observations 
during the educational trips. Interviews were conducted among other familiar strategies for 
collecting qualitative data, by reconstructing the knowledge of the participants, and are useful 
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for collecting information in complex situations (Denzin and Lincoln 2008; Mason 2002). 
Observations were conducted during school educational trips in their natural loci where the 
phenomenon was being studied. Observations helped to capture the physical contexts of 
Papuan students’ expressions and kinaesthetic experience (Carl Cater and Cloke 2007) as well 
as supporting elements to make sense of the other data collected (Kawulich 2005; Taylor-Powell 
and Steele 1996). A constructivist grounded theory approach was employed to analyse the data. 
As (Ghezeljeh and Emami 2009) points out, this approach to analyse the data is based on the 
shared experience of participants, the researcher and data sources. Grounded theory principles 
rely on building categories based on reducing raw data into concepts which are coded and 
interpreted using a constant comparative approach (Strauss and Corbin 2014). In addition, 
the coding process is assisted by using NVivo (V.11) qualitative software. Direct quotes were 
used in the current report as a means to describe participants’ own words and to strengthen 
the researcher’s claims. Riley (1995, 636) suggested that it allows ‘the respondents to impart 
their own reality, cataloguing the socially constructed knowledge of informants rather than the 
hypothesizing of the investigator’. 

Results 

 As a result of in-depth analysis of grounded theory, three main categories emerged that 
lead to the main theme “bridging students’ cultural identity.” These can be illustrated as follows: 

Picture 2: Categories and main theme 

Recognizing Identity 

Encountering and reflecting on the Papuan culture, students indicated that the cultural 
relationship and attributes brought by both venues can help them to recognize their cultural 
roots as Papuan. Moreover, it seemed that the trips successfully strengthened feeling part of the 
Papuan culture through interaction and connection with the place. This can be described in one 
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comment derived from interview:
 in the museum I think…I am a Papuan, but I don’t have good knowledge 

about Papua. So, it made me to have something like (understanding) Papuan 
cultures through the collections and learn its (cultural) values 

 (Male Papuan student, SMAN3)

Understanding cultural context

 This category represents how both venues served to provide more information to 
clarify students’ understanding of their own cultural identity in the Papuan context. This can 
be explained better due to contextual learning elements provided, such as touching museum 
collections or playing with clay while making crafts Sempe with villagers, and possibly the 
attractive presentation of tour guides at the venues. Moreover, it can be suggested that place 
attachment in the venues contributed to shape students’ perspective in understanding the 
Papuan context. One student commented in the interview:   

 Topic about museum collections is interesting. The way the guide explained 
it really attracted me. Folktales of tribes in Serui and Manokwari and some 
myths, meanings and functions of their hunting tools. I have no ideas about 
that before 

 (Male Papuan student, SMAN3)

Reflecting on Cultural Trips 

The concerns of cultural issues were captured, indicating that Papuan students went through 
a meaningful process of reflection regarding belongingness and identity and the concept of 
preservation and conservation.  

 Perhaps the valuable experience I have got is about preserving my culture;  the 
Papuan culture 

 (Male Papuan Student, SMAN1)

Furthermore, the friends of this informant indicated appreciation to Abar villagers who 
work hard to preserve their traditional crafts and underlined the threat that possibly come on 
the traditional crafts.

 Perhaps the way they preserve their culture and custom. I mean, it is a rare 
thing to find that local arts and culture nowadays still exists. I think if younger 
generations refuse to conserve it, I am afraid Sempe will be lost 

 (Female Papuan Student, SMAN1)

Discussion and Conclusion 

One conclusion that can be drawn from the study is place attachment in the Papuan context 
with all the combined cultural elements, cultural objects and people with the same cultural 
attributes can play a significant role in strengthening and shaping identity process and at the 
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same time contribute to maintain cultural identity. In this study, these student participants 
acquired more understanding of cultural knowledge by reflecting on their own cultures within 
the venues and interpreted cultural place attachment as a “cultural bridge“ for their cultural 
identity. Cater and Poguntke (2018) underlined that searching for identity is acquired through 
many ways such as learning the history, visiting the place and meeting people related to their 
identity in the place. Emerging categories recognizing identity, understanding cultural context 
and reflecting the trips, indicated that these aspects were recognized due to certain contexts 
resulted from the unique cultural attributes, physical properties and cultural authenticity within 
the venues combined with cultural learning activities. Cross (2001) claims that a concept to 
explain the bond that a person has with one place can be drawn from the relationship to the 
place and the types of bond the person has with that place, which can be in the form of social 
activities. 
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Abstract 

Broadcasting and television are two popular types of media, with more audience than other 
types of media in Viet Nam today. Tay-Nung is a common language of two  ethnic groups 
with the largest population of ethnic minorities in Viet Nam. Research on broadcasting and 
television in the Tay-Nung language is importance research, involving both journalism and the 
science of language. On the basis of surveys on the state of broadcasting in Tay-Nung language 
and the attitude, needs and aspirations of the Tay and Nung ethnicity on this activity, this article 
aims to describe and evaluate the current  status of broadcasting in the Tay-Nung language, 
thereby proposing ways and means to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of broadcasting 
in Tay- Nung language. The main methods used in this study are a scientific observation 
method, a sociological survey method (interviews, discussions, investigation by questionnaires), 
method of description (analytical, statistical, classification, systematization) and a comparison 
method. Research data is collected from relevant documents and from the use of sociological 
survey methods. The subject of the article is the broadcast in Tay-Nung  language activities 
in Viet Nam at present. This subject is considered in the following  aspects; the places, the 
levels of broadcasting and television; the choice and use of language / dialect; attitude, needs 
and aspirations of the recipients, and some ways and solutions to be implemented. Research 
results of the project will help the Ministry of Information and Communication, in radio and 
television, to develop specific suggestions on the choice of type and level of communication. 
At the same  time, the Viet Nam has also suggested the development of policies related 
to communication in ethnic minority languages.

Raising the effectiveness of broadcasting in the Tay-Nung  language will contribute to 
the preservation of language and culture; will improve quality of life for the Tay and Nung 
ethnicity and will contribute to sustainable development of nations in the renewal period. The 
work will inform work by the State, the Ministry of Information and Communication, should 
the State and the Ministry of Information and Communications pay attention to this timely 
guidance. Results will contribute to studies on communication in ethnic minority languages in 
Viet Nam or on communication in Tày Nùng in Southeast Asia.

Keywords: Broadcasting, Tay- Nung language, Viet Nam

Introduction

1The article is part of the research results of the state-level scientific research project, code ĐTĐLXH-02/18
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Television is an important and popular means of communication, with an outstanding 
audience compared to other forms of communication in Vietnam today. Tay is an ethnic 
minority with the largest population while Nung is the sixth largest ethnic group in Vietnam 
(based on the socio-economic survey of 53 ethnic groups). In 2015, the General Statistics Office 
indicated that in Vietnam there are 1.766.927 Tay people and 1.026.617 Nung people. These 
two ethnic groups share many similarities regarding languages, arts, and spiritual culture. In 
places where both the Tay and Nung live, the Tay language can mix with that of Nung and 
vice versa. The Tay - Nung alphabet used for both ethnic groups based on Latin script was 
created in 1960. Since then, the concept of 'Tay-Nung language' has been formed, used in 
general education, and used at the Viet Bac Autonomous Region radio station with a number of 
current radio-television stations. Research on television in Tay - Nung language is of particular 
importance, involving both fields of journalism and linguistics. Due to its significance, it is 
important to study the many issues regarding the phenomenon of language communication 
pertinent to these two large ethnic groups.

By reviewing the television program of Tay - Nung language at the Radio and Television 
Station of Lang Son, Cao Bang and Bac Kan provinces, surveying and interviewing 11 program 
workers of Lang Son and Cao Bang Radio and Television Station, surveying and interviewing 
105 Tay and Nung people in Lang Son and Cao Bang about receiving Tay-Nung television, this 
article aims to describe and evaluate the current situation of the percentage of the information-
based economy, thereby proposing ways and solutions to improve the effectiveness and efficiency 
of this activity in Vietnam.

Television Activities in the Tay - Nung language in Vietnam Today

Motivation and goals of television activities in the Tay - Nung language
There are three main motives for television program broadcast in ethnic minority languages. 

The first is the need to realize equal rights in receiving information of ethnic minorities, the 
second is to preserve and develop cultural diversity, and lastly, to improve communication 
efficiency for and to people. People who do not speak the Kinh language are unable or find it 
hard to understand the media without communication in their native language. The fact that a 
minority language is frequently used in mainstream media will contribute to the preservation of 
that language, contributing to the conservation and the distribution of the language and culture 
development. Because language is a basic element of culture, it is also a means to form, reflect 
and impart cultural forms and experience and knowledge of a nation.

In the case of the Tay - Nung ethnic groups, the second and third objectives are of 
paramount importance. According to our survey results, up to 97.2% of Tay and Nung people 
can understand Vietnamese (Kinh language) and can exercise their right to receive information 
by listening and watching Vietnamese programs. Meanwhile, their mother tongue is facing the 
risk of erosion. According to a survey on the socio-economic situation of 53 ethnic minorities 
in 2015, the proportion of Tay people who do not know their mother tongue is 4.2%; the rate 
of Nung people who do not know their mother tongue is 6.9%. Most of the third generation of 
Tay and Nung families living in urban areas no longer uses their own language. In villages, many 
people in this generation do not know the language and culture of their people.

Mr. Duong Van Di, head of the Mandarin Department of National Radio and Television of 
Cao Bang province, said that recruiting a young person with both knowledge and journalistic 
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competence to master the Tay - Nung language so as to become a translator and radio broadcaster 
is not easy, even in areas with a high concentration of native speakers like Cao Bang. As such, 
for others who work on television programs of the Tay–Nung language, such as Mr. Nong Van 
Hoan (Thai Nguyen Radio and Television Station), Ms. Dinh Thi Phuong (Lang Son Radio and 
Television Station), and Mr. Hoang Huan (Cao Bang Radio and Television Station), they agree 
that the main goal of the construction of the Tay - Nung television program is to preserve and 
develop the language and culture of the Tay and Nung people and to enhance the effectiveness 
of communication. Through our survey results, we discovered those objectives for television 
program producers of Tay - Nung language.

Table 1. Survey results of people about the favorite reasons for TV programs Tay -Nung language.

         Reason 

Language 
used

Ease of understanding Language preservation Interesting content

Number of 
respondents

Percentage
Number of 
respondents

Percentage
Number of 
respondents

Percentage

T a y - N u n g 
language

80 76.2% 65 61.9% 54 51.4%

Thus, through the survey of the favorite reasons for Tay - Nung television programs, the 
recipients stated that the goal of enhancing communication effectiveness is the most important, 
followed by the conservation of language and culture; meanwhile, exercising equal rights in 
receiving the information of Tay and Nung people is the least important factor.

Levels and Localities with Television Programs in Tay-Nung Language

In Vietnam today, Tay - Nung television is only implemented at 2 levels: The central and 
provincial. Due to the regulations of the Ministry of Culture and Information, the district level 
stations (now called the “Propaganda Department of the Party and City, District and City”) in 
the North of Vietnam only have radio programs.

At the provincial level, television programs called Tay - Nung Program are available in 
Cao Bang and Bac Kan provinces. This program is called the Tay language Program on Lang 
Son, Tuyen Quang and Ha Giang Television Stations. According to Ms. Dinh Thi Phuong, a 
reporter cum translator and presenter for the Tay Language Program of Lang Son Radio and 
Television Station, the program is named Tay language Program but uses both Tay and Nung 
languages. When the program is on any issues related to a specific ethnic group, the language 
of that group is mainly used. In Lang Son, there are more Nung people than Tay. She is Tay 
but also speaks the Nung language, and the Radio Tay Program now has Nung broadcasters. 
The television program Tay Nung of Cao Bang Radio and Television Station only plays once a 
week on Sundays, between 13:35-14:05 (while the radio program is broadcast daily, the ethnic 
language programs Mong and Dao are broadcast 3 days a week). The television program of 
Lang Son Radio and Television Station is on between 16:40 – 17:10 on the 4th, 5th and 7th 
days and is replayed at 9:24 the next morning. In addition, there is a Tay language art culture 
program broadcast on Monday morning. The television program in the Tay – Nung language 
of Bac Kan Radio and Television Station plays at 15:00 - 15:30 every Friday (next to the Dao 
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program on  Monday, where the Mong language program is broadcast on Wednesday). The 
above programs are 30 minutes long. In terms of human resources, very few Tay and Nung 
ethnic people participate in these programs: Lang Son TV has 3, Cao Bang TV has 2, Bac Kan 
TV has 3. Some stations do not have local editors and collaborators.

Television in Tay - Nung language at the central level is called the Tay language program. 
This program is broadcast on VTV5 Hanoi, along with programs using other ethnic languages 
(Mong, Dao, Thai, Muong, Hoa, San Chi, Pa Ko, Cao Lan, Hoa, ..). This is a program with 5 
sessions a week, usually between 7:00 – 7:30 or 14:30 – 16:00, lasting 30 minutes. Currently, 
the program is broadcast with high frequency during the week (same as the Thai Program, 
ranked after the number of sessions of the Mong Language Program and the Dao Program). 
Tay - Nung human resources for television are mainly strengthened via local stations, often 
with about 5-7 people working alternately. Each person dispatched to VTV5 usually works 
1-3 years. VTV5 programs are also commissioned from local stations that have Tay - Nung 
television programs or Tay language programs such as radio and TV stations of Lang Son, Cao 
Bang, Bac Kan and Ha Giang provinces. Each program of the local station is censored before 
being broadcast in a Tay Language Program in VTV5. The form and content of these programs 
differ from those used in the province in that there is no news, only reports, and are somewhat 
more elaborate. For example, the Tay - Nung television program is broadcast in Bac Kan radio 
station without subtitles, but when that program is broadcast on VTV5, it has Kinh subtitles. 

In summary, in Vietnam, the number of Tay Nung television programs is low (without a 
district level). The places with a large population of Tay - Nung people do not all have this type 
of communication (such as Yen Bai, Thai Nguyen, Lao Cai, Bac Giang, Dak Lak etc.). Tuyen 
Quang and Ha Giang radio and television stations only have television programs in the Tay 
language. The Thai Nguyen Broadcasting Station only uses Tay language in radio programs. The 
provincial television stations broadcast television in Tay Nung with low frequency, and the time 
frame is not convenient. The programs of central television are all created by provincial stations, 
but are broadcast at a higher frequency within a more reasonable time frame. The program 
writers of Tay Nung are few and far between, resulting in poor investment in program quality.

The Type and Structure of Television Programs in Tay - Nung

Because the Tay - Nung language programs are not broadcast daily, the information given 
cannot be up-to-date, so the most popular category is short reports, while news programs are 
less popular.

Specifically, the Tay - Nung program of the Lang Son Radio and Television Station only 
broadcast reports. Each program consists of 6 to 7 reports. These reports serve specific purposes. 
Particularly, Radio Lang Son has a 30-minute music show. The Tay- Nung program of Cao 
Bang and Bac Kan Radio and Television has both news and reports. For Radio Cao Bang, 
each program has about 3 to 4 sub-reports. The reports are often longer than the Lang Son 
reports and are not categorized into contents. The program of Tay - Nung of Bac Kan Radio 
and Television (called Ethnic Minority and Development Magazine) also includes about 3 to 4 
reports, and there is a section of Arts at the end of the program.

 In terms of structure, in addition to the program introduction (30 seconds) and the 
broadcaster’s ending (15 seconds), the rest of the programs are different. The Lang Son radio 
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station uses 30 seconds to introduce the main contents of the program, followed by the table of 
contents. These contents are distributed in the following number of sessions:

Table 2. Table of content distribution and categorization

Numerical 

order
Content name (Kinh language) Content name (Tay- Nung laguage) Distribution

1 The Party in today life Tẳng có Đảng chang slì tối mấư Saturday

2 Upland market information Pỉ noọng chang bản khai dự cúa cái Saturday

3 Homeland origin Cốc co bản cỏn Saturday

4 Law and the people Pỉ noọng xa chắc mừa pháp luật Saturday

5 Voice from the village Slim châư cúa cần kha bản Saturday

6 Working in agriculture Xày căn đăm chay, khun chượng Saturday

7 Village beauty Bản cỏn đây mjảc Saturday
8 Folk medicines Ký co nhả chỏi pỉnh Saturday
9 Rural innovation Bản cỏn lầu tối mấư Saturday

10 Border security Ngòi chướng đin tỉ piên chái Saturday

11 Lang Son cuisine Ký thình cuá kin Xứ Lạng Saturday

12 Notable figure of the village
Đuông bjoóc đây cúa bản (Boỏng 
cương cúa bản )

Saturday

Each content has several reports. Each report begins with the appearance of the announcer’s 
image. 

For the Bac Kan station, after the general introduction is the table of contents, at the end 
of the program is the Arts section (about 5-8 minutes), without the content categorization. The 
Cao Bang station neither has the main content introduction nor the content categorization.

Thus, the programs in Tay - Nung television are not very rich, evident in the lack of programs 
with complex content available in the national or Kinh language television (these programs have 
contents such as editorial, commentary, investigation, critique) or vivid, profound, attractive 
contents such as press skits or press. The program structure of the Lang Son radio station is fairly 
diverse. In other stations, however, the program is quite difficult to follow.

The Content of Tay - Nung Television Programs 

As elaborated, the content of the Tay - Nung television program of Lang Son radio station 
is quite comprehensive. In the Tay - Nung television program of provincial stations in general, 
the main content is on various aspects of local life. Lang Son radio and Bac Kan radio, however, 
have more programs / art programs. In other stations, the dissemination of knowledge and 
information on policies and laws is not of high focus. Such information and knowledge on the 
current state of affairs, working experience and life skills, are scattered throughout the various 
reports. Viewers’ interest in the content of television programs is presented in the following 
summary table:
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Table 3: Viewers’ interest in the content of Tay - Nung television programs

                  

Interest

Content

Like a lot Like Dislike

Number of 
respondents

Percentage
Number of 
respondents

Percentage
Number of 
respondents

Percentage

National news 58 27.6 44 21.0 0

Local news 60 28.6 39 18.6 1 0.1

Agriculture 42 20.0 40 19.0 5 0.6

Working 
experienve

44 21.0 40 19.0 5 0.6

Legal policy 51 24.3 43 20.5 1 0.1

Health 61 29.0 54 25.7 0 0.0

Living skill 41 19.5 38 18.1 4 0.5

Cultural, art 60 28.6 33 15.7 0 0.0

Total 417/840 49.6% 331/840 39.4% 16/840 1.9%

The overall result gives us an optimistic view of the future of Tay - Nung television as 89% 
of respondents still like the content of the program, more than half of them very much like this 
program. Knowledge of how to maintain health, art/culture, local news, and national news are 
the most favorite categories. Agriculture, working experience, life skills are the only content 
related or only suitable for a part of the people (agricultural workers, people with labor capacity, 
or young people) so the number of people who like this is smaller. However, according to those 
who perform on Tay - Nung TV programs, the content of the program is not yet of the highest 
quality.

Table 4: Self-assessment table of Tay - Nung television program creators on the quality of programs

Requirements Good Average
Not 

good
a- Aiming at local life, focusing on events, current information and information about 
people’s life

6 5 0

b- Propagating the guidelines and policies of ethnic minorities and the implementation 
of ethnic policies, with regards to the national objectives of economic and social 
development, ensuring defense and security

8 3 0

c- Information on science, agriculture, forestry and fishery, and health associated with 
local culture and people

6 5 0

d- Recognizing, evaluating and solving problems in accordance with the psychological 
characteristics, beliefs and religions of each ethnic group

3 6 2

e- Paying attention typical examples and positive factors in different areas of life in ethnic 
areas

9 2 0

f- Paying attention to quality music and entertainment programs, suitable to the needs of 
people

5 4 2

Number of respondents 37/66 25/66 4/66
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Percentage 56.1% 37.9% 6.0%

Among the elements that the media content needs to be able to the life of the people 
towards the sustainable development of the Tay and Nung people: praising and multiplying a 
range of positive examples and factors is ranked the most important. Second is the propaganda 
of national guidelines and policies and the implementation of ethnic policies, in line with the 
objectives of economic and social development to ensure national defense and security. The 
recognition, evaluation and resolution of issues in line with the psychological and traditional 
characteristics of the nation, beliefs and religions of each ethnic group are still not very good. 
The orientation towards local life, focusing on events, current information and information on 
the people’s life and the information on agricultural, forestry, fishery and health promotion, 
local health, cultural characteristics of the people are only partially achieved. Meanwhile, the 
criteria for building quality music and entertainment programs, which are suitable for the needs 
of the people, are only of limited quality.

Effectiveness of TV Programs in Tay - Nung 

On questions regarding television access and other types of Tay - Nung language 
communication, 57/105 respondents noted that they have heard radio but have never seen Tay 
- Nung television.

As for the 105 people surveyed about receiving Tay - Nung television, not everyone views 
both central and local television. Survey results show that 26.7% have never seen the Tay - Nung 
program on VTV5; and 12.4% have never seen the Tay - Nung program on their provincial 
radio or television stations. In terms of frequency, the central station’s occasional audience is 
nearly twice as many its regular viewers. Provincial radio stations have a higher number of 
regular viewers than the central station, but still fewer than the number of occasional audiences.

Table 5: Frequency of watching Tay - Nung television programs

                   

Frequency

Regularly Sometimes Never

Number of 
respondents

Percentage
Number of 
respondents

Percentage 
Number of 
respondents

Percentage

Central station 27 25.7 50 47.6  28 26.7

Provincial station 44 41.9 48 45.7 13 12.4

Understanding the content of programs is of prime importance to be able to talk about 
other effects of media reception. Our survey results on this issue are as follows:

Table 6: The level of understand the Tay - Nung television programs

Good understanding Understand a little Do not understand

Number of 
respondents

Percentage
Number of 
respondents

Percentage
Number of 
respondents

Percentage
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79 75.2% 22 21.0% 4 3.8%

Thus, when watching television in their native language, most people understand. However, 
the number of those who understand a little is quite significant. Particularly, there are still 
people who barely understand anything. The cause of this situation is at the level of the mother 
tongue of the approaching person, and also at the level of expression of the people presenting 
the television program. Meanwhile, the interest for programs in native languages is very positive:

Table 7: Interest among recipients with Tay - Nung television program

Level

Really like Like Unlike

Amount Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage

Central station 40 38,1% 27 25,7% 1 0,9%

Provincial station 58 55,2% 34 32,4% 0 0,0%

It can be seen that most ethnic minorities enjoy television programs in their own language. 
The good thing is that the rate of likes is high. The provincial station has a much higher rate of 
interest and likes than the central station.

Solutions for Improving the Quality and Expanding the Television scale in Tay 
-Nung Language in Vietnam

a / For leaders at all levels
In order to improve the quality and effectiveness of the national language television program, 

the Central Government and the central and provincial leaders need to have a clear awareness of 
the importance of the program to exercise appropriate policies:
- At the central level, it is possible to develop a program in Tay and one in Nung but at the 

provincial level or lower levels, there should be a policy of maintaining and expanding Tay  
Nung dual language programs to all provinces with large numbers of these ethnic groups. 
The use of one common language not only helps save manpower and resources but it can 
also cater to a large number of people of the Tay and Nung ethnic groups and many other 
ethnic groups living alternately and know Tay - Nung language.

- Investing more in technical equipment, working facilities for stations, especially for ethnic 
minority departments; enhancing broadcast quality, coverage area to remote areas for 
stations.

- Having a remuneration standard suitable to the nature of the work of the ethnic minority 
language program; paying more attention to the training and professional training for 
them.

- Giving language teaching and retraining for ethnic minority people, including young 
people of Tay and Nung, especially those who work in communication work in the Tay - 
Nung language.

b / For provincial radio and television stations
In order to innovate and improve the quality of Tay - Nung television, radio and television 

leaders should pay more attention to the program and efforts of each staff of the Tay - Nung 
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television program.
For radio and television station leaders:
- Priority of tenure should be given to the reporters, translators, Tay and Nung radio and 

television staff for the Department of Ethnic Minorities; more interest in building a network 
of editors and collaborators for the program.

-  Prioritizing the broadcasting time frame so that people can monitor and increase the 
frequency and duration for Tay - Nung television programs.

For those who directly work on the program:
-  More investment for the implementation of the program in different types and forms; 

enhancing interactive forms; enhancing the standard and use of phonetics, words, of 
sentence expression and presenting to make the programs engaging 

- Enhancing the specificity of the content, supplementing and renewing the content by 
reducing unnecessary information, giving space for really meaningful information to ethnic 
groups, in accordance with the psychological characteristics of the people; strengthening 
issues of public interest; reflecting the difficult and pressing issues in the social life of the 
Tay - Nung people, making suggestions and recommendations to solve and contribute to 
ensuring security, social welfare, material and spiritual life for people.

Conclusion

Television activities in Tay - Nung language are a basic means of communication that can 
serve many ethnic minority groups. However, it is not an issue receiving adequate attention in 
Vietnam. Our article points out the shortcomings and difficulties of this activity in Vietnam 
today, and on that basis, suggests relevant solutions to enhance  the efficiency and effectiveness 
of this activity, contributing to the sustainable development of ethnic minority areas of Vietnam. 
The issues mentioned here also represent the basic issues with regards to general communication 
activities in ethnic minority languages in northern Vietnam today.
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Planning Language, Planning Future
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Abstract 

Language is planned, and plans themselves arer assessed in a multitude of countries in 
Europe and America, and to a lesser extent in Africa and Asia.  In the presentation, the overview 
of the process of language planning is provided, based on the experience of language planning 
in various countries.

The very first steps include a general assessment of the current linguistic and sociolinguistic 
situation, sustainability of the language(-s) concerned, trends, security aspects and various 
threats (social, regional, virtual), vision or desirable outcome with the description of main goals 
and sub-goals (with measurable quantitative data), activities and sub-activities with specific 
indicators measuring outcome, result or activity itself.

The main motor of the whole process is status planning with legal, managerial, and PR-level 
(language marketing). For this planning to succeed, timely input from other language planning 
dimensions is necessary, first of all, from the corpus planning (general orthographic and 
grammatical standardization, geographical, business and personal name policies, terminology 
development and development of the domain of translation and interpreting, subtitling and 
dubbing). These standards are implemented in the educational system, providing education 
through various monolingual or multilingual educational programmes / models. Language 
technology as a support dimension must be developed in the level of a minimal survival kit, 
securing competitiveness in this way.

Finally some typical misunderstandings and mistakes, drawbacks and failures are discussed 
that might help future language planners and thus, foster better results. 

Keywords: Language planning, Sociolinguistics, Linguistic Anthropology, Language policy, 
Language marketing

Introduction

Drafting and implementing language policies, strategies and plans is a common routine of 
governments in multilingual environments. A free language market and “jungle laws“ would 
otherwise lead to various societal confrontations and conflicts, tensions and low growth in 
economic markets.  The role of language policy and planning (LPP) depends on specific factors 
of the multilingual environment and needs to be satisfied through the policy implemented. 

Language policies may be divided into various types, according to their primary goals and 
scopes, thus defining these as national, international or supra national (Rannut et al. 2003; 
Rannut 2004, 2009):
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• Minority protection models based on ethnic mobilization, upgrading the native language 
of the minority concerned an issue of the ultimate importance (securitization; e.g. Graded 
Intergenerational Dislocation Scale by Fishman 1991, 2001). 

• Language ecology models for indigenous peoples (Mühlhäusler 1995; Maffi 2001). 
Indigenous languages have a limited social scope, as these serve communities of a minor 
(and often a decreasing) number of speakers, for whom the language is still the essential 
tool of communication and information in all areas of human experience, however, with 
no stable foothold in urban and modern virtual culture. Therefore, the challenge lies in 
the elaboration of the language for new functional domains and implementation of it 
there, securing simultaneously its social environment sufficiently separated from the rest of 
languages.

• Nation-building models applied within state framework. Attempts to solve language 
problems through rational planning, similar to economic models (planning language 
resources rationally and systematically), producing language strategies, language plans and 
minor programs for various domains (foreign language teaching, terminological work, 
language technology, etc.). These models focus on building the state as a sovereign unit 
(nation-building, strengthening congruence between the state, language and nation). 
Though usually devised for the advance of the primary /national /official language(-s), this 
model may be applied also in the case of several languages.

• Language spread models (Ammon 1997), including linguistic imperialism as one of its 
nasty, but nevertheless popular forms (Phillipson 1992). 

• Laissez-faire policy (Phillipson 2003) treating language planning issues as secondary.
• Language policy in international organizations and institutions, prescribing the role, use 

and interpretation /translation routines for the official languages (e.g. European Union, 
OSCE, the UN, INTERPOL, etc.).

• There is a multitude of forms and levels at the supranational level, such as functional 
(the court, police, customs, tourism, etc.) and regional language policies, institutional 
policies (e.g. language policy documents in educational institutions and in multinational 
corporations) and grass-root activities (micro level; cf. Tollefson 1991).
At the national level, language has been planned, and plans themselves are assessed in 

a multitude of countries in Europe and America, and to a lesser extent in Africa and Asia. 
The value of efficient, fair and extensive language policy has been made explicit by Lo Bianco 
(1987, modifications by the author) who has listed four social goals where sound language 
policy makes a difference. His 4epolicy model comprises enrichment (cultural and intellectual 
issues), equality (human rights issues), economy (vocations and foreign trade; diversified 
mother tongue and second language learning models and maintenance programs enable reduce 
costs), external (conflict prevention and resolution, good relations with neighbors). On the 
other hand, the so-called laissez-faire language policy (Phillipson 2003) is quite common in 
countries with homogeneous population where language issues are secondary. To be exact, this 
form of language policy in no way means absence of language policy, but rather its status, as it is 
usually downgraded to a modest place in planning, and most of the decisions affecting language 
(situation) are taken without consideration of their linguistic consequences.

While common understanding places language policy among cultural issues, in reality it 
seems quite to the opposite. As language itself is one of the few instruments of power, it often 
becomes prevalent in other domains where power and inequality emerge, such as a mobilizing 
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factor with or against military might or economic domination. Such additional differences 
/ inequalities lead to conflicts affecting language security. Thus, hierarchy of language policy 
impact on society at large starts with security and economy (working places affiliated with 
language, language costs as a price component, cultural products, educational costs), with 
culture (information and entertainment, public environment, media, historical / collective 
memory) being secondary here.  

Language Security

While the first two models strive for societal (group) security – maintenance of the basic 
identity of the group under the changing conditions and threats (sustainable development of 
language, culture, religious, ethnic identity) – the third one, nation-building regards as its main 
task national security (state’s capacity to manage and eliminate threats). Language component 
in the current security thinking belongs to the domain of soft security. Ager (1999) has divided 
linguistic insecurity into three: 
• Territorial insecurity as a fear of regional (minority) languages, based on the threats of 

disintegration, regionalism and fragmentation. Policy in this case is based on linguistic 
integrity and primacy of official/national languages in high-status functional domains 
(administration, court, education, army, public media, etc.). Officially various integration 
models based on additive bilingualism are encouraged.

• Social insecurity as a threat of a social outsider group (class, social layer, e.g. immigrants, 
poor, younger generation). Policy instruments here are equal access, participation and 
cooperation, promoting social inclusion. Main emphasis here is on assimilation, though 
partial native language support is sometimes available. 

• Virtual insecurity as a new domain in language conflict (modification of Ager 1999 by 
Rannut 2003), leading to the status decrease and gradual loss of functional domains (IT, 
science, higher (and consequently, secondary) education, media and entertainment), due 
to the ever-increasing impact of technology upon language environment. In this case the 
physical presence of the ousting speech community is not necessary as the battleground is 
the virtual space together with the languages used there, taking over communication and 
business, while introducing values, beliefs and attitudes that might be harmful for the status 
of one’s native language. 

Language Planning

In order to eliminate and defend from various linguistic threats competitive, efficient 
language policy must be built on scientific expertise. This language planning process itself might 
be continuous, with updated documents produced or new designed for a certain period. For 
long-term policies, drafting a master plan comprising fundamental principles, various language-
related trends and processes as well as domains and structures engaged, based on societal values 
of the language(-s) concerned would be highly recommendable. Usually this consists of a vision 
of language environment achieved by the end of the strategic plan, short description of goals and 
sub-goals, trends, phenomena and processes within language environment (including various 
threats), list of principles to be followed and language policy management model. In some cases, 
the description of the current situation is added. Such value-based language document is often 
adopted by legislative bodies of states (or autonomous provinces) in order to make it more 
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durable and resistant to political whirlwinds. 
On this foundation more practical, short-term or domain-focused “roadmaps” may be 

drafted on ministerial or provincial level. Such documents are designed for implementation 
and therefore, financial resources, activities, indicators, measures, managerial and control 
mechanisms are fixed there. The very first steps include here general assessment of the current 
linguistic and sociolinguistic situation, sustainability of the language(-s) concerned, trends, 
security aspects and various threats (social, regional, virtual), vision or desirable outcome with 
the description of main goals and sub-goals (with measurable quantitative data), activities and 
sub-activities with specific indicators measuring outcome, result or activity itself.

Besides language plans and strategies, one has to take into account various forms of language 
cultivation as constant fostering and advancement of the language on a daily basis: the work 
of educators, teachers, editors and journalists, various grassroot activities (NGO level) and 
activities of national language institutions: academies, institutes and boards. 

Language planning dimensions and domains

Language planning covers all legitimate and proficient actions in the whole language 
environment. Usually distinction is made between the 4 autonomous dimensions of language 
planning: 
• Status planning (Kloss 1969) is concerned with policies attributing a recognized status and 

functions in national, regional and even institutional life of a language. Planning activities 
are carried out in the domains of legislation, management and marketing (or prestige 
planning, Haarmann 1990). 

• Corpus planning (Haugen 1983; Maurais 1993) is concerned with the quality of language 
concerning its structure and lexicon, establishing the literary norm, corresponding to the 
referential and non-referential potential of the language and its capability for translation. 
Codification planning, terminological planning, name planning and translation (plus 
interpretation, adaptation, etc.) planning are the domains involved in this language planning 
dimension.

• Acquisition planning (Cooper 1989) or language planning-in-education (Baldauf, Kaplan 
2003) is concerned with teaching and acquiring languages and their literary norm as a 
necessary skill and basis for success in one’s education and further career. This dimension 
deals with literacy, various educational programs in multilingual environment (second 
language and native language planning, linguistic accommodation of immigrant pupils, 
etc.) or for multilingual aims (foreign language planning), teacher training and development 
of educational materials for language purposes.

• Technological planning is concerned with providing technological support to language, 
be it either in oral or in written form. This is usually divided into speech technology and 
text processing or alternatively, to language resources (incl. corpora) and language software. 
Some authors have regarded this dimension under corpus planning, however, the quality of 
language seems secondary in this dimension, as technological advances take precedence. 

The main motor of the whole process, primus inter pares, is status planning with its legal, 
managerial, and PR (language marketing) domains. In order to succeed here, extensive support 
from other language planning dimensions is necessary, first of all, from the corpus planning 
(general orthographic and grammatical standardization, geographical, business and personal 
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name policies, terminology development and development of the domain of translation and 
interpreting, subtitling and dubbing). These standards are implemented in the educational 
system, providing education through various monolingual or multilingual educational programs 
/models. Language technology as a support dimension must be developed up to the level, 
securing competitiveness on a par with other languages. 

Thus, in conclusion: sustainable development of the language may be secured through 
competitive functioning and application of it in all language planning dimensions. Formula 
of success is based on the principle of conformity: language use must be provided through 
language as an instrument of communication, management and business (language corpora 
and technology), regulated by law, allocated to high-status functions and sustained through 
intergenerational transmission.
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Abstract

Students who participate in a study abroad (SA) program are naturally exposed to new 
‘ways of being’ (e.g., unfamiliar linguistic and cultural practices) and as they adjust to the host 
environment, they may experience acculturative stress and identity confusion (Jackson 2018, 
2020). To better understand the challenges facing second language (L2) SA participants, applied 
linguists in various parts of the world are conducting introspective studies that seek to identify 
and make sense of factors that can influence L2 socialization and sojourn outcomes (e.g., language 
proficiency gains, intercultural competence development) (Iwasaki 2019; Jackson 2019). 
Their work is providing much-needed direction for pedagogical interventions in SA programs 
(e.g., pre-departure orientations, language and intercultural transition courses) (Jackson and 
Oguro 2018; Vande Berg, Paige and Lou 2012). This, in turn, is helping institutions of higher 
education to realize some of their internationalization goals (e.g., the enhancement of language 
and intercultural development). After explaining contemporary notions of L2 socialization/
acculturation and poststructuralist perspectives on identity, this colloquium presented the key 
findings of three mixed-method, largely qualitative, longitudinal studies that investigated the 
L2 socialization and identity reconstruction of participants in various short-term SA programs. 

Keywords: Socialization, Pedagogy, Post-structuralism, Identity, Linguistic Anthropology

Introduction and Overview of Symposium Cultural Adjustment of Inbound Non-
local Exchange Students in Hong Kong

In the first paper, Jane Jackson, the organizer of the symposium, explained how 
internationalization policies (implicit or explicit) have compelled many institutions of higher 
education to increase SA opportunities for their students. Administrators often assume that SA 
participants will experience significant gains in L2 proficiency and intercultural competence 
simply by being present in the host speech community; however, recent studies have found 
that a complex mix of internal and external factors can lead to limited academic and social 
integration (e.g., Jackson 2018; Vande Berg, Paige, and Lou 2012). Some newcomers quickly 
adjust to the host environment, while others do not; contrary to their expectations, many end 
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up spending spend most of their free time with co-nationals and experience little or no gains 
in intercultural sensitivity or L2 fluency. With these realities in view, a study was undertaken 
in Hong Kong to better understand the factors that hinder or support the language and (inter)
cultural adjustment of non-local exchange students.

Drawing on L2 socialization and social network theories (e.g., Duff 2011, 2012; Jackson 
2018) and poststructuralist conceptions of identity (Baxter 2016; Block 2007), this mixed-
method study examined the linguistic and (inter)cultural challenges experienced by 92 L2 
speakers of English from various countries, who joined an international exchange program at 
a bilingual (Chinese-English) university in Hong Kong. None had proficiency in Cantonese 
or Putonghua (Mandarin) and all of them enrolled in English-medium courses. Through 
questionnaire surveys and in-depth interviews, the participants provided a window into the 
multifarious elements that appeared to facilitate or impede their socialization and identity 
reconstruction in the new environment (e.g., the degree of host receptivity, agency, differing 
amounts of investment in language and intercultural learning, variations in L2 self-efficacy, 
differences in adaptive stress management strategies). Jackson explained that the findings, 
which were coded and analyzed with the help of NVivo 11 Pro, provided direction for strategic 
interventions that could be implemented at the host university to better support the learning 
and engagement of this population (e.g., informal social English courses, ‘buddy schemes’, 
intercultural communication courses for both local and non-local students). Suggestions 
were also offered to guide the pre-sojourn preparation of L2 speakers who decide to join an 
international exchange program and study in their L2 (e.g., the encouragement of realistic 
goal-setting, pre-departure exposure to social discourse in the host language, an intercultural 
communication course). Jackson concluded her presentation by underscoring the vital role that 
applied linguists/language teachers can play in SA experience, by creating research-inspired 
pedagogical interventions (e.g., language courses that draw students attention to intercultural 
and sociopragmatic dimensions of language learning and use). The need for the careful 
documentation and sharing of these innovations was stressed so that these advances could 
benefit educators and SA students in many contexts. 

The socialization of pre-service English language teachers in a cultural immersion 
program in England

In the second paper, Chan Sin Yu (Cherry) reported on the language socialization of Hong 
Kong Chinese pre-service English language teachers (L2 speakers) who participated in an eight-
week cultural immersion program in England. Informed by a poststructuralist view of identity 
(Block 2007) and Benson, Barkhuizen, Bodycott, and Brown (2013) L2 identity framework, 
this study examined the L2 identity developmental trajectories of three participants. Following a 
mixed-method (largely qualitative), multiple-case study design, the participants’ L2 and (inter)
cultural learning experiences were investigated over a nine-month period, with data collection in 
both Hong Kong and the UK. To better understand the participants’ developmental trajectories, 
data was amassed before the sojourn, during the SA program, immediately after the sojourn, and 
four months after their return home.  Data included the participants’ pre-and post- immersion 
reflective essays, semi-structured interviews, sojourn reflective journals, questionnaire surveys, 
and reports on each participant provided by the host institution. The data was organized and 
analyzed with the help of the qualitative software program NVivo 11. This process provided 
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insight into the L2 and intercultural socialization of the participants, as well as their L2 identity 
development. It was observed that they experienced very different developmental trajectories. A 
careful review of the coded data underscored the complexity of SA experience. A complex mix of 
both internal and environmental factors can account for variations in L2 identity development 
across time and space.

Chan then discussed the theoretical and pedagogical implications of her study. Drawing 
on the findings and the earlier work of Benson et al. (2013) and other SA scholars (Jackson 
2008, 2010, 2012), she presented a theoretical model to illustrate the variables that can impact 
the L2 identities of SA students. In the presentation, she also offered suggestions to facilitate 
the preparation and support of student sojourners. In particular, she discussed innovative ways 
to help pre-service EFL teachers become more actively engaged in the host country so that 
they more fully benefit from language and (inter)cultural affordances (e.g. pre-sojourn advice, 
regular debriefing sessions during the sojourn). Finally, Chan identified the limitations of this 
research and offered suggestions for further research on the L2 identities and socialization of 
short-term SA students. 

The acculturation of Chinese international exchange students in English-speaking 
countries

In the third and final paper, Tongle Sun shared the preliminary findings of a longitudinal 
study that investigated the language and intercultural learning of Hong Kong-based Mainland 
Chinese STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) students who joined a 
semester-long international exchange program in an English-speaking country (e.g., Canada, 
the United States). Underpinned by poststructuralist notions of identity (e.g., Benson et al. 
2013, Block 2007; Norton 2011) and language socialization (e.g., Duff 2010, 2011, 2012), this 
longitudinal study tracked the developmental trajectories of seven case participants throughout 
their SA journey (i.e., before, during, immediately after, and six months after the international 
exchange experience). Mixed-method data were collected over a sixteen-month period through 
questionnaire surveys, in-depth semi-structured interviews, sojourn email prompts, and 
multimodal entries (e.g., sojourn images). NVivo 11 Pro, a qualitative software tool, was used 
to assist data organization and analysis. A triangulation of the mixed-method data facilitated 
the identification of individual differences (e.g., sojourn goals, agency, investment, language/
intercultural attitudes) and external factors (e.g., host receptivity/access to local communities of 
practice) that appeared to impact sojourn learning and bring about divergent learning outcomes. 
Near the end of her presentation, Sun discussed the implications of her findings for pedagogical 
interventions in SA programs of this nature. In particular, she drew attention to the imperative 
for focused pre-sojourn preparation and ongoing sojourn support for SA (STEM) students 
from this region.
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Towards a Progressive Asian Linguistic and Cultural 
Psychology

Michael Hadzantonisa
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Abstract 

Traditional Linguistic and Cultural Anthropology has been predicated on traditional systems of 
thought, such as colonialism and that the west has been a purveyor of intellectual work and its 
traditions. Consequently, the shaping of Asian and non-Asian academic and industrial sector 
have emerged to separate these two regions, though dynamically.

This paper seeks to provide a new framework for Anthropologically describing Asian Linguistic 
and Cultural contexts, which show great contradiction. The paper builds on colonialism and 
post colonialism, and then draws on a comparative ethnography of Asian and non-Asian regions, 
to present that the symbolic typologies of each of these regions show contradiction. The paper 
then presents that these contradictions speak against both traditional notions of Asia and non-
Asia, and that traditional Linguistic and Cultural Anthropology can become modal, and can be 
realigned to incorporate complex perspectives in the symbolic analysis of language and culture.

Keywords: Asia, Linguistic Cultural Anthropology, East, West, Symbolism  
  

Introduction

The paper and presentation will focus on developing a progressive yet broad framework of 
Linguistic Anthropology for Asia, that is, the culmination of the field of Linguistic Anthropology 
in the post-millennium era, incorporating recent focus on new perspectives and developments, 
following a century of shifting paradigms in (Linguistic) Anthropology, which has evolved 
into present day discussions of, for example, modal Linguistic Anthropology (see work by Paul 
Kockleman). The paper extrapolates from the pathways traversed by traditional Linguistics and 
Anthropology, to suggest possible avenues for a progressive scholarship, as it applies to Asian 
(and other) contexts and scholars. The complexity of Asia renders such an epistemological 
development or movement forward of its Linguistic Anthropology quite arduous yet at the 
same time exciting and dynamic, at the very least experimental. The discussion and framework 
of the study will align with my attempts to extrapolate from a previous lineage of development 
of Linguistic Cultural Anthropology.

 
Defining Asia and its Linguistic Cultural Landscapes

Generally, Asia spans between regions immediately above Australia to Western Europe, yet the 
Asian diaspora has placed itself the world over, with a China town in most urban locations, 
and Japanese, Taiwanese, South Asian and Southeast Asian trends now a global ubiquity. The 
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existence of a vast number of languages and heritages across Asian territories confirms that an 
Asian Linguistic Anthropology offers an infinite bank for investigation. Here, ethnography, 
documentation and other elements of Linguistic Anthropology, both applied and theoretical, 
such as Asian symbolisms, socialization, language poetics (reduplication, parallelism, turn 
taking), performativity, language shifts and contact, language planning and policy, language, 
gender and sexuality, and discourse in online and offline spaces, all patently complexify 
the field. This complexity is certainly coupled with other societal factors such as migration, 
colonialism, shifting ethnic and national borders, and forever shifting political landscapes and 
technologies. More so, the colonial endeavors of the past have assigned substantial agency to 
Western academic industry, media and institutions, endeavors which have forced ideologies 
of Asia as a binary opposite to the West, reflexively intensifying attention to Asian languages 
as ‘worth the romantic and scholarly visit,’ and which thus contribute to the Asian economy 
of romance, a romantic scholarship as it were. Shifting academic and commercial / industrial 
landscapes, tensions over origin of cultural heritage, the development of global partners, and 
forever emerging and shifting international conflicts, have added to (re)constructions of Asian 
Anthropological landscapes. Asia thus continues to provide a region in constant transition, 
geographically, culturally, linguistically, politically and anthropologically.

Concurrent with goings on during colonial periods, that is, England in Malaysia, India 
and Hong Kong, The Dutch in Indonesia, The US in The Philippines, The French in Vietnam, 
Asian localities were ideologically considered to be liminal and at the global margins. The 
anthropological study of these languages and cultures (see Bronislaw Malinowski, Clifford 
Geertz, Alfred Radcliffe-Brown) made for a romantic endeavor. Anthropologists were now 
studying the romanticized cultures of South, Southeast and East Asia, reflexively assigning 
British and American Anthropology an agency to predicate Asian societies as objects of 
exploration. The field of Anthropology was thus either deliberately or accidentally constructed 
in this way, at its onset, and claims to searching for equally functional / functionalist societies 
and their languages that were relatively ‘on parr’ with English, French, Dutch, Spanish, were 
thus themselves romantic, ideologically contributing to the gendered differential of culture and 
race, on a global scale. These gendered differentials were well mediated by the human sciences. 
Non Asians now had justifiable cause to seek and investigate the Asian other under the guise 
of assigning these distant and remote civilizations a place on the global anthropological map. 
The ‘we’ were able to learn from the ‘them,’ and take this (frequently) oriental and romantic 
knowledge back home in order to supplement scholarship, in the academic institution.

A movement forward in Asian Linguistic anthropology thus may begin with the 
understanding that early Anthropology, and the study of Asian Language and Cultural heritage, 
constituted attempts to position these Asian regions as liminal, despite claims of benevolent 
attitudes towards the East. In its defense, Anthropology in its epistemic intentions, has 
foregrounded its attempts to reduce this positioning of the East as liminal, and its intention to 
increasingly assign agency to Asian scholars, researchers and skilled cultural workers and experts, 
to contribute to this anthropological egalitarianism. However, this has not been a linear process, 
with constantly renewed efforts by Western institutions and bodies to maintain or intensify 
Western status, not least through claims of offering optimum ‘native-speaking’ English language 
based education in all fields. Collaborations between the East and West complexify this further, 
through transnational data transfer, exchange of expertise in Anthropology and Linguistics (and 
the Social Sciences and Humanities in general), and of course, massive mobility between these 
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two parts of the world, as scholars (and students) move across in neoliberal fashion, directing 
valuable resource towards ‘upper’ institutions.

Early Anthropology, and more centrally Linguistic Cultural Anthropology, was centered on, 
be it obfuscated by, Western scholarship on Asian regions and societies, and rarely the opposite. 
Malinowskian and Radcliffe-Brownian work, for example, set the European stage for work on 
the Anthropological other, with the European as agent and the Asian as the Anthropological 
predicate, as did American work by Geertz, Mead (South Pacific) and others. Not to say that 
work by these scholars was not groundbreaking and intended to change things. It is a truism 
that Bates, Radcliffe-Brown, Mead, Geertz did level the East-West seesaw of egalitarianism, or at 
least, retarded the swing, though not ideally, and not in a way that would at the time truly benefit 
the East. Their contributions were directed well, though. Their intentions, at least explicitly, 
were Boasian, where these Anthropologists sought to approach romanticized Asian societies so 
as to expose these societies as functional in their own right, and to uncover language systems 
and lifeworlds that do not correlate with preconceptions of cultural lineages and heritages of 
Asian countries. After all, where would the excitement lie if everything found was as anticipated. 
The Western sought to find an inspiringly different East, and still does. Implicitly however, or 
subsequently, these investigations and explorations by outsiders to Asia somehow reinforced 
the marginal and liminal perceptions of these Asian geographical and cultural spaces, so as to 
intensify and hence to re centre Europe and the United States in the Anthropological scheme 
of things. The binary was sustained, Asia was reposited and repositioned as the Eastern ‘other’ 
vis-à-vis a Western scholarship of Linguistic Cultural (Social) Anthropology, and the field had 
accomplished its imperial intentions.

 
Framework

Theoretically, the discussion is initially grounded primarily on colonialism and postcolonial 
theory, combining this work with symbolic anthropology, so as to suggest new frameworks with 
which to extrapolate and to substantiate new frontiers. This paper then employs critical theory 
and work on Asia and its Linguistic Cultural Anthropology, in an attempt to extrapolate from 
the lineage of Modal Linguistic Anthropology, on Asia. Ethnographically, the paper emerges 
from a 24 year ethnography of Asia, beginning in the Northeast with Japan and South Korea, 
to the Southeast, with Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Vietnam, and neighboring countries.

As its starting point, the framework draws on historic ideologies that position Asia as 
largely, but not pervasively, of Confucian Heritage, where the classical Anthropologist would 
see these Asian systems as different and hence incongruent to the upbringing of the Western 
Anthropologist, thus rendering Asia a romantic place. That is, the West and the East were seen 
as different in that the West would relinquish certain hierarchies predominant in the East. This 
notion of systemic difference between the East and the West has long existed and has pervaded 
even Anthropological cum scholarly thought. A scrutiny of the complexity of society in both of 
these regions (the East and the West) would quickly problematize these ideologies, and would 
show that this is not the case.

The investigation then becomes predicated on the far reaching and highly common societal 
ideologies of difference, even in scholarly work, followed by a deconstruction of these ideologies, 
employing a Symbolic Anthropology framework to reveal the complexity of the East and its 
Confucianism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, Animism, and so forth, while observing the 
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junctures between Confucianism and other potent discourses such as Patriarchy, Religion, and 
ways in which these discourses intersect. Anthropological perspectives shift from Asia to outside 
of Asia, that is, the West, where institutionalized values and practices inform comparative 
ethnographical work, as do the conceptions of Westerners toward Asians and vice-versa. These 
comparative ethnography draws on multarious facets of Asian lifeworlds, such as sexuality, (the 
breaking apart of and deconstruction of ) filial piety, the syncretism of institutionalized religions, 
and a resurgence in cultural heritage (though this historiography is frequently fabricated and 
distorted for neoliberal gain). In short, the framework seeks to refute positivist ideologies of 
Asia as pervasively and inherently hierarchical, respectful and deferent, and moves to argue that 
Cultural and Anthropological borders can be fluidly repositioned globally, and can thus become 
ideologically dexterous, while we shift our investigation from the Asian etic to the Asian emic. 
Linguistic Cultural (and other) Anthropology is exactly about complexifying the field, that is, 
locating models that shift our perceptions of the etic to the emic through signification, language 
socialization, language mediation, reflexivity, and so forth, which all become symbolic tools to 
describe ways in which a society becomes a complex highly functional world previously seen as 
a blur, and previously seen as romantically distinct from the West.

Finally, though as the central and larger part of the framework, the study observes the 
symbolic typologies through Asian regions, which become complex in contradictory ways, in 
such that these contradictions are embodied. That is, individuals and larger society both act 
contradictorily, thus refuting the belief that these Asian symbolisms which separate the East and 
the West are bounded by geography, but rather, have been ideologically constructed through a 
lineage of (post)colonialism, and romantic scholarship when othering the East.

 
Discussion

Then what does a progressive Linguistic Anthropology for Asia entail? The observation and 
realization that the positivist processes of framing Asia as Asia would well inform a deconstruction 
of the why these processes of had occurred and continues to occur. By recognizing how these 
processes of separation are encoded in Linguistic Cultural Anthropology, as well as in language 
and cultural systems throughout the East, and in discourses of the East, complex power structures 
and their symbolic typologies can be located as agents of misrepresentation of Asia and the 
framing of and legitimizing Asia as an Asian set of cultures. Observing these symbolic typologies 
through Asian regions, allows for the complexifying of Asia, and for finding contradictions in 
Asia that refute traditional ways of seeing Asian symbolisms. As such, a progressive Linguistic 
Cultural Anthropology would indicate that the construction of Asia is largely ideological, and 
that tradition of ideology has led to misrepresentations of Asia, by both Western and Eastern 
scholars.
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Becoming Spiritual: Documenting Osing Rituals and 
Ritualistic Languages in Banyuwangi, Indonesia

Michael Hadzantonisa

aIndependent Scholar

Abstract 

Banyuwangi is a highly unique and dyamic locality. Situated in between several ‘giants’ 
traditionally known as centres of culture and tourism, that is, Bali to the east, larger Java to 
the west, Borneo to the north, and Alas Purwo forest to the south, Banyuwangi is a hub for 
culture and metaphysical attention, but has, over the past few decades, become a focus of 
poltical disourse, in Indonesia. Its cultural and spiritual practices are renowned throughout 
both Indonesia and Southeast Asia, yet Banyuwangi seems quite content to conceal many of its 
cosmological practices, its spirituality and connected cultural and language dynamics. Here, a 
binary constructed by the national government between institutionalized religions (Hinduism, 
Islam and at times Chritianity) and the liminalized Animism, Kejawen, Ruwatan and the occult, 
supposedly leading to ‘witch hunts,’ have increased the cultural significance of Banyuwangi. Yet, 
the construction of this binary has intensifed the Osing community’s affiliation to religious 
spiritualistic heritage, ultimately encouraging the Osing community to stylize its religious and 
cultural symbolisms as an extensive set of sequenced annual rituals. The Osing community has 
spawned a culture of spirituality and religion, which in Geertz’s terms, is highly syncretic, thus 
reflexively complexifying the symbolisms of the community, and which continue to propagate 
their religion and heritage, be in internally. These practices materialize through a complex 
sequence of (approximately) twelve annual festivals, comprising performance and language in 
the form of dance, food, mantra, prayer, and song. The study employs a theory of frames (see 
work by Bateson, Goffman) to locate language and visual symbolisms, and to determine how 
these symbolisms function in context.

This study and presentation draw on a several yaer ethnography of Banyuwangi, to provide 
an insight into the cultural and lingusitic symbolisms of the Osing people in Banyuwangi. The 
study first documets these sequenced rituals, to develop a map of the symbolic underpinnings 
of these annually sequenced highly performative rituals. Employing a symbolic interpretive 
framework, and including discourse analysis of both language and performance, the study 
utlimately presents that the Osing community continuously, that is, annually, reinvigorates its 
comples clustering of religious andn cultural symbols, which are layered and are in flux with 
overlapping narratives, such as heritage, the national poltical and the transnational.

Keywords: Osing, Banyuwangi, Java, Religious and Cultural Symbolism, Linguistic Anthropology 
  

Introduction

From between 2001 to 2018, I conducted ethnographical work on Central and East Java, 
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Indonesia, in search of linguistic and cultural dynamics in the region. The linguistic characteristics 
of both Javanese and other languages in Java evidenced the need for investigation, some of which 
have presented themselves as hidden languages, that is, in this day and age of pervasive media 
and technology, and intensified mobility and contact, there still exist communities in ‘urban’ 
localities who are secluded from languages communities and societies within which they live.

One such community is the Osing, in Banyuwangi. In my work on Banyuwangi, I 
was surprised to encounter Osing families who, despite living at the centre of Javanese and 
Indonesian communities whose communication is in Javanese and Bahasa Indonesia, these 
families are patently unaware of these two languages, and resort to Osingnese as the only 
language with which they are skilled. This becomes more surprising as Osing communities have 
a weak educational support base, despite that the Indonesian government has begun to invest 
resource into revitalizing the Osing community and its language. Despite the seclusion of the 
Osingnese people in Banyuwangi, and the limited economic resources in the community, the 
Osing cultural, linguistic and religious heritages have evolved and have sustained themselves.

This study considers these phenomena within the Osing community in Bannywangi, and 
presents a frame analysis so as to locate symbolic contexts, that is, to frame the symbolisms and 
their linguistic, visually performative and other contexts as a community patently adhering to a 
mixed syncretic (Geertz) religion. It is hoped that these findings will benefit communities who 
have sought liminal spaces within which to sustain heritage, and thus those who have sought 
to increasingly make sense of their position in a local, national and transnational set of arenas.

 
A Short History of the Osing Ethnicity

The Osing ethnic group, a community rooted in the Negeri Belambangan heritage and native to 
Banyuwangi, East Java, Indonesia, generally occupies several districts throughout Banyuwangi; 
Giri, Glagah, Kabat, Rogojampi, Songgon, Singojuruh, Cluring and Genteng. The local 
government has allocated and developed Kemiren, a village in the Glagah district, as a space for 
Osing communities to preserve their cultural values.

 
The Osing Language

The Osing language is a Malayo-Polynesian language, within the larger Austronesian family. The 
language generally has roots common to other neighboring languages such as (old) Javanese and 
Madurese, and has managed to retain its ‘unpolluted’ elements, whereas Javanese has developed 
and has emerged into new forms, thus having transformed into a language very devoid of the 
structure of the Osing language. As such, the status of Osing as an independent language is 
contested, and is, at times, labeled as a dialect of Javanese, rather than a language in its own 
right. Unlike its Javanese and Madurese analogues, the Osing language does not separate class 
through language form, register, stance or socio / dialect. The Javanese language has generally 
three levels, Kromo, Madiya, and Ngoko, all three of which are placed and appropriated to 
effect class separation, but in complex ways. The Osing language provides complex structures 
of deference within each individual case of discourse, where respect is exhibited through certain 
language structures and cultural forms, but which presents itself universally with all speakers.
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Osing Religious Tradition

Osing religious practices were originally rooted in Hinduism, following the spread of Hinduism 
throughout ‘larger’ India. Between the 13PthP and 16PthP centuries CE, the Javanese Hindu-
Buddhist empire Majapahit, one of the last major Hindu empires of what is now Southeast Asia, 
extended throughout Asia, and centred itself in Java, reaching its peak in the 14PthP Century 
AD. Islamic inroads into the region in and around java converted many of the Osing people, yet, 
the new religious influence and cultural ritual practices combined Hinduism, Islam, and local 
pre Hindu beliefs and mores. This generative development of the Osing culture was then also 
significantly influenced by foreignism during the colonial period, that is, with occupation and 
control of the Blambangan Peninsula region by the Dutch East India Company. However, Islam 
has still remained dominant throughout the ethnic communities of Osing, with Hinduism, 
Christianity and Animism surviving as minor religious or spiritual adhesions. Animism pervades 
much of Osing religious practice, as it does much of Southeast Asian religious convention, yet 
the religions maintain societal proximity in the face of cultural mixing.

Sitting in between mainland Indonesia, that is, Java, and the island of Bali, the Osing 
communities are somewhat in tension between the Islamic policies of Indonesia, and the strong 
Hinduism of Bali, and as such, the cultural-religious tensions are obvious in Osing communities 
in Banyuwangi, thus expanding the repertoire of festivals to include certain ‘Balinese’ Hindu 
festivals.

 
Ethnographic Work

The talk and paper were developed for The GLOCAL Conference on Asian Linguistic 
Anthropology 2020, in Bintulu, Sarawak, Malaysia. The intentions of the paper include to 
expose the symbolisms of the Osing rituals, which all occur in sequence throughout each 
solar year. These rituals, which amount over ten per year, guide the Osing communities in 
Banyuwangi, and beyond, through the lifeworld practices of the Osing community, and with 
which these communities negotiate their natural, social, religious and political surroundings. 
Each of these ceremonies is accompanied by visual performance (dance, clothing and so forth), 
culinary practices and artifacts, speech rituals, and other culturally appropriated interactions 
within and across the communities. During these ceremonies, the Osing communities interact 
with animals and a nature in general, thus satisfying the animistic elements of Osing. The 
symbolic intentions of these rituals are complex, mediated by both the continuation of heritage 
of the Osing communities and the current intentions of Osing ethnic groups to accommodate 
national and transnational stringencies.

Below I present and describe the Osing annual sequence of rituals, and provide an 
introductory description of the symbolisms of each of these rituals. Present limitations do not 
allow for a discussion of the large set of typologies of symbolisms found during ethnographic 
work. Rather, the paper summarizes these and presents a small fraction and generalization of 
the findings.

This ethnography in Osing communities and their rituals took place in various localities 
in Banyuwangi, sometimes in an organized fashion, and someone sporadically, over the period 
from 2001 to 2016. A more intensified ethnography was accomplished during 2017 and 2018. 
A strong focus during the ethnography was placed on Kemiren village, in the Glagah sub-
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district of Banyuwangi, though the Osing communities are dispersed throughout Banyuwangi, 
and predominantly to the North. Linguistic data was obtained several hundred informants who 
were all Osing speakers, most but not all of whom were of Osing heritage, though some were not 
fully fluent in the language. The data was collected by listening/recording extensive discussions 
and comprehension of the Osing lifeworlds, by observing and documenting rituals, and by 
participating in these rituals, over the two decades, and hence through ethnographic work. 
The communities welcome interest and engagement in local ritual by outsiders, irrespective 
of outsider religious affiliation or heritage. One factor central to this invitation emerges as the 
efforts by the Osing community to reinforce government awareness that local religious practices 
are not black, that is, black magic and satanistic, but rather, that the Osing adhere to the strict 
requirements by the government to (explicitly) abolish all occultist and black practices. Of 
these ‘black’ practices is the Jaran Goyang (dancing horse) love spell, which is used to ensnare a 
target lover, as a combination of speech, fasting, dance, and other practices (picking flowers in 
graveyards and so forth). Neighboring countries such as Malaysia and the Philippines have their 
versions of the Jaran Goyang. In Indonesia, the origins of the ritual are complex, combining 
Javanese and other traditions. The poetics themselves of the spell are highly intricate, which 
complex parallelisms and reduplication, and exhibit have a number of variations.

This ethnography required an extended tenure in the community, including activity and 
hence integrating into the community. I participated in many of the rituals while observing 
others. During the extended ethnography, specific focus was placed on the specific application 
and ‘take up’ of rituals across generations, that is, grandparents, parents, grandchildren, as 
well as the teaching of these rituals from generation to generation. The transfer of symbolism 
through teaching was also an area of focus, as was the appropriation of these symbolisms 
across age groups, and subsequently across levels of kinship who have differing competences in 
technology, different lifeworld experiences, different education, and whose cultural affiliation 
various owing to modern requirements to become mobile, to receive education in established 
higher institutions and to travel to larger cities for work and commercial gain.

 
The Osing Rituals

A simple typology of symbolisms within Osing rituals is below, the analysis of which builds 
on a Geertzian theoretical framework of Symbolic Anthropology, drawing on data taken from 
language rituals, as well as from visuals and performance rituals.

The extensive and intricate network of rituals generally guides Osing communities through 
their traditionally animist cum Islamic and Hindu beliefs. The main art form is their popular 
version of Gandrung traditional dance., Patrol, Seblang, Angklung, Barong dance, Kuntulan, 
Kendang Kempul, Janger, Jaranan, Jaran Kincak, Angklung Caruk and Jedor. A plurality of 
inquisitions emerged over the years, but central to which were the likes of how the ritual designs 
combine voice and body movements, how Osing societies organize community around these 
rituals and their ‘light’ and deep symbolic structures.

 
The Ten Rituals

1. Seblang
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The Seblang tradition guides people to avoid pageblug (all danger). The residents celebrate 
the ritual at every beginning of the Shawwal month. Seblang is a dance ritual that places the 
dancer into a trance akin to a possessed state. The dancers must be young girls, appointed by 
dead ancestors through the mediation of spirits, who inform the locals. While dancing, the girl 
uses a crown of strands of banana leaves and flowers, called omprok. The appointed girl will 
dance with eyes closed on a circular stage to traditional music of Banyuwangi. The dance begins 
2:00 pm and finishes prior to sunset, on each of seven consecutive days. There are two types of 
Seblang dance.

1a. Seblang Olehsari – This is a sacral village ceremony aiming to ward off misfortune. The 
seblang is performed for 7 days, by a the young female virgin, in the Olehsari village. The dancer 
must be selected by ancestors through the mediation of spirits who inform the pawing the 
religious leader, in a dream. At times, however, the dancer is part of a lineage of seblang dancers, 
and is hence genealogically predetermined. Within the ceremony, audiences also visit the graves 
of their ancestors, so as to request permission to perform intended daily activities. The Seblang 
Olehsari contains 28 songs.

1b. Seblang Bakungan – The Seblang Bakungan purports to do the same as the Seblang 
Olehsari, but with some differences. The performance is shorter than the Seblang Olehsari, and 
lasts only one night. Ulike the Seblang Olehsari, the dancer for the Seblang Bakungan is an old 
woman, who dances to 12 different songs during the performance.

2. Petik Laut
A tradition that is celebrated by the resident fishermen to express gratitude and to ask for 

blessings from deities. The ritual uses a small canoe filled with ‘Sesembahan,’ that is, items 
offered to the deity during worship.

3. Ider Bumi
This is similar to the Seblang, as a ritual through the practicing of which, performers aim to 

avoid all dangers. The ritual is celebrated on the 2PndP day of Shawwal.
4. Puter Kayun
This is a tradition to commemorate ways in which walking paths are built by residents of a 

village, celebrated on the 10PthP of Shawwal. 
5. Satu Suro (Suroan)
This is performed on the first day of the Javanese calendar year in the month of Suro. The 

ritual elicits expressions of gratitude by villagers toward deities, and who ask for blessings from 
the deities. 

6. Rebo Wekasan
This is performed on the final Wednesday of every lunar month.
7. Ruwatan
This ritual is intended to cleanse or release performers from curse or misfortune. A Ruwatan 

ceremony involves a sacred Wayang Kulit (shadow puppet) play that is performed as an exorcism 
to cleanse Sukerta (people) who have fallen victim to personal disaster and curse and who 
are considered magically vulnerable to the evil god Bathara Kala. This is also conduced and 
performed at weddings.

8. Sapar
Through this ritual, performers express gratitude to deities and ask for blessing from these 

deities. The residents of villages cook porridge and offer this food to all throughout their village 
and to poor and misfortune people.
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9. Kebo-keboan
During this ritual, a man dresses to stylistically resemble, sometimes symbolically, buffalo. 

The dress includes a horn and black wrapping around the body. The dress, dance and ritual in 
full all aim to symbolize that the buffalo is a powerful beast, an intention which becomes the 
foundation of a society’s farming livelihood.

10. Perang bangkat
In the tradition of the Osing wedding, several combinations are possible for matrimony, as 

below. The ritualistic coupling of people for matrimony is names as such so as to ensure that 
families find responsible men who are able to love, care and fulfill the needs of their spouse in 
the afterlife.

• The eldest son of one family must be matched with the youngest female child of another 
family

• The youngest son of one family must be matched with the youngest daughter of another 
family

• The eldest son of one family must be matched with the eldest daughter of another family.

 
Discussion

Most of the symbolisms within the above ten rituals are grounded in notions of a strong binary 
opposition construct, in that these symbolisms are positioned vis-à-vis their ‘opposites’ so as to 
maximize the binary differential, during each ritual. For example, colors are frequently presented 
in binary form, as are the relational constructs and ‘stance’ (see work by Asif Agha) between 
performer and audience emphasized, where audiences are also positioned to participate in the 
performance (see work by Alessandro Duranti). The sequences of food offerings are frequently 
in binary fashion, as offerings, prayers, and other elements are performed in binaries. This initial 
positioning of ritual elements in binaries, subsequently increasing the poetics and parallelism of 
the rituals, begins to expose the deeper levels of symbolism evident in the traditional architecture 
of these ritual events. However, modern representations and performances of these rituals have 
begun to dilute the traditional symbolic differentials.

The deeper interpretations and levels of symbolism require an understanding of how these 
symbolisms affect relations between individuals, classes of society and the larger community. 
The effects of the symbolisms, frequently latent, are not easily realized nor seen without 
knowledge of the wider Osing community. These deeper levels are also not easily recognizable 
without awareness of a plurality of other intersecting factors and tensions, such as government 
mandate vi-a-vis transnational patterns. The interrelation of these dynamics is remarkable in 
that local communities seek to redesign yet reappropriate rituals for situated context predicated, 
while considering these multiple factors, not least of which are larger regional and transnational 
intersections. This reflexivity becomes central to the performance of these Osing rituals in the 
current era, as it has been throughout the history of the Osing community. As a result, the Osing 
community has sustained their heritage practices until the present time, in one way or another. 
Also, through this reflexivity, and through a general (at times) aim to funnel the symbolisms 
into their particular meanings, the various classes of symbols frequently redirect to the ‘common 
\’ meanings, in that the symbolisms and their rituals have been designed to move toward and 
to construct a common social and spiritual nodality. For example, fear represents one symbolic 
consequence of dance, where prayer seeks to alleviate the fear, thus constructing a binary. The 
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animal dances instill in audiences a fear which prayer alleviates, and where both scaffold one 
another. The performance becomes representational of larger society, where, through effective 
prayer practices and devoutness, fear is reduced to a perception only, and evil becomes nothing 
more than an imaginary construct in the presence of the deity. The binary thus creates meaning 
through the construction of boundaries between each side.

Within their annual inculcation, several classes are central to the Osing community, where 
other classes and clusters of these symbols are foreign, but emerge through relations between the 
fundamental structures of the Osing communities and their relation to outside occurances such 
as emergent government mandate, the interactivity between Islam and Hinduism and Animism, 
and new textual modes and technologies. Following work by Rosaldo, we ask how emotional 
reaction to these symbolisms and their use predicates the application of these symbolisms, in 
situated context, thus also leading to the embodiment of these symbols, and exposing their deep 
structures. These deep structures provide, a reinterpretation of Clifford Geertz’s perspective of 
Islam in Java as unique, that is, an indigenized or domesticated version of Islam syncretically 
reflecting local as well as foreign influences. This is Geertz’s ‘syncretic’ notion of Islam in Java, 
yet here, the generative exposition of deeper symbolisms brings about a more complex character 
in these symbols, and the factors that mediate these symbols. 

Interestingly the Indonesian government seems to be positioning, and capitalizing on, Islam 
as a frame of reference, an effort which has pervaded Osing (and other) communities in complex 
ways. For example, the Islamic intentions of the Indonesian state can position supposed ‘black 
magic’ practices throughout Banyuwangi as anti-Islamic so as to frame Islam as righteous. In 
this way, black magic becomes a tool woith which to stabilize an institutionalized Islam, as 
a truer religion vis-à-vis its ‘evil’ opposite. That is, the use of black magic and the existence 
of these communities all aid in the reaffirmation of Islam as a doer of good. Through these 
deeper symbolisms, Osing communities make sense of their lifeworlds as pious citizens, thus 
reintegrating into their Osing societies as communities constituting a balanced integration of 
Animistic, Hinduistic, and Islamic elements. Javanese religion has maintained its structure as a 
syncretic Islam with the abangan ‘variant’ emphasizing animistic elements, the santri, Islamic 
element, and the priyayi, Hindu elements. Initially and increasingly coming together in these 
rituals in an etic fashion, they become contextualized through emic perspectives by practitioners. 

Another binary emerges, the notion of which is reinforced by Hefner, who characterizes 
Indonesian Islam in terms of two emergent and rival traditions regarding the political role of 
Islam. ‘Civil Islam’ as ‘pluralist’ affirms democracy, voluntarism, and a balance of countervailing 
powers in a state and society, where as a regimist Islam strives for an Islamic state without 
checks and balances. This binary also extrapolates as a continuum and culminates to Javanese 
mysticism and animism.
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